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CITATION: Re: Mid-Bowline Group Corp, 2016 ONSC 669 
. COURT FILE NO.: CV-15-11238-OOCL 

. . • DATE: 20160126 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE - ONTARIO 
COMMERCIAL LIST 

IN THE MATTER OF the Business Corporations Act, R.S.Q. 
1990, c. B.16, as amended, Section 182 

AND IN THE MATTER OF Rule 14.05(2) of the Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

AND IN THE MATTER OF a proposed arrangement involving 
Mid-Bowline Group Corp., its shareholders and optionholders, 
Shaw Communications Inc., and 1503357 Alberta Ltd. 

BEFORE: NewbouldJ. ' 

COUNSEL: Kent E. Thomson and Matthew Milne-Smith, for the Applicant . 

Rocco DiPucchio and Lauren P.S, Epsteint for The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

Michael Schqfler and Ara Basmadjian, for Shaw Communications Inc. 

Robert A. Centa, for Brandon Moyse 

HEARD: January 25,2016 ' 

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

[1] This is an application by Mid-Bowline Group Corp. pursuant to section 182 of the 
Ontario Business Corporations Act for approval of a proposed plan of arrangement. The 
arrangement contemplates that a subsidiary of Shaw Communications Inc. will acquire all of the 
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outstanding shares of Mid-Bowline, the owner of WIND Mobile Corp., for approximately $1.6 

billion. 

[2] WIND is a private Ontario company. It is Canada's fourth largest wireless carrier, 
currently serving approximately 940,000 subscribers in British Columbia, Alberta and Ontario. 
WIND was formed in 2008. The majority of its voting shares were held by Globalive Capital Inc. 
("Globalive Capital"), while the majority of its total equity was held by Orascom Telecom 
Holdings S.A.E. ("Orascom"). In 2011, Orascom's majority equity stake in the company was 
acquired indirectly by VimpelCom Ltd. ("VimpelCom"). 

[3] Mid-Bowline is an Ontario private, closely-held company that indirectly owns 100 
percent of WIND. The shareholders of Mid-Bowline include, among others, funds managed by 
West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"), Tennenbaum Capital Partners, LLC (Tennenbaum"), 
Globalive Capital and 64NM Holdings, LP (together the "Investors"). 

[4] The plan is opposed by The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. by reason of its claim that one of 
the shareholders of Mid-Bowline, West Face, acquired confidential information belonging to 
Catalyst that was used by West Face in its acquisition of an interest in WIND through Mid-
Bowline. Catalyst claims a constructive trust over the Mid-Bowline shares owned by West Face. 
The terms of the plan of arrangement would release any constructive trust claim that Catalyst has 
over the shares of Mid-Bowline owned by West Face that are being sold to Shaw. 

[5] The plan of arrangement, as amended, provides that Shaw shall acquire the shares of 
Mid-Bowline free of any claim against those shares, including the shares of West Face, but that 
Catalyst shall continue to have the right to claim against West Face the profits earned by West 
Face from the sale to Shaw, That is, the claim by Catalyst for a constructive trust over the shares 
of Mid-Bowline owned by West Face is released in order to permit Shaw to acquire the shares of 
Mid-Bowline free of any claim, against those shares but the right of Catalyst to pursue its claims 
for the profit earned by West Face on those shares survives. 

[6] The only reason that this transaction is proceeding by way of plan of arrangement is to 
provide Shaw with clear title to the shares of WIND. Had this not been required because of the 
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Catalyst claim, the shareholders of Mid-Bowline were prepared to proceed by a share purchase 
agreement without, any requirement of Court approval. During negotiations with Shaw, Mid-
Bowline disclosed the claim of Catalyst to a constructive trust over the shares of Mid-Bowline 
owned by West Face, Shaw made clear that it would not acquire WIND unless it acquired the 

shares free and clear of any claim to them, • 

[7] So far as the requirements of section 182 of the OBCA are concerned, I am satisfied that 
the statutory procedures in section 182 have been met and that the application has been put 
forward in good faith. Trying to deal with the Catalyst claim in the manner proposed by Mid-
Bowline in the circumstances of this case was not, as claimed by Catalyst, an exercise of bad 
faith. It was put forward in an open and transparent manner and designed to protect any 

legitimate right that Catalyst may have. 

[8] The third requirement of section 182 is that the arrangement is fair and reasonable. 
Catalyst says that it is not and that this Court has no authority under section 182 to exterminate 
the substantive or procedural rights of third parties. 

The Catalyst claim and its background 

[9] In 2013, YimpelCom decided to divest its interest in WIND, and a number of interested 
potential buyers came forward, Ultimately, in September 2014, the Investors, acting through 
Mid-Bowline, acquired VimpelCom's debt and equity interest in WIND. The ownership 
structure of WIND was subsequently reorganized so that WIND became an indirect, wholly-
owned subsidiary of Mid-Bowline. 

[10] Catalyst was a bidder for WIND and from July 23 to August 18, 2014 YimpelCom 
conducted exclusive negotiations with Catalyst for Catalyst to buy WIND, No agreement was 
reached. 

[11] The Catalyst litigation arises out of West Face's hiring of Brandon Moyse, then a 26 year-
old junior analyst at Catalyst. Mr. Moyse applied for a job at West Face in March 2014 and 
received an offer of employment on May 26, 2014, He started work at West Face on June 23, 
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2014 and ceased working there three and a half weeks later, on My 16, 2014, Mr. Moyse was 
not recruited or otherwise solicited for employment by West Face. He applied to West Face on 

his own initiative, 

[ 12} At the time of Mr, Moyse's hiring, West Face had already been pursuing an acquisition or. 
financing of WIND for over six months, since November 2013. It was well-known throughout 
the industry that VimpelCom wanted to sell its interest in WIND because of the well-publicized 
regulatory challenges it had faced as a foreign owner, West Face conducted due diligence and 
made a series of offers to VimpelCom before Mr. Moyse was ever hired, 

[13] Upon learning of Mr. Moyse's move to West Face, Catalyst immediately advised West 
Face of its position that Mr. Moyse was prohibited from working for West Face as a result of a 
non-competition clause in his employment agreement. Catalyst also advised West Face that Mr. 
Moyse had received access to confidential information regarding a "telecom file" during his 
employment with Catalyst. This Was the first time, after it had already hired Mr. Moyse, that 
West Face learned that Catalyst had been pursuing what West Face assumed to be the WIND 
opportunity. 

[14] The evidence of Mr. Griffin of West Face, which has not been denied in any way, is that 
upon learning of Catalyst's objections to Mr. Moyse's hiring, West Face took the position that 
Mr. Moyse's non-competition Covenant was unenforceable, and denied receiving any 
confidential information from Mr, Moyse. Out of an abundance of caution, given Catalyst's 
express concerns .about the "telecom file", West Face nonetheless established strict firewalls 
around West Face's own work on WIND. Mr. Moyse was denied access to computer files 
relating to that project, and all members of the WIND team at West Face were explicitly 

. instructed not to speak to Mr. Moyse about that transaction. ' • 

[15] Two days after Mr, Moyse's departure from West Face on July 18, 2014, the strategic 
. partner with whom West Face had been working on a potential acquisition of WIND for the 
previous month backed out. The WIND deal that West Face had been pursuing while Mr. Moyse 
had worked there became a dead end, . 
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[16] The further evidence of Mr. Griffin, which has also not been denied, is that one week 
after Mr. Moyse left West Face, on My 23, 2014, VimpelCom informed West Face that it had 
entered into exclusive negotiations with another bidder, which West Face presumed to be 
Catalyst (and which Catalyst ultimately confirmed in this , litigation), Nonetheless, West Face 
decided to join, with a group of investors in the event that VimpelCom's preferred bidder was 
unable to reach an agreement during the period of exclusivity, This group ("New Investors") 
included Tennenbaum and 64NM who had themselves been pursuing the investment 

independently for a number of months, 

[17] The further evidence of Mr. Griffin, which has also not been denied, is that on August 6, 
2014, uncertain as to when the exclusivity period would end, the New Investors, which did not 
include Globalive Capital, submitted an unsolicited offer for WIND, A more formal proposal 
followed the next day, August T, The proposal left Globalive Capital's voting majority voting 
interest in WIND undisturbed, On August 7 however, Globalive Capital agreed to a support 
agreement with VimpelCom, which obliged Globalive Capital to support VimpelCom in its 
exclusive negotiations with Catalyst. 

[18] The further evidence of Mr, Griffin, which has also not been denied, is that upon the 
expiry of exclusivity, the New Investors revived their efforts with VimpelCom and, subject to 
VimpelCom's approval, with Globalive Capital. Ultimately a a definitive purchase agreement 
was signed by all parties and the purchase of WIND closed on September 16, 2014 pursuant to 
which Mid-Bowline became the owner of WIND, 

[ 19] On June 25,2014 Catalyst commenced an action against Brandon Moyse and West Face, 
It claimed injunctive relief, including preventing Mr, Moyse from disclosing confidential 

' information. An interlocutory morion by Catalyst regarding Mr. Moyse was heard on October 27, 
• 2014 by Mr, Justice Lederer who on November 10 granted an interlocutory injunction enjoining 
Mr. Moyse from disclosing any confidential information belonging to . Catalyst, or competing 
with Catalyst until December 22, 2014 (being the date six months after he left Catalyst's 
employment). 
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[20] On December 16,2014, Catalyst delivered an Amended Amended Statement of Claim in 
which it alleged that Mr, Moyse while employed by Catalyst was a member of the team studying 
the WIND opportunity and privy to Catalyst confidential information concerning that 
Opportunity. It alleged that West Face obtained that confidential information to obtain an unfair 
advantage over Catalyst in its negotiations with VimpelCom regarding WIND and that but for 
the transmission of the confidential information West Face would not have successfully 
negotiated a purchase of WIND, Catalyst claimed a constructive trust over West Face's interest 
in WIND and an accounting of all profits earned by West Face as a result of its misuse of 

- confidential information obtained from Mr. Moyse. 

Catalyst claims a need for a trial 

[21] Catalyst claims that it requires the full panoply of a trial process in its action against West 
Face, saying that the action it started in June, 2014 is at an early stage and that there has been ho 
discovery or production of documents. It says that on this application its lights are being decided 
without any witnesses. This ignores the history of the action and what has occurred to date. 

• [22] So.far as .the plan of arrangement application is concerned, a four day hearing was 
•established on January 4, 2016 for.four days beginning January 25,2016. Catalyst had the draft 
material of Mid-Bowline in December and was served with the motion record on January 8,2016 
that included the' affidavit of Mr. Griffin as well from the other investors in Mid-Bowline, being 
representatives of Globalive Capital, Tennenbaum and 64NM, Four days was scheduled for 
evidence and it was anticipated that the deponents of the affidavits at least would be examined 
and cross-examined. However, no evidence was filed/by Catalyst to contradict the Mid-Bowline 
evidence, and no request was made by Catalyst to cross-examine any Mid-Bowline witness. As a 
result, the reporter , was cancelled and the matter proceeded by. oral argument on the material 

fried, ' • ' . 

[23] I adjourned the hearing on Monday January'5 until .2 pm to give Mr. DiPuccio a chance 
to get instructions from Catalyst. Later iii the morning Mr, DiPuccio delivered an affidavit of 
James .Riley of Catalyst sworn that tnnrning. It contained a. statement that Mr. Riley understood 
from Mr, DiPuccio that the Plan hearing would not be decided on its merits as originally 
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scheduled pending a discussion on the terms on which the Plan might be amended so that West 
Face's proceeds from-the sale to Shaw could-be held, in escrow pending an expedited trial of 

Catalyst's claim. 

. [24] This statement was allegedly based on discussions'held earlier in January in chambers in 
which the parties discussed trying to agree on a term that would allow the plan of arrangement to 
he approved on. some terms that would protect Catalyst's rights. At that discussion counsel for 
Mid-Bowline made clear that it. would not agree to hold the funds for West Face in escrow for 

• reasons he explained. It was left that the parties would try to negotiate some other protection for 
Catalyst. However it was never discussed that the hearing scheduled for four days starting 

. January 25th would be put off or,that the plan approval application would not be heard on its 
• merits, at that time. The failure-of Catalyst to file any evidence in opposition to die plan, of 
•. arrangement was a decision of its own choosing. Its decision not to cross-examine on any of the 

affidavits filed by .Mid-Bowline was also of its choosing. . 

[25] There is- a. history of full document production by West Face in the claim against it by 
•Catalyst and of cross-examination , on affidavits. There has also been delay caused by Catalyst 
' sitting on its hands. ' 

[26], On July lb, 2Q14 a consent order of Justice Firestone ordered Mr. Moyse to turn his 
computer over to his counsel for" the taking of a forensic image of the data kept by him on his 

.Computer, to be conducted by a professional firm. On- November 10, 2014 Justice Lederer 
ordered that the forensic images that had been created were to be reviewed by an independent 
supervising solicitor fTSS"), The ISS subsequently released a draft report on February 1 and its 

. : final report on February 17. As set out therein, the ISS found no evidence that Mr. Moyse had 
• provided any of .Catalyst's confidential' information to West Face. It did, however, find evidence 

suggesting that Mr. Moyse had deleted his browser history.' . . 

• [271 On January. 13,2015, Catalyst, commenced a motion for interlocutory relief against West 
. Face for an order prohibiting We'sfFace from playing .any role in the management of WIND and 

ah" Order requiring West Face to .provide' electronic images of all.of its computers to the ISS for 
' .review. One of the stated purposes of Catalyst's motion for the imaging order was to determine 
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• "whether [Mr.]'Moyse in fact communicated .Catalyst's' Confidential Information to West Face 
and'what use West-Face made of such information''. Cataly st amended its notice of motion on 
February 6 to also seek an order. Jailing Mr, Moyse- for contempt of the earlier interim consent 

order of Justice Firestone, • . 

,{28] Catalyst's-motion-was heafd.'by justice Glustein on July 2, 2015, Although West Face 
•'delivered, its responding motion, record on March 10> 20-15, 20 days after receiving-Catalyst's 
-materials, Catalyst did not deliver-its reply materials until May 1,- 2015, almost two months after 

'• receiving West Face's, materials, • . • : • •' 

[29] Justice Glustein rendered •• his.-decision five- days after argument, on July 7, 2015, and 
. • dismissed Catalyses motion in its5 entirety. With respect to the request that West Face provide 
' electronic- images of all of its computers to the IS.S for review, Justice Glustein held that there 

. was no evidence, that West' Face, has failed to comply with its production obligations, let alone 
intentionally deletematenals to -thwart the discovery process pr evade its discovery obligations, 
justice Glustein noted that West Face had offered to turn over-its own confidential information 
created,' accessed or modified by-Mr. Moyse to the ISS, but Catalyst has not'accepted this offer, 
.Regarding the productions of West-Face, Justice Glustein stated: ' 

• ' 56 Further, West Face' has produced' voluminous records relating to -the 
• ' allegations Catalyst has made, even before -discovery, and in.particulan (i) filed a 

• four-Yolume .responding. motion record attaching -163- exhibits regarding WIND, 
. • die AWS>3' auction (since-abandoned) and Callidus, (ii) produced a. copy of the ' 

• • notebook Moyse used during his three and a half weeks at West' Face, redacted 
. only for information about West Face's active investment, opportunities, (iii) 

produced; all non-privileged, non-confidential -emails . sent , to'-or from- Moyse's 
.. • West Face email account Ur known personal email accounts-, which were, on West 

• Face's .servers,, and (ivj produced 19 additional' -exhibits in "response to 
• ' undertakings' given andv:-jues&bns .-taken .under at\the: cross- •• 

•• • • ••" examihatibh'ofGfiffin pn.May::8,:2015; ' • . 

[30] .There was -filed on the motion before Justice Glustein five -affidavits of Mr, Riley of 
Catalyst, hffidavitsbf.Mf. Moysey'two affidavits of Mr,' Griffin of/West Face,'an affidavit of Mr, 
Dea of West Face,:an affidavit of Mr. Burt-Gefrans who was die computer, expert who imaged 
the . West-Face Computer, records'and an affidavit, of Mr. El Shanawany who was the. corporate 
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planning and ephfrol officer of WIND.' .There.were also voluminous transcripts of the cross-

• examination of allof these persons,. • . • 

[3 if After receiving justice Glnstein's. decision on My 7,2015, Catalyst appealed the decision 
to the Court; ofAppeal, even though Justice Glustein's decision was interlocutory. Within two 

. .days of receiving the notice of. appeal, on July 24, 2015 counsel to West Face immediately 
v notified Catalyst's counsel that it-was not entitled to appeal- directly to' the Court of Appeal, 

Catalyst ignored, this advice, following which West Face served a notice of motion to quash 
;•.' Catalyst's appeal" on August 5, and an amended notice of motion, factum and book of authorities 
' on September 11, 2015, Catalyst never.responded to this motion, but instead on November 5, 
' • 2015,' consented to' an. order quashing the appeal Catalyst-then waited until December 10, 2015 
'.to' deliver a notice of motion to/extend the lime for it to'seek leave to appeal to the Divisional 

- -Court. ' ' . • '. . • 

. |32] .Catalyst's motion to extend the time to appeal to. the Divisional Court and die appeal 
• .Were-heard together by Justice 'Swinton on January 21, 2016 and dismissed the following day. 

justice Swinton was critical of Catalyst-for appealing the decision of Justice Glusteia to the 
" Court of Appeal as the law .was clear that interlocutory orders are appealable to the Divisional 
' Court and Catalyst Was represented by experienced litigation Counsel. She also held drat Catalyst 
had not given a. reasonable explanation for the-lengthy delay- given the state of the law with 

• reject to appeals to; the Court of Appeal and the facts of this case.. As. to .the merits of an appeal, 
. Justice Swintoh held there were -none, 

. [33] I can only.conclude that Catalyst has purposely delayed, its claim against West Face for 
••'•tacdcal reasons,,As- teg as a cidim for an order of a constructive trust against the shares of Mid-
•BoWMne held by-West-Face is'pufstanding,. Catalyst knows'., that- West-Face cannot-realistically 

- • setehdseahate ,Catalyst had tbtedbrstmid that' WlND might 'Well be sold, taken the Canadian 
market :^>r spechtih .and the fact that Mid-Bowline is owned by Mahcial interests and is not an 

. operator .in the-Wifeiess buste#.. Catalyst has been deeply involved in .that market, not only with 
•'its'failed negpdadoiis: to; acquire WEKD from VimpelCom but also 'with its large financial 

:-;paih.te m'MqiaBeityj.'aaotiher legteal wireless eerier that had filed for OCAA protection/ 
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Fair aad reasonable test 

[34] In BCE v.,. 1976 BebentumhMers, [2008] 3 &C.R,'. 540 tile Supreme Court of Canada 
• Held, that determining wbetitier ..a • plan of arrangement is fair and reasonable involves two 

inquiries: • . . 

• . (a) whether the arrangement has a valid business purpose; and 

(b) whether the arrangement resolves the objections of those whose legal rights are 
being arranged in. dfair and. balanced way,' ' . ' 

. .'.[35] The valid-pmpose- inquify is' invariably fact-specific, and the nature and extent of the • 
•evidence needed- to: satisfy this requirement will depend on the. circumstances. See BCE' at para. 

. 144. The inquify requires only ; the demonstration of a prospect -of clearly identified benefits to 
' the coiporatioriihat have a reasonable prospect of being realized if the proposed aitangement is 
•implemented, See Magna Inter&ktimctl Inc. (Re} (2010), 7.5 B.L.R. (4ti) 163 at para. 50 (Div 

Ct). ' ' ' ... . • ' ' 

•1M The s. 192 process is generally applicable to change of control transactions that share two 
... -characteristics:, the arrangement .is sponsored by the directors-of die target company; and the. goal 
y.pf the arrangement is to require - some or all of the shareholders to surrender their shares to;-either 
the purchaser or the target company. See BCE at para, 126. This is precisely the situation here. 

£373 • . The benefit/to Mid-BoWiine- and its shareholders is obvious. The sale to Shaw is at a 
tremendous price, and. if the sale .does not close,.- there is. no guarantee that another transaction 

,- would come afehg-'with-a price-of #1.6 billion. The purpose- in being -able to sell the. interest of 
• West Pace in h|ld-Bo:wline fieebpahy constructive trust claim' of Catalyst is required for the sale 
.'tqbccur. . . • '• ' . ' • • . 

' [38.]; •'.Regaidihg; the second pari .of the fair and reasonable test, whether the arrangement - -
'/resolves, the .objeSiiohs of those-Whose .legal rights are being arranged In a. fair and balanced way, 
• it was stated mSCB: ' ' ' . ' 
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-..-. •:••• ' .148 Anobjection.-to 0plan of arrangement may -arise'where/there is tension • 
ft • fijge-^^rafion. and'th^-ofh.Wderf/or (tee-are 

•; ;'• .. . • oopflieti^g dj^ar-eht groups' ofa^ete^-'ri^hts holders l^e judge ' ' 
:; ' ft'. most beMhshed that .the-bmangemeiit striies' a fair 'haiasiGO) having' regard to the 
ft . •. -ft" . .ongoing .iiitei'ests of the .ebr^oratioti' and the eircumstanees of the-case,- Often this • . 
X; • •"• .. ft. willinvolve-complex bahmemg, whereby'comtadetermine-whether appropriate 
, • ;••. ' .;•• acoommoiatibhs and profetibns have been affdrdedto the- concerned' parties, 
'' ..ft , . . Howevefftas noted by FoiVythI, mTrizec, at para. 3b: '• ' '"• ... • 

J '. /' : ••:/ • ft • ' . . [T]he o©nrt must behkeful not to cater to thespeCial needs of.one particular 
p. •••"' ft-'• ft • -.'ft' :groti|>;;hut.muststrivkm.hefair to all involved.In.the transaction spending 
ft. •'••• onpthe'.eireomstm(%;that exist The. overall farfnesh of any . arrangement -
ft: ' ' .p...... m^-life.obnsidere4^^eil as fairness to various m^djal-^c^hoidefs, • 

ft ft. m; I :do not agree' with Catalystiiat there isnojurisdietion under section .192 to compromise 
ft- . ..ft^iSis. pi Cbalyft> .^etien '19& provision -At has been, broadly .interpreted In.BCB it 

"• '..'•' :..wfsstated: ft ft ' •••.'' ' . 

"  .  ' •  - , ;  • • '  .  124 -  I n  l i g h t  o f  the -  f l ex i b i l i t y  i t  a f fo rd s ,  t h e  p rov i s i on  ha s . be e n ' b roa de ne d  t o  ' "  '  
•.: deal notypnlyv^ of shareftapitalftbut:^ ' 

ft . ft-/-. •. - more getealiy, Section i:92|i)...of the pr.esent,.iegisjai^^^^ •. 
ft' 'ft -. .ft; ft ft '•' .under the provision, as iniliodiog amendments. tO'articies,: amaigamatibn of two" or 
• .'• - ft-:'.. '•'.-' "• more corppmhdns,' divisiCn' .of the- business carried'' on by a Gorpofafiori, ' 
' ft.-.'., ft. ' piivatizatioh- .'oi'.'^sque'eze^ut"'' transactions,..Hquidahoh-or dissolution,- or any. 

'• • •;... :• .;' '.; • cpmbmatrbh of these, • ' • • . ' • . ••• • ' ' • ' 

•• . .. ' • 125 . Thfs-;IiM df.trftnsal^QiE is not exhaustive and has been interpreted broadly . 
ft' ' Aft ;• by-courtd Ih®reasd%ly, sftfihhas been used as- a deYibeftfdr effeeting-chaBges of ' 

'-ftxV. control because • of advantages it offers, the-purchaser: C, C:.:.MiehbHs,. Mergers,. • ' 
f t .  • '  f t x ' ' . . f t f t : f t -  • AcquisitBm/UMOther h fha tp ,  7b . . . .  •  .  '  

' x.ft-': . ^ aridrea^ interests of shareholders and other'' 
ft ft';-. -.: • ht^hblders is to-be. ebosidered. Seef at para, 11'5.'. '• . • ' '' "• ' ' 

l ;  • .  / f t . : - - .  . I h ;  t h i s  c a s e f t t h e  c l a i m '  o f . : ' $ h t a l y s t  i s - t h a t  i t  i s  e n t i t l e d  t o .  a - c p n s t r u c h v e  - . t r u s t ' . - o y e r  t h e '  
ft. ft.'''. ;. ftsharehof-hiidrHb^ owned.frftSbst Eace. It is not an.equity owner at fhe moment,;but-would • 
.. ft. •..be;ifa;e'om^ oi^eted in its favour. It isastaheholder in WestFac.e-s interest in 



• t d t h a t . e x f e n t  T o  t h a t  a  C o u r t  i s  p o w e r l e s s - '  t o .  m a k e  a n y  o r d e r  c o m p r o m i s i n g  

...... ' - i§fc iaghis-rof CnjMyst would be $0 give Catalyst a veto oyer 'the 'glah of emmtgement merely by 

/.;V;r^son of Its datmT: ' •' '' '* • 

. '• '....; The volumSjou's 'evidon^'..ip0d%;by*-the-' jjatis&s oh.the- previous, motion before Justice 

.• .• '• '• ^l#teih)'ias di^i^sp.no cobfrAhtial bhfoim&tion of Catalyst regarding WjN£> provided by Mr. 
• '•' . |^oyse. 'to West Ace. It is clear- tfiat West Face has. produced .aft of its. relev&ht documents* The 

y  ' ' ( ^ a ly s^ M^^s ; ; ^^ io o t ey ?^c .  .  '  .  .  •  .  •  

/' v "i:ViPJ . The.'.provision-' added- tdfthelplan- of arrangement to•• protect the- right of ;CataIyst to 
.....' .dainageS is as follows:-• . - •• • ' • ' . 

'-.: ';••• - From and after the. Effective. Time; (i)' this. Plan'jof Arrangement...shall take 
;....; /- / '. precedence and priority over any and all Purchased:Shares'/or Options issued prior . ' 
' '• -. ' '••' to the Effective Time; (ii)-the rights and'obiigations of/the.Former ihafeholders- ' 
; . . . .  .and  t he ; - fo rmOr  ho lde r s  pMpdo t t s  sha l l  be ;  s o l e ly  a s -p rov ided  f o r  m  th i s -P i a t t  o f .  

Arrangement; and (iii) all actions, a®u3e$$Ac#o&i. bla&hs'.-or proceedings- (actual 
:;.J. ' or .conAgent; :and whether or not previously.- asse^edi'bhsed' on or in any: way 

'' . !•. '-. .relating to any Purchased Shares of .Options .shaiAe AeiA^ 
-. . compromise^ released A^ ddteimined withoufhaAkW^^ herein; -

.;...''. V. .' provided, however, that nothing in this section 4,5 shall be construed to ' 
extinguish the right of The Catalyst Capital Group hie, to continue to assert its • . 
claims against West Face Capital Inc. in Ontario .Superior Court of Justice Court 

'• FileKdvi;&$r 120iiteOvided^thaitheooteM^ Capital••• . • 
V "v.'' •:. Inc. is limited-to the.h^-Mcfe-.of West 'Mce. Uamtal inoyimres^ ' 

y- - Arrangement^' With.the Exception ofaiW cdnstmedv&ii^ ' 
. . . : Which shall be deemed to have been settled, compromised, released and 

-V'. • • detemiined without liability along with all other claims in this section 4.5., ' . • 
(Underliningaddedh .. . ' . • • -•.•' •'• ' ' • •' - '• 

•  y ' : A' :  &p a r t  f r om re l ea s ing  i t s  cons t ruc t i ve  t r u s t  c l a lmi , c  Ca t a ly s t  h a s ;  . a  conce rn - tha t  t h i s  
y.; ;.y:;:0 it paid to Wesfpfe- thejyent if Were' entitled to 

•A- -! • :;ya>;jkdgmeut. Pac^A^Wis-'Concemed drat.Ae.'Wcfds "net prbflf5? -are--uuclear 
because what is meant by *%et• I t$ make-
clear that the provision does not prevent Catalyst from proceeding with a tracing claim of the 
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sale of-its: share .'interest- in Mid-Bowline. I would. also 

;;.^ti:^t:tkattto•••.' • • • . • ' . ' ' .' 

[45] pa. to -$pafe>.;0f the. ?e$D$/-%e%e'' me,; -and taMhg i«&" accopat- the • interests-,:of all 
concerned, Mc^ih^'^afelyst, ;T :ata of "the. view -diat;-:iie';plmi; pfarr^geineht is •fair.and-

rea sonab l e . -  • ' • : •  • ' •  •  • ' .  .  

What should he doheT . 

[46}"./AltougfeOdtaiyst has. noi'-produced- any 'evidence'on-.Ms a^licatioii, a deeMon of its 
ovm- hiaMng, I wdaid;,Mv& Cafaly^toiie last cihanoe' tQ call • evidence,,so long as if is done quickly, 

[47J- ,Contraryfo.the #goment:of.Catalyst} it does not Mve a righf to. a lengthy process leading 
to a'.h,ialf :fl4s:;i^..pW thd;dase.'wben Catalyst, has: purposely' delayed pmsuing its claim 
against West: i^and; taken inappropriate proceedings' .to: appeal.,the; interlocutory 

[48]-:•The Supreihe Court of Canada has made itelear.that aculfrftalshift in the cml process. is 

% •• Increasingly, there is recognition that:a .:Cnihhe.ahi^. .is inquired in -order to' 
create an environment promoting timely and affordable access to the civil justice 
system. This shift entails simplifying pre-trial procedures and moving the 
emphasis away from the convention# trial .$rdeb(Jores--. 
tailored to,the needs of the -particular case. The balance between procedure and 
access struck by our justice system must come to reflect-modern reality and 

27 There is growing support- for alternative. a^UdicatiCh ofrdispntes..and a 
developing consensus that the traditional balance struck by extensive pre-trial ; 
processes and the conventional trial no longer reflects the modern reality and 
needs to he re-adjusted, A proper balance requires simplified and proportionate 
procedures for adjudication, and impacts the role of counsel and judges. This 
balance must recognize that a process; can be-fair, and jpsp WithoUt-1^ 
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aiid and that altern^e, models [.-of ^^ea^on are.'no. fess. ; 
legitimate than the conventional trial. • -'': . 

"•y:- ; •>-.$£ /Ti|&;:^Hires;;'a Shift in culture. The princii3ai'go"4 rem^s' the.same:;a |air '.' .. 
process that results in a just adjudication of disputes. A fair and just process must .. 
permit a judge to find the fects necessary' 
relevant legal principles fd the facts as found. However, that process is illusory 

'.•.. . 1&'iW:'^1^0..^oessibl© - proportionate, timely and affordable,-" The ' . 
" proportionality principle means that the best forum for resolving a dispute is not. •• 

always that with the mostpainstaldhg procedure.'' - \.'' • ••• . ' . 

•V;. i' £49} .;;::The reahtymtbis;case is that the issue needs-fo be-d^id^^ukhly. for all-concerned. The 
wireless industry in Canada is in a js.'or is;notyentitled-to-acquire 

;• WIND is- inipo$4fao th^'industry. This issue raised" b)f;:&t4yst tnhit'.he. decided quic|lj... fa 
light of all that has gone on in the past year and a huif.'in'its Tape- and Mr, 
Moyse, that can be accomplished while protecting the H^#dffhe:"p4ties.. • . 

[50] pairing luio 'a#buht:appeal periods, a further heafingipvolving.this application;-and the • • 
claim of Catalyst against West Face and Mr. Moyse sho^l'pWbcbd quickjy, ahdT's'et four -days 
ftom February '301-5, with further .Steps ip the hfterimas follows;-.- ' •• • -. '• • 

(i)..' • Tp^/issde-to-be trials whetheraf&s ' 
•.' shiteinlbrest:of ;i?uaeiu'Mid!4Bbwitne, ^Cfiier.this'mcihdcs.the issue as' to • 
. .  .  '  '  ' ^ ^^ r :C i a t a iy s t . o f e t e  fb r  m i s#© ' p f  C#4y$ - i i r t ena t i c a i i s  

. . • • '.' up to Mid-Bowline. Counsel are to; attempt;to agree'pn -the-language pf the.issue . 
•  • . '  t t  b l  ' t f i bd^ ' f a i l i ng  wh ich  i t ' s ha l l  b e  s e t t l ed  a t  a .  9®  a .m.  uppo fa to i e n i - t e h  me  on  

• Febtiiaryl-, 2016, • • •. •' 

(ii) The pleadings to date will be used,. . 7  . '  .  

- - (iii) The affidavits to date in the Catalyst action against West Face and Mr, Moyse. and - •' 
'.; in this application may be used at the hearing. '• '. . 

' (iv) Any party may conduct further' :®davits' ' 
on -matters not yet covered in the cross-examinations to date, . • • • ' 
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• . . • •  • / ; • ' ' ( y )  Ca t a ly s t .  : m4$ .©ros s - exMB£ Mess r s ,  a r i d .L ' e i f ne r  on . t he i r '  a f f i dav i t s  

^ :• • filed in this matter,- " ' v V; ;"• " 

Mr, Moyse as a party has arigl&te ̂  - ; • • . • • ...... • 

•• • '(yiij; Any farther- issues regarding the hearing; are-.to'; i?e de^f.whh.po^ptly at a 9:30 
. a,m. appointment with me, ' '• " .... .• ' ' ; • . 

Claim for inducing breach of contract 

;;p} ;; :Gn Monday. in .his affidavit sworn that mbrnlag,: Mr .'Riley .-made-, a statement, indicating • 
,/^aiyst interdarfe sert: as-fe.lief in theaclion- an order' traeing'. all of the proceeds, of the sale,. 
fehefi-M involve .amendments to :the'existihg elaM:ahS-that« "at first" glance. be 
precluded by the proposed plan, His statement was.'that "In lieu of a; claim for' a consbactive trust 
and an order holding the West Faceproceeds.bf the Trahsacddh .in •escrow, Catalyst'intends to 
seek  a s  r e l i e f  i n  t he  Ac t i on  an  o rde r  t r a c ing  a l l  o f  t he  p roceeds  o f  s a l e " ,  •  "  ' . '  

{52} During argument, it became clear that the basis for ,tf# intended. claim would be a-.claim' 
for inducing breach of contract made against tbe.pides'tta ifitheims.^ to 
YimpelCphi-. to acquire; its- interest in WIND during.the.-period'.that- Catalyst and. YimpelCom 
were having exclusive discussions. Those parties' apart fiom WestFace.were Tenhehbaum, and' 
64NM This intended claim:'for tmcing would be- -to- traGe- 'all' df-the •proceeds paid to "all 
shareholder of Mid-Bowline and not just those, paid to Wbsti.Face'. It would obviously require the ' 
addition of the other shareholders of Mid-Bo Wliiis,- ••• -. . ' ' - -

[53] Mr, Riley -stated in his. aMdavitthalihe-inform^ came ; 
from "information learned for the first time through the oh;||dh ̂ dlqailon". What, 
information he was referring to was not stated. &;aiguW#f /ii 'What he' learned 
was that others were involved besides West Face in the unsolicited bid. However, it is quite clear 
that the information regarding the unsolicited bid was known by Mr. Riley early in 2015. ii was . 
contained in Mi*. Griffin's affidavit sworn March 7, 2015 in response to Catalyst's motion 

.seeking interlocutory relief agaiuif %©$ Face, . 
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[54] On his cross-examination on May 13, chjef;-.oi>^t!iig officer Of 
Catalyst, discussed the notion of inducing a breach of contract when it was nut to.hirn- that ' 

Catalyst had not sued VimpelCom for breach o£ll$ and" 
Catalyst He would not agree that VhnpeiCom had not breached its exclusivity clause and said • 

further: - • v '. '. • • 

However, when a contract Is breached, as J recall, there *s two—you can—under 
the theory ofLumley and Ouy, and I'm not trying to play lawyer, you can go after . ' • 
one of the two parties, the party breaching or the party inducing a breach, ' • . ' ' 

[55] Mr, Riley is a very experienced lawyer, .^e-wfsfn^'e'.of'the- lumley.r. Guy, . . — . 
(1853) 118 ER 749, a case in England1 in which an opera singer was induced by Coyent' Cafden. . • 
to leave another theatre at which, the singer had an agreement to perform, It was in that case that • ' 
the modern action for inducing breach of contract was established, 

[56] Although Catalyst was aware on March 13,'^0i5. pf fhe fadts fhat Mr.. Riley,now asserts 
he wants to use in this intended inducing breach of contract action, and was aware of the nature. • 
of a breach of contract action as disclosed on his cross-examination, it was only on Monday of • 
this week that anything was first said by Catalyst about that3. ' . . 

[57] The reason I believe why this was said was' its " 
amended plan to pennit Catalyst, to continue with' & di^age:;cto • West . Race, but ' ' 
removing the right to continue with its constructive trust claim against West Face. Such a claim 
would not allow the proposed plan of arrangement to proceed and would give Catalyst leverage 
in any negotiations with Mid-Bowline. • ' . . 

[58] In his letter of January 6, 2016 written with- prejudice, Mr, DiPuccio asserted that; • '• 
Catalyst was not interested in holding up a sale of the shares of WIND to Shaw. I have some '. 

' l do not accept Catalyst's contention that, the letter of January 6, 2016 from Mr. DiPuccio to counsel for Mid-
Bowline and Shaw disclosed any such intent, That letter dealt entirely with the claim of Catalyst against Mid-
Bowline. * " ' • ' 

' ^ • • 
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doubts about that statement. The terms put in the letter to West Face were terms that Catalyst had ' • 
to know would not be agreeable'to West Face, and indeed Catalyst was told that shortly after the ; . 
letter was sent -The proposed action now is 'dlso' litehded.todhterfere :with'the sale to#haw. The • 
vendors are all 'financial concerns with fund iftYestprsfa^ ,pfocded:S; of the. sale or • 
to require their tracing in the hands of their fund investors that would be claimed in the claim ' 
against them for inducing a breach of contract is. fQ-khoW not . 
be agreeable to them. T." ... ' . .k."' •••• • . . 

[59] This intended action has not been started, It could have been started in March, 2015 when 
the facts were disclosed and known to Catalyst. To lie in the weeds until the hearing of the . 
application and assert such a right to stop the plan of arrangement is troubling indeed and not '• . 
acting in good, faith, . Waiting and seeing how things are going in the litigation process before . ' ' 

. springing a new theory at the last moment is not to:be'dhconii|ct.-;Apii:#om 'the-$tateip'eiit of •. . 
Mr. Riley that the information was first learned in the material in this application, which was not . 
true, no evidence has been given by Catalyst to expj&ifr.why'ff#hbw.ititended.;clalm Was. not • 
brought sooner. •. • • •' . • 

[60] The evidence on the record is that VhupelGom toid'tM padc.the uhsolicited 
bid that it could not deal with it while under an exclusivity arrangement with Catalyst and it did. • 
not do so. The proposed claim of Catalyst looks weak on the strength of the record before me • ' 
and Catalyst has done nothing to"adduce evidence to support the intended claim. . ' '. . / • ' 

[61] In the circumstances, I disregard the--$te^enf#;.jb.the-- v-elahp • 
Catalyst says it will bring. It is too late in the process and the provision in the amended plan of- . 
arrangement that would prevent such a claim being made is fair and reasonable. The trial of the 

-issue I have ordered is not to consider any such claim, . •• . .' " • • . 

S'V:i' " '••'a. • •/ • . • • ' ;• • • • ' MdwbpuldJ. '• •• 

Date: January 26,2016 
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

Nature of action 

[1] The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") brings this action against West Face Capital 

Inc. ("West Face") for an alleged misuse of confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND 

Mobile Inc. ("WIND") that Catalyst claims was obtained by West Face from the defendant 

Brandon Moyse who had. previously worked for Catalyst before joining West Face. Catalyst 

claims that West Face used that confidential Catalyst information to successfully acquire an 

interest in WIND, 

[2] Both Catalyst and West Face are Toronto-based investment management firms and have 

been competitors on potential deals. They were competitors in the chase for WIND. 

[3] West Face was part of a consortium that acquired WIND. Before it did so, Catalyst was a 

bidder for WIND and had an exclusive right for a period of time to negotiate a purchase. When 

Catalyst failed to conclude a purchase of WIND, West Face and its consortium partners acquired 

an indirect interest in WIND on September 16, 2014 based on an enterprise value of WIND of 

$300 million. . 

[4] Mr. Moyse was an analyst at Catalyst for a little under two years. He left Catalyst in May 

2014 and worked at West Face for three and a half weeks from June 23 to July 16, 2014. It is 

alleged that at some time between March 14, 2014 when Mr. Moyse first spoke to West Face and 

July 16, 2014 when he stopped working at West Face he gave West Face confidential 

information regarding Catalyst's strategy to acquire WIND that was used by West Face to 

structure its bid for WIND. 

[5] The consortium in which West Face was a member later sold West Face to Shaw 

Communications for approximately $1.6 billion. Catalyst claims an accounting of the profits 

made by West Face 

[6] Catalyst also claims against Mr. Moyse for an alleged spoliation of documents and claims 

against West Face for that spoliation on a theory of vicarious liability. 
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[7] Catalyst acknowledges that it has no direct evidence that Mr, Moyse provided 

confidential information to West Face regarding WIND. It says that an inference should be 

drawn from all of the evidence that Mr. Moyse did so. It is therefore necessary to deal with the 

evidence in some detail,1 

[8] For the reasons that follow, the action is dismissed hi its entirety. 

Assessment of the evidence 

[9] In making credibility and reliability assessments, I find helpful the statement of 

O'Halloran J.A. in R, v, Pressley (1948), 94 CCC 29 (B.C.C.A.) at p. 34: 

The Judge is not given a divine insight into the hearts and minds of 
the witnesses appearing before him. Justice does not descend 
automatically upon the best actor in the witness-box. The most 
satisfactory judicial test of truth lies in its harmony or lack of 
harmony with the preponderance of probabilities disclosed by the 
facts and circumstances in the conditions of the particular case. 

[10] In this case, the evidence in chief for all witnesses was given by way of affidavits, and all 

witnesses were cross-examined at the trial. There is great benefit in proceeding this way. What it 

can lead to in some cases however, as to some extent in this case, is the repetition of evidence by 

more than one witness. This occurred, for example, in Messrs. Glassman and De Alba of 

Catalyst both stating in their affidavits that Mr. Moyse "led the preparation" of a PowerPoint 

presentation that Catalyst used in making a presentation to Industry Canada in Ottawa, This 

evidence was given to support the assertion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of 

the strategic position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating 

strategy that Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom Ltd, regarding the acquisition of WIND, As I 

will discuss, this evidence was an overstatement of what occurred. 

[11] Dealing first with the evidence of the witnesses for the plaintiff, I must say that I had 

considerable difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence of Mr, Newton Glassman, He 

was aggressive, argumentative, refused to make concessions that should have been made and 

contradicted his own statements made contemporaneously in emails, I viewed him more as a 

salesman than an objective witness, I will deal with only a few examples: 

1 Unless stated otherwise, statements of fact in these reasons are findings of fact. 
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It was put to Mr. Glassman oil cross-examination that Catalyst's request 

to sell a fourth wireless carrier without restrictions after five years was crucial. 

His response was "I don't know what you mean by crucial. Very, very important." 

Yet his affidavit sworn shortly before the trial on May 27, 2016 said precisely 

what had been put to him: "Catalyst's request to sell the fourth wireless carrier 

without restriction after five years was crucial..When this was pointed out to 

him, he stated "Crucial in the context of, yes, in my use of the word crucial, yes. 

As I said, I don't know what you mean by crucial." 

The presentation made to the Government of Canada on March 27, 2014 by Mi*. 

Glassman stated that Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to 

gain control of WIND. Mr. Glassman refused to agree that this statement was 

misleading, when it surely was. Catalyst had by then had no access to the WIND 

data room, had not yet retained its financial advisor Morgan Stanley, had not yet 

retained a technical expert and had not exchanged any draft agreement with 

VimpelCom. Mr. Glassman would go no further than to say that you can have 

advanced discussions on an informal basis. 

A central point Mr. Glassman asserted in his evidence was that he had picked up 

from his discussions with Government officials that the Government would 

eventually grant the concessions wanted by Catalyst to the regulatory 

environment that would permit spectrum to be sold by new entrants such as 

WIND to one of the three incumbents Bell, Rogers or Telus. His position is that 

tills belief would be of importance to a competing bidder and that it was told to 

West Face by Mr. Moyse. Mr. Glassman referred to the Governments "unofficial 

position" and "softening body language". 

Yet from the start Government officials had made clear that no such concessions 

would be given. Mr. Glassman's own email of May 7, 2014 stated that he bad 

been told by Catalyst's public relations consultant Mi*. Bruce Drysdale, who had 

extensive experience in working with the Government, that the Government 

would not give in writing the right to sell spectrum in five years and that this took 

his preferred option to set up a fourth retail carrier in Canada off the table. 
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Catalyst's lawyers Faskens advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current 

Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile 

spectrum to an incumbent would be subject to very close scrutiny and, in the 

current climate, most unlikely to succeed. Mr. Glassman's response was that he 

had more experience in this than the writer did, which was clearly not the case. 

On July 25, 2014 Mr. Drysdale said that Industry Canada reached out to him and 

said that seeking concessions was a dead end. Mr. Glassman's response was that 

he had more experience in this than Mi*. Drysdale did, which was clearly not the 

case, and he went so far as to say that no one in Canada had the experience except 

him. On August 3, 2014 Mr. Drysdale told Mr. Glassman that Industry Canada, 

the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr. 

Glassman's response was that the email confirmed to him that the Government 

was trying desperately to set the table for future discussion about regulatory 

concessions. When pressed further on the email, Mr. Glassman said "with the 

greatest of respect, there is a big difference between people's words and people's 

actions. We were depending on people's actions, And that is a very telling 

development." There was no evidence of any Government action that could lead 

one to expect the Government would relent and grant concessions. Nor is there a 

single contemporaneous document evidencing Mr. Glassman's view of a 

softening of the Government's position or that eventually the Government would 

grant concessions. 

[12] Mr. Gabriel De Alba also overstated matters and refused to concede points that lie should 

have. He also engaged in argument rather than answering questions. I have already referred to 

his statement that Mr. Moyse led the preparation of the PowerPoint presentation to the 

Government His evidence was given, like Mr. Glassman's, to attempt to show how important 

Mi*. Moyse was to the Catalyst WIND team and to show a deep understanding held by Mr. 

Moyse of the Catalyst WIND position. An example was a pvo-forma of a combined WIND and 

Mobilicity done by Mi*. Moyse under Mr. Midland's supervision. It was a simple exercise based 

on public information or information already known to Catalyst and required no knowledge of 

Catalyst's WIND strategy. Mi*. De Alba refused to acknowledge this and referred to tilings that 

could be implied from the fact of doing the work. He blew up by far what Mr. Moyse had done. 

In response to the fact that Mr. Glassman did not ask Mr. Moyse for a copy of the second 
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presentation to be made to the Government, but rather asked other Catalyst persons and advisors 

involved, Mr. De Alba suggested it was because Mr. Glassman might not want to have 

overwhelmed Mr. Moyse with more pressure, which he said was the way Mr. Glassman treated 

analysts. This made no sense as Mr. Glassman made clear in his evidence that he put pressure on 

everyone, including his partners, to achieve his ends. 

[13] Mr. Riley's evidence was given in a straightforward manner. It is clear, however, that 

prior affidavits of his were mistaken and speculative in some measure. 

[14] I viewed the West Face witnesses as being straightforward. They were impressive and did 

not engage in overstatement. They were not any more argumentative than most intelligent 

witnesses although Mr. Griffin had a tendency from time to time to stray from the question. On 

all crucial points they were not shaken. I viewed the evidence of Mr. Leitner of Tennenbaum and 

Mi*. Burt of 64NM Holdings in the same light. They are independent of West Face. The fact that 

their evidence was consistent with the evidence of the West Face witnesses supported the 

reliability of the West Face witnesses. A major argument of Catalyst was that a number of emails 

amongst West Face personnel and Messrs. Leitner and Burt referred to Catalyst as the bidder 

with YimpelCom for WIND, an indication that they had been told that Catalyst was the bidder, 

and that an email referred to their bid to YimpelCom being superior to any other offer, an 

indication that they had been told of the terms of the Catalyst offer to YimpelCom. That was a 

serious allegation. In the end I accepted then evidence that they thought for various reasons that 

the other bidder was Catalyst without knowing it and that they had not been told of the Catalyst 

bid terms. Of course, even if they had been told of these tilings, it does not mean that they were 

told that by Mr. Moyse, which is the central claim in this action. 

[15] Criticism is made by Catalyst of the truthfulness of the evidence of Mi*. Moyse. He 

admittedly wiped his BlaekBerry before giving it back to Catalyst. He deleted during the hiring 

process with West Face an email sent to West Face that included confidential Catalyst 

information not involving WIND. He wiped his internet browsing history from his personal 

computer before turning it over to his counsel to permit an image to be taken of his hard drive to 

look for any communications by him of confidential Catalyst information to West Face. He 

acknowledged at trial his error in doing these things, but it raised a question of why he had done 

those things and whether his explanations were to cover up improper activity in providing 
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confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND to West Face. I have therefore given a critical 

eye to ail of Mr. Moyse's evidence. On the crucial point of the case I have accepted his evidence 

that he did not communicate anything about Catalyst's dealings regarding WIND to West Face. 

[16] Mr. Moyse made some errors in his initial affidavit sworn in July 2014 in response to the 

Catalyst motion for an injunction. Catalyst contends that the affidavit was purposely drawn to 

mislead the Court and is an indication that Mr. Moyse is a witness who should not be believed. I 

have given consideration to the Catalyst arguments but have concluded that Mr. Moyse did not 

intend to mislead the Court. 

Brief history of WIND 

[17] WIND is a Canadian wireless telecommunications provider that was originally formed in 

2008 pursuant to a joint venture between two parties: (1) AAL Corp. (now Global ive), which 

was the holding company of Anthony Lacavera; and (2) Orascom Telecom Holding S.A.B., a 

large Egyptian multi-national telecommunications company. AAL and Orascom held their 

interests in WIND indirectly through a corporation called Globalive Investment Holdings Corp. 

("GIHC"). 

[18] Due to regulatory restrictions on foreign ownership of Canadian telecommunications 

operators that existed at the time, AAL held a majority (66.68%) of the voting interests in GIHC 

(compared to 32.02% for Orascom), even though Orascom held a majority (65.08%) of the total 

equity interests (as compared to 34.25% for AAL). In 2008, WIND paid $442 million for the 

rights to use a portion of wireless spectrum for a wireless telecommunications service in an 

auction held by Industry Canada. The spectrum WIND acquired licenses to use at that time was 

known as AWS-1 (AWS stands for "advanced wireless services"). 

[19] WIND's AWS-1 wireless spectrum was acquired in a "set aside" auction from which 

incumbent wireless carriers were excluded, and was subject to a restriction on transfer to 

incumbents for at least five years. In addition to this restriction, WIND's AWS-1 spectrum was 

at all times subject to numerous restrictions on transfer: (i) the Minister of Industry's unilateral 

discretion whether to permit transfer pursuant to the terms of license; (ii) Competition Act 

approval; (iii) Investment Canada Act approval; and (iv) CRTC approval 
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[20] The CRTC initially blocked WIND'S launch on the basis that Orascom's involvement 

breached Canadian ownership requirements, and it took Federal Cabinet intervention to overrule 

the CRTC in this regard. In December 2009, WIND commenced operations, providing mobile 

data and voice services in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area in Ontario, and in Calgary, 

Alberta. WIND later expanded into Ottawa and parts of southern Ontario, as well as Edmonton, 

Alberta, and Vancouver, Abbotsford, and Whistler, British Columbia. 

[21] In 2011, VimpelCom Ltd. acquired the majority shareholder of Orascom, giving 

VimpelCom a controlling interest in Orascom and, indirectly, Orascom's investment in WIND. 

VimpelCom is a publicly-traded international telecommunications and technology business with 

more than 200 million customers. While it has been formally headquartered in the Netherlands 

since 2010, its principal shareholder is controlled by Russian interests. 

[22] Notwithstanding 2012 legislative amendments that loosened certain restrictions on 

foreign control of smaller telecommunications service providers like WIND, foreign ownership 

of the wireless industry in Canada remained heavily regulated. In 2012 VimpelCom and 

Globalive signed an agreement under which VimpelCom would acquire all of Globalive's 

interest in WIND. However, VimpelCom was unable to obtain regulatory approval 

notwithstanding the looser regulatory restrictions. This became known in the press. 

[23] VimpelCom became frustrated by the regulatory hurdles it faced in Canada, and this 

frustration drove its decision to divest its ownership of WIND. 

[24] In early 2013, following VimpeiCom's inability to obtain regulatory approval to buy out 

Globalive, VimpelCom engaged UBS Securities to assist VimpelCom in its efforts to find a 

purchaser for its debt and equity interests in WIND, or for WIND in its entirety. Various parties 

expressed an interest in doing so. 

[25] Both Catalyst and West Face had a longstanding interest in the Canadian 

telecommunications industry. As early as 2009, Globalive separately approached Catalyst and 

West Face about the possibility of being a source of Canadian capital for WIND, and discussed 

WIND'S capital structure and Globalive's role in it. Both Catalyst and West Face were therefore 

at all relevant times familiar with WIND's ownership structure. 
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[26] Verizon was a bidder but chose in late 2013 not to pursue it. At this point, VimpelCom 

had grown increasingly frustrated with its inability to either acquire voting control of WIND or 

to conclude a transaction to allow it to exit the investment. In addition to its voting and non

voting shares, VimpelCom held (both directly and through Orascom) over $1.5 billion in debt 

owed by WIND, wliich WIND had no way of re-paying. WIND was also subject to 

approximately $150 million in third party vendor debt that was coming due on April 30, 2014. 

WIND'S tenuous financial position at the time created a real risk that its creditors would call its 

debt, put WIND into insolvency, and allow its creditors to recover the proceeds from the sale of 

WIND's assets. 

[27] It became known in the marketplace that VimpelCom was willing to sell its interest in 

WIND based on an enterprise value of approximately $300 million, of which $150 million would 

satisfy the vendor finance debt and the remainder would go to VimpelCom and Globaiive. 

[28] On November 4,2013, Mr. Lacavera, the Chairman and CEO of WIND called West Face 

and advised them that VimpelCom was interested in selling its debt and equity interest in WIND 

and in arranging for the repayment of WIND's third party debt. West Face delivered an 

expression of interest to VimpelCom and AAL on November 8. Shortly after, on December 7, 

West Face entered into a confidentiality agreement with VimpelCom and Orascom and thus 

gained access to the WIND data room. 

[29] Catalyst began negotiating a potential investment in WIND with VimpelCom and UBS in 

late 2013. On January 2, 2014, Catalyst sent a letter of intent to VimpelCom that set out 

proposed terms of a WIND transaction. On March 22, 2014, Catalyst executed a confidentiality 

agreement with VimpelCom and Orascom. 

[30] Both West Face and Catalyst had negotiations with VimpelCom and its advisor UBS 

through the first half of 2014. On July 23, 2014 VimpelCom granted Catalyst an exclusive 

negotiating period to conclude a binding agreement for the acquisition of WIND. Tins period of 

exclusivity was extended several times to August 18, 2014 when VimpelCom refused to extend 

it further after Catalyst would not agree to a break fee of $5 to $20 million if regulatory approval 

was not granted within 60 days. 
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[31] On August 7, 2014 Tennenbaum on behalf of itself and "West Face and 64NM Holdings 

(the vehicle set up by LG Capital LLC for the WIND acquisition) sent a proposal to VimpelCom 

for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND. On August 25, 2014, West Face's counsel 

delivered to VimpelCom's counsel an executed conditional financing commitment letter on 

behalf of a consortium of investors, including West Face, Tennenbaum Capital Partners LLC, 

64NM Holdings LP, Globalive and two other investors. Ultimately a definitive purchase 

agreement was signed for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND and the transaction 

closed on September 16,2014. 

Brandon Moyse's role at Catalyst 

[32] Mr, Moyse is currently 28 years old, and at the time of the events giving rise to this 

action, he was 26 years old. He lives in Toronto with his fiancee. He earned his Bachelor of Ails 

degree in Mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania. 

[33] Prior to working for Catalyst, Mr. Moyse was employed at Credit Suisse in New York 

and RBC Capital Markets in Toronto as a junior banker on their respective debt capital markets 

desks. 

[34] Mr. Moyse commenced work as an analyst at Catalyst on November 1,2012. He resigned 

on May 24, 2014, and pursuant to the terms of his employment agreement, his employment 

ended on June 22,2014. 

[35] Analysts are the lowest level of investment professionals at Catalyst. The investment 

professionals employed at Catalyst, and the hierarchy amongst them during the relevant period, 

was as follows: (i) partners: Mr. Glassman, Mr. De Alba, and Mr. Riley; (ii) vice-president: Zach 

Miehaud; (iii) associate: Andrew Yeh, through early March 2014; and (iv) analysts: Mr. Moyse 

and Lome Creighton. 

[36] As an analyst, Mr. Moyse performed financial and qualitative research both on Catalyst's 

potential investment opportunities, and on portfolio companies already owned by Catalyst. 

During his last six months at Catalyst, Mr. Moyse spent the majority of his time working on two 

Catalyst portfolio companies. His responsibilities on these portfolio companies required him to 
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spend a significant amount of time outside the office, and he spent approximately half his time 

travelling throughout the United States. 

[37] There is a difference in the evidence given on behalf of Catalyst and given by Mr. Moyse 

as to the importance of the role of a young analyst such as Mr. Moyse at Catalyst. It may not be 

of crucial importance, as what Mr. Moyse did that is relied on by Catalyst is fairly clear. He 

worked on a PowerPoint presentation made by Catalyst to the federal Government that is heavily 

relied on by Catalyst. However, for reasons that will be explained, I much prefer the evidence of 

Mr. Moyse that Ms role was of far less importance or central to Catalyst's dealings regarding the 

potential WIND transaction than as articulated by Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba, two of the 

three original partners of Catalyst along with Jim Riley who later became a partner when he 

joined Catalyst. 

[38] Mi'. De Alba's evidence was that Catalyst uses a very flat, entrepreneurial staffing model 

and that investments are reviewed by a "deal team", which typically consists of a partner, a vice-

president and an analyst. His evidence was that analysts at Catalyst paiticipate in every part of a 

deal and are intimately aware of Catalyst's strategies and negotiations. Mr. Glassman went so far 

as to say that no deal would be approved by him without the entire deal team agreeing with it. I 

take that with a large grain of salt. Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba were the founders of Catalyst 

with a great deal of experience in the investment world and in the telecommunications industry. 

It makes little sense that they would not agree to a deal if a junior analyst such as Mr. Moyse did 

not agree. The evidence of Mi'. Riley, who later joined Catalyst as a partner in 2011, is more 

telling and accords with common sense. His evidence was that a decision on an investment 

would be made by the three partners of Catalyst but that the ultimate says would be by Mr. 

Glassman, the chief investment officer of Catalyst. Mr. Glassman described Mr. Moyse as the 

most junior member of the team and I do not accept his assertion that he would have effectively 

ceded control of an investment decision to a junior person such as Mr. Moyse. 

[39] In the case of the WIND project, it would not have been necessary for Mr. Moyse to be 

intimately involved in all of the strategic decisions and I do not think he was. Although Mr. 

Glassman testified that Mr. Moyse would have been involved in all discussions regarding 

strategy, and asserted that Mr. Moyse had the most knowledge of the WIND file, he admitted on 
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cross-examination that Mr, De Alba, the chief negotiator on the WIND initiative, had more 

knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file. That is hardly surprising. 

[40] In late February or early March 2014, Mr. Moyse was assigned to Catalyst's "core" 

telecommunications deal team, as a result of the departure of an associate named Mr. Yeh from 

Catalyst. Before that, he knew that Catalyst had an investment in Mobilicity and was interested 

in building a fourth wireless carrier in Canada, potentially involving WIND and that Catalyst 

planned to bid for wireless spectrum in a forthcoming Canadian spectrum auction (which it later 

decided not to do) 

[41] On March 7 and 8, 2014, after he was assigned to the core telecommunications team, Mr. 

Moyse prepared a pro-forma statement that showed a combined WIND and Mobilicity entity. 

This was done under Mr. Michaud's supervision. Mr. Moyse collected data which was either 

publicly available or known to Catalyst, and then performed basic arithmetic to yield the final 

product. Mr. Michaud identified the specific data inputs he wanted to assess for the combined 

entity (i.e. network value, spectrum value, subscribers). No knowledge of Catalyst's plans or 

strategy was required for Mr. Moyse to complete this assignment. Mr. De Alba has blown out of 

all proportion what this assignment involved. 

[42] Mr. Moyse's next contribution to Catalyst's telecommunications file while on the team 

occurred on March 26, 2014 in the afternoon and late into the night, when Catalyst prepared a 

PowerPoint slide deck for a presentation to be made to Industry Canada the following day. The 

PowerPoint was intended to be a framework for discussion with Government personnel. The 

PowerPoint outlined the existing regulatory environment and a number of options available to 

the Government, and the concessions that Catalyst believed would be required. Generally, the 

presentation set out three strategic options for the creation of a fourth national wireless carrier, 

being Option 1: a carrier focused on the retail market; Option 2: a carrier focused on the 

wholesale market; and Option 3: a litigation option. 

[43] Both Mr. Glassman's and Mr. De Aiba's evidence was that Mi'. Moyse "led the 

preparation" of the PowerPoint presentation that Catalyst used in Ottawa. This evidence was 

given to support the assertion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of the strategic 

position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating strategy that 
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Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom regarding the acquisition of WIND. Their evidence was an 

overstatement of what occurred. 

[44] Mr, Moyse's evidence was that his role was largely administrative, He said that Mr. De 

Alba, Mr. Riley, and Mr. Michaud generated the content and analysis which was contained in 

this presentation and gave him handwritten mock-ups of the slides which he then transposed into 

PowerPoint format. He testified that he was not involved in any discussions or debates involving 

these three persons to determine the content of the presentation. They did not ask for his input 

into the content of the slides and he did not provide any. Because the slides were required for a 

meeting in Ottawa the next day, the workplace was frantic. Mr. Moyse's contributions involved 

layout, data input and the creation of two tables based on publicly available information, one of 

which was thepro-forma which Mr, Moyse had prepared in March. 

[45] I accept Mi*. Moyse's evidence, Mr. Glassman admitted on cross-examination that it was 

he and the partners of Catalyst, and not Mr, Moyse, who were the architects of the Catalyst 

strategy in dealing with the Government of Canada. Mr. Glassman said in his affidavit that he, 

Mr. De Alba and Mr. Riley gave Mr. Moyse notes to use in the preparation of the PowerPoint 

presentation, although on cross-examination he waffled on the point but acknowledged that he 

may have given Mr, Moyse notes and that he knew for a fact that Mr. De Alba did. He also said 

that for sure he would have participated in discussions and provided direction to Mr. Moyse. Mr, 

Riley in one affidavit said that Mr. Moyse "helped create" the PowerPoint presentation, which is 

much closer to the truth. 

[46] Nor do I accept Mr. Glassman's undocumented and unspecified assertion that Mr. Moyse 

was privy to all of Catalyst's deal priorities, internal conclusions, formal and informal 

discussions with Catalyst's advisors, and any advances Catalyst had made with the regulators on 

these issues leading up to the March 27, 2014 meeting with the Government of Canada, Great 

store by Catalyst witnesses is put on what were described as Monday morning meetings that 

were said to be required meetings at which it is said that full discussion of all aspects of the 

proposed WIND opportunity was regularly held, I have difficulty with this evidence. Mr, 

Glassman described them as Monday morning meetings in his affidavit but in evidence at trial 

said they were over lunch. He testified there was a schedule of what was to be discussed and that 

then proprietary software produced a package for everyone to take a copy of at the beginning of 
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the meeting. Yet no notes of any kind have been produced by Catalyst regarding these Monday 

meetings and Mr. Glassman said he had no idea why they had not been. Mr, De Alba testified 

that only a one-page agenda was prepared for the meetings and that no written materials were 

generally prepared. He also testified that it would not be the general practice for any presentation 

regarding WIND to be prepared for the meetings. In answer to undertakings, Catalyst stated that 

Catalyst's investment team has reviewed all notebooks and notes and could not locate any 

existing notebooks or notes concerning WIND. 

[47] Mr, Moyse's evidence was that as an analyst, he had no direct input into Catalyst's 

investment decisions or strategy, but was instead assigned specific research projects by the 

partners, and vice-president. He said that given the junior nature of his position, he had very little 

knowledge of Catalyst's potential investments and its strategy for those investments. He regularly 

attended Catalyst's Monday meetings with the Catalyst investment team and other related 

individuals, including members of Catalyst's finance and accounting teams. The bulk of those 

meetings were spent discussing domestic and international economic issues. At most, but not all, 

Monday meetings, there would be discussion of Catalyst's portfolio companies, and less often, 

discussion of deals which Catalyst was actively pursuing. Mr. Moyse also said that while these 

meetings did at tunes feature some discussion of Catalyst's investment strategies, it was clear 

that these were premised on higher-level partners-only discussions that were taking place, to 

which he was not privy. Catalyst's partners would frequently discuss conversations or 

correspondence in front of the analysts without providing any context to him. They would also 

frequently gather after the meetings to discuss matters behind closed doors. Mr. Moyse testified 

that he could not recall specific discussions at a Monday meeting in which Catalyst's strategy 

with the Government or VimpelCom was discussed. 

[48] Mr. Moyse's evidence makes sense and neither Mr, Glassman nor Mr. De Alba gave 

evidence of any specific Monday meeting in which they informed Catalyst's WIND deal team in 

general, or Mr. Moyse in particular, of Catalyst's confidential regulatory strategy. Nor could 

they identify any particular meeting attended by Mr. Moyse in which any specific piece of 

information was allegedly discussed. I cannot find that Mr. Moyse was aware from meetings he 
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attended at Catalyst of the negotiating strategy of Catalyst with the Government of Canada or 

with VimpelCom.2 

[49] The PowerPoint presentation to the Government stated that for options 1 and 2, Catalyst 

required the ability to transfer or license spectrum to incumbents (Teius, Rogers and Bell) and to 

exit the investment with no restrictions in five years. I take from the evidence that Mr. Moyse 

was aware when he prepared the PowerPoint presentation on May 26. 2014 of the concessions 

Catalyst would be looking for from the Government of Canada. How much knowledge or 

understanding he had other than what was stated in the presentation is very questionable and it is 

debatable how much Mr. Moyse continued to retain in his memory afterwards. The presentation, 

along with a second presentation prepared on May 12, 2014 and notes or drafts relating to them 

were later destroyed by Catalyst, said by Mi*. Glassman to have been at the request of 

Government personnel.3 

[50] On May 6, 2014, Mr. Moyse found out that Catalyst would be actively pursuing a 

transaction involving WIND. After that, Catalyst's internal team of which he was a member 

focused on preparing the investment memorandum which would set out Catalyst's investment 

2 Catalyst contends that in his earlier affidavit of July 7, 2014, filed for the pending injunction motion that did not 
proceed, Mr. Moyse understated at paragraph 11 his role at Catalyst regarding WIND and that this is an indication 
that Mr. Moyse has something to hide about the extent of his knowledge of WIND, I do not accept that contention. 
In the affidavit Mr. Moyse stated that he had typed notes of Mi*. De Alba, Mr. Riley and Mi*. Midland into a 
PowerPoint presentation in the Mobilicity file. In his evidence he said that was his recollection at the time and that 
he was wrong as it was in the WIND file that the PowerPoint presentation was made. There was no PowerPoint in 
the Mobilicity file. Mr. Moyse was obviously mistaken and I do not accept that Mr. Moyse intentionally misled the 
Court. There was also a mistake in paragraph 56 of the affidavit in which Mr. Moyse said he was not privy to any 
internal discussions about the strategy behind Catalyst's potential acquisition of WIND. He was privy to the extent 
he participated in the preparation of the PowerPoint, and Mr. Moyse readily acknowledged at trial he was partly 
wrong but said that he didn't remember at the time the details of the PowerPoints given how frantic the pace of work 
was, and in terms of structuring, was still not sure he really knew anything about that. I do not accept that Mr. 
Moyse intended to mislead the Court. 

3 The evidence of Catalyst witnesses as to why the presentations and notes and drafts of them were destroyed 
differed from witness to witness and made little sense. Mr. Glassman testified in chief that someone from Industry 
Canada asked Catalyst not to keep work product that they, i.e. the Government thought might be politically 
sensitive. So the drafts were destroyed. He said the Government had no problem with Catalyst keeping the final 
version that was presented to tiie Government but that if the work product had issues that were not eventually 
discussed with the Government, Industry Canada did not want it potentially coming back to cause them problems. 
He went so far as to say that it was his experience that this happened often and frequently, especially if the meetings 
are on sensitive issues to the Government, but on cross-examination he said this presentation was the first he had 
ever made to the Government. Why the Government would be concerned with drafts of a presentation made to it 
that were never seen by the Government is puzzling indeed. Mr. Riley's evidence prior to the trial was that all copies 
of the presentation were destroyed and this was confirmed by way of an answer to undertakings. At trial he testified 
that he gave directions that all copies be destroyed because of the sensitivity of information in it. He did not say it 
was at the direction of the Government that he ordered their destruction. 
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thesis, and which at the time of his departure from Catalyst did not contain any regulatory 

strategy, and reviewing the external advisors' work. He was also actively involved in Catalyst's 

early due diligence commencing on May 7, 2014. Although Mr, Glassman and Mr. De Alba 

asserted that Mi'. Moyse was kept intimately apprised of Catalyst's strategy during this period, 

the documentary evidence does not support that evidence. The assertions are also contradicted by 

the admission of Mr. Glassman on cross-examination that Mr. De Alba, the chief negotiator on 

the WIND initiative, had more knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file. 

[51] Another PowerPoint presentation to the Government of Canada was prepared on May 12, 

2014. The Catalyst evidence was that Mr. Moyse again "led" its preparation. Mr. Glassman 

testified that one reason Mr. Moyse prepared the PowerPoint was that of people at Catalyst, he 

had the most knowledge of the file. I do not accept that. The evidence of Mr. Moyse, which I 

accept, was that his role was largely administrative. He was instructed to re-create a modified 

version of the March slide deck. Messrs. De Alba, Michaud and Riley then marked up a hard 

copy of the March 24 presentation and provided him their comments and changes, which he 

inputted into a new PowerPoint file. Given the hurried manner in which it was created, and his 

largely administrative role, Mr. Moyse put little thought or analysis into the PowerPoint, and 

whatever work he did, he was instructed to do by one of Messrs. De Alba, Michaud or Riley. 

[52] Mr. Moyse left for Southeast Asia on a vacation on May 16, 2014. He resigned by email 

from Catalyst on May 24, 2014, the second last day of his vacation. He told Mr. De Alba when 

they met in person on May 26, 2014 that he was going to work at West Face. Mr. Moyse was 

sent home by Mr. Riley on May 26, 2014, and he did no further Catalyst work after this date. 

Catalyst contacted its IT provider to revoke Mr. Moyse's access to Catalyst's servers. 

Mr. Moyse's hiring by West Face 

[53] In 2012, West Face had commenced a recruitment drive for a number of analyst positions 

and Mr. Moyse submitted an application to Mr. Dea, a partner at West Face. On September 25, 

2012, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea to tell him that he had been offered a position at Catalyst. 

Mr. Dea congratulated Mr. Moyse at that time, but told him that Catalyst had a reputation in the 

marketplace as a difficult place to work. 
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[54] By late 2013, Mr. Moyse seriously started thinking about leaving Catalyst because he 

was not getting the learning opportunities he had set out to achieve when he joined the firm, and 

because he found the work environment to be oppressive, and lacking in common decency or 

respect for the individuals working there. This is not surprising evidence given the evidence of 

Mr. Glassman as to how he treated everyone at Catalyst, including his partners, with pressure on 

Catalyst people being his modus operendi. Mr. Moyse was concerned about how much time was 

taken at Catalyst with portfolio companies and his lack of responsibility. 

[55] On March 14, 2014, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea looking for a job in response to a West 

Face press release announcing the launch of its Alternative Credit Fund. West Face was looking 

to hire someone because it had just launched the Alternative Credit Fund, and West Face had a 

critical need for someone who had particular experience in all terms of credit to assist West Face 

in reviewing opportunities for this new fund. 

[56] Mr. Moyse met with Mr. Dea over a cup of coffee at a coffee shop on March 26, 2014. 

The conversation was general. They discussed the financial industry generally and Mr. Moyse 

told Mr. Dea of his goal of working in a role where his focus was on pursuing new investments 

rather than monitoring existing portfolio investments. Mr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse nui-of-the-miil 

interview questions to get a sense of what kind of experience he had gained at Catalyst and at his 

other previous employers, RBC and Credit Suisse. The conversation was generic in nature and 

there was no discussion of specific tilings Mr. Moyse had worked on at Catalyst. 

[57] During that conversation, Mr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse to provide him with his resume, a 

deal sheet, and some writing samples to demonstrate his written communication skills. Mr. Dea 

and Mr. Moyse both testified that Mr. Dea explicitly instructed Mr. Moyse to redact any 

confidential information as necessary. Early the next morning at 1:47 a.m., at a time that Mr. 

Moyse had to be tired, Mr. Moyse sent to Mr. Dea an email which attached four investment 

memoranda he had prepared while at Catalyst involving four corporate opportunities. Three of 

the memoranda were marked as confidential. None involved the telecommunications industry. 

Mr. Moyse admitted in ids evidence that it was an error in judgment to send these memoranda 

even though they were based on public information. He realized this shortly after he sent them 

and deleted the email from his computer. He acknowledged in his evidence that it was a mistake 
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to have deleted the email. I do not take the fact that he sent the memoranda and quickly deleted it 

as indicating a cavalier attitude about confidentiality 

[58] Mr. Moyse had further interviews with West Face. On April 15, 2014, he met with Peter 

Fraser, Tony Griffin, and Yu-Jia Zhu for a series of short interviews. On April 28, 2014, he met 

with Greg Boland for a brief interview. On May 16, 2014 he received an oral offer from Mr. Dea 

and a written signed employment agreement on May 26, 2014. As Mr. Moyse had previously 

advised that he was subject to a 30-day notice period under his employment agreement with 

Catalyst, his employment with West Face was scheduled to begin on June 23,2014. 

[59] Catalyst is quite critical of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and of West Face in 

how it dealt with them, and invites inferences to be drawn from what it says is the cavalier way 

in which West Face treated confidential information. In general, I agree with West Face that this 

issue is a red herring with little or no substance regarding the alleged obtaining and misuse by 

West Face of confidential Catalyst information. The memoranda had nothing to do with WIND 

or the confidential Catalyst information alleged to have been obtained and used by West Face, 

[60] Moreover, West Face treated seriously the issue of the confidentiality of the memoranda 

sent by Mr. Moyse to Mr, Dea. Mi". Griffin raised concerns with Mr. Dea about the memoranda 

that Mr, Moyse had sent to Mr. Dea and wondered if it exhibited a character flaw. Mr. Dea's 

view was that Mr. Moyse had received veiy strong endorsements from people who had worked 

in the past with him and he thought that Mr. Moyse was a suitable candidate. Mr, Dea spoke to 

Mr, Alex Singh, West Face's general counsel, and asked him to speak to Mr. Moyse and impress 

upon him the obligation to keep in confidence any confidential information of West Face and of 

his previous employers, Mr. Singh spoke with Mr. Moyse around May 22, 2014. Mr, Singh 

impressed upon him that West Face takes matters of confidentiality very seriously and that he 

was not to disclose any information belonging to Catalyst. Around the same time Mr, Dea spoke 

to Mr. Moyse about the same thing and stressed that West Face took matters of confidentiality 

very seriously. Mr. Griffin decided to support hiring Mr. Moyse because he thought that there 

was no malicious intent on the part of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and that it was an 

honest mistake of a young man. 
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[61] On May 24, 2014 while on his vacation, Mr. Moyse gave notice to Catalyst that he was 

leaving Catalyst and on May 26, 2014, his first day back in the office, he told Catalyst that he 

was joining West Face. On that day he was sent home by Mr. Riley and completely cut off from 

Catalyst. 

[62] On May 30, 2014 counsel for Catalyst wrote to Mr. Boland, the CEO of West Face, and 

gave notice of a six month non-compete provision in Mr. Moyse's employment agreement with 

Catalyst and a confidentiality provision. The letter expressed concern that Mr. Moyse had or 

would be providing confidential Catalyst information to West Face. On June 3, 2014 

employment counsel to West Face replied to counsel for Catalyst and took the position that the 

non-compete provision was unenforceable. The letter also stated that West Face had impressed 

on Mr. Moyse that he was not to divulge any confidential information he had obtained while 

employed at Catalyst. 

[63] During conversations between counsel on June 18, 2014, counsel to Catalyst informed 

counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for 

which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a "telecom file".4 

As a result, West Face immediately established a confidentiality wall with respect to the WIND 

investment it was working on, which was the only telecom investment that West Face was 

working on at the time. 

[64] On June 19, 2014, the day after learning of Catalyst's concerns about a "telecom deal" 

and four days before Mr. Moyse began work at West Face, the Chief Compliance Officer at West 

Face erected a confidentiality wail with respect to WIND and Mr. Moyse. The confidentiality 

wall was disclosed to counsel for Catalyst the same day. 

[65] Pursuant to the confidentiality wall Mr, Moyse was forbidden from communicating with 

anyone at West Face about the ongoing WIND negotiations, and vice-versa, and West Face's IT 

group restricted access to all WIND-related documents so that Mr. Moyse could not access them. 

Notification of the confidentiality wail and its terms was circulated to all relevant personnel at 

West Face including its four partners. The chief compliance officer telephoned Mr. Moyse to 

4 The fact that West Face was La negotiations with VhnpelCoin for WrND was not public and was confidential to 
West Face. How Catalyst knew that was unexplained. 
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discuss the terms of restrictions he would be under. In the call, Mr. Moyse was told that he was 

not to talk about WIND with anyone at West Face, to ask anyone at West Face about WIND, to 

disclose to anyone at West Face any information about WIND or to attempt to access any of 

West Face's files regarding WIND. Mr. Moyse indicated that he would comply. West Face's 

head of technology confirmed that Mr. Moyse was excluded from the computer directory 

containing WIND related documents. Once Mr. Moyse began working at West Face, the West 

Face WIND deal team only met in private, behind closed doors, and away from the trading floor 

area where Mr. Moyse was seated. 

[66] Mr. Moyse began working at West Face on Monday, June 23, 2014. Three and a half 

weeks later, on July 16, 2014, after Catalyst had brought a motion for interim relief prohibiting 

him from being employed at West Face for the balance of his non-compete agreement, the 

parties agreed to an interim consent order, pursuant to which Mr. Moyse was put on indefinite 

leave. Ultimately, Mr, Moyse remained on leave due to these proceedings, never returned to 

work at West Face, and never performed any more work for West Face before he and West Face 

mutually terminated his employment in August 2015. 

[67] During his period of active employment at West Face, Mr. Moyse was the most junior 

member of West Face's investment team other than a summer intern. He was not informed of the 

positions held by West Face funds, was not a member of West Face's investment committee, and 

did not participate in senior management meetings or have the authority to make investment 

decisions. Much of Mr. Moyse's three and a half week period at West Face was spent in 

orientation and training in order to acclimatize him to the West Face working environment, Mr, 

Moyse's substantive work was limited to performing some preliminary analyses on several 

potential investments that had nothing to do with WIND. 

Test for breach of confidence 

[68] The elements of an action for breach of confidence are: (1) that the information 

conveyed was confidential; (2) that it was communicated in confidence; and (3) that it was 

misused by the party to whom it was communicated. See Lac Minerals Lid. v. InternationaI 

Corona Resources Ltd.> [1989] 2 S.C.R. 574 at para. 129. 
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[69] Under the third element, misuse is any use of the information which is not authorized by 

the party who originally communicated it: see Lac at para. 139. Under this third branch, it is also 

necessary that the defendant's misuse of the information caused detriment to the plaintiff. See 

Lac at para, 161; Lysko v. Braley (2006), 79 O.R. (3d) 721 (C.A.) at para. 17 and Rodaro v. 

Royal Bank of Canada (2002), 59 O.R, (3d) 74 (C.A.) at para. 48. 

[70] Equity will pursue confidential information that comes into the hands of a third party who 

receives it with knowledge that it was communicated in breach of confidence. In Cadbury 

Schweppes Inc. v FBI Foods Ltd. [1999] 1 S.C.R. 142, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed 

the principle by which third party recipients of confidential information may be held liable. In 

that case Justice Bimiie stated: 

19 Equity, as a court of conscience, directs itself to the behaviour of the person 
who has come into possession of information that is in fact confidential, and was 
accepted on that basis, either expressly or by implication. Equity will pursue the 
information into the hands of a third party who receives it with the knowledge that 
it was communicated in breach of confidence (or afterwards acquires notice of that 
fact even if innocent at the time of acquisition) and impose its remedies. 

[71] Thus, if West Face received confidential information of Catalyst from Mr. Moyse and 

used it in its acquisition of its interest in WIND to the detriment of Catalyst, relief would be 

available to Catalyst. 

Was Catalyst information conveyed by Mr, Moyse to West Face? 

[72] The first hurdle faced by Catalyst is to establish on a balance of probabilities that West 

Face received any information from Mr. Moyse regarding Catalyst's involvement with WIND. 

Catalyst acknowledges that it cannot point to any direct evidence to demonstrate that Moyse 

transferred Catalyst's confidential information concerning WIND to West Face. It contends that 

the Court must look to the overall course of conduct of West Face to determine if it can be 

inferred that the transfer of confidential Catalyst information occurred. 

[73] Catalyst relies on a passage from Gurry on Breach of Confidence: The Protection of 

Confidential Information, 2d ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), at §15.02 which states 

that an inference of misuse may be drawn from an altered course of conduct on the part of the 

confidant which is explicable only by reference to the unauthorized use of confidential 
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information. If that were the test, Catalyst's claim would woefully fail as there are explanations 

for West Face's conduct other than the use of confidential Catalyst information. 

[74] I accept the statement in Catalyst's written submissions as to when inferences may be 

drawn: 

The general rule with respect to inference drawing is that the inference must be 
reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or group, of facts established by 
evidence. The first step in the inference-drawing process is that the primary facts 
which provide the basis for the inference must be established by the evidence. 
Inferences can be drawn on the basis of reasonable probability, 

[75] It is necessary, however, to be careful not to engage in speculation. In R. v. Morrissey 

(1995), 22 O.K. (3d) 514 (C.A.), Doherty J.A. stated at p. 530: 

52. A trier of fact may draw factual inferences from the evidence. The inferences 
must, however, be ones which can be reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or 
group of facts established by the evidence. An inference which does not flow 
logically and reasonably from established facts cannot be made and is condemned 
as conjecture and speculation. As Chipman J.A. put it in R. v. White (1994), 89 
C.C.C, (3d) 336 at p. 351,28 C.R. (4th) 160 (Nfld. C.A.): 

These cases establish that there is a distinction between conjecture and 
speculation on the one hand and rational conclusions from the whole of the 
evidence on the other. The failure to observe the distinction involves an error 
on a question of law. 

Allegation of breach of confidence 

[76] Catalyst contends that a number of things were confidential to it and that the confidential 

information was conveyed to West Face by Mr. Moyse. Catalyst contends that the information in 

its presentations to the Government contained key confidential information, including (i) that 

Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to gain control of WIND5, (ii) that to 

5 This statement made to the Government was clearly misleading. Catalyst had not by the time of the presentation on 
March 27,2014 had any access to the VimpelCom and WIND data room, which first took place in May 2014. It had 
not yet retained Morgan Stanley as its financial advisor and did not do so before May 6, 20 i4 when it approached 
Morgan Stanley to request that it advise it on the acquisition of WTND, and had not yet retained a technical expert in 
the areas of operating a wireless network as late as May 16, 2014. Catalyst had had no negotiations with 
VimpelCom having just signed a confidentiality agreement on March 21, 2014. The first draft of an agreement to 
purchase WTND by Catalyst was dated May 9,2014 and sent by UBS, the financial advisor to Globealive to Morgan 
Stanley. I do not accept Mr. Glassman's evidence that it was possible to have advanced discussions on an informal 
basis. He did not know what Mr. De Alba had discussed with VimpelCom. The presentation to the Government 
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build a fourth wireless earlier, which was the Government of Canada's stated goal, would require 

concessions from the Government including an unrestricted ability to sell the business to an 

incumbent (Rogers, Bell or Telus) in five years, and (iii) that if the Government did not agree to 

such concessions, litigation would likely follow against the Government (by someone other than 

Catalyst) caused by the Government's retroactive change to the 2008 spectrum licenses which 

would likely be successful and force the Government to give concessions, That retroactive 

change precluded new entrants from indefinitely selling its spectrum to an incumbent carrier. 

The earlier licences had permitted such a sale after five years. 

[77] Mr, Glassman's evidence was that while he was told by Industry Canada that the 

Government of Canada would not give any such concessions, he believed that it was just 

posturing and that he sensed that the Government was softening its view on concessions. He 

claimed that his knowledge of the softening of the Government's position on concessions was 

confidential to Catalyst and that Mr. Moyse was told of that. He asserted that knowledge of his 

analysis of the weakness of the Government's position, based on his knowledge of a U.S. case 

involving the F.C.C v. Next Wave, would prove invaluable to any other potential bidder since it in 

essence would massively mitigate, if not entirely eliminate, their financial risk in bidding for 

WIND. 

[78] Catalyst contends that it would never acquire WIND without the Government's 

agreement that the business could be sold after five years to an incumbent, Mr. Glassman's view 

was that an independent fourth wireless carrier would not be viable or be able to survive without 

Government concessions permitting its spectrum to be sold to an incumbent and would be able 

only to compete in the short term with the incumbents on price and would be quickly squeezed 

out by the incumbents. 

[79] Catalyst claims that Mr, Moyse knew that Catalyst would not bid for WIND without the 

agreement being conditional on regulatory approval that provided concessions permitting WIND 

to sell its spectrum to an incumbent and that this information was provided to West Face. It 

claims that West Face and the consortium members used this information in making their 

stated that the purchase price for WIND was $500 million, which was far less than the price of $300 million that 
VimpelCotn through UBS made known to Catalyst when it began its negotiations in May, 2014. 
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acquisition of VimpeiCom's interest in WIND without a condition requiring Government 

regulatory approval that would require concessions, which gave the consortium a leg up on 

Catalyst as it knew that VimpelCom did not want a conditional deal dependent on Government 

concessions and that Catalyst would not and could never make such a deal with VimpelCom. 

[80] Catalyst also claims that the fact that it was bidding on WIND and the amount bid was 

confidential. West Face and the consortium bid the same price as Catalyst, being an enterprise 

value of $300 million. 

[81] Catalyst has made an elaborate argument that changes made in the strategy of West Face 

to acquire WIND that led to an offer without any condition requiring Government concessions 

can reasonably be explained by West Face having obtained the confidential Catalyst information 

from Mr. Moyse and that an inference should be made that there was a transfer of such 

confidential information by Mr. Moyse to West Face. For the reasons that follow 1 reject this 

argument. 

[82] There is direct evidence that Mr. Moyse did not impart any information about Catalyst's 

initiative with WIND to anyone at West Face. Mr. Moyse himself testified that he never 

imparted any information about WIND that he had learned at Catalyst. The West Face witnesses 

who testified, being Mr. Dea who was instrumental hi hiring Mr. Moyse, Mr. Griffin who had 

primary responsibility for the WIND transaction while Mr, Moyse was actively employed at 

West Face, Ms. Kapoor who was the chief compliance officer and Mr. Zhu who was the vice-

president at West Face ail denied any communications or discussions with Mr. Moyse about 

WIND, Their evidence was not shaken and there are no documents in existence that indicate 

otherwise.61 accept their evidence. 

[83] I have considered the evidence of Mr. Moyse carefully, particularly as he made some 

mistakes in providing confidential documents to West Face during his interview process and then 

6 I reject the assertion made by Catalyst on the last day before the trial that in the interview of Mr. Moyse by Mr, 
Zhu, the vice-president of West Face, on April 15,2014 they discussed WIND. The notes made by Mr. Zhu of the 
brief interview with Mr. Moyse list a number of things under a heading of Catalyst, including "live deals". Mr. 
Zlufs evidence is that he had no discussion with Mr. Moyse about WIND and that the reference to "live deals" was 
that Mr. Moyse said he had been working on live deals at Catalyst. He said he did not ask Mr. Moyse what the deals 
were and Mr. Moyse did not say what they were. Mr. Zhu was a straightforward witness and I accept his evidence. It 
would be sheer speculation to read into the words "live deals" a reference to any particular deal or to WIND. 
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deleted the email from his computer shortly afterwards when he realized it was a mistake to have 

done so. What he did later that has given rise to the spoliation allegation against him was done 

out of a personal concern not involving WIND or Catalyst and while it was a mistake which he 

acknowledges, I do not draw an inference of a general inclination to destroy relevant evidence or 

that his evidence should be disregarded. I viewed his evidence as being honestly given. 

[84] There is no reason not to accept the evidence of the other West Face witnesses who 

testified that Mr. Moyse never discussed WIND with them. The fact that West Face took pains to 

impress upon Mr. Moyse before he started at West Face that his obligations of confidentiality to 

Catalyst were to be respected and that it set up a confidentiality wall once it was made aware of 

Catalyst's concerns regarding a telecom file that Catalyst said both firms were working on is 

contrary to the notion that West Face was interested in acquiring information regarding Catalyst's 

involvement in WIND. 

[85] The evidence of Mr. Moyse and the West Face witnesses is also consistent with the 

evidence of the other members of the consortium who acquired their interests in WIND. Mr, 

Leitner of Tennenbaum, a most impressive witness and the senior partner leading Tennenbaum's 

technology/media/telecom business, testified that neither West Face nor Mr. Moyse nor anyone 

else ever communicated to Tennenbaum anything about Catalyst's involvement with WIND or 

Catalyst's regulatory strategy, that no such information was discussed among the investors and 

that until he read Mr. Giassman's affidavit he did not have any understanding of what that 

regulatory strategy of Catalyst was. Mr. Leitner also testified that no one at Tennenbaum knew 

the details of any offer made by Catalyst to VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity of 

Catalyst to negotiate with VimpelCom. Mr. Leitner's evidence was not shaken at all and I accept 

it, 

[86] The evidence of Hamish Burt, a member of 64NM, and also an impressive witness, was 

to the same effect as that of Mr. Leitner. His evidence was not shaken and I accept it as well. 

[87] This evidence of Messrs. Leitner and Burt is confirmatory of the evidence given by Mr. 

Moyse and the West Face witnesses. The strategy of the winning bid for WIND by the 

consortium was not the sole work of West Face and required input from all the consortium 

members who were making sizeable investments. In fact, the evidence makes clear that the idea 
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for the structure of the ultimately successful bid for VimpelCom's interest in WIND was that of 

Mr. Guffey of LG Capital, a man who had a very long history of successful involvement in the 

telecommunications business. If West Face was acting on confidential Catalyst information in 

the formulation of the fmal bid to VimpelCom, the reason for having a bid unconditional on 

Governmental concessions would have obviously been discussed with the partners. The fact that 

there was no discussion about any Catalyst information is a strong indication that West Face did 

not have any such information, 

[88] There were reasons for West Face to make its bid that it did with the consortium other 

than acting on confidential Catalyst information obtained from Mr. Moyse. 

[89] Regarding West Face's view that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND, there was sufficient 

information in the marketplace for West Face to put two and two together to believe or presume 

that Catalyst was a bidder. There is no direct evidence that West Face or its consortium members 

knew that Catalyst was a bidder, Their evidence, which I accept, is that they thought from what 

they knew that Catalyst was a bidder but they never knew for sure, It was for that reason that in 

some emails they referred to Catalyst as being the bidder, 

[90] Mr. Griffin of West Face had seen press discussion in 2013 of an interest of Catalyst in 

Mobilicity and WIND and of combining them and Mr. De Alba acknowledged that by 2013 at 

the latest, there was public discussion of Catalyst's interest in merging Mobilicity and WIND, 

Mr. Griffin's evidence was that he assumed through a process of elimination that it was probable 

that Catalyst was the party but that he did not know for sure. I accept that evidence. Mr. Griffin's 

e-mail of June 4, 2014 to Mr. Lacavera makes clear that at that point Mr. Griffin was by no 

means certain that Catalyst was a real bidder for WIND. On June 18, 2014 after Mr. Moyse told 

Catalyst that he was leaving Catalyst and joining West Face, counsel to Catalyst informed 

counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for 

which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a "telecom file". In 

the context of what was occurring in the marketplace at the time and the known desire of 

VimpelCom to quickly sell its interest in WIND, this was a very strong indication to West Face 

from Catalyst itself through its counsel that Catalyst had made a bid for WIND, On June 23, 

2014 in response to a proposal from West Face to acquire WIND and draft agreements submitted 

to UBS, Mr. Turgeon of UBS responded negatively about the drafts and referred to the process 
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as being competitive and said that others were further advanced on their due diligence and had 

less mark-up on the drafts of UBS. This was a clear indication from UBS that someone else was 

a bidder for WIND, On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill Capital which was interested in 

WIND at that time emailed Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face and said that Mr. Herbst of 

UBS, the financial advisors to VimpelCom, had called him to say that VimpelCom had entered 

into a period of exclusivity at the reserve price. There is no evidence other than the email as to 

what UBS told Mr. Herbst that he was passing on, but it is obvious that there was a lot of market 

chatter at the time, none of which can be laid at the feet of Mr. Moyse who could not have 

known what Catalyst was doing at the time. 

[91] Mr. Leitner's evidence was that when he learned that VimpelCom had granted an 

exclusivity negotiating period to a party, he was fairly confident that the other party was 

Catalyst, given that Catalyst had been actively seeking financing in the market. He testified that 

Tennenbaum is a debt provider and that in that capacity had been told that there was a party 

looking for financing for an upstart wireless carrier in Canada and he presumed that to be 

Catalyst as it could not be West Face. Mr. Leitner was very knowledgeable of the wireless 

industry in North America and it would not have been a stretch for him to think that Catalyst was 

a bidder at the time for WIND. In an email of July 21,2014 Mr. Leitner told Mr. Boland of West 

Face and said that he "heard Catalyst is seeking exclusivity this week". His evidence was that he 

was assuming without actual knowledge that Catalyst was a bidder and seeking exclusivity. I 

accept his evidence that he did not know for certain that Catalyst was a bidder. However, even if 

someone had told Mr, Leitner that week that Catalyst was seeking exclusivity, it would not have 

been information he got from West Face (or from Mr. Moyse through West Face) as he would 

have had no reason to email West Face to tell them what he had heard. The week in question was 

long after Mr. Moyse had left Catalyst on May 26, 2014 and Mr. Moyse was in no position to 

know in July what Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom, 

[92] Mr. Burt of 64NM testified that he had no definitive knowledge that Catalyst was a 

bidder for WIND but assumed it was in the process. They were aware that Catalyst was a 

potential bidder because it had been out in the market seeking financing with respect to the 

acquisition of WIND. He was not really challenged on this evidence and I accept it, He was one 

of two persons at LG Capital, the other being Mr. Guffey, who worked closely on this 
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transaction and it would be highly improbable that Mi'. Guffey would have had knowledge that 

Catalyst was a bidder for WIND or on what terms without discussing this with Mi*. Burt. 

[93] I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND. I 

accept that the persons at West Face involved in the deal believed Catalyst was a bidder without 

actually knowing that. 

[94] Regarding the offer made by the consortium to acquire WIND based on an enterprise 

value of $300 million, this price was made known to the market place by VimpelCom as early as 

April, 2014. At that time, West Face was attempting to acquire WIND on its own without 

consortium partners, On April 21, 2014 Mr. Griffin, the lead partner on the WIND file for West 

Face, told Mr. Boland, the President and CEO of West Face, that he had had a discussion with 

Mr. Lacavera a few days before in which he was told that VimpelCom were sellers of their 

interest in WIND at a "$300 million EV". On May 4, 2014, West Face sent VimpelCom and the 

other shareholders of WIND a proposal to address VimpelCom's required deal terms that 

included a purchase of 100% of WIND'S equity, based on the $300 million enterprise value that 

had been communicated by Mr. Lacavera of Globalive and by VimpelCom's financial advisor 

UBS Securities. On June 10, 2014 UBS again told West Face that the objective for VimpelCom 

was a clean exit at a $300 million enterprise value. On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill, 

who at the time was interested in WIND, advised West Face, Tennenbaum and LG Capital that 

UBS had called to say that VimpelCom had entered into exclusivity at the reserve price of $150 

million, which amount when added to the debt of $150 million resulted in an enterprise value of 

$300 million. It was also reported in the press on July 31, 2014 that VimpelCom had put a $300 

million price tag on WIND. 

[95] I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was going to or had made a 

bid for WIND for $300 million. 

[96] There was reason why the structure of the agreement made by the consortium that 

succeeded in the acquisition of WIND did not contain a clause requiring Government 

concessions to permit spectrum acquired by WIND to be sold to an incumbent. Neither West 

Face nor the other consortium members held the view of Mr. Glassman that WIND would need 

such concessions in order to survive. No such condition was put in the West Face proposal of 
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May 4, 2014 made to Globalive and the other shareholders of WIND to acquire WIND. It was 

conditional only on regulatory approval, i.e. Industry Canada and Competition Bureau approval. 

[97] Mr. Griffin's evidence is that West Face knew that any transaction involving a change of 

control of WIND and a transfer of its spectrum licenses would require regulatory approval, but 

West Face did not see the need for any concessions in terms of future transferability of spectrum. 

He said that based on West Face's due diligence efforts and analysis of WIND and the regulatory 

environment, West Face was confident Industry Canada would approve any sale to West Face. 

West Face concluded that the regulatory considerations were manageable and ultimately not a 

material risk to West Face's investment thesis. Mr. Griffin's evidence was that all that West Face 

wanted from Industry Canada was more certainty regarding when, how, and at what cost WIND 

would be able to acquire additional spectrum to upgrade its network from a 3G (third generation) 

wireless network to an LTE ("long term evolution" or fourth generation) network. Mr. Griffin 

testified that West Face did not believe that WIND or purchasers of WIND would need the 

ability to sell spectrum after five years. In his words, WIND was a business "that could stand on 

its own two feet with the right ownership structure and the right oversight from management. 

We knew this was a business that would turn into a solid business and a credit that arm's length 

parties would be willing to underwrite". 

[98] I accept Mr. Griffin's evidence on this. It is supported by the presentation made by West 

Face to Industry Canada on May 21,2014, which was much different from the presentation made 

by Catalyst to Industry Canada. The presentation made by West Face to Industry Canada made 

clear that it was prepared to take business risks in its acquisition of WIND, but that it needed 

clarity and certainty regarding WIND'S spectrum availability enabling its evolution to LTE. 

West Face did not ask Industry Canada for any concessions regarding roaming costs, tower 

sharing, or spectrum swapping, and did not ask for the ability to exit the investment with no 

restrictions in five years as Catalyst had.7 

7 Catalyst refers to an investment memo sent by West Face to investors on the credit part of the- successful bid for 
VimpelCom's interest in WIND. That memorandum contained information as to collateral coverage for the 
investment. Under scenario 1 it said "In the event that Wind fails and there are no other buyer options, the 
Government cannot logically continue to block a sale to an incumbent. In this scenario, valuation range is $500 to 
$800 million.". I do not take this as being different from the investment strategy of West Face and 1 accept Mr. 
Griffin's evidence that it was not but rather was an assertion or thesis of a position if the investment was an abject 
failure. I also accept Mr. Griffin's evidence that West Face would never have based its acquisition strategy on the 
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[99] A further proposal by West Face to VimpelCom and the other shareholders of WIND 

made on June 3, 2014 provided for $160 million in bridge financing to fund the repayment of 

WIND's existing third party vendor debt and the entering into a share purchase agreement for 

100% of WIND for deferred contingent consideration of $100 million, payable to VimpelCom 

upon West Face obtaining sufficient spectrum within 12 months to support WIND's LTE rollout 

strategy, The response of UBS on behalf of VimpelCom was that VimpelCom wanted a clean 

exit at a $300 million enterprise value and that VimpelCom was not prepared to have any portion 

of the proceeds contingent on a future event such as the acquisition of spectrum. 

[100] The issue of the ability of WIND to acquire new spectrum to enable it to upgrade to a 

LTE or fourth generation network was resolved on July 7, 2014 when Industry Canada 

announced that a large, 30 MHz block of AWS-3 spectrum (of 50 MHz total) would be set aside 

and made available exclusively for new entrants like WIND. This ensured that WIND would 

have access to additional spectrum without having to bid against the incumbents Rogers, Teius 

and Bell. This announcement provided West Face with sufficient certainty regarding the ability 

to acquire the additional spectrum WIND needed to roll-out LTE. 

[101] Temienbaum was one of the consortium members that acquired WIND. It had known of 

WIND and its business since 2012 when it had acquired approximately US$25 million in 

WIND's third party vendor debt. This came due on April 30, 2014 and was unpaid at that time, 

thus going into default. VimpelCom then reached out to Tennenbaum and there were discussions 

about a sale of WIND, Mr. Leitner knew that VimpelCom's priority was speed and certainty of 

closing, as VimpelCom had grown suspicious and mistrustful of the Canadian Government, and 

minimizing regulatory risk was paramount to it. 

[102] Tennenbaum signed a non-disclosure agreement and gained access to the WIND data 

room in early May, 2014. It reached out for partners and together with Blackstone and Oak Hill 

litigation that Mr, Classman believed some unnamed party other than Catalyst would have pursued against the 
Federal Govenuuent over the regulatory restrictions that limited transferability of the 2008 spectrum licenses, 
Moreover, the assertion referred to in the West Face investment memo was not something that would in any event 
be confidential to Mr. Glassman or Catalyst. There was much discussion in the marketplace on this issue, 
particularly as Mobilicity had twice been turned down by the Government on an attempt to sell its business to Telus. 
I do not accept the argument that the thought was Mr. Glassman's alone and that it must have come from Mr. Moyse 
to West Face. The idea was not so unique to draw that inference. 
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Capital, two U.S. equity firms, submitted an initial indication of interest to VimpelCom on or 

around May 30, 2014. Mr, Leitner testified that in discussions with the Canadian Government 

regarding WIND, they understood that an issue would be the acquisition of WIND by three 

foreign entities. Mr. Leitner testified that the only regulatory issue Tennenbaum discussed with 

the Canadian Government was the issue of WIND acquiring new spectrum and tills was resolved 

by the July 7,2014 announcement of an auction of spectrum available only to new entrants, 

[103] Tennenbaum then reached out to West Face as a potential debt financing party as 

Tennenbaum's $300 million proposal to VimpelCom had included the refinancing of the $150 

million vendor debt. Tennenbaum had worked with West Face before and knew that West Face 

was a Canadian entity knowledgeable of the telecom sector in Canada and well known. In early 

June 2014, Tennenbaum had discussions with West Face but at that stage West Face was not 

interested in going in with Tennenbaum. In July 2014, Oak Hill Capital and Blackstone lost 

interest and so Tennenbaum again approached West Face. LG Capital, a U.S. firm, had earlier 

been in discussions with Tennenbaum. and became a member of the consortium. 

[104] On August 7,2014 a proposal to VimpelCom was made by Tennenbaum on behalf of the 

consortium consisting of Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face, The proposal was not to 

acquire WIND but rather to acquire VimpelCom's minority equity and debt interest in WIND at 

VimpelCom's price. Globalive's majority equity in WIND would be left in place and the 

consortium would simply step into the shoes of VimpelCom. This had the advantage of having 

no change of control of WIND and avoiding the need for regulatory approval of a change of 

control, It would permit a quick exit for VimpelCom which the parties understood was of 

paramount importance to VimpelCom, The parties knew from UBS that VimpelCom had entered 

into a period of exclusivity with a party, which was believed by them to be Catalyst, and the 

proposal was unsolicited and sent to VimpelCom without any substantive communications with 

VimpelCom since the exclusivity period had commenced on July 23,2014. 

[105] The only condition to the proposal was that Globalive's consent was required. However 

the day the proposal was sent in, Mr. Lacavera of Giobalive informed Tennenbaum that 

Globalive had earlier that day signed a support agreement with VimpelCom and was therefore 

unable to continue any discussions or consider any proposals relating to WIND. As a result, 

neither VimpelCom nor Giobalive had any discussion with any of the consortium members who 
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had made the proposal before the exclusivity period that VimpelCom had with Catalyst expired 

on August 18,2014. 

[106] The intent of the proposal was that the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND was 

the first step of a two-step process. The second step would later be taken effectively to 

reorganize the entities that funded step one to become direct owners of WIND which would 

require regulatory approval as it would then have amounted to a change of control of WIND, Mr. 

Leitner's evidence was that this two-step process was proposed to him by Mr. Guffey of LG 

Capital and it was then discussed with the other members of the group8. 

[107] Regarding the risks of the second step, Mi', Leitner's evidence was that their whole thesis 

was never predicated on regulatory concessions and Temienbaum never needed regulatory 

concessions. The business model was based upon the value that Tennenbaum believed it could 

be achieved with WIND. This evidence is consistent with the evidence of Mr. Griffin of West 

Face that I have accepted. As it turned out, this thesis turned out to be correct. WIND performed 

very well after its acquisition by the consortium and went from losing money at the EBITDA line 

to making a substantial amount of money at the EBITDA line. Mr. Leitner testified that he never 

had any contact with Mi*. Moyse, that West Face did not convey to Temienbaum any information 

regarding Catalyst that it had obtained from Mr. Moyse or anything about Catalyst's strategies or 

negotiations and that he knew nothing of the details of Catalyst's regulatory strategy nor of the 

details of its offer or negotiations with VimpelCom. 

[108] In his affidavit, Mr, Leitner stated that the "advantage" of then August 7, 2014 proposal 

was to meet VimpelCom's desire for a speedy transaction that carried little to no regulatory risk 

to VimpelCom. It was put to him on cross-examination that he was referring to an advantage of 

the proposal over the Catalyst offer that was being dealt with by VimpelCom and that 

Tennenbaum and the consortium knew from Mr. Moyse that Catalyst could not waive regulatory 

approval. Mr, Leitner denied this and said the advantage referred to was an advantage over the 

earlier proposal made by Tennenbaum with Oak Hill Capital and Blaekrock that was for control 

8 Catalyst is critical of West Face for not calling Mr. Guffey as a witness and asks for an adverse inference to be 
drawn. I see no basis for any adverse inference. Mr. Guffey was not at all in the control of West Face and it was 
open to Catalyst to call Mr. Guffey as a witness. See Parris v. Laidley, 2012 ONCA 755 at para. 2. Moreover, the 
evidence of Mr. Guffey would have been cumulative to evidence of others, and no adverse inference should be 
drawn. See R. v. Jolivet, 2000 SCC 29 at paras 24 and 28 and R. v. Lapensee, 2009 ONCA 646 at paras. 43, 49 and 
52. 
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of WIND that would require Governmental approval. As I read Mr. Leitner's affidavit, his 

explanation makes sense and I accept it. He knew that VimpelCom wanted a deal with no risk of 

Governmental rejection and it was an advantage to VimpelCom to have an offer without such a 

condition. In any event, there is no evidence to support an inference that whatever the advantage 

was, Mr. Leitner obtained his information from Mr. Moyse. 

[109] Of course, the issue of requiring regulatory approval is not the same as requiring 

concessions from the Government permitting the transfer of spectrum to an incumbent after five 

years. There is no evidence at all that West Face thought there was any serious issue about 

obtaining Government regulatory approval to the transaction. There was no need for such a 

condition in the August 7, 2014 proposal to VimpelCom because no regulatory approval was 

required for that transaction. The transaction was structured that way because of the clear 

message from UBS that VimpelCom wanted a clean exit without regulatory issues getting in the 

way. It was not structured that way because of some knowledge allegedly obtained from Mr. 

Moyse that Catalyst had such a condition in its offer to VimpelCom. Moreover, Catalyst's 

argument that the proposal did not contain such a condition because it knew that Catalyst had 

such a condition and knew that Catalyst could not waive it makes little sense. If West Face had 

thought that regulatory approval was a concern, it would make no sense to ignore it just because 

Catalyst had such a condition, assuming it knew of that condition in the Catalyst bid. To do so to 

have a leg up on Catalyst and then acquire WIND with a concern that in the second step the 

Governmental regulatory approval might not occur would make little sense for the size of the 

investment made. 

[110] Tennenbaum and LG Capital were in a little different position as they were U.S. firms. 

However Mr, Leitner's evidence was that even when their initial group of just U.S. firms was 

investigating the acquisition, they discussed this with Investment Canada.9 That situation 

changed of course when West Face became involved. Tennenbaum was expected to obtain a 

little under 30% of WIND after the second step, Mr. Leitner testified that they thought there was 

no serious risk that regulatory approval would not be granted. He also said that once the group 

acquired the shareholder loans of WIND from VimpelCom, they would have a path if necessary 

9 Mr. Leitner and Mr. Burt used the expression of "socializing" the idea with Investment Canada. I took that word to 
mean more than a discussion over wine and canapes. 
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to full ownership of WIND through a CCAA proceeding, This fall-back position was based on a 

belief that ownership of the outstanding debt of WIND that was in default would end up in their 

obtaining equity ownership of WIND in an insolvency proceeding under the CCAA, Mr. Griffin 

shared this view. 

[111] In an email of August 1, 2014 to the consortium, Mr. Leitner said that he had heard that 

VimpelCom was taking the Catalyst share purchase agreement to its board that week-end. It 

would appear from the evidence that this information likely came to him from an advisor to 

Tennenbaum who may have obtained it from UBS. The email also referred to "feedback on price 

levels". He denied that it was feedback on the price that Catalyst had offered to VimpelCom. 

What the price levels referred to is unclear, but even if it was a reference to the price Catalyst 

had bid, there is no evidence that any such evidence came from West Face. The fact that the 

email was from Mr. Leitner to the consortium including West Face would indicate it came from 

some other source. It must be remembered that by this time Mr. Moyse was long gone from 

Catalyst and had no knowledge of the terms of any bid that had been made by Catalyst to 

VimpelCom.10 

[112] There is an email of August 6, 2014 from Mr. Leitner to VimpelCom and copied to West 

Face and LG Capital hi which Mr. Leitner sent the outlines of the proposal made the next day to 

VimpelCom. His email referred to a "Superior Proposal" and said that "Our proposal will be 

superior to any other offer as our proposal will not require regulatory approval...It further said 

that with the benefits of an immediate sign and close "our proposal will be economically superior 

to any other proposal by significantly reducing the accruing interest on the Company's Vendor 

Loans 

[113] Catalyst lays great store on this email and contends that it could only have been written 

by Mr. Leitner with knowledge of the terms of the Catalyst offer to VimpelCom. Unfortunately 

this email was not put to Mr. Leitner on his cross-examination and it. would be unfair to him to 

draw conclusions as to his knowledge and where it came from. Mr. Burt of 64NM testified that 

10 While Mr. Moyse was on vacation, and at the time that he decided to leave Catalyst, an email from Catalyst's 
lawyers enclosing a clean and blacklined copy of an early draft agreement of a Catalyst/VimpelCom share purchase 
agreement was sent to a number of Catalyst people including Mi-. Moyse. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not 
read the draft. I accept his evidence. Reading a 122 page agreement while on vacation with his girlfriend at a time he 
had decided to leave Catalyst would be an unusual thing to do. 
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they assumed, but did not know, that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on obtaining regulatory 

approval, because VimpeiCom's standard form of agreement included such a term. Given that 

evidence, and the lack of cross-examination of Mr. Leitner on the email, I would not find that the 

statement of Mr, Leitner regarding the consortium's proposal being superior because it did not 

require regulatory approval was based on any knowledge by him of the Catalyst bid or that it 

came from Mr. Moyse. The same can be said for the balance of the email. 

[114] I accept the evidence of Mi". Leitner that the proposal made by him to VimpelCom on 

behalf of the consortium on August 7, 2014 and the ultimate deal made with VimpelCom was 

not based on anything that Catalyst was doing but rather was based on what Tennenbaum had 

concluded from its own due diligence and understanding of WIND and its prospects and of the 

lack of regulatory risk to what it was proposing. I accept his evidence that the lack of a need for 

regulatory concessions, and the lack of a need for a condition in the offer to VimpelCom of 

Government regulatory approval, were not based on or derived from any knowledge of what 

Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom or of Catalyst's regulatory strategies. 

[115] The email of August 6, 2014 written by Mr. Leitner was put to Mr. Griffin on cross-

examination. He testified that he and West Face had no role in drafting the email. He stated that 

the proposal was unique and not West Face's idea and agreed that the proposal was certainly 

superior to any proposal that West Face had submitted previously on its own behalf because of 

the structure that permitted VimpelCom a clean exit without the worry of a requirement for 

regulatory approval. He denied that West Face's view was based at all on information regarding 

Catalyst's offer to VimpelCom. I camiot find from the language in the email that West Face knew 

the terms of the offer from Catalyst to VimpelCom. 

[116] The evidence of Mr. Burt is to the same effect as Mi". Leitner. Mr. Burt worked with 

Mr. Guffey at LG Capital and was a member of the investment vehicle 64NM used to acquire the 

interest in WIND held by VimpelCom. He worked alongside Mr. Guffey on this acquisition. 

Their view was that there would be no issue with their participation in the consortium because 

they had discussed the idea previously with the Government. Their view was that with the set-

aside AWS3 spectrum auction, WIND could be a viable stand-alone business. Mr. Burt's 

evidence was that LG Capital had no knowledge of the details of Catalyst's offer or negotiations 

with VimpelCom. They assumed, but did not know that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on 
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obtaining regulatory approval, because VimpelCom's standard form of agreement included such 

a term, I make the same findings regarding 64NM as I do with respect to Mr, Leitner. 

[117] The inference which Catalyst asks to be drawn that West Face acquired from Mr. Moyse 

confidential Catalyst information about its interest and strategy to acquire WIND and about its 

regulatory strategy and that West Face passed that information on to Tennenbaum and LG 

Capital/64NM would amount to several witnesses purposely giving false testimony. I cannot 

make any such finding. To the contrary, I find that Mr. Moyse never communicated to anyone at 

West Face, either in the interview process or later, anything about Catalyst's dealings with 

WIND or of Catalyst's regulatory or telecommunications industry strategy regarding its interest 

in WIND and that Tennenbaum and that LG Capital/64NM were never advised of any such 

information by West Face or Mr, Moyse, 

[11B] On that basis, the action against West Face for breach of confidence must fail. 

Did West Face make use of any Catalyst confidential information? 

[119] In light of the finding that no Catalyst confidential information was given by Mr. Moyse 

to West Face or passed on to the consortium members, it is not necessary to deal with this issue 

in any detail. I will deal with it briefly, 

[120] Assuming, without deciding, that some of the information said to have been passed on by 

Mi*. Moyse to West Face was confidential11,1 would not find that West Face made use of it. 

[121] The price of the bid by West Face and the consortium with an enterprise value of $300 

million was based on what YimpelCom and its advisor UBS had made clear to West Face and 

others as to the amount that VimpeiCom required. Even if Mi', Moyse had known and told West 

Face of the intention of Catalyst to bid at an enterprise value of $300 million, West Face made 

no use of such information. 

!J Mr. Glassman's evidence was that the industry generally held the view that Government regulations would have to 
change for a transaction such as the acquisition of WIND to work and that another bidder such as West Face would 
either assume or know that Catalyst was putting such a proposition to the Government. If this central point to the 
argument of Catalyst in this case was something that Catalyst believes a bidder such as West Face would assume, 
Catalyst is in no position to say that the information of what it was putting to the Government was confidential. 
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[122] The basic strategy of Catalyst was based on its belief that WIND could not survive 

without Government concessions that would allow WIND to sell its spectrum to an incumbent by 

the end of five years. Even had West Face or its consortium members been told of this strategy 

by Mr. Moyse or anyone else, it played no part in the reasoning of West Face to bid as it did by 

itself and later with the consortium. West Face did not hold the same view regarding the need for 

concessions and held the view that so long as WIND would be able to acquire additional 

spectrum to upgrade its network from a 3G (third generation) wireless network to an LTE ("long 

term evolution" or fourth generation) network, which was made clear by the Industry Canada 

announcement on July 4, 2014, WIND would be a viable business. The other consortium 
10 members held the same view. 

[123] For the same reason, even if Mr. Moyse disclosed to West Face the views of Mr. 

Glassman that the potential litigation by some other party against the Government would force 

the Government to grant concessions and that the Government was therefore softening its 

position on concessions, that disclosure played no part in the decision of West Face to make the 

bids that it did. 

[124] I accept the evidence of Mr, Griffin that West Face would never have based its strategy 

on the litigation that Mr. Glassman believed some unnamed party other than Catalyst would have 

pursued against the Federal Government over the regulatory restrictions that limited 

transferability of the 2G08 spectrum licenses. His evidence was that based on its own discussions 

with Industry Canada, including during the May 21 meeting with Industry Canada, West Face 

believed that the Government was going to continue to maintain the existing restrictions on 

transfers of spectrum to incumbents. West Face never understood the Government's policy 

stance to be a bluff. Nor did Globalive, who told West Face on April 21,2014 of its view that the 

Government would not change its policy. In spite of what Mr. Glassman asserted was his view of 

12 An email from Mr. Poland of West Face to consortium members of August 26,2014 summarized a meeting with 
Mr. Lacavera of Globealive in which Mr. Lacavera expressed concern "that we [the consortium] may over reach (by 
asking for roaming, spectrum transfer to incumbent etc). Catalyst argues that this makes it plain that the consortium 
intended to push the Government for concessions despite agreeing to step into the shoes of VimpelCom in the first 
step. I do not accept that argument. The email said nothing about the intentions of West Face or the other members 
of the consortium. The offer by West Face, Tennenbaum and 64NM that had been made to VimpelCom on August 
7th contained no such condition and the consortium did not seek any concessions from the Government before that 
deal closed. Nor is there any evidence that West Face or the other consortium members ever sought concessions 
from the Government before the second step of the acquisition of WIND took place. 
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the potential litigation against the Government and the softening of the Government's position 

on concessions, the actions of Catalyst in its bid for WIND did not reflect a view that the 

Government's knowledge of the threat of litigation and the Government's body language 

demonstrating that it was softening its position regarding concessions would massively mitigate, 

if not entirely eliminate, the financial risk in bidding. Catalyst had no intention of closing a deal 

with VimpelCom if it could not obtain the concessions it was looking for from the 

Government.13 

[125] In summary, if Mr. Moyse provided to West Face any confidential Catalyst information, I 

find that such information was not used by West Face in its acquisition from VimpelCom of its 

interest in WIND or of its later acquisition of its shareholding in WIND. For this reason too, the 

action for breach of confidence against West Face must fail. 

Did Catalyst suffer any detriment or compensable damage? 

[126] Even if a case of misuse of confidential Catalyst information were made out, I cannot 

find that it caused Catalyst any detriment or damage. 

[127] Catalyst has failed to establish that it suffered any detriment by any misuse of Catalyst 

confidential information. There is no evidence that the bid of the consortium of August 7, 2014 

was even looked at by the board of VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity with Catalyst, or 

that it played any part in the position taken by VimpelCom with Catalyst that it wanted a break 

fee from Catalyst. It was that position taken by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to terminate 

discussions with VimpelCom. 

! 3 1  h a v e  c o n s i d e r a b l e  d o u b t  o f  t h e  p l a u s i b i l i t y  o f  a n y  t h e o i y  t h a t  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  w o u l d  c h a n g e  i t s  p o s i t i o n  o n  
granting concessions based on Mr. Glassman's statements to Industry Canada or anyone else in Government. Mr. 
Glassman was the chief architect of Catalyst's regulatory strategy. The NextlVcive case that Mr. Glassman put so 
much store on does not appear to be of much if any relevance to the issue. While Mr. Glassman obtained a law 
degree, be never practised law. He admitted he is no specialist in communication law or the law concerning the 
management of wireless spectrum in Canada. It is difficult to accept that based on his analysis the Government 
would soften its position. The Government never said that it would. Mr. Diysdale, the Government relations expert 
retained by Catalyst made clear to Catalyst that the Government had said it would not grant concessions to Catalyst 
and that Industry Canada, the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr. Acker of Faskens, 
Catalyst's lawyers, an experienced communications lawyer advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current 
Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile spectrum to an incumbent would be 
subject to very close scrutiny and, in the current climate, most unlikely to succeed. 
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[128] On August II, 2014 the Chairman of the Board ofVimpelCom advised Mr, De Alba that 

the Board was concerned about the Government's behaviour and wanted protection in case the 

Government did not approve the transaction. The Chairman advised Catalyst that VimpelCom 

insisted- on a new term that provided for a $5-20 million break fee if regulatory approval was not 

granted within 60 days, Mr. Glassman was furious and told his people on August 11, 2014 as 

well as Mr. Levin of Faskens who was advising Catalyst that VimpelCom had to announce the 

deal publicly that day or else there would be no deal. He stated "I am fed up. I do not want to 

hear a single more excuse from them". On August 14, 2014 Mr. Glassman told his people that 

the deal was technically dead or in deep trouble. The next day Mr. Levin advised that 

VimpelCom was "out to lunch and I think we should tell them". Mr. Babcock of Morgan 

Stanley, Catalyst's financial advisor, advised Catalyst to tell VimpelCom that "and then down 

communication. This needs to go past the exclusivity time and [VimpelCom] needs to see his 

alternatives and their terms." 

[129] Catalyst then told VimpelCom that the request for a break fee was unacceptable and it 

shut down communications and let the period of exclusivity expire. It was after that that 

VimpelCom and the consortium, including West Face, concluded a deal. Mr. Glassman 

acknowledged in iris evidence that the reason the deal between Catalyst and VimpelCom fell 

through was because of the break fee that VimpelCom requested that Catalyst would not agree 

to. 

[130] For the same reason, Catalyst has not established that it suffered any damages. Catalyst 

has not established that but for the misuse by West Face of the confidential Catalyst information 

that it says West Face was given by Mr. Moyse it would have acquired WIND from VimpelCom. 

It was Catalyst's refusal to agree to a break fee requested by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to 

end negotiations with VimpelCom, 

[131] There is another reason why Catalyst has not established any damages from misuse of 

confidential Catalyst information. It is clear that VimpelCom would not agree to any deal that 

carried any risk of the Government not approving the deal. Mi1. Classman's evidence throughout 

was that Catalyst would not agree to a deal without Government concessions permitting the sale 

of spectrum to an incumbent in five years. Mr. Riley in his affidavit of February 18,2015 stated 

that during the exclusivity period, the only point over which VimpelCom and Catalyst could not 
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agree was regulatory approval risk. Catalyst wanted to ensure that its purchase was conditional 

on receiving regulatory concessions from Industry Canada, but VimpeiCom would not agree to 

the conditions Catalyst sought. Given that evidence, and VimpelConPs refusal to agree to a deal 

that contained any such condition, there was no chance that Catalyst could have successfully 

concluded a deal with VimpeiCom.'4 

Spoliation 

[132] Around June 17, 2014, Mr. Moyse wiped all contents from his BlackBerry before 

returning it to Catalyst. He said he did so to remove personal information from the device. He 

said he understood that all information belonging to Catalyst would still exist on Catalyst's 

server, 

[133] On July 16, 2014, an interim order was made in the proceedings brought by Catalyst to 

enjoin Mr. Moyse from working at West Face. The order, consented to by Mr. Moyse, contained 

a provision that the parties would preserve their records relating to Catalyst and/or related to 

their activities since March 27,2014 and/or related to or was relevant to any of the matters raised 

in the Catalyst action. The order provided that Mr, Moyse was to turn over his personal computer 

to his legal counsel for the taking of a forensic image of the data stored on it, to be conducted by 

a professional firm as agreed by the parties, and that he deliver a sworn affidavit of documents 

setting out all documents in his power, possession or control that related to his employment with 

Catalyst, Prior to delivering his personal computer to his lawyer, Mr. Moyse deleted his internet 

browsing history. He said he did this because he was concerned that his internet browsing history 

u Several drafts of an agreement between Catalyst and VimpeiCom were exchanged. VimpeiCom continuously 
refused to agree to a condition that would make closing the deal conditional on the Government granting 
concessions on transferring spectrum to an incumbent. In the last draft that Mr. Saratovsky of VimpeiCom and Mr. 
De Alba agreed was substantially settled, it provided in section 6(d) that before closing Catalyst could not (i) 
develop, evaluate or analyze any studies, analyses, reports or plans relating to the sale of the Business, or any of its 
assets, by the Purchaser to an Incumbent; or (ii) discuss with any Governmental Authority the sale or transfer of the 
Business, or any of its assets, by the Purchaser to an Incumbent. In light of that, 1 have difficulty with the position of 
Mi*. Glassman that lie would not close without Government concessions regarding spectrum, unless he intended to 
breach the terms of the agreement. Section 6(e) did permit Catalyst after closing to pursue regulatory concessions 
from Industry Canada that WIND had been seeking. Mr. De Alba's said on cross-examination that he did not think 
WIND had been seeking concessions to permit the sale of spectrum to an Incumbent and agreed that if Catalyst bad 
signed that agreement, it would not have been able before closing to seek concessions from the Government about 
selling spectrum to an incumbent.. Mr. De Alba asserted that section 6(e) would permit Catalyst to seek concessions 
on the sale of spectrum if Catalyst were to operate a wholesale business with WIND and not a retail business. I do 
not understand what would give Catalyst that right but in any event it is clear that Catalyst was interested in 
acquiring WIND to operate a retail operation. 
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would show that he had accessed adult entertainment websites and could become part of the 

public record. He says he did not think there was anything improper in doing so. 

[134] Catalyst says that Mr. Moyse engaged in spoliation of documents and that an inference 

should be drawn that the destroyed evidence would have been damaging to the defence of Mr. 

Moyse, and by extension West Face. It says the spoliation should detract from the reliability and 

credibility of Mr. Moyse. 

[135] Spoliation is an evidentiary rule that gives rise to a rebuttable presumption that destroyed 

evidence would be unfavourable to the party that destroyed it. Catalyst argues that spoliation hi 

this case should be recognized as an independent tort. In argument Catalyst contended that 

damages could be assessed against Mr. Moyse and that an award covering the costs of the case 

would be appropriate. Catalyst also contended that West Face would be liable for the same 

amount on a theory of vicarious liability. 

[136] The parties agree that a finding of spoliation requires four elements to be established on a 

balance of probabilities, namely: 

(1) the missing evidence must be relevant; 

(2) the missing evidence must have been destroyed intentionally; 

(3) at the time of destruction, litigation must have been ongoing or contemplated; and 

(4) it must be reasonable to infer that the evidence was destroyed in order to affect 

the outcome of the litigation. 

[137] The drawing of an inference was described in Spasic Estate v. Imperial Tobacco Ltd\ 

(2000), 49 O.R. (3d) 699 (C.A.), leave to appeal refused, [2000] S.C.C.A, No. 547, at para. 10 

as: 

The spoliation inference represents a factual inference or a legal presumption that 
because a litigant destroyed a particular piece of evidence, that evidence would 
have been damaging to the litigant. 

[138] Thus there must be evidence of a particular piece of evidence that was destroyed. 
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[139] Courts in Canada have permitted a pleading of a tort of spoliation to stand to proceed to 

trial on the basis articulated in Hunt v. Carey Canada Inc., [1990] 2 S.C.R. 959 that it was not 

plain and obvious that such an action could never succeed. See Spasic, supra and McDougall v. 

Black & Decker Canada Irtc, (2008), 97 Alta. L.R. (4th) 199 (C.A.). I was referred to no case in 

which spoliation was recognized as a tort and I do not believe the tort of spoliation has been 

recognized in Canada. Catalyst contends that the tort should be recognized in this case, 

[140] I will deal with the various claims of spoliation made by Catalyst. The first has to do with 

Mr. Moyse deleting his browsing history from his personal computer. 

[141] Mr. Moyse's evidence is as follows. He understood that pursuant to the order of July 16, 

2014, a forensic image would be created of his computer's hard drive for the purpose of 

determining what, if any, documents he had in his possession that related to Catalyst or to the 

issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit. He was not concerned that his devices would be reviewed to 

identify relevant documents that related to Catalyst or to the issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit as 

he had good, reasonable explanations for every Catalyst-related document that would be found 

and intended to disclose all such documents in his affidavit of documents, as required under the 

order. He was troubled that Catalyst would have access to his personal internet browsing history, 

and in particular that he had accessed adult entertainment websites. He was concerned that it 

might become part of the public record in this litigation. 

[142] Mr. Moyse therefore decided that prior to delivering his computer to Ms counsel, he 

"would attempt to delete his internet browsing history horn his computer. He did not believe that 

there was anytMng improper about his doing so as the order did not require him to maintain Ms 

computer "as is" for the five days before he was to deliver the computer or to preserve clearly 

irrelevant files. The focus of the order was to maintain and preserve documents relevant to this 

action. If the order had required him to maintain the computer "as is", he would not have used it 

at all prior to the image being taken. He felt that by deleting his browsing history he was deleting 

personal information not relevant to the litigation. 

[143] He was aware that the mere act of deleting one's internet browsing Mstory through the 

browser program itself does not fully erase the record, and that a forensic review of a computer 

would likely capture some or all recently deleted material. He did some internet searches on how 
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to ensure a complete deletion of his internet browsing history, and many websites said that 

cleaning the registry following the deletion of the internet history would accomplish this, He 

purchased two software products from a company called Systweak. The first was software 

named RegCleanPro which he purchased online on Saturday, July 12, 2014, for the purpose of 

deleting his internet browser history. On Sunday July 20, 2014 the day before he was to deliver 

his computer to his lawyers, he ran RegCleanPro software to clean up the computer registry after 

he had deleted his internet browser history. 

[144] I accept Mr. Moyse's evidence as to why he deleted his internet browsing history. There 

is no evidence to contradict his statements as to why he deleted his internet browsing history. He 

was a young man at the time who had a very close relationship with his girlfriend who is now Ms 

fiancee. He did not want his internet searching to become part of the public record, hi deleting 

this history, he did not intend to breach the order of July 16, 2014 or to destroy any evidence 

relevant to this litigation. This lack of intention to destroy relevant evidence precludes any 

finding of spoliation resulting from the deletion of his internet browsing history, 

[145] In closing argument, it was conceded on behalf of Catalyst that there is no evidence that 

Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at Catalyst or West Face. Catalyst 

contends however that by wiping his browsing history, Mr, Moyse may have wiped evidence that 

he looked at Catalyst documents in his Dropbox account after deciding he was leaving Catalyst. 

Catalyst says that if those documents that he may have looked at in his Dropbox account 

included Catalyst documents involving WIND, it would be evidence that might suggest he 

wanted them to discuss with West Face. 

[146] There are difficulties with this contention. There is no evidence that Mr. Moyse ever 

transferred confidential Catalyst documents regarding WIND to his Dropbox account. Mr. 

Musters, the computer expert retained by Catalyst created a forensic image of Mr, Moyse's 

computer on June 21, 2014, The only time Mr. Moyse used his Dropbox account on his 

computer was on February 10, 2014 before Mr. Moyse was on the WIND team at Catalyst and 

long before he decided to leave Catalyst and go to West Face. There is no evidence what 

documents were in his Dropbox account that he accessed on that day, Moreover the timing does 

not lead to any cogent inference that documents accessed that day consisted of confidential 
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Catalyst documents regarding WIND that Mr. Moyse wanted to discuss with West Face. To 

make such a finding would amount to speculation rather than reasonably making an inference. 

[147] Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse looked at any documents in his Dropbox 

account dealing with Catalyst's WIND initiative or that he did so in order to discuss them with 

West Face. Nor has Catalyst established that any evidence that might be relevant to this litigation 

was destroyed by the wiping of Mr. Moyse's internet browsing history. 

[148] On July 16, 2014, the day on which the interim order was made requiring his personal 

computer to be turned over to his counsel, Mr. Moyse purchased online from Systweak a second 

software product named Advanced System Optimizer ("ASO") advertised as an all in one PC 

tune-up suite containing many different programs, one of which was a program called Secure 

Delete. 

[149] On July 20,2014, at 8:09 p.m., a folder called Secure Delete was created on Mr. Moyse's 

computer. Catalyst contends that although the forensic evidence does not conclusively establish 

that Moyse ran the Secure Delete program, the undisputed circumstances in which it was 

purchased, downloaded, and launched the night before his computer was scheduled to be 

forensically imaged lead to the logical and reasonable inference that Mr. Moyse ran it to delete 

relevant inculpatory evidence. 

[150] This contention is somewhat contrary to the concession made in closing argument that 

Catalyst is not contending that Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at 

Catalyst or West Face. In any event, I cannot find that Mr. Moyse ran the Secure Delete program 

in order to destroy documents or that any documents were destroyed. 

[151] Mr. Moyse denies that he ever ran the Secure Delete program to delete any documents. 

His evidence is that he bought the ASO software because his computer was running slowly. On 

July 20,2014, he opened both the RegCleanPro and the ASO software to see what they could do 

and he investigated what products the ASO offered and what the use of those products would 

entail. He did this by clicking on the various parts of the program. He said he was certain that he 

did not mn the Secure Delete product or any other to delete any Catalyst documents or anything 

else from his computer that could have been relevant to this litigation and that since his computer 
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was returned to him after the image was taken from it, he has used ASO a number of times to 

clean up his computer and optimize its functioning. 

[152] An Independent Supervising Solicitor ("ISS") was appointed to review the forensic 

images taken from Mr. Moyse's computer. The ISS's forensic expert reached the conclusion that 

it could not determine whether the Secure Delete function had been used to delete an individual 

file or files and that it accordingly could not express any conclusion on that possibility other than 

to note that it exists. 

[153] Although not the case from the start, the forensic experts retained by Catalyst and Mi*. 

Moyse now agree on most of the forensic evidence. Mr. Musters, the expert for Catalyst, at first 

stated in his affidavit that a Secure Delete folder is not created merely by downloading the ASO 

software but is only created when a user runs the Secure Delete feature to delete a file or folder 

from the computer. He concluded from the existence of the Secure Delete folder on Mr. Moyse's 

computer that Mr. Moyse had deleted one or more files on his computer. The evidence of Mr. 

Lo, the computer expert for Mr. Moyse, was that the presence of a Secure Delete folder on Mr. 

Moyse's system is not evidence that he ran the Secure Delete program, or used it to delete any 

files. 

[154] At trial Mr. Musters acknowledged that he was wrong and that the presence of a Secure 

Delete folder does not mean that the function was used to delete a file. Both experts agreed that a 

Secure Delete folder, such as the one found on Mr. Moyse's computer, is created as soon as a 

user clicks Secure Delete on the ASO menu, but before the product is used for any purpose. The 

Secure Delete folder is created even if a user does not delete a single file. 

[155] Although acknowledging his error in concluding that Mr. Moyse deleted a file merely 

from the presence of the Secure Delete folder on his computer, Mr. Musters did not change his 

opinion that Mi*. Moyse most likely did use the Secure Delete function to delete files from his 

computer to prevent them being recovered by a forensic analysis. His reasoning however is 

something that falls outside of a forensic analysis and his expertise. What Mr. Musters was doing 

was engaging in an exercise of a judge or jury in considering possibilities unrelated to a forensic 

analysis. He said: 
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My conclusion is based on a number of factors. The program was purchased and 
paid for. The Secure Delete feature is a function of a program called the advanced 
system optimizer, and when you load ~ when you launch advanced system 
optimizer, you get a home screen, and the Secure Delete feature is not on the home 
screen. There are about five options, if you will, on the left-hand side, one of them 
is security and privacy. If you then go to the security and privacy, it gives you, I 
believe, three options, one of them being Secure Delete. Underneath the Secure 
Delete it says this is how you permanently erase a file, its contents, never to be 
recovered, and then you launch — then you click on that Secure Delete feature to 
launch that function. That's when the folder gets created. I draw my conclusion in 
13 on the fact that the program was bought, paid, installed, it wasn't easy to get to 
that function, and it was done on the night before the ISS was to examine the 
computer. 

[156] In a prior affidavit after learning of his error, Mr. Musters expressed the opinion that Mr. 

Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to delete files and relied on several factors, based 

much on the same reasoning as he expressed at trial. One was that Mr. Moyse had exhibited a 

pattern of conduct that was consistent with taking confidential information from his previous 

employer. He admitted on cross-examination that he did not know if the documents he was 

referring to were confidential. Another was that the running of the Secure Delete program the 

night before Mr. Moyse was to deliver his computer to a forensic expert was too coincidental to 

be an innocent "mistake". Mr. Moyse never said that what he did with the ASO software, 

including clicking on the Secure Delete portion of it, was a mistake. 

[157] I am troubled by the assertions of Mr. Musters. They are really outside of his expertise 

and indicate somewhat of a less than neutral observation of an expert. They are argument and 

speculation. 

[158] It would not be entirely surprising that Mr, Moyse purchased the ASO software for other 

tiian a nefarious purpose. He saw it while searching the internet for a product that would help 

him prevent disclosure of the fact that he had accessed adult websites on the internet. The AOS 

software was sold by the same company that sold the RegCleanPro that he used. He used the 

RegCleanPro software on the night before he was to turn over his computer to his counsel for the 

reasons he has stated. To then look at the ASO software, including looking at the Secure Delete 

program on it, at the same time without using it to delete files is not something that can be 

concluded is too coincidental, as stated by Mi*. Musters. Mr. Moyse's evidence that he has used 
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the ASO software to optimize or clean up his computer since it has been returned to him was not 

challenged, 

[159] Mr. Musters has also speculated that Mr, Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor 

on his computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files. 

Mr. Lo, the expert called by Mr. Moyse, testified that he found no evidence that Secure Delete 

had been used to delete any files or folders from Mi". Moyse's computer. Mr. Lo explained that if 

the program had been run on the computer, a Secure Delete Log which maintains records of the 

files deleted would have been found, but no such log exists on Mr. Moyse's computer. Mr. 

Musters agreed that using Secure Delete to delete files would result in the creation of a Secure 

Delete Log but he speculated that Mr, Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor on his 

computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files. 

[160] Both experts agreed that it would be theoretically possible for a user to use the 

computer's Registry Editor to delete a Secure Delete Log. They differed on how easily that could 

be done. Mr. Musters said it could be done very easily. His explanation suffered somewhat by a 

hiccup in the information he said was available to the public which turned out to be information 

on how to remove the entire ASO program and not just the removal of the remnant files. Mr. Lo 

testified that it would be complicated and risky for a lay user to use a Registry Editor to hide the 

use of the Secure Delete program and said there was no evidence he found on Mr. Moyse's 

computer that he had done so. 

[161] I have considerable doubt that Mr. Moyse had the expertise needed to hide the use of the 

Secure Delete program on his computer. He left on his computer the ASO software and the 

Secure Delete folder, along with emails and the receipts recording his purchase of the software, 

to be easily found by a forensic investigator. Mr. Musters asserted at one place in his evidence 

that Mr. Moyse's understanding that cleaning the registry of his computer to erase his browsing 

history made no sense, which is somewhat inconsistent with a view that Mr. Moyse knew 

enough about a registry to remove evidence of his use of the Secure Delete program. 

[162] It is not necessary to come to a final conclusion on how easily one could hide the use of 

the Secure Delete program. Whether or not it would have been easy or difficult to use the 

registry to remove evidence that the Secure Delete program had been used to delete files, it 
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would be sheer speculation unsupported by any forensic evidence to fmd that Mr, Moyse did 

erase any prior use of the Secure Delete program. Mr. Musters in his April 30, 2015 affidavit 

said as much by saying it was impossible to determine whether the absence of wiping history in 

the Secure Delete system summary means that Mr. Moyse did not use the software to 

permanently delete files or folders or whether he used the software and then removed the 

evidence of his having done so by deleting the Secure Delete files from his registry. His 

conclusion that Mr, Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to permanently delete files 

from Ills computer was not based on forensic evidence but on speculation outside of his field as a 

forensic computer analyst. 

[163] Without cogent evidence that Mr, Moyse managed to remove from his computer the 

evidence that he had used the Secure Delete function, there is no cogent evidence that he used 

the Secure Delete program in the first place to delete any documents from his computer. I find 

that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse used the Secure Delete program to delete to 

delete any relevant evidence. 

[164] Regarding the wiping of his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst, Mr. Moyse's 

evidence is that his BlackBerry contained photographs and text messages of a personal and 

private nature, and he thought it was completely reasonable to take steps to ensure that they 

would not be accessible to the next user of the company issued BlackBerry. The only email 

address associated with the BlackBerry was liis Catalyst email address, and Catalyst had full 

access to those emails on its server. Catalyst admits it would have had all emails that were sent 

through this account on his BlackBerry. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not believe that he 

used his BlackBerry to communicate with West Face, although it turned out later that he had 

used it once or twice to receive telephone calls. Mr. Moyse admits it was a mistake to have 

wiped his BlackBerry. 

[165] I accept that Mr. Moyse had no intent to destroy relevant evidence on his BlackBerry, 

and there is no evidence that any relevant evidence was destroyed. The call logs of his calls with 

West Face are in evidence. 
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[166] In summary, I find that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse intentionally 

destroyed evidence in order to affect the outcome of this litigation. There is no basis to find that 

or infer a presumption that Mi*. Moyse destroyed evidence that would be unfavourable to him. 

[167] So far as the argument that West Face has liability for any spoliation of Mr. Moyse, I see 

no basis whatsoever for such a conclusion. Whatever Mr. Moyse did, he did it after he was on 

leave of absence from West Face and did it for his own concerns, not out of any concern to 

protect West Face in this litigation. 

[168] I need not consider whether an independent tort of spoliation exists in Ontario. 

[169] The action is dismissed in its entirety. The defendants are entitled to their costs. If not 

agreed, written submissions along with proper cost outlines may be made within 15 days and 

reply submissions may be made in writing within a further 15 days, 

Conclusion 

Newbould J. 

Released: August 18,2016 
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%\ :Ifi';early August;201.4,,The .lid.: 

{"VinipelCpm") finalized: the; terms of aftansaction pursuant, to' WMCBL VinipelCpm would sell Its: 

majority interest; in- Wind Mobfie;.{"Wind^):,td Catalyst; At the time,̂  the parties fiad agreed to .air 

exclusivity period during wMbLVmpeiGoin'vm precluded.from considering other offers. 

3..- Theday before. ViinpelCpm'sboard^m the de ,̂ acphspriiumofpriyate;̂  

firms (the. -"Co'n:sdrtimn^% Which included; West; Face: Gapital Inc. ("West Face?5),, tendered an 

•unsoliclted;'"superior" offer, to 'Catalyses :Offer. Immediately thereafter,; VimpelCpnri sought 

ehanges'to the Catalyst transactiohtiiai .scuttled that deal and-cleafed.the way for-the Consortium. 

4. ' West Face Md previbuslyrbe'en  ̂ withVinipeiCom for several' months  ̂wifo'no-. 

;success..It knew Catalyst was a rival bidder'aiidritknew that;• VimpelCdih's immmUm enterprise; 

value for Wind was $300 rmffion. Curipusiy, the Consoriium's' ofe c^e'M at:.the;'Mhiniiim' 

price-.• The ;offer was; only- "superior" fo Catalyst's offer- in' that the; .Consortium .waived- a: 

requirement for regulatory approval fori the sale — a condition that €&iklyst could OGtmatch. 

.5) :HGW could West FaceiJffipw (hat the Cbnsorfium's offer Was "superidr'̂ 'liow could it-

kOqw jfoat. not match. that offer?-.How did it know that foe regulatory- risbwak 

negligible? The answer tpfthese. questions isTeiatedtoparper eyents.in.2pl4. 

6. In .May:2014,- Brandon. Moyse ("Moyse55), an analyst at Catalyst, left Catalyst to take a. 

position at West Face. Moyse had been., working on Catalyst's telecom . deal team and was 
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intimately famiiiar witli Catalyst' is': Wind.strategy, including its approach to managing'-'regidatory; 

risk.: That CqnfldentiaLM with West Face,, would'.give, it ah.uhfeit advantage.-

7 . hi Jun e 2014, 

Mbyse'a Cmplpyp» 

cbhiinenee'd:this'actio 

N0v^nBef;:'2Ol4ivBii iWasTdo: late 

non- in' 

:8.; ;®2Q15,: Gataiysfc teamed. through; a"iepbrt; horn an independent superwsing- splici'tpr 

as; a r 

9rl :lh;JahMî 2d  ̂ app^af for 

Wiiid- &M -Shawj -Cahiei: GaM|sf opposed applicatiM,; Which. sought to epinprpmise its'-: 

eohstructiye; trnsi claml Jn; the plan. Of arrangement approval- ihearingt̂ CaMyst;; averted; tobitk 

its claim, forMsusedf confidential information. 

TOb -jbstiM^c^ouidyte-Upphu^  ̂ judge 

IF;: :Theiria| was hearl.bytfetice pewbtmldhyer six. d^k wi&:eyidehepm <dhefud|uQed; 

mainly,:In;-: aMdayif &rnh ;Mdrw|ili; brief ioraf exanunadpns :'in ̂ chisT ipllbwed by' extffiiyd 

cross-ex 



12, Catalyst advances four grounds 'ofappeal. First- the trial, judge '̂ j>Iied®;w(mg-fet;f6r.-

spoliation, anchor erred; in his; apjplicatioh ofthe test by accepting; subjective-, 

intent, to ground a finding that he did not intend to destroy evidences This'error lield Catalyst to hri 

incorrect slandard.of proof that would make if nearly. impossible to. ever pioye spoliatibii. 

13. Secondyihe. trial judge, erred by;applying.differeiit standards inassessiiig the-.eVidenceand, 

credibility of Catalyst's- witnesses..and the defendants' witnessed The trial judgerehed on minor -

inconsistencies in evidence, to detenniiie that Catalyst's.witnesses; werombt.credible, Ihcohkastf 

the trial judge excused glaring inconsistencies in the defendants' ydtnesses' -eyidence.-

14.. Third, the trial judge, erred by making factual .findings on issues he: previously ordered, were', 

not to 'fijim.pail: of:Catalyst':s. case* Despite Ms prior mhng, andxvith Sad 

commenced ̂ a- .separate ;plaim-; agaipst the Consorite the;'trial; judge made', 

findings of fact' pri.an incomplete:' evidentiary record that were irrelevant to; the issues raised in the 

trial.- iti's impossible to know how these obiter, fihdings may have. affectedthe hial judge's' overall 

findings' attriaL , 

15.; Finally, the trial judge -committed important palpable anddyemding eirors.pf fact: 
•:(a) Hh.fbuml:fbs£.:Mp^  ̂ possess confidential Jqiowfedge abpuf Catalyst's. 

(b) -He fohnd.that;Wds| Face did-hot possess.Catalyst's confidentialInformation about'; 

Wind in. the. face. of.internal communications that contradict that assertion; and 

-(c) |le found that West Face did hot misuse Catalyst/ s confidential infiimiatioii in the; 

face of West Face's, own documents that suggested otherwise, 

16: -Those errors are' tdd'-signifieant to resolve; oh the record before this Court;. Calalysfrequests• 

fhatthis-CotM'vacate'.the.hM judgefs judgment, make afinding of spoliation as against Moyseahd:.? 

order a new .trial on; all other issues,-
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A.: 

17;;;  ̂ QaMyst is;:'an; myestment m^ag^merit &m^ecMliarL| in ̂ 'distressed •and ipideiyalued; 

riBsfc^sSaEEu^V]iigMrf"'̂ ..3bia  ̂ ; morb tliaii. S3 foillipn in: 

a s s e t s ; ; d o p i n g  f e m l e y ^ p ^ ^ a ^ ^ - 4 : y i ^ j a ^ d ^ . . a n d i w Q . - p a l ' 5 ^ ! t s . . ;  

18;;:: iBrandpii: ̂ 6ys§mas''cme pF'tHbse'pppt's  ̂ Catalyst ot; 

NdyeM> :̂2012.;. Mbyse |̂>rev|dMl§F^ffid, M'GisKlit̂ fSM '̂pLd; RBC /Gapitajf Mdrketd--;M6;® e; 

pdtameda;degreeln'inat|iemades:f|M 

19; ;I&;2pI4|p-p  ̂ new :̂ Pr̂ bGIl of Msrole as ̂  

anaî £p;C£da  ̂ iHypdeMî mdS 

special iaiupiQmnwesfments:;̂  ̂ fin&iciai modelling;-

Moyse :Wp jpie tpweli ' Gpaiyst is ga :plrpael̂ smai|̂  

plgpmatibii-  ̂ dlffipfc^dbniysM  ̂

20; ;Weid:Epeisaepmgefef fdnddM;idcused;on; 

pmllSr myptmeffiMdnspilsiimlpiflktffi Face feasa; 

EpstaMngmodel; in'2Q14J; itemplo^dter ppfnps; aM fqnranppts  ̂

J CCG0028716 - Affidavit of James Riley sworn February 18,2015 ("CCGQ028716 - Riley Feb 18,2015 Affidavit"), 
affl|C6mpefidi&m ^fCPM?d:1>fe;i2, fi^e£^:QQG(j|0i8?Mb^ 2?, 201& 
Gdc(^8& pagers);; .. '"'_ . '1. J: .... . 
2 BM0005359 - Affidavit of Brandon Moyse, affirmed June 2,2016 ("BM00G5359 - Moyse June 2,2016 Affidavit"), 

Moyse' curriculum vUae (CPM Tab i2,7pages;27$-277);.;" " 
If^bnsf&p^mdnf-QlJudicelS  ̂ ...... .... 
\ Affidavit; of Anthony Griffin sworn Jmie 4,'2016 {"Griffin Juiie4,20 16Affidavit'') at fls |CFIVi;Tab 12, pa'gd 27S|.:, 
f Redd-in.&m fixamination for;dise6yeiy otAatbpny.jGnfip beldMay lO, 2016.;('pnffiii.May;:l;0 ' ' 
Das«Ewer^?6l î /i30Qif 5.;̂  :' :'' :'' " 



B. THE WIND OPPORTUNITY 

2L The confidential information at the heart of this, action concerns.: Catalyst's efforts-to., 

purchase Wind, an: independent wheless.teieppmmunicatiqns coinpany Wind; owned spectrum: 

licenses set aside, by the Canadian government to encourage small:.wireless: players to enter The.; 

market,.which. is, dominated by-tlnee-fihcumbenffcqmp 

22, Wind's principals were Glpbalive Canada. Inc., a Canadian  ̂cprppraiion, and Orascenx 

Telewm .a foî ^^mphy.Oî om'own  ̂ a.̂ jority" financial interest .inWindbnii-, 

m order td satis  ̂foreign ownership regulations,"Globalise .controjled the voting interest. M 20 J.1,; 

VimpelGom, a Dutch company, bought Grascam's iiiterest m. Wind? 

23. In.:2f)t2, the. Canadian government loosened its restrictions, on foreign.: controlo f small -

telecOma such. as Wind,: YimpeiCpnl tried to acquire Ml: :cpntrol of Wind, .but:'the. government;-; 

refused to: approve-the takeover notwithstanding the' loOsendd restrictions.3® In earl̂  20.i3^afief :. 

Wind.suffered fepe^ecl Io:ssesi.Vinip.elCpm.begah the process of.1selling-ithihvestmerLt.in.'Wind:1  ̂

24: ThC Sales process was confidential - potential- bidders 'did: not know who: else was:; 

interested in the acquisition. Catalyst owhe'd:a significant debt'position m Mobilicity, a wireieis : 

operator that/was in- a CCAA restructuring process, aiid saw an opportunity To merge Wind and. 

Mobilicity to/form a viable fourthwireless carrier to compete/whh'the three incumbents;1?-

25, Catalyst's -negqtiafiqns wdtb VimpelCom began in Me-26l3. On January. 2,2014;, Catalyst, 

deliyereda letter of intent /to VimpelCom. 'The negotiatiohs Were briefly put/dn.:"paiise  ̂while the. 

•8 Affidavit of Simon Lockie, s^omfune S, 2016 ;("£ockIe Jane 6^2016 Affidavit'3}, atf6<C^M-I!ah.'S2i page 279};-
CCG0028710 - de Alba May 27^.20I6Affidavitat |17 :(CPM Tab 12- page.28(j);' 
f! Lbckie fund 6,20 i 6'Affidavitat f9 (CPM Tab l;2, pages :2Sl-281); CCGQ02871;Q - de Alba May 27, 2016 Affidavit:: 
'at^l^'tCpMTab 12^page2§3). .' ' 

^ TockidJiine^^tiS AffidWit:at'fl7 (CPM Tab 12, pages 284-285)1 
CGG;00287:l:0::-de Alba May 27; 2G16:Afiidavitatf l6 (CPM Tab 12, page 286). 
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parties participated una; iiewr'sp|ctruip;: auction, ;isp; ;as;: to; avoid • any. perce  ̂ : In i 

F.ebmary 2014;;:.GaMysfr^  ̂

G, MARCHMW GATALYSI;'S:TEM€OM^EAM 

26v Mpjp#JbinedCatelyst's-"core"'telecbiffi teaniiiii early March...At-thetimCihe; 

was aware.that Catalyst• sought to build'a;fourth retail vdreless carrier tbrdughfa;.cbnibmatipii of ; 

t̂ nd.janditl̂ fciî  MardifandMay 20l4yMbyse; #ai Beayily involved,:witii 

Catalyst'smobile deal;teanî and;:in; particular.inihe'Windppppnfenity;; ̂  other things;-

(a) Mp|sepbepared,-ajy;p 

îtey^nepfnCondun^  ̂

(bj;: Moyse prepared'materials to deliver to theregulatcry' authorities15;' 

(cj Mp'ysdas  ̂ Gdtafysfemv  ̂ Wind  ̂which 

§. in^spnent ;thpis;l̂ ;arkb 

(d|: ;M<^se;a&iwiy;paific  ̂

27.: MdtaHy^lvldyse ereatedrtwo :crucial; pmStations:"feat • Gutalyft ^y^e|%L&c?.fe^^.-

gdyeiMrient- in ccmfidsrrfM meetings &M.m:Mari&® support lor Catalyst's 

anticipated purchase of •Wihd;.:: The: first presentations  ̂ Gatalyst'systrategyip build;, a. 

fourth retail mobile carrier.; The presentation;;aiso' set-out ih;detail: the: 'cpncessions that GdtalysG 

sou îtrfrpm hidifeiry. Canada and the gpyermnent at am  ̂

13 CCG0G28710 - de Alba May 27,2016 Affidavit at'%26 (CPMTab 12, page 287); CCG0G25176 and CCGG025177 
tCPM Tab 12; pages 288-290). ' " ' """" "" 

$?• 13 at J3b. ;GCGG0:1 . .. 
|®.CX3Gp0l ^e^ai&^n'|(3PM:'Tal>.i2? imges,;293-308|;..TJ'atf4.'l-4l. (CPM; 
Tab;4; page:36);. 
7 eCGOQ0?MCahd;CG#G^ 12, pages 309-320)
? " " 
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Strategic Options: Option 1 
£»jt»OU $—: . ? - M j M i s f e - n a l  C  r t e t  f o a ^^#AlWjkA^irs!ig 
* Ni$c*nt.:n wSi%to^cwi>««tt«<8*«^ftg*rwî canbe«si®fJtt4v 

••sit: u franwnrk ,. 

*. <S<W$rtsae«f feaSfcv. xi'r-t tH'-n tolhftife&fTgqgtast̂ h  ̂ tatFnrA"3rt*«<aMiflt̂ iBlaia&' 

•?: ftsrsyTsm ,. 

- Gtaee&&pi spijj®§| vtfsdssste cgs3 anS JDamipQfifl̂ l;? 
«. goslfkBî ^aeit'̂ toass asSras^flg. 
.»• -Csp*e&*6SBi4l|^iSfc4% 

. ~ p<*pgp ?s i»«ifip^pî pa<«' spscfcusi- »«r m& to *&&$&& et(i|$db#» m t|®5i?ufi 
' tvt&mram toffliffl̂ &psnptiS&jatXTE ratwrk; 
- Th« tfeKs? to ojffsi# ss s «si»Ms%_<j«i<9ew fte®sswfc*-euisi8$ skew® steas & esoefe  ̂

«^®e^?gpws#» l̂«»ve tolas®® «*sp qutofesr 
: 4 AbU'Sgr tt Ostf ItaY&iiiM&Grtbsfch iio rssfeE^aimiri 5 '?&& • 

* CeaS^i w# #« vt&e&t&iQ th8f 'it*8'pak& 
iwSyedr-^staf ' ' • ••• •. • -

ie€-5i3t}-?S.Ciip«Ud €mr\i 1iiief 

£03"# V 

2§;: iin; May :2D14: MGys&.Qreafed. ;a second preseiitddpiî  w^bli.was largely, a recreation, of the.: 

M&ch-presentationmdw  ̂

Strategic Options: Option: f (now severely hindered); 

. focused on the-retail market;: -«••-•• ' ' '*• - :--"-—• •>•" • '•••:••• • ....,• 

;i»':f MsQofeiibrtStoib are weli advanced feubns- deal- can be Ganrpieted' wlirimjft establishing a viable. •. .... 
" rsgulstqryand ecbnpmlcframevTOrk. Deadline is Msy:2S, -SOICtoicaiiplstsjsaieand parchaseagr'esniant^SPA'J 

Meat Government poliD^.'.ddikers'1o.SieiCoBs^mer whiiseiiminating-ine'arebarTt dominance 

-»-.|n due diligence, WIND ftas-canfirHijed -that the business will in '201S -or esrlieKWfrfoat aMteriai^aebjfe«£.. 

'\{ Gu'arsnieed;rsgbiated ^qfeBlacraiia^rbamirig contracts 
-. •.CDsl-pii/s approach-towers arid roaming 
i* Caps on reaming fees. • 

PotenSef tb.patfeffexbhangalra^'dpBoinjmfrbrn and to-incumt>aRts ^5Ubordinste;iiGsnsing"3 to fill absotfum 
Y e q i f l r e m e h t e 4 o ' o p s i ^ e i c o m p s f i l l v e ' : L T E  n e t w o r k  ' . '  '  

Y-: The abifiH'tdbpar^e as a-retai|Y6A]ybusiness-as!rt@ incumbents'netobfksb'uisidelicensearess'tb'.accsierats 
subscriber^'rewtn and move to breakeven quicker ' •' 

*; -Ability .to exittoe investment iwith.' rid rastridUons :fe 5 Years 
CalalyskWtl! TOakeisnbhbsrtgktnglhsi betope selling tp an incumbent, ie will pursue.en IPO &'another,-
straiegic.saie. prior .to.;ihe.ende?:the'5yesr. parish;'" • -• - -

ThcC.nalysl (Iritpilrtl Cj'oii|» loi;. Confidential 

CCGQ0QSSii7' 

2°:CCGO0i 15^5. - March 2014 Presentation (CPM Tah li, pages 321-335). 
excess white space./ " 

This page :was slightly- altered -to remove : 
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29. After the Mdy-:. meeting with Industry :CahadaP;:]^eAtori :Ql̂ mM^v(5a|aly '̂s ih^agiiig; 

partner,-sent air email to tfredeal team that aSumeicfejh  ̂

eventually yieldto€ataiysfs: Gaialysteonte Wind.21 

D1 £MJ? 
30; By late:® 13!, Moyse was dtSsatisied with.- Ms-Metal; Catalyst and: started searching W& 

another job..22 Sweyer, despite seareinfrg ihhothN :̂̂  

in Securing; ̂ ep l̂hym l̂intii he; 

311 On March- 23,-201:4;/the^sanieSday: that he pd|idre&,die;jp^MMahcTO; . 

l̂ ;̂nietM&;Ste ?fe*-

32. Immediately iphowihg:; his::.first; ihteiAieyf vithfBea,; Moyse ::eraai|e(l; lanr  ̂of Catalyst's: 

1 internal .Ponident̂  dhd:passed.!lhei]i: off asl.his ̂ qwnl'writing 

'. were j§m;4S 

.distriMSgtheni tehispaihiers or|rom^y^^n|:the t̂ ijeaclMlhedhew  ̂ about 

memos;-asif:thatjustiftedhis revieW-sndidî butiGnofCMIjld'h  ̂

33;: WeSt-haM 'M:£fea;haddph  ̂ dented the: 

ernail jby.wMoiL he senfflemembs^dditbl̂  ̂

tone t̂hat Mpyse would delete svrdenee.ofHs activities to a t̂eM its discoysry iby Oatdlyshr 

-23 :CCG002SB42l(p5Mira:b t2s •pajg6s"33&?33t̂  ' 
:22TM*p3ig  ̂ :, , :,.: 

23 WFC0108593 - Email from Moyse to Deaand memos (CPM Tab 12, pages 338-341). 
:24drialTranscri^ 2016 at pp.f25.?:l-:4d^6fr^^^ . % ... 
^•CCGPOSS?!^^ MMavitpfiames Riley swomJdiy 141;20l4:%ff2r!3 (CPM Tab 12, pages 342343).. 



34. ;In April: 20 i 4, Moyse met with the other three West Face partners.26 immediately prior to 

these meeting  ̂Pea r,d-  ̂ Catalyst's confidential memos to. his partners;. 

35,: 0ii May 16,2014, Moyse received an'oral employment offer, from,Dea.. O il May 22,2014 

Dep. sbniMpyse a .written offer.22 The next, day, Moyse resigned'from Catalyst via email- while he-

was bni'vacatioii; in Southeast Asia. Because Moyse - was' required to give thirty days' notice of 

resignation, his employment at West Face was scheduled to commence on June 23, ?014.28 

36C iDeSjpite being oh:-vacation half way across the globe: ̂ d planniiig: tp leave Catalyst, Moyse 

coritmued.tp. shpw mterest.m^e: Wind' fransactiom iOnMay 2.0 and 2.1,- 2014, Moyse and the other 

analyst bfrthe Wiiid Mmka^  ̂ exchanged emails ;usipg -tfieir personal email 

accounts;."  ̂Amidst a discussion concerning when Mdyse: intended, to inform- Catalyst, of his:; 

intentionto resign,.Mpyse asked Oreigkton pnMay20? 20i'4t"1^4f s:tlie sfdiy'vuih:Wiiid2" 

.37..; :Cfeightonre  ̂ WW,̂ .Zach:said;̂ ,fkrashe.khows'|heplan  ̂

and offer- Friday..iFin cpntinuingv.to. work, on/l̂ mea ;̂ and ZacM asked fbr more diligence-

questions that we can bombard them with.-..-. no'real idea what's goingon of if we are actually going -

to.'-do the deal." 

3'8.i•: On:May'23, :201-4, Mdyse spoke witii.-Bea by phone using Ms .Catayst-issued- Blackberry. 

Thepalt lasted 16 •minute's.3  ̂

26 WFOG108736 -Email from bea to Fraser'andZhii'sent April 15,2Q14 (CPM Tab 12, page344). 
27 WFC00112266 - Affidavit of Thomas Dea sworn June 3,2016 atf28 (CPM Tab 12, .page 345),-

T J ; a t f 5 8 J C P M  T a b 4 , p a g e . 4 2 ) . , :  ;  k "  . . . . . .  . A '  . .  T  . .  .  
.29' 'BM0OP49M t™ Emails between Crelghtoh and Moyse dated May 20 & 21,2014 (CPM Tab 12, pages 346-347). 
Mdyse produceddozens;of emails, some of-whicftexpressly concerned' the cireumstarices ofbusr^i^ation and die 
Wind fransactiok,--'in April and l^y 2016 after a demand from-Catalyst and a '9:3'0'app'omtment -with the Court/ 
3i WFC0109530 - Log of phone calls -between Moyse and West Face's office telephone system (CPM. Tab. 12, page 
.348); ' ' ' ' " """ ' 
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39; Notably, after he: spoke: to Dea,. Moyse emailed Creighton to ask, Smbiig•pt|ter?ffiigs,:3i'J 

Catalyst made a Wind bid.31 Moyse-testified that his interest was'h<he curiosity". .BMtiis aMd îty 

is''• 'iiac îisî eaif:'with Mope's subsequent affidavits, sworn just.'over-a rbonth later,, that stated-.-

Moyse teelyf-worked on the Wmd; deakqr'- ikaew. a&y; Mbpe'f %cpj]des|tQu 

CreightpnyPrehGtldlecudbpybufspec^  ̂

40- Moyse's;; resighatiph email; deliberately neglected;' to:: mention - that : he Had accepted a; 

position at West'Face; Moyse- &st.reveaied tMs iufbimatioB Mien.hereftHhed&€  ̂

26, That day, Moyse was placed; om'̂ ardeii :ldaye';'i Catalyst laterdeinanded •thatMoyse:re&m.Ms;; 

Catalyst-issnedBM was eprdehapp:iug:-legal.: 

hctidnagainsthifn, bubpniy aftbrydping; its; thbinpiy eieany&^by; destfPyMg r^pidS; trf 

cpimnmiicafipns;: and: call- Mstoay-.33'Moyse claimed; his; intention; 'was to. protect -persdhal. 

infonnationv but.this:ls;que pwned aseqpnd, .pprsonalphdM^atthe timd;34; 

E. WESflAffiAlplM  ̂ ACTIOS 
COMMENCED 

4L By ,|etM! front ith buisid'd cpMseisbnt M CatdystM 

Mope was':hound;by a;;sj%mpnth:..non-compete: clause;.and;a shict';cdnfidehtiaHt>;doverahi.: id: 

reply, "WestFace.toGkfheposMon:&  ̂ and/that-C  ̂

hot' piowd6d;any;evidehce that Mpyse had breached hisbphfidenbalityoblî  

Eederer ppintedput inhrs No'>emher20'f 4. injunction decision, this reply: was misleading, as West: 

31 BMp0b49B3.—EmaiIs exchanged hetiyssn Moyse.aad Cmghton:on May 23. and 24 j 2814 (CPM Tab;i2»: pages'-
34£S5@%; ;' ' ' ' * '' " " " """ '7 
32-Tdal Transcript June 1;3^;2016—-MoyseCross-exammatioiiatppT 577:2- 15793;(CPM.'Tsb' Id, pages iS^-t9Q%\ 
33 CCpQ©!B69S:tCPM:.T;4h;P4g93hi|..' ' " " " ' ' " ' '" '7.7 : " 
34 Moyse May ify2Pt;5 Cfbss-exammatibhaf pfyT04'i2h - 1G5:1 (CPM Tab 11, pages.191-192j. 
35S4fb2;|CPMW;S'̂  " " ' 
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Face already loieWfeat Moyse Had,. confidentiality obligate spading) 

West Face theifour/cohfidentiaHin^estmetit metifesr 

42, In fitither cbiTppondence  ̂West Face;and':pp.y|e' continued to deny any;' wrongdoing.; In. 

response tb a/'ctitiM  ̂ kbbut;Mbys;e?s; inY l̂,̂ in t̂?'i4'•a'̂ d^®f,' deal;:: 

West-Face erected ?%bnfidentiaiity ^ull???:bri;\diine;.2;0 ibfeaFMoyse frond Conim  ̂

anyone at West Face dbput Wind, but npt:̂ ^cî i:eVenfitoUpi atjfhe fimej Catalyst's pursuit of 

Wind, was confidential' and Its.involvement, in Mpbliicity:- was-pfefec fcaowfedge.3  ̂

43,- Catalyst's Suspicipn.pver Mp'yse^s' departure was. heigHtened; by-' WbstFdbb'.s WdlsaL. tp:; 

delay bf.Ms.rastiMiye/e^^^  ̂

:investigated;Moyse.'s.eIecir  ̂ activity 

(a) M late HM^cH:20145;tivp days .afterHis-interview wife 

. itivestpr letters, over .an eleVen-minute: period pfeimefebb ; short tb: actually: 're'ad.the:-: 

letters) ttiat WerferMelated tb. Msemplbyment duties;-7 and • 

.(b): Moyse. Had transferred Hundreds' "of Catalyst files to) His :.personai. pjopbpx.. 
account,3® 

44, Onliine 26,20.1.4, Catalyst commenced a-cldrm agaixisi Moyse and West Face for breacHbf: 

fee covenants.in His employment agreement; Catalyst also' sbughtan interim-and- Interlocutory 

in|unction to feevent.Moyse.from working at West Face, during his non-compete'period.-? 

36 WFCOOftOOSflfCPMTab 12, page352), . . ... ...... % 
37 GCG00287I4 - Affidaviibf Marfin Musters-Wrorn June 26,2014 (tFCG002B7l4- Musters June 26)20.1-4 
Affidfeiffeat̂  .. : : ' ;' 
38CCGO02^7i4 - Mubters)Juiie'26,2014 Affidavit f8-1J(CPM Tab 12; page 354). Dar^boxisU' cl<$febased^ra^; 
pro^am thgf afetivs.a-nserMsave files.and access ffiem lom aay other, eomputerof 'mobile device (/a^iPhbnebr;''" 
aPad). 7- ! fe , fe .fefefe? V'" -• 
?9 Catalyst's Notice of Motion for injunction dated Jun e 26,20-14 (CPM Tab 12, pages 355.-363) ; Statement of Claim. 
(CPM Tab 12, page 364-379). " " ' " " : . .v 
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f:. HIS WEBmSTORY 

45.: .0hJuly 16,2:01.4, at the hearitigfor the motion for interim relief, the parties consented to an 

iiiteririi orderj-pursOaiif to-winch:; 

; motion for: mterlpcutpry 'relief; 

(bj •dhede  ̂ preseryevthehreeQM  ̂
:ihk;:feiked:̂  related; tO t̂hem a{ îtî ;:siiiOs î cH>'27,:;2Qi4 

and/orrekted ^nypf tfte::TOttersrksed.intlie action, except ad: 

ktfe^el̂ e|̂ |o:fcy <Jafaiyst;-. 

(c) hdepe-cdhskî & &rsnsielmage of Mspef serial devices,;to fee-: 

: Mddn trast;"by;liis; cbdnsei pehdingrihe outcome of tM motion: for. interlocutory 

. retief (klriehsou  ̂ Ofm ISS:tpreview the linage ;̂ and: 

::(dj Sbyse agreed to: s^^&:an,̂ fidaYit.Of documentrisetim  ̂

:§bwei7;pbssesk6u-bf;ebhH'tiktrM 

Mi :Ilhe::f34ehsiedma^^of Mbpe'dkeyices;!^:'?^^ oh^ykrhdap^My^l^ 

2014. Oh.November M,i201.4;:;On^^kittkiiiedmlSS t̂p aMfee the;tma^s ;̂̂ ^oiig;i 

other: 'thihgs,- 'Justice he|erer; feundthat; 

(a); West; Face :arid; Moyse tiicb hot respond; fp Catalyst's cpncemf regarding rts :. 

:'corifid:entMity itiainean  ̂ afier. Ckaiyst:'sou|hf an injunction;; 

(b| ; M;b|)se:::swOfe an :dkmissed'̂ CaMyst's/edheeihs^as "speculation and 

; iimuendo- "ydieh.he imewrir ought to have knoymfhai it;was' wrong to doso;; 

;(c) Moyse admitted that between March and May 2014. he deleted documents, which 

"were expected ldBe::fo  ̂ ISSk'shdykS^of ihe Mage$;| 

(d| :Moyse: coiddmdt be' iadoiclfor; himself' 

what; should Reproduced in the actiorup' 

POG0028703 -.Order of Justice .f irestone; dated July 16,261.4 (CPM Tah 12; pages 380-383)« 
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47. In its report, delivered in 2015, the ISS revealed that on. themoinihg.oflhe tnternn motion;; 

Moyse installed registry-cleaning software and'the .scrubber ̂ fN^e^pn-hls jper^naf oomp#er, 

Tbe ISS also determined that at 8:09 p.m. on July 2fi,. 2014,: the mgHtbefoib lie handed hii; devices 

over for the creation of the. Images,. Moyse launched the- scmbber.42;Later,. it,:was revealed;that' 

Moyse also deleted Ms web browsing history and ran the registry cleaner on that night;4? 

48. At trial, forensic IT experts for both Catalyst and Moyse testifie-d;that :ih order to latpch the:: 

scrubber, Moyse would have had to. click on specific.buttons. ori.two' different screens; of the; 

software. It was therefore .highly unlikely, that the. scrubber was launcbed'by accident as claimed; 

by Moyse In. his swom eyidence before trial.44-. 

49. Moyse testified that he deleted, his web browsing history- to hide' Byidehce df his hayiiig; 

visited pornography and gambling -.websites,. He claimed^he did not want that, activity to come to . 

light m this action. Howeyerfhe admitted'that he never sdugbt;adwce from.his tben-cpimsel as to i 

whether that/aetivityWdn^  ̂ nof;did.he:-teM Ms lasers that 

delete Ms'web browsing history before he thmed oyer Ill's computer for imaging;4 ;̂ 

Gg CATALYST LOSES ITS BID WIND DESPITE A "DONE" DEAL. 

50., -While' Moyse- was pursuing a job. at West": Fac% Catalyst was. pursuing the; Wind1 

opportunity; In March 2014,: Catalyst and YiMpelCdm agreed' tb inamtainbb^  ̂ oyer' the: 

41 judgment.of Justice'Lederer datedNovember:ih:2D14'(CFMTab7AVpages 103-132); 
42 CCG001.86.71Draft.Repori ofiheTSS,'pp; 41-43 at f44-48;{ePM-Tab 12, pages 384-386}. 
43 TJatf45 (CPM fab'A page 37). ; f \ . ;. .. '' '' . . . 
44Moyse.May 11, .2015 Cross-examination :at pp.. 87.;9/- 89:14 (CPM Tab 11, pages 193-195); BMQ'0'1935.^. 
Affidavit of Brandon Mdyse;swdrh April 2, 2015 nff45.-47 (CPM Tab 12, pages 387-388); Trial-Transcript. June 8, 
20.-16'at'pV6'67:'7-25(CPMTab 11, page 196); Trml'TranscriptJime lG:,2frt'6:atpp, 1348:10-1349:3 (CPM Tab 11, 
pages 197-198). . . 
45-TrialTranscript jjffle:T3,2016 pp..:150l:4 -1502:1 \ (CPM Tab 11, pages 199-200)- Moyse May>l, 2015 
Cros's-exkninati6natpp..51.:l-52:14 (CPM Tab ll,.pages.201-202).' ' ' ' 
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conteiit -aiid:3existe îQe(;bf ^M îjdeifyer l̂ draft' share purchase 

agreements; ("SP t&V  ̂ due diligence, 

5i..;; ; West Fiace;:and;& other Consortium members were engagiiigih.these. slide activities^- hiit 

iwth littleisuceessi their offers;to. VimpelGoip were repea|edĵ ;r^ededf 

•52.;: ::0h;My;2^^  ̂ eiheredyM "Excihsiyity-

Agreement5') pursuant to. whicEYimpelCom could oiilyihegotiafe:Witii Catalyst: By Augpdt %• 

fe |>§rties: ̂ agreed -lia| ffiefdeal '-substadtiafly^VsethedY .subject: to- approval from: 

'Yhh|̂ IG®,̂ ?diief^^7 

:5JL ^QmAugustd  ̂ Caihlyst.heldh ^q: 

regulator feata\Mnd:deal"scwas;:done5'̂ f' However,- ffipn^da^^mpelGte 

witii: new* substantial ;|e®cih| concemiiig regplatpryi •'appromjs:..; :YmrpelCpni insisted; on; 

'shortening: the; legulMory ;h||3mya| penpd;||pm ;fe^>mpnlhs |̂̂ ®:.ah ahtomatic: {^month 

;e^nsipn);tp hvo:mdhtKs?::and;:it: as£ed-fbhl:$5bMhidl̂  

Catalyst did not heheyeifvwaappssife -

.541:: Thlsehew proposed te2ms,;y^chwerevspu<^  ̂

Catajystthat the. SS:y :̂sul̂ tMiM  ̂Settled liid Mehfe£irtieS;M Cana£&fha£ 

Ihe^^wasibnei cQH&sed'!&^^unwlihhg fb: cohdnue hegodatiohstTheexclusm 

period terniinated without a signed SFAi:5:9 

46CCG0023894 (CPM Tab 12, pages389-39;6), . 
Y OCG0O2$?30Y<^;i^a Tab 12, pages; 397-40% 
.̂ CC îS8?I ;̂T'-&Aiba^^27^1-6:Aiid^v^Mtfî ^CFM^« ;̂i2r3)age:#l̂ .: " 
49 CCG002E710 - de Alba May 27, 2016 Affidavit atil57-159 {CPM Tab 12, pages 402-403). 
50 CCG0G28710 - de Alba May 27,2016 Affidavit at ̂ 157 and 160 (CPM Tab 12, pages 404-405); Exhibit 67 
(CCG002452^'Exhibit &|bCGiM24558)::ExHibit71 (CCGO.027248) and Exhibit 73;(CCGddi4788) to 
CCG0Q2871.6 - db Afba May;27i 2016 Affidavit (CPM Tab 12, pages 406^20).; : : ' 



55. UnbelaioWrist to Catalyst. 0.11 August 7, 20.14, the Consortium, which had. .npicfe-

knowledge that the YimpelCom hoard was .meeting to considerthe Catalyst deal,.sent VimpelCqm 

a "superior5' proposal to purchase Wind (the "August Proposal"). The August. Proposal offered to'' 

purchase. yimpelCom's debt and equity interests in Wihd. withput conditions. 

56.. The Consortium essentially offered to step into yimpelConi's position as the majority 

financial 'shareholder-and minority voting shareholder with no guarantee, that it would, be able;fo 

re-stmcture the voting- interests in Wind at a.later date..Either the Consortium was' taking'an 

unbeheyabie risk with'its investors*'Money (linl-ikelyj or it'made the offer with the benefit of .inside, 

khowledge:.;that'The:'fddeml government'would grant' it. the regulatory approvals if required to 

fesifuchue'̂  The only possible sbMceofthM ImbwledgeWas.Prandoh Mpyse  ̂

EL YV1&T MCE CQPIESS CATALYST'S mGULATORYSTf^TEGX. 

57'. Aft^r; the exciusivî  period with Catalyst'ehded, VimpeiC-bm agreed to' ̂ ellitkMterest in 

Wind to the' Cpnsbfiium on the tK .̂̂ '̂ 'in '̂.4ngp4'ErpppsaL-. 

;58.;:: In- September. 2014, as-'Wes't.-'pace. and the -ConsbMum were' Concluding .a deal with 

YimpelCbiiij West'Face -circulated an investment membrahdum to Its investors. The Memorandum: 

set but West Face's investment thesis -regmdingWind, inclhding its. justification'.for the Mvestmeht; 

and its; exit strategy. This included, discussion of how'Wind, would mitigate: its Josses'- if the. 

MyesimeiMdid not work as expected;-

59. West Face's "coliateral-coverage" M the eventthat WMd was unMccessfklwks -the exact 

same scenario that Catalyst proposed. toThe .Federal Government in March and.May -20i4:.; 

L Scenario 1 - Sale to id Incumbent:; Ih-:the -eveht-'fiiat "Wind jpy-md;1here 
'are .no pMer hhyer options-; the" government •caa^ot-lppca '̂''e<m'M'H_e to 
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block-a' sale- M an mcumbent. lD this.scenario,-  ̂ is.'GSSOD tO.: 
C$800 million, 'pmphasisad^ei]51 

60..; TdieImpact of this'mdmbraiidpni.banrf 

'investment' to its InYestprs, West. Face ex^ainedjhoW it;̂ uld:imtî fe; 16shes lit the e$entpf; 

Wind's failure; "This, mitigation strategy/inever • appeared: in .WestFace's analysis- of ihe:' Wind; 

transaction, beforie it liired M6yse.-Moredyer., aftriaVTony'̂  

expresslydehiedfiiafWestFdcecGiisideî  

61i. On September: 15,2(114.:;. West Face ar  ̂

;xn£bo2!ts^b ;̂'c^p  ̂to; iightaBoih W  ̂Faee'sdnvpW Wind/deal,̂  it becanieciear to: 

Catalyst fiMWS ipflde inferm îpn^Qdt. CWyst's bi3®g 

62. Catalyst; :belieWddhai,the:somce;ofthaC 

•oppormnity ;̂ ;and'nrfyatipii tcsh^e mihrmidipn with::Wes| .Facet Moyse; 

had FFd.imGwledgedfGataiysGdm l̂̂ rynsh-stî egy-  ̂

•employer;.̂ difemx^hatedan animus'towardsCatalyst's principals.53 

63; West Fade's dochmeits dMimed totCatalyst that West: Face-was- in' possession O&its-

confidential infomî  Wiiiddeai. Fitst̂ cM: FmeS  ̂2Gl4.;0riffî  

third party ;ibat̂ Catalyst's bid. tor Wind "seems ;to be a: lot of'Mr'?;:.Griffin?s; fabriimniywith: 

.Catalyst's' ;bid?decdrs':afier' Se met M.dyse.; The-facfthat;Griffin had Sidficient .knowledge of 

Catalyst's; bidan June: 2fii:4 to; be able, to comment pn the. qnality of its offer demonstmtesthe 

51 WfCOi0SQ33 West Face.September 2014 Investment Memo (CPMTab 12, page 421). 
Tabjl] page?;422-423), v;;; .. . .. _ 

53 BM0Q36&8 - AMdaMbf Brahdbn ;at 
flS-fsjCCFM'Tab 12, pages424'T425).:tie engages m'.-a s^fid^iieSc^ticmjoffeS 
delves iintp.a ge^M-^Bn^;^tt;GlaskBrian Mmsblf: ' 
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possessed' :Catalyst'5:; confidential, information  ̂ with, no other explanation as to how this 

information danie' into his: possession;54 

64:., pd^on/at trial was/that Moyse'. and West face committed a clear breach of 

confidence; Moyse. communicated; Catalyst's coididentiai.negotiating positions and regulatory-

strategy- whhfespbct to Wind to West Face,, which hhew -that' the information was confidential. 

;65.:, When:'̂ Catalyst.and Vimpel Com.-were. in exclusive negotiations and West Face add the 

bpnsprtium.fe^ed that it would lose Wind': the Consortium made an offer that required knowledge 

pf Catalyst's confidential information.' West-. Face: brew thai Catalyst could not: agree, to "waive-

'gpyefdment: approval as: a. condition to the deal; because- its. investments in other regulated 

industries prevetttM;itffom-:M  ̂ stance: with the 'government. In contrast, West 

Face epiild-. waive the/condition because it; Icnew ffdm-Mdyse that Catalyst belfeyecL, based on its 

•discussipns'-':vddi Industry G'upadaj:;&  ̂ would yield to. whomever purchased Wind' 

.andpeffmf dresttUciming.WdsfFace; also hnew from. Moyse that in the event thai Wind did not-

succeed- as ::aii -independent earner  ̂ the Consortium could implement-the- strategy developed .'by-

Catalyst to compel the gbyermttdht to end thefestBctidhs on -the transfer/of spectrum iand to sell thp-

•spectruniassets to an'incumbent. Armed;with dus .knowledge, West Face,jfnp.ugh;̂  

submitted af'superior" bid to.yimpelCGm duriiig the 'exclusivity period. As a result of West Face's 

actions' add infoimafibn. transniitted by .'Mqyse Catalyst lost the, Wmd bid. 

5i WFC0068142;:- June 4^2014 email Griffin -to Lacavera (CPM Tab 12, pages' 426-42.7); CCG0G22894 -
Confidentiality Agreement (CPM Tab 12, pages 428-435). " ' 
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I. TRIAL •JU0GE:DiSMISSES CATALYST'S' CL-AIW 

66.; Tlie- Mai judge, dismissed Catalyst's actidd dii tlie basis of a-' iiuniber qf eiyonebu?-

and legalconclusions, described beidw:- the Malyudge Myafde4:̂ .̂i?|de substaM&MteMM9': 

costsm'Meaxyarded.Moyse. partial hMemmty; hosts; oCS33 9?̂ 0Oy| 3 -v? 

£4M ray 

67: • This apgeal xMses three issues: 

(aj DMt&'Maljud^^commit MieriOf of ih l^mdetermimiig^d^ 

for spoliation;; 

(bj: Bidtbe Mai; judge deny: G;aMyst;procednral :fairnesa:attri:ai:.hy: 

jil apMymgfM'mGdiMstent'̂ ^  ̂ the eyidMbMof Catalyst; 

tbdfi'M th#of mid Moy^pid; 

fii| by.im^Ug findings of faction issue's; that'Me> trial judgefhad greyiously-' 

harfed;Catalyst from 

|c| iMfhe Si |iidi$.cQmimipldpl&  ̂

(i) Moyse: did not imow CatMyst's;. coUfiheiitj4;: strategy ̂ ancf 

• hegotiaimgposM  ̂

[id| hfbyse dki not: commit inMimatibM M; iWesfe 

-FaCC;;Md 

(iiij ®st;I^ed|cil6iaMbmGMy^£ 

6;§; Cataiyst;ids6;̂ Chs fe^fdappeai &e - trial judge's costs award-

im3El* MlAW 

•691 Theitrial judge erred in dcteimmmg and applying the legal 

judge, added an element tq;;the tddthdflehMredOaMysfM 

*5 Catalyst y..: West Faceel al; .201612di6\QKSC :62S5;Cb^ Justice Newb^ 
frosts Endorsemeaf1') ;(GPM lab. 6, p^gestS-SSj.;. 
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evidence1 rather than ain.intent to nierery comiiiit the act pf destruction.. This error affected the trial 

judge's finding?.regarding spoliation and  ̂consequently • his'; findings., with respect to Moyse, a key 

ywtnessm the action, 

& sijAj® 6F SSYIEW ' 

:70... 'The proper legal test for. spoliation, and the application of that test to the facts is a question 

Of law.5f- This ;Cpiirf reviews qnesiionsdf lawpn a Standard Of correctness^7 

B, TRIAIi JUDGED TESTFOR SiPCXyL4TI0N 

0 ifrwlJadge's T^j^rSp&lu0dn\ 

•7!U The trial judge set out a four-pronged test fop thb toft, of spoilationas .follows:; 

(a) : The missing 'eyidence inusf be relevant; 

(b) The missing evidence7 must haye; been destroyed intentionally; • 

(c) At the'time of destracliqnj litigation must have.bp'cnqhgqing;.qf.oo  ̂ and'. 

(d)l 3|:iEî ;heî qn^e. to infer.that the eyidence was destroyed;, ip order to^affect the'; 

outcome Of the litigation.̂  ' 

'72... The'trial judge articulated tMs. testjiimseif InAbva Growth Corp. v.kepinisld. in.thafcaseJ; 

the trial judge -explained that, the .source of the test, was a pdssagQ ironi- Mcpougalt v: Black & 

Decker',, an Alberta Courtof Appeal decision.; hi-McDougqil the-Alberta'Court of Appeal set out 

its understanding of spbliatibn. but did not analyze' whether spoliation occnrred.̂  

73:. The Alberta Gourt of Appeal cited no precedent for its test, nor did if apply, the test to the 

facts' of that'case... Its f easoning' was; obiter* 

5t Canada {Director, of Investigation and Research), v.- Southern Inc.; [19973 d SCR'74-8 at f35. 
•fi Wfflcv: Arbour, 2017ONCA21 atf 18. "" '' "T j " ' ' 
4s Nova-Growth Corp. et dl v.. Ancb'ezej Roman Kepimki, 2014 ONSC 2763 at f2'96,.; 

MeDougall vt Mack Ac Decker Canada Inc. (2008), 440. AR 253 at fl'8 fC.A): ; • 
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74s 'la' his-reasons' for jMgmedfc, the trial judge field, in relation to the spoliation allegations!; 

I;aec'ept,Mr. ..Moyse's evidence- Ustorwhy he deleted, his internet;-hrpwsmg: 
festory: Mere. is;.-ao: -e^deaafcieft®.. contrhdiet his statements as to why he; 
deleted his internet browsing histdry. He. was a young man'at the time, who. 
'hafapyery close'relationship^with his ̂ rlixiend who is how his.fianc.ee,, He; 

:did;n6t; wantfMs: internet searching to/become part; of the public re:cord. .In. 
ife d«i iipfintendto hrMeti the order oTJttly Iby 

or to . destroy anyeyideiice relevant to; this litigation. This; lack of 
intentionta precludes any; finding of spoliation; 
resulting. from iheTdeletibn of fas internet broiysmg -history,69 [Erapbisis: 
added.]:'' ' ' " 

7.5;.-: ^e'faMqhdge'sTeasons indicatbthat hejconsidered thetpurth element nfhls;̂  

testfcr.spqliatro to; 

atfecffapfî  fae-fai|bt̂  tpan nctrequiring ̂ ^ed||c-infanf'f ife; 

•heigbieiled leyeiplĵ  pfecedent'andj respectffaly, .doennot hl̂ eisensp; 

ih; the: spdljatiohophtext;. 

7fa ihfiieonminfa cohln^^eplfie intent offences require thai the ;accnsed;Mend;a particular; 

cbnseGperibe fa ̂ sMsljy fabjhehs: fea reqmremeht fdr a finfangofghlit, hi;cohtrasf5"general intent"1 

offences; billy requfeihe perfbmiance.; of; the illegal act;.and dp; hot require that 'the; acciisefi 

intended- a particular consequence of possess actual khbwledge. bf the cGnsequences.bf his:acfi6i ' 

77*. Pfoy^^-^pefaft̂ that a; person intended tp; 

b r i n g  a b o u t  a  c e r t a i n -  c b u s e t p e h e p i v f i t h  h i s ^ o r - J u s t i c e  - i M q l d a y e r  

explained  ̂that; detemiinfng;:an:;acceled*s mtchtion ban. hp M;pbtUse-exercise :umiespifip;;ae  ̂

engaged incondupfth^  ̂ hitentfanfafir recMess;.̂ 2' •= . 

60 TJ at f!44.<CPM Tab 4, pigeSTj. .. 
P Rv. '• Tpnofa ;2p 15 SCG .35 atjgs flhpo?4-
4 Taitok; supra at f5#;; 
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78.. In the cdhte ;̂:of js^oiiatioii, the hM.jii<^eif<^used; on .Moyse's.:- and 

of affecting-the outcome. oflitigation. As a;matter of togity By fM^g^oh\Mope's^ ĵecttve 

evidehce oh- this issiiej: and requiring prodnctipn:' pf. eyidence that cpn^ahicteid; th|h .snBjective 

evidence, the 'trial judge's. test effectively eliminatedthe. possibility thai.a; defendant: could: be 

found liable1 forspbHation,,̂ ^can always.̂ ciaim (as Moysefiid  ̂ be did-

not intend to destroy relevant evidence, 

(Hi) The Caurt DidNotAppfyHeightened .̂ asic:; 

.79.:. Courts .in Ontario have-not required proof of this same, heightehed. level of intehttothiahe; 

out spoliation, instead,.. Ontario points have: left.Topen -ther possibility thati spoiiatidh can he: 

established. where eyideiipe. is' destroy ed hegligehtiy. Tins was' made; icjpaf by tlna Court in.Spasic. 

.Estate, v. imperial Tobaee&Lid.. In Sptisic  ̂the defeMantS moVed td:shihe:a.pleadlngof tfe turf of 

spoliation, On appeal, fhis: Court restored: the Reading and pehMttedi'&eV-plaiiSffi fpTclaqm:. aha.: 

independent tort of spoliation; 

80. : The.'Cburt in Spdsic provided insight into the intent fequhed to establish sppbaiiomli did; 

not indicate, that spohhfibn'required intentional destruction' of evidence' fir a::specific pruppse: 

I view the plaintiff s claim based on the. tort; of spoliationas anadditionaL or. 
.alternative* claim to. be considered only if it is established that the destructioii: 
of suppression of evidence: by - the respondents results-in the inability of the 
plaintiî  to. establish the other-nominate torts pleaded; in..the -.statement, of 
claim,?* 

.81, flnS;;quotadon /do ;̂ not establish a heed To. prove specific intent - the Spurf's'aiiatysis: 

focuses on the effect of the defendant's ephduct, had hot the intent -of that conduct!-

Spasic Estate, v. Imperial Tobacco Ltd. (2000), 49 OR (3d) 699 at f21 (CA), 
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O n t a r i o S i ^ r i p r Q f H ^ i g h t h m d ,  I n t e n t  f o r  S p o l i a t i o n  

82. .(defeasesin'Aeî bĵ ^Conit haye-not required the claimant to estabhsh specific Intent 

the Gp ;̂̂ sqi&d;spdiî ib  ̂as ffi§;wjfestrd(^c ,̂o|:iî ^a| alteration: of i 

eyMence-loptlie^failurefb gfosefye.pro^another' s::useg;sevidencein.p.en  ̂

foreseeable; Mgati®^6  ̂The Gdhft's ;tdmp^pn|:d| spoliations qinl|i: Inplndes- first three;: 

elements;-of tiie: test Sused' by-A trial judge:' (i): the. eyidehed; iyds re!e¥%t;;,;(ii). thg evidence was;: 

d^stjrQy(iiij there .was gend^  ̂foreseeable.litigation. 

M ;Moieoy ,̂ ithe ;€ohft's^e; Of ;feteS 

estaidisliedSy^re  ̂ negligently m$i<M:a|peelf  ̂

84s ••pass îgers.: A:defopd .̂|̂ d;ap; 

experts'to; ;ex îne:-the :yehicld; ahdf jt$ ctm^onenis: d^S-fexpert did! so -and; :'cpieseH7ed. ail-.the; 

evldenceiM ||ei:bejieved^fhat;iime:w 

of Jhe;:̂ nelewas; tdesitdyei: 

tM 'Tollow  ̂ vej&ie ;̂;the:|̂ dtt brde^%M;ifeex^  ̂

materlalHarising; his ' ih^stî idit including® of the yelncle.. The Jeijcpert: 

foiled lodgsebutcouidî e l̂̂  ifresinbadM  ̂

the ease;; 

Mi TEe i'Gourt: left It. tS the trial jidge .fo destruction throiigh: 

bad^faitii is^fequired.before-this,adverse inference can.bedfawn'vTlibCte 

-ofyf. Tpyota<Cmia^ &C $$$$&$ at f 1'^§ci)^^ewig%. 
1? Cheung, supra at f4.; ' " " 
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that spoliation was available in the absence of evidence of intentiohaf destruction or bad faith and , 

that a court can impose sanctions in the appropriate case using its inherent jurisdiction.66 

87. In Dickson v. Broan-Nuton Cdiiada Inc., the Courtfield tî ;,sî oHation--<H4-- liofc require1 

evidence 'of intent to' suppress the truth. The . Court expressly rejected, that the . mental element: 

required to establish spoliation included specific intent.67 

(v) American Jurisprudence Permits Spoliation Due to Negligence or Recklessness. 

88. In the American context, the test for spoliation does not require that the spoliator destroy: 

f evidence for the express purpose of affecting' the litigation.. Instead, the test for -spoliation .allows.: a 

drawing of the 'inference if evidence is destroyed by a .spoliator acting- pegligeptly of fecklessiyi 

.89. : In' the' leading American caseTor electronic spoliation,- -the; plaintiff sought .an adverse, 

inference instructionto be giifep to: the jury after "evidence appeared tb have been destroyedby the-

defendant. Ptiorto the coimnehceniant of iitigation;, the defendant s rn-Kpuse counsel msftucte&ils; 

employees to: preserve some documents but -not-'with, respect to back-up-tapes. Other employees 

ignored the mstmctioh -and failed -to retain-relevant emails, even after the litigation-commenced.68 

90:: The Court defermihed that thb.Membhts of the -test for spoliation were as follows:--

(a) The destroyed evidence is "relevant" to the- peony's claim, or defence , such that .a 

reasonable trier of fact could find thatit would support that claim of defence;-' 

(h) The. party having control oyer the, evidence .had .an obligation to preserve it at the; 

time it was destroyed; and 

:(c). The party destroyed the evidence -with a':"'culpable state of .mind". 

'6:6 Cheung-,' supra at f23. 
6J Dickson v. Broan-Nuton Canada Inc., 2007•CarswellOiit 9931 (SCJ). 
f Zubulakey. UBS Warburg LLC; 229 FRI) 422i(SfiNY,-2004yat^}l {Zubulaki F)'. 
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91.. Thetfe;trM|î  the; 

IQ tills' circlili, a; "culpable stateofipm  ̂ spoliatioii: 
Inference melpfe ordinary- negligetice, [Effi|ijiasis.: added,-; f6<Mptds; 
oin®{i.3 '̂ 

..92b 

state; of ndndis: ^G$nĵ rtj[  ̂ evenwitjhout 

intent'to; [ffreaeba duty;ia'pf^gr^ xeas^3S^ Sase^pdi'flie' 

|̂ mise:t|iiat "each-party ;siiOBS;be t̂he rishof î 6 t̂e^(^ncef;: 

If iiiai.es 'little; difference to the. party victimized fey' the: destmctiprî of 
evidence whether that act was done \villfiilly or negligently. The adverse  ̂
ipe&d|;;;ptd^dls the necessary mechanism for- restoring; the eiddentiary; 
halahcei Ther inference is adverse to the destroyer:nptf'becau|e;  ̂
;&d|̂ f.̂ llmpraS culpability,* but because the risi thta® ;tfei;iBî iiiee;c 
would have;; been detriinentai rather than favofafele jsfeddld fdl| M the; 
;party;respcmsible |pr ;î  jessv71 [emphasis added)' 

'93:; Tliu%;a daimantneedriotp'rQvespeciffehbeM^  ̂

To; do. so: severely hampers tfe WZubulMhMk Cdhff; 

found spoliatipri -oil the basis; off the: defendant's; tMhire;; to: preserve; relevant: documents; The: 

Cpdri' sr^seiyation; repirchngibe^fe^ '̂d 

At the end ef^fcd^5:hpy^ye '̂̂ e.dn .̂̂ ;preserve:aiid prodiiee dOcumeiihi; 
rests on the' parf^f. Once ttiaf dutj' is madid dear 

D&Gmr^MmmcmlGorpi'SOSFJd•99fUSC ,̂;:î :Circait.2002); . .. 
71 Residential Funding Co. v. DeGeorge Financial Corp: 306 F3d 99--f^S^%2?.d.;Cir<^  ̂
Hudson Transit Lines Inc., 142 FRD 68, 75 (SDNY, 1991). ., ,. ;;" V: 'f' f,,"" " ,. 
72 tldte fiiat.smce.SeszdeTz^C^undingCp, the FederalJRitles of Civil 
OBLIGATIOR^DFIIITRTI^ TD.PI^ERYE'^«^QHI^Y^RED informatioa;Under tfie Riile% ̂ 'A^A^"INFEEB£A| BOW.: 
requires afinding^^wiiii&e mtenttpdepriyeandtfrerp 
lhigafidn"i-.The.Afe Comihifteei that mkde tfegpll amendrfient nbtes that thdne^yo'® 
principle that tiieadverse'inference can be granted on a finding of negligence or'grass negligence; See alsd- Bagley v 

20:î :V .̂-74®!77Q7 @cks ' ":" ""' " 
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order or by instructions froin counsel, that party is oh notice of its 
obligations and acts at its own peril. (Emphasis added.]73 

9.4. In The Pension. Committee of .the University ofMontyecd'Pensiok Plan v. Bank Of .America-

Securities LLC eiaV  ̂the judge who heardZubulake revisited her conclusions regarding the mental 

culpability required to establish spoliation. M University 0/ Montreal  ̂ there wasnp purposeful 

destruction ofevidence:: the plaintiffs failed tp'.insdtute docmneht holds and engaged in careless 

and indiSerent colleet-ioii efforts after the preservation duty arose: In ihe. words of the Court, "there 

{cpuid3.be little doubt that; some docuanents were iostordeshpyed''.74 

•95/ ; The Court found that the .culpability pfk party that'-destroyed evidence could be. described 

as a continuum: betweep.negligence; and 'y^IfhMess. A party Is obliged to participate.;in^  ̂

and fairly in the^seoveiy prpcess, and a failure tp do so is negHgent, pvehlf It results "from a pure 

heart' andian erppfy. head"i73.: 

(yi) Trial Judge 's Test Raised fU'e Meitiai .State f&r Spoliation Above Civil Contempt 

96;- The feurth element in the feikl judge's test for spoliationis so strict thatltdemandJs proof of 

.alevelofintehtthatexceeds that required for civil contempt to be. made" but. 

97: .In Carey -v  ̂Laiken, the. Supreme' Court expressly rejected the. argument that an alleged 

contemner must intend to interfere.:with the administration of justice in in order to have the mental 

statpneedssdry tp cpmhil-qvil' contempt.- Such arequifement'put the test,"too;high5' and would 

improperly .allow for mistakes pfldw to. serve' as';a. defence to -civil contempt/6 

n-ZubvJqke:¥sti%\i-. • • .... 
^'IMfmsiMCSmmMeisofil^.&dv^r^kfMd^ec^Peim&dPl&n'v. Banc ofAimi%cuSetyu'MesTjJC-etahf%5 B* 

' S u p p . 2 d 4 5 ^ ^ s i p l S f Y v - 2 Q I 0 ] k ; :  . . .  . . .  !  ! .  '  V .  ' .  .  
^ TheP&asibti Qommi-heeof'Me-University-of •MOii^eal'FejisiofjPlanv. Banc of AmericdSecurMes/LLC-etah 685 % 
Supp;2d;456-&;i5;(SDN^26l0j: : ' " 
?6Carey vf -L.̂ e/v201.5.SCC 17 at f29 Mid'38 (LmJceh}t 
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98. Like civil contempt, spoliation is intended to,4efe:litig^sftom actinglh a maimer t̂hat> 

undermines the civil, litigation process... Litigants must, deterred: from negligently 'destroying-

documents, where the information' could be relevant to pending or ongoing, litigation. The Ibgiq for.' 

requiring a "general ihterif ̂  standard for. contempt applies': With eqnal:;|orce tp:: spoliatm 

(yii) Requirmg Specificlitieni Gives Rise to a UMiversql Rorrî efeneê 3 

99. A .specific intent requirement for spoliation: leads. 'tdfhhyik  ̂ dlaLSie;:Sypr  ̂

Court wamed'conld flow from'a heightenedmteiition requirement:fbr: civil contempt;:: 

requiring cqntumamo  ̂ door to mistakes' of law-
providing a defence to an allegation of civil contempt. It could also permit an 
:aIleged;.confemnor torelyo  ̂ qf a.elear order to avoid a; 
'contemptfinding,; which ^dld::sî &aM :̂ urid^mia9a® authqrity:;::pf 
doiihidrders.̂  ' " 

100;; prove-MoysoinfbM  ̂

evidence toaffecitte of spqjiahqnlo: assert; asiMdyse: did in this: 

ease?;ahhn^ri0  ̂ .Ondef this;defence,the;:allegedspqiiatm  ̂

that heMda gdo'dfaitfi intentioh to' preseive relev  ̂ and thatlie or.hie.only.dehrpyed:: 

electronic data. to:-Mde . evidence; of visits- to- adulf; entertainment tllih? 

defence is that it Is impossible to disprove, as the' mforhiafion m destroyed.: 

(mi§ E Ĵectofthe Trial Judge 's, Reasoning 

lM . Instead of requiring specific intent to destroy evidence, the trial judge sEduld haye applied; 

thefoiloMngfestfof's 

77.Laikmdt.%42. 
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:{c). • At the. time, of dcstihetipn, litigation must; havebeen ongoing or contemplated. 

1 oi.: Qnihe, record Before the triai jtidgej it is subniitted that it was clear that Moyse did destroy. 

Meyaht evidence; 

.103 .. On July: 16 .̂:201.4i;Moyse consented to.aninterim order (the.̂ Interim.Order") that required. 

him to preserve Ms"electronic records, including oh..his personal..electronic devices,, pending the. 

creation'of a. fore  ̂ of those; devices; Iht: jfotefitoi .Grto was intended to prevent Moyse -

from destroyiiitg evidence, of his. electronic; conduct in the.niphtiis.-spaniiing his'first meeting writh 

Deaaiid the eonimehcenient of thetaciibmin a/base where it; had. already; been established that-

Moyse:;had:;cpmmunicated Catalyst's eonfidentiat;ihfcm  ̂ myesMenfme^  ̂ to West 

face; 

jOA- 'Mstead .̂Mtdf -cbftsentî  Moysb cpminitted the very actOaMyst Was seeking: 

to preyeiitthe; intentionally deleted.h&miemei.b  ̂ launched 4 program tb wipe Ms. 

hafd'drive registry; These undisputed, facts are sufficient .to :ground a 

finding; o|= .spohation, In ZuBulqkthe.; Court:: found., spoliation: after; a; defendant; issued, an 

incqmpleteiitigad  ̂ this' base, Moyse's miSponddet.w .̂fe.nipre severe":' he intentionally 

deleted electrombfecbrds ih the face, of a Court Order':and launched a miftfa  ̂ the: 

night before- hi|; computer. was to be. foreiisically imaged. As the U.S..- Second; Circuit Court of 

Appeals•• held; in • Residential, Funding, supra, ah adverse inference is justified:' to . restore the. 

105. The evidence from, both' IT expert witnesses'1'at the'trial confirmed that Moyse's web 

browsing history would have ineluded'reebrds of his use of ftikpeisdnMemail account (Gmail) and; 

his. use of web-based document storage' sendees' suchas Dropbox. There, whs also clear evidence at 

?8 Tj;atfl4!Tl:65 (CPM Tab 4, pages 66-72%, 
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t&4' tfî ;Moyse. used .his Blackberry to communicate with West Face. It M thus clear pgr to-

byidehtiary record.that Moyse interitipBaliy. destroyed 'relevaiit evidence' that might bavereffected; 

fiieoufcofne of the action, and that Catalyst bas been left wMipih a; reniedy for this Mndrici— 

10b.. TMa Comt can -aiid should overturn the trial judge's feding that poyse did not jxnnnMigp: 

tort'of 'spoliatiGband;should find that Mpyse;destroyedevidence: in tins 

eyidencein the face of d Court Order, He should hot be permitted to hide behiiid.a*'porn deieiipe  ̂

to avoid liability for Ms. oondbct, 

107. Th îs.suiS^  ̂ ^depord'&h this Court to find that Mpyss' conimitted the; 

toit;dfi Mediation, .arid this3CpUif ̂ eandetank . 

should jntduMtm order theMoyse|«rsor^Iyĵ  

breadiof confidencefsOT^ahouP be re-tried witba directionfo tie triaijudge to take.into account; 

the: finding that Moyse destroyed '̂ deMe'fetii SorelaactWyvas  ̂cpmiriehced.; 

M W THEALTERTCKTIVE^ THFTRI^JCBGE FAILEH TR6RA^E¥;LH::FISTP 

108 ; ;hi|M alternative, if the. toal'judge appliedjhe. oprfdet legal test.Catalyst;;subihits that hd 

failed to correctly apply ft iodlje facts by conflating the first (relevance) and second (intention) .; 

factors in;tbe spojiation test-89 hfî plying spoli'atipri, the trial, judge !?M4&^f&yse; 

believed he^wasjdeietmg personal infommtipii; 'ifet.releyaiit' tb the litigation" .81 

With the ^greatest ofresĵ b îM  ̂ .ydie&er;:Moyse intended;to' delete relevant 

dyidehed OndefM-test set put by:tiihtiiai; Judge;.fhefbpuasks 

fid Examihahpn'May i4jf ©5:atpp. 22:5-25: t@;aM 'p.:2C.4-.i6;(CpM;Tab li, pages'263-2dl)f Trial 
Jsae8i;:20i 6 &^s(&5xJr24',d$6d 1 - 707:1 and;708:3'-fiCtCPM;Ta&'lis pages 28-211)5 Trial Transcript'Iime 13^ 
Mi6;dtp;.1403:^ page 212). ' ' " 
*>TJ ^p445®and i65tcM:Tab 4, pages 67 and 72). 
& TJ at p42 (CPM Tdb 4, page 66); : ''' 



whether the riiissing evidence was relevant.. The mteiitibn question does not cdncem Whether. the 

intention; was, to desfroy '̂relev^evî hce'̂  but: rather whether- destruction Qccî ed.oh.puTpose., 

•or by accident (i,e., -conduct.beybnd the cpntrolof thb;/defen4aht)., Moyse'kwhhbfow  ̂

and Catalyst-issued Blackberry ..were: relevant' evidence and Moyse clearly intended; to. commit the 

act of deletion. The conflation of the first two steps of the .analysis.led to' ah eifohedus applicatioh. 

of the trial- judge' s test to .these facts. • 

i 10. ;FinalIyi the trial judge-failed to. prbpefiy determiiie.if an ihferehee shbpd be drawn that:' 

evidence: was destroyed to. affect- the litigation.: The.: trial judge concluded: that there .was 

insufficient evidence to conclude that the evidence was.;:destroyeddp ^e<h:the: htigahori without 

pphsidering .the question; of whether the established facts; -supported a/reasonable  ̂

question; As a.result of thbseeitbrs, the MaljudgeArrbd m the'spoliation test. 

ISSUER. THE TRIAL JUDGE USED DIFEERENT STAF® AiRi>S TO SCRUTINIZE; 
EVIDENCE * ' "" " 

11 i',; The trial judge'applied different, standards of .seratiny'to the. evidence of Catalyst, Moyse; 

and West Face. The triaif judge refused to:'accept any: of Catalyst's'.uncdffoBofated evidence" 

because of alleged mcohsi'stencies:, refusals to - admit certain. Tacts dnd. 'dverStatdmehtS of -the 

evidence.. At the same time, the trial judge accepted the evidence of the defendahts'-withesses, and: 

•even conhhented that they were "impressive", winle pverlopkiiig similar or worse inconsistencies.'' 

in.the defendants' witnesses' evidence, including evidence on key issues ffpni.Moyse and Griffin. 

A.-. STANDARD OF SEVXEW' 

112. This. Court has repeatedly held that itis.an -error of law for a trialjudge to: apply a higher: 

level oflseratmy to the'evidence"ofone'party than the.othery In order to ..succeed m demdhstratipg. 
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that tlie;'triat judge made such an error, the appellanf must only' identify "something-clear" -in the 

. trial Judge's reaihm&pfthe rCCofd indicating that a different standard of scrutiny was: applied.82 

B. CEEARE^^ DIFFERENT STANDARD GFSCRUTMY • 

'i 13.'; •Thd:MaI;jud^^xeaî ; e£amp  ̂ he scrutinized; 

the eyidenceof Caial̂  of West Face;andMdyse: differently; 

j i M g e ^ s i M e d ; Q f  W e s |  F a d e ' s  y t i t n e s s e s  a n d  M o y  s e ,  b u t  n o t  -

of Catalyst's witSseS  ̂

The. trial judge fixated pri repetition ill the. aMdavits sworn by Catalyst's witnesses, 

-father thaii oh' substance;-. 

TMtnaljudge-applĵ a?4pb||e-  ̂ inconsistencies in .tesfihidhĵ dnd 

ThetriayudgeharsMyCriticiz^^  ̂

hithesses-for pefcei|€® 

 ̂ : were ttedMe 

1 The; trial jud^rs:eoiM lavflfd IdthiopHCS that Ms evidence' 

a s s i h r i e d ' t h h i G " w | r e :  M l .  c r e d i b l e .  C o n v e r s e l y ^  i h e M a l d u d ^  

Face's: Witnesses; werc'e'reiihle and that it;, was" Catalyst's"bmdW tof prove that West Face's  ̂

mthesses; were' lying: 

illiis' was; not a ease in which itwas'.acMo wdedged by West. Face that.it had? 
^obtained CaiMysflnfoî  
constituted <x)Mdentiai!i3tf6nnafipn _or..wa?.t̂ ed.%. West Face. Rather ;ifwas: 
iaisteightcontest as to \vhethef'W£st Face hM; Ohtaihed cOh  ̂ Catalyst 
mfonnatiph about Wind and had used it̂ Catalyst was aware aware jsiej that 
ih orderitd prove its allegations. iiiiadto!es^  ̂
;wefe lying.. Xheî ^^  ̂ that.̂ ? 

:S2ftt>„ Gfavesande,2015 ONCA774-atparas. 15'-l6;Mo'riegdv.; CollegeojfT^k^am^md^geomi^Oj^io^^i$: 
ONSC $24 aif# 149.|Div:Ctj; & £00% ISO CAGES' aff3 (CA); ftn ftC, 2O09t>^GA 56dt#-ft W 
;P^2o:i33c  ̂ : 

Costs EndprseiriBat iat f8(CFMTafe;4^ pages S0-81};-.-

w 

M 

W 

§\ 
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115. The trial judge whs sympathetic:to Moyse, despite acknowledgihg';'tliat he did 

eyidence. in the face of a Court Order...In'Ms costs' idefeisior .̂tiie trial ;of Ms;: Way- to: 

excuse Moyse's behaviour; 

Mr; Moyse made ̂ b '̂imStafces at the;6tifeetpf l̂ .'soiiy sagabHe'deshbyed; 
evideneb of his web browsing history out of a concern that' it; would shbwhb 
had accessed'adult entertaihmeiitwebsites-and. become, part','bf:the; public, 
record. He wiped his blackberry to-'hhnb  ̂ .He: always 
•asserted that they were honest mistakes: add that he never passed onfo;West 
Face ahy cohfidential, CataLyst̂ informatibn Wmd imtiativei bf 
destroyed'any evidence of any .such activities; Mr. Mdyse. was a young, man'..at 
that time.who had a very close relationship' with his giriMend whp.ishbwMs-
fiancee..8* 

116 , By contrast, the trial judge did not hesitate inlaying; the blame; for the .action at the Met of 

Newton; Glassihan, even though there was no, evidence In; the record? to: support:: this;|iarsh: 

assessment The Mai judge was of the view that MbySe's and West F '̂s'd^ .̂.ofwoE^d^g: 

ought to have, been acceptbd'Wholesale, evehihdhe.facebfdec'eW 

.Mr: OlasSmaii caused' Catalyst to; asseil a: Mi:scale attack' oh; thi s young man... . 
No. thought, was given to. all; of the denials by Mi: Moyse as well as by the 
West-.Face; witnesses that: 'there- had not: been any : confidential Catalyst-
ihfonnation reg^dmg-. Wind given to West Face by Mr. Mbyse.85' 

,117.-: The Mai Judge's statements demonstrate that" he viewed- the' Catalyst; witnesses and. 

specifically Mr. Classman, as aggressive and Unlikely to be -truthful, while he assumed that Moyse'. 

and the West Face witnesses had no reason to teM anything but the truth.'This.finding igporedthe. 

fact that, prior tb.Me'CQmmencepent; of the action, it"was Mbyse. ;aii4.Wbst.Face. Who. deliberately 

misled Catalyst- ebhceramg-treatment of Catalyst's confidential Infoimation and that,Catalyst's 

motions led/to production of evidence of.Moyse's.-^vrougdomg.; Y est, this' never enteredinto the trial 

84 TJkt fl'6-i? (CPM tab 4, page 31). 
85 TJ at fl6-17 (CPM Tab 4, page 31). 
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jiirigps-hiiaTy|gfiK{#IV:gg Moysebrî tekfe trial:judge's differekit:-

: i 18, ® 

credibility.. The; id: lead^Syi(iende: nTbiief by afSdaylri-Iri fe 

jud^en|J:;t̂ ffiai ;pd;t̂ neluded that affidavit: 

''of eyideneeh;£ %ritaess'::,JHe criticized; Catalyst's 

evidence; ' Sy^re jypetitjve: regarding;® .role. 

In gĵ aringĵ  FedbiuiGb  ̂

: e a n i e ^ i & r i i  s ^ e ; e ^ e a . h o ^ y ^ ; a s  : t O ; S o m e : e x t e n |  i n d n l e p b / i s  
the repetition of evidence, by- more 'than one witness; This occurred,, for 

,i&M^s .̂ S|aasman and De Alba of Catatyst jboî ^fegm|heir 
affidavits that Mr, Moyse "led the preparation" of a PowerPoint presentation 
that Catalyst used MFiriaHng a presentation to Industry Cp.ada:m; Ppg% 
This evidence wasgiyen to support the assertion of the 
Mr. Moyse possessed'of the strategic position being taken by Catalyst with 
the Government and:: thus with the, negotiating strategy that Catalyst was 
taking with VimpelComitd. regarding the acquisition of WIND. As I will 
(IisbUsi|thm;8w3ihe£'i® 

1191 Cpnvbr.seiy,:: ffisi trialsjhd î ignored! fie- fepeikiph in: tie af5da\its:. of tlie: West Face 

:®Sses-w®:ass îBg;iielaf^  ̂

repeatedcertam.proposit̂  during: trial; and Iwhich were 

discredited thrGUghriocument̂ r eyidence:. For ̂ example,; oij.the; Issue pf whether the'Cohsorfium.. 

jhad! discussed: Qatp îs re^atory Strategy; 'West; Face?S;: witnesses;: gave ndMy identibal 

statements r Hajnish Biiit's |pf 641^4) nffiday if $fafb§ s 

86 Mid-Bowline Group Coi^-2016 GNSC 6d9fMid-idwlme Decision") (CPMitab-^ pages 86-102), 
87 TJ at fl-0 (Ch-M Tab 4, page 27). ' " '' " " "; ' 
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I have now had the opportunity to. read the. Affidavit of Newton Classman 
sworn May 21, 2016. At no point before reading Mr.'Glassman's Affidavit 
did I know, what Catalyst's confidential, regulatory strategy was.. Now'that. I 
understand for the first time Catalyst's regulatory strategy regmdingWINI), I: 

can definitively re-affirm' that 64NM was never privy to. such a strategy. To 
the, best of, ftiy: knowledge, -Catalyst's strategy to- demand regulatory' 
concessions from Industry Canada was never-discussed among the Investors,-, 
whether as a strategy that we should or could pursue -ourselves, as the strategy 
of Catalyst in particular  ̂ or as the possible strategy .of a competing'bidder in 
general.; ' 

For this reason. Catalyst's confidential regulatory strategy did not and. could, 
not have played any role, in our negotiations with VimpelCom, nor our own 
.assessment of the. risk involved ;in. pursuing the transaction, structure that, we.' 
put forward. As I previously'testified, my understanding Is that the' -successful' 
'.transaction structure. ̂ that the Investors ultimately proposed to VimpelCom • 
was developed among, the Investors .in order to ,meet YimpelCdni's 

- well-known desire for U -transaction that would proceed swiftly and. with little: 
tq no regulatory risk, to VimpelCom. Tins structure Was not based on and had' 
nothing to do. with any Catalyst confidential mfonnation.88 

120..- The. affidavit of Michael Leither. of Tennebaum Capital Pmtners.'.nsed nearly: Identical 

language 

I- have how had; the. opportunity to. read the-Affidavit of Newioh Glassman-
svforn May,27-,-:2016. At no -point'pnor to . reading Mr . Glassman's Affidavit 
•did f know' vtiat Catalyst's corffidentlalregulatbry Strategy regarding WIND-
was; Now 'th-atj understand for the-' first timd. Catalyst's' regulatory strategy 
regarding WlNE>",; I can- categorically -reaffirm that West Face never 
communicated any such Information to 'Termenbaum: that Temienbaum 
nevef- 1-earhed .'such, information from, any' other "source (including, the 
Defendant Brandon Moyse);*:; and that no such infp'miatipn was dismissed 
among the Investors,. 

.To beYabsdiutely clbarj Catalyst's regulatory strategy was never discussed 
among the Investors, whether as a strategy that we should pursue ourselves, 
as an identified strategy of Catalyst, of as the possible, strategy of another 
.competing bidder in .general. For this reason, it did.not and could not have 
played any role iii ;pur: negotiations -with VimpelCdm, nbf M. our' own-
assessment of the riskinvolved in pursuing the transaction stfocture.that we 
put forward to VimpelCom and wHchulfimately proved to be .successful.̂  

121Likewise  ̂the affidavit of Anthony Griffiii of West Face states: 

^ WFCO'l 32289 - Affidavit of Ham'ish Burt -sworn June .1,2016 at f5-6 -(CPM 'Ta'b 12, pages 436-437). 
59 WFC0112222 - Affidavit of Michael Leitner sworn June 1,2016 at f5-6 (CPM Tab 12, pages 438-439); 
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I-haVefPad the/Affidavits of Neyfoh.̂  Ga]brM£fe 
• May;27, 2016, 

regulatory; strategy;; regarding;; WiSfe: :Ms:] k ^reliniinSty matter  ̂ I eah 
oneqaivpcaiiy say 'fct- dhrmglhe. evehtslnqu  ̂ ;and;;riglitrap to; 
the trnieihatf re^die.Oî ^aii'andBeAli&Affld t̂s,; I had hp awareness-
of CatMySt's cbnfidefc  ̂ .sti;ategy- regardihg- WIND;; MryMoyse; 
î y#-inlpme(i;' 3$|®,;4ef alpiie GatajySt'S; 
cpnSdeatial regulatory strategy r eprdmg-W&CL 

MoW; tliat;.I uî dprstand; for 'the;; ihsi-time Gfflp^s;:re^^ry strategy 
. .regarding WJMy. T pan; Confidently state that hipyyiedge; of (Catalyst's; 

; strategy-would ridiihave affected West Face's stratbgyvr J3y tKd tiipe; pilf 
dpiisohium  ̂ ihlafe Jply and we had co^htted.{financing id 
.acquhedhepntire; company, we knew that we were in a competitive auction 
process,; YimpelCom ffl̂ u :̂̂ cd^yity with Catajyst̂  
heed to, make; the hesfMppss^e; We • were;in; a; "Hai); Sfary'' • sihihtidi£/;Wd 

- hnew.based, on V impelCom's:' expressed: desires;i-:ahd{hpt basedpn.-Shytffi 
{Catalyst may have intended.-tp dp;:- that w& n^dp&tch bffea??:&eyg^fc  ̂
{c^riaiiity of closing and the IpweSlrisfcfPWimpel̂  
{financial, or otherwise. That waswhaf'fe bid-did;̂ ® 

122.; Thp{hiaidhdgeihade;rip-mehtiphp;f  ̂ epch; of;Bud5 Ceiinerahd. 

Griffin's: evldeheedn; then&ue ;pf ydî ef Vfef Fhdehsed. X^alyst' sfe îlaiory- stingy dshemg; 

mote credible BecauSe they testihed td The; sahie;iacis,:'Wto  ̂ evidence was; 

held to 4?% :̂ irom..€^ysC§ witnesses- CFedibiBtyAepehtiohlfiTheaff  ̂

Facefs wthesses enhanced .'tiiem^  ̂ dfehdafd|pfsefutin  ̂

theatTMayiteyideiy^taihtecilhetm^ 

(iii): TkeJrkdJitd§iI}js<^uMed€qiaiyst'sEyid 

122, ' Mot only did the trip! jud  ̂ he;.;alsp: 

:crMctzed if hec^M:wiihesses^Kicflligbdyd^  ̂ The MMJudget||ied 

oh thesehiiiior differehees.tp discouhfevidencebf •the CatMyiC alihdsthhtifeiyl̂  

s- GrifSn ihne/4,2016 AfSdavit at |87-88 (CPM Tab 12, page 440).: 
?3 TJ atf14-3-5 (CFM Tab 4, pages30-34)i " 
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124: M;particular, iri justifymg his refhsal to believe Mr. Classman's evidence, the trial judge 

gave four examples of dpiitradictiohs df'refusals to concede a point in cross-examination. by Mr. 

Glassman tha  ̂in the trial judge's view,- idiscredited Kis evidence entirely. 

125. For- example, a presentation Made to the federal govermnent-on March 27,2014 stated that 

Catalyst; was:' in "advanced disciasabiis'' with VimpelCohi :to. gain control of Wind. On 

br^rexamirî b '̂ M ;̂-Gfetssma.n. refused to-agree that this statement was misleading.'He testified 

tha.t,- in Ms: opinion, the discussions yfilh .V^pelCpm.: were advanced Mr. Glassman referred, 

among other filings,- to the": fact that- . Catalyst and'VhnpelGom- had recently entered into; a 

confidentially - agreement.: Even'though there was ho evidence to. contradict Mr.: Glassmah's 

subjective ppimbh;: HHd trial' jiidgb Chastised: Mr.. Giassman for 'refusing, to agree on 

cfoss-exahtiriatioh thatthe -statement̂ was misleading; 

126. hifkct,- ;Mr.. Glassman's opinion'was reasonable and defensible.;There was ampfp evidence; 

as;piuch./By-March: 27, 2014 (the date; of the.presentation: to the. 

fedeM government):;; ••= 

(a) Catalyst; had submitted a letter of' Intent that included an -offer to- purchase 

YimpelCom's .shares, ':a set price and-a mechanism for completing the'sale;92 

(b) VimpelCom backed out of a spectrum..auction that Catalyst was also participating 

ih. and reengaged innegotiations with Catalyst;93 

(c): Catalyst mot with Wind and UBS oh four occasions between January 13 and March 

27, 2014 ;'tb: discuss; potential ienns:,; and. Wind; provided. Catalyst with Its 

52 CCGQ025176 - LOI from January 2,2G.14 (CPM Tab 12, pages 441-443). 
:^CCG002S7iQr de Alba.May 27,2016'^ffida\atat f28 and 30 (CPM Tab 12, pages 444-445), 
p* CCGOOl 1506;-Email from Z. Miehaud to B. Moyse dated Feb'raary'25,2014 attaching CCGO01.1.507 - Wind 
Management Presentation (CPM Tab 12, pages 446-478). " ' 
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. . .. . ... .......... .... .. . .. ; 

.(d)- Hie day .after VMpelCom announced it had: written-.pfF Itsentire-mvestineiif-in-; i 

Wind  ̂Catalyst met: with UBS and Wiiid to negotiate tsMS: of a j 
' v i 

basis of the new formation in.the market;—and . 1 ; '* ' ' : •" : • - .: 
(e) Catalyst and VimpelCom executed a; confidentiality a^ement an& i?iinpe5<3pM:- ' j  

agreed to "provide- inforination about;' Wind' s;Msiness;;pian;:pidyV  ̂

equity; structure inWindf6 ' 
. . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  • »  

127. Negofiafions' between Gataly  ̂ind yimpelCpiii were; sufficiently by March: ••• 

27.2014'tovrepre.sent.as much to the federal, government in meetings ephcerMng I 

about a pos sible purchase of Wind. Mr; Glassman;. was entitled to his opinion on this issued West: " 

Face adduced' no -evidence to coritradict:::Mr. Glassman5s-: opinion. Yet, :the;.trial; judge refused; to ' ( 

accept':uh< t̂f^cted:evi4^c®.and instead;used ,his; unfair finding that somehow Mi. Glassmari : ; 

did,not'hold. dus;ppimpn to undermine Mr. GIassmah's credibiiity. ;; 

1281 'TheftialjudgeidspTeiiedGnan-U^^ 

dtatdfthe contemporaneous documents jegafdihg Mr. ©assnp  ̂ of the:? • 

body ianguhge of' gdyethkh^pffid^MmeeMgsf ; 

that: the '%noffieiaF' position of the; govermhent was thaf'it would; grant the ddiibessidhs:; that, 

Cataiysfwas .seeking. Mr. Glassman was in. the room with Industry;. Canada, on two; separate;-

occasions to seek regulatory concessions in the. event • GaMyst; purchased Wiiid and- fpiined: h|s 

opinion b:a^d;oh;Ms:dbseivation ofthe persons with whom hp met 

;129.; The; trial judge; ietused to accept;Mrv: Glassman's eyidence about his oWm subjective:: ; 

impressions.1 The-Mal judgd claimed-that the tecord did not; include a :̂ %ingle cbntemporaiieo'us; 

document5' to: evidence Mr, Glassman';-? view, of a- spftemngygovenimenf position, or that, the; 

• V- • •••... -' -. -
93.CCG0028710 - de Alba May 27,2dt6 Affidarit^3S-(CPM-Tab 12, page .479), 
9°. CCG0G23894 :̂Gonhd©ndanty-Agreement W (CPM fab'12, pages 480-487)., 



goyemiiierit: would grant Qoncessions. In fabf- the record contained several .emails that 

demonstrated that-Mri Catalysf a advisors.on this, very:gprat?• 

130. The trial.- judge; also., suggested that' Mr.: Glassffian's; impressions did not" align with-

;Gatalyst?S; government .relaiiom.advi«>rs'" impressions. Whether ®r.: Gldssipa.Tti and -Cateiy '̂s.'-

government Telations aciyisor had different opMoris Gn this point ;could: not he a basis, to question-

Mr> GlaSsmaifS credibility When testifying'* as to- his qWm;; subjeetive!;behe|r;:'Xh^  ̂

reliance .on'this non-existehtrinconsistehcyTtd-iffî  credibility-ill general.was 

-unfair. 

13..U -The 'ttial judge: also-; took;-.Issue:- with Mr;-; Glassmanh. use. of the phrase... "c^cî T' in: 

describing the; need to: sell.. Wiiid to;.airiiicuinbeht; witlmi -five years of phrcliaSe: During Ms.' 

cross-examination,. Mr;. Criassmariatated that.this was yery^very imporiaiifhut did hot agree that-it', 

was '"criicjai";';As it tinned out; MrGlassmah hMused; the.word;4<cmcial!? in Ms'affidayitbut cOuid-1 

not; rehieihBer: :that tihnhg- crdssrexhhinatiGii; The: trial judge- faulted Mr'-; .Glaissirian for not:; 

memorizing:Cvery:word ih MTafSdayitj.even thougkfhedefe ;made:much.mbre;-

•material errors iritheir affidavit. eyidenCefaS explained, in detail below)?-

132'. The trial, judge also claimed .that Gabriel ;f)e Mba /'overstated matters; and: refiised to 

concede .points that' he .should have? The trial, judge points to Mr.. De Alba's. rofhsai to concede 

that Moyse was not an important part of Catalysf s Wihd'team..Mi. pbAlba's evidehee was that. 

Moyse: was; .a Critical part-:of the'deal team'.-

97 Response to Drysaale, Response to -de Alba in May 2014 —Exhibit 2 (CCG0009482)5 Exhibit 4.{CCG0025842) .and; 
Exhibit 5 ;(CCG0G24609) to GCGG02S7 i! ̂  Affidavit ofNewton Glassmaii sworn May 27,2016 ("CCGG028711-
Glassman May 2?; 2016 Affidavit') (CPM Tab 12 j pages 488-503). ; 

98 TI atfl l(aj(CPMTab 4, page 28).' " '' ' ' v"'" 
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133.;. in f^k^yse. y^sone; of two; analysts ori the Wind deal team5:'which totalled fbmpersohs.r 

"Mbyse.- performed the Jcey^aMysiru^d by Catalyst' to::eskbIish an estimated market vaiiie: for 

Wind. He' helped prepare; presentations concerning: Cataiyst's regulatory strategy5 and the ; 

conceSsioh:sitWas.seekiiigfrom'thefederal.'goyemment-9'There;Was:np.questi:piithat.Moyse was;, 

important pari, of.tjie .Catalyst team:. Despite this'nncbntrdyerted evidence, the trial judge'ehastlsed • 

Mr:;.De;Alba for. standing his ground Qn the lssue of Moysels important rbie dirdte deal.teani.; 

13.4y The ' tdal judge'also took issuewith unspecified  ̂mistakes and, speculation in some of James1; 

^ey'sttffidayits prior tp.tria!3° ;̂The..trialjudge neydr .̂ eiiilated these iimstakesnr speculate 

bis reasphs.,.hid;seepied,to .whp%:-dî 'ss.i|r, Hiley's evidence oh this basis. 

(iy) The Trial Judge Excmed^imilar Emftlenis with defendants' Evidence. 

• |35;.: |n cohhaskto the t̂̂ dan|,applied.M Catalyst's;;witnesses,-stark;conkadicbonsiin West 

J^e'sWhnespS^eyM ^prevent the tliem'to fo ^Impfessiye'V 

136.' In Msiaffidayits;:and at trial̂ -Tdny Griffin testified; thaf.he hld'hoMoy!  ̂

wak a - bidder:? fori Wind. &xi ther;erit:icai"i issue :;o.f.. Whether West Face' made use.' of Catalyst's 

ebnfidential; feguiatp  ̂ - the strategy that Mr, Classman.had developed with hiy team — 

Griffm claimeddhat West.Face never iised or 'even. considered the strategy,' He.hirtjier. testified in= 

direct, ekhhinatioh. eVeii if Mbpehad; cdmniunicated 'Catalyst's ie l̂atoxy shategy'to. West: 

.Face, he; would never have belieyed pT. relied oil' in— Anidhg other things, Griffin claimed: 

l-lllibategbricaliydisa^  ̂Mth;|fc:<^ssmah  ̂sfatementin paragragh;34 
;bf his;̂ ffldayit;&f 'khbwied^bfifis'̂  
.ihvalhablbddanyot® smceiime^hcewp^ 
mitigate,; if bnt enffmiy elimmhte. their hhahciM'riskin bidding .̂ In fact,; we. 

99 OOGboiiS64 and CCCjbdi'1565 i(&Mab 15, pages 5t>4-5i9).:; 
!6f,iTJ-at|n'iti^;Tab.4-i»g€s49td0.J '" "' 
505 Griffin June 4,: 2016 Affidavit at'fllQfCPM Tab 12; page 520), 
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fundamentally, disagreed wilflMr. _Gla^ |̂s.;̂ alysisv Based on d.ur myri 
discussions with Industry .Canada, including. during the Pay 5i. meeting with; 
Industry Canada, described abpye,; 3>Vest.Fdce belibyedfhat tHe-'Govtemih^  ̂
was. going to continue to promote a fourth wireless'camet by maintainihgthe 
existing restrictions on transfers;' of: spectrum. to Incumbents.- WB never 
understood the (joyernmeht's..policy stance tofhea "biuffi-. 'i{?: 

137. -Griffin held' fast tb this position .during croshrexanriiiation: 

Q, Ijust asked you the simple, question,, did.yoti everat any point consider the.: 
prospect ofiselllng spectrum tp,ahin.cumbbnt?-

A:. -. Would it enter pur thinking?-.Sure. Did we rely uppn.it?,No: 

Q. So it did enter your thinking at minimum? Yes? 

A:- It is a possibility, like lightning striking.!0-

138. -Griffin swore that selling Wind-to' ah mciimbent was not'part of'West Face's- inyes'tmenf 

thesis: 

Q; Was'ihete ever mf .thiMdhg'.afall abpht̂ ^s:ellmg:Wiiid- tp- ̂ uncumheht as 
part of your Investment thesis? '' 

A.' If ah incumbent includes Rogers; Bell or Jeius, the three large firms as we 
trhdiilona '̂̂  was^nptYiewed.as a possibility.̂ — 

139. Following Griffin'kstead^  ̂ tp'acknpwledgefhat.̂ West Face considered dsale tp an 

incumbent as part of its. investment diesis, Griffin was presented •with aii, internal. West Face 

investor memoranduhij dated September-10, 20.14;.:which proved, tlie complete- opposite.. The 

.memorandum1 was distributed to West Face's limited paffiiers to'raise capital; for -the -purchase, of-'; 

Wind.10? It states that West .Face's investment in Wind would. be. supported by "significant asset 

value." in a liquidation scenario and outlines "Scenario 1" in a liquidation as follows; 

h Scenario, ! - Sale, fb an Incumbent.:: In the' event1 that Wind fails .and 
there are ho; other -hhyer optionsj the government- eaiinot logically 

•la? Griffin June 4, .201 ̂ .Affidavit at f!07 (CPM Tah 12, page 521).- , ..... . . . ... 
•f3 Griffin Trial Cross-examination June 10.2016 aty>: 1122:4-12 .[emphasis addeil]' {GPM.:Ta b 11, page 213). 
104 Griffin Trial Cross-examination June 10,- 20.16 afjx 1124:6-12 (CPM Tab 11, page 214). 
105 Griffin Trial 'Cross-examination June .10,2016. at pjx 1132:1$ -1.133 ;4 (CPM fab 13, pages215-216); 
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Safe^td.anJacumljeiit. iri tjjis;.scenario4W 
•in S;500 to.C$806/.mifcq [emphasis added). 

l:40v This- is;precisely: the shhife anal̂ is.- Gasman dev  ̂

Griffin repeatedly stated- Under :pafh' was neyer part of WeshPace's tMnhmg./Griffhi's evidence 

:waaimde  ̂ language of West Face'sfowri. intemal mem  ̂

441.. ?Iu; 'additioii to the cdhtfadfettej Bitwelil GnfSh'h :gy3den<& atidf -bdiafenipqmne  ̂

{feuhtehpytMffc thai;he: ]qiew:?GaMy;st-:W  ̂ for -Wind d'espite clear; 

StatdmentsihMs^qwn.emails that eommented'mEonlyonfeAptthaf-^aî  ̂

inking process;. M?ated ;<Mthe?  ̂ GaM;pt's hid^r were incredible in the: 

facetofthese dqqumfeh^-ffi triaf judge;;accepted:Ms;14. any eyehte yh|fe fft Mr. 

'Glassm^f-EeasejiihpQnsistencyteE 

;an;.'4nipressiye'''w  ̂ * 

(v) 'Moyseif"Mistakes" lii his Affidavits AM iiof Affect Ms,CrMiMlify 

14%, Shnilm;ly|.;.-iie: Mai -judge applied? ar.mucii ;mqre: :ienien| ieyel'i qf scrutiny: ito; Moyse?st 

4hi444??ple|:;ai| of?pGyspte?  ̂ 'cvenithough-Mdyse was the: 

only witness wiiq:;4r̂ 4hu|;hipii;srepreffi 

144... .At triah CMalyst;idenhfied.:a. sî incaiit:iiuinber'Of statements that Mqysehad made in; 

pre4fiai':affiday;its?M generdhsi'yi missMfcpents, :an4')p3ich should; iayeta|fected: 

his credibility'atMate MM t̂eM^cdlyembellisteMJ^saM 

issues ih -the iitigatidE F6f?example;? 

105 WFC0108033 - West Face .September 2014 Investment Memo at p. IS (CPM Tab 12, page 522^ Gxiffm Trial 
Cross:examination June 103 2016 atpp; 113.6:22 to 1139:17 (CPM Tab 11, pages 217-220). . 
•107:WFC0068:142— Snails between?Griftin and facavera' datedJime;452G?14 (CP?[\TTab 12, 'pages.52E524h? Griffin, 
Trial Cross-examination - June;9,::2hi6 at'pp.; 1007:2? -1010:8?(CPM Tab 11, pages 221;-224) [emphasis added!;5 

Griffin'756:;13'r 19;[CPM.:Tab li,MgE225!).:.: 
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(a) Moyse admitted he "embellished" his. c. v. by claiming to be- ait "associate" at 

Catalyst when a promotion had. not yet been finalized;.--0  ̂

(b) Moyse admitted to misrepresenting M^wqrk.-pa the-"deal sheet" hp sent.tp.-W'est: 

Face in March2014 by darning group work as his owh Md-claiming to H ;̂*'ied?-V 

a due diligence process heinerely participated, in;10?-' 

(c) Moyse justified the "embehishments" on .his deal sheet because he wanted a jbb  ̂

and. because: it. was. not a srvyom document;110 

(d) Moyse made untruthful statemeints regarding his iiivplvement In a. Catalyst deal; in. 

an email to a former colleague;11'1 

(e) Moyse. knowingly caused Catalyst to breach, a: non-disclosure agreement tfardhglr 

.the disclosure bfohebfthe investment memos he sent to •West Fhce;112; 

(f)! Moyse wipedihis Blackberry before fetuming it to Catalyst and misrepresented the' 

•facts' cbncemiihg Ms use of the. device id commimicatcwithW Face.;113-

(g). Contrary to MS sworn evidence in 2014 regarding his "limited" role bp the; Wind1 

deal team, Moyse-received hundreds, of emplsrm: relation- to: the transacfipn  ̂

ihciuding emails contaiiiihg due diligence agendas,: reports of due-diligence, and a 

drah.share purchase agreement;114 and 

(hy In 20.14; .when asked what matters: he1 worked, on at West Face,. Moyse omitted 

•reference to his analysis of a company that Catalyst had previously studied and that 

was the subject of one of theconfidential memos He sCnfto Dea.115-

. 144; In /addition,. Moyse admits to -having deleted his web browser histoiy, the.: March '27, 2014• 

email he s'enflp .Psa'bontaihing' fire -2nd at. least one.other email,he; 

received Mom pea. 

m Moyse My 31,2014 Cross-examination at'ip. 1,5:2-25 (CPM Tab 11, pagel26). 
Moyse My 31,2014 Cross-examination afpp. j7:6- 20:25{CFM TabIIjpages227-230). 

3 ™ Moyse July 31,2.61.4 Cross-examination'atp, .20:3-25 :(CPM Ta:b .11, page 231).-
3 M Moyse inly 31,2pi40oss-exanimatiDn atpp. '85.:2'l-b&:12,:i;CPM Tab 11, pages.;232-233). 
"5Moyse iuiy 3;l?2014Cross-exrnnmation at;-pp;..96:ii:—:'?o:6tCPM'Tab;il,';p2ges234-236).' 
,313 Moyse My 31,2© 14,Cro^iexfflnM^on.'^^-ip3'tP '-7-106:3 £CPMTab :ll, pages 237-24©). . 
.y4.Moyse.Jiiiy-3i, 2&14.;Cross-exarinnationat'-pp.- T74:ir-^ 37S:16-(CPM Tab 11, pages.241-242),, 
115 Moyse My 31,20f4 Cross-examination at pp. l71:;4.- 172:2 (CPM Tab i JL, -pages 243-244). 
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•145; : fidweyeffiat' Mpyss' § pattemof dishonest negatively; affected. 

Mis: credibility, lid: Maldudge t̂fr^  ̂ mistakes'̂ ;; 

even.ydieh they:'; wentf torthdieoie factuarissiî ;.at': trml. For ;0kd3  ̂ fddtnoter2 oftrial::: 

judgriientj die triai/jMge::Px|)laijled that Mqyse'sdhderstMement of ̂ hiprolei; at Catalyst' iii ; an . 

affid^ftfded in;hiiy;2()j4v- andnot; an;̂ eiu :̂id;ihdeqr4  ̂

of Wldii;; The frfafjuclge also :&nnd;;thaf'i£ was: aiumist̂ e'?:'ydien;M in/:t|jeysame:. 

affifcit tMat fe; was dot̂ rivy to iperhal discussions aBout:tHe;:'s® 

acquisition of Wind.116 ihfadfefftafstatehienfcWap  ̂

contemporaneous dpcuinents:iniiie. record.117 Tile trial: judge'sreduction of these false statements" 

tQ(chiits&^ '̂:'d  ̂ ty inaifedî  sefutm^ffd ^Joyse's  ̂evidence asr 

coinpa  ̂ of fMalysdS: witnesses; -and homplefely: ignqî i|be fact that tfe 

impugned July bbf 4, .appfoxiniateiy two ihond '̂ahef M^e 

the'wdrk'Iid.̂  Mdtehtly ;C®g;otteh".: 

'/y|t Standards mt Erron^Qiis Result \ 

146. .;Tlief:triai: judge's;;;applicati6ii: Of:.a different;Standard of'-S^u|myJp- the ewd^pie&.tb; 

pndihgSOfcredM thatrespectMIy cannot ydthsiand*appellate reviewMdwMchjdn^  ̂

amount to ah error vpf law that warrants anew trial,: 

"6.TJ at FN 2 (CPM Tab 4, page 39). ... _ . _ 
P:List of emails between Catalyst team about Wind deal: Exhibit 1 (CCGOO 11564): and "Edhbit 3 (CCGG00951 6): 
frbmGlassman May 27,2016 Affidavit (CPM Tab 12, pages 525-527>; ̂ di&2t:ii2 f53 ;'' 
•:(CC® L1536), Exhibit 14 (CCGOOl 1520), Exhibit-15 (CCGOOl1521),.Exhibit 16 (CCGddli526), Mibit:17 
,(CG'0Mi.i535), Exhibit 19 (CCGOO11561), Exhibit 21',(CCGO0G9474); Exhibit23 (CCG0009482), Exhibit24 
:(CGG0pl i614)5 Exhibit25 (CCGOO111 18), Exhibit 26 (CCGOOl 1618), Exhibil27. (CCG0009483), Exhibit 28 

..(CCGOOl 1123), Exhibit 29 <CCG0005254), Exhibit 30 (CCGOO11169), Exhibit 31 (CCGOO hi 171), Exhibit 32 
(GGGOOl 1631), Exhibit 33 (CCGOOl 1194), Exhibit 34 (CCGOO 10008), Exhibit35 (CCG0028661), Exhibit 36 
(CCGOO10040), Exhibit 39 (CCG0009529), Exhibit 40 (CCGOOl0037),'Eihlbh^ (cCGOOll 192), Exhibit'43 
:(CCb00O9540), Exhibit 45 (CCGOOl4413), Exhibit 46 (CCGOOl 1275), Exhibit 48 (CCGOOl 1342) and Exhibit 49 
:(CCG0G 11362) from CCG0028710 - de Alba May 27,2016 Affidavit (CPM Tab 12, pages 528-759). 
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ISSUE 3 : THE TRIAL JUDGE MADE FINDINGS REGARDING VIMPELCOM IN A 
FACTUAL VACUUM-

147.; .In January 2016, the trial judge expressly ordered drat issues concerning possible breaches 

of the exclusivity; period by VimpeiCom- and/or inducing breach of the exclusivity period and' 

misuse of confidential information by other, members of the Consortium would uot form-part of 

the expedited trial of this proceeding: Despite'making this ruling, in his reasons for judgment the-

irial* jiulge' kikieifaciuai "fintiiiigs on these very issues; These findings tainted the trial judge' s 

reasons and denied Catalyst a fair trial. 

(i) Trial Judge Baits Catalyst fromAmendingStatement of Claim 

148. After. West-Face.and die Consortium purchased Wind in August 2014, they were able to 

sell it to Shaw at the end of 201.5 via a plan of arrangementn.8 Catalyst opposed the proposed plan' 

of ̂ angemenfon -'the basis that it originally sought to compromise . Its. still-pending claim for a 

constructive trust o ver the interest in Wind owned by West Face.119 

149. In J^uary/2016,. the. trial judge heard the application for the plan of arrangement During, 

the application,, after', reviewing affidavits from 64NM and Tenenbaum.-; Partners, Catalyst 

evidenced its intent to amend'the existing claim to add, infer alia, a claim for inducing breach of 

contract againsf the parties that participated, in the bid to VimpeiCom .made during the. exclusive 

negotiating period between Catalyst and VimpeiCom,5 20 •' 

150. The trial' judge.barred .Catalyst from adding its claim for inducing breach of contract to the;:. 

Moyse/W est. Face. action, He. rilled that'Catalyst had been '"lying in the weeds", when the full 

details of the Consortium'sconductonly came to light via.;affidavits sworn in support of the plan 

31:8 Mid-Bowline Decision at f3 and 4' (CPM 'Ta'b 7, ,pag6 87). 
:119 Mid-Bowline Decision at^|4 (CPM Tab. 7, page-87)., 
.12° Mid-Bowline Decision at lf52 (CPM Tab 7, page 100). 
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of arrangement The trial- judgerelused. to: pemit the trinl of the Moyse;̂ d--Wfest; 

Face to consider "any such claim" 121 

(iij West Face Objects at Trial to Evidehce thdt Might Affect Ahotfier Proceeding 

151. Given this .riiling  ̂Catalyst was;'forded to; ahd-did Coinmerice:::a .separate: action-1 against;; 

YnnpelComiUBS:;Securilies,ahdtheConsofiium..;Tlie;"Yî ^  ̂

May 31,- 26j65;pripttd,tlie commencement, of the trial. again t̂MoySp ahd.lYestFace.̂ 22 

152,. ife-'tlie YirhpeiCom- Action,. CaM^f allegesj iitid^aWx, 'that; !West\Facp; and'te ptfe; 

members of the.Consdrtiilm (tSd wete' h(4 parties in; thd. Mo^se litigation), induced Yimpefcom 

tG.hreachtHeEkcinsiyItyAgreehient::ahd&  ̂

Moyse isnotnparty to the' YiiiipeiConi Action.. 

I53. W;esf:Face:.brou  ̂ iheratiention Gfithe.M 

triaMffsfeS certmnfestimdhy" being • led;diiring the.'trial; ofi the basis 

testimony; img&¥Ppnct:;t3te YntipelCbii Actit̂ :Ttie'tnaI ]udip;tpajbW^F^  ̂

advisement.123 , 

(Hi) Trial Judge Makes Unnecessary and Ukfair Findings: Concerning VimpelCom 

154;' Despite his ruling'and; lYest /Face's otyectioni-at: trial, the 1naljndge.mk(le;the. M 

findings' ^concerning YimpelCpm:: 

ni Mid Bowline Decision at fS1 (CPM Tab 7, page 102): 
122 Statement of Claim in VimpelCom (CPM Tab 12, pages 760-783). 
123 Trial Transcript June 9,2016 at pp. 1049-1054 (CPM Tab 11, pages 245-250): 
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(a).: The trial judge, held dial YimpelCdm had ho substantive communication with the 

ihBmbers qf the: Consortium.: during: the? exclusivity period;124 and 

' (b):l The trial judge concluded that there, was no Evidence that YimpelCoitTs directors' 

ipbked::at the August. Proposal during the.'exclusivity period or that the- proposal 

pja}^d: any;. part-'in YinipelCom's-i decision to change the dealtemisand' -demand a 

break: fee', from Catalyst;̂  

I.5.5., ThemMjudgernever heard'any1 e¥idence'.fiom VimpelCom.'ohthese issuer The findings; 

concerning m.adqiq::uf  ̂ Catalyst nor West Face led any. 

eyidence.'&dm YimpelCbni. Nor dHYimpelCom make any production in the proceeding because, 

it was.riot, aparty(f>y the. tnaljipge?s own order);. Respectfihiy,.̂  

to ho mUre than spe'Culatioii and fellfkf behj)M the.' scbpe of the'issues before him; 

1:56.,; No-party.requested-that tliptriayudge.malce jhese jpidings/ln its opening -statement. West; 

Face's ̂ uî el;asked'1heitiMju<%e to makemne.separate |md|pgs of fect'.fr .none of wMch related 

to YhnpelGom-'s. conuhuhications- with the. Consortium ;pr whether YimpelCqm's board of 

directors considered the August Proposal;126 Morbbver,:. West Eaicd objected tip the making of.such 

findings dufing- the triaL ' 

157. These'findings were not relevant'to' the. issues: in the trial, below, which concerned West. 

Face'h; knowledge ahd use of Catalyst's confidential information imparted, to it by Moyse. 

findings concerning YmipelCom were:'uhneces '̂ary and kreievaht to' the issues in .the action,. 

W TJ:at<j[145 (CPM Tab 4, page 67):-.. . 
12S.Tj:at fi05 (CPM Tab 4, pages 55-56); _. 
,:12^ West Face Opening Presentation - Slides 83-87 (CPM Tab 12; pages 784-788).; 
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158. These fiiidmgs led to an unfair trial. Neither party sought findings coneemmg YMpelCpiri, 

but, •' mfli-'Ml. Mowfedge.: of;the' yimpelCpih- Action, the.-trial-judge made, .findings based* ion 

speculation and. in. the absence of evidence;-

ISSUE 4: EJ^ORS OF: FACT 

159. As set out in the no.ticenf appeal] the trid judge made several emors of factin the reasons 

forjudgniehh WhatCaialyst shbmitS'are the-firfeeimoSt egregious errors]are explained ;ih:d  ̂

below;-fee remainder are briefly .sumniarized in .Schedule. "C" to this factum. 

.A]- ERRORS COMMITTEDBYTHETRIAU JUDGE; 

' 160. IhB. trial judge made the .following key factual findhigs.iirdjsnu 

of which&talyst.submits;were palpableand overriding errors of factf: 

(a): Mpyse- ;f&ew? Nothing CbnfMenfiali The trial judge enronepuslytheld: that 

Mbyse's role on the Windtt̂ sdctibh was: largely "administrative" add thatAfoyse.: 

was tiptaw^e of Catalyst ?shegofiatihgstrategy;\̂ th;th  ̂

matters or with • VimpelCom onfhe purchase df Wind;: 

(b)i  Mbyse Never Gbmrnhmcated Any In West Face; The 
trial: judge,erroneously: held that West -Face.aod- the members' of the: Consortium, 

never Mew 'hyith certainty5-' that; Cktalyst 'was; -a bidder for. Wind Or die content of 

Catalyst's negotiations • concerning' regulatory matters; add 

(e)5: West.;Face Bid' Not Use Catalyst's Confidential Information:: Thedrial jtidge 

Consortimn's deeisioofo waive any regulatory conditions 

a^Omaifedlwilh® pumhase ofWind was uMmmeciedtQC 

knowledge Of Cktalyst'sf^  ̂

161. Each. Of these: findings conMitutes a palpable and. ovbmding error: The effect: of these: 

fe<hngs. wasto cause the trial judge to erroneously- find that,Mbyse had ;ncf,breached his duty of 

confidence to. .Catalyst and that West Face did not misuse Cataiy st's confidential iMormaiioii. 
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B. :StANDAm>| OF REYIEW , 

f 62. This. Court will intervene on findings of fact Where, a;trial.- judge cormhits a palpable and. 

dyemdihg erior.-A palpable error is one-thatis ̂ dlear fQ-the nmid of pldin.tp see" hndthe errors-

must. be. so pvefiiding as. to <^scî tto*:̂ stdtteach :̂by the Ixial judge, ̂ Y Wiile the .burden. is;. 

high, itisrnotlihpo.sisibie to prbveWpalpable-a^d byemcimg inad .̂ 

C* . FA(^UAJb. EjRR  ̂ ;. ̂ 0 YSE-NOTHINO. COOTn>ENTIAL  ̂

163. At trial,,Catalyst's-proved that, Moyse was privy to a sigmficarit yo.ipmercff confidential 

inforrnation about Catalyses bid for Wmdilfhe critical, iiiforihatipfi that Moyse^pdssessed included: 

CMalysfs regulM  ̂ with respect̂ td'WM.;The Mai judge heidthatMb  ̂

to Chtalyst's ne'gotiatmg or fegulatofy strategy with respect: to;:Wind.129 This; was: y clear and--

oVemdirig'error; 

164'.- ' Id his reasons for deciripm; the trial judge found that; 

(a):. Moyse's role- in- .preparing the 'Mafch, '2014 presentation  ̂ was "largely.' 

aihoinistratiye".;!3-

(b).: Moyse was, not aware from .meetings he:,a1±eMed;.at..C.atMySt negotiating, 

strategy of Catalyst;131 and 

(ej| Mbyse'S ' role IA preparing the; May 2014 presentation- was "largely-

administrative"..3 32' 

165.: All three of these, findings led the'ffiaf jddge to cphciirde'thatMoyse had hb'Mowledge of 

Catalyst's confidential! regulatory strategypr negotiations with federal' government officials and. 

MdcDonald'v..Mmsman,,2O07ONCA 391 at ̂ [56. . .... . . 
•I?8 Santos ri .5a«gria»,-20iS ONCA.822\:Cmmcp6rd'Genuii^C6rp^v-. FMot^lQlS GNCA 716 at ̂ [60; Andr-ade v. 
Andrdde, 2016 ONCA. 3-68 at f5.7 "J"' ' "W ...' .'.. ' 
I!9 Thai f43,45,51 -and 126 (CPM Tab 4, pages 36-3.7,40and-60). 
:130TJatf44 (CPM Tab 4, page 37); ' 
•f tiTJ atf47-'(CPM Tab 4, page 38). 
I3? TJ at f51 (CPM Tab .4, page 40). 
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fepresentMiVeS of yimpelCom,-!and: therefore he could :.npfc conam^cate'' this- 'c^Kiafiii^aaial-

infomiatK :Ihese fiMings are.hotsuppoftabrehn ̂ the record. 

166.;: Fifst; 'the: evidence at trial- established'- that Mpyse •' Mmself created, the' 'PowerPoint 

preseiitatidris that cphtained;;Catalyst'$• regulator '̂• strategy'Mid-its': pitch to the govenmient;..'The'' 

presehtatibhs/Werehotridh  ̂ ktfate^hCatalVst broposed.-

three- pptich$': for Wind, each; of fwhicfa: required certain.: regulatory coheessidhs from the;; 

government?!?? 

(aj Tlhderhplmn iy-thd ;F6ur  ̂ oh the fetaihiharhef M prdef to 

effeefihia scenario,-tMMys.̂ ^  ̂
inclMhg ability;MseMtdMmCuftibeht;m;fiyeyears (afterhydngto' 

' selftp: afhategic buyer- bf ekplprin| :ah initial- public offering);134 

;(b) - Under :ophpn ̂  the iptirthcmiieb phthe MbleMe marKS 

denOtshpectrumtqih^^ 

iiegbvemmeiittoigrant.few  ̂

urnestricfed:abihty to; sell; to .anmcumbeiitm |iye;years;i35'and: 

(c) • Under ;pptipn;;3:j the :gpyemniehf. would facefiligatipn from the purchaser -df-Windi 

(pt;tlid;es|htd;hf ahdumiat^^ 

on,the. .independent dpdfatbfs, Which Would:; p| likely; be successM; (iij likely 

embarrass ieder  ̂ (iii);if :suc0ssfhly-  ̂ the.purchaser of 

Wind fdjell the: spechrum to the: incumbents. without restfictipn;:13  ̂

167; Mpyse whs aware that C^aiystp  ̂ tjnee; dptions tp fhe goveninieut in the March -

and May; 2Qi;4 preseiithtibhk.. He .kheW the. cpiifent piebch of the;bpd6r ;̂bee^spHe fiadbrebied: 

the presentations; himself on the basis of notes' given to Mm by: the :;0ataly:st partners; Moyse.was. 

«3 CCGQ0;1!5;65:;- ExMbitl/toUJassmaa May :27V;2Q16:Affidavit:^PM;Tal) 12, pages 789-803);; 
PfCCGQOI i§64 - ExhiMt::l; to /Gibs-smaii kfay-27,2016. Affidavit (€P|f Tab 12, page 8d4)i;. 
f?5 dCG0:0115.64 - Exhibit 1 foUlassman^May 27,2^16 AffidayS-(CPM Tab 12, page 805); 
13f CCG0O287U -GlaskMMap^ 201^AMavitat :"' 
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privy to .the knowledge that any. transaction. between Catalyst and'VimpelCopi- yhuldpequi're a: 

condition of governmental approval and that Catalyst, could never waive: that - condition giveh its: 

investments in regulated industries.137 

168. Moy.se.was' also privy to the internal strategy discussions at Catalyst about Wind. For 

example, by May 7/2014, Mr.- Glassman had.stated in an "email to the Catalyst team, iricltiding 

Moyse, that "option. 1" was no longer a possibility because.'.the. federal' goyehiment..to.ld Catalyst it-

would .not allow the unrestricted ability to sell to an incumbent in five years;?38 

169. -Even .assuming- that Moyse's; "role in preparing" the presentation was "largely.: 

•administrative^- ;{as. the trial :jutige; found)«> fois is .Irrelevant ..to whether-;.Moyse:' possessed; 

.confidential' information about Catalyst's' regulatory strategy and'.its' discussions with goveniMehh 

Moyse had to know Catalyst's strategy. He is. higlily intelligent {an Ivy Eeagpe graduate with "a-

math degree) .and thepresentations were self-explanatory.139 

170. Hie relative importance of Moyse's ro'le'on Catalyst's Wind deal, team, though it can'be-

debated, is.'irrelevant -to the question of whether he possessed: confidential :inform|tion: that; he.-

could pass/along to. We'St Face, It' is uhdispiited foat Moyse had liberal and unfettered access fo the-' 

confidential* iii The:trial judge's, cohettisions'otherwise, are palpably; wrong; 

in the face o f the evidence on the record,140 

!37OCGG011.564-Exhibit;! to Classman May .27, 2016 AffidavitfCPM Tab.12, page'807). .. 
338 CCG00G9482- Exhibit 23 to'.de Alba May 27, 2016 Affidavit (CPM Tab 12, pages.808-810), 
339 Moyse July 31-, 2014 CrcSS-examination at .pp.. 8.1:12 - 83:2 (CPM Tab 11, pages 251-253). 
140 Exhibit 2 (CCG0009482), Exh;ibit:4fCCG0025842).and Exhibit 5 <CCG0024609) to the Glassman May;27? 2016 
Affidavit (OPM Tab 12, pages 811-826)' (emails between Glasshiah and Catalyst team, Glassman re: the chahge in 
the goVtattitudeji; Moyse July 31, 2b'14'Cr<^s-exaininadon'atpp,. 15:10 -16:13;and 19:6^23:8 (CPM Tab il, pages 
254-260). " " ' ' " '*' ' " "" " ' 
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(i) an Overriding on the Judgment 

171.. Ihetrial jiplge's i îhg^thafipo^ ia^.iiq faipwiedge/of Catalyst's' regulatory strategy, 

effectively; made Catalyst%'ciaito bteaclfor impdssibledo.prqye. 

112, ^Cattdyst'-S position atMal-was &at.M frafisM'ttedifs.confideM infQtnM<ki:16lWe  ̂

Fade; regard!  ̂ negotiating position Vyitiv YnhpelConi: and -the faet that; ifyas'cdhhdent; 

thaftfegovernment festnctions:onspectrum.tr  ̂

1 7 3 ;  I n  2 Q 1 ; 2 '  o r  : 2 0 1 3  ̂ J h d n s t r y  C a n a d a a i n | > d s e d . i . e w : i f e i 6 d e t i o i & ' < H l  t h e  s p e c h m h  . l i c e n c e s  

V2008; Mcerises"!'Catalysfdid that a fpprih:. 

V^ej^s;capi |^§•• 'y^oi^; |rf3ahges to; die.  negulhtbry enwpmnent^,- incliMing;dtogmg; or \ 

x^rsmg^thes^ 

dM:: ; patficipaniiylio^^^ 

its;hewioslnctibhs.bn.tiie;̂  

Liffise£$^e:propMy;ideiy  ̂ Mciinihent in anm 

proceeding.141 MftlGiassmahJestiSed;̂  tHii(|ne: MoVdedge his teiedqm: 

experience/in the Umted;States:pf the.NexiWave.,case?; wHch dealt with;a very simhar issue, and; 

that he sharedihis .knowledge. with his dearteamvmelnding 

1:75..: 'However  ̂.Catalyst itMfeonldihdf leadrtiiat litigatipfe Catalyisf s mYestrnents in Othef; 

regulated bosinesses  ̂which hfoyse was familiar: with, .prevented, it Soiif leadihgtahy.litigation, 

against the; federal govertoienf in relation to the::2;00| hicenses.;• instead! in order to snccessfuliy; 

createahd operate -the. fohttlii.wireless carrier, .patalyst had Id; seek cpnpessions.,from the federal: 

^ CCG0028711 - Glassfean May:27;2016Sifl|-1J .^pivr^Tah 12^ pagey8?£§);i:; v«5;j 
142 Trial Transcript June 7,20;1.6. r Glassman In-Chief at pp. 330:4-17:and 331; 1.5'r- 3.37;:3'|CPIVl;^a.b.lipages: 
261-263)-: " ' " ' 



government.343 However, another potential bidder that did not have the same concerns, about 

leading, litigation, involving the federal government could make use of this information in-

developing its own investmentthesis (as West Face ultimately did). 

176. Moyse was clearly privy to this confidential' information- The.Mal judge's conclusion fmp 

Moyse did not.have .knowledge.of Catalyst's regulatory strategy or its negotiating position with 

YimpelCom was an overriding error because it ended the analysisof whether there Was ahreach of' 

confidence  ̂It. was not a-minor finding, but rather directly .impacted the result. 

I>. FACTllAL E^OR 2: NO DIRECT EYIBENCE Xff AT WEST FACE KNEW 
THAT. CATALYST WAS A'BITOER FOR WESTi) 

1;77. At trial, CatMyst's position , was that; West Face's. contemporaneous' documents andtits 

b îayiour. in the: bidding' process demonstrated that. it was. aware of' Catalyst's confidential; 

fegulatbry strategy and its .negotiating positions. Catalyst alleged:that Moyse,'was the somcepf tjns; 

htionhatibh. 

17& The; trial judge found that Moyse never: commuiucated..:a??y information about Wind,to; 

West.Face, He based'thjs'.'cbnciusipn largely'on the- following findings::. 

(a). The West Face, witnesses,; including <MS5ny had. no communicatiohs or discissions 

with Moyse about Wind;!44 ;and 

(b) There was no- direcf ̂ evidence that West' Face: (of. the Consortium) ..knew: that. 

Catalyst was a bidder for Wind;3 45 

143 CCG0028711'GlassmaaMay 27,-.2036 Affidavit at fl'3 (CPMTab 12,pages 829). 
14< TJ'ai f82 (cM Xab:^; piige 48).= '' 
?45 TI atp9'(CPM;Tab::4fpage:5b).: 
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179,: The MM judge's finding ibMjfesi; Fdcei:̂  -fe 

Wind'was a. palpableerror. TheCMdeneeinthe  ̂ thatfe  ̂

Facets team was a: bidder-, and hadMbw  ̂

180. Fob;&ai£iple? on Junb4^2Dl4, after-Moyse FadMtervie^ed:wiffe an<!:Feen;hired by We?t: 

Face, .Griffin, exchanged.;emails with ;AhfIiQ^<Fae^e  ̂ tHe^pnijcipat pFGichalive,: Wmd's;; 

majority e  ̂ ;exchange: begins ivdth Griffin  ̂ infpniiatiohaboiit: 

Catalyst's bid- for': Wind:; 

What: j&: ypiir 'cfiange;of cpntrai 'ajadf  ̂'9-
deal - ie. iOTatdp:we haye to.wb  ̂ birh IsiTalî d 
you;|Laye;.ancgP 

1;8F ThihCrhail. ?derhchistiMes :t&- Griffin, jc^w; hyjune 4, ̂ |l4 thM CMalysFwas: bjcMihg/Oiii: 

Wind Griffm's^dehee:bh:cbsS-exahiî  did'np§ îg3pbidder; 

for. Wind*.to'ratte  ̂

'Q.: And;,- I .̂;:Gnî :I^Ug|̂ t • w af-fcttme) 
tbM.CaMyst̂ ^had;ne|p|iadpns. ongoing .ydth VinapMCbu^^y&h fe;y\iiy:ybd 
referred;:tb aCataiystdeai? • 

A.- Wc hkf :C^Mhiy;rCad Iriliifep^eiS^ffiMtK^WCMdha^ 
involved, and then inMay,.M there:w ,̂tid|Fe^rcd  ̂
in some cGrcespbhdencebetVYeehchu^ 
ifeaf^ ^at&andpii had beenwoiddhgqir, midKy;<qfjfetetiM, 
we enly bad one telecom file ongoing. 

. And so:f :̂ti§*iaHy^s;î  a poiendM p^cipanl 

Q. I think you are referring there, Mr, Griffin, to a telephone call that 
occurred,,-buiIcmMl: you, thhtthMtelephoiie call ncxUrrCd;̂  

A. I waisn'tiMrty |C it, sdy-: 

Q; r&dMMand ybhWdren'ra paiiy & it̂ but I'm 'suggesting to you thaf What 
yhn'ye just said, ie.., ffiatfherewas;;a telecom deal wMcfi therefore alerted 

146 WFG0068142 - Emails between Griffin and Lacavera dated June 4, 2014 (CPM Tab 12, pages 832-833). 
:I4iwlOQ68.142v^fflj^^r^nGnfe and. Lacaveradated June 4,'2014 (CPM Tab 12, pages 834-835), 
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: you.tothefact thatCatalyst might be submitting a "bid or was in the process of 
' kubmiitiiig a bid, didn't occur until well after this email chain. ' 

A. That could Be,. 

Q. Okay-, So-'what I aid suggesting';, to : you is; whatever you say about a 
telephqnb call. that alerted you to a telecom deal; you had knowledge before 
then, as of June 4th, that Catalyst had: submitted a proposal? 

A; No, I dida't'knbw that .they. had. submitted a proposal. 

. Qy So it is purely 

A. We had assumed that they were involved in looking at Wind and we knew 
that lennenbauimvvas involved in looking at. Wind. 

<5- Well, there were any number of companies looking at Wind at that period 
of time^Mr- Griffin, ' 

A. Well, these had been ones that had; been specifically reported in thbpfess: 

but.there were others.that #ere reported in the press as-well? 

•A. Yes; andfhey'cpuld have also; been involved; 

Q. Right; but ypu.specifieally mentioned Catalyst or'Teiniehbamh, and jam 
suggesting to. you the-.reason ...̂ you: specifically, mentioned Catalyst is hot 
because;it if purely coincidental or yptt;are an imprecise person, but because 
you Mew at that,time .thdt Chtalysjhad subnutted'a proposal? 

A' No,, that is not factually correct.'. 

Q. And 1 am gomgto'&rfher s'uggesj.;tb yopthaf the reason you-knew it is .. 
because you- Were told .it by Mf. Moyse.Y 

: A. No,; that is categbricaiiy incbrrect.1!"8' 

. 1S2; A trial, Griffin's explanation as to how he knew that Catalyst was a bidder for. Wind relied 

on correspondence between counsel concerning h "telecom deal"; However, Griffin's email was 

Griffin Trial Cross-examination - June 9,2016 at pp. 100.7:25—1010:8 (CPM Tab 11, pages 264-267) f emphasis 
added]; 
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•.written two. weeks, before the coiresppiidenCehe referred to:149.His primary excuse;wMcfilwas. 

quitedetaiiedin its reasoning (^"by process of elimination'-), was a.cpntriyancev1-

' 183. In the skmeeniail chain .quotedubqye, not t>oly: oixSiq * 

was a bidder, bat also oh the -quality of Catalyst's hid: 

I/think iViiiight make the most :sphse;fdr. ias to'pickup the conversatipn witii 
the'Tennenhaum gronp.and^cfisciiiss^  ̂the'possibility! of joinihglthe syndicate. 
We'fehotgoihg to hCable to better themon value and'I think theirs is the 
only real proposal in front of the company outside of ours -Catalyst 

; seems to bea Iet ofnir.;!5:1-: ' 

: 184. Griffin do^played  ̂ trial,- leading, to: an- incredible;explanation 

examinatiprr: 

Q; WMt: didyonmeaa by that̂  "Gat alysf se-ems: to;beajo|pfair?̂  

.A. Well,, t gpess.to pdt.it inlaymah's terras,. fob ill the:SinpM'&(i diset̂ sipii 
; about their pptential inypH^Ment, We had' .riqthipg' Wsubstap® 
:wefe there, that .they "were cieffife 

.185.; Griffinvsuggegedth^  ̂ bp;a!pt;-5f 

that;.he did. nof iqjbw:;€atal5'st:-was a,̂ 'serious"'bidder'V as if this; was somethlhghe expected.to 

know in. a blind bidding situation, Griffin's explanation is logically incoherent; and alp reveals-

that he knew Catalyst was a bidder. 

186.; ::Neveriheless, the trial judge accepted Griffin's Impossible explanation, repeMing Griffin's-

vague assertion .that there, was.media, speculation regMding,Cataiyst's Interest in-Wmd;(of winch; 

ndewd^ 

149 Exhibit K :(CGG0Oii8694)3 iExhiMttt fCCGDGT 8695), MpCGOOlS^fj'aBC 
Exhibit O^CCGGGl Jime 26; 2M4 A&arit A^PM. kbl'2, pages :836^^ fab. 
12; pages 844^^77'*. ' ' 777.777 .777* ^ ... " 77777777 7 
150 Notably-this "mist Ae" ̂ n^i^ehipiefiSe Mai judge' s assessment' of Griffin's' Credibility; 
15? WFC:0068;!42 - Emahsbetween ririffm arid Cacayera dated Jarre 4,2014 (CPM TatTli, .pages 846-84.7)1 
J—<3riffin Trial Examination-In-Chief June S, 20 1 but' p.- .756:13-19' (CPM Tab 11, page 268), 
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•jfe Griffin of-West; Face; Ladseenpr  ̂
,£kty ysf id- .fibbihcity: Md; Wife) • Siift of cpmbiiiiiig: them and Mr. De; Alba 
:aeS6Wlbdgpd' ihaf; %''20l3 at; the latest, there;; was-; public: discussion: of 
;;Gatalyst%feefest: m.mitgtngM6bffî §:and WjM}J 
w '̂.tHatheassmneddhrongh aproQesaot eiimihatioh'tbat it was^babie that: 
..Catalyst was the; party hut that jte,;did; hbt. ldibw for shre'r .1 acbeptithat; 
.e\d(i^i<K5V:|®;-: Griffin's'e'-mail of-JimA4*-: 2014- td:Mr.-Laeavera rhakes;clear: 

thatat'thatpoint Mr.' Griffin was byno; means certain that Gatalysi.was a real. 
Biddeffm Wife,'153 '"" : ' " —-' 

187s. Notablyy tjie- trial̂ judge completely; jghorefi Orif&'s cbmnieht thaf.fiie Catalyst bid; 

seemed to b e d "l ot of air'VIhat statement.epuldnbtfedetiyfe 

•not only'did.feMin lglow for certain'that.Catalyst' was ;a bidder fob Wmd, but thathe was privy' tb 

the Retails qf the Catalyst bid;: 

188. Leitrier also;refe:sed.TQ agree;that:he .knew with certainty- that Catalyst was a biddef :fof' 

Wife.despite'having authored entails' inwhich he'describ'ed;ih.deiail:,Gat'alysfs.bid;;ahd 

of its.-delivery On cross^xannnationi Leitnef refused tb' accept that he 

knew Catalyst was a bidder, fet claimed tMhe:"suM «§ed. Catalyst as.a 

"placeholder" m hisemails. Leitner' sdehiafe were ah$hrd-w$sn' compared to the language used in! 

his |hiails, :wliife. |dve hb fnntbfwsbrnhshig ? : ' .^ihe'trial  

the fact it; was directly contradicted by cbntempofdhebus .'dbcdmehtsf 

(i) The Trial Judge's Error Was Overriding 

189. Like, the finding Jiat Moyse did not know Catalyst's confidential negbiiatrng lidsitions. aiid;: 

regulatory sfiategy, the. finding that West Idee didnot know Catalyst was; a •bi.dder-.for-.Wind.ehdS: 

tHe -analysis'as. to whether Mbyse-committed -a breach of confidence or whether West Face; hiis.iised' 

'53 TJ atf90 (CPM Tab. 4, pages .50-51). 
154 WPpBQ69995;—Emails hetweea.Leitiier and Boianddated July 21:9 2014 (CPM Tab.l2j pages 848); 
WFCb059-172'-Emails between Leitner, Griffin-and Bolahd dated Ja3y/22, 2-014 (CPM Tab'ilj pages 84:9-858);-. 
;wydo048724. - Emails dated My 23/.2p |4;(CPM.Tab 12  ̂page 851);''WFC0047g32 - Emails dated August-1,2014 
between Leitnerund others (CPM Tab 12, pages'-852-854); Thai Transcript June '9,2016 af;pp.;923:19. - 925:19 
(CPM Tab 11, pages 269-271); ' ' " '" " 
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confidential,information. The', implication is that West Face did mot-possess any of Catalyst's: 

confidential ir#53nadoni If this finding . is/palpably wrong, , is Catalyst .submits,, it: follows that 

West Face-; did know that Catalyst was a bidder and had information about Catalyst's "bid; 

Cbhsidetatioh rhust;• thehrbe had as Id the source . of this; information. The. trial Judge did mot 

properly engage: inj this analysis due to iris fipdihg that West. Face did. not know Catalyst-was a: 

bidder, thereby tehidting in an ,oyemdihg error,. 

M.- ERROR- 31 i.WESX FACE DID NOTTSE^CATALYSTjS;CO]^IDENT.IAL 

190.. ' Tfe tnaijjhdgb found that/West Face- never- used Catalyst's; confident!  ̂ . In. 

support for This CQhcluMoh;:the;tnai ju%e made -two" fihdmgs^&atC^alyst Submits-were iii.eixor:; 

(a);: The August Proposal's referehcedbwas^areferehce to prior 

o f f e r s h i a d e '  b y ' a n d  

{b}\ Thelaclt̂ aneedjfiif mgid^( ;̂cc^esfî s :̂aE  ̂the lack of a need fpf dpondi|iph: 

inthe'offer^rdjMhg h);f^idatbry approval, .  were hot based oh.or derived fromahy 

^bwledge of-what Catalyst WasdohigWidî YimpelComprpfM 

strategies,-  ̂

(§; The Finding that theProposal as Superior id Prior Consortium Proposals was: a 
PplpaMp Error 

1-9L: \Meil.WestTaceundthe.CpnsGrtte a 

"superiqr'?' proposal. The August Proposal differed from Catalyst s. offer. in one critical: manner: ; 

under the teimsof the.; August Prpposafthe Consoitinm. waived regulatory appro vai as aeondition. 

Of fiie^deahp^ 

155 TJ at IflM;(CPMTah 4, page 59% 
355 TJai 1[114 (CPMimA. page 59), 
357 ^^C0075054y.'Supenbf Proposal {CPM'Tah.12, pages' SS5-85§). 



192. Labelling the August Proposal as "superiorr':infers it: is: better than another proposal. ;Xlie.: 

only other proposal before VimpeiCom' at that time was Catalyst5 s? offer, Which, did 

knew was about to be presentedtoVmipelCbm'̂ directorb fpf fibalapprbyal.,; 

193. Tbe trial judges-finding pn innpceni e l̂pnagpn for^be; August Prppbsal... 

andthe Consortiikn's bebayipirr relied on a palpable ei±pr.of fact:? 

The email, of August 6,-; 2014 written by'Mr. Lei&er, was put tot ML 
Griffin dn crosa-examination. He testified.that tie.? and .Wpst pace: 
had no role., irijdrafihig; the email.: He;:s^e ;̂tbat ihp proposal; >yas; 
unique and not. West Face's idea ,ahd^agreed tj&ai 
certainly superior to any proposal that West: Face had 
submitted previously oh ?sfmcfiire 
that permitted. VimpeiCom a clean cxit without the worry of a 
requirement fpf• regulatory- that West face's i 
view was based :at all op infoitriafipn;. fegarding Catalyst's offer to; 
YimpelCom. I 'cannot find frora the. W'ghage. ?in the emafl. that Wes^^  ̂
Face idiew. the' terms of the offer fippf Gatalyst to: YimpelConi.Y-

194. The explanation that the reference td :a '"sdpefipr' ptdpp:s;al.Was ih tel̂ iph td prior offers? 

from West Face does not accord.with, the language, used-to describe?^Ahy the proposal, was superior.-

The August Proposalitself explains t?he;.nafore.qf jts superiority:.; 

Our proposal will be superior to any other .offer as dur/propdsal; 
w i l l  h o t  f e q u i r e . ? r e g u l a t d f y  a p p r p v a L "  

1.95; The trial judge ignored the plain-wording of the? Consortium' s: email ahd'prbposal, wMeht 

when read together, clearly stated that the superiority of the proposal as compared; to "any other=: 

offer"-was based on the? waiver of the regulatory approval condition. The. trial judge's finding? 

ignofeS' the fact that the.C.Qhsd3fium.neyer madeahy priprqfrefs as; a cqhsoitium,- add its proposal: 

did not refer to any of its members'past offers. The email, and proposal, wording support only one. 

logical inference: that??the proposal was . intended to: be superior to. any. other proposal, that 

158 TJ at Ifl 14 and 1.15 (CPM Tab 4, page 59).. 
159 WFC0075Q54 - August PK>posai <CPM Tab 12, pages 857-858).. 
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Ynhpel£dî  "ailtE^Eiei-.. Aii3i" at 'that' thiSe  ̂it fe..iM6h3Sbfe;thit tKe "Coî brtium" 

jgiew bo^d;waS abaut tp cbnsider'.iapprovai of the- Catalyst deal. 

19(1; ;cgnclusi(^ t̂̂ ffkb Cpnsodmm ;was::not comparing its'pfoppsal to. 

Catalyst's„ proposal î  ̂ alpabiY ^kbiig. The; kef dffeteiice BbtWeeh the August Trb^bsat and . 

CMalyst'hprG^saiA  ̂ Consortium:; thriess: 

it •defail̂ bf CaMyst' ppfter:, ;t|e Gcmsort̂ dbd® ftoj bf ;̂asr's^^o^-;: 

(tip Tti&FmMiigMi&(C  ̂ ivtisWafBased on Catalyst's Offer- is- . 
Overriding 

197,: :A ; fundamental issue; at tSjwas;'w&th  ̂West Fh&mi®bd Chtalysf s pohfidentM'' 

mformatibii. IfjtipedfGaiajyst1-sditeto shape-lite August:Proposal, Gatalyst;suhhiits that-liis 

Woiddcoî Catalyst? s; cofl̂ tleiitiaif judge's jm4|pg-^et fe-

August, feoposai; was mademdepehcfentd® argument: The;:; 

findmgh^  ̂ bp. jod^enk 

T98..: In-addition, tb; the three .'key findings diseiissed;̂ (^ei-(|̂ yst submjisth  ̂

made a number pf pifeffactuhl: eirofs jhatrttukenrtbgether .̂a  ̂

priori jhhhmandrtd 

199, Catalyst peeks' leave tb appehl jhe tdaljudge's Costs atyard.: Although a deferential standard' 

of review; applies to posts appeals, and leave toappeala costs order,vdll .be granted' sparinglyAeavei 

Wiit he grantedYheidtheie are;§£  ̂ Court can -find that the trial judge: 

ehedin pffiaple.-® 

350 Van Damme V' Gelber, 2013 ONCA 3.88 atfSX' 
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.200. Here, the trial judge awarded West Face costs oh a substantial indemnity basis despite the; 

fact'that there was no suggestion of impr oper conduct on the part of Catalyst during the pro ceeding ; 

that would normally ground an award of costs on a higher scale. Moreover, the trial judge'shward 

of any costs to Moyse ignored the fact that Moyse engaged in..questidhable .cbnducf both before; 

aiid after the litigation .commenced. This- conduct included transferring- confidential investor, 

memos to; .West Face, refusing to admit the investor' memos were confidential, wiping: his;; 

Blackberry and deleting his web browser history, and laimcMhg scrubber' softwarethe^night before: 

his computer was imaged. 

201;: Hie trial judge awarded the defendants .substantial indemnity costs, to "punish" Catalyst "for; 

pursuing ;'its; claim, even'though Catalyst had successfully proven at thehiteriocutoiy'stage 'that' 

Moyse .and- West Face misled Catalyst;; m pre-litigatioh cbn-Ospbhdehce..;aiid: the IS;S- later.; 

discovered that. Moyse downloaded and launched .a scrubber- the highf before- his computer was'-, 

imaged. Respectfully, this is' not a case where allegations were based. qmnoihing more; than; 

•speculation.. There was credible evidence of-questionable conduct by-the' defendants.. 

2b2.. .It is :an acceptable principle of costs, long ago established by thislQcp$, that where a claim, 

turns onquestions of credibility, an TmsuccessM' plaintiff should nqthe punished, forpursuihg its 

claim through ah..award of substantial indemnity costs. As this .Court held in Toronto-Dominion 

Bank v.- Grande, Caledon Developments Inc., "the. appellant bad the right to put the -respondent's: 

credibility in issue 'and test.It without fear of a cost, sanction."161 • 

203.. .In the; event -that the appeal is not granted, Catalyst submits that the triai jndge's costs: 

awafd'cannot stand and should be reversed: West Face should be entitled to hp more than its jjartial 

161 TbrontOrDominion Bank v. Grande Caledon Developments Inc., 1998 CarsweilOnt 2094 (C& j at f 1 !?• 
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indemnity costs and Moyse should not have, beeri'awarded any costs based on his conduct, that 

understandably led to this proceeding. 

PART IV - ORDER REQUESTED 

204.. Catalyst submits thatj as discussed above, this Courts should vacate the trial judge's 

judgmentj mahe.;a finding of'spoliation as against-Moyse and, given the factual errors and legal 

errors discussed above* order a hew trial on'all other issues. 

ALL OE WHICH IS'RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 15th day of February, 2017. 

 ̂ Rocco PiPu^hio 

Andrew Wintbh 

Bradley Venneersch ~ "" 

LAX'O1 SULLIVAN LISUS GOTTLIEB LLP 
Counsel 
Suite 2750, 145 King Street West 
Toronto ON M5H US 

Rocco DiPuechio LSUC#: 381.851 
rdjpucclilo@eounsel-toronto.eom: 
Tel: 416,598:2268 "" 

Andrew Wiaton'.-LSUC#: 54473.1 
aw3nton@counsel-tbforitoxom 
Tel: 416 644 5342 • 

Bradley Venneersch. LSIJC#: 6900.4K 
:bvermesrsch@counsel-toroi)to.com " 
Tel: 4166467997 

Fax: 416 598 3730 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff (Appellant) 

mailto:rdjpucclilo@eounsel-toronto.eom
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SCHEDULE'̂ ? 

TEXT. OF-.:§T ATU  ̂ §: & DY:-CAW§..; 

ITS Federal Rales of Civil Procedure 

RULE 37:- FAILURE; TO. MAKE DI#L6siiRES; OR- W GQOPERATE iN: 

.DISCOYERY;- SANCTIONS. 

FAILURE TQ PRESERVE ELECTRONICALLY STOREDXNEOR^TION 

37(e): If electronically stored mfonnation'tliat sliduld'Lave been.preserved in the' 

.aiiticipaiiorL or conduct df litig'atibia.I  ̂lost becduse a party failed to.take reasonable steps to-

preserve.it, andlt cannot; be restored or replaced through .additional discoydry, the-c6iirt:; 

1) upon finding prejudice to .ariotfer pa  ̂ of tfie informatipn ;̂ may order 

measures no 'greater ihannecepaiyt̂ ^  ̂

2) onlyupon finding'that' the party acted;m^  ̂ intentto deprive another party of the: 

information's use in the litigation may; 

a)j presume that thelost̂ '̂information was upfavorable;tp thApariy;' 

b): instruct.the jury that- it may or must presume..th.e information was unfavorable to-

the; party; or 

cf dmhis '̂tbe actioh or' tinier' a'defatfit;jEdgihent.: 

•tTS Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 3 7 

AOyiSORY. COMMITTEE'S NOTES (201.5): 

....Subdivision (e)(2).. TiriS.snbdivisionaudiorizes courts to use specified; and very severe 

.measures .to address of deter failures -tbpreserve electronically stored information,, but only 

on .finding that the party that-lost the information abted with the intent to deprive another 
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party-pf tEeinfonnatioH! s': use in the litigation; It is designed to provide a uniform standard 

iii;: federal:-cohrt for use of 'these serious measures when addressing failure id preserve, 

-eieetromcaiiy stored' information.; It rejects case's sueh as Residential Funding Corp.. v. 

..DeGeprge; Financial Corp.*;- 3Q6.: F.3d; 99 (2d Cii. 2P02), tliaf authorize die. gryiiig- of 

.adt(efse-iilferehee .instructiphs on;:a. tindipg.df tiegligence or" gross' negligence. 

AJdyerse^fflfereiice mstmctidns; \we developed on. the;premise. that a- parfy'siiiteMonal: 

ddssjprrde  ̂ prevent its;'use' Inliiigation gives1 rise tQ::a.: reasoiiahie.. 

(iiifefencethaf iheeYideneeNyas-'phl̂  

of the Widened Negligent or even grossly negh^hth^^pr>cioes' not:lo;gicahy.-support' 

that ;inference. Information lost1 through;: negligence: may have. been.Javorafetp  ̂

'p.arty- inclhdhigthe party that lost it, and :hiferring that it -whs unfavorable to diat pady.may; 

tip the'bMahee-af M in- ways the;lost inferih îpn^  ̂ Thehetter mlp-fbr dip; 

negligent of • grossly negligent loss ;of electronically stored, information is., to preserve a? 

Iffiid^gebflheasures to cure prejudice.caused by its'lossj buttp limit̂ ;mp ;̂?ey ;̂ 

loss of destruction'. .> ' 



SCHEDTOE"C" 

Error of Fact T • J Trial Judge's Eiiiding Trial Evidence Contradicting This Eiiidihg ?, 

Tile trial judge, found that: Catalyst's \ 

.witnesses' explanatiohforwhy drafts of the 1 
: Footnote 3;., Mf.' Glaslman's evidence was. that the 

. Government , of Canada instructed Catalyst to i 
| PowerPoint presentations and notes from 'j 

[ j 
destroy the drafts ofthe PowerPoint; Classman 7 

the meetings with the. Government of I , Trial Cross-Examination at p. 387, T 3 - p. 388, 
1 11 : V^allaUcl WEIC UvoilUycU.U.]LllcIcU 1IUI11 

witness to witness and "iliade little sensed 

X •i-'i J. 

' Mr. Riley, testified that lie ordered that Catalyst | 

employees destroy the. PowerPoint j all drafts 

and notes because. Of the: sensitivity ofthe 

| '  
! .infomiation.inafv.Riley.Trial Direct, 

I] 
i 

Examination at.p, 57.8:15—,579:2. 

! 

! .These aio hot ihconsistentoxplahatiohs. Mr.> 

: Glassman states ithe: Government: of Canada 

j 

asked.Catalyst fo destroy.the presentation and its 
drafts'. Mr. Riley4 s' evidence that he ordered the= 

| • material: to he ; destroyed isicariyingoufthe;: 

^Goyernmenthf Canada's tiesnedoihctime:-

The trial judge found that Moyse decid ed fo 
| leave Catalyst because of a "[lack Of) 

| P^agrapht54;:i i TheiV.waSrno evideiiee nithe reco j 
' suggestions foatCatalyst: was: oppressive, or, 

CO 
CD 
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common decency or respect for individuals, 
at [Cataiysf j" and called these alleged facts : 

\ lacked common decency or respect for the 

! individuals working; atCatalyst . 

"jtiot: % îtiioxiLt. any 

contemporaneous documentary evidence to 
;The;Maljudge: erroneous] :̂sfatesithaf:h:is;5ioF: | 

;i support these spurious allegations 

: 
1' 

SuipiiiSiiig *given howf^^Olasspî vt̂ ated- ;; 
r'cve^pne;aC^Ma)ysT;.,:Mr5 • J 
testimonywasdhatdierapplied:pressuretothis :li 

dealteamtnemhersiahd-dftehwbuldtiotfelieve. | 
; that pressure:;;.Glassman;Tfial-: 

j ,,,, • ! 
CroSs.4.exaininafion;at::p;:482J.l-2dr .̂:p.̂ 4.83fl;T!3..?. 

\ 

!' 

. 

j 
Refusing to relieve pressure on his deal team in 

theTace-pf a mulfe 
j 

; fromcreatingfaii' oppressive • environment'- that ! 

/•lacks; all /decency or fespeeflbMts: employees;. | 

I;! The trial judge found that West Face had .a 
!j •'cridc  ̂need" fbr^an analyst inMarch 2014 

| Wh.eii3L-;it intervi<p ;̂Mpy§c.: 

Ii 

7%. 

Paragraph 55,. Moyse' s' evidence tlnpughout the proceeding; | 

waathathe;didimt;dd;aiWwork;afWes 
'lie; | 

i ,was;;eujoined .h:om-;.coiitinuing:his.e .; 
Moyse. 2014 >Gf ossy pv; f .7;i.V ^794. 

dtMhipossible,̂  
:!;criticalkeedfbrM;ahalyst;bk:did iiot;have any: 

work for;him.to..:do:.Mien.he;c.ommenced^his 

4* 
O 
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employment; j 

The trial judge-'speculMed.liiat that Moy&e- Paragraph 5.2;. There was no .evidence that Moyse. was fired' 

i "had to bathed" wheiihe: emailed •; wheii lie sent Catalyst'scoMdential deal -
Catalyst's confidential deal sheet and deal jniemos'to WestFaceduM  ̂
memos to West Face in March 2014 1 Moyse's evidence -prior to .trial .was that it was j 

: | 
not uhusuaTfor him to. work; late; 

Q.; Do you remepiher why youwerenp at.l:46 

hi the morning sending this to Mr. Dea? 

H 
A. I don't I worh late. I've worked until 

• ; 1 midnight, .one, twOj. three: in the morning before. 

i;i 
ji 

Maybe Tsentit after work. Idon't remember. 

Q. :Do.you-loi0W:fWl̂ th '̂-ybuwere;at-the 

' office when you sent this or whether,you Were, at 

home? 

. A.. Don't remember. 

j 
1 

MoysenevertriedTOrexcusehisseiiciiiigthe 

confidential memorandmn as a product of 

j tiredness. Instead, Moysemaintained that he did 
!, not believe thednfodnatibttwas confidential. He 

| 
; admitted that he deliberately sent the memos. He 



.4.= 

j justified that-decision by claiming the ] 

memoranda Were public information. He never 

diiedtp excuse it, like the: trial.judge:did;.Moyse. . 

My: '20 .1 .4 . :Crossiexainimtion:>p;-:138, q» 648 -  p.;  
il46f q.: 698fp, -p;: 153^q;726. 1 

TSe tnal jiidg^foxii3lliarWm3- was lie | 

only,telecom investment West. F ace was; .j 

working ori in spring 2014 and that the 

[confidentiality; waif was^ established: in; j 

i reject ofWiniieeanse it was the'-oniy-:- ] 
' telecom investment West; Face; was 

j working om 

Paragraph 63. West Pace's witness j Tom Dea, testified at j 

length that an  ̂ waif would : 

; include both.Wind and ̂ obilicity because the : | 
. i two were interrelated; Dea Trial i j | j: 

|:Cross-examihmion:at;p.:1273^1.4;5^p. 128%-L , 
f 
;3, 

:; The trial judge found that Catalyst required 

•i the;abiUtyto..:seif  ̂ incumbent 

in order for Wind to survive., 

Paragraph 122,.=. j Catalyst's thesis was that it requires concessions 

! from; i]be;pefe the 
ability;to:sell:spectrum.to anfncmnbent,-tbuxiake 
Wind :viablevttof vforifs survivaL-Tiie concession 
|ega] |̂hg';sellp| spectrum to . an incumbent was 

; to monetize Wind's assetsdh the:.event that it: did 

• not 'survive.,̂ hedriafj udge misapprehended the 

inuancCs of Catalyst's ihvestment;thesis ahd;its; 

; requestfor concessionsfClassman Affidavit at 

-P* 
K> 
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WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. 

PART I - OVERVIEW 

1. In this classic "bitter bidder" claim for breach of confidence, Justice Newbould, 

the most senior and experienced Justice of the Commercial List, made a series of 

unimpeachable factual findings against the Appellant, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

("Catalyst"). Those findings defeated Catalyst's claims against the Respondent, West Face 

Capital Inc. ("West Face"). All of Catalyst's claims against West Face were dismissed. 

Many of the Trial Judge's findings against Catalyst were based upon his assessments of the 

credibility of the various witnesses who testified at trial, including senior executives of 

Catalyst who, as explained more fully below, were entirely unimpressive witnesses. 

2. The Trial Judge held that West Face did not receive any relevant confidential 

information belonging to Catalyst from the Respondent Brandon Moyse ("Moyse"), a former 

junior analyst of Catalyst who was employed very briefly by West Face in late June and early 

July 2014. The Trial Judge also held that, even if it could be inferred that West Face had 

received confidential information of Catalyst (which it could not), West Face did not misuse 



any such information. Furthermore, the Trial Judge held that even if West Face had both 

received and misused Catalyst's confidential information, Catalyst would not and could not 

have suffered any harm as a result. Each of these findings was grounded firmly in the 

evidence adduced at trial, and each of them, standing alone, was sufficient to doom 

Catalyst's claims against West Face. Those claims are utterly devoid of merit. 

3. Catalyst's claims concerned its failed attempt to acquire WIND Mobile Inc. 

("WIND") in August 2014, and its efforts to blame West Face for that failure. In advancing its 

claims, Catalyst sought to impute to West Face conduct that West Face did not engage in, 

as well as motives it did not have. Catalyst's claims were fatally flawed for many reasons. 

4. First, Catalyst's claims ignored safeguards, including a Confidentiality Wall, 

that West Face had put into place before Moyse joined its employ, and that West Face 

enforced assiduously thereafter. The purpose and effect of those safeguards was to prevent 

Moyse from sharing with anyone at West Face any information of Catalyst concerning 

WIND. 

5. Catalyst's claims also ignored the real reasons underlying its failure to acquire 

WIND. The evidence adduced at trial demonstrated clearly that Catalyst's failure was 

attributable to, among other things: (i) Catalyst's unnecessary, unreasonable, and 

unachievable demands for significant regulatory concessions from the Government of 

Canada, which Catalyst viewed as a pre-condition to acquiring WIND; (ii) Catalyst's 

duplicitous conduct during its negotiations with VimpelCom Ltd. ("VimpelCom"), the 

principal owner of WIND, particularly with respect to Catalyst's seeking those concessions; 

and (iii) Catalyst's unreasonable refusal to negotiate with VimpelCom in mid-August 2014 

concerning VimpelCom's request for a break fee as a safeguard against the risk to 
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VimpelCom that the sale of WIND to Catalyst might not receive the necessary regulatory 

approval. 

6. Significantly, the law germane to Catalyst's claims against West Face was not 

in dispute. Indeed, the Trial Judge applied the legal test recommended to him by Catalyst 

for breach of confidence in dismissing all of Catalyst's claims against West Face. Rather, 

the areas of dispute were factual in nature, and the Trial Judge's findings went against 

Catalyst on every material point. The Trial Judge considered carefully the extensive 

evidence led at trial, and found that Catalyst had not established anv element of its claims for 

breach of confidence against West Face. Far from amounting to palpable and overriding 

error, those findings were entirely correct. They were supported by overwhelming evidence, 

including the testimony of multiple witnesses as well as numerous corroborating, 

contemporaneous documents. Put as simply as possible, Catalyst's claims were based 

upon the suspicions and self-serving speculation of its principals. West Face's defence, on 

the other hand, was based upon direct evidence from the key participants in the events in 

question. The Trial Judge was fully entitled to prefer the latter to the former, and he did just 

that. 

7. On appeal, Catalyst makes a veiled - and baseless - allegation of bias against 

the Trial Judge, which Catalyst characterizes euphemistically as a "denial of procedural 

fairness". That allegation is also devoid of merit. Catalyst makes this unfortunate claim 

simply because the Trial Judge believed and accepted the evidence of witnesses called by 

West Face and Moyse while being critical of and rejecting evidence given by Catalyst's 

witnesses. Catalyst confuses bias with discernment. Its principal witnesses were 

argumentative, evasive, and contradictory. They gave evidence that conflicted squarely with 

their own affidavits, with Catalyst's evidence at discovery, with numerous contemporaneous 
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documents, and with the evidence of other witnesses (including between Catalyst 

witnesses). Their evidence was unworthy of belief on the material points in dispute. 

8. In the end, the Trial Judge properly saw this case for what it was: a contrived 

attempt by a losing bidder to lay the blame for its own poor strategic choices at the feet of the 

successful party. There is no proper basis to interfere with any of the findings of the Trial 

Judge complained of by Catalyst. Its appeal should be dismissed. 

PART II ~ THE FACTS 

9. There are three constellations of facts relevant to this appeal: (a) facts 

pertaining to West Face's hiring and temporary employment of Moyse; (b) facts concerning 

West Face's role in the consortium of investors that succeeded in acquiring WIND in 

September 2014; and (c) facts pertaining to Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND. While the 

timelines of these three series of events overlap, the factual narratives do not. They are 

therefore discussed separately below.1 

10. The only paragraphs in Catalyst's Factum that West Face accepts as factually 

correct are paragraphs 18,19, 22, 23, 38 and 44. 

PART 11.1 - THE FACTS RELEVANT TO WEST FACE'S HIRING 
AND EMPLOYMENT OF MOYSE 

A. West Face's Interactions With Moyse 

(i) Moyse's Approach to West Face in March 2014 

11. Brandon Moyse first applied for a job at West Face in 2012, but accepted a 

position at Catalyst instead. By late 2013, Moyse was dissatisfied with his role and lack of 

1 Citations in this Factum are to three sources: (i) Catalyst's Appeal Book and Compendium ("CC"); (ii) 
West Face's Witness Compendium ("WF WC"), which contains copies of the relevant excerpts from 
the various witnesses' affidavits and transcripts of evidence referred to in this Factum, arranged 
alphabetically by witness and then chronologically by date of the relevant affidavit/transcript; and (iii) 
West Face's Document Compendium ("WF DC"), which contains copies of the relevant exhibits and 
other documents referred to in this Factum, arranged chronologically. 



learning opportunities at Catalyst, as well as with the oppressive and toxic work environment 

there. As a result, he began searching for alternative employment.2 

12. On March 14, 2014, Moyse emailed Tom Dea of West Face in response to a 

recent press release of West Face announcing the launch of its new Alternative Credit 

Fund.3 Mr. Dea - the West Face Partner with primary responsibility for recruiting a new 

analyst - testified that, at the time, West Face "had a critical need for some additional 

analytical work".4 The Trial Judge accepted this evidence.5 

(ii) Moyse Sent Mr, Dea Four Writing Samples that had Nothing to do with 
WIND, and Which the Trial Judge Held Were a "Red Herring" 

13. Mr. Dea met with Moyse at a local coffee shop on March 26, 2014 to discuss 

Moyse's potential employment at West Face.6 Mr. Dea and Moyse both testified that at no 

point during this "fairly standard", "run-of-the-mill" discussion did either of them mention 

WIND. Rather, Mr. Dea explored with Moyse his work background, career goals, and 

reasons for wanting to move on from Catalyst. At the conclusion of their discussion, Mr. Dea 

asked Moyse to provide him with his resume, a deal sheet, and writing samples 

demonstrating his written communication skills. Mr. Dea and Moyse both testified that Mr. 

Trial Reasons, at paras. 53-54, CC, Tab 4. See also Affidavit of Thomas Dea sworn June 3, 2016 
("Dea Trial Affidavit"), at paras. 5-6 & 10-13, WF WC, Tab 17; Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 
1212:21-1213:17, WF WC, Tab 18; Affidavit of Brandon Moyse affirmed June 2, 2016 ("Moyse Trial 
Affidavit"), at paras. 113-114, WF WC, Tab 51; Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1372:14-1382:9, WF 
WC, Tab 52 and BM0004976, WF DC, Tab 31. See also of Brandon Moyse sworn July 7, 2014 
(BM003688), WF WC, Tab 49, at paras. 23-25. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 55, CC, Tab 4. See also WFC0031084, WF DC, Tab 15; Dea Trial Affidavit, at 
paras. 7-9, WF WC, Tab 17; Dea Chief, June 10,2016, pp. 1213:18-1215:15, WF WC, Tab 18; Moyse 
Trial Affidavit, at para. 114, WF WC, Tab 51; and Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1380:15-1385:6, 
WF WC, Tab 52. 
Dea Chief, June 10,2016, pp. 1229:17-1232:10, especially pp. 1231:14-1232:1, WFWC, Tab 18. See 
also Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 9 & 20, WF WC, Tab 17; and WFC0109161, WF DC, Tab 24 and 
WFC0109181, WF DC, Tab 35. See also Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 771:21-772:13, WFWC, Tab 
34. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 55, CC, Tab 4. 
Moyse's evidence was that he only began working on Catalyst's March 27 Presentation after he met 
with Mr. Dea, and no Catalyst witness offered evidence to the contrary. Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, 
pp. 1415:21-1417:8, WF WC, Tab 53. 
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Dea explicitly instructed Moyse to redact from his writing samples any confidential 

information they might otherwise contain.7 

14. On March 27, 2014, Moyse sent Mr. Dea an email (the "March 27 Email") 

attaching his resume, a deal sheet, and four investment memos as writing samples. 

Importantly, these memos had nothing whatsoever to do with WIND, or even with the 

telecommunications industry more generally.8 Rather, they related to unrelated companies 

called Homburg, NSI, Rona, and Arcan.9 While these memos were marked "confidential", 

Moyse noted in his covering email to Mr. Dea that three of the four memos contained only 

compilations of public information.10 

15. Moreover, West Face took seriously Moyse's mistake in sending the 

"confidential" writing samples, and the Trial Judge so found.11 By way of example, before 

West Face made an offer of employment to Moyse in late May 2014, West Face Partner 

Anthony Griffin expressed concern to Mr. Dea about Moyse's having sent the writing 

samples. Mr. Griffin ultimately supported Moyse's hiring because he viewed the sending of 

Dea Chief,. June 10, 2016, pp. 1214:10-1217:19 & 1218:21-1221:23, WF WC, Tab 18; and Moyse 
Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1380:15-1387:13, WF WC, Tab 52. See also Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 
10-12, WF WC, Tab 17, WFC0079574, WF DC, Tab 16 and Moyse Trial Affidavit, at paras. 115-116, 
WF WC, Tab 51. See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 56-57, CC, Tab 4. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 57, CC, Tab 4. See also WFC0075126, WF DC, Tab 18. In his Opening 
Statement, Catalyst's counsel admitted to the Trial Judge that the investment memos attached to the 
March 27 Email were "not connected in any way to ultimately what's at issue here" and would "form no 
part of what [the Trial Judge had] to decide...". Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, pp. 
21:21-23:8, WFWC, Tab 1. 
Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 585:2-589:9, WF WC, Tab 63; and Affidavit of Anthony Griffin sworn 
March 7,2015 (WFC0080746), at paras. 51-57, WF WC, Tab 30. In fact, Catalyst stopped treating the 
March 27 email as confidential in January 2015, more than a year before trial. See Riley Cross, June 
8,2016, pp. 589:10-596:21, WF WC, Tab 63; and WFC0Q81342, WF DC, Tab 86. See also Affidavit of 
Anthony Griffin sworn June 4,2016 ("Griffin Trial Affidavit"), at para. 71, WF WC, Tab 31; Dea Trial 
Affidavit, at paras. 17-18, WF WC, Tab 17; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 773:11-777:10, especially 
776:25-777:10, WF WC, Tab 34; and Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1218:21-1225:25, especially 
1223:9-1225:9, WF WC, Tab 18. 
WFC0075126, WF DC, Tab 18. See also Moyse Trial Affidavit, at para. 116, WF WC, Tab 51. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 57-60, CC, Tab 4. 
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the samples as an honest mistake made by a young and inexperienced analyst.12 

Furthermore, at Mr. Dea's request, West Face's General Counsel - Alexander Singh -

advised Moyse on May 22, 2014 that West Face took matters of confidentiality very 

seriously and instructed him that he was not to disclose to anyone at West Face information 

belonging to Catalyst. Moyse assured Mr. Singh that he understood and would abide by his , 

confidentiality obligations both to Catalyst and to West Face. On May 23, Mr. Dea had a 

similar conversation with Moyse.13 Moreover, the obligation to safeguard Catalyst's 

confidential information was incorporated expressly into Moyse's written employment 

agreement with West Face.14 Notably, all of this occurred well before Moyse began working 

at West Face on June 23, 2014. 

16. Ultimately, the Trial Judge concluded correctly that the March 27 Email was a 

"red herring with little or no substance", and that West Face "treated seriously the issue of 

the confidentiality of the memoranda sent by Mr. Moyse to Mr. Dea" in the March 27 Email.15 

This finding was supported by ample evidence, including the undisputed fact that, as stated 

above, these writing samples had nothing whatsoever to do with WIND. 

(Hi) Moyse Attended at West Face's Office for interviews, and Never 
Mentioned WIND During His Hiring Process 

17. Moyse attended at West Face's office for interviews on April 15 and April 28, 

2014, when he met with West Face's other Partners (Mr. Griffin, Peter Fraser and Greg 

Trial Reasons, at para. 60, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 773:11-776:18, WF 
WC, Tab 34; and WFC0109149, WF DC, Tab 23; and Dea Chief, June 10,2016, pp. 1232:15-1235:22, 
WF WC, Tab 18. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 60, CC, Tab 4. See also Affidavit of Alexander Singh sworn July 7, 2014 
(WFC0075056), at paras. 3-6; WF WC, Tab 65 ("Singh Affidavit"); Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 30, WF 
WC, Tab 17; Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1235:23-1238:13, WF WC, Tab 18; Moyse Trial Affidavit, 
at paras. 129-130, WF WC, Tab 51; Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1388:4=1389:22, WF WC, Tab 
52; and WFC0109530, WF DC, Tab 95. 
WFC0075090, at s. 1.05(d), WF DC, Tab 49. See also Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 28-29, WF WC, 
Tab 17; and Singh Affidavit, at para. 3, WF WC, Tab 65. 
Trial Reasons, at paras.59, 60 & 84, CC, Tab 4. 
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Boland) and its Vice-President (Yu-Jia Zhu). The uncontradicted evidence at trial 

concerning these interviews was that WIND was not discussed at any time.16 

18. Ultimately, West Face decided to offer Moyse a position as a junior associate 

based on his superb credentials, transferable experience, excellent references, and West 

Face's pressing need for an analyst.17 Conversely, West Face's hiring of Moyse had nothing 

whatsoever to do with WIND. In fact, at the time West Face extended the job offer to Moyse, 

no one at West Face had any inkling that Moyse had worked on WIND during his 

employment at Catalyst.18 On May 16, 2014, Mr. Dea contacted Moyse by phone to offer 

him a position at West Face. West Face provided Moyse with a written employment 

agreement on May 22.19 After his conversations with Mr. Singh and Mr. Dea regarding the 

importance of confidentiality (described above), Moyse accepted West Face's offer, and 

returned to West Face an executed copy of his employment agreement on May 26, 2014.20 

Trial Reasons, at para. 58, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 67, WF WC,.Tab 31; 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 771:21-773:10, WF WC, Tab 34; Affidavit of Yu-Jia Zhu sworn June 3, 
2016 ("Zhu Trial Affidavit"), WF WC, Tab 66; WFC0109978, WF DC, Tab 20; WFC0112456, WF DC, 
Tab 20; Zhu Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1297:22-1301:17, WF WC, Tab 67; Zhu Cross, June 10, 2016, 
pp. 1304:20-1307:9, WF WC, Tab 68; Moyse Trial Affidavit, at paras. 118-120, WF WC, Tab 51; 
Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1389:23-1392:14, WF WC, Tab 52; Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 
19-20, WF WC, Tab 17; and Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1225:10-1225:25, WF WC, Tab 18. 
Among other things, Mr. Moyse was described by his references as "very smart and hard working" and 
"among the very best analysts [Credit Suisse] had". Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 20-26, WF WC, Tab 
17; WFC0109161, WF DC, Tab 24; WFC0109171, WF DC, Tab 34; WFC0109186, WF DC, Tab 36; 
WFC0109181, WF DC, Tab 35; and Dea Chief, June 10, 2016 pp. 1226:1-1232:10, WF WC, Tab 18. 
Notably, Catalyst often attempted to rely on Moyse's undisputedly good credentials to exaggerate his 
importance to the Catalyst WIND deal team. See, for example, Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 
2016, p. 9:7-11, WF WC, Tab 1; and De Alba Chief, June 6, 2016, pp. 146:7-149:8, WF WC, Tab 10. 
Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 26, WF WC, Tab 17; Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1229:17-1232:10, 
especially pp. 1232:2-1232:10, WF WC, Tab 1.8. 
Moyse Trial Affidavit, at paras. 122-123, WF WC, Tab 51; WFC0031168, WF DC, Tab 43; Moyse 
Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1392:15-1394:7, WF WC, Tab 52; Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 27-28, WF 
WC, Tab 17; WFC0031203, WF DC, Tab 44. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 58, CC, Tab 4. See also Moyse Trial Affidavit, at para. 125, WF WC, Tab 51; 
Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 28, WF WC, Tab 17; WFC0032710, WF DC, Tab 47; and WFC0075090, 
WF DC, Tab 49. 
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B. Moyse Received No Confidential Information From Catalyst After His 
Departure from Catalyst on May 26, 2014 

19. On Saturday, May 24, 2014, Moyse formally notified Catalyst of his 

resignation.21 On Monday, May 26, 2014, Moyse returned to Catalyst following a ten-day 

vacation in Asia. He was immediately sent home by James Riley, the Chief Operating 

Officer of Catalyst, for the balance of the 30-day notice period provided for in his 

employment agreement with Catalyst. Moyse's access to Catalyst's servers and emails was 

immediately terminated. In short, Moyse was completely shut out of Catalyst from that date 

onward. Importantly, he received no information concerning Catalyst's pursuit of WIND, 

including its ongoing discussions and negotiations with VimpelCom and the Government of 

Canada, after his departure on May 26, 2014.22 

20. As of May 26, 2014, the date Moyse left Catalyst: (i) Catalyst had only had 

access to the WIND data room for approximately two weeks (beginning on May 9);23 

(ii) Moyse had been on vacation for the majority of that time (beginning on May 16), and had 

had "almost no direct involvement on the file" while away on his holiday;24 and (iii) as set out 

below, the draft Share Purchase Agreement then under discussion between Catalyst and 

VimpelCom contained terms (particularly with respect to crucial regulatory issues that lay at 

Moyse Trial Affidavit, at para. 104, WF WC, Tab 51; CCG0018691, WF DC, Tab 45; and Moyse Chief, 
June 13, 2016, pp. 1399:4-1400:6, WF WC, Tab 52. Note that Moyse had previously informed 
Catalyst Vice-President Zach Michaud and fellow Catalyst analyst Lome Creighton that he had 
received a job offer from West Face that he would likely accept. Notably, these individuals did not 
react by expressing any kind of concern that Moyse had "intimate knowledge" of Catalyst's confidential 
regulatory strategy for WIND. Moyse Trial Affidavit, at para. 99, WF WC, Tab 51; Moyse Chief, June 
13, 2016, pp. 1393:5-1396:3 & 1397:21-1399:3, WF WC, Tab 52; BM0005334, WF DC, Tab 38; and 
BM0004979, WF DC, Tab 39. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 61, CC, Tab 4. See also Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 580:7-582:21, WF WC, 
Tab 63; Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 359:23-363:10, especially pp. 362:19-363:10, WF WC, 
Tab 22; and Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1401:11-1402:22, WF WC, Tab 52. See also 
WFC0032731, WF DC, Tab 48. 
De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 245:15-250:23, WF WC, Tab 14; CCG0028351, WF DC, Tab 27; 
CCG0028356, WF DC, Tab 28. See also Glassman Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 368:19-371:2, WF WC, 
Tab 22. 
Moyse Trial Affidavit, at paras. 98-102, WF WC, Tab 51. See also Moyse Cross, June 13, 2016, pp. 
1577:7-1578:4, WF WC, Tab 55. 
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the heart of Catalyst's claims against West Face) that were fundamentally different from the 

terms of the agreement that Catalyst ultimately negotiated with VimpelCom months later, in 

August 2014.25 Moyse of course did not know those revised terms, let alone share them 

with West Face. 

C. West Face Implemented a Confidentiality Wall in Direct Response to Catalyst's 
Stated Concerns 

21. As alluded to above, West Face addressed properly and thoroughly Catalyst's 

concerns about Moyse's potential knowledge of Catalyst's regulatory strategy for WIND, well 

before Moyse began working at West Face on Monday, June 23, 2014. 

22. Within days of Moyse's departure from Catalyst, its counsel sent a demand 

letter to West Face concerning its hiring of Moyse, and Moyse's alleged non-compliance with 

a six-month non-compete covenant in his employment agreement with Catalyst.26 On June 

18, 2014, Catalyst's counsel advised employment counsel to West Face that Catalyst was 

particularly concerned about Moyse's work at Catalyst on a "telecom deal"27 

23. As set out below, West Face had been pursuing a potential investment in 

WIND since at least as early as November 2013, well before Moyse first emailed Mr. Dea in 

March 2014 seeking employment. As WIND was the only telecom-related matter that West 

Compare CCG0011362 and its attachment CCG0011364, WF DC, Tab 46 to CCG0026616 and its 
attachment CCG0026625, WF DC, Tab 67. The differences between these versions of the 
Catalyst-VimpeiCom SPA are discussed in more detail beiow. See also De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, 
pp. 257:15-260:13, WF WC, Tab 14 and De Alba Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 296:18-300:7, WF WC, Tab 
16. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 62, CC, Tab 4. See also Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 31, WF WC, Tab 17, 
CC-G0018692, WF DC, Tab 50; and CCG0018693, WF DC, Tab 51. In his Opening Statement, 
Catalyst's counsel noted that this case started "quite innocuously as an action to enforce the restrictive 
covenant and the confidentiality undertaking of Moyse's employment [agreement] with Catalyst". See 
Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, p. 6:5-9, WF WC, Tab 1. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 63, CC, Tab 4. See also Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 32-33, WF WC, Tab 17; 
Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 68-69, WF WC, Tab 31; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 777:11-779:16, 
WF WC, Tab 34; and WFC0075125, WF DC, Tab 56. 
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Face was working on at the time,28 West Face responded immediately by erecting a 

comprehensive confidentiality wall (the "Confidentiality Wail"). Pursuant to this 

Confidentiality Wall: (1) Moyse was forbidden from communicating with anyone at West 

Face concerning WIND; and (2) West Face's IT group denied Moyse access to all of West 

Face's WIND-related documents. West Face's counsel disclosed the terms of the 

Confidentiality Wail to counsel for Catalyst the following day, on June 19, 2014 29 

24. That evening, West Face's Chief Compliance Officer, Supriya Kapoor, phoned 

Moyse to advise him of the Confidentiality Wall. During this call, Ms. Kapoor told Moyse in 

unmistakably clear terms that he was required to comply strictly with the Confidentiality Wall, 

including by not discussing WIND with anyone at West Face, by not disclosing to anyone at 

West Face information concerning WIND, and by not attempting to access any of West 

Face's files concerning WIND. Moyse assured Ms. Kapoor that he understood and would 

comply.30 That day Ms. Kapoor also sent a memo to Moyse and to the appropriate staff of 

West Face detailing the terms of the Confidentiality Wall.31 In addition, Mr. Dea informed the 

entire investment team at West Face that they were not to communicate with Moyse 

concerning WIND.32 Further, once Moyse began working at West Face (on Monday, June 

Trial Reasons, at para. 63, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 28, WF WC, Tab 31; 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 714:11-715:2, WF WC, Tab 32; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
1004:4-1013:23, especially pp. 1007:25-1008:12, WF WC, Tab 37; and Dea Cross, June 10,2016, pp. 
1274:15-1279:22, especially 1278:20-1279:22, WF WC, Tab 19. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 63-65, CC, Tab 4. See also Affidavit of Supriya Kapoor sworn June 2, 2016 
("Kapoor Trial Affidavit"), WF WC, Tab 40; WFC0000049 and its attachment WFC0000050, WF DC, 
Tab 55; WFC0000054, WF DC, Tab 57; WFC0111141, WF DC, Tab 59; Kapoor Chief, June 10, 2016, 
pp. 1290:19-1296:9, WFWC, Tab 41; Dea Trial Affidavit, at paras. 31-38, WF WC, Tab 17; Dea Chief, 
June 10, 2016, pp. 1238:14-1243:13, WF WC, Tab 18; and WFC0075125, WF DC, Tab 56. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 65, CC, Tab 4. See also Kapoor Trial Affidavit, at para. 4, WF WC, Tab 40; and 
Kapoor Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1290:19-1296:9, especially pp. 1293:22-1295:1, WF WC, Tab 41. 
See footnote 29. 
Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 38, WF WC, Tab 17; and Dea Cross, June 10, 2016, p. 1274:15-1276:3, 
WF WC, Tab 19. 
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23), West Face's WIND deal team only met in private, behind closed doors, and away from 

the area where Moyse was located.33 

25. Ultimately, Moyse worked at West Face for a mere three and a half weeks, 

from June 23 to July 16, 2014, when he was placed on an indefinite leave of absence 

pursuant to an Interim Consent Order issued by Justice Firestone.34 All of the relevant 

witnesses - Mr. Griffin, Mr. Dea, Ms. Kapoor and Moyse - confirmed at trial that the 

Confidentiality Wall was complied with fully.35 Catalyst's witnesses had no evidence to the 

contrary, and there is quite simply no basis for an inference that the Confidentiality Wall was 

breached at any time. 

D. Conclusion: West Face Never Received Confidential Information of Catalyst 
Concerning WIND 

26. AH of the voluminous evidence led at trial concerning West Face's hiring and 

employment of Moyse established overwhelmingly the Trial Judge's finding that: "Mr. Moyse 

never communicated to anyone at West Face, either in the interview process or later, 

anything about Catalyst's dealings with WIND or of Catalyst's regulatory or 

telecommunications industry strategy regarding its interest in WIND".36 Catalyst has no 

basis to appeal this quintessential fact,37 and, significantly, it has not done so. This finding 

alone is fatal to Catalyst's entire claim against West Face, and dispositive of this appeal. 

Trial Reasons, at para. 65, CC, Tab 4. See also Dea Trial Affidavit, at para. 39, WF WC, Tab 17; and 
Dea Chief, June 10, 2016 pp. 1239:23-1242:6, WF WC, Tab 18. 
WFC0081954, WF DC, Tab 63. 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 777:11-779:16, WF WC, Tab 34; Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 
1238:14-1243:13, WF WC, Tab 18; Kapoor Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1290:19-1296:9, WF WC, Tab 
41; Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1370:3-1371:25, WF WC, Tab 52; and pp. 1403:21-1404:16, WF 
WC, Tab 52. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 117, CC, Tab 4. See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 82-87, 93,95,108, and 113, 
CC, Tab 4. 
Catalyst "candidly" admitted that it had no evidence that any confidential Catalyst information 
concerning WIND had ever been conveyed by Mr. Moyse to West Face. See Catalyst's Written 
Closing Submissions, at paras. 305, WF DC, Tab 91; De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, p. 234:9-236:5, 
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PART II.2 ~ THE FACTS RELEVANT TO WEST FACE'S 
PARTICIPATION IN THE ACQUISITION OF WIND 

A. Background to the WIND Opportunity 

27. The relevant background to the WIND opportunity is not in dispute, and was 

summarized accurately by the Trial Judge in his Reasons.38 The key facts from a regulatory 

perspective include the following, all of which were widely and publicly known at the time of 

the events in question in 2014: (i) as a result of Canadian ownership requirements, the 

majority of WIND'S voting shares were owned by Globalive, a Canadian company controlled 

by Anthony Lacavera, while the majority of the non-voting equity, and $1.3 billion in 

shareholder debt, was held by VimpelCom; (ii) perhaps because it was owned by foreign 

nationals, including a Russian oligarch, VimpelCom had experienced numerous regulatory 

difficulties with the Government of Canada in the past; (iii) VimpelCom established a price 

based on $300 million in enterprise value; and (iv) VimpelCom prioritized deal certainty, 

including a clear, straightforward, and easily achievable path to obtaining any regulatory 

approvals that may have been required to dispose of its interest in WIND.39 

B. West Face's Efforts to Acquire WIND 

(i) West Face Received Consistent Feedback from VimpelCom that it 
Wanted a Quick, Clean and Complete Exit From its investment in WIND 

WF WC, Tab 14; Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 582:22-584:19, WF WC, Tab 63; and Giassman 
Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 356:8-357:21, WF WC, Tab 22. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 17-28, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 21-27, WF WC, 
Tab 31. This evidence was either uncontested by Catalyst or admitted in cross-examination by Mr. De 
Alba. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 27, 94, 121, & 131, CC, Tab 4. See also De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 
244:19-245:14, WF WC, Tab 14; Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 21-27, WF WC, Tab 31; Griffin Chief, 
June 8,2016, pp. 723:22-725:19, WF WC, Tab 32; and Griffin Cross, June 9,2016, pp. 953:24-957:13, 
WF WC, Tab 35; and WFC0080891, WF DC, Tab 71. 
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28. West Face first learned of the WIND opportunity directly from WIND'S founder 

and then-Chairman and CEO, Anthony Lacavera, in early November 2013.40 West Face: (i) 

delivered an expression of interest to VimpelCom four days later, on November 8, 2013; (ii) 

entered into a confidentiality agreement with VimpelCom on December 7, 2013; (iii) gained 

access to the WIND data room on December 10, 2013; and (iv) participated in a 

management presentation from WIND on December 18, 2013.41 All of the above occurred 

months before Moyse first approached West Face seeking employment in March 2014. 

29. Moreover, throughout the period from January to mid-June 2014 - before 

Moyse joined West Face - West Face invested significant time, effort, and expense in its 

pursuit of WIND. West Face had extensive interactions with VimpelCom and its financial 

advisors from UBS. West Face also retained legal counsel and engaged a number of 

industry consultants to advise West Face regarding WIND'S business and prospects 42 

30. Throughout this period, West Face made a number of proposals to 

VimpelCom in its efforts to acquire debt and/or equity interests in WIND. While none of 

these proposals proved acceptable to VimpelCom, West Face received invaluable feedback 

about what VimpelCom wanted most - a complete, quick and clean exit from its investment 

Trial Reasons, at para. 28, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 29, WF WC, Tab 31; 
Griffin Chief, June 8,2016, pp. 718:19-720:19, WF WC, Tab 32. See also public articles reporting on 
VimpeiCom's failures to sell WIND to Verizon and Birch Hill: WFC0109538, WF DC, Tab 5; 
WFC0109542, WF DC, Tab 6 and WFC0109540, WF DC, Tab 7. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 28, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 30-31, WF WC, Tab 31; 
WFC0080889, WF DC, Tab 8; WFC0107228, WF DC, Tab 9; and Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
962:2- 965:17, WF WC, Tab 36. In contrast, Catalyst did not deliver an expression of interest to 
VimpelCom until January 2, 2014, did not enter into a confidentiality agreement until March 21, 2014, 
and did not gain access to the WIND data room or receive a management presentation from WIND 
until early May 2014. De Alba Cross, June 6,2016, pp. 245:15-250:23, especially pp. 245:15-246:18, 
WF WC, Tab 14; CCG0025176 and attachment CCG0025177, WF DC, Tab 11; CCG0023894, WF 
DC, Tab 14; CCG0028351, WF DC, Tab 27; and CCG0028356, WF DC, Tab 28. 
See Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 45, WF WC, Tab 31; and Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 
735:9-736:25, WF WC, Tab 32. 
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in WIND, with as little regulatory or other risk to VimpelCom as possible.43 As explained 

below, it was responsiveness to this simple but consistent message from VimpelCom - not 

the misuse of non-existent information from Moyse concerning Catalyst's regulatory strategy 

- that ultimately shaped the successful strategy that West Face and its co-investors 

employed in acquiring WIND in September 2014 after Catalyst's efforts to acquire WIND had 

collapsed. 

(ii) VimpelCom Entered Exclusivity with Catalyst and Shut Down 
Negotiations with the New Investors 

31. In late July 2014, West Face joined an investment syndicate to pursue a 

transaction involving WIND. The syndicate was comprised of West Face, Tennenbaum 

Capital Partners and LG Capital Investors LLC (the "New Investors"). All were highly 

sophisticated investors, with extensive expertise in the telecom industry.44 On July 23, 

2014, the New Investors learned from UBS that VimpelCom had entered into exclusivity 

arrangements with another bidder.45 Although UBS did not identify that bidder, the New 

Investors believed that the bidder was Catalyst. Their reasons for that belief included the 

following: 

West Face made a series of proposals and offers to VimpelCom on April 23, May 4 and June 3, 2014. 
Along the way, VimpelCom made clear repeatedly that it was proceeding on the basis of an "enterprise 
value" for WIND of $300 million and that it wanted a quick, clean exit at that valuation. VimpelCom 
conveyed the same message to other potential investors, including Catalyst. See, for example, Griffin 
Trial Affidavit, at paras. 34-58, WF WC, Tab 31; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 725:20-733:12, , 
749:19-751:12, 752:7-753:6; 756:20-758:8, WF WC, Tab 32; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
968:2-972:23 & 1001:16-1004:3, WF WC, Tab 36; WFC0066640, WF DC, Tab 21; WFC0066644, WF 
DC, Tab 22; WFC0109163, WF DC, Tab 25; WFC0106772, WF DC, Tab 26; WFC0106765, WF DC, 
Tab 52; WFC0058252, WF DC, Tab 54; and WFC0067814, WF DC, Tab 58. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 85 & 87, CC, Jab 4. See also Affidavit of Michael Leitner sworn June 1, 2016 
("Leitner Trial Affidavit"), at paras. 8-15, WF WC, Tab 42; Leitner Chief, June 9, 2016, pp. 
864:9-867:12 & 873:3-874:17, WF WC, Tab 43; Affidavit of Hamish Burt sworn June 1, 2016 ("Burt 
Trial Affidavit"), at paras. 7-12, WF WC, Tab 5; Burt Chief, June 9, 2016, pp. 834:1-835:2, WF WC, 
Tab 6. 
Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 84, WF WC, Tab 31; Leitner Trial Affidavit, at para. 22, WF WC, Tab 42; 
Burt Trial Affidavit, at para. 19, WF WC, Tab 5; and WFC0048724, WF DC, Tab 64. See also the 
following footnotes citing the trial testimony of Messrs. Griffin, Leitner, and Burt. 
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(a) Catalyst's interest in acquiring WIND, and in combining WIND with Mobilicity, 

was widely known, and had been reported on in the press;46 

(b) as set out above, Catalyst's counsel had advised West Face's counsel over a 

month earlier (on June 18) that Catalyst was actively involved in a "telecom 

deal" during the period that Moyse was employed by Catalyst; and 

(c) there was "market chatter" that Catalyst had been seeking financing in respect 

of a pending transaction.47 

32. Each of Mr. Griffin (of West Face), Michael Leitner (of Tennenbaum), and 

Hamish Burt (of LG Capital/64NM) testified that they were not told, and therefore did not 

know for certain, that it was Catalyst that was in exclusivity with VimpeiCom, but that they 

believed that it was.48 Notably, Catalyst relied on similar clues to infer (correctly) that West 

Face was also pursuing an investment in WIND.49 

(in) The New Investors Made a Proposal to VimpeiCom on August 7, 2014 
Based on VimpelCom's Stated Desire to Avoid Regulatory Risk 

33. By the beginning of August 2014, the New Investors knew that their chances of 

acquiring WIND were disappearing.50 With the window of opportunity closing, the New 

Investors knew that the only way that they might acquire WIND was to hope VimpeiCom 

Trial Reasons, at paras. 89-93, CC, Tab 4. See also De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 236:8-237:2, 
WF WC, Tab 14; Giassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 410:14-412:16, WF WC, Tab 23; WFC0109533, 
WF DC, Tab 2 and WFC0078062, WF DC, Tab 4. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 89-93, CC, Tab 4. See also Leitner Trial Affidavit, at para. 22, WF WC, Tab 
42; Leitner Cross, June 9,2016, pp. 916:20-920:24, WF WC, Tab 46. 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, p. 762:11-21, WF WC, Tab 34; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
1031:7-1033:15, WF WC, Tab 38; Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 916:20-920:24, WF WC, Tab 46; 
Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 848:10-849:25, WF WC, Tab 7; and Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
855:22-858:7, WF WC, Tab 8. 
Cross-examination of James Riiey held July 29, 2014 (TRAN000920), pp. 184:19-185:13, WF WC, 
Tab 57; De Alba Chief, June 6,2016, pp. 145:10-146:6, WF WC, Tab 10; De Alba Chief, June 6,2016, 
pp. 164:13-165:4, WF WC, Tab 12; West Face Read-In Brief at Tab A, De Alba Examination for 
Discovery, May 11, 2016, p. 13:11-20; and De Alba Cross, June6, 2016, pp: 237:11-24, WF WC, Tab 
14. 
Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 113-114, WF WC, Tab 31. 
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could not reach an agreement with the other bidder during its period of exclusivity, and 

present a pragmatic and credible proposal to VimpelCom that could close quickly and with 

minimal risk of regulatory approval.51 As the New Investors were not parties to the 

Catalyst-VimpelCom exclusivity agreement, they were not bound to any of its exclusivity 

obligations and so nothing prevented them from making an unsolicited offer to VimpelCom 

during the exclusivity period. 

34. In this context, Larry Guffey of LG Capital and Michael Leitner of Tennenbaum 

- rather than anyone from West Face - developed a transaction structure whereby, as a first 

step, the New Investors would simply buy out VimpelCom's interests in WIND while leaving 

Globalive as the legally controlling shareholder. As a second subsequent step, the New 

Investors would reorganize the ownership structure of WIND with Globalive so that each 

parly's voting rights matched that party's equity investment. The "elegance" of this simplified 

two-step approach was that the first step did not trigger a change of voting equity control of 

WIND, because only VimpelCom, not Globalive, would dispose of its (non-controlling) 

interest in WIND. Because there was no change of control at that stage, there was no need 

for regulatory approval to complete the first step, and hence no "regulatory risk" to 

VimpelCom associated with the sale of its interest in WIND.52 

35. At trial, senior representatives, of ail three New Investors - Messrs. Griffin, 

Burt, and Leitner - described the development of this acquisition strategy. They explained in 

51 Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 115, WF WC, Tab 31. See also Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 
767:5-768:9, WF WC, Tab 34; Griffin Cross, June 10, 2016, pp. 1093:5-1095:4, WF WC, Tab 39; 
Leitner Trial Affidavit, at paras. 22 and 25, WF WC, Tab 42; and Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
895:18-896:15, WF WC, Tab 45. 

52 Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 115-120, WF WC, Tab 31; WFC0040932, WF DC, Tab 71; 
WFC0051622, WF DC, Tab 70; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 764:5-767:4 & 768:10-769:3, WF WC, 
Tab 34; Leitner Trial Affidavit, at paras. 24-28, WF WC, Tab 42; Leitner Chief, June 9, 2016, pp. 
876:6-877:10, WF WC, Tab 43; Leitner Cross, June 9,2016, pp. 886:22-890:11, WF WC, Tab 44. See 
also Trial Reasons, at para. 104, CC, Tab 4. For WIND'S corporate structure, see CCG0025258, p. 9, 
WF DC, Tab 13. 
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detail that their strategy had nothing whatsoever to do with Moyse, or with the regulatory 

strategy of Catalyst53 They also explained why this strategy represented a reasonable 

business risk for their investors. 

36. The New Investors made an unsolicited offer using this two-step transaction 

structure to VimpelCom on August 7, 2014 (the "August 7 Proposal").54 The August 7 

Proposal was made conditional on the participation of Globalive in the two-step transaction, 

given Globalive's voting control of WIND. Globalive had not participated in the August 7 

Proposal. Unfortunately for the New Investors, however, the very day that their proposal 

was made to VimpelCom, Globalive entered into a Support Agreement with VimpelCom, 

pursuant to which Globalive committed to supporting VimpelCom's proposed transaction 

with Catalyst. Globalive also agreed to support VimpelCom's decision to seek insolvency 

protection for WIND under the CCAA in the event that its proposed transaction with Catalyst 

did not proceed.55 

37. Significantly, VimpelCom did not respond to the New Investors' August 7 

Proposal. Indeed, no evidence was led by Catalyst at trial to establish that VimpelCom's 

Board was even made aware of the New Investors' August 7 Proposal.56 Instead, on August 

8, 2014, VimpelCom agreed to extend its exclusivity period with Catalyst to August 18.57 

During that extended period of exclusivity, neither VimpelCom nor Globalive engaged in any 

Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 764:5-769:3, WF WC, Tab 34; Burt Chief, June 9, 2016, 
pp. 836:25-839:9, WF WC, Tab 6; Leitner Chief, June 9, 2016, pp. 876:6-880:9, WF WC, Tab 43; and 
Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 899:16-907:6, WF WC, Tab 45. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 104, CC, Tab 4. See also WFC0051622, WF DC, Tab 70; and WFC0040932, 
WF DC, Tab 71. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 105, CC, Tab 4. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 120-122, WF WC, Tab 
31; and WFC0063562, WF DC, Tab 72. See also Lockie Chief, June 10, 2016, pp. 1176:8-1176:13 & 
1178:10-1183:11, WF WC, Tab 48. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 127, CC, Tab 4. See also De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 305:25-307:11, 
WF WC, Tab 16. 
De Alba Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 304:23-305:24, WF WC, Tab 16; CCG0027224, WF DC, Tab 73; and 
CCG0024633 and its attachment CCG0024634, WF DC, Tab 77. 
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negotiations whatsoever with any of the New Investors, and the New Investors made no 

further proposals to VimpelCom.58 

(iv) After Catalyst Let its Exclusivity Expire, VimpelCom Resumed 
Negotiations with the New Investors, and the Parties Ultimately Reached 
an Agreement for the Acquisition of WIND 

38. As explained below, in mid-August 2014, Catalyst made the tactical decision 

to permit its period of exclusivity with VimpelCom to expire, and to allow VimpelCom to 

explore its alternatives.59 From that point on, the New investors joined with Globalive and 

other investors (the "Consortium") and together worked hard to present themselves to 

VimpelCom as a viable alternative. Ultimately, they reached a consensus based on the 

simplified two-step transaction structure referred to above, and executed a definitive 

purchase agreement for WIND. The first stage of their transaction, in which the Consortium 

acquired VimpelCom's interest, closed on September 16, 2014.60 

PART II.3 - THE FACTS RELEVANT TO CATALYST'S FAILURE TO ACQUIRE WIND 

A. Introduction: Catalyst Has Not Appealed the Dispositive Finding that Catalyst 
Would Not Have Acquired WIND Regardless of West Face's Alleged Misuse of 
its Confidential Information 

39. Catalyst's claims against West Face required it to establish that, but for West 

Face's alleged misuse of Catalyst's confidential information, Catalyst would have acquired 

WIND.61 However, the evidence of Catalyst's own witnesses - its three Partners Newton 

Leitner Trial Affidavit, at paras. 29-30, WF WC, Tab 42; Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 122, WF WC, Tab 
31; Griffin Cross, June 10, pp. 1109:5-1110-15, WF WC, Tab 39; Burt Trial Affidavit, at paras. 19 and 
26, WF WC, Tab 5; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 858:13-860:6, WF WC, Tab 8. 
Indeed, Catalyst knew that its strategy would effectively force VimpelCom to consider its alternatives. 
See CCG0024802, WF DC Tab 83; and paragraph 52 of this Factum. 
Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 124-126, WF WC, Tab 31; Affidavit of Simon Lockie sworn June 6,2016 
("Lockie Trial Affidavit"), at paras. 37-38, WF WC, Tab 47; WFC0080940, WF DC, Tab 85; Lockie 
Chief, June 10,2016, pp. 1185:22-1187:23, WF WC, Tab 48; and WFC0080325, WF DC, Tab 84. Mr. 
Glassman admitted at trial that Catalyst continued to negotiate with VimpelCom after its exclusivity 
period expired. However, Catalyst refused to produce any of its documents dated later than August 
18, 2014. See Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 544:5-15, WF WC, Tab 27. 
Amended Amended Amended Statement of Claim, at para. 34.14, CC Tab 8. 
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Glassman, Gabriel De Alba, and James Riley - and its contemporaneous documents 

demonstrated that Catalyst could not have closed its proposed acquisition of WIND, 

regardless of West Face's alleged wrongdoing.62 This is precisely what the Trial Judge 

found,63 and Catalyst has not appealed either that dispositive finding or the important 

findings of the Trial Judge underlying his conclusions in that regard. That failure is fatal to 

Catalyst's claims against West Face, and therefore to its appeal. In the face of those 

findings, Catalyst cannot establish that it suffered any loss as a result of West Face's 

(alleged, but non-existent) misuse of any Catalyst confidential information. 

B. Catalyst's Regulatory Strategy 

40. The supposedly "confidential" information that Catalyst alleged was misused 

by West Face concerned Catalyst's so-called "regulatory strategy".64 While Catalyst's 

description of this strategy changed on multiple occasions during the course of this 

proceeding,65 it is clear on the evidence that the strategy Catalyst devised and implemented 

was comprised of three essential elements: . 

(a) Catalyst intended to negotiate and execute a Share Purchase Agreement (or 

"SPA") with VimpelCom that, at VimpelCom's repeated insistence, included a 

Ironically, and as set out below, this dispositive issue was one of the few about which Catalyst's 
witnesses testified consistently with each other and with the contemporaneous documents. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 126-131, CC, Tab 4. 
Notably, given certain admissions made by Catalyst, Catalyst failed to prove that its regulatory strategy 
was even confidential. Trial Reasons, at para. 120, footnote 11, CC, Tab 4. See also Glassman 
Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 565:8-569:5, WF WC, Tab 29; and Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 
2016, pp. 16:11-17:3 & 19:2-23, WF WC, Tab 1. See also Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 32, 52, and 
103, WF WC, Tab 31; WFC0109981, WF DC, Tab 10; and WFC0107350, WF DC, Tab 60. 
For example, up until May 27, 2016 - the date Catalyst delivered the Glassman and De Alba Trial 
Affidavits, Catalyst's position was that its share purchase agreement with VimpelCom was conditional 
on receiving regulatory concessions from the Government of Canada. See, for example, Affidavit of 
James Riley sworn February 18. 2015 (CCG0028716), at paras. 17, 45, WF WC, Tab 58; and 
Supplementary Affidavit of James Riley sworn May 1, 2015 (CCG0028720), at para. 42, WF WC, Tab 
59. At trial, Mr. De Alba (and Mr. Riley) were forced to admit that at no time was the 
Catalyst-VimpelCom SPA subject to such a condition. See De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 
262:2-264:5, WF WC, Tab 14; and Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 614:21-621:3, WF WC, Tab 64. 
Contrast this with how Catalyst now describes its "regulatory strategy". See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, 
at paras. 4, 27, 28, 53, 56, 57-65. 
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term explicitly prohibiting Catalyst from seeking regulatory concessions from 

the Government of Canada during the Interim Period between the execution of 

the SPA and closing;66 

(b) immediately following the execution of its SPA with VimpelCom, but before 

closing, Catalyst intended to breach the SPA by using its executed SPA with 

VimpelCom to pressure the Government into granting the regulatory 

concessions Catalyst had agreed not to seek;67 and 

(c) Catalyst would only close the transaction with VimpelCom if it could obtain the 

regulatory concessions it had demanded, and it intended to abandon its 

transaction with VimpelCom if those concessions could not, in fact, be 

obtained prior to closing.68 

41. As will be explained below, the problem for Catalyst is that the concessions it 

needed were not forthcoming. 

(i) The "Regulatory Concessions" Sought by Catalyst 

42. During a meeting with senior officials of Industry Canada on March 27, 2014, 

Messrs. Glassman and Riley presented three "Options" in respect of Catalyst's plans for 

VimpelCom insisted on this condition because of its concern that any attempt Catalyst might make to 
obtain regulatory concessions (regarding the future regulatory regime applicable to WIND'S ongoing 
operations) could impair or undermine its ability to obtain regulatory approval concerning the sale by 
VimpelCom of its interest of WIND. As stated above, VimpelCom made clear repeatedly not only to 
Catalyst but also to other potential bidders (including West Face) that it wanted a simple, clean and 
expeditious exit from its investment in WIND with the smallest possible risks concerning the grant of 
any regulatory approvals that may have been required. De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 
252:22-257:14, WF WC, Tab 14; CCG0009527, at s. 6.3, WF DC, Tab 33; and De Alba Cross, June 7, 
2016, pp. 281:13-282:25, WF WC, Tab 15. 
De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 278:1-281:1, WF WC, Tab 15. See also Catalyst's Opening 
Statement, June 6, 2016, pp. 30:1-30:21, WF WC, Tab 2. 
De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 278:1-281:1, WF WC, Tab 15; Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 
504:19-507:19, WF WC, Tab 26. See also Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, p. 12:3-20, 
WF WC, Tab 1. 
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WIND (the "March 27 Presentation").69 The first two Options were both premised on 

Catalyst acquiring WIND, while the third was essentially threatening the Canadian 

Government with adverse publicity if Options one or two were not allowed.70 Catalyst made 

clear in its March 27 Presentation that, before it could complete its proposed acquisition of 

WIND, it required the unrestricted right to sell WIND and/or its wireless spectrum to any of 

the incumbent national wireless carriers (namely Rogers, Bell or Telus) after five years.71 

Catalyst demanded that concession even though it was inconsistent with the Federal 

Government's well-established and publicly-announced policy of stimulating enhanced 

competition in the wireless industry by encouraging the development of nation-wide 

competitors to the incumbents.72 The last thing the Government wanted was to permit the 

buyer of WIND to transfer scarce and highly valuable wireless spectrum to any of Rogers, 

Bell or Telus, particularly where the Government had licensed that spectrum to WIND 

several years before, at heavily discounted prices.73 

(\i) Catalyst Was Told Consistently and Repeatedly That the Government 
Would Not Grant the Regulatory Concessions 

43. Between March and August 2014, Catalyst was told consistently and 

repeatedly by the Government of Canada and by its own advisors, on at least six occasions, 

that the regulatory concessions it had demanded would not be granted: 

CCG0011565, WF DC, Tab 17. 
CCG0011565, WF DC, Tab 17; Affidavit of Newton Glassman sworn May 27,2016 ("Glassman Trial 
Affidavit"), at paras 23-27, WF WC, Tab 20; and Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 426:4-428:17, 
WF WC, Tab 24. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 407:22-421:6, WF WC, Tab 23. See also Catalyst's Opening 
Statement, June 6, 2016, pp. 12:3-16:10, WF WC, Tab 1. . 
All parties agreed that this had been the Government's longstanding policy. See, for example, 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 404:12-406:11, WF WC, Tab 23; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
995:24-996:14, WF WC, Tab 37; and WFC0111504, WF DC, Tab 3. 
In its efforts to facilitate the launch of a new national wireless carrier, the Government of Canada "set 
aside" valuable wireless spectrum for new entrants in its most recent spectrum auction, and licensed 
that spectrum to WIND, Mobilicity and Public Mobile at heavily discounted prices. Incumbents such as 
Rogers, Telus and Bell were precluded for bidding for the set aside spectrum. See WFC0111642, WF 
DC, Tab 1. 
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(a) first, on March 27, 2014, when Messrs. Glassman and Riley delivered the 

March 27 Presentation to senior officials of Industry Canada.74 Mr. Glassman 

conceded in cross-examination that during this meeting the Government's 

"explicit official reaction" was "we will not give [Catalyst] or anybody else 

regulatory relief1;75 

(b) second, on May 7, 2014, when senior officials of the Government told 

Catalyst's highly experienced government-relations consultant, Bruce 

Drysdale, that it would not give Catalyst the right to sell WIND'S spectrum in 

five years. Mr. Glassman noted in a contemporaneous email that this took 

Catalyst's first Option "off the table";76 

(c) third, on May 12, 2014, when Messrs. Glassman, Riley and Drysdale had a 

second in-person meeting with Government representatives.77 Again, the 

Government refused to commit to granting Catalyst any of the regulatory 

concessions it required;78 

(d) fourth, on May 19, 2014, when Catalyst's highly experienced regulatory 

counsel (Steven Acker of Faskens) provided it with a comprehensive written 

At trial, Mr. Glassman stated that he was not aware of Catalyst ever having made another presentation 
to the Government. Glassman Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 560:5-20, WF WC, Tab 28. Mr. De Alba did 
not attend this meeting. See De Alba Chief, June 6, 2016, pp. 155:23-156:1, WF WC, Tab 11. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 412:17-414:20, WF WC, Tab 23 and Glassman Cross, June 7, 
2016, pp. 435:18-436:8, WF WC, Tab 25. For Mr. Giassman's trial testimony regarding the 
Government of Canada's alleged and wholly undocumented "unofficial" reaction, see Glassman 
Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 435:18-439:11, WF WC, Tab 25. 
CCG0009482, WF DC, Tab 29. Mr. Drysdale was a Founding Partner of Drysdale, Forstner Hamilton 
Public Affairs Ltd. He had extensive experience working for three Federal Cabinet Members, as well 
as in the Prime Minister's Office, and had also worked with representatives of Government in a variety 
of capacities over a period of almost two decades. By contrast, Mr. Glassman had virtually no 
experience dealing with Government officials. See Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016 at pp. 
390:17-394:4, WF WC, Tab 22; WFC0110505, WF DC, Tab 89. 
Notably, this was Mr. Giassman's last direct communication with the Government. 
Glassman Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 465:10-472:17, WF WC, Tab 26; and CCG0009517, WF DC, Tab 
32. 
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opinion noting that the Government had "made it clear that any proposed 

transfer of commercial mobile spectrum to an incumbent will be subject to very 

close scrutiny and, in the current climate, [is] most unlikely to succeed"; 79 

(e) fifth, on July 25, 2014, when Industry Canada representatives again reached 

out to Mr. Drysdale to advise "that Catalyst seeking any concessions was a 

dead end" as Catalyst had already "gone down that road twice before" (i.e., on 

March 27 and May 12);80 and 

(f) finally, on August 3, 2014, when Mr. Drysdale advised Catalyst that senior 

Government officials (including James Nicholson of Industry Canada) had 

indicated in the clearest possible terms that Catalyst would not be granted 

regulatory concessions if it proceeded with its proposed acquisition of WIND.81 

44. Mr. Drysdale's email of August 3, 2014 to Messrs. Glassman and De Alba is 

particularly important. He stated: 

• Both Industry Canada and [the Privy Council Office 
and Prime Minister's Office] are adamant that the 
current federal policy will not change. 

• Nicholson clarified the federal position saying Minister 
Moore and [Industry Canada] officials would not be 
opposed to Catalyst buying Wind but Ottawa would not 
provide [the] concessions Catalyst outlined in its 
May presentation for building out a fourth carrier nor 
would Ottawa allow Catalyst or anyone else to 
become a re-seller. 

CCG0026600, WF DC, Tab 41. 
CCG0025815, WF DC, Tab 65. For Mr. Classman's remarkable testimony about what he took from 
this email, see Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 476:20-486:11, WF WC, Tab 26. Messrs. 
Glassman, Riiey or De Alba had no meetings with the Government between July 25 and when West 
Face completed its acquisition of WIND in mid-September 2014. 
CCG0025843, WF DC, Tab 68. After August 3, 2014, neither Catalyst nor Mr. Drysdale had further 
communications with the Government regarding Catalyst's demand for regulatory concessions. 
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• Nicholson said that if Catalyst signs a Sale and Purchase 
Agreement with Wind it should do so with a clear 
understanding it would have to build out a fourth 
carrier without concessions and without ability to 
sell to an incumbent after 5 years. 

• Nicholson and [the Privy Council Office] both told me 
that Quebecor (both prior to [Pierre Karl Peladeau] 
running for office as a separatist and since) has lobbied 
hard in Ottawa at all levels for concessions to build 
out a fourth carrier and have been told Ottawa will 
not be providing them with any concessions (beyond 
what regulatory changes are being rolled out by the 
CRTC in coming months). Nicholson said Minister 
Moore and FM Harper are entrenched and there will 
be no flip flop, (emphasis added)82 

45. in sum, the one and only message that was conveyed repeatedly to Catalyst 

from the most senior officials of the Government of Canada was that the Government would 

not accede to Catalyst's demands for regulatory concessions. Since the Trial Judge also 

held correctly that Catalyst would not have closed its proposed acquisition of WIND without 

these concessions, the Trial Judge's inescapable conclusion was that Catalyst could not 

have acquired WIND regardless of West Face's conduct.83 

C. Catalyst's Negotiations with VimpelCom 

(i) Catalyst's Negotiations with VimpelCom Resulted in a Share Purchase 
Agreement that Expressly Precluded Catalyst from Seeking the 
Regulatory Concessions it Required from the Government 

46. Mr. De Alba led Catalyst's negotiations with VimpelCom. From the outset of 

their negotiations, Catalyst and VimpelCom were at odds with respect to the key issue of 

regulatory risk.84 As stated above, VimpelCom wanted to minimize to the extent possible 

CCG0025843, WF DC, Tab 68. For Mr. Glassman's incredible explanation of why this email confirmed 
to him that there was "no reason" to think that there were not "going to be further discussions about 
concessions", see Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 486:12-504:12, WF WC, Tab 26. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 131, CC, Tab 4. 
At trial, Catalyst conflated the issues of regulatory approval, on the one hand, and regulatory 
concessions on the other. As Mr. De Alba conceded in cross-examination, the fact that Catalyst's 
proposed transaction involved a change of control of WIND, and therefore required regulatory 
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the risk of regulatory approval for the sale of WIND not being obtained, and for that reason 

insisted that Catalyst not seek regulatory concessions from the Government in the Interim 

Period between the signing of a SPA and closing. Conversely, at the outset of its 

negotiations with VimpelCom, Catalyst wanted the ability to seek the regulatory concessions 

it believed were necessary in order to ensure the viability of its acquisition of WIND.85 

47. Ultimately, VimpelCom prevailed. On Friday, August 1, 2014, VimpelCom 

sent Mr. De Alba an email attaching a draft of the SPA that VimpelCom considered to be 

substantially settled.86 On Sunday, August 3, Mr. De Alba responded to VimpelCom's email 

and agreed with VimpelCom's assessment in this regard.87 Significantly, Mr. De Alba 

conceded in cross-examination that section 6.3(d) of this final version of the 

Catalyst-VimpelCom SPA expressly precluded Catalyst from, in the Interim Period between 

signing and closing, seeking regulatory concessions from the Government of Canada to 

permit the transfer or sale of WIND or its wireless spectrum to an incumbent wireless carrier 

at a future date. Indeed, Catalyst was precluded during that Interim Period from even 

developing, evaluating or analyzing any studies, plans, analysis or reports concerning the 

sale or transfer of WIND or its spectrum to an incumbent wireless carrier.88 

approval, was never a matter of controversy between VimpelCom and Catalyst. VimpelCom's first 
draft of the Share Purchase Agreement provided that closing of the transaction was conditional on the 
parties obtaining approval for the transaction from the relevant regulatory authorities. De Alba Cross, 
June 6, 2016, pp. 252:22-257:14, WF WC, Tab 14 and CCG0009527, WF DC, Tab 33. See also 
Griffin Trial Affidavit at para. 54, WF WC, Tab 31; and WFC0106564, WF DC, Tab 30. VimpelCom 
provided the same first draft Share Purchase Agreement to Catalyst, West Face, and presumably all 
other interested parties. WFC0106564 is identical to CCG0009527, WF DC, Tab 33 and a duplicate of 
WFC0075344 (not included in the WF DC). As explained above, regulatory concessions were an 
entirely different matter. 
De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 252:23-256:5, especially 255:24-256:5, WF WC, Tab 14. See also 
Trial Reasons, at para. 131, CC, Tab 4. See also De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 281:12-282:25, 
WF WC, Tab 15. 
CCG0026616 and attachment CCG0026625, WF DC, Tab 67. 
CCG0024442, WF DC, Tab 69; and De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 288:1-291:1, WF WC, Tab 16. 
CCG0026625, WF DC, Tab 67; De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 291:9-293:14 and pp. 300:3-7, WF 
WC, Tab 16. 
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(ii) When VimpelCom Raised the Prospect of a Break Fee, Catalyst Made the 
Tactical Decision to Abandon Negotiations and Walk Away 

48. After the negotiators for Catalyst and VimpelCom agreed that the SPA was 

"substantially settled" in early August 2014, VimpelCom sought approval for the proposed 

transaction from its Board of Directors and other relevant governance committees. Catalyst 

had previously been informed that the proposed transaction was subject to approval by 

VimpelCom's Board of Directors.89 Despite never having dealt with VimpelCom before, 

Mr. Glassman somehow assumed that VimpelCom's Board would act as a rubber stamp, 

and would approve whatever transaction was presented to it. His assumption, however, 

was contrary to the experience of Catalyst's own lead financial advisor, Ben Babcock of 

Morgan Stanley, and proved to be mistaken.90 

49. On the morning of August 11, 2014, VimpelCom's lead negotiator, Felix 

Saratovsky, advised Catalyst that, while there was "broad support" within VimpelCom for the 

proposed transaction with Catalyst, its Board had yet to approve the transaction. He 

advised that the VimpelCom Board wanted to seek protection for VimpelCom in the event 

that the Government did not approve the sale of WIND to Catalyst, and that VimpelCom 

viewed the amount it would cost VimpelCom to fund WIND'S operations in the Interim Period 

between signing and closing as the amount at risk.91 In order to address this risk, the 

Chairman of VimpelCom requested that Catalyst agree to pay to VimpelCom a $5 to $20 

million break fee in the event that regulatory approval was not granted within 60 days.92 

See, for example, CCG0024196, WF DC, Tab 62. 
Indeed, see Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, pp. 40:14-40:23 & 42:7-42:20, WF WC, Tab 
3. See also Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 507:20-512:7, WF WC, Tab 26; and CCG0024567, 
WF DC, Tab 74. 
CCG0027248, WF DC, Tab 75. 
Glassman Trial Affidavit, at para. 46, WF WC, Tab 20; Affidavit of Gabriel De Alba sworn May 27,2016 
("De Alba Trial Affidavit"), at para. 157, WF WC, Tab 9. See also CCG0024774, WF DC, Tab 82. 
Remarkably, even though VimpelCom's request for a break fee led directly to the demise of the 
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50. Instead of attempting to address VimpelCom's request in a constructive 

manner, Mr. Glassman became "furious" both at VimpelCom and at his own deal team and 

professional advisors. He demanded repeatedly that the WIND deal be signed immediately 

and announced publicly, or else there would be "no deal".93 On August 12, Mr. De Alba 

gave Mr. Saratovsky an ultimatum that unless VimpelCom provided a clear approach 

regarding its approval of the deal within two hours, Catalyst was going to walk away.94 On 

August 14, Mr. Glassman opined that the deal was "technically dead".95 

51. Although Mr. Glassman had given up on the proposed WIND transaction by 

August 14 at the latest, VimpelCom had not. After August 11, Mr. Saratovsky continued to 

attempt to negotiate with Catalyst in good faith. He stated expressly that he was "open to 

other ideas" concerning a mutually acceptable solution that would protect VimpelCom 

against the downside risk it perceived.96 . 

52. Catalyst, however, decided not to compromise or negotiate. It made that 

decision after receiving advice from its highly experienced external legal and financial 

advisors (Jon Levin of Faskens and Mr. Babcock of Morgan Stanley). In response to a 

proposed compromise by Mr. Saratovsky made on August 15: (i) Mr. Levin opined to 

Mr. Babcock and Mr. De Alba that: "They are out to lunch and I think we should tell them"; 

proposed transaction between VimpelCom and Catalyst in August 2014, and one of the central issues 
in this proceeding concerned the reasons for that demise, Catalyst (and its Chief Operating Officer, 
James Riley) failed or refused to disclose the existence of VimpelCom's request until shortly before 
trial. Cross-examination of James Riley held May 13, 2015, pp. 127:15-128:4 (TRAN000397), WF 
WC, Tab 61; UTS000020 at U/T 15 and 16, WF WC, Tab 62; Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 
597:4-608:11, WF WC, Tab 63. Notably, however, Mr. Glassman testified that Mr. Riley knew about 
VimpelCom's request for a break fee by the end of September 2014 at the latest. Glassman Cross, 
June 7, 2016, pp. 363:11-365:5, WF WC, Tab 22. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 128, CC, Tab 4. See also Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 522:2-533:15, 
WF WC, Tab 26; CCG0024632, WF DC, Tab 76 and CCG0024640, WF DC, Tab 78. Contrast this 
with what Catalyst says it told Industry Canada on August 11, 2014. See CCG0024726, WF DC, Tab 
79. 
CCG0027262, WF DC, Tab 80. 
CCG0028615, WF DC, Tab 81. 
See, for example, CCG0024802, WF DC, Tab 83. 

93 

94 

95 

96 
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(ii) Mr. De Alba responded: "ABSOLUTELY!"; and (iii) Mr. Babcock advised: "Tell them and 

then shut down communication. This needs to go past the exclusivity time and [the 

Chairman of VimpelCom] needs to see his alternatives and their terms...".97 

53. Mr. Glassman conceded in cross-examination that Catalyst followed the 

advice of its legal and financial advisors: in mid-August 2014, Catalyst told VimpelCom that 

the proposed break fee of $5 to $20 million was unacceptable, shut down all 

communications with VimpelCom, and allowed its period of exclusivity to expire.98 

54. In short, Catalyst made an informed tactical choice to "play hardball" with the 

Board of VimpelCom, including its Chairman. Catalyst could have accepted VimpelCom's 

request for a modest break fee of only $5 to $20 million, or at least negotiated with 

VimpelCom over this issue, it chose not to do so, however, and instead terminated 

discussions with VimpelCom and allowed its period of exclusivity to expire, thereby allowing 

VimpelCom to consider its options. That is precisely what VimpelCom did. One of those 

options was the simplified two-step sale transaction involving West Face that was 

negotiated, structured, completed, and implemented shortly thereafter. 

55. it is perhaps significant that in interlocutory proceedings prior to trial, Catalyst 

consistently maintained that its deal with VimpelCom was conditional on "the granting of 

certain regulatory concessions" to Catalyst, and that the Catalyst-VimpelCom negotiations 

collapsed because, at the eleventh hour, VimpelCom reversed course and "would not agree 

CCG0024802, WF DC, Tab 83. Alexey Reznikovich was the Chair of VimpelCom. Glassman Cross, 
June 7, 2016, pp. 542:12-543:11, WF WC, Tab 27. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 540:25-544:4, WF WC, Tab 27; Glassman Trial Affidavit, at para. 
46, WF WC, Tab 20. 
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to the conditions Catalyst sought"99 Catalyst alleged that VimpelCom only refused to agree 

to a condition requiring the granting of the regulatory concessions because of the New 

Investors' unsolicited August 7 Proposal, allegedly made with the benefit of Moyse's insight. 

As we now know, this description of what went wrong with the Catalyst deal was completely 

false - no draft of the Catalyst-VimpelCom share purchase agreement was conditional on 

Catalyst being granted regulatory concessions, and in fact, the final draft precluded Catalyst 

from even seeking them in the Interim Period before closing. 

56. Catalyst is a highly sophisticated investor, and was represented throughout its 

dealings with the Government of Canada and with VimpelCom by senior and experienced 

advisors. Catalyst made a cascading series of errors and miscalculations along the way, . 

and has only itself to blame for its failure to complete its proposed acquisition of WIND. 

Catalyst's efforts to blame West Face and Moyse for its failures were (and are) both 

contrived, and were doomed from the beginning. 

PART III - ISSUES, LAW AND ARGUMENT 

57. The issues raised by Catalyst's appeal are as follows: 

(a) Did the Trial Judge commit an error of law in articulating and/or applying the 

appropriate legal test for the independent tort of spoliation? 

(b) Did the Trial Judge deny Catalyst procedural fairness in determining that 

Catalyst's witnesses were not credible? 

(c) Did the Trial Judge deny Catalyst procedural fairness by making findings of 

fact on issues that the parties put directly in issue? 

Affidavit of James Riiey dated February 18, 2015, at para. 45 (CAT000066), WF WC, Tab 58; 
Supplementary Affidavit of James Riley dated May 1, 2015, at paras. 42-43 (CAT000382), WF WC, 
Tab 59. See also Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 614:21-621:3, WF WC, Tab 64. 
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(d) Did the Trial Judge make any of the palpable and overriding errors of fact 

complained of by Catalyst? 

(e) Should this Court accede to Catalyst's request and order a new trial? 

(f) Should Catalyst be given leave to appeal from the cost award made in favour 

of West Face at the conclusion of trial? If so, should that award be disturbed? 

58. For the reasons set out below, West Face respectfully submits that this Court 

should answer all of these questions in the negative. . 

A. The Applicable Standard of Review 

59. The applicable standards of appellate review are settled and uncontroversial. 

Questions of pure law are reviewed on a correctness standard, while questions of fact or 

mixed fact and law require a palpable and overriding error; that is, the appellant must show 

that the findings were clearly wrong, unreasonable, or not reasonably supported by the 

evidence.100 

60. This Court's statement concerning the importance of credibility findings in 

Waxman is particularly germane to this appeal: 

The detailed and uncompromising credibility assessments made 
by the trial judge raise a very high hurdle for the appellants on 
these appeals. At every turn in their arguments, counsel for 
the appellants are met with credibility findings squarely 
against them. They cannot escape these pervasive 
credibility assessments by attacking these findings where 
they relate to specific issues in isolation from other 
credibility findings. The trial judge's finding that from the 
outset Chester's case was spun from dishonesty and greed 

1196303 Ontario Inc. v. Glen Grove Suites Inc., 2015 ONCA 580, at para. 50 [Glen Grove], West Face 
BOA. Tab 1; Waxman v. Waxman, [2004] O.J. No. 1765 (C.A.), at paras. 292-299 [Waxman], leave to 
appeal refused, [2004] S.C.C.A. 291. West Face BOA. Tab 36; Housen v. Nikolaisen, 2002 SCO 33, at 
paras. 5, 24 & 36 [Housen], West Face BOA. Tab 19; and H.L. v. Canada (Attorney General), 2005 
SCO 25, at paras. 55, 56, 69 and 70, West Face BOA. Tab 13; See also F.H. v. McDougall, 2008 SCO 
53, at para. 72, West Face BOA. Tab 9. 
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hangs like a shroud over the appellants' submissions in this 
court.101 (emphasis added) . 

61. Catalyst does not challenge any of the legal principles on which Justice 

Newbould relied in dismissing Catalyst's claims against West Face. Catalyst's appeal 

vis-a-vis West Face focuses instead on the Trial Judge's findings of fact, and on the 

assessments of credibility he made in reaching those findings. While Catalyst argues that 

some of the findings it now complains of constituted "denials of procedural fairness", this 

self-serving characterization cannot affect the applicable standard of review.102 

62. At no point before the Trial Judge released his Reasons did Catalyst raise 

objections with the manner in which the Trial Judge conducted this proceeding.103 Catalyst's 

quarrel lies with the result, not with the process followed by the Trial Judge in reaching that 

result. The real crux of Catalyst's appeal is simply a complaint that the Trial Judge preferred 

direct evidence from witnesses of West Face over the unfounded, contradictory and 

speculative testimony of Catalyst's witnesses. The Trial Judge was fully entitled to make 

that choice, and Catalyst should not be permitted to reargue on appeal the same case it 

presented unsuccessfully at trial. 

63. Reinforcing the deference that is properly owed to the findings of the Trial 

Judge is the fact that he presided at trial in his capacity as the Senior Justice of the 

Commercial List. As this Court has held, the expertise of this group of specialist judges is 

particularly deserving of deference on appeal in commercial cases of this nature.104 

Waxman, at para. 277. See also paras. 275-276,283,292-299 and 359-360, West Face BOA. Tab 36. 
Chesebrough v. IWilson, [2002] 0 J. No. 4299 (C.A.), at para. 5, West Face BOA. Tab 7. 
This alone is arguably determinative of these issues on appeal. See Harris v. Leikin Group Inc., 2014 
ONCA 479, at paras. 47-56 [HarrisJ, West Face BOA. Tab 16. 
See Western Larch Ltd. v. Di Poce Management Ltd., 2013 ONCA 722, at paras. 15-16, leave to 
appeal refused, [2014] S.C.C.A. No. 32, West Face BOA. Tab 37; BNY Capital Corp. v. Katotakis, 
[2005] O.J. No. 623 (C.A.), at para. 8, West Face BOA. Tab 4; and BTR Global Opportunity Trading 
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B. First Issue: The Trial Judge Properly Determined and Applied the Proper Legal 
Test for Spoliation 

64. West Face adopts and relies upon the submissions of Moyse on this issue.105 

C. Second Issue: The Trial Judge's Unfavourable Findings of Credibility Against 
Catalyst's Witnesses are Simply that - Findings - and Do Not Constitute 
"Denials of Procedural Fairness" 

(i) The "Different Standards of Scrutiny" Argument is Without Merit; and 
Inappiicabie in the Civil Context 

65. Catalyst argues that Justice Newbould deprived Catalyst of procedural 

fairness by allegedly applying "different standards of scrutiny to the evidence of Catalyst, 

Moyse and West Face".106 As the cases relied upon by Catalyst clearly demonstrate, this 

ground of appeal is inapplicable outside of criminal cases (or factually similar "disciplinary" 

proceedings), where the pivotal evidence concerning the guilt of the accused is the 

contradictory testimony of the accused and the complainant.107 The constitutional 

protections afforded criminal defendants have no application in the civil context. 

66. In any event, as described below, the Trial Judge did not apply different 

standards of scrutiny to the evidence of witnesses called by different parties. Instead, he 

simply found West Face's witnesses and Moyse to be credible, and Catalyst's witnesses to 

lack credibility. Making determinations of that nature is the quintessential role of trial judges, 

who have the distinct advantage of being able to directly evaluate the witnesses, to assess 

their demeanour, and to consider their evidence in light of the evidence of other witnesses, 

the contemporaneous documents, and in the relevant context. As this Court noted in 

Waxman, trial judges see and appreciate the whole of the narrative in a complex story of this 

Ltd. v. RBC Dexia Investor Services Trust, 2011 ONCA 518, at para. 3, leave to appeal filed (with no 
further record), [2011] S.C.C.A. No. 382, West Face BOA. Tab S. 
Moyse's Appeal Factum, at paras. 75-109. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 111. 
R. v. Phan, 2013 ONCA 787, at para. 32 [Phan], West Face BOA. Tab 30, citing R. v. Howe, 2005 
CarswellOnt 44 (C.A.), at para. 59 [Howe], West Face BOA. Tab 27. 

1D5 
106 
107 



nature in a way that an error-correcting appellate court cannot108 In the case at bar, the 

credibility assessments of the Trial Judge were entirely justified. As in Waxman, Catalysts' 

witnesses' lack of credibility "hangs like a shroud" over its entire appeal.109 

(ii) The "Different Standards of Scrutiny" Argument is a "Difficult" Test for 
an Appellant to Meet 

67. Even if the "different standards of scrutiny" argument could be transplanted 

from a criminal setting into the civil context, this Court has stated repeatedly that this 

argument should be looked upon with a high degree of skepticism. It is, in essence, a thinly 

veiled attempt to lure appellate courts into overturning credibility findings of trial judges.110 

68. In R v. Howe, this Court warned that this type of argument is unlikely to 

succeed, because it involves the application of an extraordinarily difficult test: 

This is a difficult argument to make successfully. It is not 
enough to show that a different trial judge could have reached a 
different credibility assessment, or that the trial judge failed to 
say something that he could have said in assessing the 
respective credibility of the complainant and the accused, 
or that he failed to expressly set out legal principles relevant to 
that credibility assessment.111 (emphasis added) 

(iii) The Trial Judge Did Not Make "Assumptions" About Credibility - He 
Made Findings That Were Grounded Firmly In the Evidence 

69. There is no substance to Catalyst's complaint that in assessing credibility the 

Trial Judge made "presumptions" or "assumptions" in favour of Moyse or West Face, and 

Waxman, at para. 294, West Face BOA. Tab 36 ("In a case as lengthy and factually complex as this 
case, appellate judges are very much like the blind men in the parable of the blind men and the 
elephant. Counsel invite the court to carefully examine isolated parts of the evidence, but the court 
cannot possibly see and comprehend the whole of the narrative. Like the inapt comparisons to the 
whole of the elephant made by the blind men who felt only one small part of the beast, appellate 
fact-finding is not likely to reflect an accurate appreciation of the entirety of the narrative. This case 
demonstrates that the 'palpable and overriding1 standard of review is a realistic reflection of the 
limitations and pitfalls inherent in appellate fact-finding"). 
Waxman, at para. 277, West Face BOA. Tab 36. 
R. v. Aird, 2013 ONCA 447 (C.A.), at para. 39, West Face BOA. Tab 25, citing Howe, at para. 59, West 
Face BOA. Tab 27. See also R. v. Maclsaac, 2015 ONCA 587 (C.A), West Face BOA. Tab 29. 
Howe, at para. 59. West Face BOA. Tab 27. 
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against Catalyst.112 The only "evidence" Catalyst relies on to support this masked allegation 

of bias113 are passages from the Costs Endorsement (not the Trial Reasons) of the Trial 

Judge in which he explained his reasons for awarding substantial indemnity costs in favour 

of West Face.114 That Endorsement was issued long after the Trial Judge had already 

delivered his Reasons explaining in detail his dismissal of Catalyst's claims. Catalyst has 

identified no evidence to demonstrate that the Trial Judge predetermined the credibility of 

any witness called at trial. None of the examples cited by Catalyst demonstrate that the Trial 

Judge "viewed the Catalyst witnesses, and specifically Mr. Glassman, as aggressive and 

unlikely to be truthful" in advance of trial, or that he somehow "assumed" that Moyse and the 

West Face witnesses would tell the truth.115 Rather, after a full and fair trial, the Trial Judge 

determined that Messrs. Glassman, De Alba and Riley were not credible on contested 

issues, and that West Face's witnesses and Moyse had told the truth.116 As explained 

below, he relied properly on the various findings that resulted from his assessments of 

credibility in dismissing Catalyst's claims against West Face, and in awarding costs to West 

Face on an elevated scale. 

70. The transcripts of the cross-examinations of Messrs. Glassman, De Alba and 

Riley are instructive. They demonstrate that: (i) Mr,; Glassman was argumentative and 

evasive, and gave evidence that was flatly inconsistent both with his own Affidavit and with 

numerous contemporaneous documents, including his own emails. He was aggressive, 

See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 114-117. 
See the Cost Submissions of West Face, at paras. 24 and 86, regarding Catalyst's public statement 
attributing the result at trial to "severe indications of possible bias" by Justice Newbould. See also the 
article titled: "Catalyst Capital Group Inc to appeal after judge dismisses Wind Mobile lawsuit" by the 
Financial Post, dated August 19, 2016, WF DC, Tab 93. 
Note that footnotes 84 and 85 of Catalyst's Appeal Factum incorrectly cite the block quotations in 
paragraphs 115 and 116 of Catalyst's Appeal Factum to the Trial Reasons. To he clear, these block 
quotations are not from the Trial Reasons, but instead from the Costs Endorsement, which followed 
almost two months later (CC, Tab 6). 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 117. 
See also Waxman, at para. 283, West Face BOA. Tab 36. 
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sarcastic, and confrontational, and had to be reminded by the Trial Judge on numerous 

occasions of his duties as a witness;117 (ii) Mr; De Alba's evidence was also unsatisfactory, 

and was inconsistent with his evidence at discovery, with a number of contemporaneous 

documents, and with the evidence of other witnesses (including Moyse);118 and (iii) Mr. Riley 

swore five Affidavits in respect of interlocutory motions prior to trial, which were re-filed by 

Catalyst as his evidence at trial. Regrettably, those five Affidavits were replete with 

misstatements and inaccuracies. Moreover, Mr. Riley gave incorrect evidence during 

cross-examinations prior to trial on matters of central importance in this proceeding, 

including evidence regarding VimpelCom's request for a break fee, which was one of the 

central reasons why Catalyst's efforts to acquire WIND failed in August 2014.119 

(iv) Justice Newbould Did Not "Discount" Catalyst's Affidavit Evidence 
Because it Was Repetitive 

71. There is no merit whatsoever to Catalyst's argument that the Trial Judge 

somehow treated the repetition of evidence in the parties' Trial Affidavits differently.120 

72. This argument is based on the misreading by Catalyst of an innocuous remark 

made by the Trial Judge in paragraph 10 of his Reasons concerning the fact that, in "hybrid 

trials" of this nature, where the evidence-in-chief of witnesses is given by way of affidavits, 

evidence is sometimes repeated by more than one witness. The Trial Judge never 

suggested that Catalyst's evidence lacked credibility because it was repetitive. Rather, he 

See, for example, Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 356:8-357:21; 368:19-369:13; 376:22-383:5; 
383:6-386:17; 408:9-409:15; 412:17-416:19; 416:24-418:5; 439:12-440:15; 461:12-463:24; 
472:24-476:19; 486:12-495:20; 498:5-504:12; 504:19-507:5; 512:8-522:1; & 522:2-524:9, WF WC, 
Tabs 22,23, 25 and 26. See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 10,11,37, 38,43, 45,46,48,49 footnote 3, 
50, and 51, CC, Tab 4. 
See, for example, De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 238:18-243:17, 278:1-279:25, 291:9-293:14, WF 
WC, Tabs 14,15 and 13. See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 10,12, 37, 38, 41,43, 48, 49 footnote 3, 
and 50, CC, Tab 4. • 
Riley Cross, May 13, 2015, pp. 127:15-128:4 (TRAN000397), WF WC, Tab 61; UTS000020 at U/T15 
and 16, WF WC, Tab 62; Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 598:20-608:11, WF WC, Tab 63. See also 
Trial Reasons, at para. 13, CC Tab 4. 
See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 122. 
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found independently that Catalyst's (repetitive) evidence "was an overstatement of what 

occurred", and went on to explain why.121 

73. In paragraphs 42 to 45 of his Reasons, the Trial Judge explained precisely 

why he did not believe the self-serving evidence of Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba that 

Moyse had "led" the creation of the March 27 Presentation, and why he preferred the 

evidence of Moyse in respect of this issue. Among other things, the evidence of 

Messrs. Glassman and De Alba was inconsistent not only with the evidence of Moyse, but 

also with the evidence of their Partner, Mr. Riley, who deposed that Moyse "helped create" 

(rather than "led the preparation of1) the March 27 Presentation. Ultimately, having 

considered the conflicting evidence concerning this matter, including the evidence of Moyse, 

the Trial Judge held that Mr. Riley's evidence concerning this issue was "much closer to the 

truth". He was fully entitled to make that finding.122 

(v) The Trial Judge Quite Properly Found Catalyst's Principal Witnesses -
Messrs. Glassman and De Alba - To Be Not Credible 

74. Catalyst also argues that the Trial Judge erred by "discount[ing] Catalyst's 

evidence for inconsistency",123 (while "excusing" supposed inconsistencies in the evidence 

of West Face's witnesses and Moyse). There is no substance to this contention. As noted 

by Catalyst, the Trial Judge identified in his Reasons numerous examples of "contradictions 

or refusals to concede a point in cross-examination by Mr. Glassman", and further examples 

where Mr. De Alba "overstated matters and refused to concede points that he should 

121 Trial Reasons, at para. 10, CC, Tab 4. 
122 Trial Reasons, at paras. 42-45, CC, Tab 4. See also Moyse Trial Affidavit, at paras. 39-52, WF WC, 

Tab 51; Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, pp. 1415:21-1420:22, WF WC, Tab 53;. Moyse Cross, June 13, 
2016, pp. 1543:12-1553:21, WF WC, Tab 54; De Alba Trial Affidavit, at paras. 58, 61, & 62, WF WC, 
Tab S; De Alba Chief, June 6, 2016, pp. 150:8-151:18, WF WC, Tab 10; De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, 
pp. 215:6-221:24, WF WC, Tab 13; Glassman Trial Affidavit, at paras. 16, 18, WF WC, Tab 20; 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 365:6-18, WF WC, Tab 22; and Supplementary Affidavit of James 
Riley sworn May 1, 2015 (CCG0028720), at para. 42, WF WC, Tab 58. 

123 Catalyst's Appeal Factum, subheading B(iii). 
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have".124 Catalyst now seeks to re-argue, before this Court, the significance of each of 

these specific examples. This is precisely the approach that this Court criticized and 

rejected in Wax man.125 

(a) Mr. Glassman's Refusal to Concede that Catalyst Misled the 
Government in its March 27 Presentation 

75. In its March 27 Presentation, Catalyst represented to the Government that, as 

of the date of that Presentation, Catalyst was engaged in "advanced negotiations" with 

VimpeiCom.126 The Trial Judge assessed carefully the contemporaneous evidence 

concerning Catalyst's discussions and interactions with VimpeiCom and held properly that 

this statement was "surely misleading".127 Remarkably, Catalyst now argues that the Trial 

Judge erred in making this finding because Mr. Glassman's "subjective opinion" was that 

Catalyst was in "advanced negotiations" with VimpeiCom, and that "there was no evidence 

to contradict Mr. Glassman's subjective opinion...".128 

76. Catalyst's reliance on Mr. Glassman's "subjective opinion" is entirely 

misplaced. If Mr. Glassman honestly believed something that was objectively untrue, that 

fact alone would seriously undermine his judgment and credibility.129 What matters, and 

what the Trial Judge properly focussed on, are the objective facts. Those facts established 

that - whatever his subjective opinion - Mr. Glassman had no proper basis to represent to 

Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 124 & 132. 
Waxman, at paras. 275-277, West Face BOA. Tab 36. 
CCG0011565, WF DC, Tab 17. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 11(b), CC, Tab 4. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 125 (emphasis in original). 
It has long been a principle of Canadian law that assessments of credibility do not depend solely upon 
the witness's honesty or desire to tell the truth - one's credibility also depends on his or her capacity to 
accurately observe and report the objective facts. See, for example, Wallace v. Davis, [1926] O.J. No. 
212 (Sup. Ct. (H. Ct. Div.)), West Face BOA. Tab 35; Mandeville v. Manufacturers Life Insurance Co., 
2012 ONSC 4316, at para. 8 (S.C.J.), atfd 2014 ONCA417, West Face BOA. Tab 22; Husky Injection 
Molding Systems Ltd. v. Schad, 2016 ONSC 2297 (Commercial List), at paras. 34-39, West Face 
BOA. Tab 20; and Alan Mewett & Peter Sankoff, Witnesses, looseleaf (Toronto: Thomson Reuters 
Canada, 2017), p. 11-2, West Face BOA. Tab 31. 
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the Government that, as of March 27,2014, Catalyst was engaged in advanced negotiations 

with VimpelCom. 

77. In paragraph 11 of his Reasons, the Trial Judge surveyed the 

contemporaneous evidence and concluded that it was flatly inconsistent with 

Mr. Glassman's claimed "opinion." More particularly, as at March 27, 2014, Catalyst: (i) "had 

not yet retained its financial advisor"; (ii) "had by then had no access to the WIND data 

room"; (iii) "had not yet retained a technical expert"; and (iv) had not exchanged even a 

single draft of a Share Purchase Agreement with VimpelCom. Indeed, each of those 

occurrences happened many weeks later, in May 2014.130 

78. In short, Mr. Glassman's purported "subjective opinion" was neither 

"reasonable" nor "defensible".131 The evidence Catalyst relies upon in respect of this issue 

only undermines its argument, by reinforcing how preliminary Catalyst's discussions with 

VimpelCom actually were as at March 27. All Catalyst had at that stage was a non-binding 

letter of intent, a few sporadic communications with VimpelCom or its financial advisor, and 

a confidentiality agreement that had just been executed on March 22, five days before the 

March 27 Presentation.132 

Trial Reasons, at paras. 11(b) & 76 footnote 5, CC, Tab 4. See also Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, 
pp. 371:3-377:10 and pp. 395:6-396:21, WF WC, Tab 22; De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 
245:15-250:23, especially p. 246:16-18, WF WC, Tab 14; CCG0018051, WF DC, Tab 37; 
CCG0009547, WF DC, Tab 40; West Face Read-In Brief at Tab A, De Alba Examination for Discovery, 
May 11, 2016 (WFC0111936) pp. 65:25-67:1, WF WC, Tab 70. See also CCG0009525 and 
attachment CCG0009527, WF DC, Tab 33. Note that Mr. Glassman refused to agree with this 
evidence (nor the integrity of Catalyst's own document production). See Glassman Cross, June 7, 

. 2016, at pp. 376:32-383:5, WF WC, Tab 22. 
Indeed, later in the Trial Reasons Justice Newbould noted the additional facts that, as at March 27: 
(i) Catalyst had had no negotiations with VimpelCom, having only delivered an executed confidentiality 
agreement to VimpelCom on March 21 (which was less than a week earlier); and (ii) VimpelCom had 
not yet communicated its $300 million asking price to Catalyst (which only happened in May). See 
Trial Reasons, at para. 76 footnote 5, CC, Tab 4. 
CCGO023893 and attachment CCG0023894, WF DC, Tab 14. 
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(b) Mr. Glassman's Alleged Subjective Impression that the Government was 
"Softening" its Position Towards Granting Catalyst the Regulatory 
Concessions it Had Sought 

79. In a similar vein, Catalyst argues that no evidence was led at trial to contradict 

Mr. Glassman's alleged "subjective impression" that the Government of Canada was 

somehow "softening" its refusal to grant to Catalyst the regulatory concessions it had sought 

as a pre-condition to completing its proposed acquisition of WIND. The basis of Mr. 

Glassman's supposed belief was his reading of the "body language" allegedly exhibited by 

Government officials during the two meetings Mr. Glassman attended on March 27 and May 

12, 2014.133 Again, there is no substance whatsoever to Catalyst's complaint. 

80. The Trial Judge was properly skeptical of the self-serving and entirely 

subjective belief Mr. Glassman claimed at trial to have held in 2014 concerning the 

"softening" of the Government's position, given that: (i) there was not a single 

contemporaneous document confirming or corroborating his claim, which defied common 

sense; and (ii) numerous contemporaneous documents of Catalyst and its government 

relations advisor (Mr. Drysdale) told exactly the opposite story. They demonstrated beyond 

peradventure that the Government's resistance to Catalyst's requests for regulatory 

concessions was steadfast, unwavering, and if anything, strengthened over time. 

81. In the circumstances, the Trial Judge was entirely justified in placing no 

reliance on the subjective beliefs that Mr. Glassman now claims to have had at the time. Our 

courts have treated evidence of this nature with considerable suspicion for many years, 

Catalyst's Appeal Factum at paras. 128-130. 
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because it is inherently self-serving and unreliable, and "open[s] wide a doorway to fraud 

and deception".134 

(c) Mr. Glassman's Argumentative Parsing of the Word "Crucial" 

82. Catalyst takes issue with the Trial Judge's reference to Mr. Glassman's 

resistance in cross-examination to the use of the word "crucial" in describing Catalyst's need 

to obtain regulatory concessions before it would complete its proposed acquisition of 

WIND.135 Contrary to Catalyst's argument, at no point did the Trial Judge "fault" 

Mr. Glassman "for not memorizing every word" in his Trial Affidavit Rather, the Trial Judge 

was properly critical of Mr. Glassman's refusal to concede fairly and in a straightforward 

manner that the key regulatory concession Catalyst had sought from the Government of 

Canada - granting Catalyst the unrestricted right to sell WIND'S spectrum to an incumbent 

wireless carrier after five years - was, indeed, "crucial" to Catalyst, even after counsel to 

West Face reminded Mr. Glassman in cross-examination that he had used that very term in 

his Trial Affidavit in describing the importance of this concession.136 

(d) Mr. De Alba Overstated Moyse's Importance 

83. Finally, Catalyst takes issue with the Trial Judge's assessment of the credibility 

of Mr. De Alba. In particular, Catalyst argues that the Trial Judge erred in finding that Mr. De 

Alba overstated Moyse's importance to the Catalyst WIND deal team. Catalyst asserts that 

"there was no question" that Moyse was an important part of that team, and that Mr. De 

Alba's evidence in this regard was "uncontroverted".137 None of this is true. In reality, 

Moyse's importance to the WIND team was very much disputed by Moyse himself, who gave 

Law-Woman Management Corp. v. Peel, [1991] O.J. No. 338 (Gen. Div.) at paras. 90-95, West Face 
BOA. Tab 21. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum at para. 131. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 412:17-416:19, especially 415:1-416:19, WF WC, Tab 23. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 133. 

134 

135 

136 

137 
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detailed evidence at trial concerning the role that he played and did not play at Catalyst. 

Mr. De Alba's evidence in this regard was seriously undermined in cross-examination and 

inconsistent with contemporaneous documents, as well as with the evidence of other 

witnesses. West Face adopts and relies upon the submissions of Moyse on this issue.138 

(vi) The Trial Judge Did Not "Excuse Similar Problems" with West Face's 
Evidence - Wesf Face's Evidence Simply Did Not Suffer From the Same 
Frailties as the Evidence of Catalyst 

84. Catalyst claims on appeal that, although the Trial Judge criticized the evidence 

of Catalyst, he "excused" "similar problems" with West Face's evidence. That claim is also 

seriously misplaced. Indeed, the only example offered of an alleged "inconsistency" in West 

Face's evidence concerns Mr. Griffin's testimony about an investment memo he assisted in 

preparing dated September 10, 2014. The memo noted that, if WIND failed "and there 

[were] no other buyer options", the Government could not logically continue to block a sale of 

WIND to an incumbent. 

85. As the Trial Judge properly held, this statement was entirely consistent with 

Mr. Griffin's evidence at trial. The hypothetical scenario addressed in the investment memo 

would only have arisen in a "worst case" scenario that never arose, and involved an 

"educated guess" by West Face concerning the position the Government might take if it had 

no options whatsoever other than to authorize the sale of WIND to an incumbent carrier. 

Unlike Catalyst, West Face's strategy never included seeking a regulatory concession 

138 Moyse's Appeal Factum, at paras. 12-29 & 117-120. Ironically, Catalyst concedes in its Appeal 
Factum that Moyse's "relative importance" on the Catalyst WIND deal team can be the subject of 
debate. See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 170. 
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before closing the acquisition of WIND that would give it the right to sell WIND to an 

incumbent, because West Face was confident that WIND would not fail (and it never did).139 

(vii) Conclusion 

86. In sum, the Trial Judge's assessments of the credibility of the various 

witnesses that testified were entirely fair and appropriate.140 They were based upon the 

demeanour of the witnesses and the substance of their evidence. Assessing the credibility 

of witnesses is one of the core functions of a trial judge. Those assessments deserve 

considerable deference on appeal. There is simply no proper basis upon which this Court 

can or should interfere with the findings of the Trial Judge complained of by Catalyst. 

D. Third Issue: The Trial Judge's Factual Findings Concerning VimpelCom Were 
Not Unnecessary or Unfair - They Were Directly Relevant to Catalyst's Claims 

87. Catalyst raises three arguments in support of its claim that the Trial Judge 

made findings that were unnecessary and unfair: ' 

(a) First, that the Trial Judge allegedly "barred" Catalyst from amending its 

Statement of Claim to assert a claim that West Face induced VimpelCom to 

breach its exclusivity agreement with Catalyst;141 

(b) Second, that Catalyst was allegedly prevented by the Trial Judge from leading 

evidence in support of this claim of inducing breach;142 and 

See, variously, Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 46-53, WF WC, Tab 31; WFC0106480, WF DC, Tab 42; 
WFC0109480, WF DC, Tab 12; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 733:13-745:12, WF WC, Tab 34; 
WFC0109450, WF DC, Tab 61; Leitner Chief, June 9, 2016, pp. 868:21-872:21 & 879:14-880:7, WF 
WC, Tab 43; and Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 914:11-915:25, WF WC, Tab 46. 
in fact, counsel for Catalyst explicitly invited the Trial Judge to make these very assessments of 
credibility in his Opening Statement at trial. See Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, p. 
47:1-11, WFWC, Tab 4. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 148-150. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 151-153. 
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(c) Third, that the Trial Judge's findings concerning West Face's communications 

with VimpelCom during its period of exclusivity with Catalyst were 

"unnecessary" and "unfair", in that they were allegedly made in a "factual 

vacuum" on the Trial Judge's own initiative.143 

88. None of these arguments has merit. They are based on a clear distortion of 

what transpired both before and during the course of trial. 

89. All of the Trial Judge's disputed findings relate to VimpelCom's negotiations 

with Catalyst during the period from July 23 to August 18, 2014, when Catalyst enjoyed 

exclusivity with VimpelCom. These findings were directly relevant to the issue of whether 

Catalyst adduced sufficient evidence at trial to establish that West Face caused Catalyst to 

suffer the loss it asserted in its claim. Contrary to Catalyst's allegations on appeal, Catalyst 

was most assuredly not prevented by the Trial Judge from amending its Statement of Claim 

in this proceeding to assert claims of inducing breach. Nor was Catalyst prevented at trial 

from leading evidence concerning this issue—and in fact, Catalyst did so. 

(i) The Trial Judge Did Not Prohibit Catalyst from Amending its Statement 
of Claim in this Proceeding 

90. In December 2015, Mid-Bowline (the entity through which the Consortium held 

their equity interests in WIND) commenced an application for approval of a Plan of 

Arrangement pursuant to which the shares of Mid-Bowline were to be sold to Shaw (the 

"Plan of Arrangement Application").144 A term of the Plan was that any existing claims on 

the shares of WIND were eliminated so that Shaw could obtain clear title. The proposed 

3q!@ Qf WJND to Shaw proceeded by way of Plan of Arrangement because Catalyst had 

Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 154-158. 
WFC0075682, WF DC, Tab 88. 
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asserted in this case a constructive trust over the indirect interest of West Face in WIND.145 

The Plan of Arrangement Application was a separate proceeding involving different parties 

and different issues. It proceeded to a hearing before Justice Newbould on January 25, 

2016. 

91. Catalyst opposed the approval of the Plan of Arrangement on various bases. 

One basis, raised by Catalyst for the first time on the day of the hearing, was Catalyst's 

revelation that it intended to launch a claim against West Face and potentially other parties 

for inducing a breach of Catalyst's exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom (based on the 

August 7 Proposal).146 Catalyst argued that the approval of the Plan of Arrangement would 

pre-empt its right to proceed with its proposed but unasserted claim for inducing breach. . 

92. Justice Newbould delivered his Reasons in the Plan of Arrangement 

Application the next day, on January 26,2016 (the "Plan of Arrangement Reasons").147 In 

the Plan of Arrangement Reasons, Justice Newbould held that Catalyst had known the facts 

necessary to assert its proposed inducing breach claim since at least as early as March 

2015, but had chosen not to do so.148 He further concluded that Catalyst had not acted in 

good faith, but rather had chosen to "lie in the weeds until the hearing of the [Plan of 

Arrangement Application]", and only then "springing a new theory at the last moment".149 

93. Nevertheless, Justice Newbould was extremely fair to Catalyst. Despite 

holding that the proposed Plan of Arrangement was "fair and reasonable" - and noting that 

145 Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 4, WF WC, Tab 31. As Justice Newbould noted in the Plan of 
Arrangement Reasons, "The only reason that this transaction [proceeded] by way of plan of 
arrangement [was] to provide Shaw with clear title to the shares of WIND". See Re Mid-Bowline Group 
Corp., 2016 ONSC 669 at para. 6, Catalyst BOA. Tab 22 [Plan of Arrangement Reasons, CC Tab 7]. 

146 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, at paras. 51-52, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. 
147 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. 
148 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, at para. 53, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. See also West Face 

Read-In Brief at Tab A, De Alba Examination for Discovery, May 11, 2016 (WFC0111936) pp. 
187:25-192:15, WF WC, Tab 72. 

149 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, at paras. 51-61, especially para. 59, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. 
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Catalyst had failed to file any meaningful evidence on the Plan of Arrangement Application 

or to cross-examine any of Mid-Bowline's witnesses on their Affidavits filed in support of the 

Application - Justice Newbould gave Catalyst "one last chance to call evidence" in the Plan 

of Arrangement Application before deciding whether to approve the proposed Plan.150 

94. In an attempt to accommodate Catalyst - while balancing the rights of 

Mid-Bowline, the Consortium, and Shaw to proceed expeditiously with their Plan of 

Arrangement Application in respect of a pending $1.6 billion transaction - Justice Newbould 

ordered an expedited trial of an issue in the Plan of Arrangement Application. The sole issue 

on this trial was to be resolving the specific issue of "whether Catalyst has a right to a 

constructive trust" over West Face's indirect interest in WIND. The expedited trial of an 

issue in the Plan of Arrangement Application was scheduled to be heard from February 22 to 

26, 2016.151 Justice Newbould also held that, given how Catalyst had belatedly raised the 

prospect of asserting an inducing breach claim against West Face, that claim would not be 

addressed as part of the expedited trial of an issue. In short, Justice Newbould only 

prohibited Catalyst from raising its unasserted inducing breach claim in contesting the 

Court's approval of the proposed Plan of Arrangement. He made no such Order or Direction 

limiting in any way the claims that Catalyst could pursue at trial in Catalyst's separate action 

against Moyse and West Face. Nor was he asked to do so at any time. 

95. Shortly after Justice Newbould released his Plan of Arrangement Reasons,152 

Catalyst withdrew its claim for a constructive trust over West Face's interest in WIND. As a 

result, the expedited trial of an issue in the Plan of Arrangement Application was no longer 

needed, and did not proceed, instead, the proposed Plan of Arrangement was approved (on 

150 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, at para. 46, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. 
151 Plan of Arrangement Reasons, at para. 50, CC Tab 7; Catalyst BOA. Tab 22. 
152 This was before the Court had issued a formal order reflecting those Reasons. 
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consent) by Justice Newbould several days later, and was implemented immediately 

thereafter. Shaw has owned and operated WIND since March 2016. 

96. Significantly, Catalyst did amend its Claim in this proceeding after the Plan of 

Arrangement Application was resolved.153 In doing so, however, Catalyst made the tactical 

choice not to add the inducing breach claim, which it now incorrectly maintains it was 

prevented from asserting. In reality, as the facts, circumstances and discovery evidence of 

Mr. De Alba made clear, no such amendment was proposed or pursued by Catalyst.154 Nor 

was such an amendment objected to by West Face or denied by the Trial Judge in the case 

at bar. 

(ii) Catalyst Was Allowed to And Did Lead Evidence at Trial Concerning the 
Inducing Breach Issue 

97. Even though Catalyst did not amend its Statement of Claim in this proceeding 

to assert a claim of inducing breach against West Face, it clearly pursued evidence relevant 

to whether West Face and/or the New Investors were in communication with VimpelCom 

and/or UBS during Catalyst's exclusivity period. Indeed, significant portions of Catalyst's 

cross-examinations of Mr. Burt, Mr. Leitner, and Mr. Griffin involved attempts to elicit 

evidence to support Catalyst's positions at trial that: (i) in making the August 7 Proposal, the 

New Investors intended to induce VimpelCom to breach its exclusivity obligations to 

Catalyst; and (ii) VimpelCom engaged the New Investors in substantive negotiations during 

Catalyst's period of exclusivity.155 

153 Amended Amended Amended Statement of Claim, CC Tab 8. 
154 West Face Read-In Brief at Tab A, De Alba Examination for Discovery, May 11, 2016 (WFC0111936) 

pp. 135:2-136:16 and 187:25-192:15, WF WC, Tab 71 and 72. West Face Read-In Brief at Tab B, 
Revised Undertakings, Under Advisements and Refusals Chart of the De Alba Examination for 
Discovery held May 11, 2016 (CCG0028722) at U/Ts 34 and 48, WF WC, Tab 73. 

155 See, for example, Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 855:22-861:24, especially p. 857:11-17, WF WC, Tab 
8; Leitner Cross, June 9,2016, pp. 920:25-933-8, WF WC, Tab 46; and Griffin Cross, June 9,2016, pp. 
1031:7-1042:24, WF WC, Tab 38. 
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98. During Mr. Griffin's cross-examination (after counsel for Catalyst had already 

cross-examined Messrs. Burt and Leitner on these issues), West Face's counsel finally 

objected to these types of questions on the basis that they were not relevant to the 

allegations Catalyst had chosen to plead.156 After counsel explained their respective 

positions concerning West Face's objection, the Trial Judge asked Catalyst's counsel 

whether he was finished with this line of questioning, and counsel for Catalyst answered that 

he was.157 The Trial Judge did not rule on West Face's objection. Instead, he took it under 

advisement.158 Counsel for Catalyst then continued asking questions of Mr. Griffin along the 

same lines for another 50 pages of the trial transcript.159 In sum, Catalyst was not precluded 

from adducing evidence concerning West Face's communications with VimpelCom during 

its exclusivity period. Instead, Catalyst was given ample opportunity to attempt to 

substantiate its unpleaded allegations of inducing breach. 

(Hi) The Findings of the Trial Judge Concerning West Face's 
Communications with VimpelCom Were Made at the Request of Both 
West Face and Catalyst and Were Not Made in a "Factual Vacuum" 

99. Notwithstanding the procedural history set out above, Catalyst attacks as 

improper two findings made by the Trial Judge: 

(a) First his finding that VimpelCom had no substantive communications with the 

New Investors during Catalyst's period of exclusivity; and 

Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 1042:25- 1049:22, WF WC, Tab 38. 
Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 1042:25-1054:22, especially pp. 1053:4-1054:22, WF WC, Tab 38. 
Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, p. 1054:12-16, WF WC, Tab 38. 
Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 1054:23-1081:21, WF WC, Tab 38; Griffin Cross, June 10, 2016, pp. 
1090:7-1112:21, WF WC, Tab 39. 
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(b) Second, his finding that there was no evidence that the August 7 Proposal 

offered by the New Investors "was even looked at by the board of VimpelCom 

during the period of exclusivity with Catalyst".160 

100. Each of these findings was supported by the evidence, as well as by the 

absence of evidence led by Catalyst at trial.161 Indeed, Catalyst does not contend that either 

finding was made in error, let alone that any such errors were palpable and overriding. 

Catalyst simply contends, without justification, that these findings were "unnecessary" and 

"unfair". 

101. Contrary to Catalyst's assertions, both of these findings were directly relevant 

to the key causation question the Trial Judge was required to determine. To make out a 

claim for breach of confidence, Catalyst needed to establish that West Face caused Catalyst 

harm by submitting offers to VimpelCom that were allegedly tainted by Moyse's breach of 

confidence, if the New Investors' unsolicited August 7 Proposal had nothing to do with 

Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND during its period of exclusivity, Catalyst could not make 

out its claim. This, in turn, gave rise to the central issue of why Catalyst failed in its efforts to 

acquire WIND. This is why West Face expressly requested that the Trial Judge make the 

findings in question in its written Closing Submissions, and why Catalyst invited the Trial 

Judge to make very different findings.162 In fact, West Face put Catalyst squarely on notice 

Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 154(a) and (b). See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 105 & 127, CC, 
Tab 4. 
There was, in fact, no evidence that the August 7 Proposal was reviewed or even seen by 
VimpelCom's Board during Catalyst's exclusivity period. De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 
305:25-307:11, WF WC, Tab 16. Notably, at several points Catalyst asked the Trial Judge to make 
inferences from the absence of evidence. See, for example, Catalyst's Written Closing Submissions, 
at paras. 139 & 253, WF DC, Tab 91. 
West Face's Written Closing Submissions, at paras. 236; 400-402, WF DC, Tab 92. Catalyst's Written 
Closing Submissions, at para. 330, WF DC, Tab 91. 
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(during Mr. De Alba's examination for discovery on May 11, 2016) that West Face would be 

seeking findings at trial concerning these very issues.163 

102. In light of the above, Catalyst's complaints that it was "unnecessary" and 

"unfair" for the Trial Judge to make findings concerning these issues because these findings 

"were not relevant" are simply incorrect.164 Catalyst had the onus of proving its case, which 

hinged on proving that West Face caused Catalyst's alleged loss. This case was pending for 

two years before it reached trial. Catalyst could have adduced evidence from VimpelCom at 

trial, but made the tactical choice not to do so. That decision cannot now be laid at the feet of 

West Face, or be used as the launching pad for unwarranted criticisms of the Trial Judge.165 

E. Fourth Issue: The Trial Judge Made no Palpable and Overriding Errors of Fact 

(i) Introduction 

103. Catalyst alleges that the Trial Judge made three palpable and overriding 

factual errors. Ironically, the first of Catalyst's attacks concerns a phantom finding that the 

Trial Judge did not make. The second and third findings were not errors at all, let alone 

palpable and overriding errors. On the contrary, those findings were supported by ample 

evidence. Catalyst cannot establish palpable and overriding errors by claiming, as it does, 

that its evidence should have been preferred over the evidence of West Face. 

(ii) First Alleged Factual Error: The Knowledge of Moyse 

104. The first "finding" complained of by Catalyst concerns the "conclusion" of the 

Trial Judge that Moyse "had no knowledge of Catalyst's [allegedly] confidential regulatory 

West Face's Written Closing Submissions, at para. 401, WF DC, Tab 92. See also De Alba Cross, 
June 7, 2016, pp. 305:25-307:11, WF WC, Tab 16. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at para. 157. 
It is respectfully submitted that Catalyst's motive for even raising this issue on this appeal is to attempt 
to have this Court retroactively "cure" Catalyst's abuse of process by relitigation in commencing an 
essentially duplicative proceeding on the eve of trial. See WFC0112395, WF DC, Tab 90. 

163 

164 

165 
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strategy...".165 The Trial Judge made no such error because he made no such finding. For 

that reason alone, this ground of appeal must fail. A plain reading of the Reasons of the Trial 

Judge reveals that-while he found that Catalyst's witnesses exaggerated the importance of 

Moyse's role on Catalyst's WIND deal team167 - the Trial Judge did not find that Moyse had 

no knowledge of Catalyst's confidential regulatory strategy. On the contrary, the Trial Judge 

found expressly that Moyse was aware of the regulatory concessions Catalyst had asked 

the Government of Canada to grant, as described in the March 27 Presentation: 

[49] ...I take from the evidence that Mr. Moyse was aware 
when he prepared the PowerPoint presentation on [March] 
26, 2014 of the concessions Catalyst would be looking for 
from the Government of Canada....168 (emphasis added) 

105. Having found that Movse was aware of confidential information of Catalyst 

concerning its "regulatory strategy", the Trial Judge then asked whether a reasonable 

inference "should be made that there was a transfer of such confidential information by Mr. 

Moyse to West Face".169 For the many reasons discussed above, he found that no such 

inference should be drawn. Tellingly, and fatally to its appealCatalyst does not challenge 

Justice Newbould's dispositive finding that Moyse did not transmit this or any other 

confidential information of Catalyst concerning WIND to West Face. 

(Hi) Second Alleged Factual Error: The Knowledge of West Face 

106. Catalyst asserts that the Trial Judge made a second factual error when he 

(allegedly) found that West Face "had no knowledge that Catalyst was a bidder".170 Again, 

this assertion mischaracterizes the findings of the Trial Judge, and ignores extensive 

Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 163-170, especially para. 165. 
See, for example, Trial Reasons, at paras. 10,12, 37-39, 43, 44-46, 50 and 51, CO, Tab 4. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 49, CC, Tab 4. Moyse candidly admitted this fact at trial. Moyse Cross, June 
13, 2016, pp. 1543:12-1544:18, WF WC, Tab 54. 
Trial Reasons, at paras. 76 to 118, especially at para. 81, CC, Tab 4. 
Catalyst's Appeal Factum at para. 179. 

166 
167 

168 

169 

170 
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evidence led at trial on this very issue. The Trial Judge can hardly be faulted on appeal for 

preferring the direct evidence of multiple witnesses for West Face concerning this issue over 

the speculative inferences Catalyst wishes he had drawn instead. 

107. The Trial Judge concluded that, although West Face (and the other New 

Investors) believed that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND, they did not know for sure that it 

was. He further concluded that neither West Face nor any of the other New Investors had 

received any such information from Moyse. In this regard, the Trial Judge found that "there 

was sufficient information in the marketplace for West Face to put two and two together to 

believe or presume that Catalyst was a bidder".171 

108. These findings were supported by ample evidence: 

(a) First Mr. Griffin testified that West Face did not know for certain that Catalyst 

was a bidder for WIND but believed that it was, because West Face had seen 

"press discussion" of Catalyst's interest in combining Mobilicity and WIND.172 

Mr. De Alba conceded in cross-examination that Catalyst's interest in doing so 

was a matter of public discussion by as early as 2013.173 

(b) Second. Catalyst's counsel tojd West Face's counsel on June 18, 2014 that 

Catalyst was concerned about Moyse's involvement in an active "telecom 

deal" at Catalyst.174 As noted by Justice Newbould: 

Trial Reasons, at para. 89, CC, Tab 4. Whether West Face knew for certain that Catalyst was a bidder 
- or merely drew an inference to this effect - is ultimately irrelevant, as there is no dispute that West 
Face believed this to be the case. 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2018 pp. 753:7-754:13, WF WC, Tab 33; and Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 56, 
WF WC, Tab 31. See also Trial Reasons, at para. 90, CC, Tab 4. 
De Alba Cross, June 6,2016, pp. 236:8-237:2, WF WC, Tab 14. See also WFC0109533, WF DC, Tab 
2; WFC0078062, WF DC, Tab 4; and Glassman Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 410:14-412:16, WF WC, Tab 
23. See also Trial Reasons, at para. 90, CC, Tab 4. 
WFC0075125, WF DC, Tab 56. 

171 

172 

173 

174 
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In the context of what was occurring in the marketplace at 
the time and the known desire of VimpelCom to quickly 
sell its interest in WIND, this was a very strong indication 
to West Face from Catalyst itself through its counsel that 
Catalyst had made a bid for WIND.175 

(c) Finally, the evidence of both Messrs. Leitner and Burt was that, although they 

did not know for certain that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND, they believed that 

it was a bidder because they became aware through third parties of Catalyst's 

efforts to obtain financing in the market.176 Mr. Leitner also testified that he 

had only the most superficial information about the status of the competing bid 

for WIND - namely, (i) the fact of exclusivity, (ii) a rumour that a bid was to be 

put to VimpelCom, and (iii) the fact that the transaction was at the "price level" 

of $300 million that had been established by VimpelCom in the Spring of 

2014.177 In any event, Catalyst never explained how Mr. Leitner could have 

received confidential information about the status of Catalyst's bid as it stood 

in July or August 2014, given that Moyse had been completely shut out from 

Catalyst since May 26, 2014. 

109. None of the evidence that Catalyst relies upon establishes that West Face had 

actual knowledge of Catalyst having submitted a bid for WIND. Remarkably, Catalyst relies 

primarily on Mr. Griffin's email of June 4, 2014 - in which he stated "Catalyst seems to be a 

lot of air" - as proof that West Face somehow had "direct" knowledge that Catalyst was a 

competing bidder, and even of the "quality of Catalyst's bid".178 Mr. Griffin addressed this 

email directly in his evidence at trial, however, and explained that this statement merely 

Trial Reasons, at para. 90, CC, Tab 4. 
Leitner Trial Affidavit, at para. 22, WF WC, Tab 42; Leitner Cross, June 9, 201S, pp. 917:10-920:15, 
WF WC, Tab 44; Burt Trial Affidavit, at para. 27, WF WC, Tab 5; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
848:10-849:25, WF WC, Tab 7. See also Trial Reasons, at paras. 91-92, CC, Tab 4. 
Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 916:20-933:8, WF WC, Tab 46; and WFC0080891, WF DC, Tab 66. 
See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 63,183-187; WFC0068142, WF DC, Tab 53. 
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176 

177 

178 
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meant that - despite speculation in the press concerning Catalyst's involvement - West 

Face had no actual information at the time to substantiate that Catalyst was, in fact, a 

serious or credible bidder.179 

110. The Trial Judge was entirely justified in concluding that this email 

demonstrated that Mr. Griffin was "by no means certain that Catalyst was a real bidder for 

WIND",180 and certainly did not establish that he knew anything about the "quality" of 

Catalyst's bid. 

111. Catalyst makes the remarkable claim that Mr. Griffin's testimony regarding his 

June 4 email was a "contrivance" because he initially testified that he was aware of 

Catalyst's presence because of its counsel's letter of June 18 advising that Moyse had 

worked on a "telecom file". There is no substance to this assertion. It is unsurprising that a 

witness, two years after the fact, could not recall the precise sequence of events surrounding 

how he came to believe that Catalyst was bidding on WIND. The Trial Judge was entitled to 

believe Mr. Griffin's evidence that his understanding that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND 

arose independent of Moyse. 

(iv) Third Alleged Factual Error: The Conduct of West Face 

112. The third factual error alleged by Catalyst concerns the finding of the Trial 

Judge that West Face did not misuse Catalyst's confidential information. In support of its 

assertion, Catalyst relies on a single word in a single email: Mr. Leitner's use of the word 

"superior" in describing the August 7 Proposal that he submitted to VimpelCom.181 

Griffin Trial Affidavit, at paras. 55 and 56, WF WC, Tab 31; Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, pp. 
754:14-756:19, WF WC, Tab 33; and Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016 pp. 1010:16-1013:23, WF WC, Tab 
37. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 90, CC, Tab 4. 
WFC0051622, WF WC, Tab 70. 
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113. There are any number of insurmountable problems associated with this 

ground of appeal, not the least of which is that neither Mr. Griffin nor anyone else at West 

Face played any role in drafting Mr. Leitner's August 6 email.182 Moreover, and as the Trial 

Judge explicitly noted, counsel for Catalyst did not put the August 6 email to Mr. Leitner in 

cross-examination.183 The Trial Judge properly held that, in the circumstances, it would 

have been unfair to Mr. Leitner to draw conclusions from this email concerning what he knew 

or did not know.184 

114. Even if Catalyst's arguments concerning this email are entertained on appeal 

despite the manifest unfairness that its trial strategy gives rise to, its argument cannot 

withstand scrutiny. There are any number of credible explanations for Mr. Leitner's use of 

the word "superior" that did not require the Trial Judge to draw the multi-layered inferences 

Catalyst now contends that he was required to make, namely that the New Investors: 

(i) knew the details of Catalyst's most recent proposal to VimpelCom; (ii) somehow obtained 

that information from Moyse (even though Moyse left Catalyst in May 2014, well before that 

proposal was either formulated or made); and (iii) used that knowledge to structure their own 

August 7 Proposal to VimpelCom. 

115. There is no basis to assert that the Trial Judge somehow erred in failing to 

draw illogical and speculative inferences of this nature. Moreover, there were (and are) 

much more simple and straightforward explanations for the use by Mr. Leitner of the word 

"superior" in his email of August 6. By way of example, Mr. Leitner could well have been 

engaging in a simple marketing pitch, positioning the New Investors' Proposal as "superior" 

182 Griffin Cross, June 10, 2016, pp. 1095:5-1104:24, especially at 1101:14-1104:24, WF WC, Tab 39; 
Trial Reasons, at para. 115, CC, Tab 4. 

183 Trial Reasons, at para. 113, CC, Tab 4. 
184 Trial Reasons, at para. 113, CC, Tab 4. This would, of course, have violated the "Rule in Browne v. 

• Dunn." See R. v. Lyttle, 2004 SCC 5, at paras. 64-65, West Face BOA. Tab 28; and R. v. Dexter, 2013 
ONCA 744, at paras. 4, 17-21, West Face BOA. Tab 26. 
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even though he did not know the details of other offers VimpelCom may have received. 

Mr. Griffin's interpretation of Mr. Leitner's email was simply that the Proposal of the New 

Investors was "superior" to any previous offer the New Investors had submitted.185 In any 

event, the Trial Judge was unable to find from the language in the August 6 email that West 

Face knew the terms of offers made by Catalyst to VimpelCom in circumstances where 

multiple witnesses testified that West Face and the other New Investors had no such 

knowledge, and where there were no contemporaneous documents indicating that they 

did.186 This finding was supported by the evidence, and entirely reasonable. 

F. Fifth Issue: There is No Basis On Which This Court Should Order a New Trial 

116. Even if this Court concludes that the Trial Judge committed one or more of the 

errors identified by Catalyst (which is denied), it would not be appropriate to order a new trial 

as a result. As this Court has repeatedly confirmed, such relief should be reserved for 

extraordinary circumstances: "Not every error by a trial judge entitles an aggrieved party to a 

new trial".187 Section 134(6) of the Courts of Justice Act explicitly stipulates that this Court 

should order a new trial only where "some substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice has 

occurred".188 This is "a stringent standard" which reflects "the underlying policy that new 

trials ordinarily are contrary to the public interest. New trials cause increased costs or 

wasted costs as well as delay in resolving disputes, and are therefore to be avoided unless 

plainly required by the interests of justice."189 

Griffin Cross, June 10,2016, pp. 1095:5-1104:24, especially p. 1104:17-24, WFWC, Tab 39. See also 
Tnal Reasons, at para. 115, CC, Tab 4. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 115, CC, Tab 4. 
Prudential Securities Credit Corp., LLC v. Cobrand Foods Ltd., 2007 ONCA 425, at para. 17 
[Prudential], West Face BOA. Tab 24; 
Courts of Justice Act, R.S.0.1990, c. C.43, s. 134. 
Prudential, at para. 17, West Face BOA. Tab 24. 

185 

186 
187 

188 

189 
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117. For this reason, even unquestionable legal errors (e.g., a fundamental 

misapprehension of the respective roles of experts and counsel), glaring procedural flaws in 

the trial itself (e.g., an inadvertent failure to allow a party to make closing submissions), or 

repeated, forceful and improper interventions by the trial judge, have been found not to 

justify the granting of a new trial.190 The "critically important" question is whether, had the 

court below not committed the errors in question, the result of the trial would have been 

different.191 In light of the numerous findings of the Trial Judge that are fatal to Catalyst's 

claim, and which have not been challenged in the appeal before this Court - including, in 

particular, Justice Newbould's findings that West Face received no confidential information 

from Moyse and that Catalyst would not have suffered any detriment or damage as a result 

of West Face's alleged misuse (because Catalyst could not have purchased WIND in any 

event) - it is clear that none of the alleged errors attributed to the Trial Judge did or could 

have affected the outcome of the proceeding below. 

G. Sixth and Final Issue: The Trial Judge Did Not Err in Awarding Costs to West 
Face on a Substantial Indemnity Basis 

(i) Catalyst Cannot Meet the Test for Leave to Appeal 

118. Leave to appeal an award of costs is granted only in "obvious cases" where 

there are "strong grounds" for finding that the judge in question erred in exercising his or her 

Moore v. Getahun, 2015 ONCA 55, at paras. 102-105,115 and 117 [Moore], West Face BOA. Tab 23; 
and Prudential, at paras. 18-20, West Face BOA. Tab 24. 
Prudential, at paras. 22-25, West Face BOA. Tab 24; and Moore, at paras. 106-117, West Face BOA. 
Tab 23. 
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discretion.192 Put differently, an appellate court should only interfere with a costs order if it 

was the product of "an error in principle", or if the award was "plainly wrong".193 

119. Catalyst should not be granted leave to appeal the costs award. The Trial 

Judge applied well-established principles in exercising his discretion to award West Face its 

costs on a substantial indemnity scale. He did so because Catalyst made unfounded 

allegations of improper conduct that attacked West Face's integrity and business ethics.194 

Nowhere in its Appeal Factum does Catalyst argue that the costs award was an "error in 

principle".195 In fact, the one case relied upon by Catalyst explicitly cites with approval the 

very principle that the Trial Judge relied upon.196 

(ii) The Costs Award Should be Upheld 

120. Even if leave to appeal is granted, the costs award made in favour of West 

Face should be upheld for the principled reasons stated by the Trial Judge in his Costs 

Endorsement - namely, that Catalyst made damaging and inflammatory allegations of 

intentional dishonesty against West Face in this hard fought, high stakes commercial 

litigation, and wholly failed to prove them.197 

121. Canadian courts have recognized for many years that the making of 

allegations of intentional misconduct is a very serious step in any litigation, and should not 

Brad-Jay Investments Ltd. v. Szijjarto, [2006] O.J. No. 5078 (C.A.), at para. 21, West Face BOA. Tab 
5; Feinstein v. Freedman, 2014 ONCA 205, at para. 52, West Face BOA. Tab 10; Courts of Justice 
Act, R.S.0.1990, c. C.43, s. 131; and Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.0.1990, Reg. 194, R. 57. 
Hearing Clinic (Niagara Falls) inc. v. 866073 Ontario Ltd., 2016 ONSC 4509 (Div. Ct), at para. 8, West 
Face BOA. Tab 18, citing Hamilton v. Open Window Bakery Ltd., 2004 SCO 9, at para. 27, West Face 
BOA. Tab 15 [Open Windovs Bakery]. 
Costs Endorsement, at paras. 3-11, CC Tab 6. West Face explicitly relied on these well-established 
principles in its Costs Submissions. See West Face's Costs Submissions, at paras. 72-77, WF DC, 
Tab 94. 
See Catalyst's Appeal Factum, at paras. 199-203. 
Toronto-Dominion Bank v. Grande Caledon Developments Inc., 1998 CarswellOnt 2092 (C.A.), at 
paras. 13-15, West Face BOA. Tab 34, citing Apotex Inc. v. Egis Pharmaceuticals, [1990] O.J. No. 
2187 (Gen. Div.), p. 5, [Apotex (1990)], with further reasons at Apotex Inc. v. Egis Pharmaceuticals, 
[1991] O.J. No. 1232 (Gen. Div.) [Apotex (1991)], West Face BOA. Tab 2. 
Costs Endorsement, at paras. 3-11, CC Tab 6. 
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be taken lightly.198 Courts have viewed as particularly egregious the making of "baseless 

and speculative allegations" of intentional misconduct by a party who, at trial, "proffer[s] no 

evidence whatsoever that would support any finding of wrongdoing".199 As was explained 

by the Supreme Court in Open Window Bakery, such allegations "are serious and potentially 

very damaging to those accused of deception". The Court noted that substantial indemnity 

costs are therefore appropriate in cases where the plaintiff could and should have 

recognized that the defendant's conduct was "neither dishonest nor fraudulent".200 

122. This principle is one of general application, and is not limited to unproven 

allegations of conspiracy, fraud or deceit. Any baseless allegation that impugns a 

defendant's honestly or integrity will potentially attract the sanction of elevated costs.201 

123. In awarding West Face its costs on a substantial indemnity basis, the Trial 

Judge exercised his broad discretion properly, on the basis of well-established 

jurisprudence, including the decision of this Court in Davies v. Clarington (Municipality).202 

Even more relevantly, the Trial Judge relied on precedent - in the case of Thoughtcorp 

Systems v. Tanju - holding that unsubstantiated allegations of breach of confidence may 

justify an elevated costs award against a plaintiff.203 

Hawiey v. Bapoo, [2006] O.J. No. 2938 (S.C.J.), at para. 21, affirmed on this ground, varied on other 
grounds, 2007 ONCA 503 at para. 18 [Hawiey], West Face BOA. Tab 17. 
Fitzpatrickv. Orwin, 2012 ONSC 6712, at paras. 7-9, West Face BOA. Tab 11. See also Smith Estate 
v. Rotstein, 2010 ONSC 4487, at para. 45, varied on other grounds, 2011 ONCA 491, leave to appeal 
refused, [2011] S.C.C.A. No. 441, West Face BOA. Tab 32; and Foglia v. 1144341 Ontario Ltd., [2006] 
O.J. No. 1629 (S.C.J.), at paras. 17, 19 and 23, West Face BOA. Tab 12. , 
Open Window Bakery, at para. 26, West Face BOA. Tab 15. 
See, for example, Hawiey, at paras. 23-25, West Face BOA. Tab 17; Bieberstein v. Kirchberger, 2015 
ONSC 6136 (Commercial List), at para. 7, West Face BOA. Tab 3; and Hamalengwa v. Duncan, 
[2005] O.J. No. 3993 (C.A.), at para. 17, leave to appeal refused, [2005] S.C.C.A. No. 508, West Face 
BOA. Tab 14. 
Davies v. Clarington (Municipality), 2009 ONCA 722, West Face BOA. Tab 8. See also Costs 
Endorsement, at para. 3, CC Tab 6. 
Thoughtcorp Systems Inc. v. Tanju, [2009] O.J. No. 1856 (S.C.J.), para. 21. West Face BOA. Tab 33. 
See also Costs Endorsement, at para. 4, CC Tab 6. 
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124. In this case, Catalyst persisted in attacking the honesty and integrity of West 

Face and its Partners to the very conclusion of trial despite the absence of any evidence to 

support its serious allegations of misconduct. Indeed, Catalyst persisted in pursuing its 

allegations well after ample evidence was tendered demonstrating that its initial suspicions 

were unfounded: 

(a) the Independent Supervising Solicitor appointed by Justice Lederer in 

November 2014 concluded, after reviewing voluminous electronic evidence, 

that there was no evidence whatsoever that Moyse had communicated 

confidential information concerning WIND to West Face;204 and 

(b) well before trial, Catalyst received the benefit of extensive and comprehensive 

affidavits, thousands of productions, and oral discovery from Moyse and West 

Face, all of which demonstrated that Catalyst's claims and allegations were 

without merit and doomed to fail.205 

PART IV ~ NO ADDITIONAL ISSUES 

125. West Face raises no issues in addition to those raised by Catalyst's appeal. 

PART V - ORDER REQUESTED 

126. For all of these reasons, West Face respectfully requests that an Order be 

made dismissing Catalyst's appeal, with costs in an amount to be agreed by the parties or 

determined by this Court. 

Report of the ISS dated February 17, 2015 (WFC0081988), at para. 59, WF DC, Tab 87. 
This is, in essence, what the Trial Judge found in his Costs Endorsement, and what Mr. Riley admitted 
to at trial. See, for example, Costs Endorsement, at paras. 7-10, CC Tab 6; and Riley Cross, June 8, 
2016, pp. 627:9-628:16 & 629:21-652:11, WF WC, Tab 64. 
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ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of June, 2017. 
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SCHEDULE B 

TEXT OF STATUTES, REGULATIONS & BY - LAWS 

Courts of Justice Act, R.S.0.1990, c. C.43, ss. 131 and 134 

Costs 
131 (1) Subject to the provisions of an Act or rules of court, the costs of and incidental to 
a proceeding or a step in a proceeding are in the discretion of the court, and the court may 
determine by whom and to what extent the costs shall be paid. R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s. 
131 (1). 

Powers on appeal 
134 (1) Unless otherwise provided, a court to which an appeal is taken may, 

(a) make any order or decision that ought to or could have been made by the court 
or tribunal appealed from; 
(b) order a new trial; 
(c) make any other order or decision that is considered just. R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, 
s. 134 (1). 

Interim orders 
(2) On motion, a court to which a motion for leave to appeal is made or to which an appeal 
is taken may make any interim order that is considered just to prevent prejudice to a party 
pending the appeal. 1999, c. 12, Sched. B, s. 4 (3). 
Power to quash 
(3) On motion, a court to which an appeal is taken may, in a proper case, quash the 
appeal. 
Determination of fact 
(4) Unless otherwise provided, a court to which an appeal is taken may, in a proper case, 

(a) draw inferences of fact from the evidence, except that no inference shall be 
drawn that is inconsistent with a finding that has not been set aside; 
(b) receive further evidence by affidavit, transcript of oral examination, oral 
examination before the court or in such other manner as the court directs; and 
(c) direct a reference or the trial of an issue, 

to enable the court to determine the appeal. 
Scope of decisions 



(5) The powers conferred by this section may be exercised even if the appeal is as to part 
only of an order or decision, and may be exercised in favour of a party even though the 
party did not appeal. R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s. 134 (3-5). 
New trial 
(6) A court to which an appeal is taken shall not direct a new trial unless some substantial 
wrong or miscarriage of justice has occurred. R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s. 134 (6); 1994, c. 
12, s. 46 (1). 
Same 
(7) Where some substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice has occurred but it affects 
only part of an order or decision or some of the parties, a new trial may be ordered in 
respect of only that part or those parties. R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, s. 134 (7); 1994, c. 12, s. 
46 (2). • 

Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.0.1990, Reg. 194, R. 57.01 

Rule 57 COSTS OF PROCEEDINGS 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Factors in Discretion 

(1) In exercising its discretion under section 131 of the Courts of Justice Act to award 
costs, the court may consider, in addition to the result in the proceeding and any offer to 
settle or to contribute made in writing, 

(O.a) the principle of indemnity, including, where applicable, the experience of the 
lawyer for the party entitled to the costs as well as the rates charged and the hours 
spent by that lawyer; 

(O.b) the amount of costs that an unsuccessful party could reasonably expect to 
pay in relation to the step in the proceeding for which costs are being fixed; 

(a) the amount claimed and the amount recovered in the proceeding; 

(b) the apportionment of liability; 

(c) the complexity of the proceeding; 

(d) the importance of the issues; 

(e) the conduct of any party that tended to shorten or to lengthen unnecessarily the 
duration of the proceeding; 

(f) whether any step in the proceeding was, 

(i) improper, vexatious or unnecessary, or 
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(ii) taken through negligence, mistake or excessive caution; 

(g) a party's denial of or refusal to admit anything that should have been admitted; 

(h) whether it is appropriate to award any costs or more than one set of costs 
where a party, 

(i) commenced separate proceedings for claims that should have been made in 
one proceeding, or 

(ii) in defending a proceeding separated unnecessarily from another party in the 
same interest or defended by a different lawyer; and 

(i) any other matter relevant to the question of costs. R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, r. 
57.01 (1); O. Reg. 627/98, s. 6; O. Reg. 42/05, s. 4 (1); O. Reg. 575/07, s. 1. 

Costs Against Successful Party 

(2) The fact that a party is successful in a proceeding or a step in a proceeding does not 
prevent the court from awarding costs against the party in a proper case. R.R.O. 1990, 
Reg. 194, r. 57.01 (2). 

Fixing Costs: Tariffs 

(3) When the court awards costs, it shall fix them in accordance with subrule (1) and the 
Tariffs. O. Reg. 284/01, s. 15 (1). 

Assessment in Exceptional Cases 

(3.1) Despite subrule (3), in an exceptional case the court may refer costs for assessment 
under Rule 58. O. Reg. 284/01, s. 15 (1). 

Authority of Court 

(4) Nothing in this rule or rules 57.02 to 57.07 affects the authority of the court under 
section 131 of the Courts of Justice Act, 

(a) to award or refuse costs in respect of a particular issue or part of a proceeding; 

(b) to award a percentage of assessed costs or award assessed costs up to or 
from a particular stage of a proceeding; 

(c) to award all or part of the costs on a substantial indemnity basis; 

(d) to award costs in an amount that represents full indemnity; or 
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(e) to award costs to a party acting in person. R.R.0.1990, Reg. 194, r. 57.01 (4); 
O. Reg. 284/01, s. 15 (2); O. Reg. 42/05, s. 4 (2); O. Reg. 8/07, s. 3. 

Bill of Costs 

(5) After a trial, the hearing of a motion that disposes of a proceeding or the hearing of an 
application, a party who is awarded costs shall serve a bill of costs (Form 57A) on the 
other parties and shall file it, with proof of service. O. Reg. 284/01, s. 15 (3). 

Costs Outline 

(6) Unless the parties have agreed on the costs that it would be appropriate to award for a 
step in a proceeding, every party who intends to seek costs for that step shall give to 
every other party involved in the same step, and bring to the hearing, a costs outline 
(Form 57B) not exceeding three pages in length. O. Reg. 42/05, s. 4 (3). 

Process for Fixing Costs 

(7) The court shall devise and adopt the simplest, least expensive and most expeditious 
process for fixing costs and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, costs may be 
fixed after receiving written submissions, without the attendance of the parties. O. Reg. 
42/05, s. 4 (3). 



SCHEDULE C 

1. Catalyst has set out a number of additional alleged "errors of fact" in a Schedule 

"C" to its Appeal Factum. Not one of these findings was an error. Rather, they were 

proper findings of fact deeply rooted in the evidence at trial. Furthermore, even if Justice 

Newbould did make any palpable error in regard to one or even all of these facts, none of 

them, whether taken collectively or individually, amounts to an overriding error that would 

justify sending this matter to a new trial. 

2. Catalyst's Schedule "C" submissions were also made in defiance of Justice 

Strathy's Order limiting the length of the factums in this appeal to sixty pages. In West 

Face's respectful submission, this Court should simply disregard both Catalyst's and 

West Face's Schedule "C" submissions in their entirety. However, should this Court 

choose to consider Catalyst's additional Schedule "C" allegations, West Face has 

addressed and refuted each one of them in turn in this responding Schedule "C". 



Finding of FactPf Justice 
NewbouldAlleged by Catalyst to 

Have Made in ETOf 

Catalyst's Citation 
of Justice 
Newbouid's 
Fiildihg 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 
Nor "Overriding" Error 

The trial judge found that Catalyst's 

witnesses' explanation for why 

drafts of the PowerPoint 

presentations and notes from the 

meetings with the Government of 

Canada were destroyed differed 

from witness to witness and "made 

little sense". 

Paragraph 49, 

footnote 3. 

1. Contrary to Catalyst's assertions, Mr. Glassman and Mr. 

Riley proffered two very different reasons for the destruction of 

the March 27 Presentation. 

2. Mr. Glassman's evidence was that the Government 

expressly asked that all of Catalyst's drafts of the presentation 

be destroyed, but that the Government had no problem with 

Catalyst keeping the final copy of the presentation.206 As noted 

by Justice Newbould, during Mr. Glassman's examination in 

chief, Mr. Glassman "went so far as to say that it was his 

experience that this [i.e., requests by Government officials that 

Glassman Chief, June 7, 2016, pp. 324:24-326:22, WF WC, Tab 21 and Glassman Cross, June 7,2016, pp. 387:3-388:21, WF WC, Tab 22. 



Finding of Fact of Justice 

Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

Haye Been Made in Error...., 

Catalyst's Citation 

of Justice 

^lewbouW's 

Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 

Nor'"Overriding" Error 

private parties destroy their internal work product] happened 

often and frequently".207 However, in cross-examination, Mr. 

Glassman revealed that the March 27 Presentation was the 

first presentation he had ever made to the Government.208 

3. For this reason, according to Mr. Glassman, a copy of 

the final version of the March 27 Presentation was kept in 

Catalyst's "master file".209 Mr. Glassman could not identify the 

specific individual at Industry Canada who allegedly made this 

request, nor are there any contemporaneous documents 

verifying that such a request was made.210 

Trial Reasons, at para. 49, footnote 3, CC, Tab 4. See also Glassman Chief, June 7, 2016, at pp. 324:24-326:22, WF WC, Tab 21. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 49, footnote 3, CC, Tab 4. See also Glassman Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 560:5-560:20, WF WC, Tab 28. 
Glassman Cross, June 8, 2016, at pp. 558:23-561:3, WF WC, Tab 28. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at pp. 387:3-388:21, WF WC, Tab 22. 



Finding of Fact of Justice 
Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

Have Been Made in Error 

Catalyst's Citation 
of Justice 
Newbould's 
Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 
Nor "Overriding" Error 

4. Mr. Glassman's evidence contrasted to that of Mr. Riley. 

At a May 13, 2015 cross-examination {i.e., more than a year 

before trial and much closer in time to the events in question), 

Mr. Riley testified that aM copies of the March 27 Presentation 

had been destroyed shortly after it was given and that no record 

of it had been maintained.211 As an aside, Catalyst relied on 

Mr. Riley's evidence of May 2015 to justify its failure to produce 

the March 27 Presentation in the context of its then-pending 

motion for drastic interlocutory relief against West Face and for 

a finding of contempt (and imprisonment) against Mr. Moyse. 

5. At trial, Mr. Riley further testified that he believed all 

copies of the March 27 Presentation had been destroyed or 

211 Cross-Examination of James Riley held May 13, 2015 (TRAN000397), p. 79:10-17, WF WC, Tab 61. 
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Finding of Fact of Jqstifte 
Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

HaveBeen IVIacle inirrtr , ^ 

Catalyst's Citation 

of Justice 

Newbould's 

Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a '-PaipaWe^ 

Nor "(Dvdrridin^'' Error •'//. 

deleted because he (and not a Government official) had asked 

all of the individuals at Catalyst who had had access to the 

March 27 Presentation to destroy and delete their copies.212 

6. Furthermore, when specifically asked why he made the 

request to have the March 27 Presentation destroyed, Mr. Riley 

answered that he "believed that given the sensitivity of the 

information enclosed, it was best to not have maintained 

copies."213 As Justice Newbould noted, Mr. Riley did not 

mention any direction from Industry Canada in relation to the 

destruction of the March 27 Presentation. Thus, while Catalyst 

argues that statement that the evidence proffered by its 

witnesses was not inconsistent because Mr. Riley was 

Riley Chief, June 8, 2016, at pp. 577:20-579:2, WF WC, Tab 63. 
Riley Chief, June 8,2016 at pp. 576:20-579:2, WF WC, Tab 63. 
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Finding of Fact of Justice 

Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

Have Been Made in Error 

Catalyst's Citation 

of Justice 

Newbould's 

Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 

Nor "Overriding" Error 

"carrying out the Government of Canada's desired outcome", 

that is not what he said he was doing. This would have been an 

extraordinary omission if such a request was indeed the reason 

why Mr. Riley ordered the presentation destroyed. 

7. Notably, Mr. Riley's evidence was inconsistent with Mr. 

Glassman's despite the fact that Mr. Riley was in attendance at 

Court and heard Mr. Gfassman's evidence.214 

8. When confronted with Mr. Rilev's evidence that everv 

copy of the March 27 Presentation had been destroyed, Mr. 

Glassman admitted that there was a difference between Mr. 

Riley's account and Mr. Glassman's own recollection.215 These 

214 

215 
Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, p. 597:23-25, WF WC, Tab 63. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at pp. 452:4-458:13, WF WC, Tab 26. 
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Finding of Fact of Justice 

Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

.JWaye&e©h;M^ 

Catalyses Citation 

of Justice 

Nevvbould'c 

Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is 

N©r "Overriding" Error 
Neither a "Palpable" 

differing accounts, as acknowledged by Mr. Glassman, were 

ample grounds on which Justice Newbould made this finding. 

9. As an aside, Mr. Giassman's account was also 

inconsistent with Catalyst's Opening Statement.216 

10. Justice Newbould was also justified in his finding that 

Mr. Giassman's evidence regarding the destruction of the 

March 27 Presentation made little sense. As noted by Justice 

Newbould, "[w]hy the Government would be concerned with 

drafts of a presentation made to it that were never seen by the 

Government is puzzling indeed".217 Indeed, Mr. Glassman 

never adequately explained why the Government would be 

Catalyst's Opening Statement, June 6, 2016, pp. 20:20-21:7, WF WC, Tab 1. 
Trial Reasons, at para. 49, footnote 3, CC, Tab 4. 
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217 
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Finding of Fact of Justice 

Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 

Have Been Made in Error 

Catalyst's Citation 

of Justice 

Newbould's 
Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 

Nor "Overriding" Error 

concerned about drafts it had never seen. 

11. Moreover, while not specifically relied upon by Justice 

Newbould, it is notable that neither Mr. Glassman's nor Mr. 

Riley's explanations made sense given which (sole) copies of 

the March 27 and May 12 Presentations were produced. 

Specifically, the only copy of the March 27 Presentation that 

was produced by Catalyst was a copy attached to an email 

from Mr. Moyse to Messrs. Glassman, De Alba, and Riley 

(cc'ing Mr. Michaud and himself, Mr. Moyse). 218 No 

explanation was given as to why Catalyst would bother to keep 

the covering email in its "master file", nor was any explanation 

given with respect to where this email was located 

See CCG0011564 and attachment CCG0011565, WF DC, Tab 17. 
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Finding of Fact of Justice 

Newbouild Alleged by Catalyst-to 

Have Seen Made in Error 

Catalyst's Citation 

of J ustice 

Newbould's 
Finding 

Reasons Why this Findihg of Fact is Neither a ''ialpable 

Nor "Overriding'' Error 

(presumably, it would have been located in each of the above 

individuals' email inboxes as well as Mr. Moyse's sent items). 

Similarly, the only copy of the May 12 Presentation that was 

produced was attached to an email from Mr. De Alba to Messrs. 

Glassman, Michaud, Riley, and Catalyst's lawyer, Mr. Levin of 

Faskens (cc'ing Messrs. Moyse and Creighton).219 No 

explanation was given as to why Catalyst would have kept this 

particular copy only. 

12. All of the above was more than sufficient evidence upon 

which Justice Newbould based his finding. It was clearly not a 

palpable and overriding error. 

The trial judge found that Moyse Paragraph 54. 1. Mr. Moyse explicitly testified at trial that he decided to 

CCG0009516 and attachment CCG0009517, WF DC, Tab 32. 

N> 
ro en 
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Finding of Fact of Justice 
Newbould Alleged by Catalyst to 
Have Been Made in Error 

Catalyst's Citation 
of Justice 
Newbould's 
Finding 

Reasons Why this Finding of Fact is Neither a "Palpable" 
Nor "Overriding" Error 

decided to leave Catalyst because 

of a "[lack of] common decency or 

respect for individuals at [Catalyst]" 

and called these alleged facts "not 

surprising", without any 

contemporaneous documentary 

evidence to support these spurious 

allegations. 

leave Catalyst because it was an oppressive work environment 

that lacked common decency or respect for the individuals 

working there: 

Q. Why did you start looking for a new job a little 
over a year after you started at Catalyst? 

A. There's a couple of reasons. 

One, I found that I wasn't getting at that point the 
learning opportunities that I had set out to 
achieve in the first place. 

I found the - secondly, I found the work 
environment to be somewhat oppressive. 

A. There [are] a lot of incidents I can draw on, but 
just to sum it up, it was not what I would call a 
place that had very much common decency or 
respect for the individuals working there.220 

Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, at pp. 1373:8-1375:10, WF WC, Tab 52. 
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2. Mr. Moyse's trial testimony was consistent with his 

earlier affidavits sworn over the course of the proceeding. For 

example, in an Affidavit sworn in July 2014, Mr. Moyse 

deposed that while he was employed by Catalyst, Mr. 

Glassman would often have outbursts in the office - yelling, 

screaming, cursing profusely, and even making threats of 

violence directed at Catalyst's employees.221 

3. Catalyst's allegation that there is no contemporaneous 

documentary evidence to support Mr. Moyse's evidence is 

patently incorrect. Mr. Moyse exchanged a series of emails 

with his girlfriend at the time he was looking for a new job. In 

these contemporaneous emails, Mr. Moyse noted that any 

221 Moyse Affidavit sworn July 7, 2014 (BM003688), at paras. 23-25, WF WC, Tab 49. 
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other potential employer was "probably an improvement 

culturally" over Catalyst, as "none of the other places seem 

oppressive". Mr. Moyse confirmed at trial that this email 

accurately reflected his feelings towards Catalyst at the time.222 

4. At no point over the two-year course of these 

proceedings did Catalyst make any effort to respond or refute 

Mr. Moyse's testimony regarding Catalyst's work environment. 

Rather, Catalyst's only reply was Mr. Riley's statement in an 

Affidavit sworn July 14, 2014 that he "[did] not intend to dignify 

[Mr. Moyse's] comments with a response".223 

5. Moreover, as Justice Newbould noted, Mr. Moyse's 

BM0004968, WF DC, Tab 19; and Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, at pp. 1375:11-1376:13, WF WC, Tab 52. 
Affidavit of James Riley sworn July 14, 2014 (CAT000116), at para. 7, WF WC, Tab 56. 
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testimony was "not surprising evidence given the evidence of 

Mr. Glassman as to how he treated everyone at Catalyst...".224 

Indeed, Mr. Moyse's evidence regarding Catalyst's hostile work 

environment was essentially corroborated by Mr. Glassman's 

conduct and testimony at trial. Among other remarkable 

statements, Mr. Glassman testified in open court that he would 

"kill" his partner Mr. De Alba if he ever took pressure off 

Catalyst's advisors,225 that he would "never relieve the tension 

on any deal member on any deal at any point in time" 226 and 

that he was "manipulating" his deal team.227 

Trial Reasons, at para. 54, CC, Tab 4. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at pp. 476:20-486:11, especially 481:22-482:1, WF WC, Tab 26. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at pp. 476:20-486:11, especially 482:20-483:2 (emphasis added), WF WC, Tab 26. See also Mr. 
Classman's statement that he "would keep the pressure up on Bruce [Drysdale] and any member of the team to the very last second". 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at 503:19-504:3, WF WC, Tab 26. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, at pp. 524:24-533:15, especially 532:7-533:2, WF WC, Tab 26. 
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6. In short, Justice Newbould's findings were deeply rooted 

in the evidence at trial, and do not constitute a palpable and 

overriding error of fact. 

The trial judge found that West Face 

had a "critical need" for an analyst in 

March 2014 when it interviewed 

Moyse. 

Paragraph 55. 1. This finding of fact was taken directly from the trial 

evidence of the key witnesses who could speak to West Face's 

personnel requirements. 

2. The evidence at trial was that West Face hired Mr. 

Moyse in May 2014 to work on prospective debt deals for its 

Alternative Credit Fund. This was a new fund at West Face, 

which was launched on December 31, 2013. Mr. Dea - the 

Partner at West Face who had primary responsibility at the time 

for hiring an analyst - testified that, at the time, West Face had a 

"critical need" for additional analytical work to assist West Face 
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in reviewing opportunities for this fund. Mr. Moyse was hired 

to fill this need. 

3. Mr. Dea's evidence was supported by contemporaneous 

documents. First, in an email Mr. Dea sent to his colleagues on 

April 30, 2014 (shortly after Mr. Boland had had the opportunity 

to meet with and interview Mr. Moyse), Mr. Dea referred to the 

"immediate need ... to have someone mostly dedicated to 

grinding out possible debt deals".229 In a later email from Mr. 

Dea to his colleagues on May 16, 2014 (after Mr. Dea had 

checked Mr. Moyse's references), Mr. Dea recommended that 

West Face hire Mr. Moyse, in part because "[West Face] 

Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, at pp. 1229:17-1232:1, especially at 1231:14-1232:1, WF WC, Tab 18. 
WFC0109161, WF DC, Tab 24. 
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need[ed] someone now to help process debt pipeline more 

effectively".230 Mr. Dea explained at trial that this comment was 

in relation to the critical need for more analytical work in relation 

to the new fund.231 

4. Mr. Griffin's testimony regarding why West Face was 

looking to hire someone in the spring of 2014 was consistent 

with Mr. Dea's evidence. Mr. Griffin testified that West Face 

had: 

[S]tarted a new credit investment fund called the 
alternative credit fund, and we needed someone 
who had particular experience in all forms of 
credit, but we also needed additional analyst 
resources generally, and so the intention was to 
hire individuals who would be able to assist with 

WFC0109181, WF DC, Tab 35. 
Dea Chief, June 10, 2016, at pp. 1231:14-1232:1, WF WC, Tab 18. 
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the analysis of investments for this alternative 
credit fund.232 

5. Catalyst argues that Mr. Moyse's evidence "throughout 

the proceeding" was that "he did not do any work at West Face" 

during his brief stint of active employment at West Face, and 

that this evidence is inconsistent with Justice Newbould's 

finding (based directly on Mr. Dea's evidence) that West Face 

had a critical need for an analyst. 

6. The suggestion that Mr. Moyse's evidence was that he 

did "no work" while at West Face is inaccurate.. While Mr. 

Moyse testified at a July 31, 2014 cross-examination that he 

was not assigned work during his first two weeks at West Face, 

he also testified that by the third week he was involved in a 

Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016 at pp. 771:21-772:8, WF WC, Tab 34. 
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number of files, including potential investments in public and 

private equity. At the time, Mr. Moyse did not explain in more 

detail the work he had performed for West Face because he 

was rightfully concerned about potentially revealing irrelevant 

but confidential West Face information to Catalyst. Catalyst's 

counsel agreed at the time that this was a fair approach.233 

7. Ultimately, West Face put forward significant evidence 

regarding the work that Mr. Moyse did while he was employed 

at West Face, and Catalyst both declined repeated offers to 

examine, on a counsels' eyes only basis, all work performed by 

Mr. Moyse while at West Face, and declined to cross-examine 

Mr. Dea or Mr. Griffin on this issue. The full nature and extent 

Cross-Examination of Brandon Moyse held July 31, 2014 (TRAN001237), pp. 170:21-173:23, WF WC, Tab 50. 
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of the work that Mr. Moyse performed while at West Face was 

described in detail by Mr. Griffin in Appendix "A" to his March 7, 

2015 Affidavit.234 

8. Ultimately, and as set out above, Justice Newbould 

accepted West Face's evidence (and particularly Mr. Dea's 

testimony) that West Face had a critical need for an analyst. 

This finding was clearly not a "palpable" and "overriding" error. 

9. In light of the positions taken by Catalyst above 

throughout this proceeding and at trial, as a matter of fairness, 

Catalyst should be precluded from raising this argument under 

the rule in Brown v. Dunn. 

234 Griffin Affidavit sworn March 7, 2015 (WFC0080746), WF WC, Tab 30. 
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The trial judge speculated that 

Moyse "had to be tired" when he 

emailed Catalyst's confidential deal 

sheet and deal memos to West 

Face in March 2014. 

Paragraph 57 1. Justice Newbould did not speculate whatsoever in 

finding that Mr. Moyse was tired when he sent the March 27 

Email to West Face at 1:47 a.m. on March 27, 2014. Rather, 

Justice Newbould quite simply accepted the testimony of the 

only witness who could give meaningful evidence about Mr. 

Moyse's fatigue at that time - namely, Mr. Moyse himself. 

2. Contrary to Catalyst's remarkable assertion that "there 

was no evidence that Mr. Moyse was tired" when he sent the 

March 27 Email, Mr. Moyse specifically testified that he was 

tired at the time. At trial, Mr. Moyse explained: 

[My] sending them was a serious, serious error in 
iudament.-1 was tired: it was late at niaht: it was a 
busv dav. I wanted to be responsive to [Mr. 
Dea's] request [for writing samples]. -I should 
have taken more time to think about what I could 
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• 

do."235 

3. Given the time at which he sent the email, this was 

entirely credible evidence, and Catalyst had no absolutely no 

evidence to the contrary. 

4. In short, Justice Newbould made this finding based on 

the credible testimony of Mr. Moyse, which he accepted. He 

was entitled to do so. This finding was not an error, let alone a 

palpable and overriding one. 

The trial judge found that Wind was 

the only telecom investment West 

Paragraph 63 1. Catalyst has not identified any error. It simply states: 

"West Face's witness, Tom Dea, testified at length that any 

235 Moyse Chief, June 13, 2016, at pp 1386:21-1387:4, WF WC, Tab 52 (emphasis added). 
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Face was working on in Spring 2014 

and that the confidentiality wall was 

established in respect of Wind 

because it was the only telecom 

investment West Face was working 

on. 

confidentiality wall would include both Wind and Mobilicity 

because the two were interrelated".236 This evidence does not 

contradict Justice Newbould's finding whatsoever. There is no 

question the Confidentiality Wall applied to WIND - it says so 

on its face. 

2. Moreover, West Face's witnesses made it clear that 

WIND was the only telecom investment that West Face was 

working on in the Spring of 2014. Indeed, West Face had fully 

divested itself of its interest in Mobilicity by the end of February 

2013 and had not traded in Mobilicity since that time.237 

3. Mr. Zhu, the West Face analyst working on the WIND 

236 Catalyst's Appeal Factum, Schedule "C", p. 4. 
237 Griffin Trial Affidavit, at para. 28, WF WC, Tab 31, 

ro 
GO 
CD 
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file, did give evidence that at certain points in the investment 

process (which spanned a very long period of time), there were 

periods where West Face considered potentially acquiring 

Mobilicity as well. However, Mr. Zhu never performed any 

analysis for that purpose.238 

4. By the Spring of 2014, the only active telecom deal that 

West Face was working on was WIND. Mr. Griffin made this 

clear in cross-examination when he stated that West Face "only 

had one telecom file ongoing" around May or June of 2014.239 

Mr. Griffin also explicitly testified that the Confidentiality Wall 

that was put in place in response to concerns raised by counsel 

for Catalyst was "established... with respect to the only telecom 

Zhu Cross, June 10, 2016, at pp. 1310:21-1311:14, WF WC, Tab 68. 
Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, at pp. 1007:25-1008:16, WF WC, Tab 37. 
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investment that we were working on at the time, which was 

Wind Mobile."240 

5. Although West Face was only involved with WIND, Mr. 

Dea testified that when the question came up regarding 

whether this Confidentiality Wall also included any discussion 

regarding Mobilicity, the answer was "yes". Furthermore, the 

employees at West Face were instructed not to talk with Mr. 

Moyse regarding anything to do with wireless or telecom. 

6. Justice Newbould was therefore fully supported in his 

finding that WIND was the only telecom deal West Face was 

working on at the relevant time. 

Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, p. 777:11-25, WF WC, Tab 34. 
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The trial judge found that Catalyst 

required the ability to sell spectrum 

to an incumbent in order for Wind to 

survive. 

Paragraph 122 1. It is difficult to follow Catalyst's argument with respect to 

how or in what way this finding was allegedly was made in 

error. Catalyst seems to be arguing that there is a meaningful 

difference, or "nuance" as Catalyst puts it, between whether 

Catalyst required the regulatory concessions in order for WIND 

to be "viable", or whether they were required in order for WIND 

to "survive". It is unclear to West Face what the distinction is, 

given that the word "viable" means "capable of surviving". 

2. Indeed, at no point throughout the proceedings or during 

the trial did Catalyst or its witnesses draw the distinction that 

Catalyst now draws. Mr. Glassman - the "architect" of 

Catalyst's failed regulatory strategy - used the concepts of 

"viability" and "survivability" interchangeably throughout his 
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evidence. For example, in his Trial Affidavit, Mr. Glassman 

stated: 

...it was Catalyst's opinion an independent fourth 
wireless carrier could not survive without 
changes to the existing regulatory structure.241 

In the regulatory environment that existed in 
2014, the new entrants, like Wind, were therefore 
not eauipped to survive anv kind of competitive 
war with the incumbents... 

3. Similarly, during cross-examination at trial, Mr. 

Glassman agreed as follows: 

Q. Am I right that as of the time of the meeting 
with the Government of Canada on March-27th, 
your belief was that without the regulatory 
changes that Catalyst had asked for, that the 

Glassman Trial Affidavit sworn May 27, 2016, at para. 10, WF WC, Tab 20. 
Glassman Trial Affidavit sworn May 27, 2016, at para. 11, WF WC, Tab 20. 
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fourth carrier would only be able to compete in 
the short term with incumbents on price and then, 
because of their size, incumbents would quickly 
squeeze a fourth carrier out of the market? 

A. It was my view. 

Q. It was also your view that in the regulatory 
environment that existed in 2014, new entrants 
such as Wind were not eauiDDed to survive anv 
kind of competitive war with the incumbents, and 
that was your view; correct? 

A. It was. 

Q. And that is what you told the government? 

A. Yes, and internally.243 

4. Finally, Catalyst's written closing submissions stated: 

"Catalyst's internal opinion was that a fourth wireless carrier 

Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 420:14-421:6, WF WC, Tab 23 (emphasis added). 

ro 
45. 
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could not survive in that commercial environmental without 

changes to the existing regulatory structure".244 

5. In short, the "nuanced" distinction Catalyst now draws 

does not exist This argument amounts to nothing more than 

Catalyst selectively citing to one paragraph of the Trial 

Reasons in a last-ditch effort to find any discernible aspect of its 

"nuanced" regulatory strategy that Justice Newbould allegedly 

did not understand. The Trial Reasons demonstrate that 

Justice Newbould had a full appreciation for Catalyst's 

regulatory strategy. Indeed, in a paragraph of the Trial 

Reasons that Catalyst chose not to direct this Court's attention 

to, Justice Newbould explicitly set out Mr. Glassman's 

Catalyst's Written Closing Submissions, at para. 51, WF DC, Tab 91 (emphasis added). 
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regulatory strategy, stating - as had Mr. Glassman - that WIND 

would not be viable nor be able to survive without the regulatory 

concessions: 

Mr. Glassman's view was that an independent 
fourth wireless carrier would not be viable or be 
able to survive without Government concessions 
permitting its spectrum to be sold to an incumbent 
and would be able only to compete in the short 
term with the incumbents on price and would be 
quickly squeezed out by the incumbents.245 

6. Finally, even if the distinction now drawn by Catalyst 

could exist, Justice Newbould simply accepted the evidence 

and submissions of Catalyst that it required the regulatory 

concessions, and in particular the crucial ability to sell WIND or 

its spectrum to an incumbent after five years, in order for WIND 

Trial Reasons, at para. 78, CC, Tab 4. 
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to survive. This findina was not made in error. 

7. Finally, even if it were made in error, it could not possibly 

be an overriding one. Regardless of whether Catalyst required 

the regulatory concessions in order for WIND to "be viable" or 

"to survive", the material point was that Catalyst required the 

Government to grant (or agree to grant) Catalyst the regulatory 

concessions before Catalvst would close the deal for WIND. 

Justice Newbould understood that material fact, and held that 

as a finding of fact in his Trial Reasons (a fact which Catalyst 

has not appealed) that Catalyst would not have purchased 

WIND without the regulatory concessions.246 

246 Trial Reasons at paras. 126-131, CC, Tab 4. 
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MOTION TO STRIKE FOR ABUSE OF PROCESS 

PART I - OVERVIEW 

1. After two years of litigation and a hard fought trial before Justice 

Newbould, the claim by The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") that West Face 

Capital Inc. ("West Face") robbed it of the opportunity to buy WIND Mobile Inc. 

("WIND") was dismissed. This initial claim by Catalyst was based on an alleged breach 

of confidence. Justice Newbould carefully considered the evidence of the witnesses and 

contemporaneous documents, and held that there had been no breach of confidence. 

Instead, he held that Catalyst's own duplicity and intransigence, and not anything done 

by West Face, were to blame for Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND. Unable or unwilling 

to accept that result, Catalyst has not only appealed Justice Newbould's ruling, but has 

also pursued this action positing an alternative theory for how it lost WIND. This new 

3589990 



theory could and should have been advanced in the first case, rather than by pursuing 

litigation in installments. In any event, the theory is defeated by Justice Newbould's 

finding that Catalyst failed in its effort to acquire WIND because of its own mistakes and 

misconduct, and not because of anything that West Face did. Catalyst's latest claim is 

barred by the doctrines of issue estoppel, cause of action estoppel and abuse of 

process, and should be permanently stayed or dismissed. 

2. In the summer of 2014, both Catalyst and West Face were pursuing the 

acquisition of WIND from its controlling shareholder, VimpelCom Inc. ("VimpelCom"). 

Catalyst enjoyed a period of exclusive negotiations with VimpelCom for WIND in July 

and August 2014, but was unable to reach an agreement when it refused to agree to, or 

even to negotiate, VimpelCom's request for a break fee to protect VimpelCom against 

the risk of the Government of Canada not approving or delaying the sale. Shortly 

thereafter, West Face succeeded where Catalyst could not, by participating with a 

number of other firms (the "Consortium") in a successful bid for WIND after Catalyst's 

period of exclusivity had expired. 

3. Rather than accept responsibility for its own errors in judgment and 

intransigence, Catalyst immediately turned to the courts. Having already sued West 

Face in June 2014 after West Face hired Catalyst's most junior analyst, Brandon 

Moyse, Catalyst amended its Claim to allege that the Consortium's success in acquiring 

WIND was attributable to the misuse of confidential information purloined from Catalyst 

by Mr. Moyse. Catalyst asserted claims for a constructive trust and for damages. 
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4. The stakes in the Moyse action escalated dramatically in December 2015, 

when the Consortium announced that it had reached an agreement to sell WIND to 

Shaw Communications Inc. for $1.6 billion. This represented a $1.3 billion increase over 

the $300 million valuation that formed the basis of the Consortium's acquisition of 

WIND just 15 months earlier. Catalyst opposed the approval by the Court of a Plan of 

Arrangement to consummate the sale of WIND based on: (i) the constructive trust it had 

asserted over the interest of West Face in WIND in the Moyse action; and (ii) a 

previously unasserted claim for inducing a breach of Catalyst's exclusivity agreement 

with VimpelCom. The latter claim lies at the heart of the case at bar. 

5. In assessing Catalyst's opposition to the approval by the Court of the 

proposed Plan of Arrangement, Justice Newbould found that Catalyst had acted in bad 

faith by choosing to "lie in the weeds" rather than assert its claim for inducing breach in 

a timely manner. In fact, he held that the explanation for Catalyst's delay in asserting 

this claim advanced by James Riley, Catalyst's Chief Operating Officer and an 

experienced lawyer, "was not true". Justice Newbould prohibited Catalyst from asserting 

the inducing breach claim in opposition to the Plan of Arrangement, but gave Catalyst 

an opportunity to amend its Claim in the Moyse action and assert it there. 

6. Catalyst made the tactical choice not to amend its Claim in the Moyse 

action to assert its claim for inducing breach. While Catalyst now claims that Justice 

Newbould prohibited it from asserting its inducing breach claim in the Moyse action, this 

is simply not true. In fact, Catalyst was invited explicitly to amend its Claim in the Moyse 

action, and was asked repeatedly by counsel to West Face if it was pursuing a claim in 
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the Moyse action for inducing breach. Catalyst never suggested that it was not 

permitted to do so until after commencing this inducing breach litigation. 

7. Catalyst chose not to amend its Claim in the Moyse action to assert a 

claim for inducing breach in September 2014, when Catalyst first learned of the 

underlying events in the case at bar; or in May 2015, when Mr. Riley admitted on cross-

examination that Catalyst was considering a claim for inducing breach of contract; or in 

January 2016, after being chastised by Justice Newbould for choosing to "lie in the 

weeds" for so long; or in February 2016 when it was invited to do so by counsel to West 

Face after the Plan of Arrangement had been resolved. Instead, Catalyst waited until 

May 31, 2017, one week before the commencement of trial in the Moyse action, to 

commence the case at bar. West Face immediately took the position that this action is 

an abuse of process and advised Catalyst that it would bring a motion in due course to 

strike Catalyst's new Claim, with costs on a full indemnity basis. 

8. The Moyse action went to trial on June 6, 2016 before Justice Newbould. 

Catalyst was not prohibited from leading evidence, or from making any arguments that it 

may have wished to advance. Justice Newbould dismissed Catalyst's claim in the 

Moyse action in its entirety. In addressing Catalyst's claim for breach of confidence, he 

made two findings that are fatal to Catalyst's claims in the case at bar: 

(a) Catalyst did not lose its bid for WIND because of anything done by West 

Face. Rather, Catalyst lost its bid because it refused to accept 

VimpelCom's request for a $5-20 million break fee to cover the risks 
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associated with regulatory approval for the sale of VimpelCom's interest in 

WIND being delayed or denied;1 and 

(b) even if Catalyst had been able to sign an agreement to acquire WIND, it 

could never have closed the acquisition. Catalyst required regulatory 

concessions before it would have closed an acquisition of WIND, and the 

Government of Canada had categorically refused to grant the concessions 

in question.2 

9. These findings are as fatal to Catalyst's claims in the case at bar as they 

were to Catalyst's claims in the Moyse action. As such, Catalyst's claims in this action 

are barred by the doctrines of issue estoppel, cause of action estoppel, and abuse of 

process, and must be permanently stayed or dismissed. 

PART II ~ THE FACTS 

A. Background to the WIND Opportunity 

10. In 2013, WIND was a relatively new Canadian wireless 

telecommunications company owned by VimpelCom and the Defendant Globalive 

Capital Inc. ("Globalive"). As VimpelCom was Dutch-headquartered and mostly 

Russian-owned, to satisfy the federal government's Canadian ownership requirements, 

Catalyst v. Moyse et al, reasons for Judgment of Justice Newbouid dated August 18, 2016, 
paras. 127-130 [Trial Reasons], Joint Document Compendium of the Defendants r"JDC"1. Tab 29, 
pp. 325-326. 
Trial Reasons, para. 131, JDC Tab 29, pp. 326-327. 
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Globalive heid the majority of the voting equity despite the fact that VimpeiCom held the 

majority of the total equity. VimpeiCom also held $1.3 billion in shareholder debt.3 

11. The government's ownership restrictions foiled VimpelCom's efforts to 

obtain control of WIND. In late 2013 VimpeiCom decided to sell its debt and equity 

interests in WIND. By the spring of 2014, VimpeiCom had written off its interest in 

WIND, and its "asking price" for the sale of its interest in WIND was based on a $300 

million enterprise value for the entire company, failing which VimpeiCom was prepared 

to pursue CCAA proceedings. This valuation represented a deep discount on 

VimpelCom's investment in WIND. VimpelCom's desire to sell was well-known in the 

industry, and Catalyst and West Face both had preliminary discussions with VimpeiCom 

in late 2013 and early 2014.4 

B. West Face's Hiring of Brandon Moyse in Spring 2014 

12. In early 2014, Brandon Moyse was working as a junior analyst at Catalyst. 

In March 2014, Moyse was assigned to Catalyst's internal "telecom" deal team following 

the departure of another Catalyst analyst. At the time, Catalyst's Partners were 

considering pursuing an acquisition of WIND in order to combine it with Mobilicity 

(another struggling Canadian wireless telecommunications company in which Catalyst 

held debt).5 Catalyst only obtained access to the WIND data room and commenced due 

diligence in early May 2014, and on May 16, 2014, Mr. Moyse left for a vacation in 

Affidavit of Andrew Carlson, sworn December 7, 2016, para. 6 [Carlson Affidavit], J DC Tab 42. 
pp. 544-546; Trial Reasons, paras. 17-26, JDC Tab 29. pp. 294-296. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 6, JDC Tab 42. pp. 544-546; Trial Reasons, paras. 22-30, JDC Tab 29. 
pp. 295-296. 
Trial Reasons, paras. 40-41, JDC Tab 29. p. 299. 
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Asia.6 On May 24 - before he had even returned from vacation - Mr. Moyse resigned 

from Catalyst in order to accept a job offer from West Face. On Monday, May 26, Mr. 

Moyse returned to Catalyst to begin serving out the 30-day notice period provided for in 

his Employment Agreement with Catalyst. Mr. Moyse told Mr. Riley that he was moving 

to West Face. Mr. Moyse was immediately sent home and cut off from accessing 

Catalyst's servers and emails. He was completely shut out of Catalyst from that day 

onward.7 

13. Just four days later, on May 30, 2014, Catalyst's counsel wrote to West 

Face seeking to enforce the non-competition covenant in Mr. Moyse's Employment 

Agreement with Catalyst, and expressing concerns about confidentiality.8 During a 

subsequent conversation with counsel for West Face on June 18, 2014, Catalyst's 

counsel specifically adverted to a concern about Mr. Moyse's work on an active 

"telecom file" while at Catalyst, which West Face assumed was WIND. West Face 

therefore erected a confidentiality wall before Mr. Moyse started working at West Face 

on Monday, June 23, in order to ensure that he had no communications with anyone at 

West Face about WIND.9 Mr. Moyse was also warned by West Face's General Counsel, 

by its Chief Compliance Officer and by one of its Partners about the importance of 

protecting and not sharing Catalyst's confidential information.10 West Face's counsel 

advised Catalyst's counsel immediately, on June 19, that these safeguards had been 

put into place. Apparently unsatisfied with West Face's assurances, Catalyst sued to 

Trial Reasons, paras. 52, 76, JDC Tab 29. pp. 303, 309-310. 
Trial Reasons, para. 61, JDC Tab 29. p. 306. 
Trial Reasons, para. 62, JDC Tab 29. p. 306. 
Trial Reasons, paras. 63-65, JDC Tab 29. pp. 306-307. 
Trial Reasons, para. 65, JDC Tab 29. pp. 306-307. 
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enforce the non-competition clause in Mr. Moyse's Employment Agreement with 

Catalyst on June 25, 2014. 

14. Mr. Moyse worked at West Face from June 23 to July 16, 2014, following 

which he was placed on leave as a result of an Interim Order made on consent pending 

the hearing of Catalyst's motion for an interlocutory injunction prohibiting Mr. Moyse 

from working at West Face during the six month period of his non-compete covenant. 

Mr. Moyse never returned to West Face, and accordingly worked there for a period of 

only three weeks. Mr. Moyse never worked on any matters for West Face related to the 

telecommunications industry.11 In the meantime, both Catalyst and West Face had been 

independently pursuing an acquisition of WIND. 

15. The evidence at trial in the Moyse action demonstrated beyond 

peradventure that Mr. Moyse shared no confidential information of Catalyst concerning 

WIND with anyone at West Face at any time. 

C. West Face Participates in the Acquisition of WIND After Catalyst's Efforts 
to Do so Fail 

16. Catalyst's strategy for WIND hinged on obtaining significant regulatory 

concessions from the Government of Canada. At the time VimpelCom put WIND up for 

sale, WIND was effectively prohibited from selling or otherwise transferring its wireless 

spectrum to any of the incumbent Canadian wireless companies: Rogers, Bell or Telus. 

However, Catalyst was not willing to acquire WIND without a commitment from the 

Government of Canada that after five years of owning and operating WIND, Catalyst 

would not be prevented from selling WIND or its spectrum to an incumbent. Catalyst's 

11 Trial Reasons, paras. 66-67, J DC Tab 29. p. 307. 
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Founder, CEO, and Managing Partner Newton Glassman strongly believed that the 

acquisition price and cost of necessary and expensive capital upgrades for WIND could 

not be financed without this concession from the Government of Canada.12 

17. Catalyst and its experienced government relations advisor, Bruce 

Drysdale, solicited government representatives for this concession on no less than five 

occasions. On every occasion, Catalyst was told unambiguously and unconditionally 

that the concession it was demanding would not be granted. Catalyst was told this in 

person during the meetings with government representatives on March 27 and May 12, 

2014. It was told this on three separate occasions following private meetings or 

conversations between Mr. Drysdale and senior representatives of the government on 

May 7, July 25 and August 3, 2014. On this final occasion, Mr. Drysdale reported to 

Catalyst that according to senior officials of Industry Canada, "Minister [of Industry] 

Moore and PM Harper are entrenched and there will be no flip flop".13 In addition to 

these rejections by government officials, Catalyst's experienced regulatory counsel at 

Faskens advised Catalyst on May 19, 2014 that any future proposed transfer of 

spectrum to an incumbent was "most unlikely to succeed".14 

18. On July 23, 2014, Catalyst and VimpelCom entered into an exclusivity 

agreement. That agreement was limited in scope and in duration, and simply prohibited 

VimpelCom from negotiating with any other party during the term of that agreement. 

The term of that agreement was subsequently extended multiple times and ultimately 

Trial Reasons, paras. 76-79, JDC Tab 29. pp. 309-311. 
CCG0025843, JDC Tab 37. p. 480-483. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 472:24-476:19, JDC Tab 51. pp. 754-758. 
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expired on August 18, 2014.15 On August 7, 2014, three members of the Consortium -

the Defendants Tennenbaum Capital Partners LLC, West Face and LG Capital 

Investors LLC - submitted an unsolicited offer to buy VimpelCom's stake in WIND to 

VimpelCom's negotiator, Felix Saratovsky.16 However, there was no evidence led at the 

trial of the Moyse action that VimpelCom's Board was ever made aware of the 

Consortium's unsolicited offer during the exclusivity period. Catalyst chose not to call 

Mr. Saratovsky, or any member of VimpelCom's Board, as witnesses at trial in the 

Moyse action to provide this critical piece of evidence or to otherwise shed light on 

VimpelCom's decision-making process. 

19. West Face was not a party to, and did not receive at the time, Catalyst's 

exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom. Moreover, that agreement did not somehow 

prohibit West Face or other members of the Consortium from making unsolicited offers 

to VimpelCom. Critically, Catalyst was aware as early as August or September 2014 

(over a year and a half before the June 2016 trial of the Moyse action) that Consortium 

members had made an unsolicited offer during Catalyst's exclusive negotiations with 

Vimplecom. This was not a late-breaking revelation that only occurred to Catalyst shortly 

before these proceedings were commenced in June 2016. Catalyst's chief negotiator, 

Gabriel de Alba, admitted on discovery and at trial that after Catalyst's period of 

Trial Reasons, para. 30, JDCTab 29. p. 296. 
Trial Reasons, paras. 31, 103-114, JDC Tab 29. pp. 297, 318-322; Glassman Cross, June 7, 
2016, p. 515:5-14, JDC Tab 51. p. 797. 
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exclusivity expired in August 2014, he was informed of the offer by VimpelCom's 

external counsel at Bennett Jones LLP.17 

20. Catalyst's negotiations with VimpelCom continued after the August 7 offer, 

and in fact on August 8, 2014 VimpelCom agreed to further extend Catalyst's period of 

exclusivity to August 18, 2014. Eventually, however, VimpelCom requested that 

Catalyst agree to pay a break fee in the range of $5 to $20 million if regulatory approval 

of the acquisition was not granted within 60 days.18 Catalyst made the tactical choice to 

reject VimpelCom's request for this modest break fee, cut off communications with 

VimpelCom and let its period of exclusivity expire, in the hope that VimpelCom would 

have to compromise for lack of better options.19 But Catalyst had miscalculated. After its 

period of exclusivity expired, the Consortium - which ultimately included West Face, 

Tennenbaum, LG Capital and Globalive - made a more detailed offer that resulted in 

the Consortium acquiring WIND on September 16, 2014.20 

21. The alleged breach by VimpelCom of its exclusivity agreement with 

Catalyst lies at the heart of Catalyst's claims in the case at bar. Catalyst alleges that 

West Face and other members of the Consortium induced VimpelCom to breach the 

exclusivity agreement, received confidential information from the Defendants UBS and 

VimpelCom concerning the existence and terms of the exclusivity agreement and 

Catalyst's negotiations with VimpelCom, and in doing so gained an unfair advantage 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 9, JDC Tab 42. pp. 547-550; De Alba Cross, June 6, 2016, pp. 238:18
243:17, JDC Tab 48. pp. 671-676. 
Trial Reasons, paras. 30, 128-129, JDC Tab 29. pp. 296, 326. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 540:25-544:4, JDC Tab 51. p. 822-826. 
Trial Reasons, para. 3, JDC Tab 29. p. 289; Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 552-557; 
Griffin Affidavit sworn March 7, 2015, at para. 80, JDC Tab 52. pp 856-857. 
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that resulted in the Consortium acquiring WIND on September 16, 2014. Critically, as 

will be described below, these subjects were all explored with West Face's witnesses at 

the trial of the Moyse action and should have been pleaded in that proceeding. 

22. Catalyst's allegations in the case at bar are flatly inconsistent with the 

findings of Justice Newbould in the Moyse action concerning what West Face knew and 

why Catalyst failed to acquire WIND. Specifically, Justice Newbould found as facts that: 

(a) West Face never knew for sure that Catalyst was the bidder for WIND, but 

merely suspected that it was based on information circulating in the 

marketplace, including Catalyst's own warning directly to West Face that 

Mr. Moyse had been working on a "telecom file";21 

(b) The Consortium's offer played no role in VimpelCom's request for a break 

fee of $5 to $20 million. VimpelCom asked for this break fee as protection 

against ongoing operating losses it would incur if regulatory approval of 

the sale was not granted on a timely basis. Catalyst's refusal to even 

consider such a break fee, and not anything done by the Consortium, 

caused its failure to acquire WIND;22 and 

(c) Catalyst would not have proceeded with its proposed acquisition of WIND 

unless it obtained significant regulatory concessions from the Government 

21 Trial Reasons, para. 89-90, JDC Tab 29. pp. 313-314. 
22 Trial Reasons, paras. 127-130, JDC Tab 29, pp. 325-326. 
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of Canada, while VimpelCom was unwilling to permit Catalyst to seek any 

such regulatory contingency.23 

23. There was extensive evidence led at trial that supported Justice 

Newbould's findings. Representatives of West Face, Tennenbaum, and LG Capital all 

testified that they surmised, but had not been told, that Catalyst was the party in 

exclusivity with VimpelCom 24 With regard to why Catalyst's proposed transaction with 

VimpelCom failed, Catalyst's Partners Mr. Glassman and Mr. Riley conceded at trial that 

their deal with VimpelCom failed because Catalyst refused to accept, or even to 

negotiate, the modest break fee that VimpelCom had requested 25 

24. The evidence concerning Catalyst's inability to complete its proposed 

transaction with VimpelCom was even more damning. VimpelCom was very concerned 

about regulatory approvals and did not want Catalyst doing anything to jeopardize or 

delay the receipt of those approvals.26 For this reason, the form of Share Purchase 

Agreement that Catalyst and VimpelCom had negotiated prohibited Catalyst from even 

seeking regulatory concessions in the interim period between signing and closing. As 

Catalyst's chief negotiator Mr. De Alba conceded in cross-examination, under the form 

of Agreement the parties had agreed to, Catalyst "would not have been allowed to go 

and seek concessions from the government until after closing about the ability to sell 

Trial Reasons, para. 131, JDC Tab 29. pp. 326-327. 
Griffin Chief, June 8, 2016, p. 762:11-21, JDC Tab 55. p. 1004; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, 
pp. 1031:7-1033:15, JDC Tab 56. pp. 1009-1011; Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 916:20
920:15, JDC Tab 61. pp. 1183-1187; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 848:10-849:25, JDC Tab 41. 
pp. 527-528; and Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 855:22-858:7, JDC Tab 41. pp. 534-537. 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 540:25-544:4, JDC Tab 51. pp. 822-826; Riley Cross, June 8, 
2016, pp. 601:20-602:3, JDC Tab 71. pp. 1377-1378. 
De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 281:16-282:25, JDC Tab 49. pp. 677.002 
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spectrum to an incumbent".27 The problem, according to Catalyst's investment thesis, 

was that regulatory concessions were required in order to make the WIND investment 

viable28 Mr. De Alba and Mr. Glassman both conceded in cross-examination that 

Catalyst's plan, if it had entered its proposed Agreement with VimpelCom, "was to sign 

the SPA and even though the government said they wouldn't give [Catalyst] 

concessions, [Catalyst was] going to try and get concessions before the deal closed".29 

Most critically of all, Mr. De Alba conceded that "if Catalyst had not obtained any of the 

concessions [Catalyst was seeking], [Catalyst] would not have proceeded to close [the] 

deal to acquire WIND".30 

25. In short, Catalyst's plan was to sign the Share Purchase Agreement with 

VimpelCom, immediately breach the prohibition contained in that Agreement against 

Catalyst making any effort whatsoever to seek or obtain regulatory concessions in the 

period prior to closing, and then to back out of the deal if these concessions could not 

be obtained. Catalyst formulated and implemented this duplicifous strategy even though 

the Government and Catalyst's own experienced advisors had stated repeatedly that 

the concessions demanded by Catalyst would never be granted. Justice Newbould's 

critical finding that Catalyst could never have acquired WIND, regardless of what West 

Face did, was amply supported by the evidence. 

De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 300:3-7; see also p. 282:15-25, JDC Tab 49. pp. 677.0003 
Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, pp. 415:12-417:23; see also p. 470:1-17, JDC Tab 51. pp. 697
698 and 752. 
De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 279:11-25, JDC Tab 49. 677; Glassman Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 
507:13-19, JDC Tab 51. p. 789. 
De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016. p. 280:1-281:7. JDC Tab 49. pp. 677.0001 
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D. Catalyst Chooses to "Lie in the Weeds" 

26. Following the announcement of the Consortium's acquisition of WIND, 

Catalyst amended its Claim in the Moyse action on October 9, 2014. The Amended 

Claim alleged that Moyse had disclosed confidential information concerning Catalyst's 

plans for WIND, which enabled West Face and the Consortium to best Catalyst's offer.31 

Catalyst made the tactical choice not to allege that VimpelCom breached the exclusivity 

agreement, or that West Face had induced VimpelCom to do so, despite being aware at 

that time of the very facts it relied upon almost two years later to assert such a claim. It 

chose instead, in the words of Justice Newbould (discussed in more detail below), to "lie 

in the weeds".32 

27. Catalyst further amended its Claim in the Moyse action on December 16, 

2014 to add claims for a constructive trust and a tracing remedy. Again, it chose at that 

time not to assert the claims that it now makes in the case at bar.33 

28. On January 13, 2015, Catalyst launched a motion in the Moyse action to 

enjoin West Face from exercising any role in the management of WIND, and to appoint 

an Independent Supervising Solicitor to forensically analyze the computers and other 

electronic devices of West Face in order to determine whether West Face had received 

any confidential information of Catalyst from Mr. Moyse concerning WIND.34 In support 

of that motion, Catalyst filed the affidavit of Mr. Riley who, as stated above, is its Chief 

31 Carlson Affidavit, para. 8, JDC Tab 42. p. 547; Catalyst's Amended Statement of Claim (Moyse 
^ Action), para. 34.6, JDC Tab 1. p. 14. 
32 Re: Mid-Bowline Group Corp decision of Justice Newbould dated January 25, 2016, para. 59, 

JDC Tab 10. p. 174 [Plan of Arrangement Reasons]. 
33 Carlson Affidavit, para. 11, JDC Tab 42. p. 550; Catalyst's Amended Amended Statement of 

Claim (Moyse Action) dated December 16, 2014, JDC Tab 2. p. 19. 
34 Carlson Affidavit, para. 12, JDC Tab 42. pp. 550-551; Catalyst's Notice of Motion dated January 

13, 2015, paras, (b) and (c), JDC Tab 3. pp. 38-40. 
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Operating Officer and an experienced commercial lawyer. Mr. Riley claimed in that 

Affidavit that Catalyst's acquisition of WIND failed because: (i) "Catalyst wanted to 

ensure that its purchase was conditional on receiving certain regulatory concessions 

from Industry Canada, but VimpelCom would not agree to the conditions Catalyst 

sought";35 and (ii) the Consortium bested Catalyst's offer because it had allegedly 

agreed to waive this condition that Catalyst had allegedly insisted upon.36 

29. As Mr. Riley subsequently conceded in cross-examination at trial in the 

Moyse action, these assertions about regulatory concessions were entirely false.37 In 

fact, as described above, the Share Purchase Agreement negotiated by Catalyst and 

VimpelCom expressly prohibited Catalyst from even requesting regulatory concessions 

once the Agreement was signed.38 In reality, as noted above, the deal failed because of 

Catalyst's refusal to accept a break fee. The reality, however, did not fit with Catalyst's 

invented narrative concerning Mr. Moyse having informed West Face of Catalyst's 

desire for regulatory concessions. Mr. Riley therefore falsely denied that VimpelCom 

had asked for a break fee in cross-examination on Catalyst's 2015 injunction motion.39 

Catalyst only admitted the truth about VimpeiCom's request for a break fee in answers 

to undertakings that were provided to West Face on the eve of trial.40 

30. On March 13, 2015, West Face served its responding motion record on 

the injunction motion. This record included a lengthy affidavit from West Face Partner 

35 Riiev Affidavit sworn February 18, 2015, para. 45, JDC Tab 67. Tab 3, p. 1343. 
3S Riley Affidavit sworn February 18, 2015, para. 46, JDC Tab 67. Tab 3, p. 1344. 
37 Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 617:24-619:4, JDC Tab 71. PP. 1393-1395. 
38 Trial Reasons, para. 131, JDC Tab 29. pp. 326-327; De Alba Cross, June 7, 2016, p. 300:3-7; 

see also p. 282:15-25, JDC Tab 49. 677.0003. 
39 Riley Cross, May 13, 2015, pp. 127:15-128:4, JDC Tab 68. p. 1361; Undertakings Chart to the 

Riiev Cross held Mav 13. 2015. U/T 15-16, JDC Tab 69. p. 1365. 
40 Riley Cross, June 8, 2016, pp. 598:1-608:11, JDC Tab 71. pp. 1374-1384. 
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Anthony Griffin. Among other things, Mr. Griffin explained in detail how the Consortium 

had acquired WIND. His evidence included the key facts Catalyst subsequently relied 

upon to advance its claims in the case at bar, including: 
( 

(a) West Face had a relationship with, and had been in communications with 

Globalive's Chairman, Anthony Lacavera, in the period before Catalyst 

entered into exclusivity;41 

(b) members of the Consortium worked together in July and August 2014 to 

prepare an offer that would be acceptable to VimpelCom;42 

(c) West Face was aware by July 23, 2014 that VimpelCom was in exclusivity 

with another bidder;43 

(d) representatives of Globalive, including Mr. Lacavera, had various 

communications with West Face and other Consortium members before 

Globalive entered into a Support Agreement with VimpelCom on August 7, 

2014;44 and 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 552-557; Griffin Affidavit March 7, 2015, paras. 6-7, 
31, 36, JDC Tab 52. pp. 830, 614, and 616; Amended Amended Amended Statement of Claim 
(VimpelCom Action) paras. 95-102 [Thrice Amended Claim], JDC Tab 36. pp. 27-28 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 38-43; Griffin Affidavit March 7, 2015, paras. 71-80, 
JDC Tab 52. pp. 853-857; Thrice Amended Claim, paras. 103-113, JDC Tab 36. pp. 471-473. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 552-557; Griffin Affidavit March 7, 2015, para. 71, 
JDC Tab 52. pp. 853; Thrice Amended Claim para. 63, JDC Tab 36. p. 22. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 38-43; Griffin Affidavit March 7, 2015, paras. 6, 31, 
36-37, 77, JDC Tab 52. pp. 830, 838, 840, 854-855; Thrice Amended Claim paras. 95-102, JDC 
Tab 36 PP. 469-470. 
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(e) West Face, Tennenbaum and LG Capital made an unsolicited offer to 

VimpelCom on August 7, 2014.45 

31. Upon receiving Mr. Griffin's affidavit, Catalyst took no steps to amend its 

Claim in the Moyse action to assert the claims it now advances in the case at bar. 

32. In cross-examination in May 2015 on his affidavits in the injunction motion, 

Mr. Riley admitted that Catalyst believed that it had causes of action in respect of the 

alleged breach and inducing breach of the exclusivity agreement, but chose not to 

assert claims in that regard: 

Q. There is no suggestion here that VimpelCom 
breached exclusivity? 

A. I wouldn't say that. 

Q. You haven't sent a demand letter to-VimpelCom? 

A. We have not at this time. 

Q. You haven't made any allegation to-VimpelCom in 
that regard? 

A. Not to my knowledge. However, when a contract is 
breached, as I recall, there's two - you can - under 
the theory of Lumley and Gye, and I'm not trying to 
play lawyer, you can go after one of two parties, 
the parly breaching or the party inducing a 
breach. 

Q. There's been no pleading of inducing breach of 
contract? 

A. There's been no pleading.46 (emphasis added) 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 18, JDC Tab 42. pp. 552-557; Griffin Affidavit March 7, 2015, para. 77, 
J DC Tab 52. pp. 855-856; Thrice Amended Claim, para. 110, JDC Tab 36. p. 472. 
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33. As it turns out, Catalyst did not assert claims for breach or inducing breach 

of its exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom for more than another year. 

E. Catalyst's Injunction Motion Fails 

34. Catalyst's injunction motion in the Moyse action was argued before Justice 

Glustein on July 2, 2015, and dismissed on July 7, 2015.47 Following this setback, 

Catalyst took no steps to advance the Moyse action, or to amend its claim to assert 

claims of inducing breach of contract and the related claims that it now asserts in the 

case at bar. Instead, Catalyst purported to appeal Justice Glustein's decision to the 

Court of Appeal. When that purported appeal was quashed for want of jurisdiction, 

Catalyst moved to extend the time to seek leave to appeal, and for leave to appeal, to 

the Divisional Court. Those motions were dismissed by Justice Swinton on January 22, 

2016.48 

F. West Face Consortium Sells WIND by Plan of Arrangement 

35. The merits of Catalyst's claims in the Moyse action were only brought to a 

head at West Face's insistence following the announcement on December 16, 2015 that 

the Consortium had agreed to sell WIND to Shaw Communications Inc. for $1.6 billion.49 

Catalyst's claim for a constructive trust had to be disposed of or eliminated to enable 

Shaw to acquire clear title to WIND, and so the sale was structured to occur by way of 

Plan of Arrangement. On December 21, 2015, West Face requested a 9:30 

46 Riley Cross, May 13, 2015, p. 119:1-17, JDC Tab 68. p. 1359; Carlson Affidavit, paras. 21-22, 
J DC Tab 42. pp. 558-559; Lumley v. Gye, (1853) 118 ER 749 (Q.B.), Joint Book of Authorities of 
the Defendants, Tab 51 r"J BOAT 

47 The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse, 2015 ONSC 4388, J BOA Tab 16. 
48 Carlson Affidavit, paras. 25-32, JDC Tab 42. pp. 559-561; Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 

32. JDC Tab 10 p. 166. 
49 Carlson Affidavit, para. 38; JDC Tab 42. p. 563; Email from Matthew Milne-Smith to Rocco 

DiPucchio dated December 16, 2015, JDC Tab 4. p. 55-58. 
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appointment to schedule the trial of an issue concerning Catalyst's claims in respect of 

WIND.50 On December 23, 2015, West Face issued its Notice of Application for 

approval of a Plan of Arrangement to effect the sale of WIND, free and clear of 

Catalyst's claim for a constructive trust.51 Section 4.5 of the Plan of Arrangement clearly 

disclosed that West Face's intention was to extinguish "all actions, causes of action, 

claims or proceedings (actual or contingent and whether or not previously 

asserted) based on or in any way relating to" WIND.52 On January 8, 2016, the 

Consortium served an Application Record containing affidavits from West Face, 

Tennenbaum, LG Capital, and Globaiive. All four affidavits confirmed the manner in 

which the Consortium had acquired WIND, as previously set out in Mr. Griffin's affidavit 

in March 2015.53 

36. In response, Catalyst did not assert or even disclose its purported cause 

of action for breach and inducing breach of its exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom. 

37. Although it opposed approval by the Court of West Face's proposed Plan 

of Arrangement, Catalyst chose not to cross-examine West Face's affiants or to file 

responding evidence.54 The hearing of the Plan of Arrangement application was 

scheduled to last four days, and to commence before Justice Newbould on January 25, 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 39, JDC Tab 42. p. 563; Email from Matthew Milne-Smith to Commercial 
List dated December 21, 2015, JDC Tab 6. p. 2884. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 35-37, JDC Tab 42. p. 562; Mid-Bowline Application Record dated 
January 8, 2016, JDC Tab 7. pp. 2902-2905. 
Proposed Plan of Arrangement, para. 4.5 (emphasis added), Exhibit D to the Arrangement 
Agreement and the Pian of Arrangement effective December 16, 2015, JDC Tab 5. p. 66. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 41-43, JDC Tab 42. pp. 563-564; Griffin Affidavit, sworn January 8, 2016 
at paras. 52-61, JDC Tab 53. pp. 943-946; Burt Affidavit, sworn January 7, 2016, paras. 11-24, 
JDC Tab 38. pp. 486-490; Leitner Affidavit, sworn January 7, 2016, paras. 10-24, JDC Tab 58. 
pp. 1098-1103; Lockie Affidavit, sworn January 8, 2016, paras. 17-38, JDC Tab 62. pp. 1219
1228. 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 24, JDC Tab 10 p. 164. 
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2016. West Face also delivered its Affidavit of Documents in the Moyse action on 

January 9, 2016.55 

38. Catalyst did not deliver responding materials on the Plan of Arrangement 

application until minutes before the hearing was scheduled to start at 2:00 p.m. on 

January 25, 2016. Catalyst did so after it was invited to deliver responding materials by 

Justice Newbould that morning.56 Those materials consisted of an affidavit of Mr. Riley 

in which he asserted that the Plan should not be approved so that Catalyst could have 

"the ability to amend the [Moyse] claim to take into account information learned for the 

first time through the materials filed on this application."57 During oral argument of the 

application that afternoon, counsel to Catalyst, for the first time, advised that the 

potential amendment referred to by Mr. Riley was for inducing breach of Catalyst's 

exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom.58 This, of course, is the very same claim at the 

core of the case at bar. 

39. As is evident from the chronology described above, Mr. Riley's assertion 

that the facts giving rise to Catalyst's claim for inducing breach were "learned for the 

first time through the materials filed on this application" - was entirely false. As Justice 

Newbould concluded in rejecting Catalyst's request, "it is quite clear that the information 

regarding the unsolicited bid was known by Mr. Riley early in 2015. it was contained in 

Mr. Griffin's affidavit sworn March 7, 2015 in response to Catalyst's motion seeking 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 68, JDC Tab 42. pp. 573-574. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 46-47, JDC Tab 42. p. 564-565; Catalyst's Responding Application 
Record, JDC Tab 9. p. 93, Catalyst's Responding Factum, JDC Tab 8. p. 73. 
Riley Affidavit sworn January 25, 2016, para. 21, JDC Tab 70. p. 1373. 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 52, JDC Tab 10 p. 172. 
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interlocutory relief against West Face."59 After recounting the relevant evidence, 

including Mr. Riley's reference to Lumley v. Gye during his cross-examination on 

May 13, 2015, Justice Newbould concluded as follows on Catalyst's knowledge of facts 

giving rise to a claim for inducing breach of contract: 

This intended action has not been started. It could have 
been started in March, 2015 when the facts were 
disclosed and known to Catalyst. To lie in the weeds 
until the hearing of the application and assert such a right 
to stop the plan of arrangement is troubling indeed and not 
acting in good faith. Waiting and seeing how things are 
going in the litigation process before springing a new 
theory at the last moment is not to be encouraged. Apart 
from the statement of Mr. Riley that the information was 
first learned in the material in this application, which was 
not true, no evidence has been given by Catalyst to explain 
why this new intended claim was not brought sooner.60 

(emphasis added) 

40. Justice Newbould's decision was not appealed. These findings are final. 

41. As will be described below, Catalyst's response to this remarkable 

admonition was not to promptly amend its Claim in the Moyse action to assert its claims 

for inducing breach of contract. Nor did Catalyst promptly launch a new action, which 

could have been joined to or tried together with the Moyse action. Rather, it chose again 

to "lie in the weeds", "wait[ ] and see[ ] how things are going in the litigation process", 

and then "spring[ ] a new theory at the last moment", less than a week before the trial of 

the Moyse action was to commence. 

Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 53, JDC Tab 10 p. 149. 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 59, JDC Tab 10. p. 151. 
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42. Justice Newbould concluded that the proposed Plan of Arrangement was 

fair and reasonable.61 However, he did not immediately approve the Plan. Instead, he 

adjourned the Plan of Arrangement application to permit the expedited trial of an issue 

"involving this application and the claim of Catalyst against West Face and Mr. Moyse" 

on February 22 to 26, 2016. He further ordered that the "issue to be tried is whether 

Catalyst has a right to a constructive trust of the share interest of West Face in Mid-

Bowline",62 but the "trial of the issue I have ordered is not to consider" the inducing 

breach claim given the expedited schedule 63 It is notable that Mr. Moyse was not a 

party in the Plan of Arrangement application. While he undoubtedly would have been a 

witness, he was not represented by counsel in the Plan of Arrangement proceedings. 

43. Justice Newbould went on to explain that the trial of an issue needed to be 

conducted quickly so that the Application could be resolved: 

The reality in this case is that the issue needs to be decided 
quickly for all concerned. The wireless industry in Canada is 
in a state of flux and whether Shaw is or is not entitled to 
acquire WIND is important to that industry.64 (emphasis 
added). 

44. To summarize, Justice Newbould did not order a full trial of the Moyse 

action. Rather, he ordered an expedited trial of an issue in the context of the Plan of 

Arrangement, which happened to overlap substantially (but not completely) with the 

issues in the Moyse action. 

Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 45, JDC Tab 10. p. 147. 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 50(i), JDC Tab 10. p. 148 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 61. JDC Tab 10. p. 150. 
Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 49, JDC Tab 10. p. 148. 
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G. Catalyst Chooses Not to Assert Inducing Breach Claims in Moyse Action 

45. The following facts are responsive to Catalyst's assertion that it "was not 

permitted to amend its statement of claim [in the Moyse action] to add any allegations" 

that are in the new claim for inducing breach.65 This assertion is incorrect, and in fact 

was never made by Catalyst until West Face's counsel asserted that the new action 

was an abuse of process, despite numerous occasions on which Catalyst was directly 

asked if it was pleading, or intending to plead, claims relating to inducing breach in the 

Moyse action. Catalyst was offered repeatedly the chance to amend its Claim in the 

Moyse action, or to otherwise assert claims for inducing breach of contract, and had 

never once claimed that it had been forbidden to do so. 

46. As matters transpired, the expedited trial of an issue ordered by Justice 

Newbould, which was the only proceeding from which inducing breach claims were 

excluded, never happened. 

47. On January 27, 2016, the parties to the Plan of Arrangement proceedings 

attended before Justice Newbould for a 9:30 scheduling conference to address 

procedural matters surrounding the trial of an issue. Notes maintained by Catalyst's 

counsel indicate that Catalyst's position was that "if Catalyst abandoned the 

constructive trust claim", then Catalyst could advance whatever claims it wanted against 

the sale proceeds, "including inducing br[each]."66 Catalyst's counsel also suggested 

that Catalyst could commence a "sep[arate] action for inducing br[each] of [contract] 

65 

66 
DiPucchio Letter dated June 2, 2016, JDC Tab 27. p. 278. 
Exhibit A to the Vermeersch Affidavit, sworn May 19, 2017 [Vermeersch Affidavit], JDC Tab 11. 
(J. I / U 
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against anyone we want".67 No one suggested that Justice Newbould had forbidden the 

assertion of such claims in the Moyse action. 

48. On January 31, 2016, Catalyst's counsel advised that Catalyst was 

withdrawing its claim for a constructive trust over West Face's interest in WIND.68 This 

rendered the expedited trial of an issue unnecessary, as a claim for damages asserted 

against West Face would not attach to the shares being sold to Shaw. The next day, the 

parties had another 9:30 attendance at which Justice Newbould accepted Catalyst's 

suggestion that the February dates that had been set aside for the expedited trial of an 

issue be abandoned in light of Catalyst's withdrawal of its opposition to the Plan of 

Arrangement. The parties agreed to have further discussions about scheduling.69 

49. On February 2, 2016, counsel to West Face and Catalyst had a telephone 

call to discuss potential trial dates for the Moyse action now that the trial of an issue had 

been cancelled. Counsel to West Face advised counsel to Catalyst that if Catalyst 

intended to assert a claim against West Face for inducing breach, it should do so 

promptly by way of amendment to its Claim in the Moyse action so that all claims 

relating to WIND could be resolved at once. In response, counsel to Catalyst did not 

assert that Justice Newbould had forbidden such an amendment. On the contrary, 

West Face's counsel's contemporaneous notes of the conversation indicate that 

Exhibit A to the Vermeersch Affidavit, JDCTab 11. p. 176. 
Di Pucchio Email dated January 31, 2016, JDC Tab 13. p. 181. 
Exhibit B to the Vermeersch Affidavit, JDC Tab 12. pp. 178-180. 
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counsel for Catalyst said that he wanted to "think about that", that he "may want it all 

tried together", and that "in principle I'm not objecting to that".70 

50. Justice Newbold's Order approving the Plan of Arrangement was granted 

the next day, on February 3, 2016, and Shaw's acquisition of WIND closed on March 1, 

2016.71 In the meantime, the trial of the Moyse action was scheduled for May 18, 2016, 

and then subsequently postponed on consent to June 6, 2016.72 

51. Catalyst could and should have amended its Claim in the Moyse action to 

add claims of inducing breach. As of the beginning of February 2016, the Moyse action 

had barely moved beyond the pleadings stage. West Face had served an Affidavit of 

Documents several weeks before, but Catalyst had not. Oral examinations for discovery 

had not yet occurred (and did not occur until May 2016). There was no reason for 

Catalyst not to assert an inducing breach claim, other than the tactical risk that by doing 

so, Catalyst might undermine its case against Mr. Moyse. 

52. On or around February 8, 2016, counsel for Catalyst indicated in a further 

' phone call that while he would be amending the claim in the Moyse action, he had 

chosen not to include claims for inducing breach.73 Once again, he did not assert or 

imply that Catalyst had been forbidden to do so by Justice Newbould; rather, it was 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 59, J DC Tab 42. pp. 570-571; Carlson Handwritten Notes dated February 
2, 2016, J DC Tab 14. p. 183-184; Carlson Transcribed Notes dated February 2, 2016. JDC Tab 
15, p. 185. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 54, JDC Tab 42. p. 569; Order of Justice Newbould Approving the Plan of 
Arrangement dated February 3, 2016, JDC Tab 17. p. 188. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 63, 71, JDC Tab 42. pp. 571-572; Counsel Slip dated February 3, 2016, 
JDC Tab 16. p. 187. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 69 and footnote 35, JDC Tab 42. p. 574; Carlson Handwritten Notes 
dated February 7, 2016, JDC Tab 18. pp. 201-202; Carlson Transcribed Notes dated February 7, 
2016, JDC Tab 19. pp. 205-208. 
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Catalyst's tactical choice not to assert such claims. Catalyst ultimately served an 

Amended Amended Amended Claim on February 25, 2016, which added entirely new 

claims for spoliation against Mr. Moyse. In spite of adding an entirely new cause of 

action against Mr. Moyse, Catalyst chose not to add a claim for inducing breach of 

contract against West Face.74 

53. Documentary disclosure occurred over the next ten weeks, and oral 

discoveries occurred in the period from May 10 to 12, 2017.75 During the discovery of 

Mr. De Alba on behalf of Catalyst, West Face's counsel asked if Catalyst was pursuing 

a claim for inducing breach of contract, or a claim that Globalive had breached any kind 

of legal duty to Catalyst. Catalyst did not claim that it had been forbidden from doing so. 

Rather, it simply stated that it was not doing so in the Moyse action.76 Mr. De Alba also 

admitted during this discovery that, as set out above, he had been informed by 

VimpelCom's counsel in August or September 2014 that members of the West Face 

Consortium had submitted an offer to VimpelCom during Catalyst's exclusivity period. In 

other words, Catalyst knew the facts necessary to assert its inducing breach claim far 

earlier than March 2015. 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 70, JDC Tab 42. pp. 574-575; Amended Amended Amended Statement of 
Claim (Moyse Action), JDC Tab 20. p. 209. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 72-80, JDC Tab 42. pp. 575-578; Winton Letter dated April 8, 2016, pp. 
1-2, JDC Tab 21. p. 230-231; Catalyst's Case Conference Memorandum dated April 12, 2016, at 
para. 3(b), JDC Tab 22. p. 233; West Face's Responding Case Conference Memorandum dated 
April 12, 2016, para. 11. JDC Tab 23. p. 240. 
Carlson Affidavit, paras. 83-88, JDC Tab 42. pp. 579-581; Examination for Discovery of Gabriel 
DeAIba held May 11, 2016, pp. 135:2-136:16, JDC Tab 45. p. 621-622; Catalyst's Revised 
Undertakings, Under Advisements, and Refusals Chart dated June 2, 2016, at No. 34 and 48, 
JDC Tab 46. p. 623-624. . 
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H. Catalyst Serves New Inducing Breach Claim on Eve of Moyse Trial 

54. At 12:09 p.m. on June 1, 2016, just three business days before the 

scheduled June 6 trial of the Moyse action, Catalyst provided West Face's counsel with 

its Statement of Claim in this action.77 At 5:24 p.m. that same day, June 1, West Face's 

counsel wrote to Catalyst's counsel to advise of West Face's position that the Claim 

constituted litigation by installment, and was an abuse of process. This letter referred 

specifically to Justice Newbould's Reasons in the Plan of Arrangement proceedings, 

and to Mr. De Alba's admission on discovery that he was aware in August or September 

2014 of the facts giving rise to the claim for inducing breach of contract. West Face 

advised of its intention to transfer the action to the Commercial List and bring a motion 

to strike with costs on a full indemnity basis as soon as the Moyse matter was 

resolved.78 That, of course, is precisely what West Face has now done. 

55. In response to this letter, Catalyst claimed for the first time that 

paragraph 61 of the Plan of Arrangement Reasons, which said that the trial of an issue 

was not to consider the inducing breach claim, barred Catalyst from asserting inducing 

breach claims in the Moyse action.79 As explained above, that assertion was (and is) 

plainly wrong. By taking this position and proceeding with the trial of the Moyse action, 

Catalyst assumed the risk that its new Claim would be considered an abuse of process 

Carlson Affidavit, paras. 90-91, JDC Tab 42. p. 582; Letter dated June 1, 2016 and Statement of 
Claim (VimpelCom Action), JDC Tab 24. p. 242. It is perhaps noteworthy that within four hours of 
service, The Globe arid Mall had published an online article about the claim; Globe and Mall 
article dated June 1, 2016, JDC Tab 25. p. 271. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 92, JDC Tab 42. pp. 582-583; Email from Milne-Smith dated June 1, 
2016, JDC Tab 26. pp. 274-275. 
Carlson Affidavit, para. 94, JDC Tab 42. p. 583; DiPucchio letter dated June 2, 2016, JDC Tab 
27, p. 277, 
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and would also be res judicata once the Moyse action had been decided. West Face 

had made its position in that regard abundantly clear. 

I. The Trial of the Moyse Action 

56. The Moyse action was tried over six extended sitting days, running from 

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the period from June 6 to June 13, 2016. Evidence was 

submitted in chief by way of detailed affidavits, and the parties also agreed that all of the 

affidavits, exhibits, and cross-examinations exchanged and conducted in interlocutory 

proceedings were admissible at trial.80 

57. At the outset of trial, West Face listed a series of findings of fact that it 

intended to ask Justice Newbould to make at the close of trial. Those findings included 

four that are particularly relevant to the case at bar: 

(a) Catalyst would not have completed the acquisition of WIND in 2014 

without obtaining regulatory concessions, including to permit it to sell 

WIND or its wireless spectrum to an incumbent after five years; 

(b) the Canadian Government gave Catalyst no indication that it was willing to 

grant to Catalyst its required regulatory concessions. Instead, the 

Government made clear that the concessions sought by Catalyst would 

not be granted; 

Carlson Affidavit, paras. 98, 100-101; Trial Affidavits, JDC Tabs 39. 44. 47. 50. 54. 57. 59. 63. 66 
and 72: Pre-Trial Affidavits and Cross-Examination Transcripts, JDC Tabs 52 and 67 
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. (c) Catalyst intended to sign a Share Purchase Agreement with VimpelCom 

and then engage in a course of conduct that the Agreement specifically 

precluded in the period prior to closing; and 

(d) Catalyst failed to acquire WIND because it refused to meet VimpelCom's 

demands for a break fee to protect VimpelCom from regulatory risk. 

Catalyst made that choice based on its own assessment and on the 

advice of senior corporate counsel from Faskens and investment bankers 

from Morgan Stanley.81 

58. Catalyst never suggested that these proposed findings of fact were 

improper or otherwise outside the scope of the matters at issue in the Moyse action. On 

the contrary, they were manifestly responsive to Catalyst's claim for breach of 

confidence. If West Face did not cause Catalyst to lose WIND, and Catalyst could never 

have acquired WIND regardless of what West Face or Mr. Moyse did, then Catalyst's 

claims against West Face were bound to fail. 

59. During the course of trial, counsel for Catalyst cross-examined West 

Face's witnesses about all of the matters that now form the basis for its claims and 

allegations in the case at bar. This includes: 

(a) whether VimpelCom, Globalive, and/or UBS revealed the state of 

Catalyst's negotiations with VimpelCom to members of the Consortium;82 

West Face Opening Slideshow, pp. 84-86, JDC Tab 28. pp. 280-282. 
Thrice Amended Statement of Claim, paras. 55-59, 63-64; 71-75, 98-100, 103-106, JDC Tab 36. 
pp. 462-464, 466. 469-471; Griffin Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 1027:9-1042:24, JDC Tab 56. pp. 
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(b) whether the Consortium induced VimpelCom to breach its exclusivity 

agreement with Catalyst;83 and 

(c) whether VimpelCom breached its exclusivity agreement with Catalyst.84 

60. This evidence was not directly relevant to Catalyst's claims against 

Mr. Moyse, who resigned from Catalyst on May 24, 2014 and was not alleged to have 

received any updates concerning Catalyst's strategy or negotiations with VimpelCom in 

the period thereafter. Nonetheless, Catalyst elicited the foregoing evidence about post-

May 2014 confidential information in support of its allegations about "a general attitude 

amongst West Face and the consortium partners to confidential information in a bidding 

process".85 

61. In rendering his Decision in the Moyse action, Justice Newbould had the 

benefit of: (i) over 30 affidavits from 17 different affiants, including affidavits filed by way 

of evidence in chief; (ii) transcripts of pre-trial cross-examinations of many of those 

affiants; (iii) live examinations-in-chief and cross-examinations at trial of 13 lay and 

expert witnesses; (iv) hundreds of documents introduced as evidence at trial; and 

(v) detailed written and oral closing submissions. 

1005—1020; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 855:22-861:24, especially p. 857:11-17, JDC Tab 41. 
pp. 534-540; Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 916:20-933-8 and 935:6-945:19, JDC Tab 61. pp. 
1183-1200 and 1202-1212. 
Thrice Amended Statement of Claim, paras. 110-113, JDC Tab 36. pp. 472-473; Griffin Cross, 
June 9, 2016, pp. 1027:9-1042:24, JDC Tab 56. pp. 1005-1020; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
855:22-861:24, especially p. 857:11-17, JDC Tab 41. pp. 534-540; Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, 
pp. 916:20-933-8 and 935:6-945:19, JDC Tab 61. pp. 1183-1200 and 1202-1212. 
Thrice Amended Statement of Claim, para. 114-122, JDC Tab 36. pp. 473-474; Griffin Cross, 
June 9, 2016, pp. 1027:9-1042:24, JDC Tab 56. pp. 1005-1020; Burt Cross, June 9, 2016, pp. 
855:22-861:24, especially p. 857:11-17, JDC Tab 41. pp. 534-540; Leitner Cross, June 9, 2016, 
pp. 916:20-933-8 and 935:6-945:19, JDC Tab 61. pp. 1183-1200 and 1202-1212. 
Griffin Transcript, June 9, 2016, p. 1043:24-1044:7, JDC Tab 56. pp. 1021-1022. 
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62. No evidence that Catalyst sought to lead was excluded. No witnesses 

Catalyst sought to call at trial were unavailable. Catalyst was denied no opportunity to 

lead whatever evidence it deemed necessary or appropriate.86 While West Face 

objected at one point to Catalyst's cross-examination of Mr. Griffin as being relevant 

only to the inducing breach claim, Justice Newbould took the objection under 

advisement and did not prevent Catalyst from asking further questions on the subject.87 

63. At no point during trial did Catalyst raise any objection whatsoever to the 

manner in which the trial was conducted. Catalyst's allegations of procedural unfairness 

in its appeal of the Moyse trial were not raised in a timely manner, or at all, and in reality 

reflect nothing more than Catalyst's dissatisfaction with the result at trial. 

64. In the result, Justice Newbould dismissed Catalyst's claim in its entirety 

and awarded West Face its costs on a substantial indemnity basis. As stated above, 

two of Justice Newbould's findings are of particular significance to the claims asserted 

against West Face in this proceeding. First, Justice Newbould found that the 

Consortium's unsolicited offer of August 7 did not cause the failure of VimpelCom's 

negotiations with Catalyst during Catalyst's period of exclusivity, which expired on 

August 18, 2014: 

Carlson Affidavit, para. 99, J DC Tab 42. pp. 585-586. 
Griffin Transcript, June 9, 2016, pp. 1043:2-1054:22, JDC Tab 56. pp. 1021-1032; Griffin Cross, 
June 9 and 10, 2016, pp. 1054:24-1081:21 and 1090:7-1112:21. JDC Tab 56. pp. 1032-1059 and 
1067-1089. 
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[127] Catalyst has failed to establish that it suffered any 
detriment by any misuse of Catalyst confidential 
information. There is no evidence that the bid of the 
consortium of August 7, 2014 was even looked at by the 
board of VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity with 
Catalyst, or that it played any part in the position taken by 
VimpelCom with Catalyst that it wanted a break fee from 
Catalyst. It was that position taken by VimpelCom that 
caused Catalyst to terminate discussions with VimpelCom. 

[128] On August 11, 2014 the Chairman of the Board of 
VimpelCom advised Mr. De Alba that the Board was 
concerned about the Government's behaviour and wanted 
protection in case the Government did not approve the 
transaction. The Chairman advised Catalyst that VimpelCom 
insisted on a new term that provided for a $5-20 million 
break fee if regulatory approval was not granted within 60 
days. Mr. Glassman was furious and told his people on 
August 11, 2014 as well as Mr. Levin who was advising 
Catalyst that VimpelCom had to announce the deal publicly 
that day or else there would be no deal. He stated "I am fed 
up. I do not want to hear a single more excuse from them". 
On August 14, 2014 Mr. Glassman told his people that the 
deal was technically dead or in deep trouble. The next day 
Mr. Levin [of Faskens, Catalyst's legal advisors] advised that 
VimpelCom was "out to lunch and I think we should tell 
them". Mr. Babcock of Morgan Stanley, Catalyst's financial 
advisor, advised Catalyst to tell VimpelCom that "and then 
down communication. This needs to go past the exclusivity 
time and [VimpelCom] needs to see his alternatives and their 
terms." . 

[129] Catalyst then told VimpelCom that the request for a 
break fee was unacceptable and it shut down 
communications and let the period of exclusivity expire, it 
was after that that VimpelCom and the consortium, including 
West Face, concluded a deal. Mr. Glassman 
acknowledged in his evidence that the reason the deal 
between Catalyst and VimpelCom fell through was 
because of the break fee that VimpelCom requested that 
Catalyst would not agree to. 
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[130] For the same reason, Catalyst has not established that 
it suffered any damages. Catalyst has not established that 
but for the misuse by West Face of the confidential Catalyst 
information that it says West Face was given by Mr. Moyse it 
would have acquired WIND from VimpeiCom. It was 
Catalyst's refusal to agree to a break fee requested by 
VimpeiCom that caused Catalyst to end negotiations 
with VimpeiCom.88 (emphasis added) 

65. Second, Justice Newbould held that Catalyst had failed to establish that it 

suffered any damages arising from conduct engaged in by West Face because Catalyst 

would not have completed its proposed acquisition of WIND even if it had completed 

and executed the form of Share Purchase Agreement that it had negotiated with 

VimpeiCom: 

[131] There is another reason why Catalyst has not 
established any damages from misuse of confidential 
Catalyst information. It is clear that VimpeiCom would not 
agree to any deal that carried any risk of the 
Government not approving the deal. Mr. Glassman's 
evidence throughout was that Catalyst would not agree 
to a deal without Government concessions permitting 
the sale of spectrum to an incumbent in five years. Mr. 
Riley in his affidavit of February 18, 2015 stated that during 
the exclusivity period, the only point over which VimpeiCom 
and Catalyst could not agree was regulatory approval risk. 
Catalyst wanted to ensure that its purchase was 
conditional on receiving regulatory concessions from 
Industry Canada, but VimpeiCom would not agree to the 
conditions Catalyst sought. Given that evidence, and 
VimpelCom's refusal to agree to a deal that contained any 
such condition, there was no chance that Catalyst could 
have successfully concluded a deal with VimpeiCom.89 

(emphasis added) 

66. These findings were based on Justice Newbould's assessment of the 

evidence in the Moyse litigation, including the credibility of the witnesses, and cannot be 

Trial Reasons at paras. 127-130. JDC Tab 29. pp. 325-326. 
Trial Reasons at para. 131, JDC Tab 29. pp. 326-327. 
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challenged collaterally or re-litigated. They are fatal to Catalyst's claims against West 

Face in this proceeding. Because West Face's conduct did not cause the failure of 

VimpelCom's negotiations with Catalyst, and because Catalyst would never have 

acquired WIND even if it had successfully executed its proposed Share Purchase 

Agreement with VimpelCom, Catalyst cannot have suffered compensable loss or harm 

because of the conduct of West Face complained of in this proceeding. 

67. That Catalyst has not accepted these findings, and now seeks to 

circumvent them, should perhaps come as no surprise. In his Costs Endorsement, 

Justice Newbould found that costs to West Face against Catalyst on a substantial 

indemnity scale were appropriate because Catalyst had made unfounded accusations 

that West Face had knowingly solicited confidential information, and then lied 

systematically about having done so.90 In words that echo through to this second case 

arising out of Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND, Justice Newbould specifically identified 

the failure of Newton Glassman, Catalyst's principal, to accept that he had lost the 

acquisition if WIND fairly and squarely: 

This law suit was driven by Mr. Glassman. He was not able 
to accept that he lost his chance to acquire Wind by 
being outsmarted by someone else. He set out to prove 
his belief that the West Face witnesses were lying and that 
West Face had obtained confidential Catalyst information 
from Mr. Moyse that they used to defeat Catalyst's bid to 
acquire Wind. He was certainly playing hardball attacking the 
reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite of 
the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled 
lawyers, he utterly failed.91 (emphasis added) 

Costs Endorsement of Justice Newbould dated October 7, 2016, paras. 5-9, J DC Tab 30. pp. 
338-341. 
Costs Endorsement of Justice Newbould dated October 7, 2016, para. 10, JDC Tab 30. pp. 341. 
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PART II! - ISSUES AND THE LAW 

68. There are three principal issues in this motion: 

(a) Do Catalyst's claims in the case at bar turn on issues that were already 

decided against Catalyst in the Moyse action? 

West Face submits that the answer to this question is "yes", and the 
claim is therefore barred by the doctrine of issue estoppel. 

(b) Do Catalyst's claims in the case at bar arise from the same cause of 

action as those asserted in the Moyse action? 

West Face submits that the answer to this question is "yes", and the 
claim is therefore barred by the doctrine of cause of action estoppel. 

(c) Would allowing Catalyst's claims to proceed be manifestly unfair to West 

Face, or otherwise bring the administration of justice into disrepute? 

West Face submits that the answer to this question is "yes", and the 
claim is therefore also barred by the doctrine of abuse of process. 

A. Distinguishing the Three Forms of Preclusion at Issue in this Motion 

69. The doctrines of issue estoppel, cause of action estoppel and abuse of 

process, are of course closely related and are rooted in basic principles of fairness and 

finality. The Supreme Court of Canada has summarized the principles underlying these 

doctrines as follows: 

The law rightly seeks a finality to litigation. To advance that 
objective, it requires litigants to put their best foot forward to 
establish the truth of their allegations when first called upon 
to do so. A litigant, to use the vernacular, is only entitled 
to one bite at the cherry. ... An issue, once decided, 
should not generally be re-litigated to the benefit of the 
losing party and the harassment of the winner. A person 
should only be vexed once in the same cause. 
Duplicative litigation, potential inconsistent results, undue 
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costs, and inconclusive proceedings are to be avoided.92 

(emphasis added) 

70. Having commenced the Moyse action, Catalyst was required to put its 

best foot forward on the issue of whether West Face had improperly deprived Catalyst 

of the opportunity to acquire WIND, and to advance all of its related claims, causes of 

action and allegations against West Face in one proceeding. Catalyst was criticized in 

January 2016 by Justice Newbould, in the course of the Plan of Arrangement 

proceedings, for choosing to "lie in the weeds" regarding its claim for inducing breach. 

Catalyst had numerous opportunities to assert those claims against West Face in the 

Moyse action in a timely manner, but chose not to do so. Instead, it purported to reserve 

to itself a second bite at the cherry. The law does not permit this approach to litigation. 

The common law has developed numerous different doctrines to address situations like 

these and at least three of them - issue estoppel, cause of action estoppel and abuse of 

process - apply on these facts. 

71. Though related and overlapping, the three preclusion doctrines at issue in 

this proceeding are distinct: 

(a) issue estoppel precludes re-litigating particular findings, such as Justice 

Newbould's finding that even if it had concluded and executed a Share 

Purchase Agreement with VimpelCom Catalyst could not have acquired 

WIND, and that Catalyst was aware of a claim for inducing breach no later 

than by May 2015; 

Danyluk v. Ainsworth Technologies, 2001 SCC 44 at para. 18 [Danyluk], J BOA Tab 23. 
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(b) cause of action estoppel precludes litigation by installment where new 

claims are asserted that arise from or pertain to facts and circumstances 

that were raised and dealt with in prior litigation, and could have been 

raised earlier; and 

(c) abuse of process is a flexible doctrine that can apply even where the 

precise requirements of issue or cause of action estoppel are not met. It is 

meant to preserve the integrity of the administration of justice. 

B. Catalyst's Claim Is Barred by Issue Estoppel 

72. The Supreme Court of Canada described the three-part test for issue 

estoppel in Danylukv. Ainsworth Technologies Inc.: 

(1) the issue must be the same as the one decided in the 
prior decision; (2) the prior judicial decision must have been 
final; and (3) the parties to both proceedings must be the 
same, or their privies.93 

73. Issue estoppel is focused on preventing the re-litigation of findings made 

in a previous proceeding, whereas cause of action estoppel prohibits litigating different 

claims arising out of the same set of facts. Justice Perell has explained the distinction 

as follows: 

The effect of the rule of res judicata is preclusive, it prevents 
a party and his or her privies from asserting a position, a 
claim, or defence, issue estoppel precludes a litigant 
from asserting a position that is inconsistent or contrary 
to a fundamental point decided in a past proceeding in 
which the litigant or his or her pnvies participated. Cause of 
action estoppel precludes a litigant and his or her 

Danyluk, supra note 92 at para. 25, J BOA Tab 23; Toronto (City) v. Canadian Union of Public 
Employees (C.U.P.E), Local 79, 2003 SCO 63 at para. 23 [C.U.P.E.], J BO A Tab 93. 
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privies from asserting a claim or a defence that it 
asserted (cause of action estoppel) or had an 
opportunity of asserting in past proceedings (the rule 
from Henderson v. Henderson), (emphasis added) 

74. All of the requirements for issue estoppel are met in this case. 

(i) The Issue Is the Same 

75. Issue estoppel gives effect to basic principles of finality and judicial 

efficiency. For this doctrine to apply, the issue in question cannot have been merely 

incidental to the earlier decision, but need only be a material fact: 

Issue estoppel simply means that once a material fact such 
as a valid employment contract is found to exist (or not to 
exist) by a court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction, whether 
on the basis of evidence or admissions, the same issue 
cannot be relitigated in subsequent proceedings 
between the same parties.95 (emphasis added) 

76. More recently, the Ontario court has made clear that any right, question or 

fact determined directly by the earlier court can form the basis for issue estoppel: 

The case law cited above provides that the question must be 
fundamental to the decision in the earlier proceeding and 
that question can be any right, question or fact distinctly 
put in issue and directly determined by the court in the 
earlier proceeding.96 (emphasis added) 

77. As described above, Justice Newbould made critical findings of fact in 

deciding the Moyse action that are flatly inconsistent with and fatal to the claims 

Martin v. Goldfarb, 2006 CarswellOnt 4355 (S.C.J.) at para. 59 [Martin]] additional reasons at 
2006 CarswellOnt 7108 (S.C.J.), J BOA Tab 55. 
Danyluk, supra note 92 at para. 54, J BOA Tab 23; see also Mcintosh v. Parent, 1924 
CarswellOnt 212 (C.A.) at p. 2, J BOA Tab 57; Dableh v. Ontario Hydro, 1994 CaswellOnt 175 
(Ont. Gen. Div.) at para 11 [Dableh]] additional reasons at 1995 CarswellOnt 2275 (Gen. Div.); 
leave to appeal refused at 1995 CarswellOnt 175 (Gen. Div.), J BOA Tab 22. 
Dableh, supra note 95 at para. 16, J BOA Tab 22. 
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asserted by Catalyst against West Face in the case at bar. Those findings were 

fundamental to Catalyst's claims in the Moyse action for breach of confidence. They 

defeated the causation and damages element of those claims. They were "distinctly put 

in issue and directly determined by the court". The causes of action pleaded against 

West Face in this action are breach of confidence, conspiracy and inducing breach of 

contract.97 All three of these torts include the requirement that the defendant's conduct 

actually caused damage to the plaintiff.98 That is, no doubt, why Catalyst pleaded in the 

case at bar that the conduct of the defendants did, in fact, cause it loss or harm.99 

78. The central problem with Catalyst's pleading in the case at bar is that, as 

described above, Justice Newbould has already held that the conduct of West Face 

(and other members of the Consortium) did not cause Catalyst to suffer loss or harm, 

for two reasons: 

(a) Contrary to Catalyst's position throughout the Moyse litigation, "the reason 

the deal between Catalyst and VimpelCom fell through was because of 

the break fee that VimpelCom requested that Catalyst would not agree to." 

The Consortium's unsolicited offer of August 7, 2014 played no role in 

Thrice Amended Statement of Claim, para. 1 (b)(i), JDC Tab 36 at p. 452. 
For inducing breach of contract, see OBG Ltd. v. Allan, [2007] UKHL 21 at paras. 39-44, J BOA 
Tab 69, and Correia v. Canac Kitchens 2008 ONCA 506 at para. 99, J BOA Tab 19; for breach of 
confidence, see Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International Corona Resources Ltd., 1989 CarsweilOnt 126 
(S.C.C.) at para. 179, J BOA Tab 47; and Lysko v. Braley, 2006 CarsweilOnt 1758 (C.A.) at para. 
17; additional reasons at 2006 CarsweilOnt 3159, J BOA Tab 52; and for conspiracy, see Canada 
Cement Lafarge Ltd. v. B.C. Lightweight Aggregate, 1983 CarswellBC 812 (S.C.C.) at paras. 22
25, J BOA Tab 14; Agribrands Purina Canada Inc. v. Kasamekas, 2011 ONCA 460 at para. 24; 
additional reasons at 2011 ONCA 581, J BOA Tab 5. 
Thrice Amended Statement of Claim, paras. 102, 109, 112, 125-127, JDC Tab 36. pp.470, 472, 
475. 
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VimpeiCom's request for a break fee. Nor did that offer cause VimpelCom 

to terminate its discussions and negotiations with Catalyst;100 and 

(b) given Catalyst's insistence that its purchase of WIND be conditional on 

receiving significant regulatory concessions from Industry Canada, the 

Government's adamant and repeated refusal to grant those concessions, 

and VimpeiCom's refusal to accept such a condition, "there was no 

chance that Catalyst could have successfully concluded a deal with 

VimpelCom".101 

79. In short, Catalyst had only itself to blame for its failure to acquire WIND. 

While the approach to the "same question" element has on occasion been described as 

a "fastidious approach",102 the issue decided by Justice Newbould is identical to the one 

raised by the new case. In the face of the earlier findings of Justice Newbould, Catalyst 

cannot now launch a new case alleging different misconduct by West Face and other 

defendants that supposedly caused Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND. 

80. This case is very similar to the British Columbia Supreme Court's decision 

in Foreman v. AZ/Ven.103 In that case, the plaintiff Foreman had been interested in 

acquiring a piece of real estate. He sought financing from Niven, who declined to 

provide the required loan. A third party who was interested in acquiring the property, 

Chambers, was then introduced to Foreman. Niven, the financier, passed on the 

Trial Reasons, paras. 127-130, JDC Tab 29. pp. 325-326. 
Trial Reasons, para. 131, JDC Tab 29. pp. 326-327. 
Rasanen v. Rosemount Instruments Ltd., 1994 CarswellOnt 960 (C.A.) at para 89; leave to 
appeal refused at [1994] S.C.C.A. No. 152 (QL), J BOA Tab 80. 
Foreman v. Niven, 2009 BCSC 1476 [Foreman], JBOA Tab 31. 
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information he had received from the plaintiff Foreman to Chambers. Ultimately, 

Foreman was unable, to negotiate a joint venture with Chambers, who then acquired the 

property himself with the co-operation of Niven. Foreman sued Chambers for breach of 

confidence and breach of fiduciary duty. Foreman's action against Chambers was 

dismissed on the basis that: 

(a) the information Foreman had provided to Chambers was not confidential; 

and 

(b) in any event, Foreman could never have acquired the property because 

he had insufficient assets to obtain the necessary loan.104 

81. After the action against Chambers was dismissed, Foreman commenced 

a second action against Niven, who defended himself on the basis of the doctrines of 

issue estoppel and abuse of process. 

82. On an application to strike out Foreman's Claim in the second action, the 

court noted that the issue of whether Foreman could have acquired the property absent 

the defendants' conduct was before the court in both cases: 

As I read both the decision of the trial judge and that of the 
Court of Appeal, both Courts accepted as made out that 
Niven rejected the loan application based on Foreman's lack 
of net worth. Both Courts also accepted that Foreman's 
claims against Chambers as a fiduciary failed because he 
could not make out that but for any breach he would have 
been able to acquire the lots. In short, the issue of his 
credit worthiness to obtain financing for the opportunity 
was a central issue in the action and Foreman was 
unable to show that he could have obtained financing 

104 Foreman, supra note 1.03 at paras. 3, 7, J BOA Tab 31. 
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and thus have availed himself of the alleged 
opportunity.105 (emphasis added) 

83. Put differently, a putative buyer cannot sue for being deprived of the 

opportunity to purchase an asset if it could never have acquired the asset in any event. 

That conclusion doomed both actions brought by Foreman, and it equally dooms both 

actions brought by Catalyst. Once decided in the first action, it is issue estoppel in any 

subsequent ones. . 

84. Another similar decision is Dableh v. Ontario Hydro. In that case, Dableh 

was an employee of Ontario Hydro who was granted a patent relating to the operation 

of the Candu nuclear reactor. Subsequently, another employee (Cenanovic) was 

granted a different patent, which Dableh claimed infringed his patent. Dableh sued both 

Ontario Hydro and Cenanovic in the Ontario Superior Court for breach of confidence 

and breach of fiduciary duty arising out of the patent dispute. Subsequently, Dableh 

commenced an action in the Federal Court for patent infringement, which proceeded to 

trial while the action in the Ontario Superior Court lay dormant. 

85. The Federal Court action was dismissed on the basis that Cenanovic's 

patent was distinct from that of Dableh. While the decision was under appeal, the 

defendants moved to stay or dismiss the General Division action for breach of 

confidence and fiduciary duties, on the grounds of issue estoppel. Even though the legal 

issues in the two cases were completely distinct - breach of confidence in one case, 

and patent infringement in the other - the court held that issue estoppel applied 

because the underlying factual determinations were essentially the same: "the 

105 Foreman, supra note 103 at para. 24, see also para. 29, J BOA Tab 31. 
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fundamental question in the earlier proceeding and in the present action is, who 

invented the LIM method and resulting apparatus".106 

86. By contrast with Foreman, Dableh and the case at bar, Canam 

Enterprises v. Coles demonstrates that the "same question" requirement is not met 

where the issue raised in the new case was not at issue in the prior action.107 The 

dispute in Canam concerned a misleading representation pertaining to zoning in an 

acquisition of land. The buyer, Canam, initially sued the seller, National Trust, but the 

claim was dismissed because the representation had merged with the agreement of 

purchase and sale. Canam then sued its former lawyers for failing to discover the 

zoning issue. The Supreme Court of Canada ultimately accepted Justice Goudge's 

dissenting opinion in the Ontario Court of Appeal that the "same question" requirement 

for issue estoppel had not been met. The lawyers' duty to Canam was factually and 

legally distinct from Canam's contractual claim against National Trust.108 The fact that 

the vendor's misrepresentation about zoning had merged meant nothing for the 

question of the lawyers' duty. 

87. In the case at bar, by contrast, two of the same determinative issues are 

at stake now, just as they were in the Moyse action: causation and damages in relation 

to Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND. Those questions were decided against Catalyst in 

the Moyse action, and cannot be re-litigated now. Even if all of the new factual 

allegations in Catalyst's latest Claim were true, Catalyst cannot escape the findings that: 

Dableh, supra note 95 at para. 16, J BOA Tab 22. 
Canam Enterprises Inc. v. Coles, 2000 CarswellOnt 4739 (C.A.) per Goudge J.A., dissenting; 
dissent approved and adopted at 2002 SCC 63, J BOA Tab 15 [Canam]. • 
Canam, supra note 107 at para. 48. J BO A Tab 15. 
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(i) Catalyst lost WIND because it refused to negotiate VimpelCom's request for a break 

fee; and (ii) Catalyst would not and could not have completed its proposed acquisition of 

WIND even if it had completed and executed a Share Purchase Agreement with 

VimpelCom, and therefore suffered no damages as a result of West Face's conduct. 

(ii) There is a Final, Prior Judicial Decision 

88. There is obviously no dispute that the Moyse action was a judicial 

proceeding. The only issue under this branch of the test for issue estoppel is therefore 

whether the Decision of Justice Newbould is final in view of Catalyst's pending appeal to 

the Ontario Court of Appeal. There is an unresolved dispute in the jurisprudence on this 

subject.109 The preponderance of Ontario case law has held that the "existence of a 

right of appeal has never been deemed to prevent a judgment from being regarded as 

final and conclusive".110 

89. On the other hand, a line of authority predominantly emerging from the 

Federal Court suggests that a decision is not final if an appeal is pending.111 Numerous 

other cases have simply noted, in holding that a decision was final, that there had been 

no appeal.112 

Donald J. Lange, The Doctrine of Res Judicata in Canada, 4th ed. (Markham, ON: LexisNexis 
Canada Inc., 2015) at 96. J BOA Tab 98. 
Dableh, supra note 95 at para. 11, J BOA Tab 22 (citing to Nouvion v. Freeman, (1889) 15 App. 
Cas. 1 (U.K.H.L.) at p. 10, J BOA Tab 66); Bank of America Canada v. Willann Investments Ltd., 
1993 CarswellOnt 249 (Gen. Div.) at para 18.JBOA Tab 8; Ontario v. National Hard Chrome 
Plating Co., 1996 CarswellOnt 199 (Gen. Div.), J BOA Tab 72. 
Novopharm Ltd. v. Eli Lilly and Co., 1998 CarswellNat 2226 (Fed. T.D.) at paras. 29-32, J BOA 
Tab 67. 
See, e.g., McQuillian v. Native Inter-Tribal Housing Co-operative Inc., 1998 CarswellOnt 4172 
(C.A.) at paras. 2.10.15. J BOA Tab 58. 
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90. It is not necessary to resolve this conflict on this motion. If all appeal rights 

arising from the Moyse action have not been exhausted when this motion is decided, a 

conditional stay of proceedings may be granted. Once all appeal rights are exhausted in 

the Moyse action, the case could then be dismissed. If the appeal were to overturn the 

findings in question, the conditional stay could be lifted. In the interim, West Face 

should not be "vexed" twice in the same cause by being required to re-litigate Catalyst's 

failure to acquire WIND while Catalyst's efforts to appeal the Decision of Justice 

Newbould are ongoing. . 

(iii) The Parties to Both Proceedings Are the Same 

91. West Face and Catalyst were both parties to the Moyse action, and are 

both parties to the case at bar. The fact that there are additional defendants in both 

actions does not affect the operation of issue estoppel as between West Face and 

Catalyst. 

1. The Court Should Not Exercise its Discretion in Favour of Catalyst 

92. The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized that courts have a residual 

discretion not to apply estoppel in appropriate circumstances, but that "such a discretion 

must be very limited in application".113 Those circumstances are typically where 

applying issue estoppel would give rise to a manifest injustice because of some 

unfairness in the earlier proceeding.114 There is no basis on which to exercise this 

discretion in this case. Catalyst had the benefit of a full and fair trial. It brought this 

second proceeding on the eve of trial in the Moyse action, not because of any 

113 Naken v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., 1983 CarswellOnt 367 (S.C.C.) at para. 41, JBOA Tab 
63. 

114 Danyluk, supra note 92 at paras. 62-64, JBOA Tab 23. 
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unfairness in the Moyse action, but as a hedge against an unfavourable outcome. 

Catalyst chose, in Justice Newbould's words, to "lie in the weeds" and preserve for itself 

a second bite at the cherry. This Court should not countenance this kind of behaviour, 

let alone exercise its residual discretion to reward it. 

C. Catalyst's Claim is Barred by Cause of Action Estoppel 

93. The form of cause of action estoppel that applies in this case is often 

referred to as the "rule from Henderson v. Henderson." In that case, the plaintiff was 

barred from asserting estate claims against his sister-in-law where he had failed to do 

so in previous estate litigation in the Colonial Court of Newfoundland. In an oft-cited 

passage, Vice Chancellor Wigram of the Court of Chancery explained why the plaintiff 

could not assert his claim even though it had not been litigated in the earlier proceeding: 

I believe I state the rule of the Court correctly when I say 
that, where a given matter becomes the subject of 
litigation in, and of adjudication by, a Court of 
competent jurisdiction, the Court requires the parties to 
that litigation to bring forward their whole case, and will 
not (except under special circumstances) permit the 
same parties to open the same subject of litigation in 
respect of matter which might have been brought 
forward as part of the subject in contest, but which was 
not brought forward, only because they have, from 
negligence, inadvertence, or even accident, omitted part of 
their case. The plea of res judicata applies, except in a 
special case, not only to points upon which the court 
was actually required by the parties to form an opinion 
and pronounce a judgment, but to every point which 
properly belonged to the subject of the litigation, and 
which the parties exercising reasonable diligence, might 
have brought forward at the time.115 (emphasis added) 

296  

Henderson v. Henderson, (1843) 67 E.R. 313 (U.K. Ch.) at p. 319, J BOA Tab 37; see also Reddy 
v. Oshawa Flying Club, 1992 CarswellOnt 349 (Gen. Div.) at paras. 7, 8, J BOA Tab 82; Martin, 
supra note 94 at para. 59, J BOA Tab 55. 
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94. It is important to understand that the term "cause of action" in this context 

does not have the narrow meaning of a particular legal theory, such as "breach of 

confidence" or "inducing breach of contract". Rather, a cause of action merely "refers to 

a set of facts giving rise to a legal claim or entitlement",116 or a "factual situation which 

entitles one to a remedy."117 The cause of action in both the Moyse action and the case 

at bar pertains to the Consortium's acquisition of WIND, and the failure of Catalyst to do 

the same. 

95. Catalyst now claims that Justice Newbould somehow prohibited it from 

asserting its claim for inducing breach in the Moyse action. That is, of course, irrelevant 

to the application of issue estoppel, as described in the preceding section. Justice 

Newbould's findings are fatal to the new claim for inducing breach. In any event, 

Catalyst's assertion that it was barred from asserting its claim for inducing breach in the 

Moyse action is simply false. As described above, Justice Newbould only prohibited 

Catalyst from asserting that claim in the trial of an issue in the Plan of Arrangement 

proceedings, which was to be heard on a highly expedited basis in February 2016 to 

accommodate the timeline of the transaction by which WIND was to be sold to Shaw. 

Once Catalyst abandoned its constructive trust claim and the Plan of Arrangement was 

approved on consent, the trial of an issue (and the limitations on it) was abandoned. 

The full trial in the Moyse action was scheduled for June 2016, and was not subject to 

any prohibition by Justice Newbould in respect of the inducing breach issue. 

Las Vegas Strip Ltd. v. Toronto (City) (1996), 1996 CarswellOnt 3426 (Gen. Div.) at para. 18 [Las 
Vegas Stripj; affd at 1997 CarswellOnt 1279 (C.A.), JBOATab 49. 
J.R.T. Nurseries inc. v. 0843374 B.C. Ltd., 2016 BCSC 501 at para. 38, JBOA Tab 41 [J.R.T. 
/VU/OC?/ /C?OJ. 
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96. The chronology of events beginning with Justice Newbould's Plan of 

Arrangement Reasons on January 26, 2016 through to Catalyst serving its new Claim 

on June 1, 2016, is a classic example of a "dog that didn't bark". Catalyst had ample 

opportunities to amend its Claim in the Moyse action to add a claim for inducing breach, 

and was explicitly and repeatedly invited to do so. Catalyst's counsel was asked 

repeatedly by counsel to West Face whether Catalyst was asserting, or intended to 

assert, claims for inducing breach of contract - on conference calls, at discovery and at 

9:30 appointments. Not once did Catalyst or its counsel suggest that it was not 

permitted to do so; rather Catalyst simply chose not to do so, undoubtedly for tactical 

reasons. Nor did Catalyst ever appeal any supposed order prohibiting it from asserting 

its claim for inducing breach. Catalyst should not now be permitted to belatedly blame 

Justice Newbould for Catalyst's own tactical decisions as a pretext for engaging in 

litigation by installment. 

97. The Supreme Court of Canada has held that litigation by installment is 

barred by cause of action estoppel, even where the plaintiff has not intentionally lain in 

the weeds. In Doering v. Grandview (Townj,118 Doering sued the town of Grandview on 

multiple occasions for flooding on his property caused by a dam. In the first case, 

Doering asserted that repairs to the dam had prevented water levels from falling to 

normal levels during the summer growing season, causing surface flooding that ruined 

his crops in 1967 and 1968. That claim was dismissed. 

98. After the first action was dismissed, and while consulting with an expert 

about an appeal, Doering was told that surface flooding was not, in fact, to blame. 

118 Doering v. Grandview (Town), 1975 CarswellMan 64 (S.C.C.), J BOA Tab 25 [Doering]. 
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Instead, the flooding was caused by water impounded by the dam flowing through a 

subterranean aquifer that had saturated the ground above.119 He therefore commenced 

a new action on this new theory for flooding from 1969 through 1972. Even though the 

new claim concerned a different period of flooding as well as a different factual and 

legal theory, it was barred by the doctrine of cause of action estoppel because it could 

have been brought as part of the original action: 

[A]ll the facts which are alleged to constitute tortious 
conduct by the town in the present case existed when 
the prior action went to trial and it was there found that 
these facts did not support the present respondent's action 
for damage to his crops by water. ... Nothing had changed 
between the bringing of the first action and the second one 
except that the respondent had received advice from a soil 
expert who expounded the aquifer theory.120 (emphasis 
added) 

99. Catalyst cannot avail itself of the narrow exception to cause of action 

estoppel which applies where the new theory could not have been discovered at the 

time of the first proceeding by the exercise of reasonable diligence.121 Catalyst has 

admitted to being aware of its alternative theory explaining its failure to acquire WIND 

long before commencing this action a week before the trial of the Moyse action. Catalyst 

partner Gabriel de Alba admitted that he knew about the Consortium's August 7, 2014 

offer during Catalyst's period of exclusivity by as early as September 2014; Anthony 

Griffin's March 2015 affidavit disclosed the Consortium's conduct at issue in this case; 

Catalyst partner Jim Riley admitted in May 2015 that Catalyst was considering a claim 

Doering, supra note 118 at paras. 5-7, J BOA Tab 25. 
Doering, supra note 118 at para. 11, J BOA Tab 25. 
See, e.g., Doering, supra note 118 at paras. 13; 15. JBOATab 25; Tsaoussis (Litigation Guardian 
of) v. Baetz, 1998 CarswellOnt 3409 (C.A.) at paras. 43, 44; leave to appeal refused at [1998] 
S.C.C.A. No. 518 (QL), J BOA Tab 95. 
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for inducing breach of contract; and Justice Newbould held in the Plan of Arrangement 

proceeding in late January 2016 that Catalyst had long been aware of a potential claim 

for inducing breach but chose to "lie in the weeds".122 Not only could the inducing 

breach claim have been discovered, it was, in fact, expressly known to Catalyst. 

100. The same result occurred in Las Vegas Strip, in which the plaintiff strip 

club had been enjoined from operating over its objection that it was a legal non

conforming use. After the first action had been resolved against Las Vegas Strip, it 

brought an action to strike down the by-law in question as vague or uncertain. The 

Court dismissed this new claim based on cause of action estoppel because it was 

based on the same set of facts that were in issue in the earlier proceeding. While Las 

Vegas Strip had "subtracted certain facts from the earlier claim ... the issue remains 

whether its operation is illegal under the By-law".123 In the case at bar Catalyst has 

added facts rather than subtracting them, but the result is the same. 

101. Finally, in J.R.T. Nurseries Inc. v. 0843374 B.C. Ltd., the plaintiff had used 

a new fertilizer that killed his crops. The plaintiff sued the manufacturer in Oregon and 

won, but not for the entire amount claimed. It then sued wholesalers in British Columbia 

under the provincial Sale of Goods Act for the balance of its damages. In other words, 

the plaintiff added defendants, and asserted a new statutory cause of action, but the 

basic gravamen of the complaint was the same as in the earlier case—just as Catalyst 

has done. The second claim was dismissed on the basis of cause of action estoppel.124 

Plan of Arrangement Reasons, para. 59, JDC Tab 10. p. 174. 
Las Vegas Strip, supra note 116 at para. 23, J BOA Tab 49. 
J.R.T. Nurseries, supra note 117 at paras. 47-55, J BOA Tab 41. 
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D. Catalyst's Claim is Barred by Abuse of Process 

102. If, for any reason, the requirements of issue or cause of action estoppel 

are not met the doctrine of abuse of process can and should be invoked to permanently 

stay or dismiss Catalyst's latest Claim against West Face arising from its failure to 

acquire WIND. Abuse of process "is a flexible doctrine unencumbered by the specific 

requirements of concepts such as issue estoppel".125 It is applied "to preclude 

relitigation in circumstances where the strict requirements of issue estoppel (typically 

the privity/mutuality requirements) are not met, but where allowing the litigation to 

proceed would nonetheless violate such principles as judicial economy, consistency, 

finality and the integrity of the administration of justice".126 

103. For the reasons explained above, mutuality or privity are not in issue on 

West Face's motion. While invoking the doctrine of abuse of process may therefore not 

be necessary, it is still applicable to this matter. As the Supreme Court explained in its 

seminal decision in CUPE v. City of Toronto, abuse of process focusses on the integrity 

of the adjudicative process rather than on the motive or status of the parties: 

First, there can be no assumption that relitigation will yield a 
more accurate result than the original proceeding. Second, if 
the same result is reached in the subsequent proceeding, 
the relitigation will prove to have been a waste of judicial 
resources as well as an unnecessary expense for the parties 
and possibly an additional hardship for some witnesses. 
Finally, if the result in the subsequent proceeding is different 
from the conclusion reached in the first on the very same 
issue, the inconsistency, in and of itself, will undermine the 

Canam, supra note 107 at para. 55, J BOA Tab 15; see also C.U.P.E., supra note 93 at para. 37, 
J BOA Tab 93; Behn v. Moulton Contracting Ltd., 2013 SCO 26 at para. 40, BOA Tab 3. 
C.U.P.E., supra note 93 at para. 37, JBOA Tab 93. 
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credibility of the entire judicial process, thereby diminishing 
its authority, its credibility and its aim of finality.127 

104. These principles apply with full force and effect in the case at bar. Catalyst 

litigated its failure to acquire WIND against West Face for almost two years, culminating 

in a hard-fought trial before the most senior judge of the Commercial List. It made a 

deliberate choice not to allege inducing breach as a part of that proceeding, but to focus 

instead on supposed breaches of confidence by Mr. Moyse. It failed, and in doing so 

Justice Newbould made a series of findings that are fatal to its new Claim. Catalyst's 

only goal in the case at bar is to assert claims it chose not to assert before, and to 

obtain findings that are incompatible with those obtained by West Face in the Moyse 

action. That is the very definition of abuse of process. 

105. In this respect, the case at bar is similar to Free Trade Medical Network 

Inc. v. RBC Travel Insurance Co.128 In that case, the plaintiff Free Trade Medical 

("FTM") was trying to broker a deal for travel insurance between Community Care 

Networks ("CCN", which offered a network of health care providers) and RBC Travel 

(which needed to offer its clients health coverage while travelling). CCN and RBC 

ultimately struck a deal directly without FTM's involvement. FTM brought an arbitration 

claim against CCN pursuant to an earlier agreement between them, and the arbitrator 

C.U.P.E., supra note 93 at para. 51, J BOA Tab 93. 
Free Trade Medical Network Inc. v. RBC Travel Insurance Co., 2005 CarsweilOnt 4659 (S.C.J.) 
[Free Trade Medical Network]', affd at 2006 CarsweilOnt 5503 (C.A.); leave to appeal refused at 
2007 CarsweilOnt 1353 (S.C.C.), JBOA Tab 32. 
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concluded that CCN had not breached its contract with FTM in respect of its dealings 

with RBC.129 

106. Having lost the arbitration, FTM then commenced a claim against RBC for, 

among other things, intentional inference with FTM's contractual relations with CCN. 

This is obviously closely analogous to Catalyst's claim for inducing breach of contract in 

the case at bar. FTM argued that CCN had provided dishonest testimony in the 

arbitration. However, the court noted that the arbitration proceeding involved a fair 

process. FTM was represented by counsel, called evidence, and cross-examined 

opposing witnesses. The arbitrator had rejected FTM's complaints about CCN's 

evidence. There was no reason that the arbitral award should not be final and binding, 

and it precluded the relief sought in the new action, which was stayed or dismissed as 

an abuse of process.130 

107. Another analogous case is the British Columbia Court of Appeal's recent 

decision in Gonzalez v. Gonzalez,131 In that case, during earlier matrimonial litigation 

Mrs. Gonzalez filed an affidavit that included financial information of her husband found 

on a computer shared by the couple at their matrimonial home. The husband moved 

unsuccessfully to strike portions of the affidavit on the basis that his wife had violated 

his privacy in finding and utilizing his financial information. The husband then brought a 

civil action against his spouse for breach of the British Columbia Privacy Act, again 

based on his wife's obtaining his financial information from the shared computer. 

129 Free Trade Medical Network, supra note 128 at para. 72, J BOA Tab 32. 
130 Free Trade Medical Network, supra note 128 at paras. 114-117, J BOA Tab 32. 
131 Gonzalez v, Gonzalez, 2016 BCCA 376 [Gonzalez]] leave to appeal denied at 2017 CarswellBC 

COG /c r* O ^ IDAA O A oao (O.L/.O. j, jdua i au on. 
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108. Even though the legal issues in the two proceedings were entirely distinct, 

and "the new civil action raised materially different facts, including the allegation that 

Mrs. Gonzalez hacked Mr. Gonzalez's password-protected e-mail account",132 the Court 

of Appeal held that the new action was an abuse of process. Additional facts or legal 

theories will not rescue an abusive action where the fundamental issue is the same: "the 

question of Mr. Gonzalez's privacy interest was the issue front and centre in the 

[matrimonial] litigation before Butler J. and was the issue before Wong J [in the civil 

action]".133 In the case at bar, Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND was (and is) the issue 

"front and centre" in both the Moyse action and this action. Catalyst has simply re

packaged the same basic complaint against West Face with new parties and legal 

theories. This is a quintessential abuse of process. 

132 

133 

3589990 

Gonzalez, supra note 131 at para. 24, J BOA Tab 34 (quotation marks omitted). 
Gonzalez, supra note 131 at para. 25, J BOA Tab 34 (quotation marks omitted). 



PART IV - ORDER REQUESTED 

109. For all of these reasons, West Face respectfully requests that an Order be 

made dismissing or permanently staying this action against it, with costs on a full 

indemnity basis. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21st day of July, 2017. 

DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto ON M5V3J7 

Kent E. Thomson (LSUC# 24264J) 
kentthomson@dwpv.com 

Matthew Milne-Smith (LSUC# 44266P) 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 

Andrew Carlson (LSUC# 58850N) 
acarlson@dwpv.com 

Tel: 416.863.0900 
Fax: 416.863.0871 

Lawyers for the Defendant, 
West Face Capital Inc. 
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VimpidCoto M?a'1 .̂m|ia '̂ii4 tbeGaMystofc 

o p n b H d i i ^ i e : _ 6 3 b c i . c o n t r a r y  t e & F x c f u s M t y  A ^ e e m e n t l  Q y ^  $ t e  n c p ^ ; p f  

die;: next; :de^en; -days,: wb$e. :Gataiyst: Sand; yimpe|̂ bni; ;we§b; kupposed to. be .̂ki. exclusive 

negotiations*, ^ImpeiGom,, its advisM; and die Cbpbrtiunk 'negotiated j a} deal; fe .Wind, 

, asa result negotiated .iS. bad faitbimtH; 

GMMystito^  ̂prey eod die |>affies firbtn cdnciM-nig'a'dea|v;M ffeeen{t*^erG  ̂
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7. Catalyst how seeks to holdtlie Defendants to account for this .misconduct It alleges that 

the. Consortium committed the, tort of inducing breach of contract, conspiracy and breach of 

confidence. .Catalyst alleges that yimpelCom breached the Exclusivity Agreement and its. 

confidentiality agreement, with Catalyst that rendered, the mere existence of the negotiations 

confidential. CaMyst also, alleges that IJBS breached the same agreements, breached Catalyst's: 

confidence and conspired with the. Consortium. Finally, Catalyst alleges that Globalive breached" 

Catalyst:' s confidence mid conspired with the Consortium;, 

8..: The. Defendants claim that:Catalyst has already litigated these issues in another action:. 

Catalyst; v. Brandon Mayse and. West Face, {the "Moyse Action"), Brandon Moyse, a financial1 

analyst employed by'CataIyst,. had'worked:on the Wind file while at. Catalyst'. He resigned suddenly; 

to take a job with West Face, a competitor. Catalyst commended i ptoceedmf; against Moyse and; 

West.Face atid'obtdned ah injunction to stop hiin from working at West Face in breach of hisi 

restrldtiVe covenant. After if wasfeyealed that West-Face had participated in the purchase of Wind 

as a .member of the Consortium, Catalysf-amended its claim in the Moyse Action and alleged'that-

West Face had obtmned confidential infomiation about Catalyst's'inyesfment strategy fdh.Wmd:. 

. fibm-Mpyse and misused that 'information to .-its benefit. 

9. In December-2015; while the Moyse Action-was still pending and had not.eyen proceeded 

;to the; discovery stage, the Cohsbititim spught to sell :Wind to' Shaw Cbmmumcatipns Inc. 

("ShaW'). irhe Consortium applied to -this Court for approPalof :a Platiof Amahgemeht that would' 

havb Mid Wed Shaw to purchase the. shares of Wind: free .and -clear of any legal; claibis of 

encumbrances (the "Arrangemeht Proceeding") - In that form, the Flan of Arrangement would have' 

extinguished Catalyst's plea in the Moyse Action for a constructive trust over the sharesof "Wind". 
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10. Ju îc  ̂NeWbciuld'he^d the' Ajrangemerrt Pro'c^edmg in i,anu '̂;2Q;i& |n.;ey0 t̂icje filbd-

in-, the Arrangement Proceeding, Catalyst; advised the. CoUrt that; :the:: proposed':.iwas uiifair 

because, amongst, other things,, it. would extinguish Catalysts; ability- to:amend.its. ciaimmlhe 

Mdyse Action .to .plead inducing - breach of Contract, which Catalyst " wished tadO. in- yieW;:p£:: 

evidence that, had been bled- by the feGonspAiumte 

11.. In his reasons- in the; Arrahgemeî  lu'̂ iee; Ae^oiM,?;prevetited 

CMalyslfrom amending the; Moyse;Aodon: Jo assert 

Honour :did; not approve the Plain of Arrangement, he ordered am. expedited; trial'. of the; • MbySe 

Acddh; 

liL '̂ l̂eilustice.:Newbould's'dedisidhwhsimder:reseAA.Gatalysh;t  ̂

megptiateA^&pfte thatway suitable JeAll' 

*to ^a^aisist jpsQ^ :̂!-

the sffihfWmd tdShAy hpm %st Fade and CatpysC?'pghtfmB^g; 

.aeiainiagainstihe.Cbhsoibimn.̂ ^  ̂

13. t̂ ehpite' theparties'. agreement -oil tile; Plairpf Arrangement, the' trial ofibe Mbysp: Adtiph; 

fdihaindd^Ab.l fast.trach pursuant to Justice;;Nevvhbnid?s;pî n; 

of the matter and -directed- a-' ebmpfessed ; schedule. for the;'pirties"  ̂

discoyeriesj answers to: umbertaBhgs, and; exchange of triat; aiffidavits,, ydth; the fnal tptake place; 

14. 'During;tMstMe3 fitalysf consistently maihMned:thal it would bring a:separate-action |pr 

inducing breadb. of dontract.- In May 2016,- before: the coiinnenceipepf pf the'tol of the Mpyse  ̂

Action, CaMyst commencel this.Action. 
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;15;; ;5ime" 5;0l 6  ̂Justice Newbould dismissed. Catalyst9 s claim against 

Mopd;;aiid, West Face in the Moyse; Ac  ̂ foiijid: th;at; jyioyse did not .transmit confidential 

infoimatibrr about- Catalyst's; investment sfiategy for Wind to West Pace. That decision is under 

appedj with; the hearing scheduled &r two days .in' late-September. 

16; The;̂  ar^e-ihat the Action is; Barred by-issue estoppel because it is an effort to 

rerfifigate certain findings ,made:by Justice Newbouidin the Moyse Action, This argument cannot 

.succeed. The imdmgsthaMe  ̂ arenpt required to he .re-litigated in. the Action, 

nor were they.̂ &ndamental to the'Mdyse ..Action hecaiise. they were nothing more than .oMer. 

17if 'The'Defendants -afgiie that the Action is 'bairedby cause of acfidh estoppM because Catalyst 

::i'cQhld''' hayeJasserted its\'ihducmgfireach of action in the Moyse Action. 'The; 

Defendahts': argirmeMfaifs: bechusC' the Action is ah entirely different type of proceeding than the. 

Moyse Actipm .The. AcfiphVconCerns intMer&e;-into Catalyst's exdlusive negotiations with 

VimpeiCoih and the resulting: effeeTof that interference oh the Kegotistidnsi The Moyse; Action; 

'was' about whether; West Face received ahput Catalyst's investeient 

.strategy in Winti.from a'fcah^^Ca^y '̂:«hi>foy '̂y^hhei0h '̂West Pace. 

18, Only We'st:Pace;.was a party mithe.Mpyse AetiomHo other Defendant can pfopefiy rely 

on issue' or, c&use.pTact'ioh estoppel' to strike the'Action as none Had a participatory interest in the 

Moyse Action ;md-werehdt West. Pape'-is ptiyjbsl; 

19.. The*, ifefendknts• argue; that in additioh ta issue!and'eause. of action estoppel, this Court; 

should exercise its. discretion to strike the Action as :ah abuse of process. ;The Defendants, do not 

prpylde a credible basis for doing sol CaMyst always; maintmned that it would brihg .the Actioh'aa 

a separate proceeding-{and did so before the'trial of the Moyse Action): Further, Justice "Newbould 
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ordered that the.Mbyse Action: proceed On an expedited timetable ̂ d :ih: a sunimaty:'̂  ; It is 

•• incredible, to now suggest that he would have allowed Catalyst to .aiheiid the: claim ih tfeMoyse 

•Action inhriy event In1'addition. Catalyst negotiated tiie terms of: the Plan of Atiangemeijt. with 

' the Consortiuin to separately preserve Catalyst's, right tq tiring the Action,.ti#sneV |̂ug|ested:; 

• lliat in conjunction with the Adoyse Action., 

20; YimpeiCom and; UBS argue that the; terms;; of. the Plaii.ofi ̂ rmngegienl; o îinguish: 

Catalyst's right to: bring : the.̂  Action . against them/and seelf tb; sti&0;:the Action on tiiat basis,,. 

YimpbiCoim untenablei Im/order. ib\Mtag»et the;Pianof ;̂ ?y^^mehI ;̂aS;! 

YimpeiCom andrpBS; as&tihs Cotntfto do/regard must tie had' tejfhefih  ̂

ixz^dtui»£9-iqdfitfiL©:There: is !hd:e^dehce.of^eihsftin 

retied; on In ai:'mdtiohAm it is; neither '̂plain,nor obvious that .the Plan of 

AifMgeiiieht djdmihnstiesCat̂  against .VMpelCdm-ahd UBS mi 

gait- becaiisei.heithef are; party to the San. bf '.&angemeiif orrpatilcipatedim the :Amah|emeht; 

Proceeding,: 

21;;;: /Finally to'sirike: Catalyst's pleading of breach'of.oontiact'iag^nst.it; 

It is heithef plain.nor iobyipus that the pleading wili, fait 

22.;: fhe;I5efendants' motion H a thinly vetied effdti tp; prevent the.Actieh ;tipm:'prpgressing 

past the pleadings .stage. The defendants waited.utitil a debision m the.Moyse Action to. bring ihi's 

mOfloti; .This Cotiif canaiOtcountenance .the.pefendants' tactical/effort to deraE.the Action; The 

;Action. .iS.not ':hbut rather a properly commenced; cMih that, promises 

tpiliojdtiieitefendaiits tQigc^kjlg 'negotiations: 
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witll VnnpelCpm;.. TH  ̂ Actidh shpnldto continue ill order, for 'Catalyst to' be afforded; 

iM^Pppprtiiriity to pursue, its.legal:rights .arismg;fr6m.tlie Defendajits^misconduct; 

PART 'ft'- FAGTk 

(i) The parties 

"23. Catalyst, is based Jn Tdfonforand widely ;recogDized: as.: the.. leading :fiim,in. the;fieJ4;Of 

.investments in. distressed and undervalued. Canadian .sitoations. for cohtrolpr influenee5daiown; as 

"special.situations investments for.CpntrolPA 

24;- The.;Defend îts:faIl 'into: twP;.cMegori.es::: (i| shareholders' of - Wind in 201.4'|the <:'20i;4 

Wind.-Shareholder si') ;.ah4 their1 advisorsj and .(u}ithe;cphsortiuin;'that bpughf^nd'̂  

' 2014-(the. "Consortium"); 

'25. Aa discussed in fotthef detaihbelow, the. 2014 Wind Sh^ehpld^S:are; asTpllows: 

(at): VimpelCbm •; a:telecom eoip'6ratibn,based.m::Anisterd^ ;̂ 

(b) Globalive,: an; investment company based in Toronto3; and 

. 2&: UBS is :an investment bank: that provided advisory services to. Wmpelponi4' hi the relevant- • 

•timeframe.. 

27.. As. discussed in further detail below.,the. Consortium 'Defendahts'ar'e as. follows:; 

!'AineBdM'An3ended3tatement .of':biaiM at jjf 2 (Third Amended Motion Record of UBS ("Third AMR of 
UBSw) at Tab 4AJ pg. 100). " . ' " ' ' ' '' ' 
2 Amended Aiheiided iSfetem eat of Claim at f 3 (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 4A^ pg;' 190)i 
3 Amended Amended Statement of Claim at f 4 (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 4A, pg. 100). 
4 Amended Amended Statement ofCJaim at f 5 (Th ird AMR of UBS at.Tab 4A, pg. 100); 
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(a): Temenbatmî ;anlinvestment mamgemenf finEi: based in. Los Angeles5: • 

'(b); 6MM.Hoidings;:G LLCL (''64NM GB'.?),:'the general partner o j 64HM; Holdings, 

Lfe(?64NfvLLL% .̂d^  ̂ m.:Dbiaware ̂ d,headqnartere(l; 

i n - N e w - Y p ^ ^ f o r m e d  b y  ; L G , ;  a n  i n v e s t m e n t - ' . f i r m .  

. iii:Ndw Yor%-tbrncqnif b Sbafe':of Wind  ̂

(c) Semiy§ a pfiyate^m  ̂ffld bfeadqn mMarlchani7;;: 

;(d|: ;NpMs,:a;teiecbinrn:anibatioiisprpy  ̂

:(e|; (B; eprpprdtipn. beadgnartered inTpronto :̂ 

281 'Wind is-;nJCanadian: telebpinnnimP^mf; pmyiderp fenpd by; Gipbalive: ;and::Qrascpm; 

^^ani|fpi§n^(?Qrasepn  ̂

;29,;: GmSmdnrl Corp; 

•: As. Orascpm was'a; foieigfi P6n3p®.\fir.̂  .finan&ai;M  ̂ order 

$friiaH^L.for&î $wn£r |̂̂  

5AntendedAmeMed.'StatementofC!aiis'at:|^ (TMrd AMR of UBS Tab4A, pg; I0O). 
® Amended AmepdedStatemento:fCfmm:a(|^^^ 
7 Amended Amended Statement of Claim at f $ (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 4A, pg. 101). 
4 Amended-Amended Statement of Claim at f 9 (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 4A, pg. 101). 
5 Amended Amended Statement of Claim at f 10 (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 4A, pg. 101). 
30 Orascom feeld i9D.%bf.W-md's.n0a-votm^^^ d.5% oftfretGta!^ 
held £7%-of1Wmd'rsiyotidg'scares of |tslpSl.:eqm(|i.See. Stat£m|nt^ 
at Tab4Aj:p|l:)9)l * ^ .. :... ... 
?3;AfSdayitof Simbn.'B pif î est1 

Fa(eL*MlYof WfeH>MV°Ll5i'Tab;2rp  ̂ ; 



30, Anthony Lacavera wa.s the principal pi: Globialiye;and served as Oie c^ef executive officer 

of Wind until the Consortium purchased it in September 2 014. •2 Lacavera had .a personal interest 

in the Wind transaction because he was interested in remairiihg involved in the operations of Wind 

after a transaction was. completed;13 

31. In 2011, VimpelCom bought Orascpm's interest in Wlnd14 

32;- In 2012, the Canadian government relaxedreshictions on foreign control, of small tidecoms: 

such as . Wind. YimpelCom,- a foreign company, saw this as an opportunity to', buy-but; Gl5baiive; 

and gain fell control of Wind,35 

33. VimpelCom and Globsliye entered: mtofe'shfee pfech '̂e'agr^meirit whereby YimpelCpm 

would purchase Globaliye's- equity in Wind; The federal, goyenfebnt . refused to; approver the 

takeover, notwithstanding the loosened- restrictions.-

34. Meanwhile, Win4 confeiued to lose money. jnlearly 2013, fenestrated by. ijts experiehbe.ih: 

CahadajYimpelCom sought to sen.its.mtefestfe îndJ?; It engaged UBS to find a.buyer;-

(Hi) Catalyst's Negotiations with VimpelCom 

35-; in late 2013, Catalyst began negotiating the potential 'purchase of Wind from VimpeiGom. 

?2 Amendedi^ended'Staterneri.l of-tfeimaif 23 <Third:"AMR;of 163)': . .. . . . 
Y Lodkfe;Jime$:^i6'Af^>%:kEj^S5-(S^pl!em^i^iy'l^p'cmdiag Motion -Record-of CatalystT'Suppl. 
Resp. MR of Catalysf") at Tab AI, pgs. 5-10). . 
'-fLocMe Jntie-6,;2016 Affidavit at 19'<MRof WF fitVaj. 15, Tab 52,3pgsv;6052-6053);;de'Alba.gay27? 2016 . 
AfHdavit.at.'fl;?^(M'Rof WF at Vol IS,Tab.4.7, pg; 5920)i 
.if Lockle Jane 6,2016 Affidavit atf 15 (MR'of WF'at ¥ol.-15, Tab;52i pgs. 6054-6055); de Alba May 27, fel 6 
Jyhdavkat:f24 (MR of WF at Vol' 15, Tab.'.47, pg. 5920),-
> Trial Judgment ("TJ") atTf22-(MR:p.f'Wf at Vol. is Tab i5 pg. 92); 
" locide- June;6,2016 Affidavk at % 17 (MR of \VF.at Vb]|. 15, Tab .52, pgs. 6055-6056), 



36, Oii |Muary;̂  -201 A; ̂  Je^r^of Vimpel;t<?ni;l1i9-t- sef out' the 

.deiails ;of. lis possible bid: dor' Wind; Ihithe letter .'of: 'inf&r|Oat%st:hfeed to purchase 

WhnpeiCpm's; sharM.;fe'%itid: fe:;,$550 million.-. HhWevdf/iiie hegotiatibiis-were'-pnt oh^pause-

: wMle; the parties participated: in a new .spectrum ;auQtion. •8 

3% InPebmafyMl4> Gata^stfe-eî ^  ̂

;3Sw; :<Sata^ ;̂andi-ISrijpap^C^rri..On-.!Miarcii".:22J 2014, Galaiyst, 

• executed :a;cdhSehtiMity ^^nt̂ ;Mth YmijpbiGbM: Md."Gipbal '.at-: 

; YimpelCoin: subsidiary .(the;' "Gpiihdential̂  ip 

39;; The;;t̂ nhd îMity ^^emeirt;;pmyic ;̂: umoqg ether fhmgspthai: the existence- ipid... 

tontent oftHenegotia&qhsi}  ̂

Agreemenfafld .Related Kegb  ̂
h e|dhed£§^  ̂ the adyiee;of leg|l:adyis;pr^); 
: by-applicable; law or ̂ î :nde§:<^ppy î ®l;:stc  ̂
:vdbichi such; Partesj ̂ ^drities: are; listed S; By; dEy ^ntpetenf 
heguMofauihqrityjinany.su^^  ̂
ahdeonsutW leĵ -afe^^bktQ Siich 
dlsk^s  ̂
Party vyiil 'nphfand willf cause its Atithprised PersdnS hot tbj 
disclose tq;ahy person other .Siiah'ffiddthef Paî -aid its.Ahthorised 

•: fesohs^ajlhpfactthafdis'cu  ̂
îthrthe-bther Party eqncemiiig;;fe (b|-aii}t::bf;the temr% 

18 -de Alba May 27, 2016 Affidavit ai %^WE-at472014=j;VdidpetCbfiif 
and Catalyst stopped the negotiations bepanse both parties .S^;^^^gby^mip^^'7|0&ffizi 
spectrum' adcfionon behalf of different .inaiket participants; andbodld. hot" cqMime'Ee^ 
fides imposed by the federal government on the toDd-Albai Affidayiti; 
f9 ;dCG0028710 - de Alba May 27,-'2016 Affidavit at f26 (MRofWRatAohl^ " 
2CdeAlba May 7,2016 Affidavit at f 39 (MR of WF at Vol. 15,' Tab 47, pgs. 5923-5924). The Confidentiality 
Ag-eemehtis CCG0023984 (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 2B, pgs. 38-46; Motibn hecbrd of Globaliye |'MR, pf . 
GA") at Tab 5; pgs. 79-86).' ••--•.. " ' 
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conditions or other facts related to the other Party's participation in 
the Project, including the status thereof, or (c):the existence of this. 
Agreement, the terms hereof or that Confidential Information has 
bedh made available pursuant fd this Agreements [Emphasis added.] 
21 ' " * : ' 

40; the Confidentiality Agreement prevented "Authorised Persons"' from -'disclosing; .any, 

information relating to the negotiations between Catalyst and VimpelCoih; As a professional1 

advisory UBS was an "Authorised Person" and.contractually barred from disclosing to others; 

any; information traded between VimpelCoih and Catalyst' of. the. mere: existence of their-

ndgdEatjoiî 22 

41;. Oh May 2014., after - prolonged negotiations. Catalyst: and VjmpelCom agreed, to 

preliminary terms.; Catalyst -agreed, to purchase. Wind based on an -'enfeiprise: value of $300^mfiliohy 

with a closing date of ho late than' May 30,- 2014.2  ̂

42;. Despi1h:fast; efforts;; a share purchase, agreement was not'/completed- by thai date?: but. 

(iv) Other Suiiqrs pursue Wind 

43; While.Catalyst was negptimingmlhVimpdCpffi, YimpeiCom was' negotiatihg with oilier 

parties, .including Tennenbaum and West Face.. 

44. Teimenbaikh met with Wind's - managemenBjh .-early May 2014 and started negotiating a 

TenheibbM fijrough May'and June 201424 

P d e  A l b a  M a y  2 7  -  2 0 t b ' A i f i d a y i t / a t | - 4 3  f M R ' o f  W F i a t V p l .  1 5 , - ^ a b  4 7 ,  ; p g s .  5 9 2 4 , 5 9 2 5 ) 1  .  ;  
^U6nhdentiaHtyA^fiemen4 flAuiihr'ize.d.Perspii-(Third AMR of URS at Pab2B,;p:gs. 39r40; MR.afGAat 
Tab5fpgW79-80); * ^. ". - ,- ; ' ' , 
P Aiiiie^d^d ofat Tab 4i*pg. 105). . .  ̂ . 
24 Affidavit of Miebael.Leitaer, ̂ swbraiiine 1, 2016 (^Ceitneriiine 1,'2-0.1-6 Affidavit"?) (MR of WF at VoL. IS, Tab 
51,;^. 6(834-6047)-' ' ' ' ' ' : 
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45. TenhenMurA btiiit S- cpiS îiim; ojeppky  ̂ Mvestment 

firms: Oak'Hiil!; BlacMobe andEG.;TemienSaffisbug% 

for tfais**^okî 3^num;M '̂;*^a«^ :̂dOIg©iac©. bitWiiicL  ̂

46. At 'tii'e;s^6tir3î  WeslEaceWas;̂  

- 47,. West Face.'submitted foî -'proposals-ftp yimpelCoM betApep.A  ̂ 14;; 

; Each .bf îlivolyM1^  ̂

a mmorityeqMW&old^  ̂ a;;&|i4e.'̂  

tbe proposals T?y: ' Face .was:isc  ̂a^enbps:piapr mMA\ 

negptiatipiis.for; Winb.p 

48; Diirfng; toe 

Wipci.anf  ̂

SgoiiMbris l£ugg${|̂ :ebpf||rfyî ;A|̂  

A?) J^stFaceJoim-CofiMrtitiWaMT  ̂
Negotiations " 

49.;:. .OmMy 3iy2Q14yWest;Face;ped^<ipetmiSsibA;^  ̂

thai'pciisisiM Yif Temenbaprip 

25 Leitner June .&i6j$Msd  ̂ pg& ;6p34^6047^;Apdayitpf^  ̂
June^20i6jpv&of  ̂ 7 3- •. I..-37333337,.. 
26 Affida^itiPf AniibQY;(3b&»' Mom; Jame 4p@ 15 <?Gnfen Juiie 4,-:20 3 6 Affidayi^'i H paras.36,3 843 A-54 (R1R of: 

'WF^tVcrt;i5 l̂}48j pgs.5966,59^7and5973-S974l! " 
;2753riffin3p]|S:M^Agijk î „.; 
28E6blae JunbA  ̂ atE îbii.S;(8nppi;:Resp.3VIRbfCatalyst ai-Ta6;Al/pgî :5-i%; 
29:Gpin Jape AM6 Affidavlt'4.1[?4<MR=of WF'at W>lbl5^Tal) 4^p^;5988^9^j: ' 
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•50.;: Despite the supposed.. codfidentiaHty of the negotiations between VimpelCom and 

Catalyst's,' .the Consortium was clearly, aware of the content of those negotiations. On My 21, 

2014, ^CmenMiim's principal, Michael. Leitner  ̂wrote to West Face's principal, Greg Boland, 

stating that he "heard [C]atalyst;is seeking;exclusivity this week"?0 Boland replied that West Face 

"asked;for thatd couple;times-and [it] didn't work'l3  ̂ . 

51. Oil . .July 22, 2014, Temienbaum': .informed West Face that Catalyst "may have this in 

exclusivity by the. end of.the week."32 This information should not.have been 'known by any parties = 

other" thah. Catalyst,- yimp.elGorh;and UBS. 

52.. As it himed out, Tehh&baum^s.̂ ^ollmtipli was correct; On July 23,.2014, believing'that 

they "were Close to a deal, Cataiystaud"^VimpelCoH entered into an a^eenient pursuant to" which; 

VimpelComcou] d onlynegotihte with .Cataly  ̂(the "Exchtsmty Agreement")  ̂

(a) yim^eiCbin. and Catalyst shall ahd:shah'cause. their respective 
Affiliates to. deal exclusively with each.other ih Cbiiiecddh ydth the 
Transaction and yinipelCom shall .use- its'reasonable  ̂efforts to 
ensure; tiM GMhftt hp4: its .subsidiaries deal exciusiyely; with 
Catalyst and; its respective Affiliates in connection with the 
Transaction;; 

(b)WinipelC6m shall notlshall ensure thatits Affiliates will not, and 
shalt use- its- reasonable efforts..to., ensure that G"VMC;*..and; its 
subsidiaries dO; notffirectly.Or. indirectly, through any of its or' 
their respective Representaffies, solicit or encourage offers from, 
participate in, any negotiation# or discussions with, enter, into airy 
agreements With, of funrish:; .any information to, ;any person, 
regardingahy alternative transaction to "the Transaction [including 

33 WFOPQ69995 -Emails between Lehner and Boland dated My'21,2014 (Siippi. Resp. MRof Catalyst at Tab 
A2ipg ;̂ii).:̂ ; .. " " . „ " ..' ". ; 
31WECQ069995.- Emai'te between Eeitner and Boland dated Jnly .21, 2014 (Suppi. Resp. IVIRpf Catalyst at Tab. 
A2, pg. ii)... . ... .. ." " . . . . 
32 WFC0059172 -Emailsbetween Leitner, Griffin'andBoimiddatedJnly22?2014'fS'ttppL.Re^v'l^-^Catalyisii: 
a t  T a b  A 3 ,  p g s .  1 2 - 1 4 ) .  : " "  "  '  '  ' "  *  '  '  
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but not limited to an acquisition, mergerarrangement,., 
amalgamation, other business', chmbiimtipn, Jqint:- yentoe. or-equity 
or other financing) involving GWMGbr -anyofî  
respective voting-or equity-shares or any of their respective material: 
^sets ̂ an-•" Alternative; trmsactipn") ;̂and; '' 

(c). YinipelCqm...sh l̂,;-.shall- cause its f::̂ alid; itW and: their 
- respective Representatives to and .shall' use its reasonable efforts 'to/ 
ensure' i&sit sitidL î&s 
be; discontinued".any'exisfin  ̂ activity;' of the nature -dbscrihed; in; 
Section 2(a), 'including but not limited to. precluding "aedeSp; tq ahy. 

{except/fqbaqcess |̂ r0 l̂ci6>dL ta-£m.dLc 
its Representatives); and -(B) ehforce andhptTeiease any. third; party, 
from,; or: otherwise wmve, qfbbljgatloitS: 
byfed by .my 'such, third-party to; YimpelCoim 
and^pr GWhlG or; fits'' subsidiaries under isjgjf- cpî deikiMitt; 
agreement. entered into iyith fespecf; to; :a potential" TransactiPh 
ihyplying. GWMG? Yftastifeiyiaribsi.fiidffe%e^ve;vpting; 
oipqnhY)sharespr.any.;q.fM  ̂
added;)— 

53. fihe'.ExclUsifity Agreement prevented VimpellSpin. its; agents and adyisbrfi (ihciudiiig: 

OR^rfipmr:hegbfiatm-g-or haying, discussibas with'any::6tlier. party,; or proyiding:any; olier party; 

with information fegaidihg a;j Mlpd 'tran%ctip% during: iiSute® % a4d|fiph,- file :E&dusiifi|y: 

Agmernentmade  ̂existence and the tetms of1thhEMMffiiyAgfSM 

54 Ihe .mifi4:-teim'pf the.Excfe  ̂ffqmiy Y23. & Jtdy;29 ;̂20i.43§: 

(mi) The ̂ nser^^X^srî 'cf̂ '-^etv^^^grdemeni dndFjice 

55i; ;Gifi JulY2|,:20I4,-  ̂ Hilh _ = 

.die .Consortium  ̂informed Bpiaadfbf West.Fdce) .that; hd iyds':m|5firied by GBS.-thafY  ̂

hadehfered-ihtQ-eYdhSivliY  ̂

33 ExeiusiGty Agreemenf (TIiird AM3t;pf;UBS:at;Tab 2Gj pgs..:47-5^.MR;of GA- at Talj 
34 Exdasivjty .Agr-eement-(Th1rd AMR of. UBS at Tab 20, pgs. Hfi-SS; MR of 0A;afTa;b!0jpgs, 84?1)v 
35 Exclusivity Agreement (Third AMR of UBS at Tab 2C,.pgs. 4455:; MR of GA at Tab 6, pgs. S7ri9I). 
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by^YinipelCQmatthe' of'the auctibhprocessidndWristied  ̂

.this email to.Ms piartiiers 9jrSp,;fe^seti.arid;De:£^-; 

. 56. By. My :3Q;;it;hĵ  ihahyiriipefe  ̂ veî  close to a-- deal and they 

•agreed to" extend. the ExcliisiS ;̂A^eemd&t td':Au^st ;5t20l'4/-' 

5% QriAugidsfiv Viipp  ̂ that tkei'.share ::piirchase,a^eenient was • 

•'subkaMMly hdhipieIdd'" Subject tp settling detaiis.iii the schedules;*8; 

5Si- At the.same; timeplft̂  ̂ CatalpP&abit piarmed::tp hnklize a support 

a^eerireriFw^fr ;£acayeraJ-:The--p  ̂ Agreement was to 

engage.Glpbipye.and' ensure that it would support h transaction, yhh Catalyst. 

59k 'Mcredjbly, theCOt̂ p^^deaEh^ bri the very same day, that the .Catalyst share purchase, 

a^eemeht̂ was-settl̂ 'and wpiMbe: going; to:..¥impelCpm's board of directors  ̂

the ptheriGphsppî  

TJusi- heard that YimpelCom, is;, .takihg the; Catalyst SPA-, [share; 
purchase agreement] tp' the board this weekend; There has been, ho; 
retrade: as jphyet,. butparties ̂ e. bracihgfor it. Suggest we get pn'a 
cail tp discuss';. Have ..some feedback' onpncplevels as ' 

60. This' commmheatipn demonstrates;, the d^ptfcp  ̂knowledgethat Leitner arid the- other 

Consortium- participants had- into Cataiyst';s; supposedly eonfidential.. riegbtiatipiis with 

YimpelCom; Not only •: did' -'thdy'.kriow when the.- share, purchase-' agreement: was going to; 

:—• ' A t . - .  - . . . .  .  .  .  
36 WFGO043724 - Entails dated July 23, 2014' (Siippl; Resp. MR-of Catalyst .ai'TibA4, |igs, 15-1<% 

••37 de: Albklday 27,-2©lb;Affidavit atfl4G{MR of.Wif at Vol. IS, Tab4% p^.59pj. "" 
38 de Alba May'.27,.201SAffidavit at fl43 (MR of-WRat V.oL 15, Tab 47, pgs; 59'47:5948j.: 
3* de Alba May:27,2016Affidavit at f 143 (MR of WF at Vol. 15, Tab 47, pgs; ^47-Sf48),-
40 WFC0047-832Emails -dated August-1,201.4 between Leitner and others' {Siippl Resp. MR Pf Catalyst at Tab' 
A5, pgs. 1.7-19)1:. " " ' 
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VimpelCqm's: board of directors, they- were also aware of the term's- of the share purchase, 

hî eeMenfrî tbef's^  ̂ the Consortium had not given up ph. }Wm&; 

:despitoflie-Exciu  ̂ VimpMOom. 

|Cy): Catalyst Confirms tfiditlie Share fiufihase Agreement is Substantially SeMeci 

6il By AupLsC3,; 20i4>:€ataifst and VimpelCohi agioed'that; the deal..was. "suBstdhtiall| 

;,settled^] subject; to ;:approfali from yimpelCqitfh directors.df • This: agreement; automatically: 

extendedthe 'EkciUsiy îfy Agpementm acfditiohai. five business days^2i: 

fxi) fiie Gmsojfium SMimfia fropdsfi 

Bate in tie ewuingtpf-.August %• 20|4 ,̂ Eeitne  ̂dhrbehalf: of the Cohsbrtjum, senf; 

" yimpelCffit® ̂ putchasd WMDiCanada'' 

wProppsaiv|k; 

63v Tiie|;&nsbrb  ̂ Proposal., to• appbar ;as k beifspahem^  ̂

Gaihĵ shm&inM C<? n îum |̂ ew:̂ ^pe|G©mr s--;B©hi?a,.oif <3irekit6E§ tvyks'i 

considering af the:: hmd; :Thb ̂  is tepmS : wa& a phantom offer 

(which" thd Consortium kiiew was Catalyst's offer): 

(a); Wfbe superior ;tp;;c^piief purproposal will; hot regmre-

regu!ydry'̂ id .̂t;d' 

(bj ?6tir'tmiisactidii;willnot he a change of eohtrol of jWmdJ,;Md is a result requires: 

idehgigemenf  ̂

--*1 diAIha;M^2^;20liS Affidavit at 35,:Tab;47,:pgs.'5945-594Sy 
45 de Alba May 27(^03^ Affidavit at ̂  144145 MR;of Vol. 15^ Tab 4% pg,-;5948)l: 
43- Because pf viat appear to be time zone differences between affiants, it may have heeii delivered on August % 



Cc) "[OJur prdpbsai-will.be economically siiperibr-t61 ;̂otfe:prqpq  ̂

64. Notably, even^%opgHiiie- Prdpos ;̂';was;;describe6 .byrLeitner::.a's>a "'superid'r";̂ rpposa  ̂;it 

d i d .  n o t  o f f e r  V i m p e l G d i b  a  M g b e f  p i i c e ^ f o b W i n d  t h a n p r i c e : ; t h a t - h a d ; b e e n  

VimpelCom. All. of thd -so-eallai.. '̂ ipenof*: .te£ms: "^neonied- hon^mdiiefary issues,; nfie' 

Cdnsqrtiuni. knew t̂ at ifs. proposal- was "superibf8 tb;;.Catalyst'$; bid; because- it had improperly 

received -confidential information concerningtiie,terms of Catalyst's deal 

(xii} 

65; On August 8, VimpelCdma  ̂ :&e,Exclusivity: Agreement to August • 

18,4i 

66: Ob August 1.0S:;2G:14,- Leitner-discimeclrt̂  ;detajj§;;pf: 

furffier equity  ̂ bolster the: Proposal̂ 6 Leiiner bragged to; the Cpiisbffi;Uni of;.Ms.: 

discussion with UBSf 

I'took, the; liberty- of;mehdpmhg: tp UBS'i'thp.tMsda  ̂leg of the 
commitments mavcbme this.eyeningi-

67,. If is evident , that behind Catalyst ,and îripelCom's negotiations.: at the' very least, UBS 

was .beeping. Open negotiations with the .Consortium- and, .for. their part,, the. Consortiuih'was. 

continuing- to feed informatibn fb YiinpelCom to induce- it"-to consider its Proposal despite clear 

knowledge and understanding that VimpelCom WaS.in exbhisx^%wtih Catalyst--

^ WFC0051622—Einalis between Peter Fraser-pPraser''X tiffin,'Tom. Dea and dlhers (Siiphl* R^sp. MRof. 
Cafalyst at Tab A6, pgs. 20-12); Leitoer Jiiiae.l- 2016 Affidavit (MR of WF at Vol. 15, Tab 51, pgs, 6034-6047). 
^'de Alba May 27, :20i6 Affidavit'at If 151 MRof Wf at Vol. 15, Tab 47, j>g. 5^49)1 " " 
46 WFC0Q51186—Emails with Leitner, Greg B oland ("Boland") and Jordan Swariz (Snpipf Resp. MR of Ca talyst; 
atTab A7, pgs. 23-26);' 'J • • .. . . . h '' T. .' . . ' 
*7- WFdOOSi 186 -fsmails with Lather, GregBpland ("Botarad") and Jordan :Swadz-'(Suppi. Resp. MRof Catalyst 
at Tab A7i pgs. 25:26).. ' ' ' ' ' 
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(kv) VimpelCom Suddenly Demands a Break Pee 

72. On August 15, VimpelCom returned to Catalyst with .two new, substantial demands: if 

insisted on shortening the regulatory approval period horn three rnonihs (with an.automatic ohe--

month extension) to two months: and it asked for. a $5-20 millipn break fee if the deal did:.not 

close.52 Both proposed terms came after VimpelCom told Cat̂ yst that the SiPA was substantially 

settled and after the parties told .Industry Canada that thd deal WaS driftd; 

' 73. The exclusivity period between Catalyst and VimpelCom terminated on August 18; without 

a. signed SPA53 in the face of VimpelCom's. demands to deduce the closing period and for abreak 

fee.-; 

74. By; August 21, VitepelCom agreed with the Consortium tftat: it would not enter intps; another 

exclusivity ̂ agreement with any party (besides the Conte^dmJ.untiL August 25,:2G14. On August.: 

2.7.,- VimpelCom and .the Consortium entered into exclusivity, Oh September; 16, 2014, the. 

•Consortium concluded a deal With YimpeiCpm to purchase Wind for $3ft0'.nhlHOn/4 

75: The. trial of this Acftoh Will examine the reasons whyVimpelCom fetraded the deal aftd,:; 

inter alia, requested the break fee frbm Catalyst after it previously agreed that the'share purchaser 

agreement was: substantially settled, and the connection of the request for the break fee to'dip 

Consortium's Proposal: 

76.- "The Action against.the Defendants, includes .the fcllpwihg main allegations: 

51 de Alba.May 27, '2016 Affidavit at f 157-159.'{MR of WF at Vol. 15, Tab 47, pgs. 5950-5951).. 
53 de Alba May 27,2016 Affidavit at f 157:dnd:16() {MR of WF at Vol., 15, Tab 47, pgs. 5950-5951). 
54-Griffin June 4,2016 Affidavit at f 124-126 (MR of WF at Vol. 15, Tab 48, pgs. 6000-6001). 
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(a); Globaiive-andJUBS ;o.wed adiiî of confided to; Gaf al̂ st: pid breaclied 

(b) The. Cddsdrtidm cpnspir :̂:.̂ dp.g t̂: t&emselyes,-. GiolMivelM  ̂

VimpelComtb feredcfi; tHe. JExcIligiyity Agreement ancj; iq: enter; ̂  

"witii; the. Consortium: Iris'tead; and>: 

(6| VmipelConi: 'dreaehed, ;tiie; Confidentiality Agreement; :and: :t& Exblmmtb-

Agreement and negbtidted;:Mtli:iHe |Gonsodram.;55: 

i f -  'lliieAeiiOnefaknsdamageain.the'amouht;̂  

the ConsortiM'genert̂  

(xm): prpceedingi 

7&j T^Sefi^aiits; aftege:;^e some fkctuMsiMlar^^ Abtidn'Md'tiid 

Moyse;. Actî -; j®®0^ndants'; summary:̂ ;tfe 

tJns Action intmddnally: glosses: oyer| :seyerati fundamental ;dlf!emneesd ;bet\yeen the two; 

proceedings  ̂

79;-: ,As;describedin;more detaiIbei:ow,;CatalystcoTnmendedtHeMd 

mimialystAbhlheM fejr:a;competitprs WesEFace^Moyseiidd been,;woidnng 

on.the:;:Mnd.joppditdnit̂ '.foF;Cmalyst and Ms-sudden depadm 

raised a concerntkaiMpysecpuld and'.wpuld pass-confidential Infoimatibn  ̂

Afier Moyse M Face refused to îonour' the restricti\o covenants in Mbyde-' s empldymerit 

•5? Amended Amended Amendbd'SfetemeBt ofGlaim/Amended May 30,2017 (Gorape'iidiuih'pf jCatai^stit pgs.-
15.26)'"' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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agreement vdth Catalyst* Catalyst, commenced the action and brought an urgent motion .to enforce 

lfe:re^^ve*<»venahts. That mbtipn was successful.56 

80, -TlieMdyse. Action was commencedoyer two months before West Face andthe Cpnsortihm, 

concluded  ̂deal for Wind57' 

8 L After "West Face and the Consortium concluded a deal for. Wind Catalyst amended its. 

'exiMn^claim against Moyse and West- Face to allege that Moyse communicated; confidential 

information about Catalyst's Wind strategy to West Face. Catalyst alleged that West Face used the: 

:82.:" The:Moyse Acfioh concernedmisuse. of confidential information that West Face received; 

firbmMbysec^dtiWfpie'thaiinfc  ̂

.the. -Kfoyse Action,- Catalyst: never alleged that Westi Face and/br the CbtisPrtium; induced 

VimpeiGom To: breach the Exclusivity A^e^ehd-bh that; UBS oi;: -Glpbapye communicated 

confidential information about C%MysfS;?h t̂iati& to the: CnhsMium, Yim^elCpm, 'UBS, 

,Glpbaiiye,; and the other members of the Consortium: were' not parties. tP.. ffib :MbySe Action arid 

'Catalyst, did' hot allege 'wrbhgdPihg against'' them. Catalyst's allegations were aimed solely at, 

Mvjse and: West Face;. cbncenuhgconfite about Catalystis regulatory strategy 

• wMcM hiby  ̂ during his tehure'af Catalyst;. 

The Catalyst Capital Groupingivi Moyse-:2014 UNSC 6442 at para..83 (Responding Book of Authorities' of. 
C a t a l y s t  ( " B O A " )  a t  T a b  1 ) .  .  "  '  '  .  '  .  "  . . .  .  "  "  
57 Statement of Claim in Klbyse Action, dated joije 25,.2G14;(MR:of WF at Vol; b Tab.3,pgs. 152-167).- . 
58 Amended ;Statement of Oatni in Moyse Action, datbd October 9,2014 (MR ofWF-atVoi: bTab'4j pgs. 168
187). " ; ' 
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83.. Hie. chronology of'the. facts' ffevMsysk- Acti.dh'î 'geiy pbcTOed:-be^eejir: 

February .2014, when Moyse''was added to:GaMyst's'Wmd.deMrfeam  ̂ ife'SOl̂ vtyheh;-

Moyse stopped working at West Face pursuant to the poihthMef; 

84:. Theichrhri63ogy of the facts indisphteiri the ciffrpda^onbegin' on; 

after Moyse stopped'working' at;West:Fae:e?::when;the GonsoitiiM: menibers hegah .tOT£eCeiy&: 

and/misuse: confidential informatibh .•abbM.GatHyitf.ahegofiatiom 

85.; Ihelosy &cfealipiies:;ih depute ihfhe;%¥bc  ̂

(xvii) Plan of ArrangemSftl Proceedings 

86. fe'fie^mbef§0|5i ^drBo î̂ :feap;:Cp  ̂£M|rBoy|W cre||e|hy 

GohSorfiaait to hold Wind, 'connhenceci:  .an appKoatmri-:  to seek.;;-approval.  of ai :plan -pf 

ai3angeinemt.':pnrsuant-t6 which Shaw- ^phtd: purchase Windfo  ̂

Proceedhlgf|. The AirangementTroc^eding sought; arelease 6f hhfaihl; b)f';Gfflyst :|o a: 

cbhst̂ cfiye.tbist. oVerWesfiFacef.s ;mtereshm^Wmdi and top t̂inguish.any-rights Catalyst; mights 

htve^o'pU î&.Qtfiniahnslagaihstl̂  ̂

purchase of Wind.5^-

82-: The?ehtirepî ose'Of'fhe Flan of AirMgemeni was :fo provide Shaw-WM-X'ccle&;1itie tb: the; 

shares bfWmd-Absenij assW^Cellt1  ̂ t$e;shar'es pf Wind-gee pdidear of 

any-clainx, /Shaw Would :hî :ciQ ĵ̂ ^4;'4ral Wth-MidrB^  ̂

88/ CaMyst̂ pposed the .̂ aflgemeht Proceedihg- in thaffihm:' 

59Notice-of Application,: issued •Decem'bef;23,2M5 (Suppf Resp; MR of Cataiysiait; Tab Bl5 pgsi;ii2-i2^).; 
69 Mid-Bowline Reasons forJudgment, dated Januaiy;26,'.20-ljSj:at para.hit'W^^ WF-af.y&ki-, 
Tab 2, pg. f.36-137). * : ' * " * 
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89. Iiij tjie course of that contested; proceeding,. Mid-Bowline- (which was represented by the 

shrite, counsel a's: West:Fahe)' filed four affidavits from die principals, of West Face, Tennenbaum,-

EG' ahd; Globalise, in support.oi the plan: of arrangeihenh In each affidavit, the affiant described 

the Consortium's;. efforts, to. purchase. Wind and Glohalive's. roie. in assisting'the Consortium 

members. This was the first time that Catalyst had received evidehbe from Teimehbaum.ahd LG, 

two' memfers of thoConsoffiuiM first time Catalyst saw tieitner's: August.6 email 

toAfimpelGdititiutii™ Purchase'WliSID' Canada5'J6! 

90j The; new affidavit̂  were revealing; they. laid, bare the fact that the' Consortium- had made 

the; Proposal 'and,-'with additional; disclosure, Gatalyst.Iearned that die' Consortium Was fully'aware 

of the; Exclusivity; Agreemenf:.when; it made the'Proposal to VjmpplCopf. Catalyst'alsp learned of 

Gldhalive and UBS;"s. role'iii the Mldgpd cons^hpy  ̂

91:. • .Curing the .Arrangement Proceeding, Catalyst af gued'that the Cduif couldriotcompromise 

.its claim.withouta trial. In addition, Cathiyst. infpfmed the Court- that' it wished to amend its' claim, 

in the Mdy's'e Action toadd.a claim of inducing breacfipf contract against the Consortium based 

tin the hew ihfonnatidnlt had learned.from the affidavits filed by Miti-fedwline  ̂

(xviii) Justice Newbould Orders a Tried of an Issue in the Moyse Action 

'92ti Justice Newbould heard the A^ngdnieht Proceeding op the aftemdoii- and evening of" 

January 25, 2016 :and released his reasons .the follotitihg tivdnirig. He held that,- notwithstanding 

sworn evidence from James. Riley, a partner of Catalyst, to the ' epntr ,̂.Catalyst was' aware of its 

claim'for mdticing breach of contract much earlier than January 2i016. Justice Newbould held that

'® West Face'Answers ^Undertakings from' Cross-examination of Andrew Carlson,. #3 (SuppL Resp. MR of 
Catalyst at Tab A9, pgs. 28-30). . 
52 Mid-Bowline at pira. 21 (MR of WF at Vol. 1, Tab .2, pg. 140). 
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' the onlyreason Catalyst sought to amend its pleading in the Mdyse Action Waftd prevent the Plan 

of Arrangement front proceeding. .According to; Justice Newbould,- the proposed action for: 

inducing breach of contract Vpuld Jiave; interfered-with the sale to. Shaw, 

The proposed, .action how is hlsb intended'to interfere; with'ihesald 
' tQ: ;Shaw.: Ttie vendors. are: all/financial concerns . .with; tiind investors; 
ahtitoM sale or to: require'then;̂  

..htitidis.' of their ;ffid investors titat would tie claimed in;the cjapn: 

93. Im|?qtiaht!yj justice.-.Kewhduld directed- that Catalyst's claim against West Facer'and: 

feyse, which;had.yet to proceed todiscpyery; and hM;;pnly; tecemî 'heen 

CdhnnercialAist;'Would hedeiermined byhimas atrial ofanissuemtihe ̂ angement.Prpceedrng:: 

one; month; iate^at thee^  ̂

94. •; At the ;s^e iime?;.te to :̂ ierid;'its; claim m 

theMoysti Actibn-tb tiddAneWciaiim  ̂ breach of contract He. ordered that; the &f he; 

w .̂ip.he^hi:the;ilpyse. Action ̂ fwiasl tip! tptionsid^an^s^  ̂

;95|; ?Susy asm :(feî 'resujl of Justi<x:lfew^  ̂ decision.delivered.̂ ;JaMMy;;26y::2^1dJ;: 

Caidystwasdarred &orn. trying; an- mduting breach Of contract claim- togetiier with the Moysb 

Action before Justice Newbduld.; :Thisl- was the outcome sought, by: hJid-Bowline and -the: 

Cohsodiiim - their intention was to u§e;the IT# of Arrange  ̂ Catalystfipm pursuing; 

its -claihi for indticihg breach' of •cohfracti-eyeii though that- claim' was not .yet. ;st#]te#aned.: 

96:,., Atierthe.mlea^e of Justice JNewboufd5 s;'de.cision jn the Arrangement; Proceeding, ̂ Catalyst; 

brought;.a- separate .action, wdthiii. the relevant limitalipm  ̂ the; Defehdahts. Justice 

tfpararSS(MRof WSf atVoL i,Tab 2, pg. 150-151). 
64 mMmdimMpiarai 50 (MR; 'of'WF at Vol; 1, Tab 2, pg. 148-149), 
65 Mii-B6wIine ai pM6i (MR# WF at Vol. 1,tkb'% pgl 151), : 
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Ndwbpnid':g: decision did- xiot; bar. Cahaiyst from: ever bringing sucE a clMni. Instead, it prevented' 

'the claim, from being heard as' part; of the Moy'se MtionEeing tried by him on an;expedited.'basi£ 

97, Gainlyst was not' ontywitbni its rights .to comuien  ̂frpin;ihe Moyse 

-.Action, but it bad been giyeii'nO 'choice but to do so. 

98;i Follovring the release Of Jiistice: Newbouid's reasdns^SE'aw, l̂ id-Bbwiine;: aijtd Catalyst;: 

continued qngomg to^dispuss' options. piusnanf to- which' the. Plan, of 

•Arrangement. could proceed unopposed by Cat̂ 'yst 

99, NOtaEiy, during those negotiations; Md  ̂

represents;West.Face. Thafrconnsel.was aclmg.-feEe.collectri%  ̂

thenegotiations.6  ̂

ipcx) Catalyst, Wid-Boiilin e mid SUaw AUeiid B  ̂

i O'O. The. Defendants in this; Action fmlto .mention in friek:;snbiniss;ions tfiat CatalystMnsistentiy: 

and repeatedly niainkined'befbre.the trialof the Moyse; Action.tirai it intended to bring aseparate 

proceeding to pursue its; inducing breach of contract'ciMifr. 

1QL "The Defendants also, fail to mention two'Criiieai: case.conferences 

held after the Arrangement Proceeding- reasons": were released; during:. v îch; the. subject, of the 

inducing breach claim was discussed. 

56 Cross-examination of Andrew Carlson, held June :28j- 2017 {"Carlson Ekanhnation") at 8:3-7 (Suppl. Resp. MR 
of Catalyst at Tab B, pgs. 53). 
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102; ®rih§ a;®uarf;;i7;:ca$6 conference, b  ̂ Newboiild, thembming affer reasons. 

werefelfeasei the ;Airangfei2ient Proceeding, Catalyst tasked whether those; reasons precluded 

Cataiyst̂ sM'mg. ,a: separate. -action-:;|br/»A^g:1i?ra  ̂of contract against "anyone we wanf'.̂ : 

JusfceNeyyfeopld's^To^ucKcss^rv^s-th3t;s l̂i;an;SK t̂kxB. was possible, "subject to release.language".̂ ' 

103;; iCatalyskMid  ̂ Newbouldagainon February 1.-; 

During iEat; attendance, Catalyst' informed Jdstice;: NCwbOulcf that :thb parties: had reached;. 

agieeme ;̂̂ pi4lho.Ha3i of iteangemeni and'& abandon Its constructive tost claim: 

hi flie;M9yse;Acti(  ̂

1(34. ThepMie  ̂ disdhss; the'hial Of the' Mo'yse Action; Catalyst proposed ihat.̂  

no jbripnimpedhig t̂̂  -

1051 :Mid-6.G l̂me':s West Face?sJ ;ebimsel ,arguedag^st puA Aetibii .arid; 

SeM^oklthe. Mbhld be :deal£wkhrfuiCMfeC  ̂

. |iiSt̂ ;i||c^ouM thaihayhig a Claim-'lhaf:-may demand/a tracing remedy couid resnltin- an; 

"lUhtenabie-si&ation'h ̂ id^bt̂ ne's;counsel mdlc^ed ibat the. tracing remedy,- sought; ip. ih.C: 

; MoysevActioh, w .̂m-issue jdiatreqmredahexpeffitiOusresOlution'.of the.fc 

:h;WhSr-hot like theltbif feî Mcohtocfcf9' 

106; fheparties.apeedm to:'<hsCuss 'hewdates for the.Moysp iCcdoh 

-Affidavit offirad.Venpeersch, swpni.MayJ 9,201 7 ("Veiroeersdi Affidavit";) at Exhibit A (Resppnding Motion 
of C^ya^j;at ' " " 

68 VermeerscbAffidavifat ExbibitA (Resp. bf Rpf Catalyst at fat? 1A, pgs. 5-6)-. 
6? VenreerschAffldayjt at Exhibit B (Resp, MR of Catalyst at Tab IE, pgs. 7-10). 
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107., During a telephone conversation held on:FeWuary-2>20iWWest:Face'S ahdjCainiysFs 

counsel discussed potential dates' for.the .Moyse Action. Coimsel for West Face; how claims,'thhtit;; 

told Catalyst that if it wanted to plead inducing breach, .of contract, if should-dp; so promptly; 

T0&, Catalyst's counsel never, undertook- to" 46'so,.. Hb iiidicated tKat'he would "think-' about if3 7° • 

109. The parties returned to' Justice Newboujd's chambers oh Febmaiy.3, 2016 tb disciiss Trial; 

dates, fof the Moyse-Action and settled' oh:May;201$, 

1.1-0: During a call, on February 7. 2016, Catalyst7 s counsel expressly told West Face's counsel: 

that this. Action was a "Separate action''.71 

Ill* There was ho doubt-by .February 7,. 20.16' that Catalyst would.bring a claim fof inducing 

breach of contract as a separate action. West Face never, raised acpncemAdth' this proposedcoiirse. 

of action, nor did it raise the; matter .at that hme with Justice- Ke\ybould tO iseeh.cianficatipii of ' 

dhechohs from the Court 

(xxz). Catalyst, Mid-Bowline and Shaw Pfeg&tiaie. Plan of Arrangement Release 

•112. During the' February 3 attendance before Justice Newbould- Catalyst;. Mid-Botvlmd;and 

;Shaw presented a revised Plan of Arrangement for appro val;. . 

113.. Three importantfand separate) Px-ceptidns in the'Plan were'carved but to' 'permit Catalyst 

to pursue additional claims in respect of the .Wind transaction; 

(a) The Moyse . Action; 

^'Andrew Caflsrai'-i Notes -of the Pebraary'2,20-I.d.Caiji(Mit:of ̂ WF at.Vol. l'4j Tab 30,'pgs. 
Affidavit of Andrew Carlson, sworn December 7,2016 ('-Caf&oh Affidavit') at Exhibit 34 (MR of WF; at Vol 

14, Tab 34. pgs. 5180-5IS3). " ' ' " "" ' ' ' " ' 
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(b): nsi against;; airy person (as •' defined: in tKe OBGA), m  ̂poteMiai ; claim for a tracing 

pf& irlpiiey;&e'dispoMibkofits Meresi.in Wind 

piir siiaiit tp. ffipWif^gement; or 

fef; 'as.:: against tfie Hornier :SHafelibiders:--,; aS^- ^btentiai fclaim Mating; ip tiieir' 

pom^VmpeiCdmi of thPif interest ;directiy 6f:Mdifectiy :iii; Wind*. 

npHpy rSMYM fey 

• tileiii 

114.. WesfFaGe:,s;counsei;negGdatedlbese'tm>d-bbts;''yitIi;fnlll<nGMMg  ̂

Gatalĵ t 's Jrigfe to. .bring tlM; Action for .inducing feapk of o5nirffi 

Fiji tboiiimg;• m:fHfe Plan p£AnM|eM®lnMi|ted;lM M;be 

Jdmed îtb. tfee. pasting npri-Sbaw1 

demandel:ll£at; aapart'of ffis;oarye-poi? 

.td îteryaih tlie Moy^AMdn.;:Yet.Wdit FaMiMjfe oijMniembeis; 

of tlWConMtiuMibWip^e.tfeattHs 

of feMgernent.yliejî tbey agreed tb carVe,jndMngl?feaefecl̂  ̂

pfclanns-; 

.116; .motion  ̂• West- Face.':;afgnesf wp; co  ̂ posiiidiis;: In FeBMtfy 201 % at afbase 

conference cdncemmg,tHe.;;sche of tfee Mdysb: ActionWest Fac;e argued; in: favour of aii. 

expeditedWil. on .a'Sigpy cdnipfesspd timetabfe feecbupjtw  ̂

•7^ The defiriitidn ofFonner Shareholders indudAtW of Aitangement^VlRpf: 

WFatW>L 14'-1>6:29,.i>g;.51591:: _W'""".,.'WMM. ,..., ..... . . ' 
• - • Order of Justice Newbould, dated February 3,20 i 6, 'at s. 4.5 :(MR;' of WF at V©!. 14,, Tab 2% pg. 5165). 



succeeded in that regard and Justice Newbould ordered a summary trial to proceed in: the end of 

May. 2016 on a highly, compressed timetable. Catalyst and Moyse were ordered to deliver their;" 

affidavits of documents within weeks, oral discoveries took place hi early May 2016 and thte trial, 

originally scheduled for the end of May, commenced on June. 6,2016. 

117:. Now, in this motion, West .Face says that Catalyst should have amended the Moyse Action, 

to. add nine new parties and new causes of action, which would have inevitably delayed the hearing: 

of. the Moyse Action by several more'months or years. 

118. This Court must give ..-effect to the agreed-upon tenns of the Plan of Arrangement Catalyst, 

successfully negotiated for the right to bring this Action. At-the same time that it did so, West Face.; 

sought- an .̂was.. granted by this Court, an expedited trial date- and compressed trial timetable for 

the Moyse'Action standing alone, Now,. West. Face and' the dthef members of.the Cphspffidm ate:; 

seeing, to . renege on the agreement that they made'with Catalyst in 20.16 to permit the Planof 

Arrahgement to pfoceed without further opposition from Cafalyst. 

P^T III ̂ STATEMENT OF ISSUES, LAW & AUTHORITIES 

119'. There are seven issues raised by these 'motions: 

(a) ' Is the Action barred by the doctrine of issue' estoppel ? 

'(b)- is the-Aetioh barred by the doctrine of action-estoppel? 

(c) Are the Consortium members privies to; West Face for the purposes of the doctrines-

of issue and actidn estoppel? • 

(d). Should the Action be struck as an abuse of process or .should:the Court's discretion 

be invoked to alloy? the Action to proceed? 
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(e). Can VijmpelCj® on 'tke; Eî n£; to .bar the: Action 

agamsf.tbem? 

(f); '̂ ^ShpMd^CatalysC's .breach'of:contract claim. agaihstlJB&he:̂  ̂

rea^nhblO;c&se;of:̂ &i§ 

(g) ShpnldJCatalyst's" jurymbtice he struck at this Stage of the proceedings^-

120. The answer to eadh-of these •qu&tipns;i:s;;%o;.',: . 

(A)-. tHEACTIONIS 

J2T.U. The Defendants argue that the; Acto 

(af Jss«e:Esth|̂ eli ̂ ihis;dbchinep  ̂ £e4Mpfin  ̂

a subsequent ca .̂.prow4^fhd;findhig[iS.:̂  ̂

wasmade Md:is' hot obiterJ*-

,.(h): Ch® of. llps^cjtete .from .asserfing the'hiihei 

cause; ofiachonhiphsfh:pai§:pn-pie same facts lira subSequehCp  ̂

prklciple 'gp5%miug eause.of.action pstoppel is that a.pait|;: shp  ̂ohly;. be;vexed 

once in the;:same.'cause.̂   ̂

(c) Residual Piscretioh; The/Court bas-.discretipii to sirike'A proceeding where it, 

•satisfies, the high.. bar:' of impugnihg: the • inte îty : of 'the: adimmsirafipn; of justice;: 

"74 Kĵ maf ^ehcSilitufiop help- Ckampiam Community Ciire 'Access-Ce^e, 20lS.6^SG,2248 
206 (BOA at Tab 2)1 1' * ., 
75 DaryMc;v,Mmworih.Technologies, 2001 SCO 44 ["Darner], at para. 18(BOA Tab 3), 
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Likewise,. .&€ Court hats; discretion to relieye a party from issue or cause of action 

estoppel where application of thb doctrine would cause an injustice.76 

122. Ndnfe' of these doctrines apply to the Action. The Action is a separate proceeding from the 

:Moyse.-Action.- It- was brou t̂.Within the appropriate, limitation period, Inyolyes -nine parties that 

were notparticipants:in the Moyse Action,.and pleads different eauses of action and a different set 

of allegations :̂ 

123';; Each of the. ddctrmes. will be addressed in turrn-. 

(£) OTE ACTION IS NOT. BARRED BY isSUfe ESTOPPEL 

(i); Legal PrihciplesaJ Is^ueEsLappel 

1241- Issueestbppbiis.the narrow^esfpf the three, abuse of process doctriiies; There are three jb&: 

cbiidiM 

(a) First, that thb same question has beefrdecidedt 

;'.(b);: Second,:'that' tilejudiciaMeeisibh wMch.is said to brbate the estoppel is final; -and 

.(c); Third, that the parties to the judicialdecision. ox then-privies -are thesame parties or.-
a 

privies -to 'the: proceedih.igs in Which the estoppel is raised.77 

12l.; Eyeh Ifthese pre-conditions are .met, the-cbiiit has Moyemding'discretion hotto .apply the 

•dbcfrihe wherd doing. so would result man injustice/78' 

7* Tc^o^^v^U^EZom 79, 2dQ3's6c 63 ["Toronto"}, at para; 35 (BOA Tab 4), 
^'Danyiuk, afp^as. 25-(BOATab3); ' ' 
78 Danyhiki at paras,. 62-67 (BOA Tab 3). 
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(ii)- Moyse Action Findings ArdNot Finaldnd^eVtî 'Aĵ edV 

126v Catalyst has appealed, the Moyse Action: 'Catalyst lias; requested featfe'e Cquri/of Appeal-: 

re¥erse.;'Jtistioe.|qewb6cdd's decision in the. Moyse-• Action on a number .of/qiies|fens' of lawyfaet-

and'"miked". fact And law. In the .event that, the .Appeal is saiccessfbi, the likely ;oufcoine he-, a; 

new- trial If this is ordered, die. Defendants' Motions will' hecomehidot: 

12% Cataiyst raises a number -of issues, in. its appeal, but in particular, €^My  ̂te;appeded two; 

rindingSithat Justice op. the loasis.;thiat;iie ̂ •cEd.̂ pip'l-Pii 

appropriate record before .him Id'Make them: 

(a).: Justice feimpelCom had no: subst£m1iye.communicatibn- w 

the membefspffeefeohsbrî  ̂ 2fe 2014  ̂fee^riate;&?;E^h^fvifyi 

Agreement Was' signed, fefeAugust 

Pfopdsai;7  ̂and:: 

(b|; Justice- Mewbbhidi concluded: feat :feere was: :np eyMence; 

directors Icfelfefefefee ^ugu  ̂fejidsai fehjifefeî iusra  ̂ . 

proposal played :hny part in. ̂ rifepelCofe's deeisiOn to ehahge: fee deal terms arid: 

demand a break fee iofe Catalyst80 

128. Qn appeal. Catalyst argues feat:-

fa) MsdeB: Hewbduld did not have: a-recbrdfef WmpelCom's fetipns bdfbfe Mm to: 

make such fmdihgsy 

79 TJ:atfl-45 (MR of WF at Vol ls Tab 1, pg. 127): 
*DTJ at 1-1:05 {MR of WF at ¥oi l,Tab 1, pgs. 115-116). 
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(b): No par  ̂requestedthat the trial, judge-make,.these-findings' and, m Fact- West Face-

objected, to tHe maĵ  die trial; and 

(c) These findings:- were' not relevant fp: the isshes .in the trial below.,; which concerned. 

West Face's Mowledge and use of Catalyst's confidential iiifohnatiM imparted fp 

.it by Mo;ySe,.: 

129. .In' the event that Catalyst is snccessM -on' theApheai oil these.' grounds',' it submits that, the. 

argument that the Actioix shohld he struck on the hasi's o t issue eistpppel is moot. The Defendants 

that, argiib isSue. estoppel rely "extensively on these;., two. findings under'appeal to: suggest that-

Catalyst.is :'hymgto 're-htigate. justiqe.: ̂  fact findings81., While.Catalyst's position oh 

this. motionlis:;tliat issue;.estpppel.c  ̂ applyhepause thes'e;.findings aip::obiter, and. were not 

fundatnehtaj to the Mbyse Action, CatM .̂submite:th  ̂ Couh;should, at minimum; await a ' 

decision -ih'the Appeal.hefeteproceeding .to'nile.on-tMs'Mofion, 

MoystActidii Factual FindiH Fvtol to this Action 

130, West-Face relies on the.dpptrihe oftissue.estoppel to argue that CatMysteahn6t"re-LitigMe'-

two findings' of fact that Justice'-Neyhoidd made ih'the Moyse Actions 

(a) That VimpelCom reqiiested a brbakfeb during the negotiations' with Catalyst and 

this . caused Catalyst to cease negotiations; and 

Si West Face -is the only common party with the Moyse Action. In order to.'recei ve the benefit'of issue and cause of 
• action estoppel, GfobaBv-e* Tennebaum, LG -and 64NM must -be. found to be West Face's privies;. ' ' 
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(b) THBaf CkMyst;.woul4 ntitfeaye. closed the transaction wife VimpelCpfe .because if 

could/not obtain feei re^atoiyrcbnc^sipns; from. fee. federal govemfeent that it 

wanted,.; ; 

13.1. XMI'̂ gumenf iM#  ̂ neither "finding;' is fatal fe the current actione m wMife 

Cafa%sf -pleads.; feaf yiinpelCom': s request for ;a break; fed Was induced by fee' Consortiifefs; 

fenfelieiietifeup^  ̂ offer aiid. was intended tq:pro'ydke Catalyst to terminate.negotiations so that 

' bpUld.accepti.fee Consortium's offer. 

132:;.. dfefesecoifefendifef'fefestiffefrbm thecofeof 

; M j h e s f e l f - c ^ o f e ^ b e c ^ c l p ' s c E m d c a r e M  r e d i n g  o f ;  

Justice Ne^PuM';sReas(niS;fbr Judgment underminesfeecbhclusfe feat-Justice Newbouldfi|ade;; 

: thedefiM Face np '̂asseits: 

133.;; :Neifedr of feese;6^fendings"'satis§ t̂  

NBlthk SiimeFactual OueMmi as in the ; 

134.; West Face :fias'l5t diet the fust pre-cbnditioh in fee test for-issue estoppel. 

135; :Wiferegardtothebrefefee.finding,'̂  

factual question as Justice Hewbouiti considered in; fee Moyse- Actfenv. It; undisputed; feat; 

negbtiatiofetiefeeenYiife.elCdmand CafelysteeasfeaSerVknpelCom'requestedjafeeakfee 

feat Catalyst refesed to; agfee fe YinfeelCpm' s: new .demands. Cataiysf sfewn. wfeesses feeely " 

testitied tofeisfactfefee MGjsp:Actiofe?2 

3. Cress-examination ofl̂ ewtonOlassmaiyiieldltine 7.&8j 2hldiMRofWF af'V0i. 16yTai> 62, Pgs- 6679-6680).; 
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136.- in- the. Moyse: Action, Justice Newboul̂ ;heye;r;:made; aViindmg; as torwhy VimpelCom 

requested the break fee}. it was irrelevahttp the Moyse ActioiL  ̂ and what 

caused that conduct,, was hot at issue in the Moyse Action; 

137; In tills Action, Catalyst does, not have to (nordoesit intend.to) re jitigatd the findihg about 

foe break fee.. Instead, this- Action will turn' on theTeasohiwfey-'Vin^clComfdqhbsted the break fee 

after .it previously fold Catalyst-that foe share'pt̂  "substantially: sehM": 

138. The evidenceinthis Action.from VimpelCbm, UBSj-QlobaliyeahdpthersiwMchw  ̂

before Justice iSfeWbotddm Will determihe. whether-^MpelGbm's-fequest for: 

the break fee was'deliberately intended to terminate negotiations; with Catalyst in.ordertd allowit:-

to pursue the Ghnsortiuhr's proposal. As outlinedhbpye- the'lMe^ealmg hafme' of ̂ VimpeiCom's;: 

request for the breakfee support's Catalyst's .theory.- Thefiming of and reasons; for. VimpejCqm' s' 

request for the break- fee are entirely consistentAvifofoeMiegatiphs/foaf^^^  ̂

¥impeiConi:fo bf each the' Exclusivity Apeementi ifns.ispue  ̂

litigate Justicehle^hfould's.fmdî  if Merely puts those, 

was -not at issue in foe .Mbyse. Action because what. led. tp Ylfopeft&m-hS 

before Justice Hewbo'uld. 

(v) Seeoiiddty "Finding*? on Causation is Overly Generalized and Misconstrued 

139. WesfFace submits, that.-the issue.pf causation m this. Actios, will be .the saihcanalytis.as in 

the.-.MpySe Action. West face's; submission is; a. ^-osSl pyersimplificatioh- of the' issues to fee 

detennined ih..fhi's. Action. 

:83 TJ at f 127 (MR. of WF at Vol 1, Tab !, pg.: 122). 
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14Q. It :|s;:a, lopg-standitig; principle tlia :̂:;m . appl̂ iiig issue;; estoppel, a coprt should- take W 

'appfpacfe  ̂ the; same Ih Heyiieh- v: Frito-fay Canada, Lid,, 

• Justice Goudge .fqlfev?: 

:̂ thpupi;at _a;:|ng&jie$d.̂  
|d<Jress:' :the:i Samfefquestion,. tjiis i^6qUiremeiit pf 5 issue; 

dsto l̂̂ m îOî  ifdri <^®paî ysib;-Of die iet̂ ;̂&cts;;and  ̂
llie; hppiieable Jaw the to the; specific question id; fhe; 
eaiiiep proceeding can be; sdid; fo;; det^mine; the issue m; the; 
subsequent 

141:i; Iii othef:words;;f®lS aeddn.is;tie -same is§hi£'"to. be resolved: 

lnihe;seepnd:;aQtipnjS:a;maEtH 

14% :ImCdn^Ew t̂̂ m^4h iSofeSs 

witii a reE'esffiMans|piibn-  ̂ Ceitain third--: 

p^yjrestiMipnsdgam&ifrlfesolî  

the:tMsa(^pn..;in a;[^yiQu£l<S ;̂G^M:IAs |̂|£d!phaf 

•for imsrepresentadpn^dllegnig-th^Jts^e^  ̂ pgafsrl̂ rp t̂odt© •ln^^ma£k>si abotit 

:zbihhg;;;TJ3eicpurtfoMdt|ata;Mse;represeî  ̂ the 

basis ;thai! did tî i&s^atio& 'in the agreeitient:;of: purchase:;: and; sale had; merged-: with; ther 

eonve^ahce..; 

143:.; M the,secpnd-:aciieî  the-fe argued issue estoppel Based on tlie 

dishussaiMtheearlie:̂  ̂ KSde estoppel did not app  ̂ • 

Biit.a majprity of the Court.held: that'the;third :party actipU should. be dismissed;'dh the BaMs of 

M R'amnen $.• Rosemvutd Instruments 'Ltd., 267'(CIA%St ̂ ari.;S9 (pO  ̂Tab.̂  
*? Heynenvi Fr&opfyCcmada Lid.',-$999 ;CarsweiiOiit 2929 
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abuse of process. Justice Goudge (to dissent, but whose reasoning was upheld-.by-the.Supfihrib 

Court on further appeal) found that the same issue requirement was riot met' 

As this court said in Heynm & Frito Lay-. Canada Lift-. (1999),- 45 
O.R. .(3d) 776, 179DX.R. (4th) 317, this determination depends 
on a careful analysis of both the factual context and the legal 
question addressedS in the earlier proceeding. This allows; the;, 
specific issue tbterimined iri : the earlier proceeding; to be 
identified and compared to the issue to be resolved in the 
subsequent prpeeeding. This fefiectsJthe fastidious:approachr;.that; 
the cqinis' have taken to the "same question' test 'thai;was de'scnbed; 
by Morden A.C.J.O. in Rasanen v. Roseinount Instrummts. Ltd 
(1994), 17. Q R.- (3d|;267 atjp. 294, lt2:D.LrR::(4# (OA;). 

• The issue in the.third party claim is 'whether., the • Realtors owed a 
duty of care to. Can^n' which was bfbached. by the -nusrepresehtatiqn 
corieerning' zoning; This duty is separate, from and notderived from, 
the contmctuarrdafronship. between Canani and'.National. Trhsb.'fi; 
depends on the natufe. of-ihe direct relationship hbrtyddh.Cariam-arid • 
the. Realtors. • This, duty- was not part of the proceedings'; -before Day. 
J., winch dealt with whether the confrrictual nghis Of National Trust 
were voided by the misrepresentation made on its behalf 

. . . it .can hardl̂  be said that .the parties before1; Day.J. .had'-' the 
opportunity'to raise the issue ofthe potential liability Ofthe Redtois, 
who- "were hoi :a party Tq: that action, at all.- While die legal, 
cdnseqiieribe fOf'Natipriai'Tmst- of .die false fepiesehtafron; made' to 
Canani was; fundamental to. the.; decision- of Day J., the .legal 

not before him.®6 

144. The same, reasoning applies to this -case. The causation .issue: in this Action, is entirely 

:chffeterit frbm the causation iss'ue determined by Justice Newbou'ld in the Moy'se Action.. 

145. This' Action concerns the: misuse- of confidential-: Infoimafion concerning Catalyst's 

riegotiafions with VimpeiCom. arid alleged breaches Of the' Exclusivity A^eement One of the. 

critical-questions at- issue in this .Action wilt.be the effect that the COnsordum's' interference with 

86 Carmrn Enterprises v. ;Coles. 200.0 CarswellOnt 4739, -at paras;.47-49.(BOA Tab 7% 
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those'exclusive;negptiaiidn.̂  behaviour :̂ and; v®;:efiect YimpeiCdm?s 

breach ©£•;(&&& iand' its' negphatiph '̂with <SEal|sL 

The icausatibn: gnegipii;:will boil dp>m to: whether .Gatalysf-could have concluded.: ;a: deal with 

' VimpelGohi absent Vhhp^onTsfe  ̂ Gons prtium' 

146, West/Facd's analpis;.and..relianc.e;pn:.Justieb;Ne^  ̂

cannot succcedpn'this/. Aciipnassumes ft̂ Yin^e|Gpm's:ne  ̂

dresultpf Se; Consortmî  fikalyst?|̂ e£plusjyp;ne  ̂

did. hcT;mahe;;tff ̂  H|ld:ffî :th :̂̂ i,;"hP ewd®e?;bel̂ ;in^  ̂

bpard:saw& Cphsfflum:-:. thatus hdfahhding;̂  ̂

sfrategy with Catalyst YW'uha^ected.iby: ilip^rppps^;Nprds::h'airnding' that hdihMer: what'the. 

:fiehyb#iUhi;khdi ;C able to Yphcludedde^; Ynhpe|̂ mK |ultiee'' 

Newbould could heyer. haye made Jsuch h;fead hhdiiag phthp'record  ̂ he.didhptdp 

SO,-: , " 

14.7; Justice; Newbpuld,;:in: concluding that Cpaialys^f yv<ya|<ii not; haYP .closed; its:;deal; 

V i m p e l & i ^ . y h e & e r . : C U t a ! y s t ' a h d V ^  

difterehtlYahschttheGhnsprtinm'sMisusedfcbnfidentialmfomatipn 

Ife interference:-with ;qde t̂iPh. Yisinpt he|pre |ustiCe:Ne^pyd:; 

ahd.:was^npt;;Phe: her^ '̂aslced feLPFrequired tot consider irt the MbyseiAchbn.- The issue;M; 

causation in thiaAetibnwilhihplve  ̂ -

findihgsiand.legal analysis;-
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(vi) Finding thai Catalyst"Would Not Close " Not Fundamental to Moyse Action 

148. In any event, Justice Newbould's "finding" in the Moyse Action that "there was no chance. 

that Catalyst could have, successfully concluded a deal with VimpelCom" was not fundamental to 

his decision in the'Moyse Action. This "finding" was made.in passing, in a section .that can best 

be described.as obiter upon obiter  ̂and.is undermined by a related "finding'' in Justice Newbqnld's 

reasons'iidt suggest his conclusion lhafCatatyst would not agree to the share purchase .-agreement' 

it negotiated Avith yhnpelCom was hot a definitive finding of fact. 

149, This finding, was secondary obiter after Justice Newbould already held that: 

(aj; Moyse did not communicate any: of CMalyst's. Confidential inforihaiion about its 

regulatory strategy' concentihg the. Wind transaction to-West Face; arid 

(b); West Face did not misuse any of Catalyst's confidential information concerning its 

regulatory strategy.-7 

. :1.5(h Iii additipir,- in obitert Justice Newbould held that.the transactidn'with .VimpelCom did not 

.close, because Catalyst'refused-to agree to VimpelCom's request for a break fee. 

151. In'yvhat can onl̂  be- described as further obiter, Justice Newbould held, in passing, that 

Catalyst would' not have elosed on the; .transaction; because it was still, seeking regulatory, 

concessions from the federal government thai Justice Newbould- concluded/it would not liaVe 

recdiyedj This "finding" is then undermined -by another finding, in. his jeasqhs that he: did not 

believe Newton Glassman, the principal of Catalyst, further demonstrating -that'the issue was far" 

from fundamental to the reasoning in theMoyse. Action. 

57 TJ at f 117 and 125 (MR of WF at Vol, l5Tah ftpgs. 120 and -122), 
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152. Issue' estoppel requires the moving; party to show thai 'the. issup already-' deddqd was 

"fundamental" to the preyious decision. lii Angle y:thj Minister "oj..'Nationaljtevenwe,4hd  ̂

Court held that "it will not suffice if thie question arose collaterally or incideptaH^: ih the 

previous proceedings or is one which must he inferred by argument froth the judgMent"88 

1.53. In Angle, the; Court clarified that themquhy.must' be "whether the deienrnnatibn q^hMcE. 

it; is sought to, found the •estoppel is :':so fimdamehtal': to; the/sub t̂ahtite. decisiqh that; thodatter;: 

•cannot stand Without the fonner.Nothing;.les :̂-'t£Ldaa[ .£bajs -dpt.**— 

.154; v. Ghcmplain. Commimity ^grei-Acc^ss  ̂ €erftre;:t£s 'C6\h£; 

. oonfirmOd thatja fihding niust h  ̂ to the:decisiOn to found issue estoppel; 

If Will:: hot suffice if 'the question or issue arose ;cqliaferah  ̂ op 
IncidentM  ̂ ^0 î e_';bht;0f: 

:•Which, the •bstpppeiis said to;arisenmust haWe beehrfM  ̂
the decision, amved at m the Oarlibr.' probbedings^Aecpf  ̂ to 'tie-
case law, only determinations, which; are necessary to the 
decisionj Which; are fundamental to it; and without which: if 
cannot stand, wp fdimda Bstqppoi'extehds;tp,the; 

conciusionspf; law.or of tnixedfacf add; Jiw-
: that were necessarily  ̂eveh iihof Explicitly,;;dete the earlier 
proceeding.; Further as; noted;by; Donald;hyLange; in:the;.text;:T/2a 
Doctrine; .'op Res Judicata in. . Canada.,. 2nd ed. ;(Markham;-
Butterwortlrt̂  IQQApJbhiier dictaMJA  ̂ .mayfifcot 
create an' estoppel ;[emphasis; added] .'?0 

155y Where a finding is obiter or is. not fundamental; to. the earher.;decisioh, it .carmbt fpuiid; 

application of the doctrine of issue estoppel. 

85 Angky. 974), £19751 '2 S JO.R.-248 at para.-.3j[empfrasis:added] (BOA 
Tab 8).: ; . . . ' " :: " """' ' 
P.Angle, supra (BOA Tab 8). 
^Kaympn at para. 206 (BOA Tab 2), 
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156.: In Walt. Disney Productions v;: FantaSyland Hotel Inc. ,91- the plaintiff brought a passing-off 

claim agaî tthevdefend t̂in coimection \yiili the use of the word "Fantasyiand" for one of its 

hotels. In. a previous: case,; tfie plaintiff had brought a successful passing off. claiih-with respect to 

an amusehieht park:held by'; a.-feiated defendmt. At the trial of the. second, action, the plaintiff 

segued: that &e. finding of passing. off in the: first action. should apply to the second. 

157- -ThoCpwt rejected this. argument; It; described; a number. of differences • between the two 

actions..92; If held-that "proof and rebuttal; of the elements ofpassing-offin this action involved' 

differehU'eyidMdh. from that in the Mall Action (although there was :sohie similar evidence ...)."93 

158;; Jî tjce;New;bouid'& finding, thai VimpeiCom would,not agree to a deal with. Catalyst that. 

was.'conditionalon receiving.regulatoryeoncessions was; noff 'fondam'enlaf' to his decision: Justice.; 

' Newbphld ;Hmseif deSctib  ̂this ;fhidiiig;h§: ̂ ."additiO^  ̂ .|hidihg;that Catalyst did 

not establish daihagbs: arising; froth West Face's alleged., misuse of confidential. Catalyst 

information; 

159. .M6reover?: Justice Newbould. noted that Glassmaii- testified .that Catalyst would not agree;, 

tpadeai without reguiatory .cohcessioh t̂hat. would hhve permitted, the. saleof Wind's key assets 

to another telecommuihcations conipany...in'five years.Justice Newbould held that Catalyst wanted, 

to "ensure; that its • purchase, was • eonditiondi oil'receiving regulatory concessions ,'froni Industry 

.51 Wall Disney Productions v. Fantasyland Hotel Inc. ̂ 2 994 -Cars well Altai 137 [VWak Disney"] (BOA Tab 9). 
92 Walt Disiiey, atparas.-33-43,62,64 (BOATab 9).- . 
^.See'Msbkhhi?. KetJyI:J99i 'C^swellhc.l285;;.at;para.;6h (B0A Tab, 10), where -the. court heldtirata finding 
about the characterization. ofcerfcaai real property 3n: a previous decision was n ot subject -to Issue'-eslrifipei in a 
subsequent decision because it was-'said on obiter 

>• *sf£. '&.c if-" 
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Canada-' but VimpelGom- would hothgree to these -conditions. (and; therefore, a. deal could mbt 

16Q,; However, Justice Newbould equivocates oh this -finding in his Reasons.• JustichNhwbbuld 

• (rtsa ibtind that he/doubted that Classman's'evidenee, on wMchlie based hi|Kfihdmg'-thatCatalyst 

wotddtiiot conclude a deal.mth V-impelCom,-was credible.- In a.footnote id the reasons'.m the 

:Moyse; Actidhj Justice Nehhould wote: that̂ .several drafî  of a share'purchase agre ement were: 

e^hangefiby Catalyst andiVimpelCohii iMndrngadraltiiaf 

seth^^ahd thetbrmsof fhese;ag^eemehts prevented' Chtal̂ st fiontseefeihge  ̂

Gdveihrnent Justice. Newbould ihdicated.that he'didnoibeiieye Classman's evidence-cohcemihg:-

Cataiysfis'ihsistehcdhn the transactions 

;Irt fight of that,-. %. .have; difficulty with tfcei1 position ;of:'Mr.; 
Glassman 'thaf fee WQufej not close without Government 
cdncesslonsregarding spectrum, unips fee intendedto byehefe 
the iter® of'thdh^e^ehti Section^d(di did permfe Catalyst after 
do&tig;tti|fuhpel̂  Cahada.that; 
Wlfehad hesnjseehihg.; Mi:! iifej A&tslaid;Qn cross-ex t̂ihatiqu 
that hqdid'hot; t|&h'.;WJ®- .hadfieen.se  ̂
the sale of spectrum, tpfan iheumbent ahd'a^eed that :if Catalyst had 
signed that would hot hayeheen ahle before closing to' 

die Governing spectruihtb an 
Incumbent : fefe. IJe.-'A&arasserted thfet se.chlon, d^e) would- permit 
Cataî tto'seekhohbeAiohs Oiithesale of spectram if Cataiystwere 
to. operate a whole.sMefensIness: witfecWfep) and not aretefebusindssi 
t-db not ;Undef stand- what would give.Cataiyst that right but- in ::any: 

eyfefe.itid;(de^&at' Catalyst • wasnn1ere.sted.. in acquning;:WINp to 
operaiea retail operation. {Emphasis addejlp5 

1:61. JusticeiNewbould could hot bbtfc;ifficMe  ̂ that 

CatalysfrequiredfiHther concessions befc^^  ̂

lBlCMR.ofWF'atydl. iit^is:pg^l23-i^4): 
95 TJ .at FN:I4'MR:cfWF:at Vol l,Tab I, ' 
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evidence/ TMs'.appareiit cGntodiQtiori in Justice Newbould's reasons demonstrates tHat tlie finding' 

that Catalyst would riot have concluded a deal with yimpelCdm given its.negotiating position was 

riot a ̂ 'timddmental'' imding to the Moyse Action: and does mot satisfy the -redmrbments of issue 

estoppel. 

162.: The :.fiuidamentai; finding?. in•; Justice  ̂Newbpuid's reasons fop j udgment were that Moyse 

did not communicate .coMdential. ipfpimatiph. about the. Wind transaction to: West Face, and that: 

West Face; did not misuse any such infpnnatioii. All.ofhis •;'findings:' that come after thtise 

conclusions, including findings relating to causation, arc. obiter and camiot meet the test for issue 

estoppel. 

{vfy BarHng tlie ̂ c îdn WoUldCaU.se 

163. In the alternative,- if .the Court cohclude estoppel applies!© the causatidn issues, 

Catalyst submits that the Cpuft shotilddxercise discretion in.favd  ̂

164:. The Moyse- Action' was.forced into'-an expedited, summary trial, that required- exchange 'of 

documents, oral examMatiohs,; answers to undertakings  ̂affiday t trial evidence arid a six-day trial 

to take place in, fewer than1 six Months. When Catalyst requested tiiaf the parties'poftpone the trial: 

to .a later date after, it consented to the Plan of Amangeriientf West' Face's- counsel insisted that the. 

trial take place as;.soon as possible, after agreeing/mere days Before to .carve out an'inducing breach: 

of contract claim ftom the release pre viously' included in .the Plmt ofAmangefflent-

165 ; Catalyst mamtamed during this period in February-'201-6 that it would bring, its mducihg; 

breach. o.f hontract: claim sepafately-'ftomfhe Moyse Actibiri It negotiated a terni.of .the Plain of 

• Aixangemenit to expressly presence its right to continue prosecuting the Moyse;Action and to bring, 

a claim .against West Face arid the Consortium for inducing brepch'of cpntract:. 



16$. West Face:.receiYed;&'e claiin in ilife: Action one week before the', trial', of the Moyse.Actioh 

began! Rather.thati; ask-thatffie be adjourned so that the two proceedings could, be 

• lieai'd;and. dete We W&CQ prdssedon with the Mpyse Action. • It .is submitted that. 

:.it {hd1$d;$reciselybecause;.A that-Justice Newbould had already ordered that the. trial of. the 

'Mpyse Action to beheardby hint would, not consider ahy such claim. ' • 

16%. Myen.more telling.; Wesi;Face -b:rougiit'%e eiirc  ̂ Newbpnld's attention 

• dtirihg;'tli|;,tnal?-and their .specificaliyj Feasted ! caiitlonih. receiving .evidence'- in. 

:̂ yiew.of;fef^;diat.odier^pMes'naoiedindidAe^  ̂ the Moyse Actidnr 

l$& Wbst iace:r^a&||y relies, on |usd( ;̂Ney^prd^s suggestion^fM.OaMyst.v^^ying:in; 

"theiweeds'-^wlth t̂KefespeA ; ofcp^act ulaim.; In hglttof' Catalyst's clear:; 

I dnsiAtencB: tldat; it: WGnld'-bnngthisAclffisPp  ̂

: agreementtp/peinu tiie.actlohtb-pfoceed, tliefeMity;is.:;1iiat if iaWeat Face,-':ahd hdt.Cafel̂ ji;diaf; 

'was; "lying hi' the weeds":; West - ̂ acerdeijte for: Justice Newbouid's'• teasbha for: 

•judgment; m^therfe^;;Aotiph; befWsrinoyinglW :^Hkefth|s Action.-- West.Face's;tactics were-

^designed hapî udiceGa^  ̂ |hpsec^e;a;ckinj th^: W$st Fape';knew;in February 

20ii6;wouldbe brou|h|;asA .sejpn^d6tipn:i&w  ̂ would, fee; 

patently fe:fo Gouit to;rreward this eonduct'by barring. the Action against West Face- on-

•: the.basisef issueestbppel.-.; 

(Gj: .THE.A.CTIONiS:N'OT'BAM^D.BY AG 

10. ^e'-ifeiipwmgî ^a.:m1jst beestabijshed to; make out cause:of action -estoppelf 
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(a) First, there, mustbe.a final decMon from 'a court , of competeht jmisdictioniii an 

earlier proceeding; 

(b) Second, the curreht'pro  ̂ parties - or then privies'.̂  as.;an bapjier 

proceeding .{ie., mtituafiiy)';; 

(c) third, the cause of action in. the'prior actipnis not separate-'and distinct; and. 

(d) Fourth, the' basis of-the cause of action in the current proceeding was argued..or 

could have been argued ih.1he:: prior action if. the parties exefcised-treaspnable' 

diligence.96 

170, LqHoque v. Mqtiti'eqi Trust Co. •bfCanqdq^MzC  ̂ the test''for action estoppel: 

is whether, in all of the circumstances, the plaintiff should have 'raised a. claim hi: earlier litigation; l; 

Cromwell L A. (as he then was) holds that the test is hot whether £ cause of action; "cpuld" have-

been raised m i proceeding  ̂

My-.reweWqf the- 'iulhPnties' ''̂ bws--that:while there ajre, .some very 
broad ..statements hat; all matters which dould kavQ -beeniaised are 
haired, -under the principle• of ciuse of ictiph estoppel̂ nhhe of the. 
cases actually dem&n^ratei this broad principle. Is. each case, 

' the issue- was.;'whetherthe;party should have: raised tlie\pomt npw 
asserted in the second action.. [emphasis added] '?•? 

171 ?. The Court in Hoque establishes' the. factors to consider when determining whether a cause-

of-action "should" have been raised in prior litigation: 

(a|. Whether new allegations are inconsistent wdth. matters debidedin the'earlier case;'' 

96KovaCs %''Sparkes, 2017 ONSC 938, at para.'4;(BOATab 11).[citing Bjarhdrsonit Manitoba^1987),38 D'.L.R: 
j C 4 1 b )  3 2  ( M a r t  Q .  B ) ,  a t  p a r a .  6 ) .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  .  .  
m- Eoquev. MdntriaiTrusiCo. of Canada, 1997 NSCA153., at para. 65 0OA Tab 12)'.,. 
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TOetHer it relMts Cr ajdisiffit causCdf action; 

\\%etiier thereisanatteî  

eailier c^e;;'ap(i; 

W&&r;tft£ sdMSictidtf is:attempt to drq^e dpew ̂  cQdceprtiQia..: 

pnthe. same:fMsdr; wHetftertlie present-'actî  i?iqees|̂  

172/; Wdsf.Faeef ofiis5 lac|te;iiat̂ iqii estoppelrBars any:caiise of; 

•acti'MdEat.Cdtaî  §^cii e3?:%ts ;̂Cowts ;̂ p.ye. 

xonsisteMy HMd.'tiiafa&idnostdppelism  ̂

•: Baye :.Bddp;raised;'in:a ppeeedmg, 

173d of action;-: 

:-even;w&sfe:;some;.factS;ma}rl)d  ̂ tried/; 

TBe: dpetrme. Kas'.nd|sQ.wide;;aii appiiedtion-^s^e |rdaidiî ss; .o| the 
languages 
;factsyfncli.are.eqn2mp^^  ̂
d^eiadli greyeiiOT 
of the^§a^:fpts;3^here aap&ef cause'of; aptipn-;is ;aef up,- prqyiddd 
ftat '&;causeGf actionia^^aiea^distiK  ̂

174, Ilie test.:fdr:caiisf'Gf action eMppp(4dpes^  ̂

5 Mp îddge; diat^domes ;frpm MndMgiitf0Q:' 

175/ West feetptnof efe^ :̂afgpe & ea^espf'action-; 

asserted' dow;agaM§M  ̂CoiisKmî  iSBSi:® Yiî eiCpyli'fe 

irHoque, .supra (BOA Tab 12). 
9t.HaU % 'Hall {i95%\ 15 DX.R. (2d) 63S (Alta. C.A.), at parat 33 (BOA Tab 13)]] 
m^'GrarkMcLmdppn^a0BgLi(p.vl 'Fpr^&^Jn^^^.p^200$. BCSC;756? ai parai.47 (BOA Tab 14). .See 
o!^p^i^^MorkrealV:r Cochrane,-,2011 A.BQB259'(BOATab 15): 

(b) 

1; 

m 
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requires this. Court to conclude that a narrow cause of action about specific: confidential 

infoniiatioh brought against two parties "should" have included-other causes of action Concerning, 

other jnfonnatipn and conduct involving. several' other parties. There is no. merit to that argument: 

(ii) The Action Involves Different Parties 

176, West Face has hot proved the'second branch"of the test for caiise.of action estoppel:' thai-

the. Action has-the sardbfiatiiealks tbe'Moyse Action. The'only overlappmg party b'etiveen the :two': 

actions is West Fa.ce. Moreover, in this Action, West Face, as part of the Consortium, is one.of 

many co-conspirators, to the causes, of. action pleaded against ih whereas in the Moyse Action the:, 

allegations of .misuse of confidential information were against. West Face alone, . acting fin; 

conjunction with Moyse, Catalyst's former'employee. 

(Hi) The Causes iff Action in this Action Are Separate, and Distinct 

177-. The; causes of action asserted against West .Face in this Action are separate;ahd distinct; 

from those; usserted against it in the Moyse Action. This'Action is nofah attempt to impose: anew-

legal theory of:WTpngdbing' on the same facts. It is a newcimm.timt anises out of different legal 

felatipriships and conduct by t̂ est Face hating In concert with other's, wMchgives rise to distinct; 

and separate .causCs of action.: 

178!. The'only ;eause of action that is . the "same" in this Action is the .alBg'atiSn that West Each 

misused confidential information. However, the information aliegedly misused in tMs. Action is; 

infpnnatipri: that the. Cohsortinni, not just. West. Face, obtained concermng Catalyst's cpnfidentinr 

negotiations with. VrmpelCom. The allegations in this Action' dp not concern-the. same confidential -

information that was .at issue indie Moyse Action. 
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179. The m^e'SSKvlBeanL' -iliis ̂ xjtioicx .-MaiSBei j^grgsdt :iy3tic[n.- iSt-cffe j 

no moment Courts have repeatedly confimie(i;;tlî t cqnse.. pfactfeiidqeg* not'̂ recpcie.a; 

plaintiff from bringing a'case' wife ease.: ' 

189. In Reliable:: Mpiigag  ̂ IrivesMerite Carp: yi :CMn$ thefefeiMfTbto  ̂

t%p defendant for; fraud and conversion Jn coimeetffî  

had preyionsif feohgfe'a snccesfe4:ferefeb.snre.a£& M®: 

second; dctioh.. the: defendants ^gued::ffiatfcaiise' of nctiori-;estoppel &|̂ led;aiid; tMj|iie^aijntî  

shofedhaye hroughfall dfits;clkî :̂ ;ohî  

The British' feblumfeaifeo^^Appefefepfeid: 

v.* |be;alj[eg|tiQM mhde^htjie; 'resportdfefej^^  ̂ gojfe 
the root of tie mortgage claim. Tfiey are distinct from the claims; 
aykpSlî on'IBdfe îiiiffi 

the event that It could not. obtain relief pursuant to the terms of the 
mqfegage. ;fpmfeiai|s afded]  ̂

1ST. defendant 

real estate ifflsicfelt; ; lire; jfeaperty jointly held by feiTpfeties was: sold, 'and feeferbceedsi 

distributed. In.. andthef; tran'sactlbh ;̂ the .plaintiff" lentmoney; to; tie: defendant; bactecl ;by a 

promissory ;hqtk. .The: money was hot paid back;:Thefeaihtiffes p^ehfwent.mtq:recelyership:,;;:and; 

the court':? order required .leave for -any actions Jo be BrqugHLTEe 

•abaction. tiio dekdwmghpiafel was -rocoess£all; 

sought leaVef tq.:bring;-;ah action against the plaintiff by'wayof seTpfclmcomectionrwitk the: 

— Rdliaixlk WPtig^ilnyestmeuis Carp, y.I0yzri, 2014 BOCA 14 '["RetmMe"^ at para. 46 ,(B<3ATab 16). 
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proceeds from, the real estate transaction. The plaintiff argued that the defendant's claim was 

precluded, by cause of hctibn estoppel. 

182; The Court, .reviewed the'previous litigation add found that the ' •existence of an obligation. 

owed by [the plaintiff] to [the defendant]has never been dealt; with on the merits by any-court." 

The;.Court, then considered whether- the defendant's claim should have been brought earlier, and 

held tot. the defendants; "cause, of action is. separate and independent from the earlier litigation 

and ifis :therefoi; e.frbt res judicata":J— 

In my view, nohe of the'cases'Mied .oh by the respondent goes/so 
far as' to suggest that a litigant cannot raise a-.'separate and distinct 
cause pfactibn in a. litigation because he rhight have doheSo on the' 
occasion of an earlier litigation, on a different issue. Th ere is a large 
and! important difference between, on the; one hand, a defence 
which is iritiihateiy f elate in the earlier litigation 
and, on the other ha^nd, a separate lfr  ̂ aparty to 
the earlier Iitigafron,; a ciaiiri lyhich stands on its own ^Cpiarate 
set of faCft khd dbuld hate been brought at any timewithoiit 
reference to' the .issues in'.the earlier' aetipn, [Emphasis' added.]'-^3' 

183;. In Lau'v: Canada (Attorney..Generalj, ihe: applicant taxpayer sought to rectify the' articles'• 

of ihcorporation of his company due to. certain' fax consequences. The applicant had also brought 

a previous .applicM-ibn to: rectif>' \docUmeritation concerning a related transaction. The CRA 

oppbsed the application on the grounds of cause of estoppel;; It argued that the applicant had an 

opportunity to: seek the same relief in the previbî ' . application and should, have done so. Applying 

the factors in Hoque (discussed above), the.Court rejected this argument and foundthat tiie caiises 

of action in the'two .application we'redistincieventhdugh there was an-overlapping factual matrix: 

Thb issue before the'court in the.- Second Petition was completely 
distinct: from thati before the court in this proceeding; namely  ̂

^ Greymac Properties Inc.: yAFeldma}y{\99§\ 1 O.R. (2d) 686:["<j!r^mac'']i^para.24 (BOA Tab 17). 
t03 Greymac>: at para. 23 (BOA Tab 1.7). ' 
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whether an earlier document being .'the^orticies,;shopd.fe 
by reference to the intention of the pMicipants ut the time.. Although; 
both, to'; some extent,- relate to' the: effectiveness-' of the;: Stock;: 
Dividend Transa6tib% the tectifieatio'n of the articles: has - a far.: 
broader, effect̂ ..-.:In addition* the reti.efin.the. 
Second Petition was entirely distinct:.frpm dtTtip&v 
than'that related to'th'e articles in that it related only to .ihe; cprreetion; 
of ceitmn;2;b03 documents;. 

I: agree, that the: circumstances relating - to; the Stock Dividend 
tifahs^tipn'may haye.::spine:'re|eyance to. the.question .asjtp whether 

. reetifieatipu.qf-'is prpyen?.;but--fiat Mies bnly; 
indirectly in the;sense of ̂ pkitingtip;the later actionstif the;dartieiS; 
as supporting that the- earlier intention existed Hpyevef^as stated'; 
:abpve; hx •Luiiyluk  ̂''different causes of action- may have one: of more; 
material;facts in Commoni"™4 

1-84. The factors -in ifegha.'did'npt'suph îf A of thea t̂ie^qm held.thai-if-: 

was ':"riot 'a collateral attack5'30  ̂oil earlier, finding  ̂ nor- was: -it:'"a new legal; cqhcqpt̂  

' previously îitigated.-"1--' 

185,-; ihd;0ourf admq  ̂ "[the] issue :'epuid' have- been rtisedrbythepetitioners mfhe:; 

Seepid .petitipn îndii simply. ;ai a mattertqf.judicial eoch^my^-per§ap|g it :§bpn|i; I#?®; v 

however* Jhpe:H ;̂'1ndnK ;̂httiie;a havmgddrte'so  ̂fee;e>dceme resulte 

advanced by CEA thattiie petitioners ate precluded tipm ar îiiig tins issue on.itsmeriis.ff-1-^-' 

hi -Nordion limy v. Life-. Technologies ihe -.-partib-S;. were jointî yehtih#:.pptnersv'whp-^  ̂

disputed'certain -reconctiiatidh.;piiepnts in connection with the sale of the joint-, venture to a;tiiird;: 

patty. The;- dispute:;Weiit to' arbitratibn. at the'bobmencpn  ̂ the plmptiff learned.of. 

another; possible; ;dairm ?The;;|timhtiK sdught^tp bring tips claim atjhe;phifetiph but 'wad-hpf 

l®4 Ldu v. BCSC 23-84 ;['Xaa'']/at paras. 44-45 :(:B<3AT.ab i%-
pari 5oi.(BdA:. Tab 18)1 ' ' 

106 laufdi plrsi. SlfBOA Tab 18); 
357 isb, aipari SS^dA'Tab 18). 
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permitted to. db.sb.Tt thehcor  ̂ The defendant. argued:that the ciaim'shpioid 

Have Been deCided-at'the/.̂ ^  ̂ arghmeht: ; 

In 'this case; Eife subMts tfe $'bryice Co^actissue; 
was- raised M the arbitratibri; at lbasiBy Wayrdf a; potehfiaFset-pff,'; 
atid tHatin;;̂ y.bydnt ifhfaMip  ̂ to pursue ffe Deferred; 
Bervibe. Conhact issue, it oughtto havetakensteps to see'that it was 
•properly before Aihitrator Lane.: 

Iri-' suppbrf bf 'its; position^- iTfE submits that, fher "broad siibjept; 
matter bf the prior: Arbitration: was} the resolutioh of any remaining, 
'is® beihheh^TIFE'ahBNbrdiprias to; ampmts;m'reiation: to the IV' 
businessVupj tpyihe time; of ':dissolution; to: dloyrfbr- thejfinaf-
accounting Tor the JV; to ;;be;: completed"" This} submission; is: not: 
home put by LIFE'S own arbitration. plba<hngs;..its'; pasitionTaken 
repeatedly at the arbitration; of:̂ :de.casibd.'hf ̂ Mtektoar'.LMie. It is: 
^pafbht;hhm;all of'thbseTfems thai the ̂ ihation limited- to'tlie; 
Parking LPtProvisipn. = 

Contrary tb the submissions of LIFEjrihis is not ;a ease wherea party, 
ds seehihg: to; litigbfe an-issue a sec6nd:'timd:,By. 're;rpack@hgithie; 
facts';..,. ̂  ' " " 

I ̂ 7;i: Eyemif the'.fesf for 'Pause.pf'action. ̂ tpppefhad been- satisfied,.. Justice Mbthesonlwould} 

'haye'ekercised herbiscfedonfp: relieye againsi estoppel.in :the p î;cuI .̂::circumS|m 

ihappafbirtM t̂he'f ebbrd. ilM'this isStie has notbeehlidgated manymeairaî  

claim, notia rd-packaged claim."109 

ISii Finally-, m Apoiex inc'. y Schering Gorptj the defendants sought to.;strike:-certaih claims} 

bfpiight by- thb plaintiff: udder f&Q •MompolieSi Act: and Trademarks':: Act- The: plaintiff; liatl: 

previously' raised these; claims; along with- a: claim under federal patent regulations,; before, the.; 

•Federal' Cbprt.: It.had.,disbbhtihued: the MqndpolikAAcP and Trademarks-Act claims, but-had-

successfully sued on the patent claim obtaining a significant judgment, against the.defendants' in 

I®8 Nardion Inc. y, Lfe Technologies /»c.9-2Q15;ONSC 99 [^N&rdi'orf*], at paras. 38-40 ̂ OA Tab 19). 
Nordion, .at pica. .43 (|50A Tab 19),. ' " 
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Federal Court. The defendant argued that the new claims were barred by-cause of action estoppel. 

• Jusfe.Dunphy rej ected this argument and held that cause of action and issue estoppel require .that 

the same: issue or'cause: ofaction wasdetermined in'the other proceeding.1 

IS#- Justice Duhphy noted that the new; claims' tver-e completely different. The facf-that there 

waspotentiafoveriaplm® damages with the;previous acdon.vy  ̂ofnu 

•'While: there may:he considerable overlap::in';the; factual matrix and.-
4e;damagsS:xd^&t§ between: an; action; under the Trademarks Act-
;ip4:;Uhd |̂:pffhe; PMN|̂  of action, 
themselves Jare: ontheir, face separate and distinct. Overlap m 
rdamageadpeh'npffesuitln of res ju$w$ta[:<y?- cauheof 
•actipn'cstoppehlil " 

19#.; This Actionis not aneffort by Cataiystto recast theMbyse'/Acdoh;- TMsAction is notah'ouT 

whediep5'West:'; Fac or ;p&er^members;; of -the .QonspWupj misused;; ponfidentia.1 infpmlation-; 

commuiiicated&AiemhyMby  ̂

as; One- Of itsjinenibers  ̂ G|p.balIW-:̂ Pid: conspired to; induce;' WihpelCpm TQ^hrcacll. the;: 

ExclUsmW confidential- infbhhahbn fhat'̂  .received about Catalyst's '; 

191:L WpstT^e has.;npf Wfee test for cause of action estoppei -

Catalysfyvî  a^aert̂ a plea of inducing breach of contracf against West |ace-.in;:tlie: 

Moyse. Action.. 

1921- 'To begin, Catalyst submits; that' Justice :• .Newboidd .cleariy seized himseif; of the Moyse -

Aicticm (wScii w#:oii:t|ieî ^  ̂ tlM&ewoiddh^  ̂

1 ro Apotex Inc. v. Shering Corp., 20id ONS.G-3407 fcApo.iex"y:/mkpax^ 49 £BOA Tab 28)i 
1 li'Ap'oiex, at para. 5f tBOA.Tab 2Q), 
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hearing would hot include any; claim for;inducing breach; Simply put' hi view of Justice 

Newbould's direction. Catalyst bbuldnbtassert these claims .in the Moy?e Action,. 

193, Leaving this point aside fofthe momen^-the expediency of the Moyse Action, .which West 

Face urged on the Court,: practically speakingpreyented Catalyst ;frohi;ass.e2tmg.a plea of inducing-

breach of contract- Justice Newbould ordered' that the trial bf the; Moyse Action Would take place 

on ah extremely expedite schedule and in,a summtuy fashion.? • 2Eyemafier Catalyst: agreed to 

amend its claim to remove a plea for a cphshuctiye trust- West Face; insisted that the trial be heard 

in May 2016. There would have been no -way for'Cataiyst to amend its cMiri m 

including several parties'that reside but of Ontario, in timefor aaexpe'd& 

194. As discussed above, the Consortium; represented by; West Face's, cpireht counsel, agreed: 

in early Februaryrloi 6 that-the Plan,of AiiMgemeht would expresslypermit Cataiyst'0 advance'' 

an' inducing- breach/of bohtract blahmis Catalyst had 'separately, mdexpeshly preserved right; 

to bring that'claim,'there- was rib 'reason to. join theclaim tb:the Moyse Action.-

1.95.; Trior :tp the trial of the Moyse Action, Catalyst was not aware .that in its -opening statement, 

West Face would ask'for findings of fact that were clearly-intended to/ground its abuse of process 

motion (which it waited to bring ikitil it received a decision, in the' Moyse' Action) . • Incredibly; West-

Face now argues: that, at least fout 'bf the findings' it asked the Cbhrt. to make-me "particularly 

relevant to the -case at bar55;'West Face defensively adds in its factum that "Catalyst never suggested. 

312 Justice Newbould ordered that the direct evidence-of the witnesses :in the trial of the Moyse Action would be by 
afHdavitr Justice -Newbould also mandated that.each party was entitled to onlybne day of discovery,. 
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tliaithese pipppsed  ̂ of:faci;.were/iihprbper dfotEerwiseoutside:ihe;scope:of1iiem 

î Uedn;fe 

196- ^Mted somepf tfee. findings.dqesjiiQl ineaidthad; 

CMystr'shonid  ̂have ̂ amendedits claim inthe Moyse Action toclaim; inducing breach of dontx  ̂

against WestiFace; The Moyse;Action concerned specifid ctitifidential ̂  tfiat Catalyst; 

claimed iKfeysc: conimumcated to: West; Faee  ̂winch; West -Face, used to: pursue ihe: Wind: 

iiaEsaetionv Idie'EonsdrtimFs- miscpn&ctras'̂  this.:Acdon:involves a'whpHy'separate; 

and-distinct facfiial matrix' from® 

:(?£ Wvuld ,C&use-Jnja îice; tov Catalysis 

l§f;. ® rABt&n,. 

feaf tFe^Gpurt should exerc^  ̂ iiaTaypur ofiMiomhgtibfe proceed;fdi:thA 

teasdns;afiic  ̂ in paragrapfis;:l:63-  ̂ ahdye;; 

CDF 

l-§8.- Globalyey L(%Tĵ enba  ̂ they were ndtpaî XoWe 

MoyseAcfî  only meet ilte.test for issue and action:estoppel-ipthey'are;-^riyiea-dp; 

We:stFace:;Thet& this;cdufito.finid ttiat tfie's'e-pefendMtdWere West; 

Face's;"prmes?' in.the.Moyse: Aetion. 

FhSefefi¥e:st-Face's Mofihg Factum at 5J; 
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(ii) Privies Have a Right to Participate with a Party or a Participatory Interest 

1.99. A pril ls a person who has a right to participate with a party: in the proceeding op whh lias 

a participatory interest in.its outcome.114A participatory mteresharlses- if the outcome pf the: 

proceeding could affect the liabiiiiy.of that person!115 

200. Globalive, L<3, Teniienbaum and 64NM did riot have a p îcipatpry interest in the outcome • 

of .the -Moyse Action. Ihe.Moyse Action-' concerned: whether West- Face - Wrongfully received and: 

misused confidential" mfqrmatiqn from Moyse  ̂a former Catalyst employee, about' jCathlysf 

regulatory strategy for Wind! -Catalyst only.sought damages in the'amountbf West Face's share of 

the pfocebds of the sale of Wind. 

201. In the event that Catalyst had succeeded in the Moyse'• Action,.-norie; of Globalive- LG, 

Teririeribaum of 64NM would have been, subject to a finding of Habhity?;nor 'wouid theyberequired. 

to pay -damages to Catalyst. In the Moyse Action,- Catalyst pleaded. that. West Face alone 'received: 

and misused the confidential information at issue in -that action 

202. Globalive;. LG,r'Teimenbaum. and 64$® do riot meet the categories offiori-partibs to a. 

found to be privies; Privies, are parties thtii have :a direct .interest in one • 

another-or . the .proceeding, including' a director and officer, of the company and the company115, 

one company being; the alter ego-bf another- company"7,: Or a,new'company fopped from the: 

riierger of an old company.118 

^ Solomon * Smiih{i9Sl% 45 £>LR0g)266at para. (Man CAj(EjOA: Tab ilji 
Ontario V -National Hard Chrome Co 0995),;60 ACW'3 {3d:) 289 (QntjGen.Div) (BOA Ta b 22). 

m NMionM Hard Chrom^ supra'{BOA ... ... . ....... . . . 
m Hoffmann-La Roche lid i>. -Canada {Minister'of "National Health & Welfaref {19.91% 126 E.Tjt. 21 at .para, i 8 
( T D )  { B O A  T a b  2 3 ) :  "  '  ' " 7 " V ' , - - '  7 ' ;  7  !  "  
118 Canada {Minister of Industry, Trade &. Commerce)ff Central Cartage Co -(1987), 10 F.TjR. 225 (TD) affh 
(1990) ID? NR373 (F€A),leave .to appedlto SCC refused.(1991) 126 NR336n (SCC):(BOA Tab 24).: ' 
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203. ifie. Defcknfe Dableh v; Oniafm Hydro to:̂ pfttKî 'atg^eiiit' thaf: 

tliey:: ^Wst;/Fa:c;e,in the-Moyse A0qn: jxy^cSleH,: the plamtiff commenced ait 

action in; the Ontario .Superipr^Cpaii agamstCOiianp;: Hydro; and Its eiiiplqyeel fpr bieaclf qf 

confidence?:aiid. fiduciary' obUgaflonf ̂ pjpiti||̂ la@g.td- o^ersMp of tecHnb|dgy; to; 

rescdveprcfe 

204; This pldmtifF:commenced;a.separate actionin Federal''̂  Hydtp ajpnci 

fdr; patent;; iidnngernerif ba^d-on'tbejaataie :Tbe|Qntariq; Hydrb::enipjpyee & 

htohedfindheGntariq abh^^  ̂

Tvas fieMdfesti Tfid Fedefai- Cobrt dismissed tfie plaintiffs^^clalmllf examined the patent and found; 

that" the plaintiff WM'nbt fbedifflrof the technology,.-

-.205;; .The defendants moved M;sMheJhe& 

The; Ontari0THy;drp.; enlpldyeO ̂ jpedhdwddthî  

•because be was a.vdthess in the^  ̂

200; Tbe decision. ib;.i5o^feb;;;is dikingtnsjia^fe and unbelpfiil tq;tMs;0quff npfre r^atibn^np;; 

giving rise tbpxiyit>r intbat case;̂ as' th ;̂pf emplî  Xbesfecpndd  ̂ Md: 

been, .aydtiiess in ̂ eF^-eraf Court acddu'tvas; an empioyee|bftbeptber 

207;: GlobMh  ̂ LG;.;rle  ̂ ;are not; Face's; eipiplOyees;;: Tjiefe :is;;nq 

evidence ofa fpnu '̂/ConfecfaaTairangem  ̂ parties and West Face .other than die 

:fac|iha| GlpbaEye- CG; Tennehbaunir l̂M-Md.;̂  ̂

Md-§Gwime 
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.208;.. In .addition,, unlike this: Action-, and the Moyse Action, the. two proceedings in. Dableh 

concerned the. exact same issue- {i.e. whether the plaintiff .owed, the technology and the; 

defendants).Had stolen.it). The second -defendant in Dableh therefore had a clear, "participatdiy 

interest'- in. the outcome of the Federal, Court action. If the Federal Court found in. favour of the 

plaintiff, it would haye almost Certainly .guaranteed a findmg of llabilily' against both defendants; 

in the Ontario action. Tills is riot tr.ue.of the Moyse' Action. A finding of liability against West Face 

wfeM:npf iMve''a£sured' a finding of liability against Globalive, LG, Tennenbaum or.64hlM in this' 

Action because Catalyst's allegations centered only on West Face5 s use of confidential information 

it alone, received Jhom Moyse.. 

209. The: Defendants' also'1 rely on Rasamn v. Rosemount: Insii'umenh. Ltd:, to argue •; that: 

GibbalivA. tG, Tennenbaum md '64NM:are. West Face's privies. ThisOase is; distinguishable; The; 

plaintiff brphght a lawsuit for wOngful.terinination. Previously, the plaintiff had made; a claim fop 

termination pay Id an adfeimskative' tribunal under • the Employment Standee"ds Act The 

adrhinistrative ;tribunal; heard the claim. The Court held that the-plaintiff had'rhad  ̂Ms:;case ;:iri 'one 

forum; and-was attempting to do so again; in a .different forum. Even though fee plaintiff had not-

.represented .himself in: fee admmisfeatrie.'pr-oce'edfflg.' fee was. represented by fee Ministry of' 

Labour), fee Court held that.he was privy..to, the administrative tribunal matter. 

2 ife Rasanen has little application in feis Motion. Certain representatives of GlObaliye5 LG, 

Teifeenbaifei' and,64Nhf • were witnesses, in the Moyse Action but fee entities themselves had no 

;"siah,.:in.'the. game'k An .adverse., rbsult in fee Mbyse. Action ' would not have: affected feefe'bwn 

interests.;:. 
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21L- A witness in a proceeding is;:nq|a;pri\̂ ;jn &party ip;fe#pp}eeg  ̂

Glenko Enterprises: Ltd. v,. Keller, the Manitoba fet; 

proceeding was'.not a privy to the defendant-In the; first; 'procefedjiig tjecausje:]  ̂

Eability' in the first proceeding.. ' 

212; In;̂ Gienko:, the. plaintiff was; ;a;suteoî ractorihat̂ wrl̂ ;ori;n^OTCW^ îp^ec| dfe 

defendant; Keller, was ;a staeholderi director  ̂ ahlfpfficer pf;tfecpn|rae^p ̂ fer:jb  ̂pten|p 

had;severa£ unpaid invoices for itsjwdiid: firths first Seffitj; it sM;.Kefle| Ltd:, and its .bank; 

cidming.th  ̂Kefier Ltcb failed;to preserve certain; processpaymehtMM  ̂

.for. its benefit and that the hank'. ailowe4 tbeihusf funds' to/he ;diSsipated>: the defendant;: 

'd?hdd;mlless.:fof iMehLtcfi hi; fc .first acfioh;;'&'did:npf disp îlihf ̂  

•and jndgrheht issued:a|phst® 

:2|3k: Jh'the secondacfidip Glenko::sued K^ferp>ersonaiiy'aiieging;thaf ̂  

Keller IM^feach o£ trust felef 

Found.thaf;:issne.estoppel didnotappiy-hecausei :axhpng: other nota:priyy:th: 

KellbrOilhPcouithblcdt̂  -.a.nghFt̂  

a';proeeedkig or who.m.itsdu#oine....:.; To deteffinp. Whetherd;prsdn-

•has a participatory interest;ih:ihepidcome of ̂ e proceeding is/tp :̂deteM outcome; 

Oould dfiajt'the; iî iliy of that psrsoh| the  ̂ po; 

privity: 

jHefe, there has been no suggestionthat Keller: was persokaiily 
liable for the conduct of Keller LM. in the fir si' actiGn. Therefore,.-
in mf'view, i:':dp nofsee-hqw fie can now be declared apiiyy of 
Keiieriiti.for the pur|d:sespf Barring tfieSePprid actioh.Goihghack; 
to the woidspflAhgeafe he didhpf have 
' ;u,. right tO:p:ar|icipa|e;with' a; party in fhevproceeding; or fiiaye] a; 
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p îcipatoiry  ̂interest in its outcome.' ... Although the outcome 
affected his financial; interest as: a; shareholder, it did not create 
personal liabiiity. He only had a fpiancial interest in the:result, not 
a 'parallel interest in the' merits.;5119 

21'4.: .None-of Giobaliye; • Tennenbaimii LG or 64NM had personal liabiiity arising out of the 

Moyse Action. West Face called these parties as. witnesses, not Catalyst; Their, decision to' appear 

at tl|p;. trial as witnesses in thp Ivfoyse Action Was a. voluntary decision {they willingly swore 

affidavits to. help West Face) ;and .was not compelled by Catalyst. Globalive, Tehnenbaum, LG and 

64NM-cannot now rely on their voluntary participation in the Moyse Action as witnesses to elevate 

their, status to "privies, when.they had no-participator interest in the Moyse'Action. 

(EP THE COURT SHOULD  ̂NOT EXERCISE ipSIDUAL piSCRETipN TO STRIKE 

(i) Legal PrinciplesofAbuse ofProcess-

215: iri: Toronto. (City) v. G. U.P.E., the . -Supreme Court set.out the high, standard required to. 

establish an. abuse of process.'The proceedings, musfbd "oppressive and vexatious" and "violate 

the; fundamental• principles ofjustice: underlying, the; community's, sense of iaxr play and. 

216:. -Long-standing. authority at the. .has; described the principle as follows: 

The' cOhcept of abuse-of process; protects, the public, interest in the 
integrity. ;and fairness of the judicial systems Itdoes sp by preventing 
the .employment of judicial proceedings' for purposes'Which the. law 
regards as improper; These improper purpose? include' 
harassment and oppression of other parties by multifarious 
proceedings which are brought for purposes other than the 
assertion or defence of a Htigant's legitimate rights. Such abuse 

"9 :<3Ienko EMerpris.es. Ltd v. Keller, 2008 MBCA24 (BOA Tab 25). 
m Toronto (City) u C.V.P.& Local 79,200.3 SOC.-63, at para. 35 (BOA Tab 4),. 
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of process interferes, with, the business, of the Courts and, ta^she's: 
their image in the adihinistration of justice., [emphasis added]12? 

217: The moving part}'faces a heavy burden to have an action; dismissed as an abuse of process* 

218.;, M Taylor.,Mdde Advertising] Ltd.\ v. AtHfw inc.,m- the p^ :̂'panie(|-= jmi-- ceî saR-. 

promotional work for the defendant. It issued invbibeS to one bf the defehdaht's subsidiaries  ̂which; 

went, unpaid. It commenced ail action .against the subsidiary for damages, and was successful :Ih, 

obtamingjudgeiiient. The judgmenf wias hot -satisfied. 

219. The plaintiffthen broh|htasubsb  ̂ the defendantinconiiectioh'with, the-i 

unpaid invoices.. It alleged that, the defendant had a contract WM the' defendant f p/pr  ̂

prpmptiohsd semces The' defehdant argued:that the .action was: an abuse of process. The-indtiou. 

; judge, agreed, ' but the Court of Appeafovertumed. 

220.. The: Court held feat if was hotanabuse of pbbei#;smbd"if js 'not 4 = 

pr©ce<h#e.wiu  ̂ to iAdifib :[the defendant].or Ib^riidgsi 

feehdnmirtr^onbfjbsdceihtodlsrep  ̂

While lt pQ- doubt would have been better if Taylor; Made Mdjomed 
Ati®dn;:dfe;;Fif&ite that the Issue of laplity for he:work. 
dGheeoiddhaifeb'eeh'te 
mihe dirbuĵ  pf tins case does nptihrmy 'vie# coi#titute ;ail: 
abuse, of processes the courts haye defined that teiin..:The abtibn'is 
not a misuse of the cpuit' s: procedure, that is';sp serious, that it'brings 

. the'administration of jusdcbinto disrepute,124-' " 

# Tcrylor Made, at para; 33 (BOATab 27).: 
# Taylor Maie, at para. 36{BQ A Tab 27). 
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;22l .• InNprthey-tî 4:6r:-% Casey?25 the?plaintiffs. subscribed to. shares: in',a. public,company 

which.'were;iieyer delivered to:them; iii;tHe;• first: actioii9.tiiey lised, t&; company.. fofdaiiiages and 

obtained'1 deSidt jndgmeiat.. in'the; course pf that: lawsuit,: die plaintiffs' learped: of previously 

unknown facte.; about the role of tfaeir. -stoc^  ̂ Ms1 emploĵ er which disclosed claims for 

negligence and negbgent imsrepresentation.:T3ie plamtiffihiis brought. a: sbcond actionagainst the: 

stbckbrokef and Ms- employer.. 

•222. tte defendants claimed that theaction w  ̂ process, argiiiiig thatthe1 plaintiffs; 

should have proceeded agairisfall of die defendants at thpsametime .arid "Mat.by proceeding aneWj. 

•the PlMntiffs. were bringing hdgatipn'byInstallment'' ahd.:afe:... in fact reiitigatihg th'ematfer.̂ 26 

The court, held that there was no ahî e.pfprppesSi 5kpp%ing the Ingb. barspt it; 

found that: 

The. issudsf;ih. the  ̂action againSf .Mu. CasCy and Wolveitpn are 
negligence'p^d negjigefit hieither wepe-Issue's in 
the earlier action arid were nbit addressed respecting nny party 
to that action. 

I see nothing :in 1he:acdbhagMhst.h& Casey;an'd Wdlyertbh \yMcM;; 
could be. interpreted as. oppressiye,-or; vexations or a: breach of1 

fundamental principles of justice,:; 

I find that̂ the issue . raised in diis: action agamsfMr.. Casey- and 
Wpiverton were: not deiennmefrm  ̂ law'suit. tbeype.Mso' 
not rds jliefaction agajn '̂;te 
[emphasis, added] .12I: 

'^P :Nprthey-Tc^>lof v. Casey, 2007 ABQ& 113 [Cas$>j (BOA Tab.28^ 
P^Casey, a&para.- Sl:(BOA Tab 28). 
:127 Casey, at paras. 85-87 (BOA Tab 2:8). 
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223;'; Jii Reliable^Mortgages JmesiM&nt: Corpi. v Chan; ike British Golumbm Court of Appeal 

diSnmssed'ti motion t6;Strike:fpr abuse, of prbcesstihtbe basis that it notified fee judge. in the initial 

proceeding of.its. intention to.CQmtn.enpe.a further proceeding..The Court held that: 

ifefeere j:S .hothihg; hi' the Conduct of the respondent % 
/Challenges the mtegrjiyi offee adjudicativei fimcd the court. 
Tie respondent.trial judge in; the.foreclosure action 
tiits mtentioh 'ts seek further pr;itî -:reief in: 
.mortgage.waS.unehfbrceable. It hbw does-So; As I Mye noted above 
'thefejs. mfe^fedbw hothing? in fee jndgfeent inthe foreclosureactiqii 
•feaf preludes ̂  xe^p^eHfs 
jactibrnfromcohtmu^^  ̂

224;- 'ln.':97.0207 Qnidria Ltd, v^Leck '̂the plauitiff hrou ît an' action' against' itS: litigation-

counsel fer negligence; hnd breabh of.fiduciary duty.; The defendant • law; firm soughfdismjssaf'of: 

•the action m&/fasfe feat the- plaintiffs' feaim; Wkli based oh/matierl that hafealrbady Beeh; 

determined:. m'ihefeiiderljfeg^^^^  ̂ Ib.fertfess fee actiom It held thai; fee 

fefereJ fefe::fefe;jie heg|i|feiee;aeM involve re-iitlgatipn:d:f issues fmhlly decic|ed M priori; 

proeeedihgs ytili hot,: standing a|one  ̂warrant fed;fei|ting''of fee claim as •an/abusdof pbcesS2 —: 

It reliction, fee pmfeipiyfe î%ebufe®lfefe  ̂ TC.wciiiLicl.cfeiiMitiute .fe; 

scandal to. the afenmisiafe  ̂ if,, fee same. actipn having been disposed of by . one case, 

fee fitiganfweretb.befeeĵ  fortn:.of the prOceedin|s to set up fee same case: 

again'— 1 In the CifcifersthiCes,'fee -Court; foundfeat;'; 

this is;not .acase;.of simply chafefeig feb'fpifedf tlie-prb^^gsife' 
srtupfee^feieeasbagmfe  ̂
Mvofeefee. refeigfeibn, to 'some extent-j' of issues' already' decided, 
fee^e\d&ce:̂ tirmf;|sicj doubt have to goifar feifeer. ahtî fe wife; 
fee:additibhki issues: of cbhflictbf interest,' andbfeach bf fiduciary. 

I2.8fe/ia&fe,at':para,49 (BGATafolfe. 
fe W.Q2Q7. Ontario JJxL'v..Lech; Lighfbody. & O'Brien.^ 2004 CarsweflOht 4224 (30A Tab 29). 
I3° £ecfc/at .para. .24 (B&4 Tab 29); " "" " 
•W; £ech> at para. 27(BOA;:Tab 29)v 
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duty. As a result, I do not view this action to be- an. abuse of '® 
court5 s process.132 

225;. The Defendants have failed- to demonstrate that, this Action is- oppressive.yCxaiibhs.'.bf a:: 

"scandal- to the administration of justice55;": Instead-,- as discussed below,' the Action."Was'., always-

contemplated as a separate proceeding from the Moy.se; Action add coiridhotbe asserted asare'sult 

.of Justice .Newbould5s.: direction;'.in.the Moyse Actioii. The fact-that." Catalyst; it now prpsecutibg 

the Action is not manifestly unfair to .the defendants''and isnOt abhsiyet 

(ii). The Action Was Always Contemplated as a Separate Proceeding 

226; The Defendants -collectively argue that the Action is an abuse of process. In. the face of the. 

evidence:;.of -their conduct with respect to Catalyst's supppsedly. "exciusive'5 negotiations' with. 

YimpelCofn, the Defendants5'efforts to strike the Action ought -to- "be. viewed; with; suspicion.-

Catalyst has hot yet had ah opportunity to obtain' evdh basic' discovery frbm most; of the parties ;to 

the alleged conspiracy, which will bo doubt add'to an.already compelling hafrative-.. 

227. The-Action is not "abusive.- It was properly conunencedwiththe limitation period. ̂ Catalyst; 

has not previously prosecuted thesecahses of action against the parties, alleged td; have; cpnihhtte'd-: 

wrongdoing. 

fiii) Justice ikewbould Hatred Catalyst From Asserting Other Causes of Action in 
the Moyse Action 

228,. Justice Newbould's decisions and directions in January 2016 expressly prevented Catalyst, 

-from amending the Moyse Action to,include a plea ofindbcing breach bf cphtractahd adding the. 

parties that , ace now'defendants inftfre ActiP-to 

132 Lech, at para. 28 (BOA Tab 29). 
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229-: WhenOatalploppose^  ̂ that.it ̂ biild fc claims; tMt 

were,not;statute-barred andth^Catalyst intended td bniigj Justicfe Newbould dbtemiined that the/ 

claimscouldgothe; brdught, either aapart:of the:;Moy;se Actibnor.separat̂  

hfewhouicij theprbpopcî  ^uldhuydigfer^  ̂

ThUptppbsed action How is jalsci mtehded to interfere wtli the. sale; 
iuSfiapiTK • a!f fmaheiafcohce  ̂
and; tuloB u t̂iie: î cee&df &;§^e;;pr reqohe;|teir:tracdng • 

230;: Importantly; tiistice fetybould directed:;tito;;Jie::hial of the: Moyse; Action; which he] 

originally- scheduled ferfFehrua  ̂ 201$ would ;ta|e iplace: spidiyi to determine: whefhen a;: 

bortstrtictiyetĵ  ̂ be.ihkmtamed against West.Faced  ̂

23lh With respect|o, Catalyst'kpfig^ed  ̂ gleadjl 

mdbeirig h?dae|.b|;i»ntra<rtt;Justic  ̂ am îxt,. ̂ iyenf; 

a^stejf hithertp;î ^e;diah:ydth fepgebttb; tt̂ mdueihghî  ̂

• the;'-issue'- -that he, ordered" [was]. hofto: dohMder dhy :.̂ cE;clmml',: 

:232:2 The: ;ehd;fesnit :was; that Justice Newbould's reasons'' expressly barred Catalyst: from. 

' bringing it$:ejaim;fpm breach ̂ of^cdntractiHe. deiimtryeiyeb  ̂

would hofTcphsidef any sdch claim"?Artd/thattHb.Mqyse:Acfe 

tried iafter diea^aiigenieiit Proceeding; 

; 233/ After iustieejfewbould"released lii|; reasons iu'the; AnangenientArpceed'm  ̂ the- parties, 

negotiated important td;harrbw dtehcbpdof 

!33 M/^-Bowline, at«g :58 {MR of WFat VoL I, Jab 2, pg. 159451).: 
?4 A) 
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claims:set out in the Plan. Although the trial of the Moyse Action was later postponed to May 

2016j: Justice: Newbould's direction still applied. Even after the. Plan of • Amangement was; 

approved, Justice Newbould .continued to hold the parties to a May (and later June)i trial date On; 

an extremely expedited schedule for-document productions, discovery, answers to undertakings-• 

exchange of trial evidence and trial, 

23.4; The,.Defendants' ;arguihent that Catalyst could have simply chosen to amend: its. claim in-

the Moyse Action at any time ate February 3, 201-6 is. divbrced frOm resalityt $4dr ddes it marry; 

vitii. the ephdiict of West Face when the oiaim was delivered, since West Face .never asked Justice; 

Newhpuldtp fecohMder hisdhectipn and have all'the claims heard together in one hearing. 

(iv) Catalyst Clearly Stated it WonldBring a Separate Action 

235; Catalyst-aiwdys mmnthmed that It. would brrng the-' Action as a; separate pfpceedihg,; 

236. In February. 2016,. West Face: and 'Shaiv agreed in the' Plan; of Arrangement that Cdtalyst' 

would be expressly permitted to -claim against. WestFace, 641SIM, LG,.Tennenbaum and'others for; 

claims, arisiiLg out'of the Wind •tiahsaction. The exception in- the-release clearly, outlined three-

separate ' blaiihs:. -

(a) Catalyst' s -existing claims as asserted in the Moyse -Action; 

. (b j claims as against any person for a tracing of the money received by Wbst::Faee.from: 

•the hale, of Mid-Bowline to Shaw; or 



(c)' clamis tbjajpiristthAOehMrtibinneM  ̂

tracing'of the-rhoney received; -By'p;f-A^ îjge^ea^;?^-

237. Mid-Bowlme's; (which: is-.. West; face's and; represented the: .Consortium's; collective, 

interests). coiin^el heveridemandedias  ̂ of; die reyised;r^  ̂ that these 

proceedings he brought The ;Cpn5P$î Jq^^  ̂ t& 

bring this; Action., against them:, JThe. Defendaiits': cries Of jab® ofJprdCess.ih.iigtt cieaf; 

wording'of the Plan of .Arrangement are/disingenuous.; 

23&• : The. Defendants faihto inentibnthat:Catalyst .always mamiamed 

Mqyse Actio!; that ;it t&baiiijgii-sî  

claim,- ^e:Action co&es::as no. •sinpnsetb:;̂  

Motioiii.-West Face adimtted that the message: lAom G^hfpfhy^F^rtiary ^Iwasjthaf Catalysf 

wMd.'te%;t3ied breach of;conduct claM::;;as-a:;:sepMdte achcm13*? Chtaly^f; made -its-: 

intention to brihga separate proceeding .mamisstlyiClemtdW  ̂

and on conference calls .with cohhsel; ,13.7" 

(y) West Face Objected io Questions in theMoyseAction: 

239. ftring the.. ;triat- of. the: Moyse; Action, r West.'Face brotight the •eMstencebf the. Action Io 

Justice; flewbo  ̂ ^ahd't̂ ectedjtb cerfain festimony beingled;.during the' tnal-onAhC 

basis- featl the; testimony might impact thisAetfon. Among. other- thiiigs,' West Face, argued that: 

penrntting 'questions in t&4 Idbyse Action thatrelaie'-to this cMmcquld  ̂

parties:; . 

-?5 Order of Justice Newbould, dated Febroary3,2016 (MR of WF at Vol. 14, Tat) 29, pg. 5165|.. 
126 pp.50 (giippi. Resp, MR of Catalyst. atT^bSj P§«:?5). 
:137 Veruibersch AffidaVit at Exhibit A and B (Resp. MR »f Catalyst at Tab 1 A, pgs.;5-6 and Tab IB, pgs. 7-10). 
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So:I risb.simply ;to say. this, that there has 'not been I don't believe a 
question; asked in four hours that connects any of this examination 
to the . cause of action actually asserted- in this case, namely, the 
chssemihatibn to West -Face of confidential information of Catalyst 
by Moyse. None of it connects-. . 

And so f xise with respec-t tb questions of relevanbe-of this. 

ThdrO is another base at play here* and-wehave to becarCfuk There-
are rights at stake not only to the parties before this Court but of non
parties,: arid worry.*a.little bit'.aboht whefd we are now arid where' 

;iye appear tq beheading.1.-8 

240. The-;trial judge took West Face's.objection under advisement. 

241;. West Face's .obj ection demonstrates the. following: 

(a) First,-: West. Face;;.clearly, aiticulat# that foe Mpysh Actioh; and. this Action, are. 

different: -as the Moyse: Action concerns: "foe;! dissemination tp< West Face of 

confidential information -by Moysq". 

(b) SeCohd, that West' Face's -yiew, certain questions Catalyst "asked, foe witness; 

giving rise to. this, obj ection,. mainly about, information that UBS communicated to 

foe Consortium, were .irrelevant tb the. issues.ih the Moyse- Action and fosat:W-[njo3ie-

of it connects'9;- West Face's, position that, the questions about-. ;UBS's: 

bommumeatibhS tdfoe'Cbhsortium.- wer:d irrelevant, to. foe Moyse Actioh means that, 

it deals with different issues and a different factual matrix than this Action. 

'(c). Third, West Face ̂ asfooncemed foat-JUstice Newbofod cquid make findings that 

prejudiced this Actibn- and. parties that.; were: net i part of the Mbyse Actioh. 

Evidently, West Face sought to preserve foe separateness of foe Moyse. Action and 

338 Vermeersch Affidavit at Exhibit E (Resp.MR of Catalyst at- Tab lEj pgs.273-290); 
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this' Action. West Face cannotnow'arguethatIptalypphphhti by-t}ie:f^4ings:in: 

theMoyse Action' whentit: was trying to-;ayoid:;fii3tî s;!thg:;m.tAs;.Moyse îign; 

that could prejudice it in. this Action. 

242; WOpFace.caimo.inbwebjecfp 

fimtthis Action de^ l̂padiifeenffaeî  ^e |̂tjp^or|©dl 

to avoid findings in' 

(vi) Defendantsy Accusatioiis pf False Pleadings 'Mamfestl# Vittrue 

l43.? Tlieî efehd^nts argue Catalyst wpfiawpp 9^k^ch 

Defendants .as; early hs March 135 ̂ 20.15; • 

2441 ipch-IM Msely;and pusAely pleads that fipnlydemel'pfife; 

facts -g|y ihg rise to the Actiphihlahuar}7'26l 6.-in theAmngementPfoceed  ̂

:held';tte:<pia^  ̂ .pafiicipa|ed.m ah imsplieiied bitifbr;W:Mi 

ff©hi,Wpt.FhcCsAPcord;ip:'am:Qticmf6F  ̂

' thai.yvdth this; knowledge, ̂ 4pl tvasjahdeio Ifiead'ihducisg Breach, of ̂ cdniract add presumably^-

•6ughttohaye:do'ne'so;p:p ActiPiti 

245.;; Ofi Augtistdi, ;2017] thore than apeblcaftpffimAhnP  ̂

;its answers td undefta&gs and.confirmeda fcsy iPtdeievahf to® first time; that 

West fp ;̂psc|o§eci;tlis; Augtî W-eipai| l|pm;: *S?P®$P£ 

;prcpp  ̂%> VimpClbom.-dining its: exciusiyiiy; pefipd.'was; m; January 2016v.ppp ofrthe:; 

ApahgpfirfFti>c  ̂

!.?9 WestFkce'stibjeCtibn  ̂must tiewedtiixpntext ̂ jtla iiVreqtestAs a.idef^  ̂ tomfe; 
Certain factual findings in the Meyse A'cfioh which ipow claims are directly application'to IMs-Actipn. 
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The email: attachedhkE^dhbit 1; to tKe. Affidavit .of Michael Leitner 
: sworn; Janttaij 7, 2016; had; not been produced- to Catalyst in the 
Moyse: Litigatioh:prior, to January--20.16. However, as; touched upon, 
by Mr; .Carlsdh on pages 24-25 of the'transcript, this - ehiaii-was 
produced to. Catalyst in' the Moyse Litigation oh Saturday- January. 
9,2016, in cohjuhction with West Face's delivery1ofits Affidavit of 
Documents.14 '̂ 

246;- This undisputed-fact, is erifioaily important : to 'this .motion. The: Leitner email"-clearly'' 

established* for-the: first'time-: fliatthe Consortium'slmsolicited bid was; more than'jiist'a' "Hail 

Mary"' effort;-, it" was /ah intentionally targeted effort-to induce yimpeiGdih into breaching the; 

Exclusivity - Agreement.by comparing its;"superior" offer.to. Catalyst's offer.!41 

247. Theclear wording of .an' enticement in Leitner's email must be contrasted with the carefully 

tailored -deScriptiph'm the Griffin affidavit sworn: in;-March 2015 that the Defendants' say led tb 

Catalyst's "discovery5' of the ipducing hfeacji; of: contract claipi.; Iii his March.501-5. affidavif-:-

Griffiri. states:-? . 

By early ̂ August 20|4, Temienbaum,.- West Face .arid- LG Capital: 
Myesiofs- (coHeetiyely the- "New; ;'Syndicate") ..began- .wprL.pn a. 
-proposal that wotdd-avoid.die need; for regihatpiy approval prior, to; 
the ̂ t̂ofVimpdCdm by leaving AAL. in place as.thenrajorily 
owner of the voting shares of WIND, with • the- . New :S)bdieatp: 
'providing a majority of the;j5hancirig; to buy put: VimpelCom.- The: 
New Syndicate; would • tahernohvoting ' shares'. arid thereby; largely-
assurne the regulatory risk itself- WIMl'S existing third party debt 
would be refinanced;; by another investment..: fimi with which 
-Tennenbauni had a relationship. • 

The advantage of this two-stage- approach was to meet 
YimpejCom's need for a .transactiph that carried no.regulatory risk; 
•to. VimpelCohi. ;and-: that permitted. VimpelCom to . receive :its; 

consideration immediately upon signing ;of the. purchase agreement',; 
rather than (sic); waiting until after, fegulatory. approval had beOrii 
obtained, The New Syndicate submitted this; proposal |p; 

Answers.to Undertaking pf the Examination ;of Andrew Carlson, held j.une2&, 2017, .dt question W2 (Stippi 
Resp. MR of Catalyst at Tab A9, pgs, 28-30). . . . 
14JWFC005l622'-r Emails between.Eraser, Griffin, Tqm Dea andothers. (Sappl, Resp. MRef Catalyst at-Tab'Af, 
pgs, 20-22); Leitner .June IM16 Affidavif(MR of WF at Vol .15, tab 51, pgs. 6034-6047.),. ' " 
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YimgeiCom on August 7,2014, though we learned at that time 
that VimpeiCom would not consider the proposal while it was 
engaged in exclusive negotiations,142 

24:81; Griffin-s:narraliye; that, the Consortium "submitted this .proposal" without any.reference to 

tbe;Au t̂:7:I îtner ̂ ml'omife.î t̂adsthat̂  central to the causes of actipn'pleaded infkis 

Action.; It: omits; any referencel:fb:-the:fact that the Consqffium #as, intimately fahiiiiar wife tthe 

details,hfiGatalystis negotiationswith YimpelCom, that it .was aware of the timing and; status  ̂of 

' those; begotî rqns?/tMits pffewas • ihtentiGnallytimed;:to coincide- wiih fhe yimpelGonf board. 

meeting,.,aird thatifwas pfesentedlas a '̂superipr'' bffen 

.249; [West Facernade a tacticai decision to. hoi-attach Leitner's email to Griffin's 'affidavit; of 

disciosertpnoftp TOs qpubsion:̂  to the 

.first.'madhawarepfAey:factsthat;gip.und 

?25Qf Gatalysti s insistence thatit' ieamed; of thedeptiibf the ctihspifacy. tiunhlg ffie' Jahtiary;:2© 16 

.AAahgement Frpceedingis fattfrom A'gkM taMasSeffiohm l%fit of West Fade's 

clear:afenpt io ohseure-the true, mrraiive .regarding die Consortium's "umsolictted'iM 

until iicpuiddo' sbho longer.;. , 

(vii) The tire LyingIn MeWetids in iUis Actiqn 

Jisjy The DefedahtS: now clainii; afief Catalyst repeatedly mainfamedtthat;iti Wild bring, .a 

separatB-'adtidh for indticini bfeachtif cdhtrach aid expressly hBgotiatetifOf the right to fih;sp, that 

'Catalyst is acting abusiye|yIn their, respective factums, the Defendants each aslert that.Catalyst 

^2:WFCdp8b746;- Exdeipts.#pm.AffidavifofAntiibny.C'dffi sworn iyfarchyi 20p5iat'pgs.:29.Ad 
. . . .  
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has long been- "lying the: weeds" withTespec  ̂ should not tipw be able to advance 

its claims. 

252. The Defendants? -position i's; untenable. Catalyst Brought-a claim; witltiti: the relevant 

limitation period.. Only oiie-of the'ten Defendants tptihis;̂  to . 

The. factual allegations of Wrongdoing are entirely different: from the. &ctual̂  advanced. 

in the Moyse. Action. Nevertheless,-the Pefendants.fake ife position ffiat: the Actidhis abusive; 

The Defendants' position is: Borne out'of 'circumstahee; If Gatklyst had;';attenipted to:ddd them as:: 

parties to. the Moyse Action in Febriiary 201b, with'an'expedited s;iimmary Mal scheduied fpr. May' 

20 lb, they wouMnodoubt haveargued'thatthea  ̂

•253':: Cathlysf brdught:theAction Before the 'conhheiieemeht of .tnM:.m the Moyse .Action.; West-

Face-did'hot seek an-Mjo.ummeht of lhe'trial. Nor did 64NM, LG, Tennehbaum or.BloBalive ̂ alL 

parties whose principals participated/as .witnesses In.the trial h3st$E î;&e J 

waited until Justice,New to hedge then bets on ?'abusC of process" Hp;'doubt-if 

the Mo^eActlon.liad. succeeded at trial,..̂  wp^d by 

.any- findings in that action.becauselhey Were hotparties. 

• 254.- No .argument .highlights the absurdity of the Befendants* abuse .of process argument more 

so than a -position taken by'Npvus pti.tkis Motion, hi its factumj Noviis' states that the Appeal: o f -. 

die MPyse Aetioh is. hreleyant tp;'this Motion. It arguesThat if the Appeal' is 'unsuccessful, then. 

Justice - Newbould's findings in the Moyse. Action bind. Catalyst and dispose* of: this. Action. 

However,: Ndvus'..alsp argues.that if the Appeal is successful and,.a new Mai. is ordered, .'-then 

Catalyst will be "pihsuing two; separate actions which allege inconsistent theories pfhabiiky'*.!43 

343 Noviis Motiving Factum at :para 39,:. 
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Thi.a argumentiis. iii6re .seeks to reiy;'dn the findings iii the Moyse Action on the one 

hahd/hut'sinM  ̂ if those findings', are overturned, then the Mpyse Action, .and 

this;;Acfion: deai\vitfer"di;ametoicaH incoh$iistent;facts'' and concern .%recdhcllable: positions". 

255H %Nbyiis'sj.arg'p  ̂ diametricaLiy 

inconsistent .'facts and: deaf iyiih. 'nrecQncfiahle; positions fsltp Be.hccepteds; then-this. Action is not: 

ah abuse; Of process] bbt.Hther, as . Catalyst Has long -asserted, a septate and distinct proceeding-

thalniust: he litigated  ̂

2§& The; ActiOnjis not; ̂ "ahhseof process. The Action does not si&yerf>the- niiegrity of the 

.̂ nhmSfiafioh'Ofj : 1® A prpcee^ng: properly commenced'- ydthih the-appropriate; 

liniitatihn period;wiiiia!m® hah§e& bfactioA::;Th'erB isf sOme facthhl. pybrlhp: 

with the: Moysel Acti0h5; hut;this. Actionf s; far' fipm::ah:;oppressiye ;and, vexatious- proceeding that 

presents' a^mahitostiuhtehess'̂ toFthe]l3®ndahfej The: Defendants; have not |het|the:;high(; bar; 

hecessafy tbjdembhirt̂  Abfibnihafeî bnh® reshlt.-

(F):; ATMpTCCMANOUBSMQ 

(i) Legal Wihdpiesy^MR '̂-ik Motion 

257; A party invoking riile-2 l;hl{i):(h)' has''aHeavyonus. The.mpving party' must:demonstrate a. 

"radical ;defect":m.the;clami toM inalhs'h"eert£m ^eproyen/1:44' 

25S.: Ihe; bar- for striking aphnding- is- extremely, high,: •The;\Shpremd: Court- has.set onf -tEe: 

following' principles that govern this type'of motion: 

(a) toe^power-shohid only nsed in plain and obvious cases;-; 

*** Hunt v. Carey Canada Inc. , [1990J 2 SCR 959 at ̂ 32fM (B0A; T^tb 30). 
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(b) if there is a chance that the claim might succeed, then the' plaintiff should not he 

"driving from the judgment seat"; 

(c) the facts as pleaded by the plaintiff are assumed to" be true;r 

(d) aclaim should hdt Be.sfr'Uck due to the novelty of the cause of action of the potential 

for the defendant to present a Strong cash;' and 

(e) if there.is any uncertainty, the claim should be permitted to proceed to trial.!45' 

25.91 Ontario courts have, repeatedly applied these principles to permit, all but the most frivolous' 

and uniiieiitbrious claims to proceed..The threshold for.sustaining'apieading is hot-high - a"genn" 

or:"scfritilla" of a cause of action will be sufficient.14(5 

260.; VimpeiComaiid UBS argue that the Action should be struck against them because the.Plan.•. 

of Airahgerhent bars Catalyst frombringing the Action. UBS also argues, th.at.the breachbfcontract;: 

cause of action shouldbe- struck .against it 

(G) - PLAN DF ABRIDGEMENT. DOES NOT EXTINGUISH CLABIS..AGAINST. 
yiMPELCOM AND UBS ' " 

26 i. YimpelCom and UBS rely on the terms of the Plan, of Arrangement to' shield them from 

Catalyst' s claims of Breach, of contract and breach of confidence. Ibis argument fails for two 

reasons: 

(a| It is not appropriate to determine this issue on a BLule 21.01 (l)(a) motion; and 

145 Odhayji Estate v. Woodhouse, {20033 3 SCR 263 at f i 4-1'5. {BO A,. Tab -31). 
1415 1597263. Ontario Ltd v. Ontario, 2007 -CarswellGnt 3.782 at f 12 (SC J) (BOA, Tab 32): 



(b) IWPtaoffe apply to 'ciaims.;agaipst VimpelCom and UBS.: 

0: NQtA^^opnaie 

262. YimpelCpm and UBS suBnntfjiat the ̂ piic^ronqfthe termspf the Plan of AiTaijgeihenf 

to the;facts; asserfed:.hy.j§'ataly5t̂ ismquest̂ fe decĵ d ̂  

21.01(1 )(a)5 arid ihe|hsk.this .COM: to .stnhe'Catalyst's Ol£m onffiat baSl& 

;i26j:. iThfs; suhmissjbh; is/syrprig-hi fktand jhi tajvf 

:26€- The;hppicM ;6f the.]®! of hs; if hpplies' to YmpefChMhhdj 

UB Sis hot a pure-legal question; It also requires  ̂faotrdriveri ahMysisl When'.mteipieting/ -reieasej 

yhiehil-whafYih^elComandll̂  

: conside£fthe;language: Ofthedocumeihitselh thocircnmstanCesw 

:̂ idehee:pf;:fe Sthe; Capital €prp  ̂

•% CrkstM Idfc^yfSfh/iMeqMtheahy'sM qhe&honBf 

mixed: tact:and law:"aslt:is/ ah. exefciselh which the: principles of 'contractual interpretation iare 

applied to Hie vordhpfihq mitten confe^  ̂

'••2651 feprderto detenu  ̂ scope ofthefedhhof 

have fe|ard ..to the;;facts giVih§,;;nse: to:: the- Plan;. However,;; asfYim  ̂

para^aph;:;;43 of : its factum;; a motion; under; rule dii01(l'Xa)' requires: the moving patty to 

• demonstrate a questiqnof law that can be determined without adjudication ofanyfac^al; issues;. 

:266:. YCmpelpohi.|ias;hot ^(M(^d;an ;̂eyKlenbe Of the.intention '6f the pa?heS;m;<na^  ̂

executing:'thePlahof Airangeihenh nor- has it. sought leave to do .so^Thls CQiM^nhhtcoiislder-' 

}f i4mO4fO}x0ipMc. h 
Ms Crest&n Mofy. Corp h Sattva Capital Corp.:,; 2014 SCC 53.at.para 50. (B6A 
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any eyidence of the factual matrix giving rise to the terms of the Plan. It cannot determine the 

factual matrix surrounding- the Plan and evidence of the intention of the parties. without: 

adjudicating factual issues that lie beyond the Court's jurisdiction on this motion.. 

267v Having failed to seek leave to.adduce evidence on its motion under mle.21:.Ql(l)(a).,34? die 

.Court cannot rely on; West Pace's motion record, which is before this Court solely in; support of; 

the motions'to strike the claim.as an abuse of process. It would be improper for this Court to use: 

the limited factual narrative in West. Face's', record, tp make a finding about die intention of the 

parties; in negotiating;,the:.Plan bf Arrangement in1 reference to noii-parties to the Artangement; 

Proceeding-

(ii) NoiJPlam or Qbvidiis Release Apjpiiejs to VifnpelCem or tIB$' 

268: In.; addition, Catalyst;, subinits that; it is. neither1 plain, nor ' obvious that- the .Plan of 

Artangement applies toiyimpeĵ ^  ̂ ' 

269. Hie;/imdisputed ihtehtlqn.'of the flan was to. permit .Shaiv to; purchase .the shares of Midr 

Bowline fi-ee and clear of any possible proprietary claim that Catalyst might niake concerning the; 

shares' bf-Md-Bowline..-The .Arrangement proceeding, had nothing to do with - VimpelCom and 

UBS, who. were not parties to the pfoceedihg and had ho interest in its outcome. 

270:. It is. not plain.'and obvious that the parties negotiating the terms of the. Plan of Artangemekt 

intended. to: ejrtinguish any: claim that Catalyst might have, against VimpelCorn and UBS, It Is 

certainly not plain and- obvious that the parties intended that the Plan apply to Yimpel-Gom and/ 

UBS. Cataiyst specific'ahy-carved out a right to hrihg^an inducing .breach of contract claim :agaihst 

i.49 yiinpelCpm's Noticeof Motion contains'no request for leave to rely. on'ovidenco. Msfeadj.itsimpiy lists West 
Fade's record as material it intend? to rely on {Amended Notice of Motion of VimpelCorn at pg. 6). 
Js0 Soieropoulos v. CHaiies, 2012 ONCA 252, at para .3 {BOA fab'35).. 
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vehicle to effect atrafisaclion between VimpelCoifi ahd'the Consortium! It is not plain and obvious 

tW: tiieVPia.ii. releasee}; VimpeiCom- arid; UBS simply "because YimpelCom sold Wind. to. Mid-

BoWline. 

27.4. VimpelCom and UBS cannot rely on tbe;Plan to'avoid..docximentary and.orai discoveries, 

and.prosecntipn of this Action as. it is not plain and .obvious that the Plan applies to them. 

(H) BREACH OF GONT^GT PROPERLY PLEADED AGAINST UBS 

275. UBS argues that the pleading pf breach, of contract against it should be struch as failing to 

;discl6se,a..reasonablb cause of action! 

276j Under the. law of agency, the. general rale is- that-where, a person contracts; as agent for a 

principal, the; contract is die .contract of the principal and the' principal isjhbject to liability on that 

contract; 

277. the; Confidentiality and Exclusivity Agreements set out confidentiality obligations on the 

parties- "authorized persons"- as. well .as' the:'parties' agents and-.advisors. UBS-- argues; that 

Catalyst's'.claim cannot succeed because UBS. was the agent and VimpelCpm the principal for the: 

piirpbse of the Confidentiality' and Exclusivity; Agreement; Oh thb bbhtrary, while Chat'hiay be triae 

-for the'-; balance- of tfeoMgations' in the - agreement, for the; purpose of the- confidentiality 

obligatibris in tfie... ConM^daiiiy Agreements,, YimpelCom contracted"''With: 

Catalyst as an1 agent- for UBS. The Confidentiality obligations in-the Confidentiality' and Exclusivity 

Agreemeiif ̂ e-said to be binding on UB&as ah "Aufhbiized^Pefsdn''''a^  ̂ or advisor1--' 

F3 See the,.definition of "Authbrized Person" in the Confidentiality'-Agreement (Third'AMR.pf UBSjat.TaniBj 
pgs. 39-40; MR of GA at 'Tab. 5, pg&.79-80) ahdiecfibaa 2 of the ExctiMviiy :i^reement fThird AMR of UBS at; 
Tab 2C, pgs. 49-50; MR of G A at Tab 6, pgs. 88-89). 
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express .authority froiii. UBS to do so oil its behalf. In that manner., VitnpelCom actedas UBS's -

agent with "respect- to entering the Confidentiality and Exclusivity Agreements. 

278. It is not plain, and obvious that; Catalyst's breach of contract claim will not succeed; against: 

UBS.. WitHout.an'yeYidende, tMs Court cannot determine the question Of .whether YimpelCom was 

acting ;as: UBS;?s. agent Aith.,respect tp;-the confidentiality...undertaking in the Cdnfidehtiaiity--

21% In addition-ph.e Statement of Claim does not preclude Catalyst from: arguing that.ap implied 

term of the; Agreements. • was that: UB S;: would be; bound by- their' terms. The Agreemerhs do tnot 

pmyidhtl̂  ^&p^ecl Ihe existence or absence of such term is.: 

a guestion of ihet'fhat can only bedetenMned- at .trial; 

USS has failed'fo  ̂ that if is;plain or obvious that; Catalyst's breach .of contract: 

pl̂ tAfll.fdil ;as against it. : 

(I); STRUCK; 

2817 ;GlobMiye;alohc argues that Catalyst-a jury notice. should he. struck. feargumeiit ialegaliy 

flawed andshouid faiLfGlobatiye  ̂ the jiuy'ibfice caimotstand' because. Catalyst pleads= 

breachpf confideneef which is :;ah';equitable'claim and Cannot be.heard by a; juiy.\Fhst,.Gldbaliye: 

errpheousiy- mguea that breachdf confidence is based; in equity: whep, in fact] lycic'Miner aM states; 

that it'iias ajunsdiCtidhM basest.law';1-5- Second .̂ a jtuy notice is improper: where equitable rtljefil 

73CivicIifO.com Inc..y.Canada (Attorney Gener.aij.;2iIQ6 GarswelJQnt 37t)9;:at para52{CA) {BOA Tab 36); 
Exclusivlty.A^eem'ent:iTbh^ AISlIt oflJBS JafTab'2C, pgs.. Af-55; MR of GAat. fab 6, pigs. 87-91)7 '' 
Confidentiality Agreement (Third AMR.pf tJB$at Tab' 2B, pgs.f38-'46; MR of GA atTab % pgs/79-86$.: 
15.3- Lac Minerals. "Ltdy International Coram Met, p989|.2 SGR .574 atlpara 43 (BOA Tab 37)T''' 1 
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is requested, not where an equitable cause of action is advanced. Catalyst seeks damages in this 

Action, not equitable relief. 

PART IV - ORDER REQUESTED 

282; Catalyst respectfully requests that this Court dismiss the Defendants' Motions with costs* 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 8th day of August, 20.17. 

-iorX. ROCCQ DiPucchio ' 

" ' Andrew Wlshin' " 

J 
Bradley Venneersch 

LAX O5 SULLIVAN LISUS GOTTLIEB LLP 
Counsel 
Suite 2750,145'.King Street West 
Toronto ONM5H 1J8 

Roeco DiPucchio LSUC& 381851 
.rdipucchio@coimseI-torQnto.com 
Tel:: 416; 598 2268 
Andrew Winton LSUC#: 544731 
awinton@counsej-toronto.com 
Tel; 416 644 5342 
Bradley Vermeersch LSUC#: 69004K 
bvermeersch@counsel-torontb.com 
Teh: 416 6467997 
Fax: 416.598.3730 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff 
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.1,. The Catalyst Capital: (Jroup. Inc. it Moyse, 2014.ONSC 6442 

2:.- KaymapRehabiU  ̂ . v. Champlain Community Care Access. Centre  ̂ 20.10 ONSC 

2248 

3,. panylukyi.Aifmmrtk  ̂ SGG.44; 

4. Tor onto (City) % CjJ;. PJE: Local 79.2d03:S;Cc 63

5,} Msamnti Q.R. (3d) 2S7'(p.A2) 

6..; 'Peymny^ îigP  ̂Canadattd.,}999 (^sw îiOiit 2029 (OA.) 

8ii  tih t̂iPMinitiertifNationdl;MvmmXT9%4% [1975] 2 3.GJ& 248 

9, . JVah Disney productions yJ. Fantdsylqnd Hotel Inc., 1994 GarswejiAlIa 137 
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1.1, ,2017 ONSG.938; 
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14., Grqrii McLeqti v.. Forestich Industries'Ltd., 20081BCSG-756-
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16: Reliable Mortgage Investinehts Corp. v. Chan, .2014 BCCA 14 

17v Greymac. Properties. Inc. v. Feldman (1990), 1 O.R: (3d) 686 

18. Lqu. v. Canada {Attorney General), 2014 BCS C 2384 • 

i9) Ndrdwplnc. v: Life Technologies Inc., 2(315 ONSC 99 

20.: Apotex Inc.. y. Sharing Corp.,2016 OMSC.3.407 

21. Solomon v, Smitk {\m), 45 D.L.IL (4tK) 266 at;270 -{Man C.A.) 

22* Qiitdripy. National HdrdChroine Plating Co {1995), 6.0 ACWS (3d) 289 (Ont Geii DIv) 

23* Hoffmann-La Roche.Ltd.-. v.. Canada (Minister of National Health. & Welfare) {1997), 126; 

21 (Tjyf 

''24; Canada- (MimsteFof 'Industry, Trade-& Commerce) V. Central Cartage Co (1987)., 10 

RT.R. 225: al 230 (TD), aff d'{1 ̂ 90) i09;NR 373 -.(FCA),. 1'e.aVjS to appeal id SCC re&sed.. 

((991) 126-N§L 336n (SGC) 

25.. Gleiiko Enterprises Ltd. y. Keller,. 2008 MBCA 24 

26. Foyxi.Foy ̂ o,:2) (1979), 26 O.R. (2d) 220 (C. A.) 

27. TaylorMade Adveriising Ltd y -Atlifd Inc.., 2012 .QlfCA 469 

;'2& NdifheyfTayiory. Casey,:2007 ABQB 113 

29.: 9.70207 Ontario.Ltd vl Lecli Lighfbody. & OrBrien, 2001 CarsweflOnt 4224. 
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32, 1591-203,0}Maria IpdpypOrdcpm  ̂2007* CapweUOnt 3782 (SCJ)' 
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Sent via facsimile and email. 

September 25,2017 

Mr.: Stephen Mis-Hughes 
Registrar 
Court of Appeal far Ontario 
130 QueenStreet West 
Toronto, ON M5H2N5. 

Dear Mr, Mills-Hughes: 

Re: The Catalyst Capital Group v. Moyse, Brandon et al 
Court file No. C62655 

I am writing on behalf of The. Catalyst Capital Corporation to request an urgent attendance In Chambers this 
afternoon before- Mr. Justice. Rouleau, the President of the Panel assigned to hear the above-noted appeal, 
which is scheduled to commence tomorrow, September 26,2017. 

Over the weekend, circumstances arose which have resulted in irreconcilable: differences between current 
counsel of record and The Catalyst Capital Corporation regarding the conduct of the appeal. These 
circumstances do not relate to any financial issue, but Include Catalyst's 
.current counsef have concluded that they have: no; option hut to seek to be: removed as counsel of record . 

I have been retained by Cataiysf to., inter alia,., provjde: advice in respect, of these Issues and In my view current 
circumstances make it impossible for the appeal to proceed as scheduled. 

! am available to attend before Justice Rouleau, together .with current counsel of :record, at 2:30 today or any
time thereafter. 1 would respectfully.requestthatyouconveythisrequestto His Honour and: to. ad vise if. such an 
attendance can be arranged. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours truly, 

IS S.&dfor.d Road 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5R 2J.7- Canada 
T 416.863.1755 
F 41&868.1990 

15bedford.eom 



September 25,2017 
Page 2 of 2 

Copies to: 

Appeal Scheduling unit, via facsimile and email 

Rob Centa, via email 
Rocco Dl Pucchio, via email 
Kent Thomson, via email 
Matthew Milne Smith, via email 
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COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO: : : 

. : : . , : . . • .. DATE: 2017G927 
; . DOCKET: C62655 

.. Rouleau JfA. (InCharnhers) : 

BETWEEN : . ... . 

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

Plaintiff (Appellant) 

and 

Brandon Mayse and West Face Capital Inc, 

. ; ; : ; : ;; . ;• /: : Defendant^ (Respondents). ; 

Rocco DiPucchio, Brian Greenspan and David Moorerforfhe appelant;' . 

Kent Thomson and Matthew Milne-Smith;, for the respondent West.Face Capital 
:  i n c .  " ' • • • .  '  •  :  "  •  ;  :  .  .  

Robert A. Centa, Kris Borg-Olivier and: Denise U. Gooney, for the respondent 
Brandon Moyse . : .. 

Heard: September 25/2017 : . 

On appeal from the judgment of Justice F. Newbould of the Superior of Justice, 
dated August 18,2016. 

. . ENDORSEMENT , \ . 

[1 ] Mr. Greenspan for the appellant advised the parties and the court that he is 

seeking to adjourn the matter now scheduled to be heard starting tomorrows He 

advises that on Thursday last, he was provided with information that requires 

immediate investigation and may well; lead to the tendering of a fresh evidence 



.  . .  404 

. Page: 2 

application with impact-on the appeal. Apparently related to. this, irreconcilable 

difference between the appellant and counsel of record, Lax O'SuJlivan, have 

arisen such that Lax O'Suliivan has concluded that it has.no option but to seek to . 

be removed as counsel of record. 

[2] The respondents oppose any adjournment as they'are ready and anxious to 

proceed and are suffering some prejudice by the delay; Mr. Moyse has this cloud 

over his name and West Face is under pressure to distnbutethe profits it has made 

on the transaction. , 

[3] In the circumstances, I consider that it would be unfair to force the appellant 

on without counsel. I therefore reluctantly agree to adjourn the appeal. In order to 

allow for the possibility of the fresh evidence requiring additional court time I will 

provide the dates of February 20, 21 and: 22 for the appeal. .1 will remain seized of 

any issues that may arise with respect to the potential fresh evidence. Counsel are 

to inform me once it is determined If a fresh evidence application Will be brought, 

if no fresh evidence will be tendered,, the appeal will be scheduled fbr only 2of. the 

days, set aside. . . . .. . . 

[4j The appellant is to retain new counsel forthwith and the necessary notice of 

change of solicitors filed with the court. The issue of costs is left to the panef 

hearing the appeal. . . 
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PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO; 
AD8ESSER TOUTE OORRBSP'qNDA^OE A 

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 
GOUR D'APPEL DE UONTARIO 

SENIOR LEGAL OFFIC6R/AVOCAT PRINCIPAL 
OSGOODE HALL. 
130 QUEEN STREET WEST/130, RUE QUEEN QUEST 
TORONTO, .ONTARIO 
M5.H 2N5 

November 17, 2017 
Sent by e-mail 

Robert A. Centa 
Paifare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
35th Floor 
Toronto, ON 
Robert.Centa@paiiareroland.coin 

Kent Thompson & Matthew IVjilne-Smith 
Matthew Milne-Smith 
Davies, Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto, ON M5V 3J7 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.CQm 
kentthomson@dwpv.comk 

Brian Greenspan & Naomi Lutes 
Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein 
15 Bedford Road 
Toronto, ON M5R 2J7 
bareenspan@15bedford.com 
n I utes@ 15bedford. com 

David Moore 
Moore Barristers 
393 University Avenue 
Suite 1600 
Toronto, ON M5G TE6 
d avfd @m oo rebarristers. ca 

Dear Counsel, 

Re: Catalyst Capital v. Movsc, B 
Court of Appeal for Ontario File No.: C62655 
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This letter will confirm that a case conference; was held on November 1.6, 2017 between 
the Justice Rouleau and. counsel. As a result of the case conference Justice Rouleau has 
directed the following. 

• The appellant is to determine whether it will proceed with a fresh evidence application 
by December 1, 2017. That decision is to be; communicated to the respondents by that 
date. 

• If the appellants decides to proceed with a fresh evidence application, the notice of 
application is to be served and filed by December 1, 2017. All of the proposed fresh 
evidence need not be filed by December 1, 2017 although it is desirable that it be. 

• The parties are to appear before me on December 1, 2017 at 1; 16 p.m. in order to set 
a timetable for filing of materials and setting of deadlines for cross examinations. The 
parties, should come prepared to commit to a schedule that will ensure that the appeal 
can proceed on the dates set for hearing. Those dates, February 20 - 22 are 
peremptory to the appellant. 

• If the appellant advises that it will not proceed with a fresh evidence application, 
counsel are to advise the. parties and the court as soon as possible and the December 
1, 2017 appearance will be cancelled. 

Lily Miranda • 
Office of the Senior Legal Officer 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 

OC: The Honourable Justice Rouleau 
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Court File No. C62655 

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

B E T W E E N :  

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. 
Plaintiff 

(Appellant) 

and 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and BRANDON MOYSE 
Defendants 

(Respondents) 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

The Defendant (Respondent), West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"), will make a 

motion to Justice Rouleau on Friday, December 1,2017 at 1:15 p.m. or on another date to 

be fixed by him, or to a full Panel of the Court of Appeal for Ontario (as may be necessary 

or appropriate) on a date to be fixed by Justice Rouleau or by the Court, at Osgoode Hall, 

130 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5H 2N5. 

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally. The estimated 

length of time for the oral argument of the motion by counsel for West Face is between 30 

and 60 minutes. 

THE MOTION IS FOR AN ORDER: 

(a) To the extent necessary, validating service of this Notice of Motion and the 

Motion Record and the manner in which service was effected, abridging the 

time for service thereof, and dispensing with service thereof on any person 

or entity other than the parties to this appeal; 
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(b) Requiring the Plaintiff (Appellant), The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

("Catalyst") and its counsel from the Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein firm 

and from the Moore Barristers firm (collectively, "Catalyst's Counsel") to 

produce immediately, within no more than 48 hours from the date and time 

of any Order the Court might make, the following: 

(i) the proposed fresh evidence that Brian Greenspan represented to 

Justice Rouleau on September 25, 2017 that he had received, 

reviewed and regarded to be credible when he sought to adjourn the 

hearing of this appeal from the scheduled dates of September 26 

and 27,2017; 

(ii) all physical and electronic documents, including recordings, in the 

possession, control or power of: (i) Catalyst or its principals; 

(ii) Catalyst's Counsel; and (iii) investigators, private security firms or 

other contractors (including subcontractors) retained for, by or on 

behalf of Catalyst or its principals, that pertain to, arise out of or 

discuss in any way the investigation of Alexander Singh, the former 

General Counsel of West Face, who was a witness in the 

proceedings at issue in this appeal; 

(iii) all physical and electronic documents, including recordings, in the 

possession, control or power of: (i) Catalyst or its principals, 

(ii) Catalyst's Counsel; and (iii) investigators, private security firms or 

other contractors (including subcontractors) retained for, by or on 
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behalf of Catalyst or its principals, that pertain to, arise out of or 

discuss in any way the investigation of Frank Newbould, formerly a 

Justice of the Superior Court of Justice, who was the Trial Judge in 

the proceedings at issue in this appeal; 

(c) Requiring Catalyst and Catalyst's Counsel to deliver, within no more than 

72 hours from the date and time of any Order the Court might make, a 

comprehensive and detailed privilege log listing each and every document 

that falls within the scope of paragraph (b) above over which Catalyst 

asserts claims of privilege (the "Allegedly Privileged Documents"); 

(d) Requiring Catalyst to deliver to Justice Rouleau (or to another Justice 

designated by a full Panel of the Court), the Allegedly Privileged Documents 

to permit proper determinations to be made in respect of any assertion of 

privilege that Catalyst might make; 

(e) Fixing an immediate date for the hearing of a motion to determine the 

propriety or validity of any assertion of privilege Catalyst might make in 

respect of the Allegedly Privileged Documents; 

(f) To the extent that Catalyst proceeds with a fresh evidence motion in this 

appeal, requiring Catalyst and Catalyst's Counsel to file the proposed fresh 

evidence under seal, pending a determination by the Court as to what 

portions of such evidence, if any, should be filed publicly; and 

(g) Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just. 
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THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE: 

Background 

(a) Catalyst's appeal is from a Judgment of Justice Newbould dated August 18, 

2016. Catalyst alleged at trial that West Face had obtained confidential 

information about Catalyst's strategy for the acquisition of WIND Mobile 

from Brandon Moyse, a former junior employee of Catalyst West Face 

participated in a consortium of investors that acquired WIND Mobile in 

September 2014 after Catalyst failed to do so. 

(b) Justice Newbould dismissed Catalyst's claim in its entirety, and awarded 

costs to West Face in an amount of approximately $1.2 million, on a 

substantial indemnity basis. 

(c) On August 19, 2017, immediately after Justice Newbould released his 

Reasons for Judgment, Catalyst provided a written statement to the 

Financial Post in which it claimed that Justice Newbould's Reasons raised 

"severe indications of possible bias". 

(d) Catalyst perfected its appeal on February 23, 2017. In its appeal factum, 

Catalyst suggested that Justice Newbould had applied different standards 

in evaluating the evidence of the parties, but did not allege actual bias or a 

reasonable apprehension of bias. 

(e) The appeal of this matter was scheduled to be heard on September 26 and 

27,2017. Catalyst's appeal against West Face is manifestly devoid of merit, 
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and consists largely of re-arguing findings of fact and credibility that Justice 

Newbould made against Catalyst and its witnesses at trial. All of those 

findings were grounded firmly in the evidence. 

Catalyst Launches Black Cube Investigations 

(f) In September 2017, when the argument of the appeal was imminent, 

Catalyst decided to launch a series of covert investigations against West 

Face and Justice Newbould, using Black Cube, an Israeli-based private 

investigation firm comprised of former Mossad and Israeli Defence Force 

operatives. The purpose of these investigations was to manufacture 

evidence that could be used by Catalyst during the course of this appeal. 

Operators of Black Cube used systematic lies and deception in their efforts 

to entrap current and former employees of West Face, as well as Justice 

Newbould, to elicit from them potentially damaging statements and 

information that could be used by Catalyst to attack and discredit Justice 

Newbould as well as his Judgment at trial in this proceeding. 

(g) One Black Cube operation involved a surreptitious and deceptive "sting" 

against Justice Newbould that was intended to bait Justice Newbould into 

making anti-Semitic comments, in the hopes of utilizing secret recordings of 

meetings conducted by a Black Cube operative with Justice Newbould to 

accuse him of having been biased at trial against Newton Glassman, the 

Founder and Managing Partner of Catalyst, who is Jewish. 
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(h) One or more operatives acting for and on behalf of Catalyst met with Justice 

Newbould on Monday September 18, 2017, under the false pretence of 

potentially retaining him to arbitrate a commercial dispute. Notwithstanding 

their lies, deception and blatantly improper conduct, these investigations 

failed entirely in their efforts to elicit from Justice Newbould anti-Semitic 

comments or other evidence of bias against Catalyst or Mr. Glassman. 

(i) A second Black Cube operation involved a surreptitious and deceptive 

"sting" against Alexander Singh, who was the General Counsel of West 

Face during the events that gave rise to this appeal. Black Cube first 

contacted Mr. Singh on Monday September 13, 2017, and then met with 

him on September 18, 2017, for morning coffee and dinner. These 

meetings, like the meeting with Justice Newbould, failed to elicit any 

information relevant to Catalyst's appeal. 

0) Three days after the events referred to above, on Thursday, September 21, 

2017, Cataiyst received the investigative materials arising from the 

meetings with Justice Newbould, including audio and video recordings and 

transcripts of the meetings. Catalyst retained Mr. Greenspan that same day 

to assess the materials Catalyst had received, and to consider bringing a 

fresh evidence application in this appeal on behalf of Catalyst. 

(k) In addition to the deceptive sting operations against Justice Newbould and 

Mr. Singh referred to above, Black Cube also launched investigations using 

systematic lies and deception against a number of other current and former 



employees of West Face. None of these operations produced any 

evidence relevant to Catalyst's appeal. 

(I) All of Black Cube's operations were undertaken on false pretences, using 

lies, deception, false identities, and false offers of employment or 

investment. These operations were conducted around the globe, including 

in Toronto, Ontario, and London, England. 

(m) All of Black Cube's operations in Canada were unlawful, including because 

Black Cube and its operatives are not now and have never been licensed 

private investigators in Ontario, or in any other Province of Canada. 

Catalyst Obtains an Adjournment of the Appeal 

(n) On the morning of Monday, September 25, 2017, Mr. Greenspan wrote to 

the Court of Appeal asking for an adjournment of the hearing of the appeal 

on the basis that "irreconcilable differences" had arisen between Catalyst 

and its counsel of record, Rocco DiPucchio of the Lax O'Sullivan firm. Prior 

to then, Mr. Greenspan had played no role in this matter. 

(o) That same day, at approximately 3:30 p.m., counsel attended before 

Justice Rouleau. Mr. Greenspan, David Moore, Mr. DiPucchio and Eric 

Hoaken were all in attendance for Catalyst or Lax O'Sullivan. A contested 

motion for an adjournment of the appeal was argued before Justice 

Rouleau. During the argument of the motion, Mr. Greenspan advised that 

he had been retained by Catalyst on Thursday, September 21, 2017 to 
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corisider a potential fresh evidence motion, and that the irreconcilable 

differences that were said to have arisen between the Lax O'Sullivan firm 

and Catalyst pertained to that motion. He did not specify what those 

differences were. Nor did he specify how or in what circumstances those 

differences had arisen. 

(p) During the attendance on September 25,2017, Mr. Greenspan represented 

to the Court that he had seen and reviewed the fresh evidence that Catalyst 

was considering seeking leave to introduce on appeal, and that he regarded 

the evidence to be credible and relevant to the appeal. He stated that he 

needed time to assess the potential impact of that evidence to determine 

whether it met the test in the Palmer case for the admission of fresh 

evidence on appeal. 

(q) No disclosure was made to the Court, or to opposing counsel, as to what the 

proposed fresh evidence was, where it had come from or when. Moreover, 

Mr. Greenspan did not take the position that Catalyst required more time to 

find the fresh evidence it might seek leave to introduce on appeal. Instead, 

as indicated above, he stated the opposite, namely that he had seen the 

proposed fresh evidence of Catalyst and regarded it to be credible and 

relevant. 

(r) Over the objections of West Face and Mr. Moyse, Justice Rouleau 

reluctantly adjourned the hearing of the appeal to February 20-22, 2018 on 

the basis that the Lax O'Sullivan firm had withdrawn and that it would be 



unfair to force Catalyst to proceed with the hearing of the appeal the next 

day without counsel. 

Events Following the Adjournment 

(s) Having obtained the adjournment, Catalyst and Black Cube proceeded to 

continue their illicit investigations of Mr. Singh and various other current and 

former West Face employees in the hopes of obtaining fresh evidence to 

adduce on appeal. 

(t) Moreover, in the period after September 25 Mr. Greenspan refused 

repeatedly to disclose to counsel to West Face and Mr. Moyse the proposed 

fresh evidence that Catalyst might seek leave to introduce on appeal, as 

well as any information as to where and when Catalyst had obtained that 

information. West Face and Mr. Moyse were kept completely in the dark. 

(u) On Tuesday, November 7,2017, Catalyst commenced a new claim against 

West Face, claiming $450 million in damages. This claim was drafted and 

issued by Mr. DiPucchio of the Lax O'Sullivan firm, despite the fact that 

Catalyst had secured the adjournment of this appeal on September 25, 

2017 on the explicit basis that "irreconcilable differences" had arisen 

between Catalyst and Lax O'Sullivan. 

(v) On Thursday, November 9, 2017, West Face uncovered for the first time 

Black Cube's operations against a number of its current and former 

employees. West Face only learned of Black Cube's activities as a result of 
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widespread publicity in the mainstream media and over the Internet 

surrounding Black Cube's activities on behalf of Harvey Weinstein against 

the victims of his alleged sexual harassment and assault, as well as against 

the journalists who sought to expose these allegations. 

(w) On Friday, November 10, 2017, counsel to West Face wrote to counsel to 

Catalyst to demand that Black Cube's activities stop, and that all evidence 

of Black Cube's activities be preserved. Catalyst provided no such 

assurances. It was only upon receipt of this letter that Lax O'SuIlivan was 

removed as counsel of record from the new cases it had commenced three 

days earlier. 

(x) On Sunday, November 12, 2017, West Face learned of Black Cube's 

activities against Mr. Singh. These activities included flying him to London, 

England on false pretences, and then eliciting from him disclosure of 

solicitor-client privileged advice that Mr. Singh had given to West Face 

during the course of his tenure as the firm's General Counsel concerning 

the hiring and employment of Mr. Moyse. 

(y) On Tuesday, November 14,2017, counsel to West Face wrote to counsel to 

Catalyst demanding immediate disclosure concerning who at Catalyst or its . 

external counsel was aware of Black Cube's activities in respect of 

Mr. Singh. This letter also advised that West Face would be seeking 

production of all evidence that pertained to Black Cube's activities involving 

West Face, and demanded that such evidence be preserved. 
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(z) On November 16,2017, West Face obtained a Consent Order from Justice 

Hainey of the Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) that Catalyst 

preserve all records of Black Cube's activities. 

(aa) On the evening of Friday, November 24, 2017, the National Post published 

online an article exposing and detailing Black Cube's "sting" against Justice 

Newbould. This was the first time West Face Seamed of the investigation of 

Justice Newbould. That same night, counsel to West Face wrote letters to 

all of Catalyst's Counsel asking them, among other things, to explain the 

basis on which Catalyst had sought and obtained an adjournment on 

September 25, 2017, to disclose what knowledge they had of Black Cube's 

operations against Justice Newbould, and to produce to West Face all 

evidence of such operations. 

(bb) Although the Lax O'Sullivan firm responded immediately to this letter, 

neither Mr. Greenspan nor Mr. Moore have provided substantive 

responses. 

(cc) Catalyst's investigations of Mr. Singh and Justice Newbould are an 

egregious and entirely improper abuse that cast the administration of justice 

into disrepute. The actions of Catalyst and its investigators, and of any 

other person who played a role in, authorized, directed or attempted to 

utilize or take advantage of these illicit investigations in any way, either 

directly or indirectly, including in their dealings with third parties, journalists 
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or the judiciary, shock the conscience of the Court and expose Catalyst to 

the most severe form of judicial sanctions. 

(dd) Based on the disclosure sought on this motion, West Face may well bring 

motions: (i) for an Order removing or disqualifying Catalyst's Counsel; and 

(ii) dismissing Catalyst's appeal for abuse. 

(ee) This motion may be heard by a single judge because it is not a motion 

required to be heard by a three-judge Panel as set out in the Practice 

Direction of the Court of Appeal. Alternatively, West Face would be pleased 

to argue this motion before a full Panel of the Court. 

(ff) Subsection 13(2) of the Courts of Justice Act, and the inherent jurisdiction of 

the Court to control its own processes. 

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the 

motion: 

(a) The Affidavit of Andrew Carlson sworn November 28, 2017; and 

(b) Such further and other evidence as the lawyers may advise and this 

Honourable Court may permit. 
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November 28,2017 DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto ON M5V3J7 

Kent Thomson (LSUC# 24264J) 
Tel: 416.863.5566 
Email: kethomson@dwpv.com 

Matthew Milne-Smith (LSUC# 44266P) 
Tel: 416.863.5595 
Email: mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 

Tel: 416.863.0900 
Fax: 416.863.0871 

Lawyers for the Defendant (Respondent) 
West Face Capital Inc. 

TO: MOORE BARRISTERS 
Suite 1600 
393 University Avenue 
Toronto ON M5G 1E6 

David C. Moore (LSUC# 16996) 
Email: david@moorebarristers.ca 
Tel: 416.581.1818 ext. 222 
Fax: 416.581.1279 

GREENSPAN HUMPHREY WEINSTEIN 
15 Bedford Road 
Toronto, ON M5R 2J7 

Brian H. Greenspan 
Email: bgreenspan@15bedford.com 
Tel: 416.868.1755, ext. 222 

Tel: 416.868.1755 
FAX: 416.868.1990 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff (Appellant) 
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 
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Tel: 416.646.4314 
Kristian Borg-Olivier (LSUC# 53041R) 
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Denise Cooney (LSUC# 64358R) 
Tel: 416.646.7422 
Email: denise.cooney@paliareroland.com 

Tel: 416.646.4300 
Fax: 416.646.4301 

Lawyers for the Defendant (Respondent), 
Brandon Moyse 
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White, Wendy 

From: Brian H. Greenspan <bhg@15bedford.com> 
Sent: November 30, 2017 2:35 PM 
To: 'Miranda, Lily (MAG)'; Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca; Thomson, Kent; 

Carlson, Andrew; 'robert.centa@paliareroland.com' 
Cc: Schirripa, Mary (MAG) 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 
Attachments: CATALYST 20171129 L BHG to Mr Milne-Smith Re Response to letter dated November 

242017.pdf 

Dear Ms. Miranda: 
We would appreciate if you would bring to the attention of Justice Rouleau that it will not be necessary to 
attend before him as previously scheduled tomorrow, December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m. Please advise Justice 
Rouleau that: 

(i) No application for the introduction of fresh evidence by Catalyst on the "Moyse" appeal now 
scheduled to proceed in the Court of Appeal on February 20, 2018 will be brought. The third day 
previously scheduled as a result of a possible fresh evidence application can be vacated. 

(ii) The motion initiated by West Face returnable before you tomorrow is withdrawn. 
(iii) Counsel have agreed that the attached letter dated November 29, 2017 should be filed on consent 

and attached to the Motion Record previously filed by West Face. 
(iv) We understand that counsel for West Face will provide to Justice Rouleau an additional letter 

which on consent is to be added to the public record. 
(v) Should Justice Rouleau have any questions which he wishes to canvas with counsel or considers an 

attendance necessary, counsel are available to address the matter as previously scheduled at 
Osgoode Hall, Courtroom 2 at 1:15 p.m. tomorrow. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 
Brian Greenspan 

w 

TSbedfordxom 

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the 
named recipient(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy all copies of this email. 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG) fmailto:Liiv.Miranda@ontario.cal 
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2017 10:13 AM 
To: Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca: Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'; Brian H. Greenspan; Naomi M. Lutes 
Cc: Schirripa, Mary (MAG) 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 

Hello, 

IS 
Tprortto* Ontario 
MSR2J7 Cartacfo 

1 

mailto:bhg@15bedford.com
mailto:david@moorebarristers.ca
mailto:david@moorebarristers.ca


As you know a case management meeting is scheduled before Justice Rouleau for December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m.. fri^3 
case management will be heard in courtroom two at Osgoode Hall. 
Counsel may proceed directly to courtroom two. 

Thank you, 

Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327 1730 
Lily. mir anda@ontario. ca 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG) 
Sent: November-17-17 11:06 AM 
To: 'Milne-Smith, Matthew'; david@moorebarristers.ca: Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paIiareroland.com'; 'bgreenspan@15bedford.com'; 'nlutes@15bedford.com' 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 

Hello, 

Further to a case conference before Justice Rouleau, please find attached a letter for the matter. 

Regards. 

Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327 1730 
Lily. rniranda@ontario. ca 

2 
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Humphrey 
Weinstein 

Brian H* Greenspan 
Partner 

4,16.868.1755 x222 
bgreenspan@15bedford.com 

Matthew Miine-Smffh 
Davies Ward PhilliRS § Vineberg LLP 
155 Wellington Street West " 
Toronto, ON 
M5V3.J7 

Dear Mr. Milne.-S.mith: 

Re: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

1 am writing; in response to your letter dated November 24,2017. I am responding on behalf Of Mr. Moore who has 
reviewed and concurs with the contents of this letter. 

We note that,your November 24, 2017 letters have been included in the motion record: publicly led. and which 
apparently appears on your website at- Tabs GG and HH. As well, Mr. Moore's initial response by e-mail on 
November 27lh Is included in the motion record af Tab IL Evidently, that motion record has: been made available to 
the press and forms, the.genesis of the front page article in today's National Post. We would therefore expect that 
this correspondertce aiso be provided.to the court on the publierecorci. 

You have irresponsibly aiiegedi based upon an. incomplete. and: inaccurate, account of tape recordings of two 
conversations which took place on September 1 8* 2017, that the,-application made to. dustice,Roulea.U on .September 
25,201.7, was without a. goott faith basis for seeking :̂ espQterttiaî adî  of fF^sh evideneeiorfhe-adjournment of 
the appeal. We unequivocally reject the suggestion; that; counsel failed to properly, and. ethically consider tbe 
substance of the tapes and their potential.evictentiary ifnpaGt on the appeal-In accordance with established principles 
of (aw.. Neither Mr, Moore, nor 1 had any pre-knowledge norinv.olvement in the events whrch: led torthe interviews of 
Frank. Newbould or the resulting, tape: recordings nor with respect: to any other similar investigative activities in 
relation to any West Face personnel and we have been assured by Catalyst that the .same applies to them. 

We agree that the unauthorized means by which the. tape recordings were obtained was unacceptable.. 
Nevertheless, our duty as counsel to our clients, once, the recordings came into our possession, was to objectively 
and dispassionately assess the impact of the contents of the tape recordings, which we believe were improperly but 
not unlawfully obtained. Indeed, contrary to the misGharacterization contained in the National Post article referred to 
in your letters, we arrived at the initial conclusion, and remain .of the view, that portions of the tape recordings are 
equally, if not. more-unacceptable and troubling than the manner in which the recordings, were obtained, in our view, 
a proper-assessment had to be conducted as to whether or not reliance, could or should be placed upon this material, 
together with certain other historical facts, in relation to an application for the introduction of fresh evidence. 
Regardless of our ultimate determination of this issue, a virtually unique and unprecedented legal, dilemma had been 

1:5 Bedford Ro-ad 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSR 2J7 Canada 

' T 41&868.1755 
F 41-6,868.1990 

1 orcicmst 
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Page 2 of 2 

presented in a situation not of our choosing or making. It required a careful assessment and legal research to arrive 
at an appropriate determination. 

We are confident that any objective assessment of our actions will not only demonstrate the bona fide justification for 
the adjournment application but will also demonstrate appropriate professional judgment and restraint. 

We will respond to your further correspondence under separate cover. 

Yours truly, • 

Brian H. Greenspan 

BHG:st 

cc.: Kent Thomson and Andrew Carlson via email 

Rob Centa and Kris Bopg-OIivier via email 

David Moore via email 
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On appeal from the decision of Justice F. Newbould of the Superior Court of 
Justice, dated August 18, 2016, dismissing Catalyst's action, reported at 2016 
ONSC 5271, and an application for leave and, if leave is granted, an appeal from 
the costs decision of Justice F. Newbould, dated October 7, 2016. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
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I 

[1] The appellant, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), and the 

respondent, West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"), two investment management 

firms, made separate efforts to acquire WIND Mobile Inc. ("WIND") in 2014. In early 

August, it appeared that Catalyst and the principal shareholder of WIND had 

reached an agreement for the sale of WIND to Catalyst. Within days, that 

agreement had fallen apart and West Face, along with other entities (the 

"consortium") had come forward with a new, and eventually, successful bid for 

WIND. The consortium and West Face later sold WIND for a very substantial profit 

to Shaw Communications. 

[2] In this lawsuit, Catalyst alleged that West Face effectively "stole" the WIND 

deal from Catalyst by improperly using confidential information West Face 

obtained about Catalyst's strategies in respect of its negotiations for the purchase 

of WIND. According to Catalyst's claim, the confidential information came from the 

respondent, Brandon Moyse ("Mr. Moyse"). He had worked for Catalyst as an 

analyst for about two years until May 2014 when he quit Catalyst to go to work for 

West Face. 

[3] Mr. Moyse had worked on the WIND file while at Catalyst, although the 

extent of his involvement in the file was a matter of dispute in the evidence. He 
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also actively pursued employment with West Face while at Catalyst and while 

involved in Catalyst's attempts to acquire WIND. 

[4] In the lawsuit, Catalyst alleged that the misuse of confidential information by 

West Face and Mr. Moyse caused damage to Catalyst. Catalyst also sought an 

accounting of the profits made by West Face and the consortium when Shaw 

Communications purchased WIND from the consortium. 

[5] In addition to the claims based on the misuse of confidential information, 

Catalyst sued West Face and Mr. Moyse for spoliation. This claim arose out of Mr. 

Moyse's destruction of what Catalyst claimed was relevant evidence contained on 

Mr. Moyse's cellphone and his personal computer. Catalyst advanced spoliation 

as a distinct tort claim, alleging damages equal to Catalyst's costs in pursuing the 

misuse of confidential information claim. Catalyst also advanced spoliation as an 

evidentiary rule available to assist Catalyst in proving the misuse of confidential 

information by West Face and Mr. Moyse. 

[6] The trial judge dismissed all claims. He awarded costs to West Face on a 

substantial indemnity basis and costs to Mr. Moyse on a partial indemnity basis. 

Catalyst appeals from the dismissal of its claims and seeks leave to appeal from 

the costs order. 
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[7] At the end of oral argument, the court dismissed Catalyst's appeal from the 

judgment dismissing the action and reserved judgment on the costs-related 

appeals. These reasons address both. 

il 

[8] To succeed on the misuse of confidential information claim, Catalyst had to 

prove that: 

• Mr. Moyse gave confidential information concerning Catalyst's bid to 

purchase WIND to West Face; 

• West Face used that confidential information when pursuing its bid for 

WIND; and 

• The misuse of that confidential information caused detriment to Catalyst. 

[9] Catalyst did not have direct evidence to support its allegations. It relied on a 

body of circumstantial evidence and primarily on the testimony of its partners, 

Newton Glassman, Gabriel De Alba, and James Riley. 

[10] On the first issue, whether Mr. Moyse had provided confidential information 

about Catalyst's strategies in respect of the acquisition of WIND to West Face, 

Catalyst relied heavily on inferences it claimed should be drawn from Mr. Moyse's 

conduct while he was pursuing employment with West Face, immediately after he 

left Catalyst to join West Face, and after this litigation was commenced. That 

evidence included the following: 
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® Mr. Moyse deliberately provided Catalyst's confidential information to West 

Face when he was trying to get a job with West Face. This Information did 

not relate to WIND. 

• Mr. Moyse erased emails that showed he provided that confidential 

information to West Face; 

® Mr. Moyse erased all of the contents of the BlackBerry Catalyst had provided 

to him for work purposes before he returned it to Catalyst after he quit; 

• Mr. Moyse made inaccurate and potentially misleading statements in 

affidavits filed on preliminary motions in this litigation; 

• Mr. Moyse deleted his internet browsing history from his personal computer 

and installed programs to scrub the computer registry where deletions could 

otherwise be detected, in the face of a court order requiring that he turn his 

computer over to his lawyer so that the computer could be forensically 

examined for the purposes of this litigation. 

[11] Catalyst claimed that Mr. Moyse's conduct was consistent only with him 

having provided confidential information about Catalyst's proposed acquisition of 

WIND to West Face. 

[12] Mr. Moyse gave various "innocent" explanations for his conduct. West Face 

also led evidence that when Mr. Moyse was hired by West Face, extensive 

measures were taken to ensure that Mr. Moyse had no knowledge of, or 

involvement in, West Face's ongoing negotiations for the purchase of WIND 
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shares. The witnesses testified that there were no breaches of this confidentiality 

wall during the few weeks that Mr. Moyse was actually present in the West Face 

offices. 

[13] The respondents also introduced a body of evidence, which they claimed 

demonstrated that no confidential information from Catalyst had been used in the 

ultimately successful bid for WIND. The respondents argued that the approach 

taken by West Face and its consortium to the acquisition of WIND, particularly with 

respect to the need to obtain certain concessions from the government, was 

fundamentally different than the approach taken by Catalyst. Consequently, West 

Face had no use for any information pertaining to Catalyst's strategies. 

[14] The respondents also defended on the basis that the appellant had not 

proved any damages. The respondents claimed that Catalyst's bid to acquire 

WIND in August 2014 failed, not because of any competing bid made by West 

Face and the consortium, but because Catalyst chose to terminate negotiations 

with the vendor of the WIND shares after the vendor demanded a significant break 

fee very late in its negotiations with Catalyst. The respondents contended at trial 

that the evidence showed that Catalyst chose to end the negotiations rather than 

agree to the break fee demanded by the vendor. On this argument, which did not 

depend on the trial judge accepting the testimony of Mr. Moyse, or the West Face 

witnesses, Catalyst suffered no damages or detriment, even if Mr. Moyse had 
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given confidential information to West Face and West Face had attempted to use 

that information in its negotiations with the vendor of the WIND shares. 

[15] The trial judge gave lengthy and detailed reasons for judgment. He found 

against Catalyst on almost every contested factual issue. Specifically, he found 

(paras. 126-30) that the appellant chose to terminate its negotiations with the 

vendor of the WIND shares when the vendor demanded a substantial break fee. 

[16] In his reasons, the trial judge made strong credibility findings against the 

appellant's primary witnesses, particularly Mr. Glassman, and equally strong 

credibility findings in favour of the respondents' witnesses, including Mr. Moyse. 

The trial judge accepted the explanations offered by Mr. Moyse for his conduct 

outlined above, at para. 10. The trial judge found, as a fact, that Mr. Moyse had 

not provided any confidential information to West Face in relation to the appellant's 

negotiations for the purchase of the WIND shares. 

Ill 

[17] Catalyst advanced essentially three arguments on appeal. The first asserts 

alleged errors in the trial judge's fact-finding process, the second alleges 

procedural unfairness, and the third relates to the trial judge's treatment of the 

spoliation arguments. 
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A. THE ALLEGED FACT-FINDING ERRORS 

[18] The appellant submits that the trial judge's factual findings cannot stand, 

first, because they are the product of an unfair and uneven scrutiny by the trial 

judge of the competing versions of the relevant events and, second, because they 

are tainted by several material misapprehensions of the evidence. 

[19] Counsel for the appellant candidly acknowledge that they face an uphill 

climb in their assault on the fact-finding at trial. This was a hard-fought trial. The 

result was almost entirely fact-driven. The trial judge's findings of fact turned on 

his assessment of the credibility of the key witnesses, the reliability of their 

evidence, and the inferences to be drawn from certain primary findings of fact. All 

of those tasks engage a myriad of considerations by the trial judge. His 

determinations are owed strong deference on appeal. The appellant must 

overcome that deference in the face of reasons by the trial judge that display a 

strong command of the evidentiary record and a full understanding of the issues 

and positions of the parties. 

(i) The Alleged Uneven Scrutiny of the Evidence 

[20] In support of the uneven scrutiny argument, counsel submits that the 

credibility of the Catalyst witnesses was subject to a hypercritical microscopic 

examination by the trial judge. Any misstep or inconsistency in their testimony, no 

matter how apparently minor, became, for the trial judge, a reason to reject the 
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evidence of those witnesses. In contrast, argues counsel for the appellant, the trial 

judge forgave or ignored similar, and much more serious, defects in the evidence 

of witnesses for the respondents. 

[21] To demonstrate the unevenness of the trial judge's consideration of the 

evidence, counsel compared the trial judge's treatment of Mr. Moyse's testimony 

with that afforded Mr. Glassman's evidence. The appellant argues that the trial 

judge excused the litany of serious misconduct by Mr. Moyse, including a 

deliberate breach of a court order, as mere "mistakes" or "errors" explainable by 

Mr. Moyse's youth or his fatigue. Counsel contrasts the trial judge's benign 

treatment of Mr. Moyse's evidence with his aggressive rejection of Mr. Glassman's 

evidence on what counsel argues are much weaker and more subjective grounds. 

[22] The appellant submits that the trial judge totally rejected Mr. Glassman's 

evidence because on occasion he slipped into the role of advocate when testifying 

and overstated certain matters. Counsel submits that even if this characterization 

is accurate, Mr. Glassman's transgressions pale beside the egregious misconduct 
t 

of Mr. Moyse. Counsel submits that the trial judge's complete acceptance of Mr. 

Moyse's evidence and his total rejection of Mr. Glassman's evidence can be 

explained only by the application of very different levels of scrutiny to their 

testimony. 
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[23] Counsel devoted much of their oral argument to their uneven scrutiny 

submission. They referred to various examples from the trial judge's reasons, 

which they claimed demonstrated his uneven scrutiny of the evidence. 

[24] Counsel's submissions make a case for different credibility and reliability 

assessments than those made by the trial judge. Unfortunately for the appellant, 

that is not enough to warrant appellate intervention. It is not for this court to 

consider what alternative findings may have been reasonably available on the trial 

record. 

[25] The trial judge approached the evidence of the respondents' witnesses no 

differently than he did the evidence of the appellant's witnesses. The trial judge's 

reasons must be considered in their entirety. Mr. Moyse's evidence that he did not 

provide confidential information concerning the WIND negotiations to West Face 

did not stand alone. The evidence found considerable, largely uncontradicted 

support in the testimony of the West Face witnesses. It also gained some 

inferential support in the trial judge's findings as they related to the West Face 

strategy in respect of the WIND negotiations, and the ultimate reason for the 

breakdown of the negotiations between the appellant and the vendor of the WIND 

shares. 

[26] The trial judge was alive to the details of the evidence said to demonstrate 

Mr. Moyse's dishonesty and the unreliability of his evidence. He appreciated the 
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appellant's argument and the need to carefully and critically examine Mr. Moyse's 

evidence. The trial judge examined the evidence at length, particularly as it related 

to the allegation that Mr. Moyse had deliberately deleted material from his personal 

computer and installed programming to hide that deletion and prevent any 

recovery of the material. In the end, the trial judge accepted Mr. Moyse's 

explanations for what he had done, and concluded that it could not be established 

that Mr. Moyse had actually used the programs he had installed on the computer 

to hide the deletions. 

[27] The trial judge approached Mr. Moyse's evidence by examining the 

substance of that evidence in the context of the entirety of the evidence. He also 

considered, as a trial judge is entitled to do, his impressions of Mr. Moyse as he 

testified. The trial judge took the same approach to Mr. Glassman and other 

witnesses for the appellant. As often occurs, the same approach to the evidence 

of different witnesses yielded very different credibility and reliability assessments. 

Those different assessments are not indicative of any flawed fact-finding process, 

but instead reflect the essential witness-specific nature of credibility and reliability 

determinations. 

[28] We do not propose to examine all of the passages from the trial judge's 

reasons relied on by the appellant to demonstrate the asserted different levels of 

scrutiny of the evidence. Each argument fails for a variety of reasons. 
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[29] For example, the appellant argues that the trial judge used Mr. Glassman's 

repetition of parts of his evidence as a reason for finding that Mr. Glassman was 

not credible, but did not give the same effect to the repetition of evidence by 

witnesses for the respondents. This submission is not supported by the reasons. 

The trial judge referred to repetition of parts of the evidence as a by-product of the 

manner in which the trial was conducted. We do not read his reasons as using the 

repetition of evidence as a basis for disbelieving Mr. Glassman or otherwise 

discounting his evidence. 

[30] The appellant also argues that the trial judge treated inconsistencies or 

overstatements in the evidence of the appellant's witnesses much more harshly 

than he did similar deficiencies in the respondents' witnesses. The appellant 

submits that the trial judge did the same thing when he faulted Mr. Glassman for 

not making obvious concessions, but made no comment when the same 

reluctance was evident in the testimony of witnesses for the respondents. 

[31] The evaluation of the impact on credibility and reliability of specific 

inconsistencies and similar flaws in a witness's testimony lies at the very core of 

the trial judge's function. His conclusion that a certain inconsistency negatively 

impacted on the credibility of one witness, while a different inconsistency did not 

have the same negative impact on the credibility of a different witness testifying 

about an entirely different topic, does not, on its own, establish that the trial judge 

applied different levels of scrutiny to the evidence of those witnesses. Instead, it 
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demonstrates that credibility and reliability assessments are fact and witness-

specific. 

[32] in support of the unequal scrutiny argument, the appellant also submitted 

that the trial judge proceeded from the assumption that the West Face witnesses 

were credible, while the appellant had to demonstrate the credibility of its 

witnesses. In support of this argument, counsel relies on observations made by 

the trial judge in his costs reasons. 

[33] Setting aside whether a judge's comments in his costs reasons can assist 

in interpreting his reasons for judgment, the trial judge's comments do not support 

the appellant's submission, in his reasons for costs, the trial judge observed that 

the appellant could not have succeeded at trial without establishing that the West 

Face witnesses were lying when they claimed they had not received any 

confidential information from Mr. Moyse. This observation was correct, having 

regard to the nature of the claim advanced by the appellant, the respective 

positions of the parties, and the burden of proof on the appellant. 

(ii) The Alleged Misapprehensions of the Evidence 

[34] The appellant alleged three material misapprehensions of evidence in the 

body of its factum and listed several others in an appendix to the factum. We see 

no misapprehension of any material facts by the trial judge, and do not propose to 

review the appellant's claims one-by-one. 
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[35] Some of the appellant's allegations of material misapprehensions of the 

evidence fail because the trial judge did not make the factual finding said to 

constitute the material misapprehension. For example, the appellant argues that 

the trial judge wrongly held that Mr. Moyse did not have any confidential 

information about the WIND negotiations when he left the employment of Catalyst. 

The trial judge did not make any such finding. He did find that Mr. Moyse was not 

aware of the negotiating strategy of Catalyst with the government of Canada and 

the vendor of the WIND shares (para. 48). That finding was open on the evidence 

of Mr. Moyse. 

[36] Other submissions made by the appellant alleging material 

misapprehensions of the evidence fail because, even if valid, they relate to factual 

issues that were relatively insignificant and not material to the outcome of the trial. 

For example, the appellant argues that the trial judge misapprehended the 

evidence pertaining to West Face's need for an analyst when it hired Mr. Moyse. 

Even if it could be said that the trial judge went beyond the evidence in describing 

the extent to which West Face needed an analyst, that error could not possibly 

have impacted on his overall assessment of the evidence, or the ultimate findings 

of fact he relied on in dismissing the claim. 

[37] Most of the appellant's arguments, however, fail because they do not reveal 

any misapprehension of the evidence, but instead reveal that the trial judge 

preferred the evidence of the respondents' witnesses and the inferences that 
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flowed from that evidence over the competing evidence and inferences relied on 

by the appellant. For example, the trial judge found that West Face and others in 

the consortium did not have actual knowledge of the Catalyst bid for the shares of 

WIND in August 2014. That finding is supported by the respondents' witnesses 

who testified that they deduced that Catalyst was a bidder in light of "market 

chatter", comments in the media, and a statement made by counsel for the 

appellant to counsel for West Face when Mr. Moyse joined West Face. This 

evidence provided ample grounds for the trial judge's factual finding that West 

Face and the consortium had no actual knowledge of the bid. 

[38] The appellant's submissions go no further than to suggest that the evidence 

could also have justified the further inference that West Face was aware of the 

actual bid. The trial judge did not make that inference, no doubt because he 

accepted the evidence of the West Face witnesses that West Face did not have 

knowledge of the actual bid. The trial judge's preference for the direct evidence of 

the West Face witnesses over the inference urged by the appellant is a function of 

the trial judge's fact-finding responsibilities and does not reflect any 

misapprehension of the evidentiary record. 

B. THE PROCEDURAL UNFAIRNESS ARGUMENT 

[39] The appellant argues that the trial judge made a series of factual findings 

against the appellant in respect of the dealings between the vendor of the WIND 
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shares and West Face and the consortium in August 2014. The appellant argues 

that these findings were made despite the trial judge having refused to allow the 

appellant to amend its claim to allege that West Face had induced the vendor of 

the WIND shares to breach its agreement with the appellant in the course of those 

August dealings. The appellant contends that the trial judge's findings were beyond 

the scope of the claim as framed in the pleadings before him and were based on 

an inadequate evidentiary record. 

[40] We do not accept this submission. The appellant did not move in this 

proceeding to amend its claim to include an allegation that West Face induced the 

vendor of the WIND shares to breach its contract with the appellant. The appellant 

did unsuccessfully seek to make that amendment in a related proceeding. That 

refusal had no impact on the conduct of this trial. 

[41] More to the point, evidence of the dealings between West Face and the 

consortium on one side and the vendor of the WIND shares on the other side in 

August 2014 was germane to the appellant's claim and West Face's defence that 

it pursued its own strategies in seeking to purchase the WIND shares, which were 

very different from those employed by the appellant. That strategy was reflected, 

in part, in the unsolicited proposal to purchase the WIND shares made by West 

Face and the consortium in early August 2014. 
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[42] The trial judge heard a great deal of evidence about the dealings between 

the vendor of the WIND shares and West Face and the consortium, particularly in 

August 2014. The appellant did not object to any of this evidence and, indeed, 

elicited most of it. In their closing arguments at trial, counsel for the appellant and 

the respondents urged the trial judge to make certain findings in respect of the 

dealings between West Face, the consortium and the vendor of the WIND shares. 

The trial judge's findings reflect those arguments and a preference for the position 

put forward by the respondents. We see no unfairness to the appellant in the 

manner in which these issues were litigated at the trial. The trial judge's findings 

of fact in respect of these issues are supported by the evidence. 

C. THE SPOLIATION ARGUMENT 

[43] The spoliation submission began as an argument that the trial judge had 

failed to properly identify the elements of the tort of spoliation. In oral argument, 

counsel abandoned any reliance on the tort of spoliation.1 

[44] Counsel argued that the trial judge erred in holding that an adverse 

evidentiary inference could be drawn against the respondents as a result of Mr. 

Moyse's destruction of relevant evidence only if the appellant established that Mr. 

Moyse and/or West Face destroyed that evidence for the specific purpose of 

1 The existence of an independent tort of spoliation is an open question in this court: Robb Estate v. 
Canadian Red Cross Society (2001). 152 O.A.C. 60, at 203-208. 
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affecting the outcome of the litigation. Counsel submitted that the adverse 

inference was appropriately drawn if relevant evidence was destroyed in the face 

of pending or reasonably foreseeable litigation. 

[45] The appellant's argument faces an insurmountable factual hurdle. Any 

inference that may be drawn against the respondents can arise only after a finding 

that Mr. Moyse destroyed relevant evidence. The trial judge found as a fact that 

Mr. Moyse did not destroy relevant evidence (paras. 147, 165). The appellant has 

not established any basis upon which this court can interfere with that factual 

finding. That finding puts an end to any argument that Mr. Moyse's deletion of data 

from his computer and cellphone supports an adverse inference against Mr. Moyse 

or West Face. 

[46] As this argument runs aground on the trial judge's factual finding, we need 

not consider the merits of the substance of the argument. We should not be taken 

as agreeing that the appropriate evidentiary approach to evidence that a party to 

a proceeding destroyed relevant evidence should be functionally different from the 

approach to be taken to other kinds of circumstantial evidence. 

D. THE COSTS APPEAL 

[47] The appellant seeks leave to appeal the costs order. The appellant 

recognizes that this court grants leave to appeal from costs orders only sparingly. 
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It submits, however, that the orders made in this case reveal errors in principle that 

warrant leave and intervention by this court. 

[48] The trial judge awarded costs to West Face on a substantial indemnity basis 

because the appellant had made serious and unfounded allegations impugning the 

honesty and integrity of West Face and its senior executives. He concluded that 

the lawsuit was precipitated primarily by Mr. Glassman's frustration over losing out 

on the acquisition of the WIND shares. The trial judge said, at para. 10: 

He [Mr. Glassman] set out to prove his belief that the 
West Face witnesses were lying and that West Face had 
obtained confidential Catalyst information from Mr. 
Moyse that they used to defeat Catalyst's bid to acquire 
WIND. He was certainly playing hardball, attacking the 
reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite 
of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled 
lawyers, he utterly failed. 

[49] The appellant submits that the trial judge in effect awarded costs on a 

substantial indemnity basis because the appellant failed to prove its case at trial. 

The appellant argues that substantial indemnity costs are the exception and not 

the rule. To base an award of substantial indemnity costs on a failure to prove 

one's case is to ignore the exceptional nature of an award of costs on a substantial 

indemnity basis. 

[50] We are satisfied that the trial judge awarded costs on a substantial indemnity 

basis, not because the appellant failed to prove its case, but rather because the 

appellant chose to make very serious allegations against West Face, maintain 
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those allegations in the face of substantial evidence refuting the allegations, and 

in the end "utterly failed" to substantiate any of the claims. 

[51] Unfounded allegations like those made by the appellant in this case can 

warrant the exercise of discretion in favour of costs on a substantia! indemnity 

basis. We see no error in principle in the trial judge's decision to award costs on a 

substantial indemnity basis to West Face. We would not grant leave to appeal the 

order as it relates to West Face. 

[52] The trial judge found that the appellant had made an unwarranted attack on 

the reputation and integrity of Mr. Moyse. He went on, however, to indicate, at 

para. 18: 

However, the steps that Mr. Moyse took that he has 
readily acknowledged were mistakes, albeit with no 
intention to destroy any relevant evidence, must be 
considered in deciding what level of costs to be awarded 
to Mr. Moyse. In my view, it is a reason not to award costs 
on a substantial indemnity basis, and I award costs only 
on a partial indemnity basis. 

[53] The characterization of some of Mr. Moyse's conduct as "mistakes" is 

charitable. This is particularly true in respect of his conduct when ordered by the 

court to turn his personal computer over to his lawyer so that it could be forensically 

examined. His decision to delete material from the computer without speaking to 

his lawyer and before turning the computer over to his lawyer was a serious breach 

of the court order, even given that he did not delete information relevant to the 

allegations. 
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[54] The fact remains, however, that the trial judge recognized that Mr. Moyse's 

conduct should be taken into account in assessing the appropriate costs order. He 

determined in the exercise of his discretion that it should reduce the order from 

one of costs of substantial indemnity to one of costs on a partial indemnity basis. 

Even if other judges might have gone further, the trial judge made no error in the 

exercise of his discretion in considering the impact of Mr. Moyse's conduct on the 

costs award. 

[55] We would not grant leave to appeal from the order awarding costs to Mr. 

Moyse on a partial indemnity basis. 

EL CONCLUSION 

[56] The appeal is dismissed. The application for leave to appeal the costs order 

is dismissed. 

[57] Counsel should exchange and file submissions on the costs of the appeal 

within 30 days of the release of these reasons. The submissions should not exceed 

7 pages. 
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A private equity star's 
picks shine... until cash 
out time 

HIGH-STAKES BETTOR: After the success of his first Catalyst private equity fund, Canadian financier Newton Glassman 

(left) was able to attract billions of dollars to his current stable of funds. Handout via REUTERS/Chris Helgren 

Newton Glassman's early success helped turn his 

Catalyst private equity firm into one of Canada's 

largest. Some of the biggest bets in his current crop 

of funds, however, don't live up to their valuations, a 

Reuters examination finds. 

r^nt^rc mm/invpstiaatps/snecial-renort/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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NEW YORK/TORONTO -
Canadian financier Newton 
Glassman has long told his 
private equity firm's clients 
that his big bet on casinos 
would yield a financial 
jackpot. 

Others haven't been so sure. 

At the end of 2011, a year after 
Glassman's Catalyst Capital 
Group Inc took control of 
Gateway Casinos & 
Entertainment Ltd, Catalyst told investors in a report seen by 
Reuters that it already had more than doubled their money and that 
its majority stake was worth US$475 million — for an implied equity 
value of the gaming company as a whole of US$699 million. 

But Catalyst was forced to abandon a planned initial public offering 
of Gateway in 2012 after investors balked at the firm's valuation, 
according to two people familiar with the effort. 

In the ensuing years, Catalyst's implied valuation of Gateway 
continued to climb, to more than US$1 billion as of Sept. 30, 2017, 
according to investor communications, all while Glassman 
repeatedly told clients to expect a sale that never happened. 

Now, under increasing pressure to liquidate a past-due private 
equity fund, Glassman is again attempting a Gateway IPO at a 
valuation of as high as US$1.95 billion, according to a Feb. 28 
Bloomberg report. , 

hUns-//www.reuters.com/investieates/special-report/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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Under Catalyst's direction, British Columbia-based Gateway has 
expanded its op erMUte^fi® jffi^struc!RSfefilSi¥@ftlB^n so, 
Catalyst's assessment of the impact of those moves on the company 
are more optimistic than those of ratings agencies Moody's and 
Standard & Poor's, both of which still rate Gateway debt as "junk." 

Michael Lewitt, chief investment officer at hedge fund firm Third 
Friday Management in Boca Raton, Florida, reviewed Catalyst's 
valuation of Gateway and called it "extremely aggressive." 

High valuations and delayed sales apply to more than just Gateway, 
Reuters has found, with potentially worrying implications for 
Catalyst's four currently active funds and their big-money investors. 

Catalyst follows a "loan-to-own" strategy, acquiring the discounted 
debt of troubled companies, mostly in Canada and the United States, 
taking over the business in the case of a default or by other means, 
and then selling at a profit after improving operations. 

Early success using that strategy with Catalyst's first fund 
established Glassman's reputation as a savvy investor. It also has 
helped Catalyst attract enough investors to make it Canada's third-
largest private equity firm, with about C$6 billion (US$4.6 billion) 
in assets under management, according to data tracker Preqin. 

Since Catalyst launched its second fund in 2006, however, the firm's 
record of double-digit annual returns has been based largely on its 
own assessments of improvements to its stable of distressed 
companies. When put to the test, at least four of Catalyst's major 
assets have been unable to find buyers at the firm's valuations, based 
on a Reuters review of Catalyst's portfolio, multiple communications 
from Catalyst to its clients and regulatory filings, as well as 
interviews with people familiar with Catalyst's operations, 
academics and financial analysts. 

Those major assets, plus expected payouts from pending litigation, 
made up US$3.3 billion - or more than two-thirds - of the overall 
US$4.7 billion of unrealized value across all Catalyst funds at the 
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end of 2016, according to an April 5, 2017, report for clients. The 
aisets include Cat^aySSid-CEalliSis CaJ?fil^j5Y^,^i{Mflt's publicly 
listed subsidiary that specializes in high-interest loans to distressed 
companies and that is itself a major holding of Catalyst funds. 

Failure to cash out can put additional pressure on Catalyst as funds 
approach the end of their lifespan, typically eight or 10 years, by 
which time all money - principal and profits - is expected to be 
returned to investors. Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II, for 
example, was supposed to mature in April 2014 after starting to 
invest in 2006. But Catalyst has extended the deadline at least three 
times. 

The contrast between the picture Catalyst paints of its fund assets in 
communications with clients and how those assets perform when a 
sale is attempted shows that investors may not be able to count on 
the returns they expect. For now, though, any harm to Catalyst's big 
investors is potential, rather than actual. Glassman could still repeat 
his early success with his current funds by managing to sell a 
handful of major assets at big gains. 

Glassman did not respond to repeated requests for comment. 

Catalyst and Callidus did not respond directly to requests for 
comment. In a letter to Reuters, David Moore, a lawyer for the two 
companies, disputed that Catalyst overvalues assets or has had 
trouble selling them. Reuters' reporting, he said, is "based upon false 
and unreliable allegations." 

In keeping with the industry norm, Moore said, Catalyst's proposed 
valuations were reviewed by outside accountants 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. They were then separately reviewed 
by KPMG LLP, Catalyst's independent auditor, which had issued 
unqualified audit opinions on Catalyst every year, Moore noted. 

KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers declined to comment. 

httns: //www.reuters. com/investigates/special-report/canada-cataly st/ 12/04/2018 
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Canadian private equity firm Catalyst Capital Group calls itself "one of the 
best in the world" at producing big gains for investors. On paper, Catalyst 
funds have usually matched or beaten others that invest in distressed 

Moore stressed that Catalyst management's pay is derived from 
proceeds from asset sales and that "valuations do not in any way 
affect Catalyst's compensation." He also pointed out that Catalyst 
had sold 23 assets in its history, 13 of them "in accord with 
applicable valuations." 

He did not provide specifics on those sales. However, of the 17 
completed sales showcased on Catalyst's website, most were 
"substantially realized" in 2010 or earlier, often for US$50 million or 
less, according to a Reuters review of information Catalyst sent to 
clients. Nine of the sales were for the firm's small first fund, which 
was largely wound down several years ago. 

Catalyst investors - generally locked in for the duration of a fund's 
lifespan - include endowments for the University of Michigan, 
McGill University and the University of Toronto, public-employee 
pension funds in Montana and New Jersey, and major 
philanthropies such as the Rockefeller Foundation. They did not 
respond to requests for comment or declined to comment on the 
record, citing confidentiality agreements. 

Some said on condition of anonymity that they feared getting on the 
wrong side of Glassman, who has launched dozens of lawsuits in his 
career, most with Catalyst or Callidus as plaintiff. While in college, 
he successfully sued his father to force child support payments, 
according to Ontario court records. 

12/04/2018 
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Gateway and some other major Catalyst fund holdings examined for 
ctis article are LmM^ihJ^ssltsSleg sd ftptf^l?e¥3?IWt?valued in 
two whistleblower complaints submitted in the past 18 months to 
the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC), according to documents 
seen by Reuters and people familiar with the submissions. 

"I wouldn't invest a penny with any manager 
that employs these types of valuations/' 
Michael Lewitt, chief investment officer, Third Friday Management 

CARS AND PHARMACEUTICALS 

Private equity holdings can be difficult to value because they often 
lack ready markets to test their worth. Even when reviewed by third 
parties, a fund manager's valuations are nonetheless open to 
interpretation. 

Private equity experts said that, in general, a pattern of delayed sales 
can indicate valuations that are too high. Lewitt, the hedge fund 
manager, said of Gateway and other assets examined in this article: 
"I wouldn't invest a penny with any manager that employs these 
types of valuations." 

Advantage Rent A Car is a case in point. 

Catalyst started investing in the Orlando, Florida, company with a 
US$22.2 million bet in 2013, and its total investment stood at 
US$310.5 million as of Sept. 30, 2017, according to client reports. 

As Catalyst's exposure to Advantage through Funds III and IV has 
risen, so has its valuation of the company - even as larger rental car 
businesses have come under pressure from increased competition 
and the rise of ride-sharing outfits like Uber. 

wh-^o-//www renters mrn/investieates/suecial-report/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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Catalyst has long promised dramatic improvements at Advantage 
aid lead M a^^Yf^stors, it 

projected that within two or three years, earnings would top US$100 
million. But for 2015, Advantage had a loss of US$31 million, 
according to an April 2017 presentation to Catalyst clients. A more 
recent investor letter put projected 2018 earnings at about US$20 
million. 

Advantage has less than 1 percent of the U.S. market and was 
expected to generate revenue of US$327.7 million in 2017, according 
to market research firm IBISWorld. That puts Catalyst's valuation of 
US$542.9 million as of Sept. 30, contained in a recent letter to 
investors, at a whopping 1.7 times revenue. Hertz Global Holdings 
Inc and Avis Budget Group Inc, the two biggest publicly traded car-
rental operators in the United States, trade at less than half their 
2017 revenue of US$8.8 billion each. 

Advantage did not respond to requests for comment. 

Another major Catalyst asset is Therapure Biopharma Inc. 
Glassman's firm started investing in the Mississauga, Ontario, 
biotechnology company in 2006, and the commitment totaled 
US$82 million by the end of 2011. That year, Catalyst valued 
Therapure at US$202 million. 

In early 2016, it tried to take Therapure public at a valuation of 
C$867 million, according to a Reuters analysis of the offering 
documents. The same documents show that Therapure had 
operating losses in 2012, 2013 and 2014. 

/ : — T m - ^ r t / p n n a r t a - C P i t a l v s t /  1 2 / 0 4 / 2 0 1 8  
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ANEMIC RESPONSE: Catalyst's effort to take Therapure Biopharma public in 2016 failed at the 

valuation Catalyst placed on the Mississauga, Ontario, biotechnology company. REUTERS/John 

Tilak 

The effort failed in part because Catalyst's valuation was too high for 
most investors and in part because of difficult market conditions, 
according to two people with direct knowledge of the IPO process. 

In September 2017, Catalyst announced it had agreed to sell 
Therapure's contract manufacturing business for US$290 million, 
which would result in a proportional payout for Fund II investors. 

That sale price - the deal has yet to close - is less than half the 
US$662 million at which Catalyst valued Therapure at year-end 
2016, according to a Catalyst document provided to clients in April 
2017. Therapure's remaining business - plasma-based drug 
development and protein therapeutics products - probably isn't 
worth more than US$100 million, according to two sources with 
direct knowledge of the company. The unsold business is not 
generating profits, one of the sources said. 

Therapure did not respond to requests for comment. 

• Aiwac+i CTntp,<?/sne.da1-renort/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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Since Gateway Casinos' IPO flopped in 2012, Catalyst has 
continually r ais ed' Milits levels 
that yield an imputed value for the gaming company as a whole of as 
much as US$1.95 billion, according to the Feb. 28 Bloomberg article. 
That article, attributed to anonymous sources, appeared as Reuters 
was seeking comment from Catalyst on the firm's valuations of 
Gateway and other assets. Reuters could not independently verify 
that an IPO was imminent or determine the calculus underlying the 
US$1.95 billion valuation. 

Gateway operates about two dozen casinos, concentrated in western 
Canada and, more recently, Ontario, the country's most populous 
province. It plans to invest more than C$300 million by 2020 to 
improve existing properties and build new ones, according to a 
February 2018 Gateway investor presentation. 

In mid-March, Gateway completed a sale-leaseback of some 
properties, yielding net proceeds to Catalyst of C$483 million. 
Catalyst said the transaction and a parallel debt refinancing would 
reduce Gateway's debt from C$953 million to C$702 million - or 4.5 
times earnings, according to a recent investor presentation. That's in 
line with the typical debt-to-earnings ratio of between 4 and 5 for 
middle-market companies, based on Thomson Reuters LPC 
institutional loan data. 

However, it's more optimistic than Moody's assessment. The ratings 
agency estimated in early March that under the new financial plan, 
Gateway's debt-to-earnings ratio wouldn't drop below 5 for 12 to 18 
months. And Standard & Poor's said the number would climb to as 
high as 7.5 through 2018. Both ratings agencies still judge Gateway 
bonds to be non-investment grade "junk." 

By comparison, rival Great Canadian Gaming Corp had a debt-to-
earnings ratio of 2 as of Dec. 31, according to a financial filing. 

-/—---5- /-.o+oWct/ 12/04/2018 
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ON THE HOUSE: Starlight Casino in New Westminster, British Columbia, is a core property for 

Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Ltd, a major Catalyst holding. REUTERS/Ben Nelms 

Moody's also projects lower profits than Catalyst for Gateway. It did 
not elaborate on the full assumptions behind its numbers. A 
spokeswoman said the ratings agency's calculations "reflect our 
conservative view of the earnings potential of the company's assets." 

Standard & Poor's and Gateway did not respond to requests for 
comment. 

Moore, the Catalyst lawyer, said in a letter to Reuters that the firm's 
work to improve Gateway had been "highly successful." 

EARLY SUCCESS 

Now in his mid-50s, Glassman established Catalyst in 2002, after 
sharpening his skills at Cerberus Capital Management LP, the New 
York-based distressed-investment powerhouse. 

Catalyst's first fund started investing in 2003. Within several years, 
it had scored big wins through private sales of its positions in 
companies like Cable Satisfaction International Inc; AT&T Canada 
Inc, later known as Allstream; and Royal Group Technologies Ltd. 

trt+ns: //www.reuters. com/investigates/special-report/canada-cataly st/ 12/04/2018 
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The US$185 million fund, tiny by private equity standards, ended up 
producing an ai e^V^hiFmuAlkSn cf V^iHfiflifespan, 

according to client reports. That's far better than a benchmark 
return of about 17 percent for funds of the same 2003 vintage 
tracked by investment consultants Cambridge Associates. 

Catalyst's early triumph helped drive billions of dollars to the firm 
over four additional funds raised between 2006 and 2015. Glassman 
has yet to successfully wind up any of those newer funds and return 
all money to investors, though the most recent one, Fund V, has 
returned hundreds of millions of dollars since 2015. 

In an August 2016 ruling, Judge Frank Newbould 
described Newton Glassman as "aggressive," 
"argumentative" and more of a "salesman than 
an objective witness." 

It is not unusual for private equity firms to hold investments until 
near the end of a fund's lifespan. However, data from Cambridge 
and Preqin show that three of Catalyst's four active funds lag behind 
similarly aged funds in paying proceeds from asset sales to investors. 

With Fund II already past due, Funds III and IV are to mature in 
December 2019 and June 2022, respectively. Most of the value of 
these funds - about US$1.42 billion for Fund III and US$1.36 billion 
for Fund IV - is unrealized, according to an April 2017 client report. 
That's more than 60 percent of the total value of each. 

Some of that unrealized value would come from payouts from 
litigation whose outcome remains uncertain. 

1 — i o / n z L / o n i 8  
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-Ti "i;;e r r; >n"c X<wfa]uUgin^ 
Vv;*" Superior Court, dismissed one of them, concluding that West Face 

and others, contrary to Catalyst's allegations, had not used 
confidential information from a former Catalyst employee to make 
its winning bid. In his August 2016 ruling, Newbould wrote that he 
had "difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence" submitted 
by Glassman. He described the financier as "aggressive," 
"argumentative" and more of a "salesman than an objective witness." 

Catalyst appealed Newbould's dismissal. That appeal was dismissed 
Feb. 21. 

The second Wind-related lawsuit, seeking C$1.3 billion in damages, 
was on hold, pending the outcome of Catalyst's appeal of Newbould's 
dismissal of the other case. In a report to clients, Catalyst told 
investors that its remaining Wind-related claim was worth 
US$446.9 million at the end of 2016 and that the firm has "a 
reasonable likelihood of success at trial." 

Newbould, who has retired from the bench and now works as an 
arbitrator, was targeted by an undercover agent last autumn in a 
sting orchestrated by Israeli investigative firm Black Cube on behalf 
of Catalyst, according to West Face court submissions in separate 
litigation. The sting, West Face alleges, was designed to discredit 
Newbould and his dismissal of one of the Wind-related lawsuits. 

TiUnW/www.reutersxom/investigates/special-report/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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INVESTIGATES Relative Values 
Catalyst funds can end up saddled with Callidus 
investments gone bad, such as Xchange 
Technology Group, an information-technology 
company that went bankrupt. 

Newbould declined to comment. 

Black Cube gained attention last year for its work on bebalf of 
Harvey Weinstein to undermine women and journalists in tbeir 
efforts to go public with allegations of sexual harassment and assault 
against the Hollywood mogul. 

A spokesman for Black Cube declined to comment on questions 
related to Catalyst and Callidus. He said Black Cube always operates 
ethically and legally. 

In an April 2017 presentation to investors, Catalyst told clients of 
Fund III that without the expected litigation payouts, net annual 
returns as of end-2016 would fall to 8.9 percent from 11.7 percent. 

Ludovic Phalippou, a private equity expert at the University of 
Oxford in England, said Catalyst's expected return on the Wind 
litigation was "extraordinarily" high, given that one of the cases was 
dismissed and that money that would have been used to buy the 
Wind assets were presumably deployed elsewhere. 

RELATED PARTIES 

One company Catalyst succeeded in selling on the stock market is 
Callidus, a distressed-lending business Glassman invested in, took 
over, and made a core holding. 

REUTERS INVESTIGATES 
V 
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Glassman's team took Callidus public in April 2014, raising C$252 
million while still keeping big positions in the company for its four 
current funds. 

Catalyst funds provide guarantees for some of Callidus's risky loans 
to distressed businesses. But those guarantees mean that investors 
in Catalyst funds can end up saddled with Callidus investments gone 
bad, such as Xchange Technology Group, an information-technology 
company that went bankrupt. 

The relationship between Catalyst and Callidus doesn't end there. 

In May 2017, Callidus said in its first-quarter earnings report that a 
recent acquisition, struggling Canadian slot-machine maker Bluberi 
Gaming Technologies Inc, was worth about C$110 million. In 
footnotes, it said that figure was based largely on an agreement for 
Bluberi to supply 7,000 slot machines to a "commonly controlled 
enterprise." 

Callidus did not identify that enterprise. But it appears to be 
Gateway Casinos, which fits the description in a recent Callidus 
earnings report of a "large diversified gaming company in Canada 
that is controlled in common with ... Catalyst." Catalyst did not 
respond to requests for comment. 

Such an order is large for Bluberi, a small company that recently 
emerged from bankruptcy. Bluberi has about 1,000 machines in use 
today, according to a third-quarter 2017 ranking by industry 

httns://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/canada-catalyst/ 12/04/2018 
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consultants Eilers & Krejcik Gaming LLC. The top three companies 
have nearly opierS^^fSCI)^feMffiSchines, 

according to its website. 

Stephen Casey, a lawyer and accountant in New York with private 
equity experience, reviewed Callidus's Bluberi holding for Reuters 
and called it "a very aggressive valuation based on a related-party 
order and some pretty speculative assumptions." 

The risks, Casey said, include whether Bluberi's casino clients can 
get the required regulatory approvals for expansion, and whether 
Bluberi is able to produce all the machines required. 

Callidus acknowledged both of those risks in earnings reports last 
year. 

Bluberi did not respond to requests for comment. 

Callidus's Bluberi valuation, now at C$113 million, is based on a 
potential sale using an accounting method the company calls "yield 
enhancement," which is not recognized under International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

In a May shareholder report, Callidus said it would give greater 
prominence to calculations based on IFRS in its public disclosures in 
response to an Ontario Securities Commission review of its financial 
reporting. The OSC declined to comment. 

Catalyst has said it would like to find a buyer to take Callidus private 
again, suggesting in a press release last year a price of C$18 to C$22 
a share. The stock now trades around C$7, down more than 60 
percent over the past 12 months. 

Callidus said in October 2016 that it had hired Goldman, Sachs & Co 
to handle a sale process that would be completed by June 2017. 

Goldman declined to comment. 

No buyer has yet emerged. 
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Newton Glassmarfs Legacy of 
Ashes 
By Bract Livesey and Roddy Boyd April 11, 2018 

It was corpo rate skulduggery at its'most audacious. Last September Prank 
Newbould. dined at Scaramoudhe, a swanky downtown. Toronto restaurant^ 
with a. businessman who said he would like to hire- Newbould as an arbitrator. 
In reality, tins was a ruse to engineer an attempted sting: on Newbould, a 
retired Ontario judge, .as. the Hationat Post ftt}:p;//»atk>«aioost.cQ?n/feftaire/<ixciasive-
fte4mlm4he»sttflg-blad&r-ttbe^ai3d-?»e) reported. 

NewhouldVwouM-be client worked for Black Cube, a Tel .Aviv-basedbusiness 
intelligence firm, staffed with former Israeli intelligence agents, that has 

• attracted, notoriety for its work for disgraced Hollywood producer Harvey 
Welnsteln HittD«;/Awnv.new^terxoro/pgm/yew^e^/hm^wefa8teto»«raay-cif»spie8l» 
among others. 

As Newbould and the man conversed, another Black. Cube operative was 
secretly photographing them. Newbould's dinner companion also 
surreptitiously taped the conversation. During.the dinner, and .at a prior 
meeting as well, t.Ke private eye.seemedtotry to elicit a reaction from, the 
former judge.by maMhg ratber Ioaded;.raferences:to the " Jewish lobby" and "the 
Jewish way oftioingtbingsv. 
and moxCfthaii agreedT'The .'Bkck 'Cube operative'S apparent-goal? To provoke 
the former judge intosaHngsomethiiiganti-Semitic, as the,National Post., 
reporter Who was offered information about, tins meeting later repotted. 

But after reporter Christie. Blatehford was approached, by Black Cube with the 
recording of the meeting, she found that the 74-year-old retired judge hadn't 
agreed with the statements and.didn't say anything offensive about Jewish 
people. She ended up reporting that Black Cube had tried to entrap Newbould 
on. behalf of Catalyst Capital Group Inc., a $4.3 billion private equity fern in 
Toronto that was founded by Newton Glassman, who is Jewish. Catalyst has 
since denied that it hired,Black. Cube to do a sting oh Newbould, 

In. August 2016'when Newbould was.still on the bench, he had ruled against: 

mBteiavnn)]o&{1»s/aoiB/0:s/C^ta]vst MpyesPeriston Sartl6 ManB.pdfl Catalyst in a lawsuit: 
it had.brought against Toronto-based hedge frmd West Face Capital, claiming 
fhtto: / /sirf-otUfa&org/wo-
coiUeiit7uploatis/203iB/os/Catfllv,U Moves PkiHtiffStat&mei)1 Fabio MatiB.ptifl that it had 
used, insider information when it purchased Wind Mobile Corp. In that ruling, 

li%://sirf~onlme,opg/2018/04/1 l/ttewtoa-glassm^4egaoy«of-asEes/ .1-2/04/2018 
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the judge had disparaged G3 assman. -.saving, (tttv://girt-miMHe.pf g/yvt> 
conteat'/iiploads/goiS/oA/Cata'lvat Judgc.Oi)iaion Glgssmaa FebiS.nmU "I viewed Mm 
more as a salesman than an objective witness * 

Catalyst, which runs. five primaiy investment funds .and. whose cli ents include 
someofthe largest, institutional investors atttB://giif'0«lke.areyw'P'' 
eQinmt/rotoads/aoi8/oa/Sefeftp-3lifli?-goi8"04^io-;at-to,o';^^-PM.png^iti th.e United States 
and Canada, appealed that decision, HadBlaekCube caught Newbould. making 
an anti-Semitic remark, an appellate court might have considered reversing the 
judge's d ecision, reasoning that it had been motivated by prejudice against 
Glassinan, 

In February the appeal 0>itD://^rf-oatiBe.om/\vo« 
coatent/\roloaas/goi8/oa/CataP'st MovesAppeal DccMob MaaiS.pdft Was dismissed. 
While Judge Newbould had initially ordered Catalyst to .reimburse (hupp/sin-
oaiinc.orgAvD-coirtcut/iipkiads/goiS/o.^/Catalvst WestPaceDantaees Oeti6 Man8,tmg)W6Si 
Face CAf 1,23 million for its legal expenses, that sum will likely, increase since 
Catalyst's appeal was. denied, 

Newbould's ruling is likely to iiifluence .anoiher judge's opinion in another 
Catalyst (Mp;//sirt-QnliHe.orLoas'n-
coMent/Tiploa.ds/20l8/os/Catalvst Virnpcleoffl ftpntiffStatenientofOlaini Mavi6 MariS.ptffl 
suit, charging West Face with misuse of; confidential information, conspiracy 
and breach.of contract, Glassman informed some.of Catalyst's limited partners 
last year that he; saw a: '"reasonable likelihood" of garnering a huge payout from 
tlais .suit' In an investor presentation (hte/Alrnonii«aamAvP' 
c.oiCeMt/upioads/go.iS/o<i/Catah^t' AOM gniPttuds HIJV AprlS.pdfi- Gl&SSUian Said the 
litigation was "extremely nrdrteria} fljttir.//sirf--onIina.QrH/ui)-
coi)feiit/i.ro1oads/a(>i8/orA/Catah'st. S016AGM Wind Apri&ppg')" and hfi listed fhtipPMefc 
opi;ne.org/w3-c.onteai/\ip1oads/aoi8/os/Wh)d-Lttig.-i.ipgl its expected outcome as an 
unrealized gain nitti>://,4rf~onli4e,oiWvn>-coBteBl/TOk)ads/20.:3.S/OfWWmd41fe-a.fosti of 
more than $448 m illion. But by losing the appeal in the first case, Catalyst's 
chances of a big payout are slim. 

Yet Catalyst has brought two other lawsuits against W est face that are still 
playing out in court, In the most reeentsuit brought last November, Catalyst 
madeits niost puhhgebus' Claims against West Face as well as others — with 
GA$455 niillion in damages sought; The suit lias arguedfbtfo;7/sirf-oniiB&.prg/wp-
cpiitept/ppi(Ms/soi8/o^/&ial\'st Wolfaiict Gfaim.ndf) that the defendants werehart of 
a"Wolfpack" tli at: had conspired to orchestrate a "short and distort" campaign 
against Catalyst's publicly traded subsidiary, Callidws Capital Corp, This-
"Wolfpack" is said to include a wide array of participants: a Wall Street Journal 
reporter, former Callidus borrowers, hedge funds and stock research and 
i?ivestrnent firms. The suggestion is that by working togetlier and coordinating 
their efforts, these individuals and entities were acting like a "wolfpack" in 
trying to undermine Catalyst. 

And Catalyst's potentialretention of Black Cube's sendees'has again been 
raised in filings for this suit West face alleged last year in a court-filing; 
(h Up : / /si rf-online. .org/wn-
coatent:/iTOlpads/GOi8/o^/Gi:tah'st West-Pace. DefenseC-oimt erclaim .Mm8.pdfi.that Catalyst 
had employed Black Cube to orchestrate an elaborate decepti on — and that 

httD://sirf-onIiDe.org/2018/04/n/iiewton-glassmans-legaoy-of-ashes/ 32/04/2018 
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Black Ctibe f htte/ 
ElaQtMcWM-Pa.eeCCSsl? Saart MmSawgVh&dffowh 

several current and former West.Face employees toXondon for 'Intemews" 
vvitib fictional eompaiiies, apparently witb tiie .aim of extracting information, 
(Other Caliidus borrowers involved in litigation against Glass-man have claimed 
that they have also been approached by private eyes.) 

Black Cube allegedly had some interesting help; la West Face's statement of 
defense and counterclaim, it accused Catalyst of hiring PST Grout) Inc. 
flirtn;//psv>groun.comA-« a Cypras-based, Israeli-directed intelligence services 
company; West Face,, which currently has an estimated CA$a billion, under 
management, has.claimed in a-legal filing that PSY Group Is little more than an. 
intemet-basedtroliing operation tfaatliaa:plantednittei//sirj>oHljBe>org/wD»-
•cometti/TOl&Ms/aot8/o.s/Catatv8t FaeetbsMtisic.. tVRCOCSoO Mm&tmg') and spread fake 
news and video storias-about Greg Boland fFttp;//sfafToglna6i^/wo» 
•jjp^t/u^ia^^S/pa/gat^ Bolassd •tygQCCSoQ tym&pttfiL .West Face's,CEQ ' 
fhtfaT:7/sirf-6H?Snft,org/'svt}-
<mteat/ucloftds/20i8/os;/0ata}^5t BafeadH WPCDGSoG mariS.msg) • West Face has also $ 
claimed fhltn: / /sirf-oailitie.ora / wt>-

• contBat/nploadsyaoiS/o^/Catiilvsl Wo1fDad;C«miPtiOHl MnnS.pngt that FSY Group 
directed the creation of a webpage that alleged the existence of a "Wolfpack -
(^rmption.:nitto;//siirf-oBltoc,orKAvth 
cQate«t/at>Ieaas-AioiB/.oa/Cat3Fgt .WolfoadkCorrttptioBn Maa&tmgl* conspiracy 
targeting Catalyst 

Why has.Hewton Glassinkn been spandmg so much time and money on these 
scorched-earth tactics? 

- In a Decfmber con it filing ttetm//airfroaitoe.org/\^ 
coiiteat/ur>ioads/aoi8/oa/CMalv8t WestFaceDefense -distract Ptfe8.»?igy, West Face left 
little to the imagination about its view of Gkssmarfs motives; It claimed he was 
trying to Abstract attention from the deteriorating financial performance, 
overvalued assets,, material non-disclosures and'misrepresentations to 
investors of Catalyst, Callid.ua and their principals" and attempting to 
intimidate West Face, Boland, other capital market participants, regulators 
and members of the media, in an effort to dissuade or discourage them from 
scrutinizing, discussing or commenting publicly on the deteriorating financial 
performance" of Catalyst and Caliidus, 

How did the conflict start? Caliidus is an asset-based, lender, also run by 
Glassman, that .specializes in making loans to companies that the banks won't 

tonch, After Gallidiis' share pri.ee mounted steadily in 
the wake of its 2014 IPO, West Face's Managers 
began examining, Callidus' finaiicial prospects. 
They found that roughly- 20 percent of Callidns' 
loan portfolio might have to be written down 
because the commercial borrowers involved 
were in. bankruptcy, restructuring or otherwise 

http://sirf~D3iliB0.:org/2O18/O4/ll/iiemo32»glasmBatts~legacy-o.f-ashes/ 12/04/2018 
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impaired, West Face elaborated in a court brief 

content /uploads/2018/03/Catalyst Short WPC ApriS.pug") 

bow in November 2014 its portfolio 
managers ;totea CalMus stock when. it was 
trading higher thanCA$20. 

An.otb.er rati onale for West Face's skepticism was its view, as shorn, in a court -
filing f bttP://ghfH^)n]ine•orgAvp» 
co^I:entA^ploads/ao^8/oa/Cataivsl LoaiiCouvmfon WPC Defamation ManS,tmgl. that to 

late 2014 Callidns' disclosures to investors were often highly misleading, 
. > 

. particularly upon revealing its balance sheet. Yet Collides analysts said when 

the company sought bids for the collateral that was taken from borrowers .who 
were unable to repay their loans, Callidns could rarely find buyers willing to 

pay close to the loan's value. 

Rather than acknowledge deteriorating loans asdwrittog them off, West Face 
said Callidns simply recategorized such debts as equity and called them "assets 
acquired from, loans" on its balance sh eet and gave few updates. 

West Face's legal filings say it exited rhftn://snAq»rme.<7rg/wi>-
cpatent/np3oads/20i8/o.q/Cata)vgl WesflRace. short ManS.ong) its Oallidus short In April 
2015, and the fund's analysis was prescient. For 2017 Callidns racked up a net 
loss of €A$ 171,59 million as a series of its loans took a tu rn for the worse, and 
its hook value fhUttSs/A^w.fool.eoia/kndwledge-cetiterAvhatqs-book-valiTe.aspxi dro'Pned, 

to $344 a share. (Callidns' ClllTBlit tangible book value 

fhitDst//\,AwfinN,e?;tf»T)edia.e.D!Ti/terirts/t/fti\T>s.aBT)') — a measurement of it? physical 
assets that subtracts intangible, 
0.vltDg:7AvvwJavesnmedja,R«mAeims/i/i»laiigibleassRtast)> Qr nonphysical, assets in 
calculating book value — is negative CA$ss million. Thus, in a potential 

liquidation scenario, the company's shareholders wouldn't see a dime,) 

Catalyst even advanced'CAS21 million nmr>; /Airf-onliae.orgAyp-
eoatenl/ii7>loads/20t8/o.R/Q)ta3vsl CaJlldus Advance Apn8.pngt tO Call]dtlS this past 
February and March, shortly before the release of Callidns4 annual report. • 
Though 110 reason was given, the most likely explanation is the cash helped 
Callidus avoid violating its debt covenants. 

Court documents as well as interviews conducted over the past year and a half 
suggest that Classman and Catalyst have regularly engaged in business 
practices that, at best, are well outside Wall Street's norms. 

The avalanche of expensive litigation that Classman has brought to bear 
against his. critics is less a tactic than a tool, ohe .thaf helps,keep at bay many 
skeptical investors andrepoiters, who are wary of lawsuits and the likes of 

httiT//sirf-oBlineairg/2018/04/11/newton-glassmans-legacy-of-ashes/ 12/04/2018 
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Black Cube and PSY Group, (Catalyst and GaDidus also filed, a defamation suit 
tb{tp://sirf"Ow1:to&,org/^n>-contcmt7tiA')a.ds/goi8/oa/Catalvst Wolfoack 'OovvJones MimSudp 

against two Wall Street Journal reporters; Dow Jones, the paper's parent 

company; .and a Callidus borrower.) In tilll!, tll6 lltlgStioil 

allows Callidus and Catalyst to operate without 
the headaches and awkward questions that 
public scrutiny can. bring, 

Newton Glassman might be spending millions to make his enemies miserable 
but even his most implacable foes would say the 53-year-old Toronto native is 
fiercely smart and relentless, He's also very private. On the rare occasions that 
he gives an interview to the press, he refuses to allow photographs or even 
illustrations of bis face to accompany the story. fAreeent-niitn;7/Hrf-0Bltee^/wp^ 
c»nteHt/a»ioads/^iS/o^/(5ia^aMA?gt photograph captured him in a suit and tie,) • , .* 

The son of a surgeon, Gl assm an is an alumnus ohhe'University.ofToronto^s 
law school, and the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton Sehool He eventually ; 
headed to WaliStreet, joined .thestaff of. Cerberus Capital Management DP in 
19.9.7 aBd rose to the rank.of a managing' director* He-oversaw the fund's, 
telecomiiiunications portfolio and -its Canadian investments. 

While working for,Cerberus, Classman developed a distinctive attitude about 
lending to companies in fiscal dim straits: 'If you. want tube hi .a blood sport — 

• and distressed [lending] is a blood sport—yon got to be able to take a punch/' 
be told Bloomberg fhnusi//^w.^loomb8t-g,com/:neTO/ardcleg/goi6-oQ-^/c;i-aaAa-s-
MiLTOciQus-dSstreBseci-(id)iJdiig-cmiu4eBd.'.fast-feno-iichVin 205,6. He also learned to land 
a punch or two, A 2011 profile.fhtln://fasmess.f!nagdatDost.^?m/Snaudal-DQst-
magazine/tiie-foert of Glassman in Canada's Financial Post Magazine noted, "He 
earned a reputation, for being a tenacious, heavy-handed financier who doesn't 
suffer fools lightly," 

In 2002 Glassman left Cerberus and returned to Toronto, where he set up 
' Catalyst, He-partnered with a banker, Gabriel de Alba, and later a Toronto 

lawyer, James- Riley, 

Overthe past 16 years Catalyst,under Ch^sman's-leadership,, has luised in .its' ' 
five primary ftiUdsa sumfhat isnow:$4»3 billion, generating a healthy siream 
of management fees. Catalyst has also, provided a stage for Glassman to. deploy 
th e distressed-debt investing chops he developed at Cerberus; he has. played a . 
role in management shake-ups at wireless provider Mobilicity, Advantage 
Rent-A-Car and many other firms. One of the Catalyst's highest-profile 
investments has been in Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Ltd., a casino 
company that is now the second largest gaming operator in Canada, In 2015 
The Wall Street Journal noted fMt»://^-oa!it^.qreAvtK!oateat/uT>loa4s/goi8/oa/WgJ-
oaAMaus.txffl, "Catalystboasts the second-most consistent performance record 
among distressed-debt funds globally, according to data provider Ffeqim Ltd,, 
after Cerberus." 

Mp://sitf-onliiie.org/201.8/04/1 l/newton-glassmai5s-legaoy-of-ashes/ 12/04/2018 
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Most fun d managers.would givetheirfrontteefb for results like that, hut 
Glassman appears to waat more — much more — and that's where Callidus 
Capital. Corp, has com e m, 

Toronto businessman Sam Fleiser founded Callidiis in 2004 andlGlassman 
directed Catalyst to 'buy a controlling interest in the company three years later. 
Catalyst provides the capital for Callidus' loans, 

Considering-the risk involved in making such loans, Fleiser ran the company 
conservatively, During the. fi ve years prior to son, just CA$4 million in losses 
were written down on three loans, .out of an estimated GA$6oo million in 
lending ~ even ttiQtigh Callidus- charged interest rates as' high as-18 percent 

But fn 2011 Fleiser departed from. Callidus, .Upon taking the helm of Callidus, 
Classman had ttvo very specific goals; to take Callidhs public and grow its loan 
hook considerably. While this might have seemed like a good idea given -the 
success of Callidus under its previous management team, tilings turned out 
very differently. 

Growing Callidus' loan book has meant lending more money to troubi ed 
companies, and the universe of financially stressed companies that are able to 
repay significant sums.at high interest rates is limited, But 111 order for 
Catalyst's heavyweight investors to be protected, Callidus' borrowers must have 
sufficient collateral to covertheir loans.in case they ron into financial difficulty 
— brfhe losses will flow rigid to thelender's bottom line. (About.71 percemtof ' 
CalMus* shares is held in three Catalyst funds and v'ith the stock trading at 
about CA$5.15, the value of this stake has droppedto just less than CA|i8g 
million, Callidus has also borrowed CA$3i5-3 million from Catalyst via a shorts 
term line of credit.) 

Sam Fleiser was discerning in selecting borrowers; Ne wton Glassraan appears 
to have been anything hut, Nonetheless, Callidus' growth was truly 
extraordinary in the initiaVyearsof Classman^ leadership,* In 2012the 
company had CA$i32 million in gross loan receivables..Two years later this 
metric had mushroomed to CAS 823 million, with the size of loans climbing as 
well, 

And by the end of 2015, Callidus had 39 loans for an amount totaling CA$i.2 
billion on its books. But. were all the new loans sound? 

Dndenvriters tasked with marketing Callidus to investors were likely asking 
that very question al April 2014 as they examined its IPO, To alky these 
concerns, Catalyst promised thttp;//sirf-oBliiia.oivfa'D-
ccmleivl/xip"loads/goi87oa/Gatflivst Guarantee awlR Aurikadflit^'Would guarantee all the 
loans Callidus madubefore the IPO. 

Callidus was relentless in selling investors on theidea that its nianagem ent 
team was expert at handling loan risk Since 2014 Callidus' filings have been 
peppered with point-blank assurances that it has made almost 110 dud loans 
and its borrowers' collateral has been more than sufficient to cover any risks. In 

caaftan/nplDads/aDiS/oq/Gntalvst- CalMnsIPO A.t>rvh4 ManS.wifi. Callidus claimed 

liitn://siif-onl!He.org/2018/04/ll/newton-glassnians-:legacy-'Of-asIies/ 1.2/04/2018 
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fhltPi/7mrf-0B.lBKtorg/vn>»eentont/tiBloj«1s/goi8/o^/vSftmeti-'Sl3ot--gQiB»-o^-a?''at'6»SQ^6-
PM,TOg)to have "no realized losses oa principal on CalBdas^originated loans 
after consideration of liquidated collateral costs to settle from 2QH until 2013." 
During a November 2014 conference call with brokerage analysts, Classman 

c&jvhTiS,, "we clonk have a single 
loan in the portfolio that's not performing" and "performing means [pa>dng] 
current interest and all obligations," A year later Glassman, on another call, 
repeated this claim, 

These assurances have proved very hollow. 

CalMdus'portfolio, as shownin its 2m? animal report 
eonteHlA»?i6adg/g6i8/oa/CMa1vst CafMas AReoiv Aor3.8,Belli, Is a Wasteland of 
troubled loans. 

Start with Callidus* loan, receivables, which tumbled to GA$24.?.a million 
ttotoi//siri»otUimQrg/wp^coate}ithmloads/goi§/os/Caial,i>st CalMas Ivrtboans. AtaaB.mwi 
(a drop of 76 percent from CA$%oa billion at the end. of 2016), as well as its set 
loan loss provision of CAfaiv.a million (htttit//s}"rf-oaline.oi,gATO-
oaafea^«3fe#/apr8/03/j^»lrst,, .Caliidus, aoirt,qMLpssfiS Ami8,pHgj, which TOS& 39 
percent from CA$a34,3 million. 

Then consider the loan portfolio's leverage; More, than 68 percent of Callidus' 
net loans receivable are to just two very troubled companies, 

C&C Wood Products Ltd.,, a British Columbia-based timber products company., 
owes the fund €A$io4 million. And because of C&C Wood's inability to repay 
ftsloans,. Gallklo.s .assumed control-of the.company in November 20x7, In. a 
press release fliims:/.Anvw.newsmmca/.Bm'SMVleas6s/callia«s-g«tdtal-reiX)ris-goi74»1IO,ear-
aaa-foiig&tcm^ yGl&ssmao was. glowing frtfoWmfe 

describing C&C .Wfood's nimamnnd. lutits fihanoial results —a loss of GA$i.2 
million on CA$i'6.,3'millibnin sales — point ton different reality. 

The other company is Horizontal Well Drillers, an Oklahoma-based oil-drilling 
outfit that has received $236.9 million in loans from Callidus. If Horizontal's 
name rings a bell, this is probably because of the attention it received in 
September 2016 wben Venezuela's state-owned oil company, Petroleos de 
Venezuela SA, announced that Horizontal (in conjunction, with. Halliburton) 
had. been axva.KledfhttD«;/Anw,TaitersJcom/article/m-veaeaiel8-t>dys3-ec?ateet/yene2ue33-t 
t)3vga-,U¥ar<ts-4-e-M33io3i-oi]-.smteB*g{)]itfa.cfe-prateA-i>Ymvs4i3tlSKCDiiR.iMr1l a. contract 
worth $3v2billionto:driIl. 480 .wells. 

The atmouneeniBnt immediately.raised investor -eyebrows, 
fbttt^//mmcab&cmt/aoi9Ai/io/8M-OMahoHa-oftyeo»man\'s<lea3-Sn->veaezada-ratoBS-
cmesiioasJiimn given Horizon's small size and'the fact that, per a CNBC report 
flmT>s://w\vw.a3bc.c.om/20i?7ii/io/aB-c;MahoT»a-olbconTOauvs-de«Pa-w.Bezae1a-ra.iS(iS-
ouasaoiw.iiteti), Yenezuela isn't paying its immense debts to even the largest of 
the oil services companies, This situation has forced the likes of Baker Hughes, 
Schlumberger and. H alliburton to set aside hundreds of millions of dollars to 
cover prospective losses from their uncollectible debts, 

Callidus has taken a dim. view of Horizontal's prospects and. now values its loan. 

-GniiBe.org/2018/04/1 l/i;iewt.Oii-glA-S;$m.aB$-legae}^of-asfe.es/ 12/04/2018 
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at: CA$69,i million, a write down of CA$i3.x,9 million. 

And the financial pain for Callidus and its 'investors, from this loan probably 
isn't over yet: Buried at the foot of a lengthy disclosure nittpV/sirf-oiiifne.orgAvp-

con tent/imloiuls/goiS /ds/Gal aivst Callife; LossPmlsitm .Aivr.i8.mi et ill the: 2017 

management discussion and .ah%sfe-(htto;//^<aia«fco«f/W' 
c.onleBt/\tnloacls/?.oi8/o^/CiitHlv.sl Callidus aoiyMDA ApaS.pUfi Statement is the 
acknowledgem ent that if the Venezuelan contract doesn't materialize, as much 
as $64 million more could be written down. 

As if the Callidus-Iiomoiital relationship wasn't already strange enough, 
matters became surreal when Callidus' former chief underwriter Craig Bayer 
Sited fl3ttp://sicf-OBlme.oreAro-conlei>t/ut))oaas/goia/o'^/Cat3lvst Boyer SoG Mari8.pdfl 
Callidus, alleging it had failed to grant him his stock options and health and. 
other benefits. In a counterclaim fim-p.//skf-onlin&.oTg/v.'T>-
coBtefltAroioadsAoiS/oa/Catalyflt Bover CatalvstSoDCC MariS.rttiif). Callidus accused 
Boyer of allowing Horizontal to draft a letter with a forged Callidus letterhead 
to assure Venezuelan officials that Horizontal had- adequate financing in place. 
Boyer has denied this; allegation, (See "Mr. hover's War" totp;Asirfi. 

for more on this saga,} 

So what happened to Classman's assurances to inyestons about performing 
loans and a robust cushion of collateral? Under his leadership, Callidus' 
lending practices have seemingly defied l ogic at times. Many borrowers, in 
interviews and legal filings, have complained that Callidus changes its loan 
terms just as negotiations are ending, then seeks personal guarantees from the 
borrower's management 

Moreover, some of the borrowers have claimed that once a loan is signed, 
Callidus then fails to provide them-sufficient financing. As a result, at least six 
commercial -borrowers (and likely more) have seen their operations nearly 
collapse,: only for the companies to then be rescued by Callidus. 

• Aiken. Basin Drilling.Ltd, 'shistory offers an example.of this scenario. In 2013 
Kevin Baumann bought the Canadian water-wel! drilling firm in Bentley,. 
Albefta, Ayear later, wlien he needed ctedit afterftis business fortunes sharply 
declined, Baumann ttimecl to Callidus, which agreed to lend him as much as 
CA$a8.5 million. Baumann is now being sued ffattpP/sM-ionline,on?,Avp-. 
conlein/an)o»ds/ao38/o^/Catalyst CatMtvsdatn) Banmautt..TKSf) bv Callidus for refusing to 
deliver his personal guarantee to cover the losses accrued. 

Baumann said Callidus initially told him he didn't have to put up a personal 
guarantee, as the company charged, interest rates of 18 percent to 20 percent. 
But then at the "eleventh hour," according to a counterclaim 
QnliiKt.oi'g/wn>-coBi&iit:/fflUo'ads/flf>i8/os/CaT;iIyst Binmiann cftnatacefatm Aprili8.Qdfl,hb 
filed, Callidus changed its mind, forcing Baumann and other Aiken 
shareholders to provide personal, guarantees, In Baumann's case, the guarantee 
was to be his Aiken shares and afarm he owned, with the total value of both at 
GA$6 million, (In an interview with the Southern Investigative Reporting 
Foundation, Baumann accused Callidus of embracing a "loaning to own" 
strategy.) 

hiiD://mrrf-onlirte,orR/20! 8/04/1 l/Bewton-glassmans-legacy-of-ashes/ 12/04/2018 
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And Baumarm has also claimed that Callidus reneged on giving, him the money 
that Aiken needed to keep functioning, Instead, Callidus "drip fed:'' funds to the 
"business, according to his counterclaim. When Aiken made multiple funding 
requests to draw-on its credit, most were rejected, Baumaun said. "you might 
ask for $§ -million," he.said, "-hut they .say, 'Take $100,000 okhowabout 
$200,ooo,f. -,- So they, drip you until they'Mlytr-and then they take the 
business-over." CCiillidus, however, has .denied it withheld tods.) 

In March 20.15 Callidus. demanded repayment;efifeloa% even though Aiken 
was: not in breach of its loan agreement, Baumann said. Baumarm tried to -file 
for creditor protection for Aiken, Hie following monfii, he said, he-was 
preS#i&e& to tadgband Gaflidm-iheu inserted its own. management team. The 
new president, Scott Smclaiiy isan interesting choicefo replace Baumann, 
given the aooyjaoifflfep 
roHteiTi/miteadfe/soiS/o^/set 20000402 slncMm,rM lie received from the Ontario 
Securities Commission, which included, a CA$15,000 fine, and a 10-year ban on 
serving as a director of publicly traded company. . 

Aiken was put into receivership in March 2016; Callidus claimed Aiken owed it 
CA$274 million. But its assets were worth only CA.$io,6 million, according to 
an April 2016 report from the receiver, Soon after this, another CaDidus-owned 
company, Altair Water and Drilling Services, took over Aiken's remaining 
assets through a credit bid of CA$24>2- million that added up to an estimated 
CAtxy million loss oirthe loan, Whatever drove- Altair's -hid, .it wasn't value,-

Yet, according to Baumann's March '2.017 legarb£ieffirttt)h/dif-oaii»e;orgfa'R-
MinteM/irol6hds/gaia/Qs7Cata?ygt 'Bftirtesim-' LamlBiMpdft' , -fast before the receiversMp. 
went into effect, Altair and Aiken received two memorandums of agreement for 
a well-drilling contract in Egypt that Sinclair allegedly described OAtm//sirf-

Ea^irtOpportanitv Apn8,tms) 
to Callidus as potentially worth CA$soo million. This begs the question; Why 
place a company in receivership just as it was gaining such large contracts? 

Baumann lias an answer for that, He claimed in. a court filing (hitn://sfctfc 
oaliBe.ore/Wp-tit>nteat/-ua1oad.'i/aoiBm.<t/CMaSvst. MOP Raumatm ColmiewMm' Asm&jmtX 

that these. -Egyptian m emorandums were/withheld'from other potential Aiken, 
suitors because the contract -Mould have significantly increased.fhe value of 
Aiken's assek-avaikhte. for sale in the receivership- process" and would- have 
decreased the amount that Callidus demanded Mm. Mm personally in the loan: 
guarantee. 

Another borrower .accused Cahidus of lending money under false pretenses. In 
2014 Callidus agreed to lend $34 million to Es.co Marine Inc., a ship recycling 
company in Brownsville, Texas. ESCQ'S managers put up personal guarantees. 
And. Eseo's team has also said Callidus changed the terms of the loan at the last 
minute andthenhalkcd at providing die conipa)ry-sufficient .funds to continue, 
its operations, (Callidus denies this allegation.) In 2015 Eseo f led for 

•bankruptcy, with CaEidus pursuing Eseo's management for some Of the money-
promised under the personal guarantees. 

Last year a U.S. district court-judge-mTexas wroteinmn opinion that there was 
sufficient evidence to indicate that Callidus had engaged in "fraudulent 
inducement" in.failing to fulfill.all of theloankoriginal terms. Andrew? Levy, 

luitv//R.tT'Lonliiie.ore'/201; 8/04/1 l/newdoii~giassiiiaBs4egac5^of»asIies/ 12/04/2.0! 8 
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Esco's CIO, settled his suit against Callidus in return for cooperating with, its 
litigation against the "Wolfpaclt." In a brief interview with the Southern 
Investigative Repotting Foundation, Levy said that while " we dislike Newton 
Classman/* the agreement with. Callidus prevented him firom :discnsslng the 
terms of the settl ement, 

<C[T| had to make a very/hard business decision about [ILsco Mariuds] :mterests/' 
Levy said, "despite having strong feelings about our case." -

In another case, Callidus agreed in 2012 to lend Morrisville, North Carolina-
based information technology provider Xchange Technology Group $36,9 
million but wound up pushing out its CEO in June 2013. Soon afterward. 
Callidus put the company into receivership. (In 2013 the receiver disclosed 
nntn://i;irf-on)jae.or<i/H't)-

ftontent/-iir)loads/goi8/o^/CtttaIv.st XdiaBge jReceiverReport Mows ApriS.ndfj that 
Xchange had lost $27,5 million fhttp://sirf-ouline.ora/\n>-
coB<e.nl./tTi.iloa(is/Roi8/oa/CaUnvst. XClrdnee Receiver NetLosses AprxS^pngt over tile 
previous two years, But Callidus*' 2614-'IPO- filing fttto.'//sijf-»nliBe.org/vn-. _ 
ronton t / unl o a <1 s/2018 / 0 'J. / Ca t a i vst CallirfiMPG Apriltd Mari8-i.t>iif) made BO mention of 
the fact that.Xchange was insolvent, had suffered such losses or was being kept 
afloat only with Callidus financing.) 

Unable to find a buyer as Xchange bled cash and customers, Callidus tur ned. 
Xchange into, a'subsidiary and brought it oirt.ofbankruptey in 2013, but not 

' before listing its value m CaHite' 2014 annual report •rhtt&i//slif*o«liae,org/wp-
conteiil/in^oafls/coT8/os/Catalvst- QalMitsAllacm Anri8;rxlfi at 36o.l6 llliiIlon 
fhttD.7/sirf-o])]i»e.CT'g/wn-

con1ent/uDload$/2Qi8/oa/Catah'sl Xchange aon-iCmrvValtie AortS.'pag') (a Steep increase 
from the $35 million it paid, through a credit bid in 2013). Through a loan 
guarantee with Callidus in March 2016, Catalyst spent §101,2 million (WwJJsffi-
onHn&org/wB-eoHt.ent/nftloads/aoi8/oa/Catalvst Xchange aoi6CMjldnsGxiarante.fi. APnS.png') 

to purchase the Xchange loan from Callidus'books, .thereby presenting one of 
its most troubled positions as a windfall and forestalling a share price decline 
that could weigh heavily on Catalyst's performance. (Previous payments to 

had covered only the loan's principal, as investors 
M& learned flj.ab://fdrt«oaltee.org/wg» 
eoateiU/uploafls/aoiB/oq/CMalyst: Guarantee Clin ViViK AnnSptigV ill February 20151 

this pajmentincluded accruedand unpaidinterest) 

But that's not the half of fc At the annual. nie.etmgfteaiy/sM^tUhTe.ore/vn'-. 
eDBl-art/uptoaas/aoia/o^/CatiOyst AGM CatFunds I'fflV AortS.ncIflfor the limited 
partners of Catalyst Fund III and Catalyst Fund IV held in April 2017, Catalyst 
reported having paid $54.82 million for Xchange, with no discussion of the 
$46.48 million discrepancy. Just as potentially troubling for investors, 
however, is the fact that in the same presentation. Xchange's total value was 
listed as. $9,39 million, a $ 91.9 million loss in value in just over a year, 

Callidus' investment in Bluberi Group, a Drummondville, Quebec-based 
developer of games for slot machines, has-been even more problematic. In 
November 2012 Callidus provided Bluberi a CA$24: million 1 oan on the basis of 
abusiness plan that projected selling 3,300 slot machines and generating by 
the end of 2013 CA$25»5 million in earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation 
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and amortization* or EBITDA 
.fMtag://wv^tave^fope(ISa,eoa3/articte/;maH'Bi7oM&og,ast)l, The pitjjectiotlS proved to 
be more ifl£edaydreams'(hth>b/5ttf^)afine.org/wi?->. 
c6iitaMtoloads/gQi8'/6^/<Ativst BfabenPL Ana8:pay>.t'haWeyefe as Bluberi installed 
jast 324 slot machines/and burned through CA$2.6 million i n cash. 

Despite the missed projections, CaUidns continued to. extend .credit to Bfaberi • 
By November 2015 Bluberi owed Gallidas CA$84, traillion, iariy hi. that 
month, employees of Cole Kepro International, lMto://sfaf-oaltee.org/wp» 
contenfupj&advs/aoiS/oa/Catalvst ...Bluberi Cole ApnS.mmt which makes the slot 
machines that house Bluberi's software, entered a Bluberi storage facility and 
repossessed all the gaming units Cole Kepro had recently sold Bluberi. This 
brought Blubeifs business to a. virtual halt Blubeifs CEO then dismissed most 
of the staff of the company and filed for creditor protection,. A report by Ernst & 
Young ttetPt//skt«6rii.Qe,org/\vp» 
CQ»l:eiit/m1oads/goiB/QR/Ciat«l^l Btabgrf MoaitorKenett: -MmoK Annfi.pqf), the COUrt-

appomtedbankruptey mQnitor, portrayed Bluberi as being in financial and 
operational chaos, with a negativeequity fhtto:/MtPon1:iM,fflv/wt>-' 
contein7iiDloads/goi8/oa/CaiaMt Bluberi NegaliveBcmity Atin&tiagi of million 
after incurring losses of CA$J4.i million m 2023 and €A$22.8 million in 2014, 

By the middle of November 2023, according to the receiver, Bluberi had just 
CA$54,OOO left in its bank account 

In March 2017 when Callidus released its results for- fiscal. 2016, 
flnto:/A¥mg.cal1j(fasea):>]ld.c.a/aow-o.'V^2-CaHid«s-CanSia]-.RtmortS-go3.e-Fi»!l-Year-'&»<i-.PoH.rtIi-
Ooftrter-Resalts) it d iscloscd that it had taken 0\m (hmrJ 
eoHteat/xtpIoads/aoiS/os/C^talvst Bitiberi..CCrraksover- AmS.trogVBiubcri and appraised 
the company at OA&H0.7 million ftoto;//sift-onti»e,org/wp^ 
eoiiteBt/BpIoads/gOi$/os/SeKeeH.y-Sbot>goi8'04-bn^at--a»aa.oaTl?M<ti»gV. a value with Mttle 
discernible economic basis, whatsoever; Callidus^ reasoning? A "large, 
diversifiedgarahxg company'4 had signed "an agreement to deploy 7,000 slot 
machines" that Bluberi would be building, 

That assertion was .problematic. 

The "large, diversified gaming, company" said to be buying.nll those machines 
was Gateway Casinos & Entertainment ltd,, a company controlled, by Catalyst 
that's not in any shape financially to pay for an. order that large. In 2012, 
Gateway disfifosed flrt^/feM^liPfrorefoPT 
^i.teat,/aria8ds/,g02^/,oa/-<;ktalvsX BfabaQCtC ApnS.rmglln a prospectus (fatfp:jf&rk 
QB)ine.oraAvi>-cont^tAtplfiads/ao28/oa/C8tah'sl, Blisberi Gateway. AmSjrif) that all its 
gaming equipment was purchased and owned by the British Columbia Lottery 
Corporation; Gateway didn't have the authority to purchase a single machine. 

In March of this year Gateway won .a concession in another part of Canada; The 
Ontario, Lottery-and Gattaing Commission awanded'thtfas.'//mvw,toB>mo,.ooptfng^s» 
sfoViyS^so^^ok»wHvS'00&rat4rdor»casiBOS-m"iEitf£fiPeasiBo-rama/.).;GatewaV the right to • 
operate asmanyasiicasinosincentinlOntario, 

Nonetheless B1 uberi can't capitalize on a relationship with .Gateway because 
Bluberi doesn't have the requisite Class III license 
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dass-if-slotsAto manufacture .andrntuketttadittona] dot machines, It develops 
and markets Class II fhltn:/ A^vw.dQt-soTmte,eom/whai-3s«{ilass-iWamlHgO games, 
which are a variation of bingo installed in slot machines m Native American 
casinos throughout the United States. It's unclear if Bluberi is seeking a Class 
III license. 

Since March 2017 Call id us' filings have subtly changed, the language used to 
discuss the agreement for the 7,000 slot machines, A June 30,201J, filing 
fhto;/7sirf^nline.arg/wffc 
p-ontefltyTOtoads/2038/oq/€ata}ysi: Bfaheri GatewayQrcier .Atig.i'vMDA AprfB.-mitO refers to 
it numerous times,' There's a reference to a "rnufualimderstanding" between 
Catalyst,' Bluberi and Gateway that 7,000 slot machines would be sold to 
Gateway, along with a letter from Gateway's CEO confirming the company's 
"potentialto purchase up to 7,000 slot machines from BIuberf over a three-
year period. 

B.ut in the filing for the quarter that ended Sept. 30.201?. fbttm/Mrf-
. Qiiliiie.orp/vffl'COMtani/rioloads/so.TS/o^/Calajyst BlnbcriMDA Man 8 .ting) hoWCYCr. tllC 
discussion of Bhiberi's Gateway contract is limited to ..Callidus' being "hopeful 
that [Bhiberi] will be able to firm up an order for 7,000 machines." 

And Callidus' management discussion and analysis ifatta://shf-onliae.or<AvP' 
cQttt.eKf/t}n3oad.s/30],8/c')S/Sci'aeB"Sij()U20i8-64-o6-at--i.40,4Q~PM,me:Y. for 2,017 contained 
no reference to a Bhiberi order from Gateway. 

Still more Bluberi headaches may arrive for Catalyst, however. In a little-
noticed court: decision on March 16 of this year, Montreal Justice Jean-Francois 
Michaud approved a petition by G&rald Duharnel, Bluberi's founder and former 
CEO, for obtaining litigation funding so as pursue a claim against Callidus. 

Glassman's promises to Callidus' mvestofs aboufc.the strength of the collateral 
that backs its loans are also problematic, 

CalHdus' investor filings regularly feature ^discussion of the amouut and 
quality of the collateral behind its loans, nearly every time noting that its 
borrowers' collateral is equal to or greater than flntou'/sirf-oftitoe.orgAvi)-
conteivty\n)loatis/20iB/os/Qite}vst. coMalem! AoriB.Tfflgtthe value of their loan, 

The implied message conveyed to investors is simple, along lines such, as this; 
"No matter what happens, these loans are protected and so is your investment" 
Nottrithstanding Callidns' and Catalyst's ample disclosures fMtu://sirP 
dnPi3&.Qrgy^'p-ecmtieRt/in>loads/goi8/oa/Sci!eeB-S3iot-eoig-04-o6-{it-i,44,o6-PM:'rmei about 
theloans' risks to investor capital, the Southern Investigative Reporting 
Foundation Ms uncovered instances A^en a Callidus borrower's collateral 'was 
nowhere close to the loan's wine, Moreover, Callidus' filings have repeatedly 
failed to disclose borrowers' sharply deteriorating finances. 

Consider Harvey Industries LLC, a Livonia, Michigan-based auto parts 
company that in 2012 borrowed million (turn: //siff-onlroe.cirg/M'p-
c.onterii/\rok)adfi/so)8/o3/Qtta3vst. Harvev .CalMusdaim-odf). from Callidus; Harvey's 
collateral was its plant, land and a personal guarantee rhito://sirf-o.aline.org/wp-
(lOMieat/tniloack/amS/o^/Calalvst Harvey GJUPea-soaalGnaraatec MariB.pdfi froni the 
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founder, filings went badly, with Hafveyefosmgi plantaadlayitig oil .staff. By 
early 2015 the company owed Caliidus. $39 million At:fhat'pdiiit,Harvey fifed 

. for bankruptcy protection, 

Those reading Callidus' March 20m qu utterly mana eeroent dfecusdohahd. 
an alvsls fhttp: f/airf'Ottttm.Qre/wp-
contfayt/iinhads/2oi8/(n/Cntnlvsi: CallidnsOaiK Ami&aAfi would likely conclude the 
loan, portfolio's collateral was more than adequate, flittm//iM-ontfae,oyg/wth 
caiitent/np!oads/2(nS/or</ScreeH-Shol-g.oi8'-Od»o6-at^i.^'3.xa'PM',Dag') The document 
stated, "the estimated collateral value coverage 012 net loans receivable was 
approximately 161 percent with a range between 100 percent and 250 percent 
on an individual loan basis," 

A few month's, later investors wpuldleam how much Haweyhad collapsed, A 
July 2015 comt filing fth&:-//sirf-onlire;Drii'Avp^ 
coiitmt/m}hadsMoi8/o,^/Caia.h'st Harvey- ReavJtnt Marclus.pdf) valued Harvey's assets 
at'Just $4.5 million, to $tj;i million — more than 75 percent less than the figure 
Callidus had given investors the previous March, 

The collateral's loss in value didn't represent the only threat that tire Harvey 
loan posed, to Catalyst's limited partners: In June £015 Callidus took control of 
Harvey through a $25 million credit hid (htt-D;//vnw.bantamptotaviiebvoTk.com/wlmt-

. iS"cradit»b?ddfag'>itt«baMferaptcyA, Per the.bankruptcy' receiver's reports from March, 
through October 2015, Harvey was awash in a sea of red ink, losing an average 
of ,$i million a mouth. Business.hasn't,impiuved,.though,.since Callidus 
acquired the company, wfihHsrvey lAporiittg a gross margin loss' of $2.2 
million fhttw://drPonKtifebrg/wtv 

eoDteat/ui>1oatig/aoi8/o3/Ca:talvst Harvey FYi? AsnB.TOg). according tO.'€^3Udps' £01? 

annual report, 

Going broke takes a lot of money: Harvey's monthly debt service, 
paid, primarily to Callidus, was $758,200 over-the eight months of bankruptcy, 
and "professional, fees," primarily paid to lawyers and accountants, were 
$98,44.5. It's not all. grim, news for. Callidus mvesiors, though. Prom a, few brief 
lines fbtlT)i.//shf-0]:iHii6.org/v^cQBteiit/uD]bar]s/goi8/o.i2/Sct'eeiii-Sfaot-aom-04»o6''aU2.40.04--
PM..tms)hi the Sept, 30,2017, quarterly filing, they learned that Catalyst bailed 
out Callidus' loan to Harvey, which is now called Wabash Castings Inc. 

Then there is the case when the collateral, for one of Callidus' borrowers went 
belly-up. In 2013 Callidus acquired millions of dollars of debt owed to HSBCby 
Gray Aqua Group, a fish-farming business located on Canada's Atlantic Coast 
At the same time, Gray Aqua entered into a CA.$43,5 million credit agreement 
with Callidus. The terms of the loan called for its repayment in the fall of 2014, 
buttle deadline was later extended to early 2016,. 

lithe summer of 2015 sealice infested, some of "Gray Aqua's fish farms, wiping 
out mostof its harvest A few months later, 3.80,000 smelt uia hatchery facility 
had. to Be destroyed due to. disease,. 

As a result, Gray Aqua-did not repay tlmloau bythe 201b deadline. :§OOB after, 
the company filed for banknrotcy protection fbttD://sirf-oal?Be.org-/vn>-
coHteat/ttploads/aoxS/o.^/Cataivat GravAotta istlteceiversRot AeriS-iidf) and Still owed 
Callidus CAS/m million. flittp.7/sM-'Qa1lae^>rg/wp-
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coateat/xroloads/goiS/Q^/Catflvst GmvAoaa losses AonS-ftagV. Althoug'h til© 
bankruptcy receiver stated Callidus knew about the sea lice Infestation 
Otttpt//i^rf-ron1lBe.,orgAv,p-coatfmt/upbads/goi8/OR/Screen-Sbot-goiS-KM-io«al^.gy.fiQ« 
phLanelin August 2015, it did not disclose this loss in its third-quarter, earnings 
report* as many analysts might have expected, Callidus later reported in its 
201.5 annual report, a pretax loan loss provision of GASna,? million fbttBi//sirt. 
onlinft.&rg/wp-ftonleHt/aploads/aoiS/o.l/Cataiyst. Grav-Amta lassFrovfeion Apta8,TOgl, 

The loss provision was inadequate, and. in. Callidus* second-quarter 2016 filing 
it net aside CAfctu million (tmo.A/siif-onilne.cmi/wp-
conteftl/irolcmtk/amS/oi/Catalvst • GravAmia LossProvisionfiioiA.tmgl more for loan 
losses related/to. Gray Aquas: bringing /the amount.-reserved to CA$34,7 million. 
The. company was.s.oldthat year for a mere million 
Tintos://h]6dsBs!te,coffi/aMfe/mMaMmn'est-to«atotifave*ct<Mdag-'gt'awaciaa^groxt'BV» 

Similar to what happened in. Harvey's case, the losses from Gray Aqua's and 
other troubled loans have rarely seemed to meani ngfully affect Callidus' 
disclosures. In its 2015 annual management discussion and analysis rhttpWsirf-
aiih'.ne.grg/wD-c'onteTil/uploads/goiS/ofl/Cgtalvst Cailidiis aoi-^MDA AT?rx8;pdf) , C&llidllS 
reported that its loans n)ttp;//strf-oaliBe.org/wp-
cCTHent/tiploads/aoiS/os/Qtiah-'st GravAmia MOAgois Collateral Am8.pngi ill aggregate 
were backed by collateral representing 172 percent of the loans* value — and die 
loans, on its intemahvatch list had. collateral representing on average 1104. 
percent of the loans' value. 

Catalyses holding large portions of Callidus' stock and serving as the guarantor 
for many of its troubled loans are not the. only looming headaches for Catalyst's 
limited partners. 

Start with• Catalyst's estimated CAS900 million investment in Gateway Casinos 
& Entertainment; in 2016 stakes in Gateway represented more than 38 percent, 
of the Catalyst Fund II and 29 percent of the Catalyst Fun d IIL Irlow Catalyst 
could arrive at its valuation of this huge position is baffling, 

While the Catalyst Fund HI marked up its Gateway positions by almost 50 
percent from 2011 to 2016, another private equity firm with a stake in the 
company, Los Angeles-based Tennenbaum CapitalPartners, however, marked 
down Onto //sM«tmlfae.orgfrnv 
fiontBBpi>rtflais/g'oi8/o^/(Sata]vs{: Gateway Tenmrntoirncoia Atari AfflHt its position 
16.4 oei ccni f aitp.//sirt-oatine.org/^vo^ 

ctmte it Pi d *2018/03/Catalvst Gateway Tetnicnhawiianrfi AoriC.Ting'). 

Though Gateway is clearly in better financial shape than the likes, of Xbhange 
and Bluberi, Gateway has a. debtlead of GA$690 million and, per Moody's 
Investor ServIcevSfhttos://vwnv.i«ooflvs.imiA{amrdt/inoo^'s-gffiims-gM'e,svav-casroosT)a-
cfr^rates-new-defct-baa—or st86oq? 
wtme idmm-Tm1mws6zw4t^iwmritqtosmptodi8co«^d«afiniofrtribbppgwa<pbasz«^go38oggfi or a?S6OQ) . 
a subprime B2 num;//fiirf-onlfafcorgAvp.-' 
co«te»t/ai>1oad&/203.8/op7CfttaIvj9t. MoodvsRatfngs Marl&pag) credit rating. The rating 
agency's most recent note expected Gateway to have negative CAfno million in 
free cash flow given its schedule of improvements and renovations. To free tip 
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cash, Gateway has completed 
fSit!p8;//wwv;b»,sifle-sswire,am-a/iHn^v'tome/!ao}8og26oo.s863/eB/Gatewav--Ciiglnos' 
Entertafameat>iindted'ABaottinees^telfrt^8ebac1ct a series- of sale»le&seback 
transactions, with its most recently announced transactioniM. late February 
netting GAfqBs million, 

A deal .like this to sell and then leaseback prGpeityis a standard. 
ftttPss//wwwa«»m,tiBgtd6te,eoin/aiirtieles/sde4ea8^dfeHi<«^tfag^t^cor^mtb:feance 
tool,, typically offering-a company a mixed, bag of pros and eons; It is nquiek 
way to. raise capital,- especially for an entity like Gateway, thafs used a lot of. 
debt to grow -rapidly, Yet, given the.-sale of Its-eore /real"estate, assets, Gateway's 
future borrowing will likely carry a. higher interest rate since the company will 
have fewer assets to pledgees collateral Unless a sale-leaseback deal helps a 
corporation acquire atrophy asset or is used to retire a block of debt, many 
investors look, at this as the financial equivalent of chopping up the deck to 
keep the fireplace going — a clear signal that financing options are becoming 
limited. 

Gateway's debt holders recently sent a message to Catalyst's management that 
their patience is wearing thin. After Gateway negotiated new lines of credit with 
its lenders, Catalyst sought to use $250 million of the proceeds to pay a 
dividend {or return, capital) to its limited partners — a standard- practice for 
private equity funds of all stripes, But hi recent weeks, several investors who 
own -a large chunk of Gateway's 8.25 percent notes protested, arguing that 
Gateway's operations needed the cash, more.than Gatalysf .and its,limited 
partners, After some-.tense negotiations wfthfhe hotehoMers,. Gatalystwas 
allowed to take. $100 millionas-a- dividend, .wfta mighty big catch: The 
bondholders made/the fend, pay them a coaseiitfee: 
flClp://m«ifcfe,bcsi.aessmaideF.cam./nmWsi6dts/gatmv,w-casliia^gBtertaiameiit«iim3te-d-
a.p.noiitH'.es-)}ew-s&Biojv8(-icared-crediiqael.ln%MHifeelated"COBsaat-solic!tatiott-for-8-2SO--secocd»-
&riorih>«st«i)Q)>seciired-iwtes-dne^goa4«i.oi'7i8464ai of 2 points (one-half a percentage 
point more than what was initially agreed upon) or $5,1. million, to receive the 
money. 

By cutting Its prospective dividend in half and.th.en making Catalyst pay what is 
effectively a to percent fee to obtain the money, investors were .sending a clear 
message about what Catalyst's, priorfties.shouldbe, 

Therapure Biopharma Inn, a .Canadian pharmaceutical contract-inanufaeturer, 
is another .company that Catalysthas invested, in; Catalyst has long-touted its 
prospects only to find the marketplace offering a decisively different, value, 
According to the prosnectiisfMi-fi;//Uit--oiilltH\org/wp^ 
ggnfeiit/.iii3lQads/g038/os/&talrst Thmimye Prospector ManS.Ttd'fl for Therapure's 
aborted (btt.mqAvww.bIooml)erg,rom/ae\^s,/{mietes/goi6-og>oA/t]va'a.ptft'e-bio;>]»mi-)a-
postpgties-canadiari^PQ'OB-marlwt-ccmditkms) 201.6 IPO, it lost flute/ /skf-ontoe-org/wo-
coatCBt/nt>]oa(is/ao3.&/os/Catalvst TheraimrelFQ PL AurtS.-ong) CASIO.8 million oil just 
CA#29.-5 million in revenue for the nine months that ended on Sept 30,2015; 
during 2012 to 2014, it lost €£$37. 16 million on CA$ 69,87 Bullion in revenue. 

In January 2016 before the .erstwhile IPG, Therapure's management had made 
-some rosv assertions flitto;/MrhoBBne.org/TO> 
caBtcat/yBSoiKls/.soiS/Qa/Oitarist Therafttire 'biCnlaa Maw8.pdf) that the-Company had 
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a roster of drugs and treatments in development. But it's undear what: the 
status of these products is today. (The IPO had sought to raise CA$i30 million 
arid valued Th era pure at more than CA$900 million.) 

Therapure also carried GA$ga4 million in deht.prior to its September sale for 
(>200 million (hilm-J/wyw.buslttess'idre.coin/news/home/ooi.yoQoaoosoaa/ea/Themmue^ 
BiQsliarma-AiiaoiiQeeS"ST>ia-Sale-Contraet»Dei?6tQPijQeafItO a partnership between a 
Hoiig Kongdjasedbiotech eoinpany anda private; equityfund advised by China 
Citic Bank Intern ational As .part of .that deal, Catalyst retains the right to 
Therapure's plasma product line. Currently this line seems to be centered on 
one product that's undergoing a Food and Drug Administration Phase 3 trial 
ri)ttp;//Kiii-DlU3iie.cirg./wp-

confept/trokads/gnfE/O'l/Cal-alvst: Tiieramtta Bfaplan products Mnri8,png>. For this 
product, the protein in plasma is purified. The good, news for Therapure is that 
there's a real demand for the product; the bad news is that large, established 
competitors thttnsi/AnvyhlmlcedlB.com/ttulse/beTffiaef's-galde-rilasma-fac.tionattoxi-
i;Kliistn-c'.i:vrrRii1-'/«bv~oten-mfu»a/) dominate the Crowded (Mtp://gkoa;au.sea.eoHi/xirl}tt&» 
niasma.rtip) and mature"marketplace, 

Newton Glassmaii's carefully constrarted world is starting to give way. 

Although the bevy of lawsiiits. initiated by Classman is evidence that he's not 
quietly accepting his professional setbacks or public criticism:, investment 
managers and journalists should not he his biggest concern. In August The 
Wall Street Jotirnal reported nittn://sirbo«iinf..orp.Avo-
coineBi/iipioads/aojS/o^./Qitalvst WAT Airmcm Am8,mlf)that at least'four 
individuals had filed whistle-blower complaints with. Canadian securities 
regulators, including the Ontario Securities Commission, alleging fraud at 
Catalyst and Calhdus. One of the wliistlehlowers told the Southern. 
Investigative Reporting Foundation of the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission interview' on these matters, 

While those who criticize Catalyst may do so at their own financial peril, signs 
of ehangrag times for Catalyst and Calhdus are all around., hast fall Lax 
O'SuTiivan Lisas Gottlieb, Catalyst's longtime law firm, stooped representing 
fMUX//sirf--oiUSBfcQrgAvn^coBteBt/grtoaas/aoi8/oa/GalaFrt; Chaage-oFWwver AnriS.utO 
Catalyst and Gallidus, perhaps in response to .thehhivoivement with Black 
Cube, Meanwhile, West Face is seeking $550 million in damages against: 
Catalyst through a Dec. 29 counterclaim, allegmg th at Catalyst'Titilized 
unlawful means in carrying out their agreed upon campaign of vilification, 
defamation and harassment." 

Calhdus' stock price flirts daily with all-time.lows fhttp;/Mrf-oTi)iB&.otgAyr>-

contea.i/n.Dloads/20i8/04/Screen-$liot-goi8-04-ao-at-4..os,i4-PM.Dm;'S despite the 
company's having spent an estimated CA$tro million for a series of share 
repurchases. And a pair of no-frills websites, Litigating With Catalyst Capital 
Diitps://ciUah'stlStiiratiaii.com/) and Cahidus Capital Litigation 
(iniTysV /aiiiidtiscaiMtaiiMkaiSon.conu; (owned and. maintained by West Face and' 
Kevin Baunmnn, respectively), offer an .unfiattering pietmp of Newton 
Classmaifs future: constant litigation, massive expenses and increasingly 
bruising'defeats. 

12/04/2018 
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The Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation submitted /fskf-
g|i1ioe,or^/wD-coate«t/mploa.ds/^Q^£ga/(^tta,|yst, tioas I^esey, „Ma«8.^df|. 

detailed questions n*.to://sht--onlfo&.prfi-Avp- ' " 

c„QiUcait/»ployygQiB/pa/jt^atfavst QaestionsI), livesey AtirATOgivia ©mail fMtjx//rt|i, 

Catalyst spokesman Daniel Gagmen but he didn't reply, 

David Mo,orej. adawyer representing;CaBidns. and Catalyst, responded with 
aletter..flittp;//ddrQa1fnfcorg"Aro»* 
c^iit^tdwloads/aorS/cw/C^telvst Letter • OMopi%..MmS;BaOsaving manybf the 
questions dealt with ongoing litigation and thus-the companies would.decline 
.comment, Nonetheless, he claimed the questions were;"riddled with 
inaccuracies, misunderstaiidings.andpurposefulfabrications," 

Editor's note; In its CA$455 million "Wolfpack" conspiracy lawsuit, Catalyst 
claimed journalist Bruce Livesey was a member of a short selling conspiracy 
against Callidus, It specifically chiiroedattm;//sii-Touilnaoi'g/wp- •' ; 7 
(;oateat/Mp]oads/gO£8/o.^/C5ata}v5t W&ifeadt 'Livesey At».iS,ra>g") that West Face had 
"retained" Livesey to write a negative story about Callidns. 

The allegations are entirely false: 
livcsev) is an investigative reporterwdth:30 years of experience; he has never 
worked for West Face in any capacity And West Face has completely denied 
Catalyst's claim in court Sings (hmt fwf-anm.omfart 
coinftMArioads/aoiS/o^/Ga.ta.Iysl Wolfpack Denial Livesey Apn8.ra>g), 

The claim about Livesey first surfaced in 2017 when Callidus lawyers deposed 

Esco Marine co-founder Andrew Levy, III 3 r6C6Ilt illt6rV16W 

with the Southern Investigative Reporting 
Foundation, however, Levy strongly denied ever 
having said that West Face had employed 
LtVesey* Levy refused, to discuss Ms deposition hut noted the following' 

"All 1 said was-that a reporter named Bruce front Canada called me andtoklroe 
he was reporting on Callidus for a piiblicationup there* I asked Mm. who else-
he'd spoken to and he told me,,'Greg Behind' and some other people, It's just : 

fids© to-cpiinect him to any hedge fond," 

Catalyst.attorney David Moore's letter tMtR://drLoRlin6.ore/wn> 
coatent/iiDloads/goiS'/oR/Catalvst. Letter DMeore Maw8/DtlfiiO the Southern 
Investigative Reporting Foundation also repeated the lawsuit claim that 
Livesey was part of a "Wolfpack* conspiracy. Moore sharply criticized Livesey, 
decrying "his use of expletives" and "an animus and agenda" against Glass-mam 

litt:n://sirf-onJine.ora/2018/04/ll/newtDn-glasamaiis-legacy-of-ashes/ 12/04/2018 
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COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

CITATION: Mehedi v. 2057161 Ontario Inc., 2015 ONCA 670 
DATE: 20151006 

DOCKET: C59772 

Cronk, Lauwers and van Rensburg J J. A. 

BETWEEN 

Golam Mehedi 

Appellant 

and 

2057161 Ontario Inc. (c.o.b. Job Success), M.A. Hameed, 
Wendell Lacombe and Dale Smith 

Respondents 

Golam Mehedi, acting in person 

Ranjan K. Agarwal and Joseph Marcus appearing as amicus curiae 

Dale Smith, acting in person and as agent for all respondents 

Heard: September 4, 2015 

On appeal from the order of Justice Kevin Whitaker of the Superior Court of 
Justice, dated November 21, 2014. 

Lauwers J.A.: 

[1] The motion judge refused an order under rule 59.06 of the Rules of Civil 

Procedure, R.R.O., 1990, Reg. 194 permitting the appellant to lead new evidence 

after the dismissal of his claim by the trial judge. The evidence, if accepted, could 

cast doubt on the veracity of the testimony of the respondents on which the trial 
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judge relied. The circumstances are most unusual. For the reasons set out 

below, I would allow the appeal. 

The Trial Decision 

[2] According to the appellant, the respondents, operating as "Job Success", 

promised to find him a job paying $70,000 per year within two months; he paid 

them a fee of about $3,700. He sued when they were unable to find him the job. 

[3] The trial judge dismissed the case for oral reasons given on June 23, 

2011. He accepted the trial testimony of the respondents Hameed and Lacombe, 

whom he found to be credible witnesses. He stated: "On the evidence before me, 

there is no basis for a finding that Job Success or any of the defendants made 

any promises or commitments to Mr. Mehedi that they did not fulfill." 

[4] The trial judge added: 

Mr. Mehedi's understanding of the commitment he 
claims they made to him is not supported by any 
independent evidence and, in my view, it is unrealistic 
and unreasonable under the circumstances. Although 
Mr. Mehedi may honestly believe he was given the 
commitment he testified he had received, there is no 
reasonable basis for his belief and it is not supported by 
either the viva voce or documentary evidence. 

[5] The trial judge specifically found "there was never a promise to find the 

plaintiff a job within any specified time frame or at any specified salary range." 
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[6] This court dismissed the appellant's appeal from the trial judgment by way 

of endorsement on January 23, 2012: Mehedi v. 2052761 Ontario Inc., 2012 

ONCA 46. 

The Proposed New Evidence 

[7] Shortly after this court's decision, the CBC broadcast an episode of the 

television program Marketplace, which put into question the evidence given by 

the respondents at the trial. The appellant moved before this court for directions 

on the procedure for introducing fresh evidence, since the trial decision had been 

upheld on appeal. In his ruling on the motion, Juriansz J.A., sitting in chambers, 

explained the situation, at paras. 5-6: 

On February 17, 2012, the CBC broadcast an episode 
of Marketplace titled "Recruitment Rip-off". Marketplace, 
using hidden cameras, purports to expose how a 
recruitment agency, carrying on business as "Toronto 
Pathways", exploits vulnerable unemployed persons by 
promising to find them good jobs in exchange for fees. 
The clients shown in the program are mainly 
unemployed immigrants newly arrived in Canada. The 
program shows Dale Smith acknowledging that "Toronto 
Pathways" and "Job Success" are the same business. 
Mr. Smith, the owner, states, "It is the same corporation. 
Same address. Brand marketing is the only reason for 
the change.... Brand marketing just allows a fresh 
market approach." The program states that the 
company has changed business names five times in 
seven years. 

The program purports to show company officials 
unequivocally promising prospective clients that they 
will be provided good jobs to induce them to enter 
contracts. The defendant Mr. Lacombe is shown being 
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asked by a Marketplace staffer, "So you're basically 
guaranteeing me that I'm going to get a job?", and 
responding, "Absolutely. And we are very good at it." 
The witness Mr. Mac Kay is also shown in the program. 
The program also shows numerous other individuals 
who make essentially the same allegations as 
Mr. Mehedi. 

See Mehedi v. 2057161 Ontario Inc. (c.o.b. Job Success), 2014 ONCA 604. 

[8] Justice Juriansz directed the appellant to bring a motion to adduce fresh 

evidence and re-open the trial. Since the trial judge had declined to hear the 

motion because he had been assigned to criminal court, Juriansz J.A. directed 

that the motion be brought before a motion judge of the Superior Court in the 

ordinary way. The appellant then brought a motion to introduce as new evidence 

the Marketplace report, as well as an article in the Metro newspaper recounting 

similar statements apparently made by the respondent Dale Smith, to a reporter 

who was posing as a Job Success customer. 

The Motion Judge's Decision 

[9] On November 20, 2014, the motion judge dismissed the appellant's 

motion. His reasons, in their entirety, read: 

On July 30, 2014, Juriansz J.A. in chambers directed 
the plaintiff to bring a motion in the normal course 
regarding the admission of new evidence and a new 
trial as a result. I am not persuaded that this is an 
appropriate case to exercise my discretion to reopen 
this matter that had already been tried by Justice Himel 
[Hainey]. Even if the new evidence was allowed, I do 
not believe that that would reasonably affect the 
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outcome. The action [sic] is dismissed. Costs to the 
defendant of $500.00 payable forthwith. Order as 
appropriate. 

[10] The appellant appeals the motion judge's dismissal of his motion, and 

invokes both rule 59.06 of the Rules of Civil Procedure and the court's inherent 

jurisdiction. 

[11] Rule 59.06(2)(a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure provides: 

A party who seeks to, (a) have an order set aside or 
varied on the ground of fraud or of facts arising or 
discovered after it was made; ... may make a motion in 
the proceeding for the relief claimed. 

The Standard of Review 

[12] A motion judge's decision under rule 59.06(2)(a) is discretionary and 

attracts considerable deference from a reviewing court, unless the motion judge 

errs in principle, misapprehends or fails to take account of material evidence, 

reaches an unreasonable decision (Young v. Tyco International of Canada Ltd., 

2008 ONCA 709), or if the reasons do not set out the judge's reasoning process 

and reflect consideration of the main relevant factors: R. v. Sheppard, 2002 SCC 

26; Diamond Auto Collision Inc. v. Economical Insurance Group, 2007 ONCA 

487, at paras. 11-12; Barbieri v. Mastronardi, 2014 ONCA 416, at paras. 22-23. 

Analysis 

[13] The test under rule 59.06(2) (a) to re-open a trial that applies after the 

judgment or other order has been issued and entered was set out by 
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Doherty J.A., speaking for the court, in Tsaoussis (Litigation Guardian of) v. 

Baetz (1998), 41 O.R. (3d) 257, [1998] O.J. No. 3516, at paras. 41 and 44. As he 

noted, the onus is on the moving party to show that all the circumstances "justify 

making an exception to the fundamental rule that final judgments are exactly that, 

final." In particular, the moving party must show that the new evidence could not 

have been put forward by the exercise of reasonable diligence at the original 

proceedings. The court will go on to evaluate "other factors such as the cogency 

of the new evidence, any delay in moving to set aside the previous judgment, any 

difficulty in re-litigating the issues and any prejudice to other parties or persons 

who may have acted in reliance on the judgment." 

[14] In this case, the motion judge's reasons for refusing to re-open the trial are 

inadequate. While he briefly states what he views as the appropriate test, the 

motion judge does not describe the proposed new evidence or relate the test to 

it. He does not explain why the new evidence fails to meet the test, or why it 

would not, in his words, "reasonably affect the outcome", given the critical 

importance of the trial testimony of the respondents, Hameed and Lacombe, to 

the trial judge's decision. In the result, this court is unable to meaningfully review 

the basis for his dismissal of the appellant's motion. 

[15] In my view, the appellant has met the test under rule 59.06(2)(a) as 

articulated in Baetz. It is plain that the proposed new evidence was not available 

at the time of the first trial or the first appeal. The appellant did not delay in 
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seeking relief. The new evidence is cogent, in that it is apparently credible and, if 

accepted, would probably have affected the result at trial; the new evidence 

could serve to undermine the evidence given by the respondents and bolster that 

of the appellant. That is because the video shows representatives of Job 

Success apparently making the same or similar promises to others that the trial 

judge found to be "unrealistic and unreasonable" with respect to the appellant. 

Finally, I see no prejudice to the respondents if the trial were re-opened. 

[16] Amicus submits that the motion judge erred in applying the test for re

opening a trial described by the Supreme Court of Canada in 671122 Ontario 

Ltd. v. Sagaz Industries Canada Inc., 2001 SCC 59, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 983. The 

Sagaz test was articulated in a case in which the judgment at issue had not yet 

been issued and entered. In the present case, while no formal judgment was 

taken out, the trial decision had been appealed. Amicus asserts that the motion 

judge ought to have applied the Baetz test, which includes the consideration of a 

number of different factors, including balancing fairness against the interest in 

finality. 

[17] In Sagaz, the Supreme Court accepted, at paras. 20 and 64, the motion 

judge's application of the two-part test for re-opening a trial described by the High 

Court in Scott v. Cook, [1970] 2 O.R. 769: 
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First, would the evidence, if presented at trial, probably 
have changed the result? Second, could the evidence 
have been obtained before trial by the exercise of 
reasonable diligence? 

[18] Courts citing Sagaz often seem to boil the test down to these two 

questions (see, for example, 1057854 Ontario Inc. v. Kara Holdings Inc., [2005] 

O.J. No. 1144, at para. 40; Wesbell Networks Inc. (Receiver of) v. Bell Canada, 

2013 ONSC 7814; Irving Shipbuilding Inc. v. Schmidt, 2014 ONSC 5089, at 

para. 57; Madock v. Grauer, 2010 BCSC 1709). However, the Supreme Court, at 

para. 60, added this important direction: "Appellate courts should defer to the trial 

judge who is in the best position to decide whether, at the expense of finality, 

fairness dictates that the trial be reopened." Plainly then, fairness is also an 

important factor, including prejudice to others who have acted in reliance on the 

judgment, as Baetz notes. 

[19] I further note that in Sagaz, the Supreme Court, at para. 63, approved the 

following comments by Lord Denning in Ladd v. Marshall, [1954] 1 W.L.R. 1489 

(C.A.), at p. 1491: 

It is very rare that application is made to this court for a 
new trial on the ground that a witness has told a lie. The 
principles to be applied are the same as those always 
applied when fresh evidence is sought to be introduced. 
To justify the reception of fresh evidence or a new trial, 
three conditions must be fulfilled: first, it must be shown 
that the evidence could not have been obtained with 
reasonable diligence for use at the trial; secondly, the 
evidence must be such that, if given, it would probably 
have an important influence on the result of the case, 
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though it need not be decisive; thirdly, the evidence 
must be such as is presumably to be believed, or in 
other words, it must be apparently credible, though it 
need not be incontrovertible. [Emphasis added.] 

[20] In my view, properly understood, the test in Sagaz goes beyond the two 

questions of whether the new evidence, if presented at trial, would probably have 

changed the result, and whether the evidence could have been obtained before 

trial by the exercise of reasonable diligence, it includes considerations of finality, 

the apparent cogency of the evidence, delay, fairness and prejudice, factors that 

were articulated by this court in its decision in Baetz. The error in this case was 

not in the motion judge's decision to apply Sagaz rather than Baetz, but in his 

application of the test, as I have already described. In this case, the new 

evidence meets both the Baetz and the Sagaz tests for re-opening a trial 

assuming there is any real distinction between the two. 

Disposition 

[21] Because of the nature of the inquiry, a motion under rule 59.06(2)(a) to 

reopen a trial decision based on fresh evidence should be brought before the trial 

judge, who is in the best position to contextualize the fresh evidence and to direct 

the trial of an issue if appropriate: Janjua v. Khan, 2014 ONCA 5 at para. 11. 

See Sagaz, at para.60. This is the practice that should be followed unless there 

is some real impediment to the trial judge dealing with the motion. 
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[22] I would allow the appeal, re-open the trial and remit the matter to the trial 

judge for reconsideration in light of the fresh evidence. It will be for the trial judge 

to determine the admissibility of the new evidence and its effects, if any, on the 

merits of the case. 

[23] In the circumstances, I would set aside all previous cost orders against the 

appellant in this matter, including the costs of the first trial, the appeal to this 

court from the first trial judgment and the costs of the motion before the motion 

judge. It will be for the trial judge to determine appropriate costs dispositions, 

based on his reconsideration of the case. 

[24] I would also award the appellant $2,000 for the costs of this appeal, 

inclusive of disbursements and all applicable taxes. 

Released: October 6, 2015 "PL" 

"P. Lauwers J.A." 

"I agree E.A. Cronk J A" 

"I agree K. van Rensburg J.A." 
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CITATION: Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse, 2016 ONSC 6285 
COURT FILE NO,: CV-16-11272-00CL 

DATE: 20161007 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE - ONTARIO 
COMMERCIAL LIST 

BETWEEN: THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC 

Plaintiff 

AND: 

BRANDON MOYSE and WEST FACE CAPITAL INC 

Defendants 

BEFORE: Newbould J. 

COUNSEL: Rocco DiPucchio, Andrew W'mton and Bradley Vermeersch, for the plaintiffs 

Robert A. Centa, Kris Borg-OIivier and Denise M. Cooney, for the defendant 
Brandon Moyse 

Kent E. Thomson, Matthew Mile-Smith and Andrew Carlson, for the defendant 
West Face Capital Inc. 

COST ENDORSEMENT 

[1] I have now received cost submissions from the parties following the dismissal of this 

action. 
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West Face costs 

[2] West Face claims costs on a substantial indemnity basis. The normal rule is that costs are 

to be paid on a partial indemnity basis. However, conduct of a party that is reprehensible, 

scandalous or outrageous are grounds for costs to be awarded on a substantial or complete 

indemnity basis. See Yoimg v. Young, [1993] 4 S.C.R, 3. The conduct giving rise to such an 

award can be conduct either in a circumstances giving rise to the cause of action or in the 

proceedings themselves. See Orkin, The Law of Costs> 2nd ed. at para. 219 and Ford Motor 

Company of Canada v. Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement Fund (2006), 17 B.L.R. (4lh) 

169 (Ont. C.A.). 

[3] Unfounded allegations of improper conduct seriously prejudicial to the character or 

reputation of a party can give rise to costs on a substantial indemnity scale. See 131843 Canada 

Inc. v. Double "R" (Toronto) Ltd. (1992), 7 C.P.C. (3d) 15 per Blah J. (as he then was). In Re 

Bisyk (No. 2) (1980), 32 O.R. (2d) 281; aff d [1981] OJ. No. 1319 (C.A.), Robins I (as he then 

was), held that unproven allegations of undue influence in the preparation of a will were 

allegations of improper conduct seriously prejudicial to the character or reputation of a party 

deserving of costs on a solicitor and client basis. Both of these cases were referred with 

acceptance in Davies v. Clarington (Municipality) (2009), 100 O.R. (3d) 66 (C.A.) at para. 47. 

[4] In Thoughtcorp Systems Inc. v. Tanju, [2009] O.J. No. 1856, it was alleged that the 

defendant formed a competing business in breach of his fiduciary duties to the plaintiff and his 

non-competition agreement, hired a former employee of the plaintiff in breach of non

competition and non-solicitation clauses in her employment agreement, appropriated the 

plaintiffs confidential information, knowingly participated in the former employee's breach of 

fiduciary duties to the plaintiff, interfered with economic relations and unlawfully conspired with 

the former employee to the plaintiffs detriment. Hoy J. (as she then was) viewed the allegations 

as harmful to the defendant's integrity and awarded costs on a substantial indemnity basis. She 

said: 

21 The allegations in this case go beyond breach of employment contract. 
Allegations of appropriation of confidential information and knowingly 
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participating in breach of a fiduciary duty appear to me to be seriously prejudicial 
to, and to impugn the integrity of, a young professional developing a career in the 
"trusted intelligence services" field and, in the absence of a release which 
effectively puts an end to the allegations, to, in appropriate cases, justify costs on 
a substantial indemnity scale in the event of a discontinuance. 

[5] In this case, the claim against West Face was pleaded as follows: 

34.6 West Face wrongfully used Catalyst's Confidential Information, which it 
solicited and obtained from Moyse, to obtain an unfair advantage over Catalyst in 
its negotiations with Wind. But for the transmission of confidential information 
concerning Wind from Moyse to West Face, West Face would not have 
successfully negotiated a purchase of Wind. 

[6] On the face of it, this is an accusation of soliciting and misusing confident information. 

To solicit it indicates an intention to obtain confidential information. In the industry in which 

both West Face and Catalyst participated, personal integrity is extremely important. The 

accusation that West Face knowingly solicited confidential information from an employee of 

Catalyst and used it against Catalyst was an allegation of wrongdoing that attacked the integrity 

of West Face and its executives, 

[7] In this case, Catalyst was aware before it amended its statement of claim to make this 

claim that West Face had set up a confidentiality wall before Mr. Moyse began working for West 

Face. It was also aware that Mr. Griffin of West Face had sworn two affidavits denying that 

West Face had obtained any confidential information about Catalyst from Mr. Moyse or had 

used such information in its dealings to acquire an interest in Wind. It was also aware of 

affidavits from Messrs. Leitner and Burt, principals of two of the partners of West Face in the 

bid for Wind, denying that they had received any information from West Face about Catalyst's 

dealings regarding Wind. Catalyst had also received extensive production of all of West Face's 

productions. Catalyst openly admitted at the opening of trial that it had no "direct" evidence that 

Mr, Moyse communicated confidential Catalyst information about Wind to West Face. 

[8] This was not a case in which it was acknowledged by West Face that it had obtained 

Catalyst information from Mr. Moyse and the issue was whether it constituted confidential 
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information or was used by West Face. Rather it was a straight contest as to whether West Face 

had obtained confidential Catalyst information about Wind and had used it. Catalyst was aware 

aware that in order to prove its allegations it had to establish that West Face witnesses were 

lying. There was no way around that. In its closing argument it alleged "subterfuge and secrecy" 

as being as essential part of the asserted tort, 

[9] Thus the allegations not only impugned the integrity of Mr. Griffin and other persons at 

West Face by asserting a solicitation and misuse of confidential Catalyst information but also 

attacked then honesty in their asserting that no confidential information regarding Catalyst was 

obtained horn Mr. Moyse or used by West Face. 

[10] This law suit was driven by Mr. Glassman. He was not able to accept that he lost his 

chance to acquire Wind by being outsmarted by someone else. He set out to prove his belief that 

the West Face witnesses were lying and that West Face had obtained confidential Catalyst 

information from Mr. Moyse that they used to defeat Catalyst's bid to acquire Wind. He was 

certainly playing hardball attacking the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite 

of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled lawyers, he utterly failed.1 

[11] In these circumstances I am of the view that West Face is entitled to costs on a substantial 

indemnity basis. 

[12] Regarding the amount of the costs claimed by West Face on a substantial indemnity 

basis, Catalyst raises no argument on the quantum. West Face claims substantial indemnity costs 

totalling $1,239,970.41, including fees of $1,053,238.29, disbursements and HST. 

[13] West Face in its bill of costs claimed $843,246.50 on a partial indemnity basis, including 

fees of $702,155.18, disbursements and HST. Catalyst accepts that that claim on a partial 

indemnity basis is reasonable. Under rale 1.03 the definition of substantial indemnity cost means 

11 in DO way impugn the integrity of Catalyst's lawyers who conducted the case in an entirely professional manner. 
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1.5 times partial indemnity costs. 1.5 times $702,155.18, the amount of fees claimed by West 

Face on a partial indemnity basis and accepted by Catalyst as reasonable, comes to 

$1,053,232.77, which is within $5 dollars of the amount claimed by West Face for substantial 

indemnity fees. 

[14] Thus I fix the substantial indemnity costs to be paid by Catalyst to West Face at 

$1,239,965. 

Brandon Moyse 

[15] Mr. Moyse also claims costs on a substantial indemnity basis. In many ways he is entitled 

to costs on that scale for the same reasons that West Face is entitled to substantial indemnity 

costs. His reputation and integrity were attacked. Had the allegation stuck that he disclosed 

confidential Catalyst information to West Face, it would have had a very detrimental effect on 

his career prospects at a very early stage of his career. As it was, the allegations alone caused Mr. 

Moyse great difficulty. As a result of the litigation, Mr. Moyse was off work from July 16,2014 

until December 2015, and had significant difficulties securing a new job. 

[16] Mr. Moyse made some mistakes at the outset of this sorry saga. He destroyed evidence of 

his web browsing history out of a concern that it would show he had accessed adult 

entertainment websites and become pail of the public record. He wiped his blackberry to remove 

personal information. He always asserted that they were honest mistakes and that he never 

passed on to West Face any confidential Catalyst information regarding its Wind initiative or 

destroyed any evidence of any such activities. Mr. Moyse was a young man at that time who had 

a veiy close relationship with his girlfriend who is now his fiancee. 

[17] Mr. Glassman caused Catalyst to assert a foil scale attack on tills young man. No thought 

was given to all of the denials by Mr. Moyse as well as by the West Face witnesses that there had 

not been any confidential Catalyst information regarding Wind given to West Face by Mr. 

Moyse. Catalyst claimed general damages against Mr. Moyse. What those would be were not 

particularized, which in a case involving a claim by Catalyst against West Face in excess of $500 

million, would leave Mr. Moyse in a perilous state. It was only in its closing submissions on a 
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question from the bench that Catalyst counsel said that damages equivalent to an award covering 

its costs of the case would be appropriate. That amount in this expensive litigation would be 

something that Mr. Moyse would in all likelihood be unable to pay.2 

[18] However, the steps that Mr. Moyse took that he has readily acknowledged were mistakes, 

albeit with no intention to destroy any relevant evidence, must be considered in deciding what 

level of costs to be awarded to Mi*. Moyse. In my view, it is a reason not to award costs on a 

substantial indemnity basis, and I award costs only on a partial indemnity basis. 

[19] Mr. Moyse claims partial indemnity costs of $339,500.18, made up of fees to the end of 

trial of $282,330.50, disbursements of $20,466.71 and HST. Catalyst argues that the fees claimed 

are excessive. It has filed a bill of costs of its own costs on a partial indemnity basis with fees to 

the end of trial being $455,381 plus HST. The arguments of Catalyst essentially come down to 

an assertion that the spoliation case against Mr. Moyse was a separate claim that did not require 

all of the time spent. I do not accept that argument. Mr. Moyse had to be represented throughout 

the case, including discoveries and cross-examinations of West Face witnesses and at trial. The 

spoliation case against him was not divorced from the evidence led against West Face and he 

was exposed to a very large judgment that could have been affected by an award against West 

Face. 

[20] The fees claimed by counsel for Mr. Moyse are approximately 61% of the fees claimed in 

the Catalyst bill of costs. The fees claimed by counsel for Mr. Moyse are 40% of the fees 

claimed by counsel for West Face on a partial indemnity basis. It is evident that the work done 

by counsel for Mr. Moyse was substantially less than the work done for Catalyst and West Face. 

2 One might wonder why the action against Mr. Moyse was continued after his leave of absence from West Face. He 
was in no position to pay any substantial award of damages. If Catalyst was hoping that in order to get out of the 
impending financial disaster, Mr. Moyse would "turn state's evidence" and say that he had disclosed confidential 
Catalyst information regarding its Wind initiative to West Face, it did not work. The fact that West Face has paid 
Mr. Moyse's legal fees may have had something to do with that, although West Face has not indemnified Mr. 
Moyse against any damage award. Mr. Moyse continued his denial of making any such disclosure and I accepted his 
evidence. 
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[21] It is not the court's function when fixing costs to second guess successful counsel of the 

amount of time spent unless the time spent was obviously too much. See Fiorillo v. Krispy 

Kreme Doughnuts Inc. [2009] 0 J. No. 3223 and the authorities cited in it. I am in no position to 

say that the time spent was obviously too much. 

[22] There are three areas specified by Catalyst in its critique of the bill of costs of Mr, 

Moyse: . 

(a) Mr. Moyse claimed 15 hours for Commercial List attendances. It is said there 

were six attendances since January 2016 and that none lasted more than one hour. 

This ignores preparation time. It is said no costs were sought, awarded or reserved 

for those attendances. That is irrelevant. Attendances at 9:30 am conferences are 

the norm in the Commercial List and they save a lot of time and expense, as 

acknowledged by Catalyst in its costs submissions that costs were reduced 

because disputes between the parties were resolved at those appointments without 

folly briefed motions. Counsel are entitled to their costs of those attendances as 

they are steps in the proceeding. 

(b) Mr. Moyse claimed 151.4 hours for oral discoveries. It is said that the only 

discovery that Mr. Moyse conducted was of Catalyst's witness for thirty minutes 

and that he only gave six undertakings during his one day of discovery. It is said 

that it is not possible for one day of defending a witness and preparing for a 30 

minute oral discovery to take 140 hows of preparation. This ignores the fact that 

counsel for Mr. Moyse had 7800 productions to consider, including 3400 

documents produced by Catalyst between late March and May, 2016 and also 

attended, quite properly, the other discoveries. To have ignored those would have 

been foolhardy. 

(c) Catalyst complains that counsel for Mr. Moyse claimed 218.3 hours for direct and 

cross-examination preparation yet he only called two witnesses during trial and 

only cross-examined four witnesses. It should be pointed out that 70 hours were 

spent by a law clerk for preparing briefs of documents for witnesses and 5 hours 
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were for a student. It is said counsel for Mr. Moyse need not have spent so much 

preparation time. I cannot say that the time spent was obviously too much. 

Second-guessing successful counsel in a complex case such as this, particularly 

the spoliation case, is a difficult thing to do on the basis of simply looking at the 

hours. 

[23] In this case, with the personal attack made on Mr. Moyse by Catalyst that affected Mr. 

Moyse's livelihood, Catalyst had to know that Mr. Moyse had no alternative but to take every 

possible step he could to defend himself. 

[24] Taking into account the factors in rule 57.01 and discussed in Andersen v St. Jude 

Medical Inc., [2006] 0 J. No. 508 (Div. Ct.), I fix the partial indemnity costs to be paid to Mr. 

Moyse by Catalyst at the amount claimed of $339,500.18. 

Newbould J. 

Date: October 7,2016 
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